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; APOLLC SCIENTIFIC FXPERIMENTS DATA HANDBOOK

" " " CHANGE PAGES (April 1976) ;

To update your copy of the Apollo Scientific Experiments
Data Handbook (NASA TN X-58131), the attached "change pages"

should be substituted in your handbook as indicated.

: (Please note that pa_e _ii o_ your Apollo Scientific
Experiments Data Handbook contains a form to request
handbook revisions. If you want to continue receiving the
handbook _ -isions, be sure that this form has been filled
out and ma _ as indicated in the instructions.)

Replace old With new :

° Contents xi xi

Section 3 -- 3-I to 3-38 3-1 to 3-5_

Experiment Status _,

Divider Part A, blue Part A, pink

sheet following sheet following ._

p. 3-38 p. 3-54

; : Section ¢ -- Passive _-1 to 4-28 4-1 to _-29 _

_. Seismic Experiment !-
£

•: Section 5-- Active 5-I to 5-22 5-I to 5-25 !

_. Seismic Experiment ._
£

Section 6 -- Lunar 6-I to 6-11 6-1 to 6-12 •
Surface Hagnetom-

: ete_ Experiment

Section 7 -- Lunar 7-3 and 7-4 7-3 and 7-_

: Portable Hagnetom- 7-7 and 7-8 7-7 and 7-8 i
eter ' *,

' Section 8 -- Solar- 8-3 to 8-6 8-3 to 8-6

Wind Spectrometer 8-11 to 8-18 8-11 to 8-18

, Experiment

Section 9 -- Supra- 9-I to 9-13 9-I to 9-23
; thermal Ion Detec- *_

I tot Experiment

_ Section 10 -- Heat I0-I and 10-2 10-I and 10-2
" _ _io_ Experiment I0-31 to I0-56 I0-JI to 10-6_

C-I _
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Replace old With new

Section 16 -- Tra- 16-1 to 16-29 16-1 to 16-38 / _
verse Gravimeter

Experiment

Section 18 -- Far UV 18-I to 18-10 18-1 to 18-10

Camera/Spectrograph New input 18-15 to 18-17 _

Section 19 -- Lunar 19-1 to 19-7 19-I to 19-8

Ejecta and Mete-

orites E,periment i
t,

Section 2g -- Lunar 2g-I to 2_-35 2g-1 to 24-61

Heutron Probe

Experiment

Section 25 -- Dust 25-7 to 25-13 25-7 to 25-!6

Thermal Radiation

Egineering

Heasurement
>

Divider Part B, blue Part B, pink

sheet following sheet following

p. 25-13 p. 25-16 _

Section 31 -- 31-79 and 31-80 31-79 and 31-80 '
Bistatic-Radar '_
Experiment _'

Section 33 -- Sub- 33-I to 33-67 13-1 to 33-73

satellite Experiments

2
Section 36 -- Lunar 36-1 to 36-25 36-I to 36-3g

Photographs and
Happing Products i

Section 37 -- Lunar 37-3 and 37-_ 37-3 and 37-g

Sample Research
Program

}
Appendi, A A-I to A-8 A-I to A-8 :

Apollo Experiment ,_'
Principal

Investigators

Appendix D (New Input) Insert pages !
Solar-Wind- D-I to D-20

Composition after appen-
Experiment dix C _

C-2 '?
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Insert these three pages as pages C-I, C-2, and C-]

• immediately followin page xi of the table of con%ents: thus

"" indicating that your handbook contains the revisions of

April 1976.
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FOREWORD

The Apollo Program has provided, and will continue to pro-
vide, a wealth of scientific data. Until recently, these data !

were analyzed primarily by the Principal Investigators and their

teams under the proprietary rights recognized by NASA. Following
' the last Apollo mission, the Lunar Analysis and Synthesis Program

was established to encourage the participation of a larger segment

of the scientific community in lunar science development (e.g.,
through the multidiscipline studies, development of comprehensive

models of lunar origi: _,and evolution, studies of lunar physical

properties and motions, studies of the internal and external

processes operating on the Moon, etc.).

One of the first activities of this program was to determine

the procedures for disseminating lunar science data as broadly
and effectively as possible. This handbook was written to assist
in the dissemination of these data to the scientific community

and especially to facilitate gredter participation in the evalua-
tion of lunar science data.

?

The NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center acknowledges the
efforts of the Geophysical Data Evaluation Working Group in the

establishment and implementation of the data archiving procedures.

We also appreciate the cooperation of the Principal Investigators

and their teams and the Lunar Science Institute in presenting

information and written material for this handbook. _

I
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INFORMATION ON REVISIONS

This publication will be revised periodically to provide

more current information. If you want an updated copy of £his
document, fill out the attached card and mail to W. F. Eichelman,

TN-3, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 77058.

W. F. Eichelman, TN-3

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Please place my name on the mailing list for the next

revision of the Apollo Scientific Experiments Data Handbook
(NASA TM X-58131).

Nan,e :

Address :

I

Affiliation:

Date
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/
I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this handbook is to present an overview
of the _pollo Program scientific experiments to assist the

scientific community in further study and synthesis of the
experiment data. The experiment information in this

publication is not intended for use in data analysis: it is
given only as a guide for the preparation of data analysis

plans.

Each experiment is explained and the equipment is
described, limited descriptions are given of the computer

programs used in the data processing, together with

information about location and availability of the data.

The distribution of data will generally he handled by
the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC). After the
user has studied this handbook and decided on the area of

investigation or data synthesis, he should request data for
specific tlme periods of specific missions. _he procedure

for requesting data from NSSDC is described in the following

paragraphs.

DATA _VAILABILITY AND ORDERING PROCEDURES

The purpose of the NSSDC is to provide data and

information from space science experiments in support of

additional studies beyond those performed by the principal
investigators. Therefore, NSSDC will provide data and

information, uFon request, to any individual or organization
in the United States. In addition, the same services are

available to scientists outside the United States through

the World Data Center A for 9ockets and Satellites (WDC-A-

R_S). Normally, a charge is made for the requested data to

cover the cost of reproduction and the processing of the
request. The requester will be notified of the cost, and

payme,lt must be received prior to processing the request.
The director of NSSDC may waive, as resources permit, %he

charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be used

for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes
and when they are requested by an individual affiliated with
one of the following:

I. NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA

grantees

&--.
}

I-3 s

........................... 2
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2. Other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, l
or their grantees I

3. Universities and colleges

4. State and local Governments

5. Nonprofit organizations
I

A user can obtain data in any of the following ways:

I. Letter request i

2. NSSDC Data Request Form (fig. I-I)
f

3. Telephone request i

4. Onsite request

Anyone who desires to obtain data for a scientific

study should specify the NSSDC identification number, the
common name and/or number of the satellite and the

experiment, the form of data, and the time span (or
location, when appropriate) of data requested. (Because

some of the Apollo science experiments are still returninq
useful data and data from others may not have been deposited

in the NSSDC, users should consult the most recent NSSDC j
Data Catalog of Satellite Experiments for specifics on time

periods of data coverage and availability.) A requester
should also specify why the data are needed, the subject of

his work, the name of the organization with which he is

affiliated, and any Government contracts he may have for

performing his study.

When requesting data on magnetic tape, the user should

specify whether he will supply new tapes prior to the

processing, return the original NSSDC tapes after the data
have been copied, or pay for new tapes.

The NSSDC official address for requests is

National Space Science Data Center
Code 601._

Goddard Spac_ Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

Phone: 301 082-6695
%

%

/

I°4
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I Users who reside outside the United States should
direct requests for data to

World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites _
Code 60 1

Goddard Space Flight Center

Green belt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A.

Phone: 301 982-6695

THE NSSDC FACILITIES AND SERVICES

The NSSDC provides facilities for reproduction of data
and fcr onsite data use. Resident and visiting scientists

are invited to study the data while at NSSDC. The NSSDC
staff will assist useLs with additional data searches ann

with the use of equipment. In addition to satellite and _

space probe data, the NSSDC maintains some correlative data

and information on other correlative data that may he
related to a specific request These correlative data are ;• %

described in the "NSSDC Handbook of Correlative Data" (NSSDC

71-05), which is available from the Data Center.

In addition to its main function of providing selected

I data and supporting information for further analysis ofspace science flight experiments, the NSSDC _roduces a wide

spectrum of publications. Among these are documents that
announce the availability of spacecraft experiment data, a

report on active and planned spacecraft and expeTiments, _nd

lunar and planetary photographic catalogs and users guides.
For additional information on NSSDC and WDC-A-.R_S document

availability and distribution services, write to the

appropriate address as given earlier ann ask for document

NSS DC/W DC-A-R6S 7_-I O.

j
, 1-5 _
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HSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*

• /Scientists OU1 SIDE the United States send order to: Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:

WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTEF'
CODE 601 CODE601.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT r MARYLAND 20771, USA GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 +',
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Pleose print) i
NAME TITLE/POSITION

DIVISION/BR._NCH/DEPARTMENT 1 MAIL CODE i

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS +:

CITY STATE

ZiP CODE OR COUNTRY TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Extension)

DATE OF REQUEST DATE DATA tOur overage Wocessing ttme for ¢ request is 3 to 4 weeks.
DESIRED Please allow cmpb time fm delivery. We will noti_ you if

we cannot meet the dote specified.)

INTENDED USE OF DATA (check oil that apply)

; _I Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.), Contract Ha.

C] Support of a U.S. Gover, Jmant effort (other than NASA)

Research and analysis prelect (individual or coml_ny sponsored)
!,
:. [_ Educational purposes (axplaln below) E3 Exhibit or dtsplay

Preparation of Master's thesis _] Reference material

_--_ Preparation of Doctoral thesis r7 Usa in pubhcotion

, [3 Other:

"_ HSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from stud,as m which data supphed by NS_DC

have boon used, Please state briefly the research proiacts in which you are engaged and if you plan Io prepare

any artmcles based on this research.

'v

:+

i *NSSDC has evadable spat,el fo,.s for ordering photographic data from the Surveyor, Lunar Orb+tsr,
Apollo, and Merlnor mlsslons. These forms w*11 be provided on request.

:- (a) Front. ,_

_' Figure 1-1 .- The NSSDC data request form, '.

i +'............................. %
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I 2. ALSEP EPHEMERIS DESCRIPTION
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I
2. ALSEP EPHEMERIS DESCRIPTION ,_

J

The Apollo lunar surface experiments package (ALSEP) ephem-
eris tape is generated by using data obtained from a single pre-

cision ephemeris tape containing positions of the Moon and the

Sun with respect to the Earth for the period from the year 1950 to
_ the year 2000. This tape was constructed using data provided by

the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The data used to construct the ALSEP ephemeris tape are in

the mean equinox of the epoch coordinate system, where the epoch

is defined as the nearest beginning of a Besellian year. The

positions of the Moon and the Sun are found relative to the posi-
tion of the Earth at a specified time by applying Newton's fifth-

order interpolation to the tabular data. The two resulting

vectors are rotated into the true-equinox-of-date system by appli-

cation of the matrices of precession and nutation. The origin of

the coordinate system is then translated to the Moon center, and
the transformation into selenographic coordinates is accomplished

using the libration matrix (ref. 2-I). The selenographic x-y

plane is the true equatorial plane of the Moon, with the x-axis

passing through the prime meridian. The z-axis lies along the

true axis of the Moon in a northerly direction, and the y-axis
completes the right-handed system.

USAGE

All output coordinate systems are positioned so that their

origins are located at the ALSEP. Output is in both the spherical
and Cartesian representation of three basic ALSEP-centered coordi-

nate systems. _'

System I

{
The primary plane of the first coordinate system is the ALSEP

meridian plane. The Cartesian x-axis points radially outward

from the ALSEP (toward the zenith), the z-axis lies in the ALSEP _.
meridian plane in a northerly direction, and the y-axis lies in

2-3

i
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the equatorial plane completing the right-handed system. The I

construction of the coordinate system is as follows.

y' = sin I cos I 0 (2-I) ,

z' L-sin _ cos I -_in _ sin I cos _J\z/

-#

where x',y',z' denote the ALSEP-centered axes, x,y,z

denote the selenographic axes, 1 is the selenographic longitude
of the ALSEP, and _ is the selenographic latitude of the ALSEP.

The primary plane of the spherical coordinate system is the

Cartesian x'-z' plane; the principal axis is the x' axis. The
in-plane angle 8 is measured from x' toward z' in the range

-_ to ,. The out-of-plane angle _ is measured from the pri-

mary plane toward the positive y' axis, in the range -- to2 _"

R = _x,2 + y,2 + z,2

-1(Z'_ P
8 = tan \_-r] {2-2)

x,2 + y,2 + z,2

System 2

The Cartesian x-axis of system 2 is the ALSEP-Earth line,

which is positive toward the Earth. The y-axis lies parallel to

the Earth-Moon-line/Moon-velocity plane in the direction opposite
the Moon velocity vector. The z-axis completes the right-handed

system as follows.

x = RE/A

z' = _M/E × VM/E (2-3)

= unit (_' x _)

Z = X × y

1976007062-023



[ RE/A

+++ ^

where x,y,z are the axes of coordinate system 2, is the

&" unit vector from ALSEP toward Earth, /E is the position vector

from Earth to Moon, _M/E is the velocity vector of the Moon, and

• × denotes cross product. The primary plane of the spherical sys-

tem is the x-y plane of coordinate system 2. The principal axis
_f the spherical system is the Cartesian x-axis. The construc-

tion of the spherical vectors of the Earth and the Sun are as
follows.

R = _x 2 + y2 + z2 J

0 = tan I o
(2-4)

z+ y2 + z

System 3

i The x-axis of system 3 is the unit vector directed from
ALSEP to%_ard the Sun. The z-axis is nearly normal to the eclip-
tic plan_, positive northward. The x-axis is rJt truly in the

ecliptic plane. The y-axis completes the right-handed system.

^

x = RS/A

^

z' = H (2-5)

y = Z' × X

z = x × y

^

where H is the unit vector normal to the ecliptic. The spheri-

cal system is directly analogous to system 2.

UNITS

A1 _tput angles are in radians. Distance units are Earth

radii (ER). One ER is equal to 20 925 696.3 U.S. ft,
20 925 738.19 international ft, or 6378.165 km.

i

2-5
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: OUTPUT TAPE FORMAT I

j
The output tape format is in Univac FORTRAN. The header

record consists of a control word; four integers giving ALSEP
: number, day, month, and year; check sum; and another control word.

Data records consist of the control word and 24-hr blocks of

ephemeris that will be contained in 468 words per record. The
words are as follows.

Word Description

t _ I Calendar year

2 G.m.t. elapsed days from January 0

3 00 (two zeros), which corresponds to 00:00 G.m.t.

(Words 4 to 15 will all be relative to system I.)

4 x coordinate from the ALSEP to the earth center

5 y coordinate from the ALSEP to the Earth center

6 z coordinate from the ALSEP to the Earth center I
I

7 to 9 Spherical coordinates p,0,_ of words 4, 5,

and 6, respectively

10 to 12 Cartesian coordinates x,y,z, respectively,
measured from the ALSEP to the Sun center for
00:00 G.m.t.

13 to 15 Spherical coordinates p,0,¢, of words 10 to 12,

respectively

(Words 16 to 27 will be relative to system 2.)

16 to 18 Cartesian coordinates x,y,z of Earth center at
00:00 G.m.t.

19 to 21 Spherical coordinates p,0,%, of words 16 to 18,

respectively

22 to 2_ Cartesian coordinates x,y,z of Sun center
at 00:00 G.m.t.

25 to 27 Spherical coordinates _,0,_ of words 22 to 2_,
respectively

I
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, Word Description
(Words 28 to 39 w111 be information using system 3.) !

28 to 30 Cartesian coordinates x,y,z of the Earth center
at 00:00 G.m.t.

31 to 33 Spherical coordinates p,0,_ of words 28 to 30,

respectively

34 to 36 Cartesian coordinates x,y,z Sun center
• at 00:00 G.m.t.

37 to 39 Spherical coordinates p,0,_ of words 34 to 36,

respectively

40 Calendar year

41 G.m.t. elapsed days from January 0

42 02 (hours of G.m.t. for word 41)

43 to 78 Repeat of words 4 to 39 except for a new time
(word 42)

i 79 Calendar year80 G.m.t. elapsed days from January 0

81 04 (hours of G.m.t. for word 80)

82 to 117 Repeat of words 4 to 39 except for a new time
(word 81)

This scheme will repeat nine times to complete the day.
Words I, 40, 79, 118, 157, 196, 235, 274, 313, 352, 391, and 430

all will be calendar year. For a given record, each of these

words will contain the same constant value. Words 2, 41, 80, 119,
158, 197, 236, 275, 314, 353, 392, and 431 all will contain the

number of days elapsed from January 0. For a given record, each
of these words will contain the same constant value. Words 3, 42,

81, 120, 159, 198, 237, 276, 315, 354, 392, and 432 all will be

hour designators starting at 00 bo_'rs and incrementing by 2 for

each word. For example, the ephemeris 4nformation for 12:00 G.m.t.

October 20, 1966, would be the 12 words following word 237 of

day 293 of 1966. Within each system, the first three words denote

Earth Cartesian coordinates x,y,z; the secon_ three words denote
Earth spherical coordinates p,o,¢; the third three words denote

Sun Cartesian coordinates x,y,z; and the fourth three words
denote Sun spherical coordinates _,0,%.
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One complete ephemeris 26-bit magnetic tape is sent to each

principal investigator (six tapes). Books of ephemeris data from i
4020 microfilm are made as the demand requires. The microfilm

data are written by the computer just after the output tape is

written. The microfilm copy is not, therefore, _ copy Froduced
by reading the outpuu data tape.

The Univac can write only 256-word records; therefore, one

logical record appears in two physical records on tape. The

second of each pair has zeros inserted at the end to fill up the

• 256-wozd record. In the control word, bits 11 to 0 give the

block number within the logical record and bits 35 to 18 give the
number of data words in the physical record.

DATA ARCHIVED AT NSSDC

Ephemeris data and appropriate documentation will be avail-
able through the National Space Science Data Center (_SSDC).

REFERENCE

2-I. Kalensher, B. E.: Selenographic Coordinates. NASA CR-53132,
1961.

m
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i 3. EXPERIMENT STATUS

This section gives the current status of lunar surface

and lunar orbital experiments conducted during the Apollo
Program. Experiment status is divided into two subsections:

Part A: Lunar Surface Experiments

Part B: Lunar Orbital Experiments

Data users should consult this section for the current

status of the lunar experiments. The status is updated

periodically, and curren_ information can be obtained from
. the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC). Sections 4 )

tO ]5 of this handbook give background information on each

experiment, but the grammatical structure of the sections

(e,g., verb tense} is not necessarily an indication of the
current operational status of a given experiment.

J

I

J

J

)
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PART A: LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS

Scientific data-gathering equipment and related

communications equipment were deployed on the luner surface
during each of the six Apollo lunar landing missions from

July 20, 1969 {Apollo 11 mission), to December 12, 1972

{Apollo 17 mission). The peEforzance of the deployed
• equipment, which was designed to provide data after the

return of the crewmembers to Earth, is detailed i,_ the

:_ following pages. This experiment status is as of April I,
1976.

3-3 !
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S-031 PASSIVE SEISI..C EXPE%IBENT

/
Timehistoryandpropo..ionof full capabilityof instrument

1969 1970 1971 1972 !973 1974 1975 1976
Experiment Mission

--I
Pass,ueseismic 11

12 -i iiii
14 --=i =----_-_-i

15 ------_ _---=_

=--= _-__---_----
16 _------ =_----_--

kegeno:

Sciencedataoutput 100%_.
0% t

Housekeepingdata 1UOo//f-

Apolio Initial date _"

I__te= missiqn of occurrence §t_tu_s

I 11 &ug. 27, 1969 PSE STANDBY mode. Station 11

operated for 20 Earth days
before loss of the ALSEP

central station command uplink
terminated seismometer functions

such as leveling, gain adjust-
ments, and calibration.

2 12 Nov. 19, 1969 SPZ component displaying re-
duce& sensitivity at low signal

levels. The other three _ .,
seismometers (LP/, LP¥, LPZ)

have operated p_'operly since
initial activation.

3 12 Nov. 22, 1969 Thermal cent-el problems.
These thermal disturbances are

most intense near sunrise and

sunset. They are believed _<
to be due to thermal contrac-

tion and expansion of the
aluminized Mylar shroud _i

*.hat covers the sensor unit _!
or to thermal contraction ,

and expansion of the cable
connecting the sensor unit ,;

3-tl ',',
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* S-031 P_SSIYE SEISflIC EXPERIMENT - Continued "i..:

%j.

Apollo Initial date

:* .[,.t 9.m mission of 9_qcsr re rice St__us *'*

_ tO the central station, or _
_ -:. both

• q I_ Feb. 12, 1971 Thermal control problems. The

" i modified thermal shroud used ;
on Apollo 14 provided

_: improved thermal control. It

_ was found that if the heater
. _ was commanded OFF for lunar

_ day and AUTO for lunar night,
the PSE temperature remained :/

_ within the expected range for <

_ Apollo lq.

[ 5 i_ _ar. 20, 1972 LPZ axis inoperative. Analysis

i of the problem indicated this i

:_ failure was either component i_
_. failure or a wire connection -* :,

,, _, problem. It was concluded 7
;_ that the failure was random
_ rather than generic. _,

J " 6 15 Aug. 13, 1971 Thermal control degradation. _
Review of lunar surface

:_ photographs showed that the

• periphery of the thermal
: shroud did not lie flat on ,_
- the lunar surface. The ",

incomplete deployment of the _i
shroud resulted in excessive

thermal leaks and loss of

tidal data. For subsequent ', ::
missions, ccew training empha- _
sized the need for the -:

.[ t periphery of the shroud to ,-i
_r_ be flat on the surface.

: 7 16 Apr. 2q, 1972 High temperature during lunar =day. Photographs of th_ _

i_ deployed experiment, television
coverage of the lunar module .}

{ ascent, and comments b_ the j_

' crew indicate the following

as possible cause_ of the
_ problem: (I) some raised

portions o_ the shroud, (2) ',_

• | •
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S-031 PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT - Continued

i
Apollo Initial date

_em _i_i_ of occurrence _tatu_

dirt on the shroud z_ crew

traffic subsequent to the

photography# (3) debris from i
lift-off, and (_) possible

contact of the experiment

with the lunar surface. Any
" of the above conditions could

cause degraded thermal control,

resulting in higher temperatures

during lunar day:

8 I_ Apr. lq, 1973 Noisy data on long period

X-axis were noted originally on

Apr. 14, 1973, and intermit-

tently since then by the
principal investigator. Noise

i_ caused by one bit not

setting. Since July 30, 197_,
the noise has appeared more

frequently and was noted

during real-time support

periods from JuLy 30 to Aug.

2, 1974; Aug. 7, 1974; and
Aug. 9 to 16, 197q.

9 12 Dec. 28, 1973 Sporadic loss of LPZ axis data
during lunar night operation.

The anomaly was noted during

real-time support periods.

It was characterized by a i
lack of data (quiescent level)

on the analog helicorder

and by no observed response
to calibration commands. The

Pnomaly occurred during three

successive lunar night
periods (Dec. 28, 1973, to

Jan. 2, 1974; Jan. 23 to
Feb. 2, 197_; and Feb. 22

to Mar. 3, 1974). All
data have been valid since

Mar. 3, 197_.

10 12 Sept. 11, 1974 Long period x- and y-axes
failed to calibrate on

command. The anomaly has been

1976007062-033
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5-031 PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT - Continued

Apollo Initial date /

I!tem _mission _o_f_9.qc__u_rre__nn_ce- Status

noted _uring real-time support
periods on two separate oc-

casions (Sept. 11 and Nov. 9

and 10. 1974). Long period
z-axi_ was cal}brated on com-

mand both times. Sensor

tempe£ature (DL-07) was 325.82 K
(126.81 _ F) when axes did not
calibrate _,_ 325.58 K

(126.37 ° F} when axes again

responded to calibration com-
mands. Sun angles during the

periods of no response were
187.8 ° to 200.0 ° and 187.2 °

to 199.6 ° , respectively. A

rEal-time support period at
these Sun angles was not con-
ducted in October. Calibra-

tion response has been normal
at all other times.

11 12 Oct. 16, 1974 The instrument was commanded

to operate with the feedback

filter IN. The principal
investigator requested this

operation to obtain data for

comparison with data from
filter OUT operation. The

instrument performed satisfac-

torily with the feedback filter

IN. Test was completed on i
Apr. 9, 1975, and the instru-
ment was returned to the

feed Oack filter OUT mode.

12 12 UOV, 7 1974 An operational check on ,or.
7, 8, and 9, 197_, indx. _ted

_ that the heater could not oe set
in the auto OFF or forced OFF

modes. Preliminary analysis

indicated the cause of the
failure to be that the heater

_ ON/OFF relay driver circuit

failed "closed" alloying +29 V de

power to be applied at all times.
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S-031 PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT - Continued

Apollo Initial date

13 14 Mar. 5, 1975 Engineering data from the PSE
are valid. Science data from
the PSE can be used for a I

period of approximately 9 days
: when the long period y-axis

moves from off scale high to
off scale low (Sun angles 55 ° i
to 109°) and off scale low

, to off scale high (Sun angles
+ 185 ° to 2370). When Apollo 14

central station uplink capa-
b11ity was lost, the PSE

• heater was in the forced OFF

mode for lunar daytime opera-
< tion. The instrument remains

in this configuration.

14 12, 15, June 28, 1975 From data received during the
and 16 test conducted with the

feedback filter IN of the

Apollo 12 PSE, the principal
investigator requested that } '
the three experiments be con-
figured to feedback filter IN.
The instruments performed
satisfactorily in this con-
figuration.

15 14 Aug. 31, 1975 Although no leveling has been
and accomplished on the PSE since
Sept. 3, 1975 Mar. I, 1975, because of the

loss of command ce.pability,
a seismic event o,_ these dates
indicated that data were
discernible on the long period
x- and y-axis on the recorders.

16 12 Nov. 23, 1975 The herr period z-axis gain
was set at -20 dB. This

setting eliminated some of the
noise appearing on the long
period axes due to crosstalk
interference. The operation
will continue pending further
data analysis by the principal
investigator.
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5-031 PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT - Concluded

Apollo Initial date

17 12 Dec. 5, 1975 Noise spike appeared in seismic

�data as a result of the third
;, bit not setting in the PSE

electronics analog-to-digital '

;i converter. Increasing the
central station heat eliminated

_' the problem. _

18 14 Feb. 19, 1976 With return of uplink, sub-
; sequent attempts to command

_. the feedback filter IN have

shown the loop to be inopera-
tive. The instrument was

pe=forming satisfactorily <
with the filter out. The long

! period y-axis could not be
leveled during the uplink

capability period

19 1_ Mar. 17, 1976 When loss of downlink and ,,.
uplink occurred with the ApolloI&

_-,L 1_ central station, the PSE
%

was ON and the heater was in the

forced OFF mode.

j •

l ,

i ,
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5-033 ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT I

T,me history and proportion of full capability o_ instnJment

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Experiment

Active seismic j

-
Legend:

1007'"1
Science data output 0% i

Ho.sekeeplng data 100%" _'-_

Apollo Initial date
_!9._ mission o__.._cc_re__qe. St a_a_ss

1 14 Feb. 5, 1971 Thumper misfired 5 of 18 times.
The problem was attributed to
dirt on the firing switch
actuator bearing surface.
The situation was subsequently
corrected for the Apollo 16

, mission. }

2 lq Mar. 26, 1971 Geophone 3 data are noisy
because of transistor failure
in amplifier 3. Data are
recoverable to some extent

by analysis.

3 16 May 23, 1972 Grenades 2, 4, and 3 were fired.
Mortar package pitched down
9° as a result of launching
grenade 2. The grenade 2
range wlre probably fouled
during launch, producing a
downward force. Normal '
real-time event data were not

received during flight of i
grenade 2. Grenade I was not
fired at this time because of

the failure of the pitch sensor
of the mortar package after
the grenade q firing. Internal
temperatures of the mortar
package vary from off scale
low at night to 388.85 K
(115.7 e C) during lunar day,

)
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5-033 ACTIVE SEISMIC EKPEBI_ENT - Continued
i

Apollo Inltlal date

because some thermal protection
was removed during the firing of

• the grenades. ,

4 16 8my 23, 1972 Pitch sensor off scale high

• altar launching of _renade 3.
Data imply there was a sensor

: circuit failure. Detonation of

grenade 4 successfully accom-
• plished. Grenade I was not

fired because of the uncertaint T

of the _ortar pallet position.

Launching of grenade I may
be attempted, as a final

experiment, should Apollo 16
ALSEP termination be considered.

5 I_ and 16 Dec. 7, 1973 Weekly 30-rain passive

listening periods terminated

in accordance with Apollo I_
ALSEP, SMEAR 86 and Apollo 16
ALSEP, SAEAE 27. The instru-
ments will remain in STANDBY

/ and OFF, respectively, with
periodic high-bit-rate checks

to verify functional capabillty.

6 I_ Jan. 3, 197q During the monthly operation

check c _ the experiment, the

data from _eophone 2 appeared
: to be invalid. On Jan. 9,

1974, another operational check
was conducted to further

investigate the problem. Two
i geophone calibrations were
_ comma.ded. The data indicated

a response to the commanded
pulses, but the response was

' _ improper, analysis implies a

failure in the amplifier channel

i 2 circuitry. Operationalchecks since Jan. 9, 1974,
have confirmed that the status

i is unchanged.

t

_'
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S-033 ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT - Concluded

_pollo Initial date

_m mission of occurrence _._

7 14 Mar. 5, 1975 Because of the loss of uplink

capability with Apollo 14
central station, the ASE can

no longer be commanded and the

grenades remain unfired.
°

?

<

%

L

b
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_ S°03q LUNAR SURFACE HAGNETOHETER

Time historyand proportio,of full calmbilityol ,nstnJ.)ent

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 "-

' Ex_erime,t Mission L i i : _.._.__i t

Lt,,,arsurf"ce 12 _ -=_--- _ ===

mag,,eton,e,_, =_-_ In = _--
:: _ _ i :=

1,,
t i

Legend:

100%_

Sciencedata output 0% _Hausekeepingdata 100%

Apollo Initial date1
!_e__1l!!is_s_i_o_nQ£__c_!i_.__uc__e s_J_1_t_._

I 12 Dec. 22, 1969 Y-axis data offset. _ bias
shift of approximately 75

: percent occurs during lunar

day when temperatures reach

i or exceed 333 K {60 o C). Thed_.t.a return to normal as the

temperature decreases to

approximately 308 K (35 ° C).

The failure is suspected to be
due to _ resistance change in

the bias circuitry. It is

probably caused by a partially

open weld, a sensor connection,
or a flexible cable. The bias

command has been used for com-

pensating the data in real
time.

2 12 June 29, 1970 Science and engineerin_ data
are static and invalid. It

appears that the static

engineering data during the

lunar night, the erratic flip
calibration data, and no

current to the Y-axis flip
motor are all cause_ by open
welds in the circuitry. Re-

inspection by three independent

teams, repairs as required,

and the improvements in thermal
t

' 3-13
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S-03t_ LUNAR SORFACE MAGNETO._ETVR - Continued

Apollo Initial date

_e_m mis_iR_n of occurrence S_t__t__us

control were implemented to

llleviate the problem for

subsequent missions. I

3 15 t,ug. 30, 1971 Y-axis sensor head failed to

flip on command. Nor,aal
calibration could not be

provided because of the Y-axis

flip problem; a modified data

processing program was written,

using the solar-wind spectro-
meter data to fulfill the

calibration requirements.

4 15 Nov. 2, 1971 X-axis sensor data loss. To

be useful, data from all three

axes are required. Data output
continues to be recorded and

/

archived; it is hoped that a

method to correlate and analyze

tLe data will be developed at i

some f_ture date. I

5 12 June I,, 1972 Suspension of flip calibration

sequences. B=cause of static
data output ._;om the instrument,

the principal investigator
requested that flip calibration

sequences be terminated. Flip
calibrations would be performed

again if scie.ce data indicated
the need.

6 16 July 24, 1972 Failure o_ all three axes

to flip. Analysis of the data
in@icatet" the ploblem was

d.le to an elevated temperature
at lunar-,oon conditions.

7 16 Fob. 15, 197J Intermittent loss of science

data. Over a period of several

months, the output of the

instrument varied from dynamic,
valid data to _ static

condition. Attempts were made
to correct the situation by

1

&
L
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5°034 LUNAR SORFACE MAGNETOMETER - Continued

Apollo Initial date

Itej !isslon of occurr__e_n_e_ _St_atu___s

ground comman_ with no
positive results obtained.

8 16 Aug. 17, 1973 Data processed by the principal

investigator since Aug. 17,
1973, indicate that the

= instrument has returned to
a fully operational condition.

! Ret,rn of the science data

• cannot be fully explained at

this time but can be partially
attributed to prolonged "cold

soak" periods during lunar

night.

9 15 Dec. 10, 1973 Loss of all scientific and

engineering data. Attempts
were made to correct the

anomaly by ground command,
but all data remain incoherent

since initial date of the

occurrence. The instrument

remains in the power-on
condition while investigation

of this anomaly continues.

10 12 June 14, 1974 The instrument was permanently
commanded OFF. Th_ science and

engineering data had been
static and invalid since

June 14, 1972. Output of the

radioisotope thermoelectric

generator had been steadily
decreasing, and reserve power

had become critical during

lunaz night to the point that

a spurious functional change
could have caused the loss of

the currently functioi, al
instruments.

11 15 June 14, 1974 The instrument was permanently
commanded OFF. The science

and engineering data had been
static and invalid since

Dec. 10, 1973. Output of the
r

: 3-15
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S-03_ LUNAR SURFACE NAGNETONETER - Continued i :
I

Apo? lo Initial date

Item mission of occur_nc__ee Status

radioisotope thermoelectric

generator had been

steadily decreasing, and , _
reserve power had become

critical during lunar night
to the point that a spurious

functional change could have i
caused the loss o£ the cue-

rently functional instruments.

12 12 and July 2, 1974 The Apollo 12 instrument was

15 commanded ON during real-time

support on July 2, July 3, and

Aug. 5, 1974. The Apollo 15
instrument was commanded ON

during real-time support on

July 2, 3, 5, and 29, 197q.
The instruments did not down-

link valid scientific and

engineering data but the status

bits were functioning properly i
in the inhibit, flip calibea- I
tion, and science and calibra-
tion modes. This indicated

that operation was not degraded
after two lunar nights in the

OFF mode of operation.

On Sept. 3, 1974, both instru-
ments were commanded ON but

drew only negligible power and _

did not return any valid

scientific or engineering data. _

On Jan. 29, 1975, an inadver-

tent ground command to the

Apollo 15 instrument turned

it ON, resulting %n a 6-W
reserve power drain and no

science or engineering data

in the telemetry downlink.
The instrument was commanded

OFF, and the reserve power
increased 6 M.

3-16
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S-034 LUNAr SURFICE M_GNETO_ETEE - Concluded

_pollo Initial date

_m missign of occurrence St_§ :

On Dec. 18, 1975, an inadver-

tent ground command to.he ,
Apollo 15 instrument turned _

_ it ON. Later, the instrument

was commanded OFF, and a -
minimal increase of 1W in

reserve power was observed.

13 16 _ar. 3, 1975 The Z-axis-sensor science data :
had become intermittently

static and the temperature had
reduced to off scale low

during the lunar night. Flip
calibrations of the sensor

heads have been discontinued,

at the principal investigator's
request, during the lunar

night operation as a result

of the low temperatures of the
Z-axis sensor.

!
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5-035 SOLAR-WIND SPECTROMETER

/

Time history and r_rop(_tion of full capability of instrument

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Expe-iment Mission . .

i : :

Solar-wlnd 12 i
spectromete¢

15

Legend:

Science data output 100'/,_.

.07.._
Housekeeping data 1007, --

Apollo Initial date

I 12 and 15 Nov. 5, 1971 Intermittent modulation drop

in proton energy levels 13 and

14. This thermally induced
problem (which occurs each

lunation) is attributed to

a circuit that was used solely

for ground test purposes.

2 15 June 30, 1972 Loss of experiment science and

engineering data. Data analysis

indicated high-voltage arcing

was occurring in the equipment
electronics causing excessive

power consumption. Because the

additional power consumption
could not be tolerated by the i
Apollo 15 ALSEP system, the
instrument was left in STANDBY

mode indefinitely. The SWS
is commanded to OPERATE SELECT

periodically to ascertain any

change in instrument status.

t 3 15 June 14, 1974 The instrument was permanently
commanded OFF. The science

and engineering data had been
static and invalid since

June 30, 1972. Output of the

radioisotope thermoelectric

generator had been steadily
decreasing, and reserve power

had become critical during

3-18
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S-035 SOLAR-WIND SPECTROMETER - Continued
t

i Apollo Initial date

_e_! mission of_9.q_ur_£_ S_us

lunar night to the point that

a spurious functional change
,, could have caused the loss of ,

- the currently functional
instruments.

4 15 July 3, 1974 The instrument was commanded

ON during real-time support on
July 3, July 29, and Sept. 3,
1974. No scientific or

engineering data were received

; in the ALSEP downlink. Reserve

power change was 6.00 W on

: July 29, but was negligible
for the other checks.

[

A spurious functional command

to ON was received by the
instrument on Jan. 25, 1975,

resulting in a 3.9-W reserve
power drain. The instrument

was commanded to STANDBY (no

reserve power change) and then

to O_F, and the reserve power
increased 3.9 W.

A spurious functional command
to STANDBY POWER ON was

received by the instrument on

Sept. 15, 1975, resulting in a

4-W reserve power drain. The

decrease in reserve power was

attributed to the standby
heater turning on. The
instrument was commanded to

OFF and the reserve power
increased 4 W.

A spurious functional command

to ON was received by the
instrument on Jan. 31, 1976.
The ezperiment was commanded

to OFF by the Guam Tracking
Station; an increase or

decrease in reserve power was
not observed.

, 3-19
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S-035 SOLAR-WIND SPECTROMETER -- Concluded
%_

Apollo Initial date /

It___e! _la§iR_ R_-R_SK fence _!a!u--_

5 12 Mar. 3, 1976 The instrument is being

turned to ST&gDB¥ during the
l_nar night to provide more
heat in the central station

PSE electronics to avoid the

PSE analog-to-digital

,: conver_e_ anomaly.

&

!

>
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t S-036 SUPRATHER_AL ION DETECTOR

T line h,story and i)rooortion of full capab,lity of instrument

__ 1969 1970 I c 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976Experiment Mission

J,--

Suprathermal ion 12 ! j,detector _!

I
> "

i Legend:
/

Science data output IO0'L _ ._

0"/o _Housekeeping data 100%r

_ Apollo Initial date
< Ite_ mission of occurrence _u_

I 12 Nov. 20, 1969 CCIG failure, high-voltage
arcing problems. Ground tests

: verified that a transistor _

J _ailed in the high-voltage
control circuit. A slower

I response transistor operated
satisfactorily in the
environment with reasonable

margins. Appropriate
modifications were made to

Apollo 14 SIDE/CCIG.

2 12 Sept. 9, 1972 Intermittent failure of digital

electronics to process data.
High-voltage arcing occurs at

elevated lunar-day temperatures.
The instrument is now commanded

to OFF when the internal

temperature approaches 328 K _
(55° c).

3 1_ Apr. 5, 1971 Loss of the positive-section
data of the analog-to-digital

converter. The cause appears
to be an intermittent connec-

tion in one of the modules

of the analog-to-digital con-

verter and does not appear to

be temperature dependent.
Anomaly precludes processing

\
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= S-036 SUPRATHERSAL ION DETECTOR - Continued

Apollo Initial date /

L_e__ gis_s._n 9./._o..._cc_r....._ence _ _

of an I positive-value data
inputs to the analog-to-digital

:_ converter. ' '

4 14 Mar. 29, 1972 Anomalous STANDBY operation of :

SIDE. The mode change problem

_ is attributed to arcing or _

corona in the high-voltage .
_ supply at elevated temperatures.

The experiment is now commanded
-: to STANDBY when the internal _
; temperature approaches 358 K

(85 ° C) to preclude spurious :

? mode changes. :,

_ 5 15 Bay I, 1972 Full instrument operation

instituted. Before Oct. 20,

i _ 1972, the Apollo 15 SIDE had

been cycled to STANDBY during
lunar day because of previous

' problems with the Apollo _
12 SIDE. Based on data '

: accumulated since deployment,
-: it was decided to leave the

i instrument ON for the complete :;
lunation. _

[ 6 14 Apr. I_, 1973 Anomalous STANDBY operation of

SIDE. Subsequent to Apr. 1973, ,:
the instrument has gone from

:: OPERATE to STANDBY without k .,
2

:- ground command at (or shortly ' ._,
',, after) the sunrise terminator _

crossing. The suspected cause
_ is circuit breaker action in

response to a SIDE current in

excess of that required to trip
the breaker. Data are obtained _

during lunar night when the ::
instrument is ON. The instru- :_

ment is permitted to switch f
itself from ON to STANDBY at

2

sunrise terminator without _,
commanding.

7 1_ AUg. 8, 1973 There was no indication of

3-22
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: 5-036 SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR - Continued

_pollo Initial date

Item missio_ £fo_.qc_EEen£e S__ta_u__s

STANDBY power ON or operating
power OFF through the console i

monitor lights or the high-

! speed printer data. Analysis
indicates that the fuse opened

in the STANDBY power line;

thus, STANDBY operation is

now equivalent to OFF.

8 _5 Sept. 13, 1973 Cyclic commanding required to

preclude spurious mode changes
above 358 K [85 ° C). Internal

high-voltage arcing caused

-3.5-kV power supply to trip
OFF. The instrument is now

cycled to STANDBY during lunar
day to preclude arcing.

9 12 Sep_t. 3, 1974 A reduction of high energy
calibration and data counts

occurred. Normal calibration

I and energy counts returned on

Sept. 4, 1974. A reoccurrence
of the anomaly was noted on

Nov. 11, 197_. All engineering
and science data during lunar

night have been normal since

Nov. 13, 197_. The suspected
cause is a loss of amplifier

gain for short periods.

10 12 Nov. 26, 197_ The instrument received a

spurious functional command to
ON during the lunar day. On

_ov. 27, 1974, the experiment

was checked; all high voltages
were OFF and the electronics

temperature (T2) was reading

3q9.95 K (76.8 ° C). The
instrument was commanded OFF

for coolinj b_low the maximum

operating temperature of
328.15 K (55 ° C). Normal and

valid engineering and science
data have been obtained in

subsequent operations.

J

f
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S-036 SUPRATIIERM_L ION DETECTOR - Concluded

Apollo Initial date

!Ire__,_,i_s_sionof occur_e_nc_e s__ta!_u_s

11 14 Nov. 29, 1974 The instrument could only be

commanded ON briefly because

of the lunar eclipse, although i
72 commands were executed.

: Sporadic operation of the

instrument was obtained during

the next lunar night (Dec. 8

to 22, 1974) and none during
the Jan. 6 to 21 and Feb. 5

to 20, 1975, lunar nights.
, More than 1700 unsuccessful ON

commands have been transmitted
to the instrument since the

Nov. 29 lunar eclipse.

12 12 Jan. 18, 1976 The instrument is being

commanded to STANDBT during

the lunar night to provide
' more heat in the central

station PSE electronics to

; avoid the PSE analog-to-digital-

converter anomaly.

13 14 Feb. 19, 1976 With the return of uplink to
the Apollo 14 central station,

the experiment was commanded
OFF.

1976007062-051



S-037 HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT

Time history and prooortion of full capabillty of Jnstnm_ent

1969 1970 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Experiment M_ssion

Apollo Initial date
!+_e_m_ mi_ssi_on o__f_occur___enc_e S tat us

1 15 July 31, 1971 Probe 2 was not inserted to
full depth because of problems

with the Apollo lunar surface

drill. Probe 2 still provides
useful data to estimate heat
flow in the lunar subsurface.

Drill bore stems were rede-

signed for Apollo 16 and 17
missions.

2 16 Apr. 21, 1972 Electrical cable was severed

during initial deployment by
crew. Contingency repair

plan proposed was denied

because of higher mission
priorities. Cable strain-relief

provisions were implemented

on all cables for the Apollo
17 mission.

3 17 N/A Nominal deployment and full

experiment operation.

3-25
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S-038 CHABGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONHENT EXPERIME_;T

Time historyand propxtionoffujicapablJityofin:trument

E-pe'iment ',_

Charged particle j "

lunar environment

Legend:

" Housekeeping data 100% q-_

Apollo Initial date _
Ltez ,_i_s_s_io_. st__a u_a

I lq Apr. 8, 1971 Loss of analyzer B data.
Analysis indicates that the
most probable cause of failure

was a short in the high-voltage
filter. The instrument con-
tinues operation on analyzer :
A. (Analyzer _ provides
identical data.)

2 14 June 6, 1971 Analyzer A data decay and
undervoltage condition.
The problee appears to be
caused by the analyzer B
anomaly. Further analysis of
the anomaly is impossible
because the analyzers are .:
not separable by command.

Instrument is operated ,
satisfactorily in a locked
low-voltage range (-]5 V dc) "
and is commanded to STANDB_

when high voltage decays
below 2280 V dr. This
operational mode results :.
in operation for approximately _
50 percent of each lunatton.

3 I_ Mar. 5, 1975 when the Apollo lq central- _
station uplink capability was ,
lost, the experiment was in
STANDBY for lunar daytime '
operation, The instrQment ,"
remai,s in this configuration.

3-26 i
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S-038 CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT

I,
EXPERIMENT - Concluded

Apollo Initial date
Item_ mission of occur_E_en__c_e _St_a_t_u_s

4 I_ Feb. 19, 1976 When the Apollo I_ central-
station uplink capability was

regained, tlae experiment was

ON. Operation of the instru-
ment will be as specified in
item 2.

5 14 Mar. 17, 1976 When the Apollo 14 central-

station uplink and downlink

capability was lost, the
experiment was in STANDBY

for lunar daytime operation.
The instrument remains in this

configuration.

3-27
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S-058 COLD CATHODE ION GAGE

/

Time historyandproportionof full capabilityof mstrument

[ 1969 [ 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Experiment Mission I 1 =

I I.., 1 .... ° " "

C01d cathode il 12 _= _ •F- ___ [[ .......

)___+

Legend

Sciencedata output I00',P[ _:
0"

Hot,se',_eep,ngdata i00 _---------

Apollo Initial date

//_ Ris__sion o___E_SKK_nc _ Status

I 12 Nov. 20, 1969 CCIG failure, high-voltage
arcing problems. Ground tests
verified that a t_ansistor

failed in high-voltage
control circuit. A slower

response tea ;istor operated
satisfactorily in the
environment with reasonable

margins. Appropriate modifi-

cations were made to Apollo
I@ SIDF/CCIG.

2 1_ Apr. 5, 1971 Loss of the positive-sec'ion

data of the analog-to-digital

converter. The cause appears
to be an intermittent connec- °

tion in one of the modules of

the analog-to-d+git_l converter

and does not appear to be
temperature dependent, this

anomaly precludes processing
of any positive-value data +

inputs to the analog-to-digital
converter.

3 14 Mar. _9, 1972 Anomalous STANDBY operation
of SIDE. The mode change ..
problem i_ attributed to
arcing or corona _I_ the

high-vultage supply at

i 3-28
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S-058 COLD CATHODE ION GAGE - Concluded _'

Apollo Initial date
I__te_m mission of occurrence Status

elevated temperatures. The

experiment is now commanded to
STANDB% when the internal '

temperature approaches 358 K

(85 ° C) to preclude spurious
mode changes.

4 15 Feb. 22, 1973 Intermittent science data.

Preliminary analysis indicates
that the most probable cause

is one of the 15 relays.

These reed relays perform
functions that control the

CCIG calibration currents,

the ranging and gain change
<

functions, and grounding the

instrument during calibration.
Currently, no plans exist for
continued investigation of

this anomaly, because the
scientific data are usable

I when obtai ted.

5 14 Apr. 8, 1973 See item 6 of the status report
on the Suprathermal Ion

Detector Experiment.

6 14 Nov. 29, 1974 See item 11 of the status

report on the Suprathermal Ion
Detector Experiment.

7 15 July 18, 1975 CCIG failure; high voltage
was off and could not be

commanded ON.

i

, 3-29 :
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5-078 LASER RANGING RETROREFLECTOB
I

Timehistory and proportionof full capabilit of instrument

I '1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Experiment , M=ssion _ L . . I] | ] /

I i
• [ i , i

Laserrang,rigi 11 r _ Iretroreflectot _-4--_ i _ i -- : i ' ' i '

1 4 I

/

. . , . , J . J

Legend:

_ciencedata o.tp._l 100 -|O" _z
[{::_--Housekeem.9data 100

Apollo Initial date

I__te! _i_iR_ of occur[en_ S_!{tu__s

1 11 and 10 N/A Performance of both 100-element

arrays (Apollo 11 and 14)
has been nominal since their

initial deployment.

2 15 July 31, 1971 Resultant data from the 300-

element array indicate that

its performance is comparable,

but not superior, to the

100-element arrays.

'_ 3-30
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>" I, S-202 LUNAR EJECTA AND METEORITES EXPERIMENT

:

Time history and pcopc*tion of full capability of instrument

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1£74 1975 1976
ExperlmerwL

Lunar ejecta
: and metentites e

Legend:

" Science data output 100% /
O% L

Housekeeping data 100% _--

_. Apollo Initial date

1 17 Dec. 17, 1972 Excessive temperature. The
experiment is experiencing a
higher temperature profile

: than expected because of an
: error in calculation of thermal

control and : difference in
thermal conditions at the

Apollo 17 site compared with

_ I the design site. The instru-_. Bent is operated at temperatures
. below 36q K (196 ° F). This

operational plan results in the

monitoring of about 75 percent
of each lunation.

h
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S-203 LUNAR SEISMIC PROFILING EXPERIMENT

Time history and proportion of full capability of instrument

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Experiment ._,

Lunar seismic

profiling _ ;

'_ Legend: -:

Science data output 100%4 :
0%

t Housekeeping data 100% _:--

_ Apollo Initial date
!_t_e_mmission of occu.r_ence S_u_s

I 17 N/A Initial scientific objective
was accomplished with detonation '
Of eight explosive packages.
The instrument is currently
commanded ON weekly for a 30-
rain passive listening period.
(Note: Operation of the LSPE
precludes data from the other _

" four experiments, because of

i high-bit-rate formatting; I _*
therefore, LSPE operation is :_-
time limited.) _.

2 17 July 13, 1973 To pursue a study of meteoroid i_
impacts and thermal moonquakes, _
passive listening periods have _:_
been scheduled to acquire a _
"listening mode" data record _
covering one full lunation _e

The first extended listening ,:
period began on July 13, 1973,
and was terminated on July 17,
1973 (Sun angles of 100.4 ° to _i-
I_7.8 °). Subsequent listening
periods have been completed on i
Mar. 3 to 7, 1974 (Sun angles :
of 59.5 ° tO 102.2 °), Aug. 12 !
to 16, 1974 (Sun angles of 233.7 °
to 285.6 °), Sept. 6 to 10, 197_ :
(Sun angles of 181.4 o to
235.1 °), Oct, 22 to 25, 197_ :r

(Sun angles of 22.5 ° to 60.2 °), _i
Nov. I to 5, 197_ (Sun angles
of 145 ° to 193,9°), Dec, 12 to

t

&
_ 3- 32
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_ S-203 LUNAR SEISMIC PROFILING EXPERIMENT - Concluded

Apollo Initial date

:' i.tmm_,m_is_aio__£_._£_cu_ren._£e s t_t:u_s

16, 197g {Sun angles of 283.7 ° :

to 333.0 ° ), and Apr. 13 to 18, i

1975 _Sun angles of 327.6 ° to

• 28.7o), which completed one
360 ° lunation. Three •

, additional periods, sunrise
(Sun angles of 327.6 ° to 28.70), ,

; and sunset terminators (Sun

, angles of 126.6 ° to 1 0.3 °), :

and eclipse (May 25), were _ _
- obtained at special request. .-

2-
T

: _ _

r

2

i

4

• 5

' i

"i

; C
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S-205 LUNAr ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT I

Time history and proportion of full capabihty of instrument

I M,ss,onI 1969 I 1970 1 1971 I 19721 197_| 1974 I 1975 ! 1976 l

Experiment 1"" I,, I ,, I,, t , , t,, 1,, I, ,t, _d_..L_l ,, I _LUmnpro:_o°nSphericJ 17 I t J t J ] I I [ I I ] I I J J ] J I ] I [ I(1 ' 1 7 _9 I
' I0

Legend: /

Science data output 100%-|
0% [

Housekeeping data 100% 'I_

Apollo Initial date

1 17 Dec. 17, 1972 Excessive temperature with
cower on. Both an error in

thermal design and temperature-

sensitive components limit
the experiment operation to

temperatures below 325 K

(125 ° F). This situation

precluded instrument operation
during elevated lunar-day

temperatures, l
?

2 17 Dec. 18, 1972 Zero offset in data output of
mass channels; cause of this

background offset remains
undetermined. The data
are usable with additional

processing during data
reduction.

3 17 Sept. 18, 1973 Loss of intermediate-mass-L=nge

output caused loss of approxi-

mately 12 percent of the
experiment data. Subsequent

multiple failures of the

instrument precluded further
analysis of the problem.

4 17 Sept. 23, 1973 filament I failure. The fila-

ment accumulated approximately
3000 hr of operation before
failure. This was well within

the predicted range for oper-

ating life. The instrument
was reconfigured to the re-

3-3_
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S-205 LONAR ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT - Continued

Apollo Initial date

dundant filament and ccntinued

to operate until the loss of
all science data occurred on , -_

Oct. 17, 197_.

• 5 17 Oct. 17, 1973 Loss of science data. Pre- _:
liminary results of trouble-
shooting and analysis in4icate

that the multiplier high- i
voltage power supply apparently
failed. The instrument is

currently being cycled frnm
ON to OFF to maintain the

electronics temperature below

the previously established
325 K {125 ° F) limit, while

future troubleshooting or
termination of instrument

operation is considered.
%

I 6 17 Jan. 18, 1974 An operational status checkof the LACE was performed.
Experiment telemetry data did

%indicate some change during
t

the 30 rain that the multiplier
high-voltage power supply was
operated, but no significant

improvement was noted after
initial occurrence of the

anomaly on Oct. 17, 197].
Instrument filament 2 was not

commanded ON. The instrument _.
was returned to its previous

configuration. Periodic checks _
will be made to determine

whether any change in perform-
ance has occurred.

7 17 Mar. 20, 1974 A sequence of operational rum- _

rounds was executed by the

experiment during real-time " i,
support. Telemetry _ata

indicated that the LACE ac- i
complished one complete

scientific data sweep before
encountering a breakdown of

3-35 _
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S-2n5 LUNAR ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT - Continued t

Apollo Initial date ?
Item miss io 4 _ f-occ UEEe_c--e Status %

the high-voltage power supply. _i
(The multiplier high voltage
and filament 2 were operated '

for a 35-rain period.) Cycling
of the LACE from ON to OFF will
be continued to maintain the

electronics temperature below _

the previously established
325 K (125 ° F) limit. :_

8 17 _ay 20, 1974 The instrument was operated i
for a 6-min period to assess

its performance• The high- {

voltage power supply exhibited
the same status as during the

previous check on March 20,
1974.

9 17 Aug. 30, 1974 In an attempt to correct the

multiplier high-voltage power
supply problem, the instrument
was commanded to STANDBY with

the survival heater ON to

increase electronics tempera-

ture and outgassing during the
lunar day. On Sept• 5, the
LACE was commanded ON to

assess its performance. The

high-voltage power supply
status was unchanged from that
noted on Mar. 20, 197q. Sub-

sequent "bake-out" operations
%

were accomplished on Sept.

2_ and Oct. 23, 1974, with ,_

performance checks on Sept. _:',
20, Oct. 14, and Nov. 4 and 13,

1974. No change was noted in

the high-voltage power supply. -'_

10 17 NOV. 18, 197_ With the electronics tempera-

ture rAM-q1) at 254 09 K .:
(-2.3 ° F), the instrument was _:

commanded OFF at 11:58 G.m_t , i
NOV. 18, 1974, {Sun angle OZ
350 °) and allowed to "cold _:
soak" for 3 hr 23 rain. At 15:21

3-36 .
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S-205 LUNAR ATNOSPHERIC COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT - Continued

I,
Apollo Initial d_e

G.m.t., with the electronics

temperature at 237.98 K
(-31.3 ° F), the instrument was

commanded ON for an operational

check. The high-voltage power

supply exhibited essentially
the same status as noted on

_ar. 20, 197,.

11 17 Jan. 13, 1975 Six additional "cold soaks,"

two normal night operations,
and two normal day operations
have been conducted. A

significant improvement was
observed Jan. 13, 1975. The

instrument was initially
checked with the electron

multipliers in LOW, discrimi-

nator level LOW, high-voltage

power supply ON, filament 2
ON, and in the automatic sweep.

I The engineering and science
data observed gave normal
indicataons the same as the

data received before the Oct.

1_, 1973, power supply failure.
All sweep voltages were at
normal values with the electron

multipliers in LOW. With the

electron multipliers in '[GH,
the faiture in the high-

voltage power supply was
indicated again; and, upon the
return ot the electron multi-

pliers to LOW, the voltages
returned to zero as noted on

Mar. 20, 1974. Subsequent
checks have indicated no

improvement in the high-

voltage operation.

12 17 Aug. 28, 1975 During a "cold soaK" opera-

tional check the sweep voltage
was at full scale. Further

checks on Aug. 29, 30, and 31,
and Sept. 2, 1975, have

3-37
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S-205 L[INAR ATMOSPIIERIC COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT- Concluded

. Apollo Initial date /
11_e! !&s_asi-o-n_of_£_c_cm__e_u__e _/.a

shown the same full-scale

operation.
i

Sept. 29, 1975 Operational checks performed
on Sept. 29 and 30, and Oct.
3, 1975, resulted in the sweep
voltage functioning normally.
The tests had been c:_ducted

following a period _ operation
with the "bake out" eater ON.

:k

Feb. 26, 1976 The operational check performed
on this date showed the sweep
voltage to be at full scale.
There was no special prepara-
tion of the instrument before
the check. *

: 3-38
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S-207 LUNAR SURFACE G_VIMETEE

Tirne history and proportion of full capabdity of instrument J

Experiment Mission

/ I '_1 i 1 I I I 1 1 l I I ]

i iiiiii ti i ti iii Fiiii i<ILLL:LLJ LL d_LU .
Legend

Science data output 100 o, ._-----_-
0% E

Housekeeping data 100 ,I-

"_ _pollo Initial date

I_l____mis_i_o_.of_occ__r_enc___e s__a_s

I 17 Dec. 12, 1972 Sensor beam could not be
stabilized in the null position
because 1/6-g mass weights were

too light. Meights were light
because of an error in calcu-

lations converting from 1-g to

I/6-g requirements. Several
reconfigurations of the
instrument have been made

during the past year. The beam
has been centered by applylng a

load on the beam through the
mass suppoct springs by

partial caging of the mass

weight assembly. Signals

being received are being pro-
cessed and analTze_ for seismic,

free mode, and gravity wave
information.

2 17 _ar. 15, 197q The heater box heater circuit

failed full ON during the 16th
lunar might. This anomaly

caused the sensor temperature
(DG-O_} to increase above a

stabilized temperature of
322.337 K (_9.207 o C) and
eventually drift off scale

high. Transducer range is
approximately 321.33 to

325.13 K (_8.2 ° to 52.0 ° C). _'
Useful science data coul,i not

be obtained from the inntrument

unless the sensor asserJbly

3-39
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S-207 LUNAR SURFACE GHAVIMETER Concluded Ii

Apollo Initial date

temperature was maintained
rigorously at 322.3 K
(49.2 ° C). (The anomaly

reoccurred on July 7, 1975,
and on Sept. 19, 1975.)

3 17 Apr. 20, 1974 The LSG regained thermal sta-

bility. The experiment

sensor temperature has remained
stabilized at ]22.4 K

(49.2 ° C) since Apr. 20, 197q.

On Sept. 2, 1975, the thermal

stability returned, and the
temperature stabilized at

324.65 K (51.5 ° C). Since

Sept. 19, 1975, attempts to
regain control have been
unsuccessful.

4 17 Jan. 7, 1975 The sensor beam was reposi-
tioned to near center (0.0030 I

V dr) :n the ',seismic gain low" J
mode ! using the |1orth/south
and east/west tilt servomotors.

5 17 July 30, 1975 An intermittent ope,'ation of

the analog-to-digital conver-

ter occurred during _he periods
when the temperature was off

scale high. The analog-t_-

digital converter operated

normally when the temperature
was reduced, and it operated

normally when thermal stabili-

zation was regained. Normal

operation is accomplished
by manually commanding the

h_ater ON/OFF to maintain

the temperature within the

transducer range (321.35 to

325.15 K (_8.2 o to 52.0 ° C))

as closely as possible.

i
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M-515 DUST DETECTOR EXPERIMENT

/

Time history and proportion _ full capab_l;ty of instrument

I 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976Experiment Misslot., , !

Leqend:

Science data (xJtput !O0' 4"
o --F----------H(xlsekeemn9 data 100'

The dust detector experiment functions as a basic

engineering measurement to characterize the long-term lu. ar

surface environmental effects {e.g., a_gradation due to
solar radiation effects) on solar cells and dust accretion

on the ALSEP central stations. The performance of the

I equipment has been nominal since initial deployment. The
data continue to be processed for long-term analysis.

Apollo Initial date

1 1# Mac. 17, 1976 with the loss of downlink and

uplink of the Apollo I_ central
station, the ezperiment status
at LOS was ON.

d,,,,

3-_1
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CENTRAL STATION ELECTRONICS J

Time htstoryand..ooorUonoffull ,_,pabilityof instrument
1969 1970 19"/1 1972 197_ 1974 1975 1976

Experiment Mission ] t _ _ '

• ==11==:=1

Central station 11 .. ---_ '. _ :.i _

_= _= : : i i i i12 i i :: : ;; .
J

, ! i -!

i_ , ,

!

Note All ce.tral station data areco,s,deredhoiJsekeep.,, 'ather titan soence data.

Legend.

Scienceda.1 outm,t I00"_ .......
0o

Hou_ekee_i.gdata lOG"

Apollo Initial date I

I_e_m ___i___i__0__.o_f__.q_ur_.e_n_! S__&a__.t,__ut

1 11 Aug. 25, 1969 Command loss capability. The

inability to command the ALSEP
central station wds attributed

to a component failure in the
central station command decoder.
The failure mode was considered

unique to Apo_lo 11 ALSBP

because subsequent ALSEP
units maintained a benign

thermal environment by com-

parison. The command system
had already exceeded the

mission requirements.

2 11 D_c. I_, 1969 Loss of downlink. The Apollo
11 tkSEP apparently responded
to a transm'itter OFF command

or incurred an additiona_

failure. In either case, the

system had exc_aded its
initial mission requirement.

NASA subsequently directed
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I. CENTSAL STATION ELECTRONICS - Continued

Apollo Initial date
Item mission of occurrence Status

that no further attempts be

made to command the system ON;

thus. the frequency could be
used for future ALSEP systems.

] 16 _ar. 26, 1973 Transmitter B and processor Y
were selected by ground com-

mand. The Ascension ground

station Lad been experiencing

poor data quality; however,
DECON LOCK -,ould be maintained

with transmitter A. Data

quality improved and a gain in

signal strength of I dBm
was noted when transmitter B

was selected. Analysis did

noc identify a specific cause,
and transmitter A can still

be used if necessary.

I 4 12 Nay 3, 1974 Loss of do_nlink signal-- modulation. Apparent failure

of data processor ¥. Operation

of data processor X,
transmitter A, and transmitter

B appears normal. Central

station currently functioning

normally with transmitter B
" and data processor X selected.

Investigation of processor Y

anomaly in progress, i

5 17 Aug 16e 1974 Intermittent command capability.
Frequent attempts to execute
certain commands (octals 070,

170, and 174) were unsuccess-

, ful using uplink A. Uplink B
was selected on Aug. 19.

Subsequent to selection of

uplink B, system response to
commands has been nominal.

Investigation of the t,plink A
anomaly is in progress.

6 17 Oct. I_, 1974 Intermittent DFCOM LOCK.
While operating with transmit-

i

3-_3
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CENTRAL STATION ELECTRONICS - Continued I

Apollo Initial date

Ite_mm mission of occurren_ Status

ter A and a received signal

strength of -146 dBm, the

Bermuda tracking station noted ' _

poor quality telemetry data
and incurred difficulty in :
maintaining DECO_ LOCK.
Transmitter A was commanded
OFF at 14:21 G.m.t. ap_

transmitter B commanded ON at

14:22 G.m.t. A gain of 2 dBm

was noted in telemetry signal

strength. Subsequent opera-
tions with transmitter _ hawe

b_en nominal.

7 17 Dec. 6, 1974 Intermittent DECO_ LOCK. On

Dec. 6, 1974, while operating ,
with transmitter B and a

received signal strength of _
-146.0 tO -148.5 dSm, the

Ascension and Canary Islands I
tracking stations reported

sporadic data dropouts and
poor quality telemetry data.
Transmitter B was commanded

OFF at 15:31G.m.t. and
transmitter A commanded ON at

15:32 G.m.t., Dec. 9, 1974.

A gain of 2 dBm was uoted in

telemetry signal strength by

the ,awaii tracking station.

Subsequent operations have
been satisfactory with trans-
mitter A.

8 14 _ar. I, 1975 Loss of downlink occurred at

Mar. 17, 1976 00:08 G.m.t., Hat. I, 1975.

Playback of data before loss

of signal showed normal

values for all housekeeping
parameters. Commands trans-
mitted to the station to turn

the transmitters ON were

unsuccessful. LOS occurred at

01:46 G.n_.t., Mar. 17, 1976.

)

: 3-44
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CENTRAL STATION ELECTRONICS - Concluded

Apollo Initial date

Item mission of occuKKenqce S_us

9 14 Mar. 5, 1975 Acquisition of signal returned

Mar. 17, 1976 at 03:06 G.m.t., Mar. 5, 1976.

Real-time engineering data
showed that the central

station was operating with
transmitter A, power control

unit 2 (PCU 2), and processor Y.
However, both receiver

parameters were LOW. Sub-
sequent attempts to uplink
commands have been unsuccess-

ful. Loss of uplink occurred

• at 01:46 G.m.t., Mar. 17, 1976.

10 I, Jan. 18, 1976 Loss of downlink occurred at

19:29 G.m.t. Playback of

data prior to the loss of

signal again showed normal :

values for all housekeeping _

parameters. Commands trans-
mitted to the station to turn

I the transmitters O_ were

unsuccessful.

11 14 Feb. 19, 1976 Acquisition of signal returned :
at 02:32 G.m.t. Real-time

engineering data showed the

central station was operating

with transmitter A, PCU 2,

processgr Y, and receiver

crystal B. Subsequent i
comman, s have been successfully

uplin_ed.

12 12 to 17 N/A Performance of the Apollo 12,
15, 16, and 17 central

stations has been essentially
nominal since deplc/ment.

Although the origin_l design

requirement for ALSEP was a

1-yr life, much longer useful
lifetimes are being realized. _
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PA_T B: LUNAR ORBITAL EXPERIMENTS

Lunar orbital experiments were perfgrmed during three

of the six lunar landing missions fro_ July 26, 1971 (Apollo

15 mission), to December 12, 1972 (Apollo 17 mission).
Experiment information and results are detailed in the

following pages. Motes concerning the tabular data are as
. follows:

1. On some occasions, data were collected both during
z lunar orbits (revs) and during transearth coast (TEC).

2. Apollo lq lift-off occurred on Jan. 31, 1971, at
16:03:02 e.s.t.

3. Apollo 15 lift-off occurred on July 26, 1971, at
09:34:00 e.d.t.

q. Apollo 16 lift-off occurred on Apr. 16, 1972, at
12:54:00 e.s.t.

5. Apollo 17 lift-off occurred on Dec. 7, 1972, at

00:33:00 e.s.t.

l
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i /
PART A: LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENT_

The lunar surface experinents cons%st of two types:
(I) The Apollo lunar surface experinents package (iLSEP)
systens, which were left on the lunar surface by the
astronauts and which continu_ sen_ing telenetry data, anl
(2) those experinents conducted on the lunar surface by the
astronaut and returned to Earth in the coesand _dule. The
ALS?,P deployment configuration for each sission is shown in
appendix B; the dates and lunar coordinates are given in the
following listing. The ALSEP-related experiments are listed
on the following page by apollo sission and experi|ent
nusber.

APOLLO 12: The apollo _i ALSEP was deployed on
Novenber 19, 1969, at latitude 3Oll t S, longitude 23o23 t g
in Oceanus Procellarun.

APOLLO 13: Because of service nodele problens, a lunar
landing was not accomplished duriLg the apollo 13 |ission.

_POLLO I_: The Apollo I_ aLSEP was deployed on

j February 5, 1971, at latitude 3o_0' 5, longitude 17027 ' W inthe Fra Hauro Formation.

APOLLO 15: The Apollo 15 ALSEP was deployed 3uly 31,
1971, at latitude 26o06 Q g, longitude 3o39 t E in the Hadley-
Ap_nnine region.

APOLLO 16: The Apollo 16 ALSEP was deployed April 21,
1972, at latitude 8059_3_ # S, longitude 15o30tU7" E in the
Descartes Highlahds.

APOLLO 17: The Apollo 17 ALSEP was deployed on
December 12, 1972, at latitude 20o09t55" N, longitude
30oq5t57 " E in the Taurus-Littrow region.

J

°_

t
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_. P._SSIVF SFISMIC EXPERIMENT (NASA EXPF_IMRNT S-031)
t_

9"

NSSDC Ig_NTIFICATION NUM_VPS:

APOLLO 11 69-059C-03

APOLLO 12 69- 099C° 03

APOLLO I_ 71-008C-0_

APOI,LO 15 71-063C-01
APOLLO 16 72-031C-01

I
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_. 2ASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT /

Seismic _4sta__ons were installed on the lunar surface

du[ing Apollo missions 11, 12, 14, 15, and 16. Tht
locations and installation dates are listed in table 4-I.

Station 11 operated only 20 Earth days before the loss of

the command uplink terminated its operation. The fo.]i

remaining stations constitute the ApolLo seismic network.
fhis n=twork spans _he nea_ side of tht Moon in an

approximate equilate£al triangle with 1100-Km spaci-g

betwee: stations. (Stations 12 and 14 are 181 km apart at

one co£ner of the triangle as shown in figu£e 4-1.)

_hl, r_o contains _nformation necessary to use the

lunar s_smi __ta file at _he National Space Science Data

Center SSDt;. The instruaents, the historical !_ckg_ound,

an_ th_ _ata formats are described; no attempt is made to
describe the da €�results.

EXPERIMENT AND INSTPUMENT CHARACTERISTIC£

i A seismome_er consists of a mass _at is tree to move%
_L L ,p direczion add is suspended by roans of springs and/or

.} from a framework. Th£ su_penced mass is supplied

•:th daI,Ding to suppress vibrations at the natural period of
_e system. The f_amewcrk r=sts on and moves with the

_drface. The suspended mass tends to remain fixed in space;
and the resulting relative motion between the ".ass and the

, framework can be recorded and used to calculate the original
ground motion.

Each Apollo seismic station consists of two main
subsystems: _he s%nsor unit and the electronics module.

The sensor unit, shown schemat_cally in fig,'_es _-2 and U-3,

contains four seismometers. Three long-peliod (LP)
seismometers form a triaxial set; one of these is sensitiwe
to vertical '",_) motion and two are sensitive to horizontal

(X, Y) motion, with sensitivlty to ground m_tion sharply
peaked at 0.45 Hz (p_aked-_esponse mode) . The fouLth, a
short-period (SP) seismometer, is sensitive to v_[tical

motion wi<h peak sensitivity at 8 Hz. These instruments can
det_c- vibratio_ of the lunar surface as small as 0.q5 nm

O

(n._ A) at maxJmtlm sensitivity. The sensor unit is

constructed principally of beryllium and weighs !1.5 kg,

including th_ electronics module and thermal insulation.
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Without insulation, the sensor unit is 2_ cm in diameter and I
29 cm high. The total power drain varies between 4.3 and I

7._ W. Instrument temperature control is provided by a 6-W

heater, a proportional controller, and (except for station

11) an aluminized Mylar insulation. The insulating shroud

is spread over the local surface to reduce temperature
variations in the surface material.

The seismic response curves are shown in figure _-4.

The LP seismometers have a useful frequency range from 0.004
to 2 Hz. The SP seismometers cover a band from 0.05 to 20

Hz. Two modes of operation, flat and peaked response, are

possible for the LP seismc,_eters. In the flat response
mode, the LP seismometers have natural periods of 15 sec.

In the peaked response mode, the seismometers act like

underdamped pendulums with natural periods of 2.2 sec.

Maximum sensitivity is increased by a factor of 5.6 in the

peaked response mode, but sensitivity to lou frequency
signals is reduced. Calibration of each sensor is

accomplished by appl-ing a step of current to each coil by

command from Earth. At tidal frequencies, gravitational
acceleration is measured by monitoring the feedback current

used to ceneer the seismometer mass. The tidal sensitivlty
of the instruments is 8 X 16 -s m/sec a (8 X 10 -3 mgal) per

digital unit.

The LP horizontal seismometers (LPX and LP¥) are very
sensitive to tilts and must be leveled to high accuracy.
This is accomplished by means of a two-axis, motor-driven

gimb,_l. A third motor adjusts the LP vertical seismometer

(LPZ). Motor operation is controlled by command.

A caging system was provided to secure all critical

elements of the instrument against damage during transport

and deploymert phases. A pneumatic system was used in which
pressurized bellows expanded and Plamped fragile parts in

place. Unca ing was accomplished by piercing the connecting

lines. The seismometer _tems are controlled from Earth by

a set of 15 commands that govern functions such as leveling,
instrument gain (adjustable in 10 dB steps), and
calibration.

Time codes recorded on passive seismic experiment (PSE)

data tapes are normally those generated £rom time codes on
range tapes, and they are believed to be accurate within a

few tens of milliseconds of G.m.t. when signal is received
at a range sta+ion. However, when it is difficult to

extcact time information from range tapes, time codes

generated from an "ipternal clock" (a clock internal to a
computer at the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC))
is suP_tituted. Because this internal clock is not

synchr.%nized with tape speed during range tape playback, :he
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time codes thus generated are only as accurate as the

' accuracy of the speed of the tape transport. The time codes
thus generated may drift as much as several tens of seconds
from true G.m.t. if allowed to continue for several hours.

Users of the PSE tapes should be aware of possible tim6 code
errors in situations where relative time between stations is

important. See the section entitled "PSE Tape

Irregularities" for further discussion of errors occurring
on PSE tapes, e

More detailed discussions of instrumentation are given

in the bibliography.

OPERATIONAL HISTORY

Of the 16 separate seismometers, all but 2 wer_

operating properly at r.he time of this writing. The SP

component at station 12 has failed to operate since initial
activation, and one of the LP seismometers at station 14

(the vertical component) became unstable after I yr.

Unless otherwise indicated in the operational history
listing, table _-II, the instruments have operated at

maximum sensitivity with the LP seismometers in the peaked
response mode. This configuration is designated the

I "standard mode" in table 4-II. The various operating modes
are described in the section entitled "Experiment and
Instrument Characteristics." Although not noted in table

4-II, all seismometers at a given station were operated at
reduced gain while the astronauts remained on the lunar
surface.

In addition to signals from natural sources, such as
moonquakes and meteoroid impacts, signals were recorded from

nine manmade impacts. These were provided by two types of
space vehicles: the lunar module (LM) ascent stage and the

third, or Saturn IVB (SIVB), stage of the Saturn booster.

The lunar modules were guided to impact following the return
of the crew to the command service module in lunar orbit.

The SIVB stages, after separation from the Apollo
spacecraft, were directed by remote control from Earth to

planne6 impact points. Seismic signals from tne.-e impacts

were recorded at ranges of from 67 to 1750 km, Data

pertinent to the impacts are given in the section entitled
"Data Set Descripticns."

• Seismic disturbances are observed on the LP

seismometers of each station throughout the d_ytime period

of each lunar day. These disturbances are "_,<_t intense near
tim_s of sunrise and sunset; they are believ,_, to be due to

2

r 4-5
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thermal contraction and expansion either of the Mylar shroud

that covers the seismometers or of the cable connecting the

seismometers to the central station (or both). /

DATA SET DESCRIPTIONS

Compressed Scale Playouts (Data Set 1)

The compressed scale playouts yield a complete time
hist:uv of the lunar seismic data. Data from each station

are read from PSE data tapes supplied by JSC and plotted
synchronously in compressed form. To enhance the signal-to-

noise ratio for higher frequent I events, a difference method
is used in the reduction of _the data. The absolute value of

the difference between consecutive dat_ points is summed
over 40 points for IP data (32C points for SP data), and

this value is plotted yielding one value for each 6 sac of

data. Consecutive points are plotted with opposite polarity
to yield a lane with the appearance of a seismogram. A

horizontal scale of 7.87 min/cm (20 min/in.) and vertical
scales of 157 digit_l units per centimeter (400 digital

units per inch) (LP_ and 1260 digital units per centimeter

(3200 digital units per inch) (SP) are used. Components at
each station are arranged LPX, LPY, LPZ, and SPZ with LPX at

the top and SPZ at the bottom. Time ticks are displayed

every 10 min and each hour (S.m.t.) is labeled. The year

add day are displayed every 6 hr. A sample of the
compressed data playouts is shown in figure 4-5.

Event Tapes (Data Set 2)

Seismic events (see data set 6) detected on the LP

c _ponents by routine manual search of the compressed scale

playouts (data set I) are copied from the original PSE tapes
onto event tapes containing only time periods when seismic
events are observed. Each event tape contains data from one

station only; the same time periods are copied in

chronological order onto separate tapes for each station.

Thus, intervals that contain no detectable signal at one
station may be on event tapes because an event was detected

at another station. Separate sets of event tapes are

- available containing only (I) the largest natural impact

signals, (2) selected deep moonquake signals, and (3) all

high frequency teleseismic (HFT) signals. See data set 4.

Event tapes are numbered serially and are in

chronological order. All tapes are labeled w_th the event
tape number, station number, tape number, and total time

interval covered by the tape. Listings of the time
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intervals covered on each tape are supplied with the tapes

' and can also be found using the next data set (data set 3).
' The format with which event tapes are read is described in i

the section entitled "Tape Formats and Irregularities."

Event Compressed Scale Playouts (Data Set 3)

! Each event tape (data sets 2 and 4) has been plotted in ,
compressed scale to provide a visual display of the contents

of each event tape. These playouts have the same format as
data set 1 with the exceptions that time is not continuous

and an amplitude scale twice that of data set I is used.

t

: Special Event Tapes (Data Set 4)

J
Currently, four sets of special event tapes are

available. These events will be of special interest to many
users, and most users' interests will be satisfied by these

tapes alone. All tapes are identical in format to those in

data set 2. £vent compressed playouts, expanded _layouts,
and listings of the events in this set are available as

subgroups of data sets 3, 5, and 6, respectively. The !
special event groups now available are as follows:

I. Artificial impacts: Impacts of manmade origin

-' I were recorded by the Apollo passive seismometers. Table
!

_-III shows data pertinent _o each of the impacts. The /

location of each impact is shown in figure 4-I. The brief

station history in table 4-II gives information concerning
the status of each station at times of impacts. Tnere are

, five tapes in this group; two tapes for station 12 and one

8ap_ each for stations I_, 15, and 16. !

2. Large meteoroid impacts: Meteoroids hitting the
Moon are recorded by the PSE network at a rate of ,_

approximately 250 per year (type C events). Meteoroi_

impacts with compressed scale amplitudes of 10 mm or larger
on at least two stations are included on the special event

tapes. There are about t,0 events in this category per year

(approximately two +epes per station per year).

c

3. Select_d moonquakes: Moonguakes with matching
signal characteristics (type A events) are observed.

Approxi_ate!_ 60 different matching types have been observed
to date. The best of these events observed on the most
stations are included in this data set. There are seven ,,'

tapes in thls group; two tapes each from stations 12, I_,
and 15 and one ta_ _ from station 16

, _-7
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4. High frequency teleseismic events: Distant

events, believed to be moonquakes, observed with large I
amplitudes on the SP components of the PSE are called high
frequency teleseismic (HFT) events. These events occur at a

rate of approximately five per year (one tape per station)•

Expanded Playouts (Data Set 5)

l

Expanded-time-scale (I rain = 10 cm) playouts are

availabl_ for the following sets of events:

1. All artificial impacts

2. The largest natural impaczs

3. Selected deep moonquakes

4. All HFT events

Other relevant facts are as follows:

I. In almost all cases, the data represented by the

expanded-time-scale playouts are taken directly from the PSE
tapes and are not processed in any way (e.g., no filtering,

smoothing, signal averaging, etc.).

2. Notations on the seismograms (such as phase picks i
(e.g., P, S) and event classification (e.g., A, E, C, M),

etc.) are not primary data but interpretations of the data
and should be recognized and used as such.

3. Time marks are not corrected for possible clock
errors.

A sample of the expanded-scale playouts is shown in figure
4-6.

Event Catalog (Data Set 6) '_<

The event catalog has been compiled from the log of LP
events observed on the compressed-scale playouts (data set

I). Only events of apparent or probable seismic origin are
included. Noise events such as tilts and thermal noise are

not included, nor are events observed exclusively on the SP
components. The card deck (or tape in card-image format) r
contains the same set of events as included on the event o_

tapes (data sets 2 a_d 4), except for events with amplitudes _
l_ss than 10 observed at station 16. The cards are arranged :
in chronological order and _re divided into vclumes. A new

volume starts at the onse_ of data from each station, and '>

/ ,:_

! •
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I_ new volumes will be added periodically. Special listings• are available for all events in data set 5. The card format f ;
is as follows:

_£!_ Format Data 7

_ 3, q I2 Year
8

6, 7, 8 I3 Julian Day

10 to 13 212 Start hour-minute
i

, 15 to 18 212 Stop hour-minute (9999 :
for overlaps)

20 to 23 F_ Amplitude at station 12 _
Z-axis

24 to 27 F4 Amplitude at station 14
Y-axis

28 to 31 F4 Amplitude at station 15
Y-axis

32 to 35 F_ Amplitude at station 16
Y-axis

37 to _ qI1 Playout log = I, if ex- _

panded-s_ale playout is
av%ilable at - _"

Station 12 (col. 37)

Station 14 (col. 38)
Station 15 (col. 39)

Station 16 (col. 40)

42 to 45 " 411 Quality factor* as follows:
-4

Blank normal quality
I - no data

2 - type 6 time error
(See section entitled

"PSE Tape Irregulari- _.
ties.")

3 - noisy
4 - _asked

For station -

12 (col. 42)
%
E

*Priority given to smallest number.

i 4-9 ,_
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14 (col. 43)

15 (col. _)

16 (col. 45) /

77 A1 Event type: a

A - classified moonquake

M - suspected moonquake

C - suspected impact
• Z - mostly SP

X - special type

_: L- LM impact

_ S - SIVB impact

79, 80 I2 Moonquake class a (only

used in conjunction

with type "A" events)

The PSE Tapes (Data Set 7)

rassive seismic tapes covering continuous operation of?

the lunar passive seismic system for a period of I month

(July 7 to Aug. 13, 1973) are archived. These tapes are
; labeled in sequential order from the day of deployment of

zhe instrument and are also labeled with the Julian day and

: universal start and stop times. The station number and the

! date of tape generation also appear on the tapes.

TAPE FORMATS AND IRREGULARITIES

Formats

Data sets 2 (event tapes), 4 (artificial impact tapes), i
and 7 (PSE tapes, I month of data) formats are described

here. All taper are 7 track, 1.27 cm (0.5 in.), binary, 800
bpi, odd parity, with standard IBM end of file on 731.52-m

(2_O0-ft) reels.

Data are transmitted from the Moon in 64-word frames, 1

frame every 0.60375 sec. The Apollo lunar surface

experiments package (ALSEP) words ar_ assigned to meet the

requirements of the scientific instruments in the ALSEP.

2Note that these data are interpretive rather than
primary data.

4-10
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Those ALSEP words assigned to the PSE are given in table
U-IV. Each _iSEP word is 10 bits, or a range from 0 to 1023

digital units. Sensor eguilibrium data values are near 500

digital units. _issing ALSEP words in the SP data (2, 46,

etc.) should be replaced to obtain equal spacing of data

points.

Each fram_ of data is _eco_ded on tape in a logical

record consisting of eighteen 36-bit words for format A and
nine 36-bit words for format B. The first three of these

words contain timing, synchronization, and error information

as described in the follcwing paragraphs. The remaining

words containing the data are described in tables 4-V(a) and
4-V (b) .

Word 1 contains time at the start of the frame in

milliseconds from the beginning of the year starting in bit
I and ending in bit 35 right-justified in binary. The time

on January 01 at 00 hr 00 min 00 sec is reset to 8.64 X 107

msec so that the year starts on day I rather than day O.

Word 2 contains a range station identification code in

bits 0 to 3, a bit error rate in bits 4 to 9, and, starting

on day 183 of 1973, a time source indicator in bit 35 (last
bit); if this bit is set, then computer clock time rather

than G.m.t. was used for updating the time code. Errors o£
several tens of seconds in time codes have been noted when

%he computer clock is used.

Word 3 contains synchronization codes and a frame

counter. This word should contain the following in bits 0
to 9, 12 to 21, and 24 to 25:

Bit: C123456789 12 !3 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 2q 25
Value: 1110001001 0 0 0 0 I I • I 0 I I 0 I

If this is not the case, then sync has been lost with the
data, and errors may be present. Bits 26 to 32 contain a

frame counter that steps opce per frame and resets to 0

after 89 frames. A break in the sequence may indicate
timing errors.

The ALSEP words arrange_ as shown in table 4-V are

packed in the 36-bit words as follows:

Bit 0 9 12 2 I 24 33

W
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Note that in format B (table 4-V(b)) the data are compressed I
by a factor of 2 because all SP ALSEP words are missing. l
This was done _s a cost-saving procedure because the station

12 SP component is not operating.

Each tape begins with two idertical label records
written in BCD. These records contain four words each as

described below:

W_d Parameter

I Experiment identification (PSEXP or PSEXPB)

2 ALSEP identification as follows: station

12 = A, station 14 = B, station 15 = C,
station 16 = D

3 Mission identification as follows: station

12 = A/S507, station 14 = A/S509, ctation

15 = A/S510, station 16 = A/S511

None or year (BCI blanks or year)

Event tapes, data sets 2 and 4, differ from normal PSE
tapes in that time is not continuous because gaps occur

between events. All events are recorded in chronological

order. I

Starting with event tape 125, the label record format
is changed to the following:

Word _i_ Parameter

I -- (EVENT __) in BCD

2 0 to 17 Event tape number in binary

18 to 34 Station number (12, 14, 15, 16),

binary

3 n to 17 Year of first event in binary

35 Data format: A = C, B = I

-- Time in milllseconds at the begin-

ning of the PSE tape from which

the first event on the tape was
retrieved

I'
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PS£ Tape Irregulaz_ties

I '
The following is a list of the types of irregularities,

other than tape-reading errors and data proilems, i_and in

PSE tapes. The user of PSE tapes should be aware of their

existence. <

I. D_ta gdp: A normal d_td grip is _epre_nt_d by a
time increment from one logical record to the next by _n

amount that is an exact multiple of the normal frame rate

(60_.75 + C.05 msec) and an increment of the frame count

corresponding to the time increment. Small data gaps, a few
seconds in duration, are quite common; the,! occur at a rate

of several to a few tens of times per day.

2. Data overlap: A normal data overlap is represented _,

by a time decrement from one logical record to the next (by !_
an _mount that is an exact multiple of the normal Zrame

rat_) and by a decrement of the frame count corresponding to
•he time decrement. Data overlaps are rare, but +_hey do

occur in earlier tapes.

3. Clock offset due to range station switch: When the

range station receiving data from the Moon is switched from
one station to another, a slight offset in time is observed,

which is normally less than 20 msec.

I _. Sync error: When data from the Moon are not
correctly translated onto PSE tapes because of errors in

synchronization, it is reflected on the Barker code that is
included in each logical record. A data gap of a few frames

normally follows a sync error.

5. Zero record: Some logical records are filled with _-

all zeros. A data gap may or may not occur at the same
time. _

6. Clock rate e_ror: This occur.b when time '_'-
information based on a computer internal c" _ck is

substituted. It cnn be identified by an abnormal tlme

increment from o._e frame to the next. The normal time _
increment per frame is 603 or 604 msec, with the 90-frame _.

average in the range of 603.70 to 603.80 msec. The abnorma _
clock rate is usually less tha_ 0.5 percent o_f normal, bu!

¢

larger anomalies are found. The duration o_ this error is
from a few minutes to as _uch _s 6 to 8 i_r. An a_malcus :_

period usually starts with a sma]] offset in frame count .:_d
ends with a large offset in frame count, re[_ Jsenting a

large clock adjustment. Multiple clock adjt!._-tments are
found in some cases. The amount o_ clock aJ.iustm, nt range _,
from a fraction of a second to sEv_;ral ten _f ::_conds. T_

time information on tapes is almo_:t c_:tin., s, thus
&.
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generating a data gap or a data overlap without clea_ •

indication of their existence when the clock is adjusted.

j ,

7. Time/frame count error" qimu!%aneous

discontinuities in tlme and frame count that do not agree

wi, h each other occur rather frequently without abnormal

clock rate. They occur in pairs or multiples so that the

net o_fset in time and/or _rame count is al_ys zero. The

offset in time at a discontlnuity is often either _n exact

multiple of the normal frame rate, or it is even seconds.

When the offset in time is an exact multiple of _ _ normal

frame rate, it is not possible to determine whe_'.er the
error is in time or in frame count. When an offset in time

is not an exact multiple of the normal frame rate or when it
is an offse+ of even seconds, a time error is indicated.

f
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TABLE 4-II.- OPERATIONAL HISTORY

/
Date

Event

Yr Day Station
i

1969 202 11 Deployment: flat response mode

1969 215 11 Station turned off for lunar night

1969 230 11 Station turned on for second lunar day

1969 237 11 LP components drifted off scale,

station overheating and not

accepting commmands

1969 239 11 Loss of all data

1969 323 12 Deployment: flat response mode,

SP component not operating, LPZ

operating with abnormal LP response

1969 326 12 Changed LP response to standard mode

to bring LPZ back into operation

1970 105 12 Reduced LP gain to -10 dB during

Apollo 13 Saturn IVB (SIVB) impact
(01 hr 2_ min)

1970 105 12 Increased LP gain to 0 dB (02 hr

30 min)

1971 036 I_ Deployment: standard mode

1971 210 I_ Reduced LP gain to -10 dB during

Apollo 15 SIYB impact (21 hr
O0 min)

1971 210 lq Increased LP gain to 0 dB (21 hr

_7 min)

1971 212 15 Deployment: standard mode

1971 330 I_ LPZ axis anomalously noisy, affecting

and to LPX and LP¥ (A_ter mid-January,

1972 030 LPZ was usually dead but occa-

sionally had periods of normal
operation.)
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TABLE 4-1I.- OPERATIONAL HISTORY - Concluded

Date

Event

Yr Day Station

1972 112 16 Deployment: standard mode

1972 343 16 LPY anomalous noise and reduced gain

1972 345 14 Reduced LP again to -10 dB during

Apollo 17 SIVB impact (20 hr
35 rain)

1972 345 14 Increased LP gain to 0 dB (20 hr
55 min)

1972 348 16 LPY back to normal

1974 288 12 Changed to flat response

1975 099 12 Changed to standard response

1975 179 12, 15, Changed to flat response
and 16

I
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TABLE 4-IV.- THE PSE ALSEP WORDS

t.

Word Description

Even words (except 2, SP v_r_ical data
124, 46, 56)

t

9, 25, 41, 57 I.P X component (LPX)

{

.. 11, 27, _3, 5q LP Y component (LPY)

13, 29, 45, 61 I.P 7 component (LPZ)z

: 35 (even frames) X axis tidal

35 (odd frames) Z axis tidal

37 (_ven frames) Y axis tidal

37 (odd frames) Instrument temperature

IApollo 1_ only.

<
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T_BI,_ _-V,- THE AI,S_P WOPD I,OC._IONS

/
Format A {for all tapes except sfation 12 ._aDes

aftp_ .lay 288 of 1971)

36-bit wor,_ AI,SF_P word _se '
C

4 /4, 6, 8 SP, SP, SP

5 q, 10, 11 LPX, SP, LPY
6 12, I], I/4 SP, LPZ, SP :+
7 16, 18, 20 SP, SP, SP

8 22, 2/4, 25 SP, ISp, LPX +

q 26, 27, 28 SP, L?Y, SP 11
10 20, 3n, ]2 LPZ, SP, SP
11 q3, q/4, 35 -, SP, ZTDLX/Z

12 36, ]7, 38 SP, ZT_.MP/TDLY, SP
13 /4n, /41, _2 SP, LPX, SP L.,.++

L-

1/4 113, /4/4,_5 LPY, SP, LPZ

15 46, 48, 50 -, SP, SP

16 52, 54, 57 SP, SP, I.PX +'+
17 58, 59, fi9 SP, LPY, SP +
18 61, 62, 6/4 I. PZ, SP, SP

Format B (for station 12 starting on day 289

of 1971) +

q6-bit woD_ ALS_P word Use

9, 11, 13 LPX, LPY, LPZ .'_

5 25, 27, 2q I.PX, LPY, LPZ ,_
6 13, 15, 17 -, TDLX/Z, TEMP/TDL¥ i

7 141, t13, t$5 I.PX, I.PY, LPZ _'

8 46, 57, 5g -, LPX, LPY

9 61, _, - LPZ };.

INot for Apollo 15. '
_TDL : tidal, TEMP = temperature. +

i

4-2/4 _
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Figure 4-2,- Schematic diagram of the Apollo passive seismic
experiment (PSE) .
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Figure 4-3.- Schematic diagrams Figure 4-4.- Response curve for
of the elements of the LP the LP and SP vertical-

seismometers, component seismometers. The ,
ordinate scale is in digital

units (DU) per centimeter

ground motion amplitude. A DU

is th_ signal variation that

corresponds to a change in the
least significant bit of the
10-bit data word.
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5. ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT (NASA EXPERIMENT S-033)

NSSDC IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS:

APOLLO 14 71-008C-05

APOLLO 16 72-031C-02
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5. ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT

The active seismic experiment (ASE) was part of the Apollo

lunar surface experiments package (ALSEP) ef the Apollo 14 and 16
l

missions. The purpose of the experiment was to generate and mon-
itor seismic waves in the near lunar surface and to use these

data to study the internal structure of the Moon to a depth of
several hundred meters.

INTRODUCTION

The ASE data are obtained from three sources: an astronaut-

activated thumper, a n_rtar package that contains rocket-launched
grenades, and the impulse produced by the lunar module (LM)

ascent. The Apollo 14 grenades have not been fired at the time

of this writing. A study of the deployment photographs and the

astronaut's description of the mortar box positioning raised the

question of the back-blast effect on other experiments. A post-
mission vacuum chamber test was conducted with the ALSEP config-

uration the same as that deployed on the lunar surface. The

I results of this test indicated that the back blast might damage
the other experiments and the ALSEP central station; therefore,
it was decided that the mortars will not be fired until the other

experiments fail to return valid scientific data.

Three of the four grenades at the Apollo 16 site have been

fired. On May 23, 1972, the Apollo 16 ALSEP was commanded to
high bit rate between 05:20:00 and 06:44:00 (hr:min:sec) G.m.t.

for the ASE/mortar mode of operation (fig. 5-I). Three of the

four high-explosive grenades in the mortar package were success-

fully launched in the following sequence: Grenade 2 (1024 g) was

launched a distance of q00 m; grenade 4 (695 g) was launched a
distance of 150 m; and grenade 3 (775 g) was launched a distance

of 300 m. Grenade I, which weighed 1261 g and was to be launched

a distance of 1500 m, was not launched because the mortar package

pitch angle sensor wen+ off-scale high after grenade 3 was fired.
The off-scale indication makes the pitch position of the launch

assembly uncertain; therefore, the decision was made to delay

launching of the morta, as long as the other Apollo 16 experiments

wer_ gathering valid scientific data.

5-3
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE ?

The ASE consists of a thumper and geophones, a mortar package
assembly (MPA), electronics within the ALSEP central station, and i

interconnecting cabling• The components of the ASE are shown !

schematically in figure 5-2.
3

The astronaut-activated thumper is a short staff (fig. 5-3)

used to detonate small explosive charges -- single bridgewire
Apollo standard initiators. Twenty-one initiators are mounted so

• that they are perpendicular to the base plate at the lower end of

the staff. An arm-fire switch and an initiator-selector switch _
are located at the upper end of the staff. A pressure switch in _
the base plate detects the instant of initiation• A cable con-

nects the thumper to the central station to transmit real-time _i
event data. The thumper also stores the three geophones and con- %

necting cables until deployment on the lunar surface•

The three identical geoFhones are miniature seismometers of %

the moving coil-magnet type. The coil is the inertial mass sus-
pended by springs in the magnetic field. Above the natural i_

resonant frequency of the geophones (7.5 Hz), the output is pro-

portional to ground velocity. The geophones are deployed at 3-, _,

49-, and 94-m (10-, 160-, and 310-ft) intervals in a linear array _ _
from the central station and are connected to it by cables• _

The Apollo 14 and 16 ASE characteristics are given in tables I)

5-I(a) and 5-I(b). The Apollo 16 nominal ASE grenade parameters
are listed in table 5-II.

OPERATIONAL HISTORY _

z

%

Geophone distances from the Apollo 14 and 16 thumper shots

are given in tables 5-IXI(a) and 5-III(b). Thumper firing times §

for the Apollo 14 and 16 seismic experiments are give, in tables _ ,_,'_
5-IV(a) and 5-IV(b). Seismic signals produced by the Apollo 16

LM ascent stage and ASE thumper firings are shown in figures 5-4

and 5-5. The deployed experiment configuration is shown in fig-

ure 3 of reference 5-I. ,_

Apollo 16 Grenade Firings !i

Grenade number 4.- Firing information for grenade number 4
is in records 52_ to 559. The fire command is in record 529,

frame 10, at 1972:144:06:32:3.183 (yr:day:hr:min:sec) G.m.t. •

Detonation is in record 548, frame 7, word count 9, bit count 8
at 1972:144:06:32:14.430 G.m.t.

/
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. The launch angle e was 11.330 ° . Because no valid range

I_ line data were obtained for this or for the other two grenades

that were fired, TO (the time that the fire command was trans- /
mitted) was used. The error is no larger than I ALSEP data frame
or 0.0604 sec.

_ Range data were calculated as follows. Where time of flight
T of the grenade is computed by

8

2V I sin 8
' T = = 11.247 sec (5-I)

g

and where computed initial velocity V I is calculated as

Tg _ 11.247 x 5.32_5
VI = 2 sin 8 2 sin (45 °'" 11.33 °) = 54.0085 ft/sec (5-2)

then the range R is obtained by the equation

R = V I cos 8T = 506 ft (5-3)

I
where g is lunar gravity. Based on these computations, the

following distances were derived. (See Kovach and Watkins'

deployment geometry of the geophone array relative to the mortar
package (fig. 3 in ref. 5-I).)

The Apollo 16 geophone distances from grenade 4 were as
follows:

Geophone Distance Corrected geophone

distance

_ m ft m ft

I 154.23 506 154.23 506

2 108.51 356 107.29 352
3 62.79 206 61.87 203
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Grenade number 3.- Firing information for grenade number 3
is in records 1320 to 1360. The fire command is in record 1324, 1

frame 9, at 1972:144:06:40:3.089 G.m.t. Detonation is in record
1358, frame 6, word count 30, bit count 10, at 1972:144:06:40:
23.4315 G.m.t.

The launch angl_ "as 7.94 ° from 45 ° . The other data are as

follows:

2V I sin 8
T = = 20.3425 sec (5-4)

g

T@ = 89 86 ft/sec (5-5)
VI = 2 sin 8

R = V I cos 8T = 1459 ft (5-6)

The Apollo 16 geophone distances from grenade 3 were as
follows:

Geophone Distance

m ft

I 444.70 1459
2 398,98 1309
3 353.26 1159

Grenade number 2.- Firing information for grenade number 2
is in records 1766 to 1833. The fire command is in record 1771,

frame 4, at 1972:144:05:48:3.184 G.m.t. Detonation is in record

1831, frame 7, word count 16, bit count 14, at 1972:144:05:48:
39.5015.

The launch angle was 2.07 ° from 45 ° . The other data are as
follows:

2V I sin 8
T = = 36.3175 sec (5-7)

g

5-6
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_ Tg _ 36.3175 x 5.3245 = 141 9 ft/sec (5-8)
]' VI 2 sin 8 2 × 0.68115 "

R = VI cos 8T = 3338 ft (5-9)

The Apollo 16 geophone distances from grenade 2 were as t

follows :

Geophone Distance

m ft

1 1017.42 3338

2 971.70 3188

3 925.98 3038

Grenade number I.- Grenade number I was never fired.

Apollo 16 LM Ascent Recorded by ASE

I The time of LM ascent thrust was computed as 01:25:48.728,

based on LM ascent engine startup time plus engine buildup time

(01:25:48.588 + 0.140). The time at which the engine achieved

approximately 20 percent of peak pressure was used as the engine
buildup time.

The geophone distances from the Apollo 16 LM ascent point
were as follows:

Geophone Distance

m ft

I 95.10 312

2 121.31 398

3 156.67 514

NOTE: The LM ascent at the Apollo 14 site was not recorded.

I
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: NSSDC DATA DESCRIPTION AND TAPE FORMAT

The ASE data are available from the National Space Science
Data Center (NSSDC) on odd-parity, 7-track, 1.27-cm (0.5 in.),

800-bpi, binary tape with standard end of file. The data are

stored as 36-bit words in 228-word logical records (fig. 5-6).

As illustrated in figure 5-6, each logical record contains 10
frames of 32 seismic data words each, 10 timing words, and the i

day, date, and identification information.

The 10 timing words give the time in milliseconds for the

start of each of the 10 corresponding data frames. Each 32-word
data frame covers 0.060377 sec. The time of a particular data

word (e.g., data word n in frame m) is given by

0.060377
t = t + (n - I) (5-10)• n m 32

where n = I, 2, ... 32

tm = the start of frame m

The occurrence of a seismic event (either thumper or mortar)
is indicated by the frame mark in word 29 of each frame. (The LM
ascent has no frame mark and must be located on the basis of the

time given earlier.) If the frame mark in word 29 is 4 (00100)
.... an event has occurred; if it is 0 no event has occurred. The i

base time for the event is just the start time of the previous
frame. The exact time is marked by recording the word count and

bit count portions of words 30 and 31, respectively, of the frame

in which the event mark is set (fig. 5-7). Thus, the exact firing

time tF for an event occurring in frame m is

tF tm- I + WM BM
= _ + At--B (5-11)

where __WM is the word count from word 30, BM is the bit count

from word 31, and At w and At B are defined as
{

/" !

[ ][ lAt w = 0.060377(sec/frame 32 words/frame (5-12) :

5-8
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J I ] I _ I I _ I-

[0060377secJframe [ 2wor s ][2ObitsJwo4S13 '
Note that WM is in binary but BM is not in binary and must be

obtained from table 5-V. Also, note that the engineering word

E i and the three geophone words G1, G 2, G3 of each data word a

comprise 20 bits of the word; the last 4 bits are spare. •

LOG COMPRESSION

To achieve the maximum dynamic range, the seismic data were

log compressed into 32 binary levels as shown in table 5-VI. The

binary data in the G I, G 2, and G 3 positions must be decom-

pressed to obtain the actual seismic signal data output from the
seismometers.

The appropriate expansion formula to recover true input
voltages is

VOU T - 2.420

VIN = (5-14)
V 3

if 2.170 < VOU T < 2.670

for decimal 14, 15, and 16; and

i

VOU T - V I

VIN = +exp (5-15)
- ±V 2

for decimal 0 to 13 and 17 to 31; the + sign is used for posi-
tive input signals.

¢
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The values of V 3, V I (positive and negative), and V,

(positive and negative) for the Apollo 16 system are as follows:

Geophone V3 V 1 V2 ,,

Negative, Positive, Negative, Positive.
decimal 0 decimal 17 decimal 0 decimal 17 .

to 13 to 31 to 13 to 31

I 332.0 0.282600 4.557799 -0.268580 0.267730

2 332.0 .301230 4.557980 -.269830 .270650
3 332.0 .261240 4.553029 -.270540 .268130

Geophone calibration data are given in the Apollo 16 Preliminary
Science Report (ref. 5-2).

Values of Vou T for the appropriate binary level are

obtained from table 5-VI. For example, if the binary level is 17,

then equation (5-15) yields

VI N exp(2.736220 - 4.557799> _
= 0.26773-0 = 0.0011 V (5-16)

?

DATA AVAILABLE AT NSSDC

The following data are available at NSSDC.

I. Tapes and microfilm of log-compressed digital data

2. Supporting documentation '_

REFERENCES

5-I. Kovach, R. L.; and Watkins, J. S.: The Velocity Structure

of the Lunar Crust. The Moon, vol. 7, Apr. 1973,

pp. 63-75.

5-2. Kovach, Robert L.; Watkins, Joel S.; and Talwani, Pradeep:

Active Seismic Experiment. Sec. 10 of Apollo 16 Prelim-

inary Science Report, NASA SP-315, 1972.
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TABLE 5-I.- APOLLO 14 AND 16 ASE CHARACTERISTICS

4

(a) Apollo 14

Component characteristics Channel no.

1 2 3

Geophones:
Generator constant, V/m/sec ....... 250.4 2q3.3 2qi.9 :
Frequency, Hz .............. 7.32 7.22 7.58

Resistance, _ .............. 6065 6157 6182
Amplifiers:

Noise level, _V rms at input ...... 0.300 0.325 0.272
\

Dynamic range, rms signal to ,:

I rms noise in dB ............ 86.8 86.5 87.5
Gain (at 10 Hz and VIN = 5.0 mV rms). . . 666.7 666.7 675.7 )

Log compressor (compression accuracy

for temperature range 288 to 323 K): }

Positive signal error, percent ..... 3.79 4.71 2.00 ,:
Negative signal error, percent . . . . . 2.07 1.32 3.33 _

System:

Signal-to-noise ratio (rms signal _
to rms noise in dB for a 10-nm

peak-to-peak signal at I0 Hz) ..... 33.6 33.1 32.9
Calibrator accuracy:

Generator constant, percent error .... g.21 9.70 6.40 ?

Natural frequency, percent error .... 3.28 g.99 8.58
,,, 4

t
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TABLE 5-I.- APOLLO 14 AND 16 ASE CHARACTERISTICS - Concluded

(b) Apollo 16
i

Component characteristics Channel no.

I 2 3

Geophones:
Generator constant, V/m/sec ...... 255 255 257

Frequency, Hz ............. 7.42 7.44 7.39
Resistance, _ ............. 6090 6212 6204

Amplifiers:

Noise level, mV rms at input . . _ .... 266 .100 .133
Dynamic range, rms signal to

rms noise in dB at 10 Hz ....... 84.4 92.4 90

Gain (at 10 Hz and

VIN = 2.75 mV peak to peak) ...... 698 684 709

Log compressor (compression accuracy
for temperature range 288 to 323 K):

Positive signal error, percent ..... 4.04 3.63 4.83

Negative signal error, percent ..... 2.46 1.87 1.88

System:

Signal-to-noise ratio (rms signal
to rms noise in dB for a 10-nm

peak-to-peak signal at 10 Hz) .... 38.9 37.9 45.0

Minimum discernible signal (basea on

0.5-mV zero-to-peak input equal to i
I digital unit at low level)

Zero to peak at I Hz, nm ...... 4 4 4

Zero to peak at 4 Hz, nm ....... 3 .3 .3

Zero to peak at 10 Hz, nm ...... I .I .I
Zero to peak at 20 Hz, nm ...... 05 .05 .05

w
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TABLE 5-II.- APOLLO 16 NOMINAL ASE GRENADE PARAMETERS

Parameter Grenade no. _

I 2 3 4 <

Range, m .............. I 500 900 300 150

Mass, g ............ 1 261 I 024 775 695 :
I High-explosive-charge mass_ g . . . 454 272 136 45

Rocket-motor mean peak
thrust, N ............. 22 224 11 112 7556 5556

Mean velocity, m/sec ........ 50 38 22 16

Lunar flight time, sec ....... 44 32 19 13

Rocket-motor-propellant

mass, g ..........- . . . 42 27 15 10
Propellant pellets, no ........ 2 365 I 520 620 570

Launch angle, deg ....._ . . _ 45 45 45 45Rock t-motorthrustduration, %

msec ............... 6.0 7.5 10.5 8.5

i
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TABLE 5-III.- GEOPHONE DISTANCES FROM THE

APOLLO 14 and 16 THUMPER SHOTS
J

(a) Apollo 14

Shot Distance to --

Geophone 3 Geophone 2 Geophone I

m ft m ft m ft

I

I 0 I 0 45.72 i I_0 91.44 300

2 4.57 1 15 41.14 135 86.87 2853 9.14 30 36.58 120 82.30 27U

4 13.71 45 32.00 105 77.72 255

5 18.29 60 27.43 90 73.15 240

6 22.86 75 22.86 75 68.58 225

7 27.43 90 18.29 60 64.00 210

8 32.00 105 13.71 45 59.44 195
9 36.58 120 9.14 30 54.86 180

10 41.14 135 4.57 15 50.29 165

11 45.72 150 0 0 ':5.72 150
12 50.29 165 4.57 15 41.14 135

13 54.86 180 9.14 30 36.58 120

14 59.44 195 13.71 45 32.00 105

15 64.05 210 18.29 60 27.43 90

16 68.58 225 22.86 75 22.86 75

17 73.15 240 27.43 90 18.29 60

IR 77.72 255 32.00 105 13.71 _5

19 82.30 270 36.58 120 9.14 30

20 86.87 285 41.14 135 _.57 15

21 91.44 300 45.72 150 0 0

5-I14
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TABLE 5-III.- GEOPHONE DISTANCES FROM THE APOLLO 14 :'
'7

AND 16 THUMPER SHOTS - Concluded , .

(b) Apollo 16 +

Shot Distance to --

Geophone 3 Geophone 2 Geophone I

m ft m ft m ft

I 0 0 _5.72 150 91.44 300

2 4.57 15 41.14 135 86.87 285 -

3 9.14 30 36.58 120 82.30 270 _

4 13.71 45 32.00 105 77.72 255
5 18.29 60 27.43 90 73.15 240

6 22.86 75 22.86 75 68.58 225
7 27.43 90 18.29 60 64.00 210

8 32.00 105 13.71 45 59.44 195
9 36.58 120 9.14 30 54.86 180 _"

10 41.14 135 4.57 15 50.29 165 ?

11 45.72 150 0 0 45.72 150
12 5_.86 180 9.14 30 36.58 120
13 59.44 !95 13.71 45 32.00 105

14 64.05 210 18.29 60 27.43 90 _+
15 68.58 225 22.86 75 22,86 75

16 73 15 240 27 43 90 18 29 60

17 77.72 255 32.00 105 13.71 45 :L
18 82.30 270 36.58 120 9.14 30 _
19 91.44 300 45.72 150 0 0 ++

\

j,

<

+
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TABLE 5-IV.- THUMPER FIRING TIMES FOR APOLLO 14 AND 16

(a) Apollo 14

i

Shot Firing time, Record Frame a Word count Bit count I
hr:min:sec, G.m.t.

I 18:10:38.781 1067 7 14 11 i

2 18:12:13.494 !224 6 5 9

3 18:13:33.315 1356 8 11 17

4 18:14:38.890 1465 q 11 10

b 7 ,18:20:31.980 2050 2 18 20 I

11 18:24:12.121 2412 8 23 31 i

12 18:26:29.733 2640 8 0 1 [
13 18:27:18.322 2720 2 24 27 I :
17 18:31:16.797 31i5 2 18 20 !

18 18:32 :28.71 6 3234 3 26 12

19 18:33:47.770 3365 3 5 9 i
20 18:34:42.306 3454 6 14 19 i

I

21 18:37:06.960 3694 2 11 14 !

aFrame number is the number of the frame in which the event _

mode is set. !

bshots 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 16 misfired.

5-16 v,
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TABLE 5-IV.- THUMPER FIRING TIMES FOR APOLLO Ig AND 16 - Concluded

L
(b) Apollo 16

Shot Firing time, Record Frame Word count Bit count _
hr:min:sec, G.m.t. _

1 20:01:51.851 717 9 13 19 =
2 20:02:38.758 795 6 12 13

3 20:03:17.376 859 6 1 13
4 20:03:53.157 918 8 22 16

i5 20:04:49.709 1012 5 13 20

6 20:05:27.299 1074 8 2 2 _"
7 20:06:13.675 1151 6 7 11
8 20:06:49.332 1210 6 27 5
9 20:07:30.203 1278 3 26 11

10 20:08:13.808 1350 6 2 9

11 20:09:42.508 1497 5 9 15 t ;i

12 20:10:29.512 1575 3 27 6 !
13 20:11:06.603 1636 8 7 8
14 20:12:14.656 1749 5 14 2 _, <
15 20:12:45.090 1799 9 17 6 :

16 20:13:23.572 1863 6 30 5 ..
17 20:14:12.072 1943 10 9 7 "
18 20:14:52.150 2010 4 4 3 /"
19 20:15:51.232 2108 2 24 5

/

).
g
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TABLE 5-V.- BIT COUNT DEFINITIONS FOR WORD 31 z

Bit Bit Count Bit Bit Count Bit Bit Count

0 00001 7 10110 Ig 11011

I 01100 8 10111 15 11001 _

2 01110 9 10011 16 00100 L _

3 01111 I0 10001 17 001 I0 _J'_ _i

/4 01011 11 11100 18 00111 ,!

5 O1001 12 11110 1 9 00011 .:-

6 10100 13 11111 _::

_-

¢

/

%
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TABLE 5-VI.- APOLLO 14 AND 16 ASE LOG COMPRESSION /

lhe ASE has 32 binary levels for representing the log_

compressed data. Compression is linear if VOU T is ] :between 2.170 and 2.670 V.
I/

Binary level Log compressor output, YOU T _
>

0 0.059060 _ _

I .216540 _

2 .374020 _ :_
3 .531500 _,

! 4 .688980

' 5 .846460

6 1.003940 i
7 I 161420

8 I .318900 i

9 1.476380 Negative !10 1.633860
11 1.791340 input signals _ i

12 1.948820 I

?
13 2.10630 _

]: 14 Linear portion 2.263780 Linear portion _
15 of compressor 2.421260 of compressor
16 2.578740

17 2.736220 ! :

18 2.893700 :

19 3.051180 Posi ive
20 3.208660

, 21 3. 3661 40 input signals

22 3.523620
! 23 3.681100

24 3.838580 _

25 3.996060
26 4.153540

27 4.311020 *

28 4.46850
29 4.625980

30 4.783460
31 4.940940

5-19 :"
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Figure 5-1 .- Diagram showing the mortar mode of ASF operation. ._
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Figure 5-2.- Schematic diagram of the ASE. _,
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,(;eophone .I nltiator-
. _ ! I1_ ...... selector

I

Folded Extended

Figure 5-3.- Schematic diagram of the thumper in the folded and
extended positions.
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: Figare 5-g - Signals recorded by the ASE geophones from the lift-( •

: :, off of the Apollo 16 LM ascent stage.
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I i I I I i f I ] I
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9/-- D'taf .... 4 l

,+_ t ,,.... __J
Data frame 5

z].9/'-
120 - [ Sync word 6 J

Z Data frame 6
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Figure 5-6.- Concluded.
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Word 29
4

0 4 5 9 I0 14 15 19 20 23 i

Frame G11 G2 G3 I Spare I _,mark
)

Word 30 :_
%

0 4 5 9 i0 14 15 19 20 25

Event ,'
word G1 G2 G3 Spare

count

Word 31 _

0 4 5 9 10 14 15 19 20 23

Event
bit G1 G2 G3 Spare
count

Word32

L

0 4 5 9 10 14 15 19 20 23

ode identification and commandverification i

Figure 5-7.- Format of words 29, 30, 31, and 32.
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: C. LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER

Lunar surface magnetometers were deployed by astronauts on

the Apollo 12, 15, and 16 missions. This network of three mag-
netic observatories on the lunar surface allows simultaneous

measurements of the global response of the Moon to large-scale
solar and terrestrial magnetic fields. Figure 6-I shows the

Apollo 16 instrument deployed at the Descartes site.°

DESCRIPTION ,,

T_e three orthogonal vector components of the magnetic field
are measured by three fluxgate sensors. Each sensor consists of

a toroidal Permalloy core that is driven to saturation by a

sinusoidal current having a frequency of 6000 Hz. The three
fluxgate seDsors are located at the ends of three 100-cm-long

orthogonal booms that separate the sensors from each other by
150 cm and position them 75 cm above the lunar surface. Orienta-

tion measurements with respect to lunar coordinates are made with

two devices. A shadowgraph and bubble level are used by the

I astronaut to aline the lunar surface magnetometer (LSM) and tomeasure azimuthal orientation with respect to the Moon-to-Sun

line to an accuracy of 0.5 °. Gravity-level sensors measure

instrument tilt angles to an accuracy of 0.2 ° every 4.8 sec.

The thermal subsystem is designed to allow the LSM to opera _
over the complete lunar day-night cycle. Thermal control is
accomplished by a combination of insulation, control surfaces,

and heaters that operates collectively to keep the t_mperature of

the electronics between 267 and 319 K. The electronics and the
motor drive assembly are located in a box encased in a thermal

blanket. Heat rejection during lunar day and retention during

lunar night are controlled by a parabolic reflector array on two
sides of the electronics box. The astronaut bubble level and

azimuthal shadowgraph, which allow accurate orientation of the
magnetometer, are on top of the box.

Power, digital _ignals, and commands are conveyed through a
ribbon cable that connects to the Apollo lunar surface experiments
package (ALSEP) central station telemetry receiver and trans-

mitter. The instrument characteristics are listed in table 6-I,

and a more detailed description is given in reference 6-1.

"] 6-3
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' DATA SETS AND AVAILABILITY THROUGH NSSDC

The red' zed data are located at Ames Research Center and the

National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC). Data have been re-
corded for the following time periods.

Period begins Period ends ' o
Apollo
mission !

Year day:hr:min Year day:hr:min

12 1969 1323:14:39 1970 093:03:15

15 1971 212:18:00 1972 264:16:36

16 1972 112;2C 00 1974 265:00:00

The data are recorded on magnetic tape and are plotted as a func-
tion of time.

APOLLO CORRECTION TAPE DESCRIPTION

The correction tape (FORTRAN binary tape, 36 bits per word)

contains lunar magnetic field data in the ALSEP coordinate system.
The tape was written by a FORTRAN IV program using a "WRITE (N)
LIST" statement. The first word of each record contains time in i

milliseconds for the first vector (X, Y, Z) within a record.

Vectors are at approx±mately 301.88-msec intervals. Each compo-
nent has been rounded to the nearest 0.01 y (0.01 nT), multiplied .!

by 100, and stored into 18 bits.

1 2 18

Isl I

The first bit is "0" for positive field values and "I" for nega- _

rive field "qalues. For example, a value of -29.3"16 , (-29.376 nT)
will be stored as -2938. Two components are packed into each 36--
bit word.

(

!
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I Two vectors require thrce 36-bit words.

/
1 2 18 19 36

Sx X1 Sy! Y1 Word 1

Sz Z1 Sx X2 Word2
i

Sy Y2 SzI Z2 Word3

Time on the tape is continuous; data gaps aze filled by flagging
missing vectors with 999.9 (X = 999.9, Y = 999.9, Z = 999.9).

Output Tape Format

The label record is stored in four words with the following
format.

I , l,,,i I ,I
Experiment Year Start Stop Sequence

I identification time time number

Example: MAGCTA12 69 32414 32714 0015

The data records are stored in 751 words with the following
format.

I Time, msec Word1 Word2 Word3

Xl Y1 Zl X2 Y2 Z2
i

Word4 Word5 Word6
• i

X3 Y3 Z3 X4 Y4 Z4

Word7 Word8 Word9

X Y Z X Y Z
5 5 5 6 6 6

G-5
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Last Records

The last record of data is filled with ones (octal ones =

111111111111); the last logical record is filled with all ones /
followed by end-of-file (EOF). Description: Binary tape,
556 bpi; 7-track, standard IBM EOF.

Data Plot Formats

Samples of data plot formats are shown in figure 6-2 for

Apollo 16 and in figure 6-3 for Apollo 12 and Explorer 35.

SUMMARY OF LSM RESULTS

The purpose of the LSM experiments was the measuring of rem-

anent and induced lunar magnetic fields to investigate the follow-

ing properties of the lunar interior and the lunar environment:

(I) global electrical conductivity and temperature of the Moon,

(2) lunar magnetic permeability and iron abundance, and (3) lunar
remanent magnetic fields and their interaction with the solar-

wind plasma.

The electrical conductivity of the lunar interior has been

determined from measurements of the lunar electromagnetic response

to transients in the magnetic field external to the Moon. Initial

analyses used simultaneous data from the Apollo 12 LSM and Explor-

er 35 lunar orbiting magnetometer, measured when the Moon was im-

mersed in the solar-wind plasma with the LSM on the lunar night-
side. Recently, a new technique has been applied to conductivity

analysis in which simultaneous data are used from a network of

three instruments: the Apollo 15 LSM, the Apollo 16 LSM, and the

Apollo 16 subsatellite magnetometer, which provide coverage around
the entire global circumference. In this analysis, measurements

are made when the Moon is located in high-latitude regions of the

geomagnetic tail where plasma effects in the lunar environment are i
minimal. Individual magnetic events are superimposed to obtain a

single large transient for analysis. Also, during examination of

5 yr of data, one exceptionally large magnetic transient was re-

corded when the Moon was in the geomagnetic tail. This single
event has allowed substantial improvement in resolution and sound-

ing de2th for conductivity analysis.

Although the two types of conductivity analysis are analyt-

ically different and use measurements obtained over a 5-yr period

from six different magnetometers, results are in surprisingly

close agreement. A striking feature is the abrupt transition
near 300-km depth where a knee occurs in the conductivity profile.

The conductivity increases rapidly from the surface to approxi-
-3

mately 4 × 10 mhos/m at 300-km depth. At greater depths, the

6-6
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conductivity increases more slowly to about 2 x 10 -2 mhos/m at

i 800-km depth. This conductivity transition at 300-km depth, the' location of which corresponds closely to that of the seismic ve-
locity change reported by Nakamura et al. (ref. 6-2), strongly

implies a structural or compositional change at that depth.

The lunar magnetic permeability has been determined using two

different analytical techniques, which give consistent results.
The first was Apollo 12 or 15 LSM data with simultaneous Explorer

35 data to plot hysteresis curves for the entire Moon. The sec-

ond method uses simultaneous Apollo 15 and 16 LSM data. The glo-

bal magnetic permeability is _ = 1.008 ± 0.005. This result im-

plies that the Moon is not composed entirely of paramagnetic ma-
terial but that ferromagnetic material, such as free iron, exists _

in sufficient amounts to dominate the bulk lunar susceptibility.

The ferromagnetic free-iron abundance can be calculated from the

magnetic data. Then, for assumed compositional models of the
Moon, the additional paramagnetic iron can be determined, yield-

ing total lunar iron content. The calculated abundances are as
+2.3

follows: ferromagnetic free iron, 2.5 -1.7 percentage by weight;

total iron in the Moon, 5.0 to 13.5 percentage by weight.

' The remanent magnetic fields measured thus far on the Moon

are 38 y (38 nT) at the Apollo 12 site in Oceanus Procellarum,
103 and 43 y (103 and 43 nT) at two Apollo 14 Fra Mauro sites

separated by 1.1 km, 3 y (3 nT) at the Apollo 15 Hadley-Apennines

site, and 112 to 327 y (112 to 327 nT) at the Apollo 16 Descarteshighland site.

Measurements show that the remanent field at the Apollo 12

site is compressed by the solar wind. The 38-y (38 nT) remanent
field is compressed to 54 y (54 nT) by a solar-wind pressure

increase of 7 x 10 -8 dyne/cm 2 (7 x 10 -13 N/cm2). The ratio of

plasma dynamic pressure to total magnetic pressure is 5.9 during

the time of maximum field compression. The change in magnetic
pressure is directly proportional to the change in plasma dynamic

pressure.
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TABLE 6-I.- APOLLO 16 LUNAR SURFACE
<

i

MAGNETOMETER CHARACTERISTICS ,.
f

2

Parameter Value

Ranges for each sensor, y (nT) . . 0 to ±200
0 to ±100

0 to ±50

Resolution, y (nT) ......... ±0.1

Frequency response, Hz ....... de to 3

Angular response .......... Cosine of angle
between field and

sensor

I Sensor geometry .......... Three orthogonalsensors at ends of
100-cm booms

Analog zero determination ..... 180 ° flip of sensor

Power, W .............. 3.5

Weight, kg ............. 8.9

Size, cm .............. 63 by 28 by 25

Operating temperature, K ...... 223.15 to 358.15
,?

No. of commands ,,
Ground .............. 10

Spacecraft 1 ioQta_oooolue

1 6-9
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_ Figure 6-I.- Apollo 16 lunar surface magnetometer deployed at the :
[ Descartes site.
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Figure 6-2.- Sample showing LSM data plot format for Apollo 16.
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i Figure 6-3.- Sample showing LSM data plot format for Apollo 12 (top) and
i Explorer 35 (bottom).
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7. LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER (NASA EXPERIMENT S-198)

NSSDC IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS:

APOLLO I_ 71-008C-10
APOLLO 16 72-031C-08

J
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7. LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER /

The purpose of the lunar portable magnetometer (LPM)

experiment is to measure the permanent magnetic field at

different geological sites on the lunar surface. These
measurements can be used to determine the present magnetic

and structural properties of the local region and to explain

magnetic aspects of the history of the Moon.
q

EXPERIMENT AND I_STRUMENT DESCRIPTION
' I

For the experimental technique, the self-contained LPM _ J

is used to measure the steady magnetic field at different

points along the lunar traverse of the astronauts. The LPM
field measurements are a vector sum of the steady remanent

field from the lunar crust and of the time-varying ambient

fields. The Apollo lunar surface experiments package

(ALSEP} lunar surface magnetometer (LSM) simultaneously •

measures the time-varying components of the field; these

components are later subtracted from the LPM measurements to
give the desired resultant steady remanent field values due

i to the magnetized crustal material. The LPM consists of aset of thre _ orthogonal fluxgate sensors mounted on top of a

tripod: the sensor-tripod assembly is connected by means of
a 15-m ribbon cable to the electronics box, which is mounted

on the lunar roving vehicle (LRV) (Apollo 16 LPM) or on the

modularized equipment transporter (MET} (Apollo 14 LPM).

The fluxgate sensor is used to measure the vector

components of the magnetic field in the magnetometer

experiment. Three fluxgate sensors are orthogonally
mounted in the sensor block. Each sensor weighs 18 g and

uses 15 mW of power during operation.

The sensor block, aounted on the top of a tripod, is "
positioned 75 cm above the lunar surface (figs. 7-I and
7-2}. The tripod assembly consists of a latching device to
hold the sensor block, a bubble level with Ie annular rings,

and a shadowgraph with 3e markings used to aline the device
along the Moon-to-Sun line.

The magnetometer electronics is self-containe4 with a
set of mercury cells for power and three displays for vA_ual

readout of the magnetic field components. The instrument
characteristics are listed in table 7-I, and detailed

_ 7-3
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descriptions are reported in the Apollo 14 and 16

Preliminary Science Repozts (refs. 7-I and 7-2).

The astronaut operation is crucial to the execution of I

this experiment. The following measurement sequence is

conducted: Leaving the sensor tripod assembly deployed 15 m
away from the LRV (or MET), the astronaut returns to the
electronics box on the LRV (or MET); then after waiting 60

sec, he turns the power switch on, reads the digital

displays (ammeters for Apollo 14) in sequence, and verbally ' :
relays the data back to Earth. At the first site only, two
sets of additional readings are taken with the sensor block
first rotated 180 ° about a horizontal axis and then rotated

180 ° about a vertical axis. These additional readings allow
determination of a zero offset for each axis.

SUMMARY OF LPM DATA /

t

A summary of all LPM data is given in table 7-II, which
also includes the remanent field measurements made by Apollo

lunar surface magnetometers.

?

RESULTS

The LPM was used by the Apollo 14 astronauts to measure

the steady magnetic field at different sites in the Fra
Mauro region. The instrument recorded steady magnetic

f elds of 1,3 _+ 5 nT and 43 ± 6 nT at two sites separated by
1120 m. These measurements showed that the unexpectedly

high 38-nT steady field measured at the Apollo 12 site 180 :

km away was not unique. Indeed, these measurements and
studies of lunar samples and the lunar-orbiting Explorer 35
data indicate that much of _he lunar surface material was

magnetized at some prior time in lunar history.

The remanent magnetic fields, measured in the Apollo 15

Descartes region, range between 112 to 327 nT. These
measurements show that the Descartes highlands have a

stronger remanent magnetization than do the mare regions of

the previous apollo landing sites. From the complete set of
measurements obtained by the Apollo surface magnetometers,

the lunar subsatellite magnetometers, and the orbiting

Explorer 35 magnetometer, it is apparent that the Hoon is

extensively covered with remanent magnetic field sources
that _how a strong regional variation. One elusive but

important finding is the negative evidence of a measurable

global dipolar field for the Moon.

7-4
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From lunar sample :.,ea_urements, it is generally

I concluded that the lunar remanent field is primarily ofthermoremanent oriain; the luilar crustal matelial probaDlv i
became magnetized as the material cooled below the Curie

temperature in the presence of a strong ambient magnetic i

field scme 3 to Q billion years ago. Sources of this

ancient ambient field, which no ]onger exists on the Moon,
include an extinct lunar dynamo, a stronger sola_ or
terrestrial field, and meteorite-shock-in;:ced fields.

i
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TABLE 7-1.- APOLLO LPM CHARACTERISTICS

Parameter Apollo I_ Apollo 16 .

Rauges for each
sensor, nT ..... 0 to ±100 0 to ±256

0 to ±50 ;:

Resolution, nT ..... _I.0, t0.5 1.0 ._

Frequency

response, Hz ..... dc to 0.01 dc to 0.05

Angular response . . . Cosine of angle Cosiz_e of angle _
between field between field

and senscr and sensor !

Sensor geometry .... 3 orthogonal 3 orthogonal
sensors in sensors in

6-cm cube 6-cm cube ,_

Analog zero
determination . . . 180 ° flip of 180 ° flip of

sensor sensor ,

5attery characteristics

Power, W ....... 1.5 1.5 i

Weight, kg ...... q.58 4.6

Sfze, cm ....... 56 by 15 by I_ 56 by 15 by I_ '[

0perat_ng
temperature, K . . . 2_3.15 to 333.15 273.15 to 323.15

7-6 _
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T&BLE 7-II.- SDflHIR! OF ALL LPB DATA _

Field nagnetic field conponents, nT
Site Coordinates, deg nagn£tude,

nT Up _-88t North "

Apollo 16
I

ALSEP sttee LSH 8.9 Sw 15.5 E 23q ± 3 -181 _ 3 -57 i 3 136 _ 2

Site 2, "PB 189 ± $ -189 _ q ] i 6 10 _ 3

Site 5, LPI! 112 i 5 IOU _ 5 -5 _ _ -QO _ 3 _

Site 13, LPII 327 _ 7 -159 _ 6 -190 _ 8 -21_ _ 6 ,

LRV final s£te_ LEE 113 _ q -66 i q -76 i _ 52 _ 2

Apollo 15 _

ALSEP site, LSE 26.1 II# 3.7 II 3. u, t 2.9 3.3 t 1.5 0.9 I 2.0 -0.2 I 1.5

Apollo 1_

Site k, LPB 3.7 S, 17.5 g 103 _ 5 -93 _L Ij 38 t 5 -218 _ 5
L

Site C'w LPE _3 _ 6 -15 I II -36 _ 5 -19 _ 8

Apollo 12

ALSI!P s:Ltee LSll 3.2 Se 23.4 g 38 _ 2 -25.8 _ 1.0 11.9 _ 0.9 -25.8 • 0._ /

I '
:
:-

?
?
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Figure 7-I.- Apollo 14 LP_' on the lunar surface.
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8. SOLAR-WIND SPECTROMETER

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) solar-wind spectrometer

(SWS) units are part of the Apollo lunar surface experiments
packages operating at the Apollo 12 and 15 landing sites. The

data are now available from the National Space Science Data Center

(NSSDC) in several forms. Plots are available of hourly average

values for solar-wind bulk speed, direction, proton density, ther-

mal speed, and alpha particle to proton ratio. Positive-ion data
are available on magnetic tape, both in the form of hourly averages

and as unaveraged individual measurements. Plots of unaveraged

data and electron data are not available from NSSDC; requests for
this information should be directed to the experimenters.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

The basic sensor in the SWS is a Faraday cup that measures

the charged-particle flux entering the cup. By collecting these

ions and using a sensitive current amplifier, the resultant cur-

rent flow is determined. Energ\' spectra of positively and nega-
tively charged particles are obtained by applying fixed sequences

of square-wave ac retarding potentials to a modulator grid and

measuring the resulting changes in current. Similar detectors

have been flown on a variety of space probes (ref. 8-I). Further

descriptions of the SWS experiments are given in references 8-2
and 8-3.

To be sensitive to solar-wind plasma from any direction

(above the horizon of the Moon) and to ascertain the solar-wind

angular distribution, the SWS has an array of seven cups. Because i
the cups are identical, an isotropic particle flux would produce

equal currents in each cup. If the flux is not isgtropic but

appears in more than one cup, analysis of the relative amounts of
current in the collectors can provide information on the direction

of plasma flow and its anisotropy. The central cup faces verti-

cally, and the remaining six cups symmetrically surround the cen-

tral cup (fig. 8-I), each facing 60 ° off vertical. The combined
acceptance cones of all cups cover most of the upward hemisphere.

Each cup has a circular opening, five circular grids, and a cir-

cular collector (fig. 8-2). The functions of the grid structures

are to apply an ac modulating field to incoming particles and to

screen the modulating field from the inputs to the sensitive pre-

amplifiers. The entrance apertures of the cups wer _ protected
from damage or dust by covers that remained in place until after

8-3
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the departure of the lunar module. The angular sensitivity of the

Faraday cup sensoz to collimated ion beams has been measured by

laboratory plasma calibration. The result, averaged over all
seven cups, is shown in figure 8-3 and, for positive ions, agrees

quite well with the measured optical transparency.

The electronics package for the SWS is in a temperature-

controlled container that hangs below the sensor assembly. The

electronics package includes power supplies, a digital programer

that controls the voltages in the sensors as required, current-

measuring circuitry, and data-conditioning circuits.

On the Moon, the SWS is hung from a pair of knife edges so

that it is free to swing about an east-west horizontal axis and,

hence, is self-leveling in one dimension. Rotations about the
north-south axis and the vertical axis are determined from shadow

patterns on photographs and, for Apollo 12, from the effect of

sunlight on a sensor.

INSTRUMENT SITE, OPERATION, AND DATA COVERAGE

The Apollo 12 SWS is located at latitude 3° S and longitude
23 ° W on the lunar surface; the Apollo 15 SWS, at latitude 26 ° N

and longitude 4° E. Orientations of the instruments at the local

sites are determined from photographs of instrument shadow pat-

terns. The Apollo 12 orientation is known within 0.5 ° and the

Apollo 15 orientation within 1.5 °.

Data coverage for the Apollo 12 SWS began on day 323 of 1969;

the instrument is still operational. The Apollo 15 SWS began oper-
atiuns on day 212 of 1971 and failed on day 182 of 1972. Data

coverage was essentially complete during these periods, but the
data supplied to NSSDC exclude times during lunar night when no
currents were measurable.

l

DATA ACQUISITION SEQUENCE

The SWS operates in an invariable sequence in which a complete
set of plasma measurements is made every 28.1 sec. The sequence

consists of 14 energy steps spaced by a factor of /2 for positive

ions and 7 energy steps spaced by a factor of 2 for electrons.
Numerous internal calibrations are provided, and every critical

voltage is read out at intervals of 7.5 min or less.

In the reduced data records and the analyzed data supplied to

the NSSDC, this data acquisition sequence does not appear, because

only a small fraction of the readings in the 186-measurement
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I, sequence represents meaningful data at any given time. For most
I

purposes of data analysis, the details of this sequence are
irrelevant; however, they do become important when the precise

time of a particular measurement is of interest. The following

partial description of the sequence will enable the determination

of the time of a measurement to a precision of approximately 1 sec.

The sequence begins with the positive-ion measurements, the ;

energy steps proceeding from the lowest to the highest. At each

step, eight measurements are made. The first is the sum of the
currents in all seven cups; then, the seven cups are sampled in

" sequence. There are 112 measurements in the positive-ion ii
subsequence, followed by 16 calibration measurements and a

• 56-measurement electron subsequence. The sequence ends with two ?

data words that provide a sequence counter. In ground data proc- _
essing, each sequence is tagged with a time corresponding to the

: Earth receipt time of the end of the last data word in the se- Y
quence. Application of a light-transit-time correction provides -

the time at which the sequence terminated on the Moon. In the 9
reduced data records, the time is rounded off to the nearest
whole second. !_

The time at which the measurement of the plasma properties

was actually made can be inferred as follows. Using the calibra- _
tion data presented in table 8-I and knowing the gain state of

the instrument, one can determine the proton bulk velocity, which

I will indicate the energy step that provided the largest current .
readings. (If the plasma was incident at a large angle from the
cup, a correction by the cosine of the incidence angle will be

necessary.) Then, knowing which cup or cups and which energy step

or steps were involved in the measurement, one can obtain the '
measurement time by subtracting from the sequence-end time the
time-difference function _t.

At = 28.13 - 0.15094 x (STEP x 8 + CUP) (8-I)

where

• STEP = I, 2, ... lg, which is obtained from VEL (solar-wind i'
proton velocity) and gain in table 8-I

CUP = all I, 2, ... 7 cups obtained from KUPA and CUR7/CURA _!
(See definitions in the sectioT, entitled "Descrip-

tion of Variables on Tape.")

gain = low or high, depending on bit 30 o£ FLAG (table 8-If) z

li
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DATA ANALYSIS

For each proton spectrum, the cup with the greatest total

current was found. The currents in the individual energy channels

were then least-squares fit to the data model. This model assumed
a convected Maxwell-Boltzmann proton distribution with unknown

parameters --bulk velocity, most probable thermal speed, and den- l

sity. An alpha-particle distribution with the same velocity and

thermal speed as protons was assumed with the alpha-particle den-

sity unknown. For these preliminary estimates, the velocity vec-
tor was assumed to be perpendicular to the collector plate.

Because of the relatively broad energy channels, it was difficult

to distinguish between alpha particles and energetic protons when
the ratio of most probable thermal speed to proton speed was

greater than 0.25. Thus, a jump in alpha-particle/proton ratio

across a shock might be estimated. The broad channels also pre-

vented accurate measurement of thermal speeds less than 10 percent

of the bulk speed.

The estimates as described in the preceding paragraph are

uncorrected for angular direction of the plasma. Angles were

estimated from examination of current in other cups as described

later in this section. After the angle between the plasma beam

and the cup axis was determined, corrections were made to all

parameters to account for the angular response of the Faraday cup
and for aberration effects.

Several definitions are required as a preliminary to the de-

scription of the angular analysis. All cups except cup 7 (the
vertical cup) are side cups. The side cup with the greatest cur-

rent (summed over all channels) is called cup A. The-:adjacent cup

in the counterclockwise direction from cup A (as viewed from above)

is cup B; the adjacent clockwise cup is cup C. A noise level based
on fluctuations in zero-level currents was chosen. If cup 7,

cup A, and cup B or cup C are above noise, the solar-wind direction

is determiDed; otherwise, assumptions are required.

The angle between the plasma and the normal to cup 7 is de-
fined as 8. The plasma direction projected downward onto the

instrument and measured clockwise from a line between cups I and 7
is defined as being the azimuthal angle s (fig. 8-4). If no

current above noise is measured in cup 7. the 6 angle is as-
sumed to be a radial flow of the solar wand from the Sun.

If this assumption, however, implies that current should be meas-

ured in cup 7, the assumed angle is limited to increasingly larger

angles until the predicted current in cup 7 decreases to the noise
level value. Similarly, no current in cup A leads to assuming

or limiting 8 to smaller values.

The _ angle is similarly predicted, measured, or limited.

If current is available only in cup A, then the _ angle for

8-6 v
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I radial flow from the Sun is assumed. If this condition requires '' currents above noise in cup B or C, the assumed _ angle is _
limited closer to the cup A direction. If currents in cup B or C

are available, the _ angle is measured directly. After angles

were determined, conversion was made to solar ecliptic coordinates
taking into account the known orientations of the instruments; !

that is, the direction of the bulk velocity is given by DELE and

DELNE, the angle in the ecliptic and the angle north of the eclip-
tic, respectively.

DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES ON TAPE !

The variables provided on the data tapes are listed here with
a brief definition. (Refer also to the discussion of variables in i

the preceding section.) _ "

Symbol Description

3 o
DP Proton density, protons/cm i

AP Ratio of alpha-particle density _ t

to proton density i

VEL Solar-wind proton velocity, _
km/sec

THERMV Most probable thermal velocity,
km/sec

Thus, the fitted proton distribution function f is
P

fp(_) = DP (_ - VELn) 2.'_,_ 3 e .... (8-2)
THERM__'_ THERMV 2

where n is a unit vector in the solar-wind direction and v is

the velocity vector for distribution of protons.

DELE: East-west angle in solar ecliptic coordinates expressed _
in degrees; no correction has been made for aberration due to or-

bital velocity. A positive value means a plasma velocity component !
directed opposite to the orbital motion of the Earth; that is, an

average +5 o due to aberration is typical.

DELNE: North-south angle in solar ecliptic coordinates ex-

pressed in degrees. This number is positive if the plasma velocity

has a northward component (i.e., positive values for flow coming

i from south of the ecliptic).

8-7 :
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FLAG: The code FLAG is a 36-bit word, the definition of I •

which is given in table 8-II. Bits are numbered 0 to 35 with I

bit 0 being the high-order bit. Most of these bits will be of no
interest to the users of the data; exceptions to this rule are

explained here. Bits 15 and 16 are IA, which has values from 0 to
3; bits 17 and 18 are IB; bit 19 is IDISCP. The code IA is the

angle code indicating how the angle _ was derived, as explained

in the previous section. If I_ is 0, _ is measured. If IA is i i
1, u is assumed. If IA is 2, a is limited. If IA is 3, then

IB is also 3 and the cup observing the protons is too far from the

Sun direction to be plausible. Similarly, IB is the angle code
for the 8 angle. If IB is 0, 8 is measured, and so on. An

IDISCP of I indicates that a side cup not adjacent to cup A had

current above noise and greater than the current in cup B or

cup C. Bit 30 indicates the instrument gain level that determines :
the value of the energy steps; 0 is low gain, I is high gain.

I !
S_mbol Description

RMS Percentage error in current- _

fitting program

KUPA Cup with the largest current

excluding cup 7

CURA Current in picoamperes in cup A
I

CURB Current in picoamperes in cup B

CURC Current in picoamperes in cup C

CUR7 Current in picoamperes in cup 7 =,

FACTD: Correction factor for Maxwell-Boltzmann least-squares

estimates of density to account for decrease in transparency of

cup with increasing angle of plasma beam from cup normal; typical
values range between 1.2 and 3.5.

PD: The code PD is a product of the preliminary density
estimate and the correction factor. The value of VEL is similarly

corrected for the cosine of the angle between the plasma beam and

the cup normal. _

XNOISE: Noise level in picoamperes used in estimating angles.

For definitions of cup designations A, B, and C, see the

section entitled "Data Analysis."

8-8
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' 7
FORMAT OF FULL-TIME-RESOLUTION DATA TAPES

The parameters resulting from analysis of each plasma spec-
trum (each 28 sec) are written onto full-time-resolution data

tapes. Several months of data are pl3ced on each digital magnetic
tape. These tapes are written in BCD f¢rmat on seven tracks, at

315 characters/cm (800 characters/in.) and even parity. '

All physical records contain 384 words, which are blocked

from 32 logical records of 12 words each. There are four types of

logical records: plasma data for one spectrum, label information, i

pseudo end of file (EOF), and fill data.

The plasma data have the following format for each logical _ _

record. There are 72 BCD characters in the 12 words. _
[

Charactu_ Parameter

I to 6 Not significant (used by input/

output of specific ccmputer) _'

7 Blank

8 to 16 TIME, DDDHHMMSS

17 to 20 DP_I0

21 and 22 AP_100

23 to 26 VEL _

27 to 29 THERMV

30 to 33 DELE_I0
%

34 to 37 DELNE_I0

38 to 49 FLAG

50 and 51 RMS

52 KUPA _-

53 to 56 CUBA

57 to 59 CURB

60 to 62 CURC

63 to 66 CUR7

4,-=.

8-9
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Character Parameter

67 to 69 FACTD_I00

70 to 72 XNOISE_I0

The nine characters of TIME have the day:hour:minute:second

of the year at the end of spectrum measurement in the form of
"DDDHHMMSS." The first day of the year is day I. The 12 charac-

ters of FLAG are an octal representation of the 36-bit word.

One can use FORTRAN format controlled READ, and the following

example could be successfully used.

READ (Unit, 10) ITIM, DP, AP, VEL, THERMV, DELE, DELNE,

#FI2_G, RMS, KUPA, CURA, CURB, CURC, CURT, FACTD, _OISE

10 FORMAT (6X, IX, 19, F4.1, F2.2, F4.0, F3.0, 2F_.I, _12,

_F2.0, II, F4.0, 2F3.0, F_.0, F3.2, F3.1)

The format-supplied decimal points reduce the appropriate variables

by factors of 10 to yield correct values. I
I

The label records are used to identify the information con-

tained on the tape and can be ignored by the general user. The
first logical record will always be a label and may be followed by
other label records. Each label record has the same format as _ _

plasma data with certain parameters redefined. Label records re

identifiable by the illegal time of DDDHHMMSS = 000999999. For
this record, DP_I0 is the spacecraft number (12 indicates

Apollo 12 instrument and 15 indicates Apollo 15), AP_I00 is the

year for the first data (e.g., 70 indicates year 1970), VEL is the

starting day for processing, THERMV is the starting hour of proc-

essing, DELE_I0 is the last day of processing, and DELNE_I0 is the

last hour of processing.

The pseudo-EOF record is a logical record with the illegal

time of DDDHHMMSS = _99000000. All 15 remaining variables contain

fill data. This record always follows the last plasma data and
precedes the two hardware-produced EOF marks on the tape.

Fill data may be used at any time, but its primary use is to

complete the end block. Fill data has the illegal time of +0, -0,
or all blanks. All other 15 variables also contain values of +0,

-0, or blanks.

|

8-10 ,--i
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I FORMAT OF DATA TAPES OF HOURLY
AVERAGES

The averaged values of parameters from analysis of plasma
spectra are placed on a digital magnetic tape. This tape is
written in BCD format on seven tracks, at 315 characters/cm

(800 characters/in.) and even parity. The averaged values are the
result of combining indiv:dual spectral results into hourly

i \

averages. .

Four sets of criteria are used to determine which spectra to

• combine. The first set allcws all spectra in which results from

analysis give an answer. The average values of six basic param-
eters (proton density, alpha-particle/proton ratio, plasma veloc- _

ity, plasma thermal speed, and plasma angle from the direction of

the Sun in and out of the ecliptic plane), their six rms devia-

tions, and the number of spectra are included.

The second set of hourly averages is similar to the first

except that each spectrum has been screened to pass the require-

ments of small rms error on curve fitting (rms < 20) and that '
thermal speed be less than one-half the bulk velocity. This set
is a subset of set one.

The third set is a subset of set two and has the further re-

quirement that one, and only one, of the angles be measured (as _

] compared to being merely consistent with assumed solar plasma i
direction).

The fourth set is also a subset of set two and has the re-

quirement that both angles are measured. This set is quite small _

for Apollo 12 data and is disjoint with subset three.

The hourly average tape has two logical records of 18 words i
for each hour of data analyzed and is blocked two logical records

per physical record of 36 words. There are two types of records: _

data and pseudo-EOF. D_ta records have the following format for _'
the 108 BCD characters of e_h logical record.

Logical Recc;d One _

Character Parameter Comments

1 to 6 Not significant Input/output control for

computer used

7 Blank -- •

8 and 9 ISC Spacecraft number

10 and 11 IYR Year

8-11
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Character Parameter Comments _

12 to I_ TIME Day:hr:min, DDDHHMM /

19 te 21 NSI Number of 3pectra "n average
set one

22 to 25 DPI_10 10 times average proton density, ,
°

protons/cm a

26 and 27 APt*t00 100 times alpha-particle/proton

density ratio

28 to 31 VEL1 Velocity of protons, km/sec

32 to 34 THVl Thermal velocity, km/sec

3" to 38 DE1*10 10 times DELE, deg

39 to 42 DNE1*10 10 times DELNE, deg

43 to 46 DDPI*I0 10 times rms deviation of DPI

47 and 48 DAPI rms deviation of AP1*100

49 to 52 DVELI rms deviation of _LI

53 to 55 DTHVI rms deviation of THVI

56 to 59 DDE1*10 10 times rms deviation of DEI

60 to 63 DDNE1*10 10 times rms deviation of DNEI

64 to 108 Same 13 variables --

for average set 2 i
L

Logical Record Two

Character Parameter Comments

I to r Not significant Used for input/output control

7 Blank --

8 to 14 Blank --

19 to 63 Same 13 variables --

for average set 3

64 to 108 Same 13 variables --

for average set 4

REPRODUCLBILr_X OF THE
8-12 0RIGINAL PAGE 18 POOR w
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I, one uses reading logical record, a
If format control for each

FORTRAN READ statement to place data into ISC (spacecraft), IYR
(year), ITIM (time = DDDHHMM), NS(4) (number of spectra in each of

four averages), and AVE(2,6,4) (average values of parameter, its

rms deviation for six variables and for four average sets) is

READ(UNIT,10) ISC, IYR, ITIM, (NS(K) , ((AVE(I,J,K),J=I,6),
l

I = 1,2),K = 1,4)

10 FORMAT(6X, IX, 212, I7, 2(I3, 2(F4.1, F2.2, F4.0, F3.0,

2F4.1)), 6X, 12X, 2(I3, 2(F4.1, F2.2, F4.0, F3.0, 2F4.1)))

The format-supplied decimal point reduces the appropriate varia-

bles by factors of 10 to yield correct values.

The last physical record has the same format but is a pseudo-
EOF and has the illegal time of DDDHHMM = 4990000. The variables
ISC and IYR are the same as for data, but all 52 variables that
follow have fill data of blanks. Two hardware EOF marks follow

the pseudo-EOF.

I FORMAT OF PLOTS

Plots provided to NSSDC show hourly averages of selected data

(the second set of data described in the section on hourly average

data tapes). Proton velocity is expressed in kilometers per sec-
ond. The most probable thermal speed v = J2kT/m is expressed

P

in kilometers pe _ second (where k is the Boltzmann constant, T

is temperature Kelvin, and m is the mass of proton). Density
P

is measured in protons per cubic centimeter. The angles DELE and
DELNE are discussed in the section entitled "Description of Vari-

ables on Tape" and are measured in degrees. The alpha-particle/
proton ratio is the ratio of alpha-particle number density to

proton number density. January I is day I. Figure 8-5 is a sam-

ple plot illustrating the available information.

USE OF DATA

Users should reject all fitted parameters for which rms = 99,

IA = 3, or DP = 0.0. A somewhat stronger set of criteria for re-

jecting bad data is rms > 20, IA = 3, IDISCP = I, THERMV > I/2 VP,
or DP = 0.0.

I
I
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Changes in assumptions involving angles can cause unrealistic

discontinuities in plasma direction, speed, and density. The user /
is advised to study the section on data analysis. The variables
FACTD, CURA, CURB, CURC, CUR7, and XNOISE are provided to allow

the user to remove the effects of changes in estimated angle if
he so desires.

A final warning is that plasma velocities and densities meas-

ured at the Apollo 12 site are often perturbed from solar-wind

values. Velocity decreases of 50 km/sec and density increases of

30 percent due to the 38 y (38 nT) field at the Apollo 12 site
have been observed. This topic is discussed in reference 8-4. At

present, there is no indication that plasma parameters at the

Apollo 15 site differ significantly from the values in the unper-
turbed solar wind.

DATA AVAILABILITY

t

The data described in this section, together with the appro-

priate documentation, are available from NSSDC.

, 8-I_ -- :
!
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I
TABLE 8-I.- AMPLITUDE AND WIDTH OF SWS ENERGY STEPS

IN TERMS OF PROTON VELOCITf FOR NORMAL INCIDENCE

[Velocities expressed in km/sec]

Low gain High gain

Step Mean Width Mean Width Step

Apollo 12 SWS

I 62 20 112 21 I

2 91 18 143 25 2
3 120 22 175 30 3

4 156 28 216 37 4

5 191 32 259 43 5

6 235 40 314 53 6
7 285 48 377 62 7

8 337 57 446 74 8

9 400 67 527 87 9

10 480 79 629 104 10 !
11 569 92 744 122 11

I 12 682 114 893 149 12 --13 807 132 1055 172 13

14 968 157 1266 206 14

Apollo 15 SWS

I 66 13 !05 20 I
2 90 17 135 25 2

3 120 20 169 28 3

4 151 26 208 35 4
5 188 31 252 42 5

6 230 38 305 51 6

7 280 46 370 60 7

8 333 55 439 71 8
9 395 64 519 83 9

10 469 77 616 103 10

11 557 91 730 119 11
12 666 109 874 144 12

13 791 130 1039 170 13

14 946 154 1235 218 14

L
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TABLE 8-II.- SIGNIFICANCE OF FLAG WORD

I

Bit Values Significance

0 0 Unused

I 0 Unused

2 0,1 I = no current detectable
3 0 Unused

4 0,1 I = peak current too small to determine spectrum

5 0,1 I = peak current in cup not near the Sun

6,7 0,1,2,3 Number of cups with measurable current (0 = 4 cups)

8 0,1 1 = no proton analysis (see other bits for reason)

9 0,1 I = spurious negative currents at low energies

10 0,1 I = spectrum too broad (hot) for meaningful

analysis

11 0,1 I = current in analyzed cup marginally small

(<7 pA)

12 0,1 I = rms fit worse than 25 percent

13 0,1 I = peak current in lowest or highest energy level

14 0,1 I = proton energy levels 13 and 14 unused

15,16 0,1,2,3 Angle code for e (see text)

17,18 0,1,2,3 Angle code for 6 (see text)

19 0,1 I = discrepancy in cup currents (IDISCP)

20 0,1 I = rms fit worse than 60 percent

21 0,1 I = pickup current from modulator higher than
normal

22 0,1 I = value of DELE or DELNE > 30

23 0,1 I = electrometer zero level shifted by >0.8 pA

24 0,1 I = no electron data for this time

25 0,1 I = electron currents marginally small
26 0 Unused

27 0 Unused

28 0 Unused

29 0 Time dubbed (error up to several seconds)

30 0,1 0 = low gain, I = high gain

31 0,1 No proton data for this time

32 0,1 No proton data for this time (bit errors)
33 0,1 I = no electron data for this time

34 0,1 I = no electron data for this time (bit errors)

35 0 Unused

8-18
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I Figure 8-1.- Orientation of Apollo 12 SWS on the lunar surface.The Apollo 15 SWS is rotated 180 °.
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Figure 8-2.- Faraday cup sensor.
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Figure 8-3.- Anc_t.l.a.cresponse of the Faraday cup.
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Figure 8-4.- Illustration of the _ and 8 angles. "
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9. SUPP_.TI_EI_MAL ION DETECTOI_ EXPEI_IMEN_ :,

(NASA EXPEI_IMENT S-036)

NSSDC IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS : '

%POI,LO 12 69-009C-05 :"

APOI.LO 14 71-0C8C-C6

APCILO 15 71-063C-O5
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9. SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT i

The supratherma! ion detector experiment (SIDE) vas

designed to achieve the following objectives: (I) provide

information on the eg_rgy and mass spectra of the positive
ions close to the lunar surface (the lunar exosphere), (2)

measure the flux and energy spectra of positive ions in the

magnetotail and magnetosheath during the periods when the
• Moon passes through the magnetic tail of the Ear+h, (3)

provide data en the plasma inzeraction between the solar

wind and the Moon, and (4) determine a preliminary value for

the electric potential of the lunar surface.

DESCRIPTION

Three SIDE instruments were deployed {at the Apollo 12,

14, and 15 sites). The SIDE consists of two positive-ion
detectors, the mass analyze_ (MA) and the total ion detector

(TIP). Both use curved plate analyzers for el,ergy per unit
charge discrimination. The MA also uses a Wien velocity

filter (crossed electric and magnetic fields), because

i knowledge of the energy per unit charge and the velocity issufficient to allow determination of the mass per unit

charge. The _A measures a 20-channel mass spectrum at each
of six energy levels: 48.6, 16.2, 5._, 1.S, C.6, and 0.2

eV. The mass ranges covered are approximately 10 to 1000

atomic mass units per charge (amu/Q) for the Apollo 12 unit,
6 to 750 amu/Q for Apollo 14, and I _o 90 amu/Q for Apollo

15. while each mass spectrum is being observed by the MA,

the TID measures a 2C-channel differential energy spectrum
(including all masses) from 3500 eV/Q down to 10 ev/Q. Each

20-channel spectrum is obtained in 2_ sec.

Each detector has a field of view that is roughly a

square solid angle, 6° on a side. Numerous commands are
possible, some of which allow certain measurements to be
omitted to devote more time to other measurements. To

establish electrical reference to the lunar surface, a wire

screen (the lunar-surface ground plane in figure 9-I) is
deployed on the surface beneath the SIDE. This screen is

connected to the SID_ ground through a power supply that can

cycle through 24 steps from -27.6 to +27.6 v. Th,_ effects

of stepping this voltage through its cycle can be used in
certain circumstances to determine the lunar-surface

potential. A schematic diagram of the SIDE instrument is
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shown in figure 9-1, a cutaway view of tLe SIDE in figure

9-2, and the SIDE as deployed at the Apollo 12 and I_ sites /
in figure 9-3.

The look direction of each instrument was angled 15 °

east (Apollo I_ and 15) or west (Apollo 12) from the local
meridian plane. The Apollo 15 instrument (at latitude 26 °

N) was deployed tilted 26 ° from vertical toward the south,
so that the sensor look directions of all three instruments

included the ecliptic plane (fig. 9-_) . •

OPERATIONAL ,ISTOR¥

This section summarizes the time periods when the _t
instruments were i: full operation and returning science

data. Periods when only housekeeping data were returned are _.
not included. The design _oal was full operation

continuously after an initial period to allow for outga_:sing

during the lunar daytime. Summaries of SIDE operation for
Apollo 12, 14, and 15 are as follows.

%

Apollo 12 SIDE

Perio_ Description '_

November 19 and 20, 1969 Deployment and operation
during mission activities.

December 1969 to January 1970 Operation ducing lunar night _
(and a short time before <

and after) .

February 1970 to August 1972 Operation during lunar nlght, _
plus cyclic operation for i

approximately 10 days
centered on local noon.

Cyclic operation involves

2 hr on an_ I0 hr, cr more,
off. More coverage was
obtained during continuous

real-time support of Apollo

lunar surface experiments
package (ALSEP) missions

(i.e., the first _5 days of

the mission). _

9- _
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September 1972 to January 1976 Operation as for preceding

I' period but with inte;mit-
tent loss of data during

lunar night (for periods
of minutes to periods of

many days) during the
months of September, Nov-
ember, and December 1972,

and during January, June,

and August 1973, also other
periods.

january 1967 to date of this Operation as for preceding
publication period, except not operated

from approximately midnight
until sunrise, because of

low ALSFP reserve power.

Apollo 14 SIDE

_i£_ Descri_ tlOn

February 5 to 7, 1971 Deployment and operation
during mission activities.

February lq7! to July 1971 Operation during the nigat

I and part of th _ day Jut
off for approvazately 8

days centered on noon.

August 1971 to ,,ctober 1971 Operation as for preceding
period, plus short cycles of

operation periodically for

approximately 8 days near
- noon.

November 1971 to March 1973 Continuous operation.

April 1973 to December 14, 197P_ Operation during the night
from approximately I day
before sunset until shnrise, i
No useful data after

December 14_ 1974.

_pnllo 15 SIDE

, Period De scr iRt ion

July 3" to A agust 3, 1971 Deployment ai_d operation
during mission activities.

f
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August 1971 to September 1971 Operation except during
approximately 10 days

centered on local noon. /

October 1971 to November 1971 Operation as for preceding

period, plus short intervals

of operation intermit-

tently for approximately
4 to 7 days near noon.

December 1971 to April 1972 Operation except during 3 to
5 days centered on local
noon •

May 1972 to September 1973 Continaous operation.

October 1973 to date Continuous operation except

of this publication 3 to 5 days at local noon,
when operazed for short
intervals.

DATA SETS AND AVAILAHILITY THROUGH NSSDC

The following list gives the SIDE data sets, their
form, and their availability through the National Space

Science Data Center (NSSDC).

Data set Form Availability

I. Machine plots (HA 16-mm micro- Data for times after
and TID on same film about August 1972

plot) of count- to September 1974

ing rates as a are (or soon will
function of be) available at
frame number NSSDC. Data for !

times from about

June 1971 to Aug-
ust 1972 will be

available at NSSDC

after production

of copies; otherwise,
only available at
Rice University.
Data not available
in this form after

September 1974.

2. Listings of count- 16-mm micro- Same as preceding

ing rates as a film set.
function of

W
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frame number,
with limited

amount of house-

keeping data / {

3. Machine plots 76 by 91 cm All data will event-
(three- (30 by 36 in.) ually be available

dimensional) paper at NSSDC.
of TID average

i f

energy spectra
as a function

of time. One

lunation per plot.

4. Machine plots 76 by 91 cm Same as preceding

(three- (30 by 36 in.) set.

dimensional) paper
of MA average _

mass spectr_
as a function

of time. One

lunation per plot.
J

5. TID spectra as a Digital, on Data for times

function of magnetic tape through April 1973
time are available at _

NSSDC.

6. MA spectra as a Digital, on Same as preceding
function of magnetic tape set.
time

7. Engineering Digital, on Data for times !
parameters magnetic tape from about June

"z

1971 to September 197_
will be available at
NSSDC. i

8. TID and MA data, Digital, on Data available only

including every- magnetic tape at Rice University.
thing telem- /
etered from

SIDE, plus eval-

uations of data

quality and in-
strument mode

of operation.
Called "NP_K"

Dy Rice Uni- _

versity

,, 9-7 _ _.
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DESCRIPTION OF NSSDC DATA TAPES I

Data tapes are standard 731.5-m (2400 ft), 1.27-cm (0.5

in.), 7-track IBM-compatible tapes, recorded at 800 bpi with
odd parity. Words are 24-bit binary integers with negatlve

numbers represented as 2's complement; with 28 such words
per logical record (for both MA and TID). Physical records i

: are fixed-length, blocked, with 100 logical records per

physical record, and with no record-length descriptors or
control words. There is only one file per reel, containing

1850 physical records. A standard tapemark is written after
the last physical record. The last reel of a calendar

year's data is the only one that will have less than 1850

records and the only one that will have less than 100

logical records in its last physical record. The TID and MA
data are written on separate tapes but have almost id£ntical

formats_ the first word in the logical record allows them to

be distinguished from each other. 2he 28 words in a logical

record contain time, 20 channels (mass for MA, energy for
TID) of accumulated counts, _nd housekeeping parameters

(including energy for the MA data). Where reliable data are
not available, the value -I is inse_ted.

<

DISCUSSION

The Lunar Ionosphere

Because the lunar inonospere is promptly accelerated by
the solar-wind electric field, the majority of SIDE data on

the ionosphere come from the terminator regions. Here the
orientation between the electric field and the detector

"look axes" is such that the ions can be accelerated into
the SIDE field of view. The observed fluxes of ions in the

mass range of approximately 20 amu/Q (probably neon) are

highly variable, depending on solar-wind magnetic field

conditions and local time. Typical values for the stronger

events are approximately 13s ions/cma/sec in the energy
range 10 to 3500 eV. Assuming accepted values for the

ultraviolet and charge exchange ionization rates leads to
neon neutral number densities of 5 x 10, to 5 x 10 s

atoms/cm. Although the investigators have observed events
in which ions in the mass 40 amu/Q rang_, were represented,
these events are not as clean, and the investigators are not

able to quote fluxes and number densities for argon ions and
atoms.

A particularly interesting feature of the terminator
ion data is the ion energy spectrum itself. This spectrum

has proven to be quite tractable and illuminating. Several

, 9-8
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examples are given in reference 9-I. The differential

[' energy spectrum is exponential above the main peak because
" of the exponential nature of the lunar atmosphere and the

homogeneous solar-wind electric field. The e-folding energy

gives the product of the neutral gas scale height and the
solar-wind electric field strength. Because the scale

height is determined independently, this provides direct
measure of the solar-wind electric field. The peak energy
is an approximate measure of the lunar-surface electric

potential that is found to be negative near the terminatol.

_ The shape of the dip in the spectrum b,_lo, the peak energy
• indicates the rate at which the lunar-surface electric field

:, falls off with height. Fits to an exponential function :
indicate an e-folding height of several kilometers, a much

: _ larger distance than the free streaming solar-wind Debye :
i _ length of several meters. These spectra provide a great
: _ deal of information on the electric field environment of the

Moon as well as the ion environment.

When the solar-wind electric field is not oriented such

as to accelerate ions into the SIDE at the terminator, ion
fluxes are sometimes still observed. These fluxes are due

to atmospheric ions accelerated toward the lunar surface by
the lunar-surface electric field alone. The differential

energy spectrum of these ions .(fig. 4 of ref. 9-I) is very

i narrow and in fact rarely seen in more than one SIDE energy
channel. Because the spectrum is so narrow, it is not

[ mathematically tractable except to calculate that the peak

t

_ energy is a direct measure of the local electric potential
of the lunar surface, usually between -10 and -IOC V in the

terminator region.

The SIDE's also detect the lunar ionosphere _n the
_ dayside of the Moon. In this case, the accelera_.ing

electric field is provided by the SIDE itself. _ stepped
voltage supply provides a potential difference between the

ground plane grid and the ion entrance aperture. When the

aperture is negative relative to the lunar surface, ions can

be azcelerated into the detectors. This mode of operation
is used to determine the dayside lunar-surface potential

• _ that is due to photoelectrons (ref. 9-2). It also provides

! a measure of the ion number density at the surface. This
_ number is found to lie between I and 7 ions/cm in the solar

i wind or magnetosheath plasma. As expected, this ion number
i density does not exceed that of the solar wind

i The Electric Potential of the Lunar Surface

! As indicated previously, the s_irface potential in

_ sunlight is determined by the energy spectrum of ions
; ' accelerated by the ground plane stepper s,lpply. Because

9-9
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this electric field ex+ends about I Debye length or less

from the SIDE, it provides a measure of the lunar potential •
F

relative only to the immediate surrounding plasma (i.e., the

surface potential that is due chiefly to the
photoelectrons). This potential is found to be about +10 7

from solar zenith angl_s of 0° to about 45 ° . Beyond 45 ° , •

the potential falls rapidly to values as low as -100 V near c

the terminator. The lunar-surface potential is not ,

symmetric with regard to positive and negative zenith

angles. At about +50 ° , the potential rises abruptly to
about +18 volts. No equivalent peak is observed at negative

angles. As shown by the CPLEE data (ref. 9-3), the

potential of the lunar surface on the dayside relative to

• the solar wind may be considerably higher in regions where
: there exists a substantial surface magnetic field. Further

details of the surface potential is available in reference
9-4.

The Lunar Nightside

Ions in the energy range 250 to 1500 eV are observed on :
the nightside of the Moon. These icns may be observed
throughout almost the entire lunar night, but activity

increases in the period I to 6 days before local sunrise and

has a strong peak 2 to 3 days before sunrise as noted with l

> the Apollo 14 and 15 SIDE's. The Apollo 12 SIDE shows an ]
! equivalent activity following sunset.

f

The ion energies are generally less than solar-wind

energies. The spectra vary from mono-energetic at 250 to
500 eV to broad. There is an indication that the peak

energy changes with lunar local time, reaching a maximum of
750 eV at 3 to _ days before sunrise.

The ion fluxes are of the order of IQ 6 ions/cma-sec-sr.

They occur in bursts usually less than ! hr in duration.

They show no K dependence.
P

" Thes_ ions are not understood. Their energy suggests

that they are of solar-wind origin. They are of too high

energy to be detected by the SIDE mass analyzer. Possible
explanations include

1. Atmospheric ions accelerated by the solar wind into
circumlunar trajectories

.. Solar-wind protons escaping from a lunar limbshock

as recoapression shock _

3. The positive ion sheath of the lunar nightside
I

negative surface potential _

l
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: For further details see reference 9-5.

Bow Shock Protons

Protons and other solar-wind ions accelerated in the

Earth's bow shock can escape upstream along magnetic field
lines. The SIDE's established that these ions can travel at

8

least as far as the lunar orbit. At the Moon, these ions

have energies ranging from 250 eV %o beyond the upper limit
of the SIDE at 3500 eV. Integral fluxes of the order of I0s

ions/cmZ-sec-sr are typical. Their arrival at the Moon is
• correlated with the interplanetary magnetic field direction.

_urther details are available in references 9-6 to 9-8.

%

i

Magnetosheath

The Moon provides a good platform from which to study
the distant magnetotail and magnetosheath. Using SIDE

energy spectra, the plasma parameters of bulk velocity,

temperature, number density, pressure, and energy density

ratio were computed for 10 lunations throughout the
magnetosheath. These parameters generally follow the

predictions of laminar flow. The presence of nonthermal
particles concentrating in a high energy tail of the energy
spectrum is observed to increase near the bow shock in the

dusk magnetoshea%h.

An unexpected result is an asymmetry in tke correlation

between this high energy tail and KD. The dusP
magnetosheath shows a good correlatiSn, but the dawn
m=gnetosheath shows no such correlation. This result is

believed to be related to the presence of oblique shocks at

the dawn magnetosheath. Further information can be found in
references 9-9 to 9-11.

Magnetotail ,,

Perhaps the most important and least expected result _
from the SIDE data is the discovery of a new plasma regime

in the high latitude lobes of the geomagnetic tail.

Principally because of the SIDE's high sensitivity to low
energy ions, it detects what is referred to as %he "lobe

plasma."

The lobe plasm_ consists of protons of energy 50 to 250

eV streaming along the geomagnetic tail field lines away
from the Earth. Integral fluxes range from 10 s to 10 e

ions/cmZ-sec-sr, temperatures _ x 104 to 5 x 10s K and
number densities 0.1/cm 3 to 5/cm _ (refs. 9-12 and 9-13).

' 9-11
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This plasma is observ£d to be sometimes, but not Ialways, contiguous with the plasma sheet. It is believed to

convect toward the plasma sheet from the polar magnetopause

and to form the source region for the plasma sheet. Its
frequency of occurrence in certain areas of the tail appears

to be correlated with the east-west component of the

interplanetary magnetic field, thus providing convincing
evidence for the highly controversial mag_letic merging on

the dayside magnetopause.

Detailed investigations of the plasma sheet using the

SIDE data are only now getting underway. One feature of
interest is the appearance of multiple bulk flow velocities.

Also, the correlation of plasma sheet flow with substorm
activity remains a promising subject to be investigated.

Solar Wind/Neutral Gas Cloud Interactions

An important aspect of cosmic physics is the
i interaction between neutral and ionized gas streams. An

opportunity to investigate such an interaction occurred

: following the impact of the Apollo 13 Saturn IVB (S-IVB) :
: stage at a location 140 km west of the Apollo 12 ALSEP site. I

Both the SIDE and the solar wind spectrometer observed a

large flux of positive ions (maximum flux of approximately

• 3 x I0 e ions/cm2-sec-sr). Two separate streams of ions were |
seen: a horizontal flux that appeared to be deflected _

solar-wind ions and a smaller vertical flux of predominantly

heavy ions (>10 amu/Q) that probably consisted of material
vaporized from the S-IVB stage. The important result is

that hot electrons (50 eV) were created and were an

important ionization mechanism in the impact-produced
neutral gas cloud. Thus strong ionization and acceleration
were observed under near collisionless conditions. For

further information, refer to refereLce 9-14.

Rocket Exhaust Products

Along with _ons from the ambient atmosphere, the SIDE's
detect ions arising from exhaust gases from the Apollo

missions. The Apollo 12 SIDE data were studied briefly with
the objective of determining the dissipation rates o£ these

gases. Two mass analyzer spectra were examined: one was

examined IQ hr after the Apollo 12 landing: the other 2
months later. Both spectra showed good agreement with the

predicted mass spectra for exhaust gases. When fitted to an
exponential decay curve, and e-folding time of approximately

30 days was obtained for the majority of the gases (ref. 9-

15). This study has not been completed. The lifetimes of

individual gases have not been examined in detail, nor have
I

Z
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the data from %he Apollo 14 and 15 SIDE's been carefull_ o

' , I examined with a study of exhaust gases as the principal
! objective.

: Synoptic and Secular Studies and Transient Events :

Because of the sporadic nature of the lunar ionosphere
, measurements, it has been difficult to make secular and ,

synoptic measurements. It has been observed, however, that !
ion densities computed from data taken approximately 6

_. months after the deployment of the Apollo 15 instrument are

about a factor of 10 higher than those computed from dat_

_ taken 2 yr after deployment. The numbers quoted earlier in
_ this report are from the later data. These numbers agree !

_i _ with the neutral number densities for neon found by +he
_' i Lunar Atmospheric Composition Experiment on Apollo 17 (ref.
, : 24-16) .

A possible explanation for this apparent change is

_ calibration drifts in the instruments. Several independent
% tests of the long-term calibration integrity are under way
_ but have not been completed. An alternative explanation is
_ that the early data are in some way still affected by

_ _ contaminants from the landing or a locally enhanced neon

flux that is due to the heating of the lunar surface by the '
_ _ rocket plume. A final possibility is that there has

2 _ occurred a natural secular variation in the atmospheric neon
concentraion. One should withold judgment on this until all "

possibilities have been thoroughly investigated.

In 1973, the investigators reported a 14-hr period
during which water vapor ions dominated the ion mass per

unit charge spectrum at the Apollo I_ site (ref. 9-17). By _
examining all possible sources of contamination and ,i

: extr_lunar sources, the investigators concluded that the

ions were probably of lunar origin. Sincc this time, no _
additional water vapor events have been observed. :

Consequently, it appears unlikely tha_ the water vapor came ,

from a lunar source, although the details of the ion
_ production are still unclear. Aside from this enigmatic
_ event, no evidence exists in the SIDE data for transient

events.

Penetrating Solar Particles _

il The SIDE was designed to measure 10 %o 3500 eV ions

that enter the detector aperture. However, particles of i

sufficiently high energy can penetrate the instrument from [_any direction and be detected. Such was the case during the ,

_ _ intense solar flare activity cf early August 1972. High

9-13
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energy solar protons produced by the flares constituted an

isotropic flux by the time they reached the vicinity of
Earth, and were recorded by the SIDE's although the

instruments were on the nightside of the Moon. The

penetrating particles produced a high counting rate in all
channels of all three SIDE's, and the event was observe_ for

several days. An unusual feature of the event was a _udden

sharply increased flux that lasted for about 2 hr and ended

as suddenly as it began. This so-called "square wave" was
discussed in references 9-18 and 9-19 as well as in earlier

conference reports and collected papers on the topic. Other

instruments on several other spacecraft have also reported

such observations, and multispacecraft intercomparisons may
provide information on the nature of the disturbance that
produced this event.

Future Research '_

The success of the SIDE experiments is characterized by

the variety of phenomena about which the data provlde
information. This wide range of phenomena has made it
difficult to find time to examine all the phenomena in great

depth. A great deal of data analysis still remains. The

in-depth study so far has been limited to the lunar

ionosphere. The lunar surface electric potential, the

nightside ions, the magnetotail, and the bow shock data have
been skimmed for the gross features; but a number of t

specific features need investigating further. A partial
list of these features is as follows:

I. Investigation of the asymmetry in the lunar-surface

potential to determine its cause

2. Correlation between SIDE and CPLEE lunar-surface

potential data in the magnetota_l i _
t

3. Correlation of the nightside energetic ion fluxes i
with the interplanetary magnetic field to determine the ,:
origin of these fluxes

4. Correlation between the lobe plasma and

magnetospheric substorm data from ground and s=tellites i
]

5. Determination of p),_,_a sheet parameters and their

correlation with other magnetospher_c data !

6. Statistical studies on the location of the

magnetopause and bow shock front

7. High resolu_£on studies of the plasma parameters at
the magnetopause and bow shock front

.
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8. Studies of the decay rates of the individual rocket

I exhaust product gases

9. Investigation of the interaction between a rocket

exhaust neutral gas cloud and the magnetosheath plasma

10. Investigation of the cause of a background i

enhancement near the terminator possibly as the result of
dust movement above the lunar surface

11. Investigation of long-term variations in the ' .

intensities of several phenomena observed (Preliminazy work
indicates definite variations as a result of seasonal and :

longer-term periodicities in the lunar orbit and directions
with respect to the Sun. When these effects can be

recognized and removed, the magnitude of secular variations,
if any, can be investigated.)

SUMMARY O_' PRINCIPAL RESULTS

?

I. Lunar ions accelerated by the solar-wind-induced

field (E = -V x _) were observed (where E is _he electric
field and -V x B is the negative cross product of velocity

and magnetic field).

2. During lunar night, I to 3 keV protons (considered
L.

to be protons from the bow shock of the Earth) were
observed.

3. Ion mass spectra due to the LM exhaust gas were

observed, and the intensit 7 decay rate was determined.

_. Multisite observation was made of the energetic _
ion characteristics in the Eartn magnetosheath and at its

boundaries, and correlation with geomagnetic activity was 'j

ma de.

5. The effects _f the lunar module (LM) ascent engine
exhaust on magnetosheath ion fluxes were observed. ..

6. Multisite observations of apparent motions of ion i
"clouds,, related to lunar impact events and observations of

mass spectra during the events were made. _

7. Ion fluxes were monitored during local solar >

eclipses; no changes were observed. _

¢

8. Energe+ic ions were observed during lunar night
when the site was shielded froz the solar-wind direction.

I i
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9. Observation of ion events near terminators
suggests a turbulen_ region of solar-wind plasma interaction

with the solid Moon. ]

10. Positive ion fluxes were monitored while in the

geomagnetic tail and correlated with geomagnetic storm

activity.

11. Mass spectra of ions were observed from the .
ambient atmosphere, including a single observation of water z

• vapor ions, possibly of natural origin.

12. The electric potential of the lunar surface was

determine4 (a) in the magnetosheath or solar wind and (b)
?

near the terminators.
&

13. Solar wind was observed during interplanetary
storms.

lg. Penetrating ions from solar flares were observed.
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10. HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT (NASA EXPERIMENT S-037)

NSSDC IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS:
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i

i0. HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT

The flow of heat from the lunar surface and the associated _
• subsurface temperature _ields have evolved from the conditions i
• that existed when the Moon was formed (under the influence of

' accumulated thermal and structural developments, including those

deep in the interior). A knowledge of the present level of sur-

face heat flow may therefore place some important limits on the
range of feasible lunar models. To determine this level, instru-

ments capable of making lunar subsurface measurements (from which
local heat flow could be derived) were carried to the Moon on the

Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions. _

SYMBOLS

The following symbols are used in this discussion of the heat

flow experiment (HFE). Because the HFE data output is in degrees ,:
Celsius and the experiment was designed accordingly, pertinent

I discussion must be in degrees Celsius (instead of Kelvin) to avoid
misinterpretation by the data user. The International System of

' Units is used for all other measurements.
1

AI...6 platinum bridge constants determined by calibration

B platinum bridge constants determined by calibration
I...6

%

C constant :_

dT/dz mean vertical temperature gradient i.
2

G system gain _;

I E bridge excitation current i:"

J heat flow

k thermal conductivity

mean value

n point of constant input ratio _

10-3
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, I _i.....

I

NI 4 digital numbers I
• Qet

N' N - 4096

R 0 resistance at 0° Celsius

Wheatstone bridge arm resistances i
RI...4

_ RI00 resistance at 100 ° Celsius

RB total bridge resistance

R I idealized output ratio

:: RT resistance at T

: T temperature in degrees Celsius

TR reference-bridge temperature

: TC thermocouple

u digit resolution (2.4412 millivolts)

i
• V + positive voltage

V negative voltage

+
v sensed positive voltage

v sensed negative voltage

v sensed reference-bridge excitation voltagee

v° sensed reference-bridge output voltage

Vof f error offset voltage referred to amplifier input

V E bridge excitation voltage

V_ sensed bridge excitation voltage

1
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: I i I

I

" [, VL potential difference across 20-ohm resistance for cur-

I

rent IE

VO bridge output voltage

VT potential difference across 2-ohm resistance for current

IE i

VX voltage at connection point X

t

Vy voltage at connection point Y !

Xl... 4 calibration constants for reference bridge

z vertical distance i

:: Z attenuation ratio V_/V E _

- _s solar absorptance !

6 Van Dusen calibration constant

I 6 Callendar calibration constant

&T temperature difference in degrees Celsius

E system error offset

¢O output-sense-line offset

cI excitation-sense-line offset i

_IR infrared emittance

standard deviation

_, EXPERIMENT THEORY
r

The heat flow instrument performs measurements to determine

the mean vertical temperature gradient dT/dz (where T is

• ' temperature in degrees Celsius and z is vertical distance) and

: the effective thermal conductivity k of the material across

,, : [.
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which the measured gradient is developed. Conducted heat flow :

J diffuses down a temperature gradient in accord with the rela-

tionship between these two quantities in one dimension

J =-k(dT/dz) (I? I) i

Table 10-I gives ranges of predicted density of heat flow rat,,

and soil thermal conductivities with the corresponding limits of

average temperature gradients. _

The average absolute temperature at any point in the subsur- _'

face (regolith) results from the balance between the solar heat /
influx and the total heat outflow acting through the regolith.

Solar radiation power incident at the lunar surface varies from

kW/m 21.45 at one extreme to 0 at the other extreme. Resultant

Moon surface temperatures vary from approximately 400 K at lunar

_ noon to 100 K at lunar night, with an annual modulation of about

8 K caused by the elliptical orbit of the Moon about the Sun. The *i

attenuations and phase shifts of these periodic variations as they
propagate into the Moon are determined by the diffusivity of the

regolith materials. Nonperiodic variations also cccur as a result

of changes in the infrared (IR) emittance and solar absorptance of i
the surface when it.is disturbed by the astronauts. Variations

were also caused by heat generated during instrument emplacement

operations _ hole drilling, in particular. To extract meaning- :_

fu] data regarding average gradient from the composite tempera-
* tures that may exist at practical lunar measuring depths, the

temperature-measuring instrument must have a wider range than the

predicted gradients; readings must be recorded frequently for more

than a year; and absolute measurement accuracy must equal the ¢

relative accuracy requirement for the lowest mean temperature

gradient expected.

Two different approaches are used in measuring lunar subsur-
face thermal conductivity by means of the heat flow instrument.

In the first approach, the thermal response of in situ lunar
material to known heat sources is tested. In the second, vertical L_

strings of temperature sensors record the characteristics of the

periodic propagations into the surface to determine diffusivity; !,

with this diffusivity information and with good estimates of soil i
mass density and specific heat, thermal conductivity can be

calculated.

The first of these approaches takes into account local inho-

mogeneities, and measurements should sample the volume of material _.
that immediately influences the temperature gradient. Two varia-

tions within this approach are req,'ired to cover the conductiviLy

range of expected subsurface llnar :_,aterials. For soils with low
?
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conductivities (less than 5 x 10-2 W/m-K), a tubular heater wound

around one of a pair of temperature sensors vertically separated /
by 0.5 m is energized with a small amount (2 mW) of power. The

rate of rise and the steady-state value of tha heated sensor tem-
perature relative to the undisturbed reference level are functions

of the thermal cou[ling from the heater to the lunar material and

of the thermal conductivity of the surrounding lunar soil. The
temperature rise is inversely proportional to both thermal conduc- , _

tivity and absolute temperature level. Useful range is limited at
higher thermal conductivities by reduced sensitiv:ty and by the

magnitude of the radiative and conductive thermal resistance of
the coupling paths from instrument to soil. For materials such as

-2
rock, with conductivities greater than 5 x 10 W/m-K, the heater

is powered to 0.5 W; the transient and steady-state responses of
the lunar medium between the heat source and a remote sensor 0.1 m

away are dchermined by subtracting the characteristic short-time _

constant response of the intervening sensor support structure from

the overall response.

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

_ The optimum site configuration for the HFE is depicted in _?

I figure 10-1. Two hollow fiberglass borestems, 2.5 cm in diameter,
'_ I are drilled into the lunar surface to a depth of 3 m at a distance i_

of 10 m from each other. Four sets of temperature sensors, spaced i
along a probe consisting of two flexibly joined rigid sections,
occupy the bottom meter of each hole. The sensors, which are •

primarily radiatively coupled to the borestem and lunar soil, are •
co:_ected electrically by 8-m woven cables to a package of elec-

tronics on the surface. Each cable carries four precisely located

_ thermocouple junctions in the borestems above the probes. The

electronics unit is connected to the Apollo lunar surface experi-
ments package (ALSEP) by a 9-m-long flat ribbon cable, i

• The heat flow instrument returns data that give average-

temperature information, differential-temperature information, and

low- and high-thermal-conductivity information from four locations

on each probe; the thermocouples supply readings for temperature
determinations in the upper part of the boreholes. I_strument
performance requirements for these measurements are summarized in _
table 10-II.

In the normal operating mode, the heat flow instrument

(I) gathers ambient and high- and low-sensitivity differential
temperature data from the gradient sensors situated at the ends of

each half-probe section and (2) samples the thermocouple outputs

during the 7.25-min measurement sequence. Various sub-sequences
> can be selected (e.g., measuremerts on one probe only), but most

of them are not normally used. Low-conductivity experiments are

10-7
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performed on command, with each heater activated in turn to

_ 0.002 W for about 40 hr. The normal measurement sequence is / _
unchanged• The high-conductivity mode of operation requires the
selection of measurements on uhe remote sensors in any half-probe 5

section; the type of data returned alternates between high-

sensitivity differential and absolute temperature measurements. _
Either of the adjacent heaters at the ends of the probe half m_y
be activated by command. Each heater should be on for about 6 hr, _ ,

but this depends cn the conductivity experienced, i

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION _ _

%

The platinum resistance sensors used in the HFE probe con-

tribute significantly to the quality of the measurements obtained.
;v

Two types of platinum resistance thermometers are used in the heat

flow instrument: the so-called gradient sensor a_d the ring or
remote sensor. _.

Gradient Sensor

'£he gradient sensor detail is shown in figure 10-2. The

sensor incorporates a unique method of supporting the resistance

wire to reduce instability normally induced by mechanical or [
thermal stress. Pure annealed 0.0q-mm-diameter platinum wire,
coiled in a 0.3-mm-diameter helix that is extended to 0.07 mm

pitch, is mounted on a glass-insulated platinum m_ndrel The base

of each loop is arranged so that only 10 percent of the turn is
embedded in the substrate. The mandrel and glass have the same
expansion coefficients as the coil, and the assembly is annealed

at 673 K for 15 hr before sealing. The platinum coil is isolated ¢
from contamination by an atmosphere of pure helium contained with- _

in a gold-sealed platinum outer case Platinum-wire coaxial leads ;
extend through ceramic-insulated tubes for silver brazing to Evan-

ohm and Manganin connecting wires. Each sensor assembly houses _

two separate elements, effectively bifilar wound, with nominal

resistances of 500 £ at 273.15 K (0° C).

Remote Sensor _.

The construction of the remote sensor is illustraLed in

figure 10-3. It consists of two 500-_c-nominal-resis_nce platinum
wires set in a ceramic glaze a_'ound a thin platinum ring. Because

the remote sensor is intended for use in the short-term high-

conductivity experiments, it has a less stringent stability i
requirement (0.002 K/6 hr) than the gradient sensor; however, it

has demonstrated a long-term stability comparable to that of the i_

. gradier, t sensor.

%
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The sensors are mounted as shown in figure 10-4, which

illustrates the configuration common to the ends of all half-probe

sections. The gradient assembly is epoxied at the mounting bush- /
ing (at the sensor-lead exit end) uo the inside of the probe end

sheath. The small tube on the opposite end (also shown in fig-

ure 10-2) is supported by a snugly fitting fiberglass bushing that

permits strain-free differential expansion and good mounting sup-
port. Associated with each gradient sensor is a 1000-n Karma wire |

_' i heater, wound concentrically with the gradient sensor on the thin

section of the end sheath. The ring sensor platinam band is pa_-
tially cemented internally to a filler sheath that is attached to

L_

. _ the outer sheath of the probe. A tube joins the two end pieces
to form a probe half-section.

c _ The structural components providing the span between the

' _ sensors were manufactured from low-conductivity, thin-walled,

; filament-wound epoxy fiberglass. All cabling is carried through
the probe body inside the split inner sheath that is shielded

! with multilayer insulat_gn to reduce radiative coupling between

the wiring and probe ,.all, particularly during conductivity exper-

• iments with a heate" on. The areas around the sensors are par-

tially enclosed with guards for protection during handling.

A probe assembly is 1.09 m long when unfolded at the closely
coiled extension spring that joins th_ two half-sections. The

complete unit is coaPed with a matte-black thermal control paint.

: An assembled probe (with its 8-m, 35-conductor connecting cable)
_ weighs less than 0.5 kg.

Gradient and ring sensors are each interconnected within a

: probe half _ith AWG 23 Evanohm wire to form bridges, the opposite
: arms of which are physically situated in the same sensor assembly

at a common temperature. A schematic of this resistance bridge

: arrangement is shown in figure 10-5, where T I is the temperature

: of one sensor assembly and T 2 the temperature of the other. The

gradient sensor assemblies, which form one bridge, are separated
, by 47 cm; the remote sensor assemblies, which form the other"

bridge, are located 29 cm apart and 9 cm from the heater windings.

Six wires connec_ each bridge to the electronics unit. Those
from a lower half-probe are conveyed in the upper section through
the hollow sensor assemblies. Evanohm wire is used because it

has a remarkably small temperature coefficient of resistance

(0.00002/K), a closely controllable resistivity, and a thermal

conductivity that is low for an electrical conductor.
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SENSOR CHA_CTERISTICS

In Callendar's empirical parabolic equation

: T = 100\_0 _ _ + 6 00 _ (10-2) ' '
; ,)

the constant 6 defines the characteristics of an individual

platin_ resistance thermometer over the temperature range 0° to -

) 630 ° C, where T is temperature in degrees Celsius, RT is .

_ resistance at temperature T, R 0 is resistance at 0° C, and R100

is resistance at 100 ° C. The Callendar constant is determined by

calibration at the following three fixed points: the triple point
of water (0.0100 ° C), the steam point (100 ° C), and the boiling

point of sulfur (qq_.600 ° C). Foz use between 0° and -183 ° C, a
_ correction term devised by Van Dusen is added to the Callendar r

equation to give

RT - R0 I00 1 1--_ _ , :
; T = 100 + 6 T T

.i

; +S -1 1--6-5 .

• where the constant g for an individual thermometer is found by >

calibrating at the boiling point of oxygen (-182.97 ° C). The
resistance of one platinum element at temperature T relative to _
its resistance at 0° C is therefore _

R-_'T 1 /R100 _[ <I_0 ) T '._ RO = I + T'O'O'_R; T- 6 - 1 I-'00• :;

¥

_ 4
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[ J_ Referring to figure 10-5, the bridge .voltage ratio is defined

' _ VO R IR 4 - R2R 3

:'I VE (RI + R3)(R2 + R4) (10-5)

i ,_here R I, R2, R3, and R 4 are Wheatstone bridge arm resis-

,I tances; V E is the excitation voltage across the bridge; and V 0

"_ is the output voltage. By combining equations (I0-4) and (I0-5)

! and eliminating small terms, the following simplified expression
is obtained:

+ ! Vo A3T2
! VE h : A! + A2T + + A 4 AT + A 5 AT(AT + 29

"_ I + A 6[AT(qT 3 - 300T 2) + AT 2(6T 2 - 300T)

' + AT3(/4T- 100) + AT 4] (10-6)

; : where RB is total bridge resistance; T is the temperature of

_ one sensor assembly expressed in degrees Celsius; AT is the

_+ _ temperature differential between sensor assemblies in degrees Cel-

: sius; and A I, A 2, A 3, A 4, A 5, and A6 are constants. Simi-

larly, bridge resistance RB can be related to temperature T

and temperature differential AT by the simplified expression

:_ _ = B I + B2T + B3T2 + B4(T - 100)T 3 + B5 AT

/ + B 6 AT(AT + 2T) (I0-71%

<

: where B I, B2 B 3, Bg, B5, and B6 are constants. Equa-

:{ tions (I0-6) and (I0-7) are transcendental in T and AT. To
find absolute and differential temperatures, an iterative simul-

taneous solution of both calibration equations is required.[
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ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

f

System Operation

Equations (10-6) and (10-7) show that the electrical measure-

ments required to solve for T and &T are total bridge resis-

tance RB (measured as a single element), excitation voltage VE,

and differential output voltage VO. The system by which these

measurements are made is represented in the simplified block dia-

gram in figure 10-5, which includes the essential features of the
bridge measurement method. The diagram incl_des only one of the

eight probe bridges and omits thermocouple circuits, power sup-

plies, and most of the logic and control circuits.

Each of the bridges is selected through reed relays for

: excitation by direct current. The bridges produce a differential

output-to-input voltage ratio Vo/V E of approximatelyi

+5.8 x 10-3 for a dyn_t, ic range of ±2 K. With 8 V applied to the

bridge excitation cables, the data-chain maximum input requirement
is set at ±34 mY. The gradient bridge low-sensitivity range of

±20 K requires 0.8 V excitation for a similar output maximum.

Measurements for total bridge resistance are made at the 8-V sup-

ply level. Excita£ion voltage VF is reduced to the maximum

level of the output voltage by an attenuator in the excitation
I

sense circuit. The output impedance is arranged to be the same

as the bridge differential output impedance. At the low-

sensitivity excitation level of 0.8 V, the attenuator output V E

is one-tenth of the maximum bridge unbalance voltage V0 at ±20 K

temperature extremes. To effectively normalize these readings and
at the same time avoid attenuator switching or gain changes, exci-

tation current IE is sensed. This current is combined with the

total bridge resistance value determined from r_adings at 8-V
excitation made within a short time of the current measurement) to

calculate the low-level-excitation supply voltage. Low-

sensitivity current is found from the potential difference VL

d_ _eloped across a precision 18-£ plus 2-_ resistance in the sup-

ply line; high-sensitivity current is found from the potential

difference V T across the 2-£ resistor only. The latter value

is used with the attenuated bridge-excitation-voltage measurement

]The series elements of the attenuator include cable resis-

tance that does fluctuate slightly with the large surface-

temperature variations, but the proportion of cable resistance in

the temperature-matched attenuator is small, and very high

attenuation-ratio stability is achieved.

10-12
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' to determine total bridge resistance RB. Differential output
voltages are read directly.

>

These various measurements are presented sequentially through

a low-level field effect transistor (FET) multiplexer to the input

of the common signal amplifier, which has a gain of 288 and a

full-scale output of ±10 V. The amplified signal is converted to

a 13-bit digital number and clocked into a shift register along
with a 7-bit mode-identification and binary-measurement code• The

resulting 20-bit number is serially shifted into the ALSEF central
i station for insertion as two 10-bit words into the ALSEP data

stream for transmission to Earth. On Earth, the binary numbers
are converted back to the sensor temperatures from which they

originated by applying the calibration factors for each bridge or , ::

thermocouple and each measuring channel. The sources of error to _ _
which the reconverted temperature values may be subject are as

: follows:

I. Platinum bridge error sources

a. Initial calibration accuracy

b. Element stability with age

c. Dissimilar metal electromotive forces

'_ I at sense-wire connections _;_

2. Measurement system error sources _

a. Initial calibration of electronics •

: b. System noise

c. Spurious electromotive forces in multiplexer _

d. Excitation voltage °

(I) Stability

(2) Sense-attenuation stability

(3) Bridge heating '

e Amplifier•
¢

(i) Common-mode rejection

(2) Gain and offset stability '_

1 , 10-13 :,'
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: (3) Linea ri ty ( _ i
%.__.."

(4) Settling time

f. 2 _log-to-digital converter

(I) Linearity i

(2) Reference voltage stability l
i

(3) Quantizing magnitude i

3. Data-processing error sources
r-

,!
s a. Truncation errors

b. Iterative solution accuracy of bridge equations

, Ratio Measurement Technique

Errors due to long-term system gain and offset instability

_ are circumvented by a scheme that paradoxically amounts to a cal-
ibration of each measuring channel by the unknown signal being

_ measured. A ratio technique is used that eliminates system gain

% and offset as factors in the reconstitution of the original

bridge ratio. The success of the technique depends only on gain _
and offset stability during the brief measurement period. All
measurements are made twice (at t_o different levels). To utilize

the full system range and obtain maxilaum resolution, it is con-

venient for each bridge input and output measurement to be made

at reversed polarity and with equal bipolar excitation levels
The bridge is pulsed twice in 2.4 sec for 2.6 msec at a maximum

duty cycle (0.2 x 10 3) that limits self-heating to an acceptable

0.1 _W; two measurements are made during each excitation pulse.

The sequence outlined in figure 10-6 for a high-sensitivity dif- _
ferential measurement is typical of all measurements. Power is

applied to the bridge from the excitation-pulse supply at bipolar

' 4-V levels, which gives a positive 8-V total excitation. After

_ 1 msec to allow the system to settle, the attenuator output V' +
+ E

correspond±ng I:o excitation level VE is converted to a digital

,. number N I. Output voltage VO + is then selected for measure-

ment; and, after a 2.3-msec positive pulse duration, VO + conver-

sion to N 2 is executed. The entire process is repeated 2.4 sec

from the start of the sequence with the pulse-excitation supply

output reversed to -8 V; during application of this negative

, I0-14
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: _ I" VO-, _ ' _ pulse, VE' and are converted to digital numbers N 3 and /
f

Ng, respectively.
• !

; If G represents amplifier and analog-to-digital-converter

! gain

%

ii VO+ - VO-

-- | --

V_ + - VE
._: (lO-8)

_ 4 VO'

? -

¢
-4

/Vo %+
+

.: ' V E

,_. 1

where _ is the amplifier and analog-to-digital-converter offset,

i _O is the output-sense-line offset, and _I is the excitation-

sense-line offset. Because the temperature of a bridge in the
lunar regolith will not change during the 2.4-sec measurement

period

_: Vo+ VO-
-- = -- = C (I0-9)

I"

, V_.+ VE

I where C is a constant regardless of th_ excitation magnitudes of

_ VE + and VE-. Rearranging equation (10-9) to read

VO" _-i v

i -- = -- (10-10)

I_ ' VO + V_ +

t, L
, 10-15
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and combining equations (10-8) and (10-9) results in I

N 2 - N 4 VO +
= (10-11)

' N I - N 3 V_ +
l

where Vo+/VZ + is the ratio between measured bridge signals, inde-

pendent of gain and offset. The required bridge ratio Vo/V E is

obtained by applying the excitation-sense measurement attenuation

factor Z, the accuracy and stability of which clearly affect the
!

result. Since Z = VE/V E, then

VO ZVO
= ,,--r-- (10-12)
vE

L

Other Design Features

The use of excitation-polarity reversal, with one data con-

verter foz all measurements, eliminates some major sources of }
error and obviates the need for separate periodic calibrations on

the Moon and for additional circuitry with which to perform them.
Nevertheless, numerous sources of error remain. It is therefore

pertinent to summarize here the more significant features of the

principal components of the data chain, which account for demon-

strated measurement accuracies of better than 0.02 percent full-
scale probable error over a temperature range of 273.15 to
333.15 K (0° to 60 ° C).

The pulsed-power supply produces 4000 V ± I mV bipolar pulses

that are stable to within 0.002 percent during bridge excitation

and output measurements. The supply operates from positive and
negative reference levels, which are derived from constant-

current-driven, low-temperature-coefficient zener diodes that are

switched by the control logic for positive and negative bridge

excitation outputs from two series-connected operational ampli-

fiers. Each amplifier has a push/pull output stage to supply the
20-mA bridge current.

The multiplexer for the heat flow instrument is a double-

. tiered N-channel FET commutator, with 32 differential input pairs.
It is divided into four sections, one for each probe set of

gradient sensors and one each for the remote sensors and the

thermocouples. Each FET section is powered only when necessary to
restrict the effects of a single-channel failure. The FET

10-16
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, temperature-dependent offset voltages and mismatched differentialimpedances, which act with circuit impedances and amplifier bias f
currents to introduce variable offset voltages for each channel

and different offsets between channels, are canceled by the ratio
measurement technique previously described.

The most basic design trade-offs in analog-to-digital conver-

ter design are speed and accuracy; neither is of great consequence ,
in this application, where extreme linearity, stability, and sen-
sitivity are the only critical requirements. Digital conversion

of the amplified sensor signals is achieved by 13-bit successive

" approximation to the sum of a generated +10.000 V ± I mV offset

_ supply and the +10-V full-scale output from the data amplifier
The offset binary number produced is linear to within 0.0075 per-

cent full scale, with a resolution of 2._414 mV per bit. Conver-

sion speed is 20 usec per bit. The device is a conventional
successive-approximation analog-to-digital converter, with the two _.

most significant bits of the ladder network trimmed to remove

errors due to voltage drops across the switches.

fhe signals are amplified by a differential-input single-

ended-output two-stage amplifier, with differential and common-

_::ode impedances exceeding 50 and 20 M_, respectively, at

frequencies below 5 kHz. The common-mode rejection ratio is
greater than 120 dB over the same frequency range. The character-

, istics most important to the ratio technique are linearity, which

_. I is within 0.005 percent full scale, and short-term stability,
i which is better than 0.001 percent for 5 sec at a maximum rate of

- temperature change of 0.01K/sec (0.01 ° C/sec). The common-mode ;i

rejection ratio becomes important when bridge current is sensed at '_

8-V excitation levels.

Constant-current sources are supplied to each base of the

differentlal input pair to compensate for the bias curzent i

required by the matched semiconductors, but the more usual

constant-current-source common-emitter supply is replaced with a i

variable current source that maintains the constant output of i

combined collector currents. The differential output from the
collectors connects to an operational amplifier, the output of _

which feeds back to the emitters of the input stage to force the *_

total of the collector currents to divide equally between the two .

halves of the differential pair. Stable operating points are thus

es_ui._hed independently of common-mode inputs over a wide temp- :i
erature r_nge. The first-stage gain is 100. After filtering, the

signal is applied to the input of the second-stage amplifier that _
normally operates _ith a gain of 2.88. The total amplifier gain

of 288 is used for all bridge measurements.

Thermocouple measurements require an input range of ±10 mV

rather than ±3_ mV. During thermocouple sequences, therefore,

(" 10-17
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i the second-stage gain is changed from 2.88 to 10 by switching an
FET to introduce a potential divider in the feedback path of the I

second stage. __+

THERMOCOUPLE MEASUREMENTS
'+ ½_

+

Eight Constantan and two Chromel wires from the thermocouple ,
junctions in the probe cables connect to Kovar leads at an iso- _

thermal block inside the electronics package The Kovar leads _[

convey the thermocouple voltages to the multiplexer. The isother--+

_: mal block also contains a platinum/Evanohm bridge thermometer with
+ two constant-value resistance arms. A schematic that represents _

_+ one probe-cable set of thermocouple junctions and the reference-

"_ temperature bridge is presented in figure 10-7.

Thermocouple measurements of absolute temperature have an

inherent accuracy an order of magnitude lower than platinum resis-
tance measurements in part because of thermocouple instability,

+ but primarily because of difficulties in measuring low-level vol-
tage sources. Because the ratio technique is not applicable to _'

[ thermocouple measurements, a calibration method is used to
establish system gain and offset during the measurement sequence

+ to find the isothermal block temperature with the bridge
thermometer.

IMeasurements on the reference-temperature bridge follow the

same pattern as those on the probe bridges, except that the ampli-
tude of excitation is attenuated to give a ±10 mV full-scale out- .

put, which is the range of the thermocouple voltages. An i

amplifier nominal gain of 1000 is selected for reference-bridge

and thermocouple measurements. To find system gain and error off-

set values, it is assumed that the attenuated positive and nega- i

_, tive bridge excitation voltages V E are of known, equal, and

opposite magnitudes because they are derived from the precisely
controlled pulsed-power supply and are connected to the bridge by _

short leads within the electronics package.

+

i "

i
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I + and v are converted by

i

, The sensed excitation signals ve e
I

the analog-to-digital converter to binary numbers N I and N 3 in

accord with the relationships

f

G ve Vof f
N1 = _ _u

(10-13)

G(v e- + Voff) "i
N 3 =

_ _ U

/

i where Vof f is error offset voltage referred to the amplifier

input and G is system gain. The full-scale, 13-bit binary out-

put count is 0 to 8191, which corresponds to an offset amplified
signal range of 0 to 20 V and gives a digit resolution u of
2.4414 mY. Gain is found from

" u N I - 110-14) '
G = + -

_ , V - V

_' I e e y

when the offset voltages cancel. To find the error offse_ voltage

Vof f, the offset binary outputs N 1 and N 3 are converhed to

positive and negative numbers by subtracting offset count 4096.

= ' = (N3 4096), then _If N_ (N1 - 4096) and N 3 - i

+ N3 (lO-15)
Vof f = u 2

The use of known balanced inputs in the reference bridge

measuring sequence thus establishes system gain and offset. The

measured outputs are converted through electronics calibration
data, and the bridge voltage ratio is then used to solve iterat-

ively a third-order calibration equation for reference-bridge
temperature and hence for isothermal-block and reference-

thermocouple temperat_Le. Measurements of thermocouple voltages

made shortly thereaf _ ,r (in the sequence N I, N 2, N 3, and N_

as shown on the £ _ 10-7 schematic) are processed by using calcu-

i lated gain and offset values to arrive at true thermocouple vol-
tage outputs.

_ 10-19
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The output from the Chromel/Constantan reference junction in I

the isothermal block is measured relative to only one of the junc- I
tions in the cable m the junction inside the hollow of the gra-
dient sensor at the top of the probe. The remaining three
junctions in each probe cable are also measured relative to

this top junction. The double-referencing arrangement is designed
to center the mean of the thermocouple output extremes close to

_ 0 V for maximum measurement resolution. The predicted temperature

range for the thermocouple junction at the top of the probe is '
200 to 260 K; the full-scale thermocouple range is 90 to 350 K,
_nd the isothermal-block temperature is controlled to between

. 278 and 328 K.
/ v

The voltage/temperature characteristics of the thermocouples
are described by calibration correction factors applied to stand-
ard tables of the National Bureau of Standards (NBS)

PACKAGE CONSTRUCTION AND THERMAL CONTROL

The heat flow instrument operates from a 29-V dc supply and

requires data-interlace and mode-control signals from the ALSEP
central station. The unit is otherwise self-contained with

respect to logic and power mana9cc _ for all the sensor measure-

ments and for probe-heater control.

_ In the deployed configuration, a ribbon cable consisting of

40 flat copper conductors in a plastic film extends from the

instrument package across 9 m of the lunar surface to the ALSEP ,_
central station. This cable is connected to an astromate connec-

tor that the astronauts mated with the ALSEP central station out-

let for power to and communication with the heat flow instrument.

The two probe cables each consist of 35 unshielded conduc-
tors, interwoven for a uniform stress distribution so that the i

weight of the astronaut can be supported without degradation in

cable performance. These cables are very flexible and exhibit
little residual torque when extended; they are covered with a

woven Teflon sleeve to provide a low coefficient of friction

" during deployment. Heatleaks from the cables on the lunar surface

to the probes and the electronics package are small because the
conductors are made from wire that has low thermal conductivity. !

Electronics Package

The electronics package is made up of five multilayer

printed-circuit boards that are joined in a stack by interlocking
spacers bonded to each board. The stack is 6 by 19 by 14 cm

(2.5 by 7.6 by 5.6 in.); the boards consist of as many as !

I0-20
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I' ++12 layers, each 0.1 mm (0.004 in.) t21ick. The layers of circuit
tracks are interconnected through plated holes in the composite
board, and as many as 210 component subpackages are mounted on one

i board. The components are in physical contact with a heavy

printed-circuit conductor that forms a heat path to the interlock-
ing spacers. Column screws pass through the spacers to a metal

plate that serves as a thermal control plate and as a support for

the board stack. A dc/dc converter for the instrument power

supplies is packaged on a board that is bonded to the thermal con-
trol plate. Heating elements are also mounted in good thermal

contact with the plate. A short length of Manganin cable provides !

thermal insulation from the copper conductors in the ribbon cable. ;
+ Bonded to the thermal control plate at the other side of the unit +_

is a 70-pin isothermal connector to which the two probe cables are

_ soldered. When the unit is assembled, the board stack is enclosed ;

by a metal cover with a compressible, electrically conducting gas- \
ket to provide a barrier to electromagnetic interference.

Thermal Control Design
+

; A thermal insulation bag, shaped as a container for the metal +

cover surrounding the board stack, is hooked by Velcro pads to a

i_ low-thermal-conductivity mounting ring fitted around the inside

edge of the thermal plate. The bag is constructed of 12 layersI

_ I of closely spaced, high-reflectivity shields that have very low
I

transverse conductivity; bridal-silk netting separates the layers

and covers the inside and outside of the bag. The IR emissivity _
of the 0.00064 cm (0.25 mil) aluminized Mylar used for the shields

is approximately 0.02.

The electronics assembly is supported and protected by a thin

fiberglass outer case that is connected to the mounting ring by
low-conductivity joints. When the unit is standing on the feet

of this outer case, the well-insulated electronics compartment is

situated beneath the exposed thermal control plate. Internally
; generated heat is conducted to the plate and radiated from a spec-

trally selective surface coating having a high IR emittance

(_IR = 0.9) and a low absorptance (_s = 0.2) at frequencies where +_
solar power Js most intense.

This simple thermal control arrangemenh could not modify the

extreme heat of solar radiation as well as the cold of deep space ;;

in the tenuoLs atmosphere of the Moon to meet the required

electronics-temperature operating range (278 to 328 K) without +;

using excessive power during lunar night or permitting the upper

limit to be exceeded during lunar day. The thermal plate is

therefore protected from direct solar radiation by a sunshield +

fitted over the assembly. The sunshield is an insulated box with

one open side, which is placed to face away from the equator with

its edge alined in the east/west direction. The numbered marks

I0-21
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on the sunshield are used as a shadowgraph; the shadow is cast by l
the universal handling tool that fits into the center socket. A
specular reflector slopes from the top edge of the sunshield at an
angle of 57 ° from vertical and almost touches the thermal plate.

The reflector increases the view of the thermal radiator plate to <

the near-absolute-zero temperature of space and minimizes the
lunar-surface-radiation reflections that reach the thermal plate

from the exposed inside surfaces of the enclosure. The side cur- ' "

rains adjoining the sloping reflector are also sp_cular surfaces.

i The reflecting mirrors are produced by a vacuum process in which
a thin layer of aluminum is deposited on polished fiberglass. The ,!

back of the reflector and the thermal control plate inside the %
sunshield are heavily blanketed with aluminized Mylar, layered in
the same way as in the thermal bag. The concealed interior sur- _
faces of the sunshield are also coated wth metal by a vac _ _

process to reduce radiant interchange of IR energy inside. The J

exterior surfaces of the entire pdckaqe are covered with thermal ._

control coating.

A mast of multilayer insulation is attached to the edge of

_ the thermal plate to prevent direct sunlight from reaching it in
the event of a moderate misalinement from an east/west line or an

instrument-leveling error. To aid in leveling in the stark light-

ing of the Moon, the bubble level situated at one corner on a ::
; recessed platform is illuminated by reflection of sunlight from

the vertical wall of the step. ) <

The thermal control design for the heat flow instrument is '

dictated largely by the power dissipation of the unit at lunar

noon. The average dissipation is minimized by gating of Z as many

circuit_ as possible when they are not required for measurements.

During power gating, the average operational power dissipation is '_
3.9 W_ The power-sharing mode is set to switch in when thermal

plate temperatures exceed 300 K. During lunar night, when the

electronics temperature falls below 290 K, additional power is

dissipated by the heaters on the thermal control plate. The _o

thermal control system is de3i_ned for instrument deployment _

between lunar latitudes of _45 °.

CALIBRATION AND TESTING

To ensure that the heat flow instrument would meet its per-

formance requirements, the calibration and test program was exten-
sive and thorough. A substantial pa;t of the large array of

calibration and test apparatus used was developed specifically for

this purpose. The sensors, probes, an _ electronics were subjected
to worst-case mission environments ana were calib:ated as subunits

before assembly as flight instruments. The subassembly calibra- °>

tions were verified by tests on the complete unit, which then

underwent a further series of tests cl_sely simulating all the • _
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' conditions anticipated for travel to and operation on the Moon. _

After exposure to such critical environments as system vibration, / :
the stability of the instrument was carefully checked.

Sensors

The platinum resistance thermometers were calibrated as a

bridge by a comparison method. Each sensor, together with a _
standard thermometer, was immersed in an isothermal bath of tri-

chloroethylene. The baths had separate temperature controls so

that temperatures could be independently set for each thermometer
of the differential bridge. The standard thermometers were inter-

changed for several measurements to determine offset. The unit of
measure (Kelvin) was established from standard thermometers cali-

brated by the NBS° Secondary absolute-valu_ resistance standards
of 1000 fl, referenced to an NBS standard, were maintained for the
electrical measurements.

To check for random errors, each gradient bridge was cali-
brated at 42 points, which were least-squares fitted to equa-

tions (10-6) and (10-7) to yield the 12 constants in these

equations. The standard deviation of the least-squares fit to the /
-3

data points in equation (10-61 did not exceed 0.q8 × I0 K for

any of the sensor assemblies tested, and more than 60 such assem-

blies have been produced. The gradient bridges were calibrated at

differential temperatures of +20, +I0, +2, 0, -i, -2, -i0, and
-20 K; they were calibrated at absolute temperatures of 200, 212.5,

225, 237.5, and 250 K. The equivalent differential-temperature

drift of some randomly selected gradient sensors tested periodic-

ally at 200 and 270 K over a 3-yr period was approximately
-3

0.3 _ 10 K. The average absolute-temperature drift for individ-
-3

ual sensor elements over the same 3-yr period was 0.5 × 10 K.

The ring sensors were calibrated at a minimum of lq points to
calculate 12 calibration constants.

Thermal-plate reference-temperature bridges in the electron-

ics package were calibrated at 253, 273, 298, 323, and 363 K

(-20 °, 0°, +95°. , +50 °, and +90 ° C) to yield the constants X I,

X2, X3, and X4 in the relationship

V0 _

1
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where TR is the reference bridge temperature and Vo/V E is the

bridge voltage ratio. Dur%ng reference-bridge calibration at "

273 K (0° C), all eight cable thermocouple junctions were immersed / :
in an isothermal bath for calibration at 90, 200, 250, and 350 K. i

Electronics

Testing of the electronics data chain involved adjustment by

: resistance-value selection for zero offset, common-mode rejection,
and gain. A calibration factor was found for each measuring chan-

nel by calibrating the channel as it would be used; that is, by
performing ratio measurements. A set of resistance networks, cal-

ibrated to an accuracy of 0.002 percent, was substituted for

bridge and line resistances to simulate high-sensitivity and low-
sensitivity ratios and bridge resistance. The various types of

measurements were made through separate channels. Calibration

was performed at 9 different differential-ratio amplitudes and <
5 levels of bridge resistance; at least 10 measurements were made

for each of the input ratios. The mean _ and standard deviation •

of the output ratios for a constant input were calculated, and
a linear calibration factor was found from the mean values corres-

ponding to ratios near the limits of channel range (n = I and
n = 9 in fig. 10-8). The ideal transfer function of the channel

was the calibration factor. The error at any point n was

defined as the difference between the ideal output Rl(n) and the !

mean output _(n), summed with the standard deviation _(n). To
verify system linearity, these measurements were made at tempera-

ture intervals throughout the operating range of the heat flow •

instrument. A maximum error of 0.0375 percent full scale was
specified, but the typical maximum for instruments tested to date

has been 9.02 percent. Calibration factors were modified for the

actual bridge-lead resistances. Thermocouple channel accuracy was

also checked by multiple measurements at nine points throughout

the ±10 mV input range.

Probes

Assembled probes were characterized over ambient- and dif-

ferential-temperature operating ranges in a temperature-gradient _.

apparatus (gradient chamben) that had an overall height of 3.4 m !

_11 ft) and a diameter of 0.6 m (2 ft). The probes were inserted _
in a gradient tube (2.5 cm internal diameter) in which a positive

or negative temperature field could be developed. A liquid- i

nitrogen bath surrounded the gradient-tube assembly to provide
a constant-temperature heat sink for heat introduced in developing

average and linear differential temperatures. A doubl_-vacuum
shell minimized heatleaks and permitted the probe to be inserted

without unduly disturbing the thermal equilibrium. Thermocouples

_'_
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i I_ and thermopiles in the gradient tube, along with associated _

_ i ] readout instrumentation, provided accuracies of temperature meas-
- urement that approximated those of the heat flow instrument

! Probe-measured differential temperature was-compared with
[ . apparatus-measured differential temperature in the form of a

"shorting" ratio, which was approximately a linear function of the
_ absolute temperature along the gradient; the probes were radia-

: tively coupled to the gradient tube. This shorting ratio varied

from bridge to bridge because of small differences in probe con- ;

_ struction. The probes were tested at mean ambient temperatures

of _05, 225, and 245 K, with linear gradients of 0, 2, and 18 K

across each probe half-section. At least five tests were per-
formed with each flight-instrument probe, including two tests in;
which the probe was integrated with electronics. Tests in the

_ gradient chamber at 0 K checked the zero offset of the gradient

bridges and determined the offset values for the ring bridges, the

i cables of which were shortened during probe assembly. _ach of the

probe heaters was turned on at the 0.002-W level by the electron-

ics to characterize the low-conductivity performance of the probe

_ in an infinitely conducting environment, which the gradient-tube
apparatus represented since it was an almost perfect heat sink.

Thermal conductivity testing was also performed in an appa-

ratus that simulated the properties of the lunar regolith. In
essence, this thermal conductivity test apparatus was a 3.2- by

:_ 0.9-m (10.5- by 3-ft) Dewar flask, with inner-vessel-wall cooling

_: [ to the temperature range 200 to 250 K. A probe boretube extended

: I into a bed of glass microbeads in the inner container. The outer
_ cavity and the boretube were evacuated, and the thermal conductiv-

ity of the glass-bead bed was varied over the anticipated lunar

range by controlling the gas-filling pressure. Two thermal con-
ductivity test units were constructed to permit the simultaneous

testing of the two probes of a heat flow instrument.

Heat Flow Instrument _
l

For functional testing of the probes and the heat flow in-

strument as a whole, thermal simulators were used to provide a

stable temperature environment for the probes in the lunar-

temperature operating range. Each simulator was an ins L11ated con-
tainer 2.5 m (8 ft) deep, filled with solid carbon dioxia_ and

ethanol, in which a heavy metal double boretube was verticall:r

situated. The ethanol fluid stabilized at the temperature of the

subliming dry ice that it surrounded. Because the temperatur,_ of
sublimation is a function of pressure, the fluid temperature

increased with depth to impose a gradient along the boretubes.

: Thermocouples and thermopiles within the metal block measured the

i temperature profile along the tubes. The laboratory thermal sim-

ulator had a compartment for the electronics package so tha_ the

whole instrument could be operated in a vacuum. When inserted
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: into the boretubes, the two probes of the instrument were in a

similar, uncontrolled but slowly changing temperature field; and . f
comparisons could be made of processed measurements on the probe
bridges at given heights in the bath.

A comparable simulator was built into an adjunct of an

'_ 8.3- by 6.2-m (27- by 20-ft) thermal vacuum chamber. During ALSEP :

system testing, the heat flow electronics package was deployed a t
i inside the main chamber, with the probes situated in the stabi-

lized thermal simulator boretubes. The entire ALSEP system,
_ including the heat flow instrument, was exposed to the temperature

conditions of lunar dawn, lunar noon, and l',nar night in a vacuum

N/m 2 - oof 6.7 x 10-6 (5 x 10 8 torr). Cold space was simulated in

the chamber by pumping liquid nitrogen under pressure through

• black, optically tight panels. Solar heat was simulated by the
use of carbon arc lamps, and dust degradation on instrument sur-

faces was simulated by subjecting them to additional IR radiation.

_ Table 10-III presents a comparison of thermal-simulator tem-

perature measurements made in a changing temperature environment

by the heat flow instrument probes and electronics package during

simulated lunar-night testing of the Apollo 16 ALSEP system. The

means of the differences between the temperatures measured by
:; adjacent bridges, which have been corrected for bridge shorting :

ratio, and the standard deviations from the means are tabulated. i

The very small differences noted may have been caused by differ- _
ences in the transient responses of the two probes; by different

probe responses to nonlinear gradients; or by slightly different
temperature fields, the resu].t either of inherent differences

between the apparatus boretubes or of different times of measure-

mer t. Aside from these factors, the probe-measurement differences

reflect the consistency of total instrument calibration, stabili- i
ty, and signal processing. _

The low-sensitivity measurements on the upper gradient brid- i
ges illustrate an effect of datu averaging that is generally seen

in heat flow instrument test results. Although resolution in the

_20 K range is 10 times less thaP in the high-sensitivity range -- J

a fact reflected by the standard deviations _ the averages are

._ about the same in the two ranges. The number of measurements that
did not follow 'this pattern decreased as the number of data cycles _

increased. Thus, system resolution was effectively increased by

multiple-measurement averaging in both the low- and high- !
,, sensitivity ranges. Use of this technique can result in an effec- ,_

:_ tive resolution that is better than analog-to-digital-conversion

quantization would allow for a single measurement. <

_ During the simulated lunar-night test in which these results

were obtained, the probe cables were lying in an uncontrolled

temperature zone. There is little value, therefore, in comparing

thermocouple readings 2, 3, and _. However, the mean of the i
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I measurement differences for the thermocouples situated at the top
i' of the probes (0.073 K) relative to the single-measurement resolu-

_ tion of 0.17 K again demonstrates the data-averaging effect. The

; readings also provide a good comparative check of the
thermocouples.

OPERATIONAL HISTORY

: Apollo 15
• o

._ Probe configuration.- The heat flow probes were not buried '
to the planned depth of the experiment because of difficulties in

' drilling holes into the regolith. A map of the probe placement

. relative to other ALSEP experiments is shown in figure 10-9, and
the subsurface configuration of the probes is shown in fig-
ure 10-10.

Initiation of the experiment.- Times important to the initi-
ation of the Apollo 15 experiment (in 1971) are as follows:

Event Day Hr, G.m.t.

Probe I insertion 212 18.78

[ Probe 2 insertion 213 17.28

Instrument turn-on 212 19.q7

Rin@-brid@e surveys.- In mode I, full sequence, the tempera-
tures at the ring-bridge sensors are not measured. To obtain

measurements at these thermometers, the experiment is periodically

commanded to mode 3 with heaters off, and all bridge sensors are
sampled by sending the appropriate sequence of commands. This

procedure is calle3 a ring-bridge survey. Initially, the surveys '

were taken frequently, every 6 hr; they have been continued to the

present time with a longer interval between samples. The routine

schedule beyond the real-time postmission support is three ring-

bridge surveys weekly.

: I0-27 :
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Conductivity measurements.- During real-time support, conduc-
tivity experiments at low power, 0.002 W, were run on the follow- -,
ing schedule:

Heater on - Heater off -

Heater Depth, Time, Time, ilocation cm
Day hr:min, Day hr:min,

G.m.t. G.m.t.

1971
l ,

H11 35 242 17:00 243 17:00

H12 83 247 05:04 248 16:55

H13 91 238 04:58 239 16:57

H14 138 245 05:01 246 16:55

H23 49 236 05:00 237 17:01

H24 96 250 05:00 251 17:00

1972

aH11 35 073 15:01 075 15:00 I_

b

aH12 83 045 14:42 047 02:26

aThese positions were rerun because they were
strongly affected by diurnal variations, and more

optimal ta,"es were selected to decrease transient

variations during the observation.

Eclipses.- During total eclipses, the experiments are com-
manded into the thermocouples-only mode.

Photo@raphs used in analysis.- The following lunar surface
photographs were used in the analysis: AS15-87-11849, 87-11860,

92-12407 to 92-12409, 92-12416, and 92-12421. These photographs

are available at the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC).

Apollo 16

The cable connecting the heat flow electronics package with

the ALSEP central station was inadvertently broken during ALSEP

deployment activities, rendering the experiment hardware

inoperative.
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• i Apollo 17

_ _ I' Probe configuration:- The probes were both buried to the 'i •
desired depth. A map of the probe placement relative to other

_ ALSEP experiments is shown in figure 10-11 and the configurationi '
{ of the probes in the subsurface is shown in figure I0-12.

: Initiation of the experiment.- Times important to the initia-
; tion of the Apollo 17 experiment (in 1972) are as follows: '

Event Day Hr, G.m.t.
i.

_ _ Probe I insertion 347 02.730

Probe 2 insertion 347 03.133

Instrument turn-on 347 03.033

Ring-bridge surveys.- Ring-bridge surveys are run on approx-

imately the same schedule as that of the Apollo 15 experiment.
1

Conductivity measurements.- All eight experiments at low

i!_ power were run during the real-time support period (1973) by the
following schedule:

f

t.

Heater on - Heater off -

Heater Depth,
location cm Time, Time,

Day hr:min, Day hr:min,

G.m.t. G.m.t.

H11 130 003 05:58 00g 18:00

H12 177 014 00:03 015 11:48 i
5

I

H13 185 021 00:03 022 12:31

i" H14 233 008 06:21 009 16:02

'_ H21 131 005 05:18 007 06:07
_j

_ H22 178 016 12:06 018 00:05

_ _ }723 186 023 00:31 024 12:30

H2g 234 010 05:59 011 17:59

;

?,

On day 25, 1973, at 18:00 G.m.t., H14 was turned on at high

power, 0.5 W. After 3 hr of observation, the ring bridge (DTR12)

_ went off-scale high and the heater was shut off at 20"30 G.m t
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Photographs used in analysis.- The following lunar surface I
photographs were used in the analysis: AS17-134-20493 to 20497,

147-22590 to 22600, 147-22602, and 147-22603. These photographs
are available at the NSSDC.

INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTIONS

Instrument malfunctions as of December 10, 1973, were as

. follows:

1. Apollo 15: The data channel for the reference thermome-

ter stopped operating August 7, 1971. This channel is redundant,
and no data have been lost.

2. Apollo 16: The cable was broken at the ALSEP central

station plug. One probe was deployed. The instrument is
inoperative.

3. Apollo 17: The only significant problem is the very high
noise level of the thermocouples during the lunar day just before
noon.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS I

During the Apollo missions, two heat flow measurement sites

were successfully established on the lunar surface. Both measure-

ment sites are in similar regional settings in the northeast quad-
rant of the Moon. The Taurus-Littrow and Rima Hadley sites are
located in embayments in the mountainous rims of the Imbrium and "_

Serenitatis mascon basins that have been flooded by mare-type

basalts, i _!

Surface brightness temperatures were calculated from the
temperature of the thermocouples suspended several centimeters

above the lunar surface. The mean surface temperature at Rima
Hadley throughout a lunation _"cle is 207 K. The mean temperature

increases with depth very rapidly in the upper few centimeters and _
is approximately 252 K at a depth of 9_ cm. The main reason for _

this increase of 45 K is the predominant role of radiative heat %
transfer in the loosely packed upper layer. During the lunar

night, the surface temperature at Rima Hadley falls to 93 K. From _°

the cooldown history after sunset, it was deduced that the upper
.%

2 cm of the regolith is characterized by a conductivity of

1.5 × 10 -5 W/cm-K. Below this depth, the conductivity increases

rapidly and probably in a continuous manner until it reaches

values of approximately 1.5 x 10-4 _q/cm-K at depths where the i,'

probes are emplaced. _ , i
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I At Taurus-Littrow, the mean surface temperature is 216 K and,
I

as in the case of Rima Hadley, increases a few tens of degrees in

the upper 2 cm so that, at a depth of 67 cm, a mean temperature

of 254 K is measured. The minimum temperature just before lunar
dawn is 103 K, 10 K higher than that at Rima Hadley. This higher

temperature is primarily attributable to the existence of a rela-

tively high conductivity layer at a depth 2 cm below the surface.
From the point of view of thermal properties, the regolith at

l

Taurus-Littrow can be described as two layers: (I) an upper 2-cm,
-5

ioo_ ly packed layer of very low conductivity (1.5 x 10 W/cm-K)
; in which heat transfer by radiation predominates and (2) a lower

layer with much higher conductivity (>1.2 x 10 -4 W/cm-K) and high-

er density (1.8 to 2.0 g/cm3).

Subsurface temperature and conductivity measurements at

depths below 90 cm, where the large diurnal variations are negli-

gibly small, indicate a steady-state heat flow through the surface

at Rima Hadley of 3.1 x 10 -6 W/cm 2 and at Taurus-Littrow of

2.8 x 10 -6 W/cm 2 with an estimated error of ±20 percent. Tempera-

ture and conductivity data are given in tables 10-IV to

10-VIII. These fluxes are deduced from average temperature gradi-

ents in the regolith between 1.3 and 1.7 K/m and an average con-

ductivity in the range of 1.7 x 10-4 to 2.0 × 10-4 W/cm-K.

I Conductivity generally increases with depth in the regolith,
I

although some layering (high conductivity materials overlying

lower conductivity materials) is found at both sites. A conduc-

tivity value of almost 3 x 10-4 W/cm-K was measured at the bottom

of probe I at the Apollo 17 site. In some cases, thermal gradi-
ents decrease with depth in response to the increase in conductiv-

ity. At Taurus-Littrow probe site 2, a large decrease in gradient
with depth is possibly attributable to a large subsurface boulder
close to the probe.

The heat flows at both sites are affected to some extent by

local topography. Preliminary estimates indicate that a correc-
tion of -15 to -25 percent may be applicable to the Taurus-Littrow

i values because of the adjacent massifs. However, a more refined

analysis is required.

The heat flow measured at the two sites is approximately

one-half of the average heat flow of the Earth (6.3 x 10-6 W/cm2).

If these two values are representative of heat flow from the Moon
as a whole, then a heat flow of one-half th_'/ of the Earth

requires a heat production per unit mass for the lunar interior
of more than twice that of the Earth. This statement assumes both

planetary bodies are near steady state so that total surface heat

loss is nearly equal to the present interior heat production.
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Because the long-lived radioisotopes of potassium-40, ura-

nium-235, uranium-238, and thorium-232 are the principal source
of heat in the Earth and Moon, the heat flow results imply a two-
fold to threefold enrichment of uranium in the Moon relative

to that in the Earth. Lunar samples show that the abundance of

potassium relative to uranium is one-third to one-fourth that
' of the Earth so that, in the Moon, uranium is the main contributor

to internal heating. At present, these isotopes must be concen- l

trated in the outer 100 to 200 km of the Moon to avoid extensive

melting at shallow depth.

Reinterpretation of Earth-based measurements of microwave

brightness temperatures using the new data on regolith thermal

and electrical properties will be important in determining the

representativeness of the in situ lunar heat flow measurements.
Additional and more refined microwave observations of the Moon,

especially narrower beamed measurements over discrete portions of

" the lunar disk, would be valuable in determining possible varia-
tions of heat flow over the lunar surface.

LONG-TERM DATA ANALYSIS

Figure 10-13 shows the 3.5-yr absolute temperature histories
at representative Apollo 15 and 17 probe sensors. Three dis-

tinct temporal components are apparent in the data: (I) A diur- 0

:_' nal component (period = 29.53 days) is evident at the sensors
closest to the lunar surface. Below approximately 80 cm, the al-

most 300 K peak-to-peak surface variation is attensated to a level
below the noise of the absolute temperature RLeasurements. (2) Tem-

perature variations of 1-yr period are detectable at all sensors
within 120 cm of the surface. Although the annual variation in

mean surface temperature due to the eccentricity of the Earth-Moon

orbit about the Sun is only approximately 3 K peak-to-peak, the

amplitude attenuation is only 1/412.37 that of the diurnal var-
iation. A significant annual component is evident in the more ac-

curate temperature difference data at depths up to 200 cm at the

Apollo 17 site. (3) At all sensors, there is an aperiodic tempera-
ture rise that is characterized by a decreasing magnitude and in-

creasing time delay before onset at greater depths. These tran-
sients were initiated during experiment emplacement when astronaut

activity disrupted the thermal and radiative properties of the sur-

face material surrounding each borestem. The subsequent effects of

local changes in mean surface temperature are detectable at all
subsurface sensors. It is estimated that reequilibration of the

deepest sensors to the new steady state regime will require 5 to

7 yr.
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I, Refinement of Subsurface Temperature Profiles

The identification and removal of diurnal, annual, and tran-
sient variations and the corrections for shallow sensor radial

fluxes allow reliable temperature profiles to be calculated at the

i Apollo 15 probe 2 site and the upper section of probe I. Only the

probe 1 lower-section results have been previously reported for

Apollo 15. Figure 10-14 shows the steady-state temperature pro- l

• files at the Apollo 15 and 17 sites. Corrections at the Apollo 15

probe I lower section and at both Apollo 17 stations due to tran-

sient and annual effects were quite small (less than 5 percent)

: and the results are largely unchanged from those reported previ-

ously (refs. 10-I and 10-2).

The temperatures shown at 65 cm at the Apollo 17 stations are _ j"

thermocouple measurements that are _ubstantially less accurate
than the probe sensor results. E_ _p_ for probe 2 of Apollo 17

(65-cm temperature), all profiles are remarkably linear, suggest-

ing a vertical uniformity of bulk regolith thermal properties at
probe depths. The gradients indicated were calculated from a

linear least squares fit to the probe sensor results. The anoma-

lously low gradient at the Apollo 17 probe 2 appears to increase
significantly at shallower depths and may indicate a local disturb-

ance to the heat flow, because no comparable change in thermal con-
ductivity is indicated by the analysis.

Revised Regolith Conductivity and Lunar Heat Flow ,

The determination of regolith conductivity from the revised

diffusivity results requires specification of the regolith volu- !
metric heat capacity. The specific heat of a number of lunar par-

ticulate samples have been measured (ref. 10-3). Results indicate

substantial variation with temperature but almost . _ variation from

sample to sample. A value of 0.67 W-sec/g-K, measureC at 250 K,
is used for all probe depth conductivity calculations. ,_

The bulk densities of drill core samples have been reported
by Carrier (ref. 10-4). The results from the Apollo 15 drill core

indicate densities that range from 1.7_ to 1.84 g/cm 3 from depths :

of 40 to 160 cm. Because of disruption of the soil during drill-

ing, these data probably re_r_,_t minimum estimates of the in situ

_ values. Maximum density measurements on Apollo 15 soils of 1.89 ±

i i 0.03 g/cm 3 were obtained by Carrier (ref. 10-4). Thus, a reason-

I able range of densities to use for converting the Apollo 15 diffu-

_ sivity estimates to thermal conductivities is 1.75 to 1.90 g/cm 3.
Similar results for Apollo 17 soils lead to an estimated range of

cm 3i_ 1.83 to 2.09 g/ .
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Revised results are shown in figure 10-15. On the left, the ]
; thermal conductivities deduced from the long-term analysis are com-

pared with the point measurements made by the heater experiment de-
signed into the probe and reported earlier. Notice that these new
determinations are significantly lower than the earlier measure-
ments. The fact that the difference be-_een the old and new meas-

urements increases with depth suggests that the difference may be

due to increasing compaction of the regolith around the drill stem i _
as the stem penetrated deeper and deeper.

%

- Revised (solid line) and preliminary (dashed lines) heat flow
results are shown at the right in figure 10-15. The lowered heat
flow values are a_counted for almost entirely by the revised con- _
ductiviuy determinations. At the Apollo 15 site, a heat flow value

cm 2of 2.1 pW/ is the mean of the two probe measurements; and, at _

_W/cm 2Apollo 17, the probe I value of 1.6 is considered the more
reliable measurement. Errors of the measurements, deriving primar-
ily from the resolution constraints of the annual wave diffusivity
deductions, are estimated at ±15 percent.

r.

FUNCTIONAL FLOW OF DATA REDUCTION
?

A flow diagram for the reduction of one lunation of data is
_ given in figure 10-16. Descriptions of the computer programs are I

given in the following paragraphs.

PROG6 (Diagnostic Dump of JSC Tape)

The PROG6 program reads the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center (JSC) tape and prints the header records and the data
records on an online printer. The printout includes record num-

ber, time, station identification, bit error rate, data rate, _i
frame number, and ALSEP word 33 (that is, word 33 (o_-dinal) of the _
64 10-bit binary words (640 bits) that constitute one frame of the

• ALSEP bit stream which spans an interval of 54/90 sec). The ALSEP '.
word 33 is given as a decimal equivalent of 10 binary bits. The _:
program recognizes end of tape (EOT) marks and will call exit upon ,- i
encountering one. The following errors generate error messages:

I. Permanent read error in a record (code = 3)

2. Short record (code = 7)

3. Long record (code = 5)

10-3q, -- :
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i' PROG8 (Intermediate Reduction) and Intermediate Data File

The PROG8 program reads the JSC tape and prints the header
record on an online printer. Further (optional) printout includes

record numbers (in and out), time, station identification, bit J

error rate, data rate, frame number, and ALSEP word 21 (that is,

word 21 (ordinal) of the 64 10-bit binary words (640 bits) that
constitute one frame of the ALSEP bit stream which spans an inter-

val of 54/90 sec). The ALSEP word 21 is given as a decimal equiv-

alent of 10 binary bits. The program recognizes rOT marks and

will call exit and rewind the JSC (input) tape upon encountering
an rOT. The following errors generate error messages and stop
execution:

I. Permanent read error in a record (code = 3)

2. Short record (code = 7)

3. Long record (code = 5)
%

The output of this program, which is stored in the "Intermediate

data file (disk file 19)," is the same data that appear in the

(optional) printout.

The usual sampling sequence for the HFE (mode I, sub-

i sequence 1; or full sequence) includes all the data points except_" those for the ring bridges. A full sequence covers an interval
of 7.2 min in the ALSEP bit stream. (Two consecutive ALSEP 21

words are required for one "N-value"; four consecutive N-values
- constitute one data point; one full sequence consists of 16 con-

secutive data points; and the HFE has allocated to it frames 0
through 15 of every 90 frames (54 sec).) The routine reduction

proced_ire only stores every eighth usable full sequence of data in
file 19. If the full density option is being exercised, or if the

s_mpling sequence is other than usable mode I sub-sequence I, all i
the available data are stored in file 19. There are also provi-

sions for printing and/or storing and/or dumping bad or unusable
data if such is desired.

PROGP (Complete Reduction) and Reduced Data File

The PROGP program reads the "Intermediate data file (disk
file 19)" and reduces the ALSEP 21 words to temperatures and tem-

perature differences. The reduced data for one lunation are

stored on tape and in disk file 17. Associated with each complete
sequence of data points is the time corresponding to when the

sequence began and a code word containing mode, sub-sequence, and

heater state. (The disk data contain the mode and sub-sequence
information implicitly and do not contain the heater state infor- "

mation. ) The routine reduction procedure reduces all the data 1
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that are in disk file 19 unless it i_ considered necessary to

L reduce the data density further (e.g., to satisfy storage require-

ments (2400 records in disk file 17 or one tape per ._natio_)) in
which case any desired density can be obtained for a particular

sampling mode and sub-sequence. The online printout for PROGP con- i
sists of mode changes, reduced data sequences (optional), and/or

errors that occur therein (optional), and/or bad or unusable data

(optional). There are also provisions for storing and/or dumping

bad or unusable data if desired.

, DATAL (Postreduction Processing), Lunation Printout,
and Lunation Plots

The DATAL (datalook) program has three independent functions
all of which operate on or from disk file 17 (reduced data for
one lunation) :

I. Reading the reduced data tape for a lunation and storing

the data in file 17_ This function is rarely used and is intended J
primarily to cover mistakes in the routine postreduction

_ processing.

2. Printing all the reduced data for one lunation on the

online printer from file 17. Two copies of this printout are

: routinely made; one for the permanent reduced data file at the

Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory (L-DGO) and one for NASA.

_ The printout format consists of two identical title pages that

specify lunation, days of the year spanned by the lunation, an_
the year in which the lunation occurs, followed by the lunat'on

data in the following three sets.

a. Probe I data for modes I and 2 with summary
statistics.

b. Probe 2 data for mode_ 1 and 2 with summary
statistics, i

c. Mode 3 data for both probes with summary statistics

3. Plo_ting all the reduced data for one lunation from disk

file 19. The oriqinal plot is stored in the L-DGO permanent

reduced data file. Three 50-percent (black-and-white) reproduc-

tions are made for distribution to the principal investigators and

other interested people. The data for each sensor (or pair of
sensors in the case of gradients) are plotted separately except

for the thermocouples, four of which are superposed on one grid

with the reference bridge temperature for that probe. 'the plots

are arranged to facilitate comparison of sensor data for different
sensors. Superposed on the time axis of each plot is a Sun angle
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I_. grid fGr relating sensor data _.:ith the Sun's position as seen from
the experiment.

HFA21, HFA22, and the Master Disk Files

The HFA21 and HFA22 programs transfer to master disks OA21
(probe I) and OA22 (probe 2), respectively, the lunation of data

resic'ing in the reduced data file (disk file 17). The data for

each pair of sensors are stored in a separate file except in the
case of tnermocouples, which are all stored in one file with the

corresponding reference bridge temperature for that probe. The

data in each file are in chronological order. There is also a

filr of file pointers for bookkeeping purposes. When the data are

transferred, two modifications are performed.

I. The correct time for each data point is computed by

adding a constant to the time the data point sequence began, where
the constant depends on when the data point occurs in the se-

quenc, . This correct time is stored with the data on the master
disk.

2. The temperatures and temperature differences are con- _
verted to integer values, which permits storage of up to 3 yr of

data for one probe on one disk.

I THE L-DGO MASTER DISK ORGANIZATION

For each experiment, all data are stored on two L-DGO master

disks, one for each probe. Each disk can hold approximately 3 yr

of data, and each disk consists of six files that are described
as follows.

I
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Maximum

number of f

Length of records

File Description of data 2 record in file

3
I T and AT of upper section q disk words 30 000

gradient bridge

2 T and AT of lower section 4 disk words 30 000

gradient bridge

3 Thermocouple temperatures 8 disk words 30 000

4 T and AT of upper section 4 disk words 1 200

ring bridge

; 5 T and AT of lower section 4 disk words 1 200
?

:- ring bridge 4

7 Present record count for each 7 disk words I

file and time of last

record on disk

c"

THE L-DGO NSSDC TAPES

The L-DGO tapes prepared for NSSDC are described heze.
Machine format specifications: 7 track, 800 bpi, standard IBM

interrecord gap, odd parity, data convert "on," translate "off."
There is no end of file.

2The first t'o disk words in each record on files I to 7

give the time in milliseconds since 00:00 January I, 1971, for

Apollo 15; since 00:00 January I, 1972, for Apollo 17 as a float- :_

ing point variable.

3To save space, the data are converted from real to integer

format by multiplying by an appropriate power of 10 and truncating
the meaningless fractional part (which is smaller by an order of <

magnitude than the precision of the apparatus).

4Each data point in this file is the average of about 10

• contiguous values measured during a ring-bridge survey. _
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I Data organization: There is one 183-m (600-ft) tape for each

probe, and there are five groups of data on each tape. (Size of

": physical record for each group equals 100 logical records.)

Size of

Grou£ Type of data logical record

_ 1 Time, T, and AT of upper section 3 real words

; gradient bridge ,
F

: 2 Time, T, and AT of lower section 3 real words

gradient bridge

_ 3 Time, T, and AT of upper section 3 real words

ring bridge

Time, T, and AT of lower section 3 real words
&

ring bridge

t

5 Time, blank, reference bridge and 7 real words

thermocouple temperatures

Each tape contains data for a period of I yr.

As a year of reduced L-DGO data become available, the data
!

are transferred t_ a magnetic tape (one for each probe) from the

master disks with no modifications or editing. These tapes with
documentation are sent to NSSDC.
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TABL£ tO-IV.- APOLLO 15 HFE SUBSURFACE _EMPERA_UB£ DATA

(a) Temperature difference measurements

Equilibrium Corrected Annual rave
Bridge Interval, temperature temperature correction,

_ cm difference, K difference, Zz K

Prcbe 1

DTG12 91 to 138 0.803 0.833 -0.37

DTR12 100 tO 129 .484 .479 -.28

*The effect of the annual wave on Sept. 29, 1971, has been removed.
J

5

_ (b) Absolute temperature measurements

Equilibrium Corrected

SenEor ty_e Depth, temperature, temperature,
cm K K

Frobe 1

ilatinum resistance 91 252.2C 252._6 ,

Platinum resistance 100 252.33 252.33

Platinum resist_nce 129 252.81 252.SI

i Platinum resistance 138 2_3.00 253.01 ]
L
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; TABLE IO-V.- APOLLO 17 HFE SUBSURFACE T_RPEP_TURE DATA

(a) Temperature difference measurements I

Interval, Equilivrius temperature Correcte_ temperature Annual wave
Bridge cs difference i, K differ_nc_ z, K correction,

Probe '

DTG11 130 to 177 O.T07 0.755 -0.027
DTRI_ 139 to 168 ._35 ._67 -.e18
DTG12 185 to 233 .533 ._9 -,001
DTB12 19_ to 22q .322 .326 <.001 :

Probe 2 ;

DTG21 131 t_ 178 0.370 0.390 -0.027 -
: DTR21 1_6 to 169 .218 .223 -.018
, DTG22 186 to 23_ .336 .3_9 -.001

DTB22 195 to 225 .206 .212 <.001

'The error associated with extrapolating to equilibrium temperature
differences is ,0.003 K.

aThe uncertainty introduced b] t_ese corrections Is 6stieated to be
12 percent.

(b) Absolute teiperature measurements

Oept.I u libr u. 1  orrec e e.pera,,re'Sensor type cs temperatures, K K

Probe 1

Thereocouple TC_ 66 25_.20 25_.20
Platinum resistance 130 255.06 255._2
Platinum resistance 139 255.19 255.17
Platinum resistance 168 255.62 255.6Q
Platinum resistance 177 255.76 255.78
Platinum resistance 185 255.91 255.91
Platinum resistance 19_ 256.03 256.0U
Platinum resistance 22_ 256.36 256.37
Platinum resistance 233 256.4_ 256.47

Probe 2

Thermocouple TC_ 57 I 25_.7C 25_.70
Platinum resistance 131 256.07 256.05
Platinum resistance IUO 256.09 256.0q

Platinum resistance 16q I 256.31 2£6.31

Platinum resistance 17'_ I 256._ 256,_Platinum resiltance 186 , 256._8 2_6._e
Platinum resistance 195 I 256.52 255.51
Platinum resi_tance 225 I 256.73 256.72

Platinum resistance 23_ J 256.82 256.8_

tThe accuracy o! extrapolated absolute tamper.tares is tO.05 K for the
platings resistances.

rThe co[rect£on foe the annual wave to be appliod to the th,reccouFle
is 0.0_ _.
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TABLE 10-VII.- RESULTS OF THE CONDUCT_TITY EXPFRIB_NTS

)
i "

Heater ,epth. Conductivity.* Contact conductance.Z
location cm W X 10-4/cm-K W X 10-4/cmZ-K '_

6 " Apollo 17 probe 1

Hll 130 2.50 1.4
H12 177 1.72 1.6
H13 185 1.79 1.q -"
H14 233 2.95 1.2

Apollo 17 probe 2 [

H21 131 2.06 1.6
H22 178 2.36 1.1
R23 186 2.64 1.5 :

B2Q 23_ 2.24 2.3

: Apollo 15 probe I

' Bll 35 1 .ql 0.8 _ ) •J

: B12 83 2.11 .8
H13 91 1.60 .9

H14 138 2.50 1.0

Apollo 15 probe 2 :

B23 49 1.46 0..= _
H2U3 96 2.43 .6

: *The estimated error of conductivity measurement is t15

percent.
2Estimated error is x20 percent. In the theoretical _odel,

the thickness of the contact zone is 2 mm.

3It is probable that a s_ction of broken korestem lies just
outside this location so that the uncertainty of this measuremePt
is very large.

<
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TABLE 10-VIII.- HEAT FLOW DA_

.. Depth Temperature Average Heat flow,

interval, gradient, conductivity, W X I0-6/cm 2

cm K/cm W X 10-*/cm-K

- Apollo 17 probe I

66 to 130 0.0130 1.60 2.10

_ 130 to 177 .0158 1.79 2.83
139 to 168 .0163 1.72 _.80
185 tc 233 .0118 2.39 2.81
194 to 224 .0113 2.118 2.81

_ I 66 to 233 .01_0 1.80 2.50

_ Jpollo 17 probe 2

67 to 131 0.0210 1.50 3.10
131 to 178 .0082 2.26 1.86
140 to 169 .0078 2.30 1.79
186 to 234 .0076 2.50 1.89
195 to 225 .0074 2.53 1.87

' 67 to 234 .0130 2.00 2.50

_pollo 15 probe 1

91 to 138 0.0175 1.78 3.11
• 100 to 129 .0166 1.68 _.82

- !

"_ i J

t
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Figure 10-1 .- Optimum site configuration for lunar HFE.
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Figure I0-2.- Gradient-sensor construction. ; :
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Figure 10-4.- Half-probe end section.
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>' Figure 10-11.- Apollo 17 ALSEP experiment geometry.
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' 0 Apollo 15, probe1

: A Apollo 15, probe2 15-1
• 15-10 • Apollo 17, probe1

• ! ll
15-2

15i2

50 /% • Apollo 17, probe2 I
: 17"2 17"2

' 0 (15-1)
I

_o I
10o- I I

! I
f . 17-1 -1 (17-1)

. 0
0

I "

zso - - I I ..

• A I I
, • A I I :/
: 200- - I lI

I I
& • I I

I i 17-2 (Ref. 10-2) '_" 250 L I I I I I I I '_
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 4

: Conductivity,WxlO'4/cm-K Heat flow, WxlO "6 /

Figure I0-15.- Revised conductivity values are shown on the left _-
as solid lines over the intervals where applicable. The short-
term point measurements (ref. 10-2) are shown for comparison.
The revised heat flow values (solid lines) are shown on the i

right together with the preliminary results (dashed lines) that
were based on interpolation of the short-term conductivity mea-
surements. (Mission and probe numbers are designated 15-I, 15-2,
etc. )

I
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-_ PROG6 --- PrintoutofJSCtape

1. DiagnosticdumpofanALSEPHFEdatatape

(onlydoneif routineprocessingbyPROG8is
" notpossible)

i " PROG8 " (diskfile 191 1"[. Intermediatereduction

[ii. ComgletLreduction

_: I Intermediate _ Reduceddata(tape)I _-Reduceddata11(diskfile 171 (stepsI'1 andIT] are repeatedon

•: datafile
(diskfile ]9) --I consecutivetapesuntil a full lunab_n h

hasbeenr_duced.)

n/. Postreductionpr,)cessin9

:. IReduceddm (tape,I I Ephemerisdata]

' _ _ _"_ DATAL Lunation '_:, - printouts ,

_ Masterfilefor probe] (diskOA2])Iq,_4-"!-'_SS DCfile (tape)I :

I,.--,,_22._]---_ Masterfile forprobe2 (diskOA2"Z)J...I _ In houseanalyslsJ
l

• Notpartof routineprocessing:onlydoneif necessar_t.

Figure 10-16.- Flow diagram for reduction of one lunation of data.
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11. CHARGED-PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT _XPE_ISENT

The charged-particle lunar environment experiment
(CPLEE) instrument is designed to measure the charged-
particle fluxes impacting the lunar surface from a variety i _
of sources. The instrument contains two similar physical

charged-particle analyzers, two different prcgramable high-
voltage supplies, twelve 20-bit accumulators, and
appropriate conditioning and shifting circuitry. •

DESCRIPTION !

Each physical analyzer contains five C-shaped channel %
! electron multipliers with a nominal aperture of I mm each _

and one helical channel electron multiplier with a nominal
aperture of 8 Bm. These multipliers are shown schematically .
in figure 11-I.

_s shown in figure 11-I, incident particles enter an
[ , analyzer through a series 9f slits and then pass _etween two

I deflection plates across which a voltage can be applied.
: I Thus, at a given deflection voltage, the five small-aperture

electron multipliers _ake a five-point measurement of the
energy spectrum of charged particles of a qiven polarity

• (e.g., electrons}, while, simultaneously, the large-aperture
electron multiplier makes a single wide-band measurement of

particles with the opposite polarity.

In the CPEEE, the deflection-plate voltage is stepped

through a sequence of eight levels (including a background _
: step and a calibration step) resulting in a measurement of I

ion and electron energies in 15 steps between 40 eV and 20
key each 19.2 sec. The deflection-plate voltage can be i- i

stopped by ground command on any of the eight levels to !
_ concentrate on a particular range of particle energy with II I

higher time resolution (2., sec). ;

The instrument contains two particle analyzers, A and
B• Analyzer A points toward the lunar vertical and analyzer
B points 60 ° from the vertical toward the lunar west•

The CPLEE was deployed on the lunar surface at lunar
coordinates 3o40 ' S latitude and 17o27 ' W longitude on
F_bruary 5, 1971 Leveling and east-west orientation to

L 1 1-3 _'
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' within _1o were accolplished with a bubble level and a Sun
compass, i

DRTA AND OPERATIONAL HISTORY
t

The CPLEF. was first commande8 on February 5, 1o31. The
; " following is a brief chronology of its operational history.

February 5, 1971 The CPLEE was first commanded

i

,. April 8, 1971 The CPLEE Channeltron power ,
supply for analyzer B failed_

_ operation continued with ¢.
-_ analyzer A only.

" June 6, 1971 The CPLEE Channeltron power
: supply for analyzer A par-
;_ tially failed, and the CPLEE
,- was commanded off. :

January to November 1972 The CPL_E operated during -"
_. periods of lunar night only.

High daytime temperatures
-_ caused low voltage condition _

, in analyzer A Channeltron _ i :
: _ power supply.

L

December 1972 to March 1973 The CPLEE was restored to con-
tinuous opera%ion with '_

-_. analyzer A only. -

March 1973 to present Analyzer A Channeltron ? T .
supply fails to operat_

)- under lunar-day conditiocs.

Operation is possible only .;
' at lunar night. _ .:

_' DATA SETS AND AVAILABILITY THROUGH NSSDC
,3
s

\

_: The following data are available frol the National ._
Space Science Data Center (NSSDC). ..

': I. Complete instrusent an_ data tape docusentation

2. Data tapes for the periods Yebruar T 5 to June 6,
1971; July 31 to August 12, 1972; and December '_, 1972, to

?' l
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: , March 2, 1973. (The periods include the one for the August
], 1972 solar flare event.)L

I /
3= Five-rain averaged plots of the count rates of the

200-eV electron channel for the period February 5, 1971, to
March 12, 1971 (These plots, available on microfilm, show a

typical passage of the instrument through the various

regions of space in the course of a lunar orbit.)
t

U. Ephemeris data tape for the years 1971, 1972, and
1973

DATA EXAMPLE

A example of CPLEE data showing passage from the
, magnetosheath into the magnetotail is shown in figure 11-2.
' Prior %o 02:00, CPL_ was in the magnetosheath as indicated

• by high, erratic electron fluxes. Between 02:00 and 03:00,

; multiple boundary crossings are observed (see the 40-eV

electron trace): after 03:00, CPLEE was in the magnetotail
as indicated by the low, stable 40-eV electron levels %ha%

are due to lunar-surface photoelectrons. The top two traces

.: are the longitude (phi) and latitude (theta) of the magnetic

:- field measured by the Explorer 35 magnetometer. The
_ l enhancements in the _00-eV electron flux and 2-key ion flux

I observed between 04:00 and 24:00 represent encounters with
:; ' the plasma sheet.

[

TEE CPLEE DATA TAPE FORMAT

The data tape records are organized around the CPLFE

deflection voltage cycles. The tapes are seven-track, 556 ,

bpi, binary, odd parity with 1110-word physical recor@s. A
logical record contains timing and housekeeping information

and 96 data words. The 96 data words represent either one

: CPLEE cycle in the automatic mode (19.2 sec) or eight CPLE_

cycles (2.4 sec/cycle) in the manual mode. Words to

: identify the deflection voltage step and polarity are also
" included.

. Each _ata tape begins with a 4-word header record

! w. "ten in odd parity and SDS-92 internal code. The label
is "CPLEE ALSEP APOLLO 14." All periods when the instrument

was _cf are deleted from the tape, and each tape contains 4

day_ of da+.a beginning at day n, 17:44:00, and ending at
dam n �4,17:43:59.

' 11-5
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Each logical record is constructed as follows, with 10
logical records per physical record. I

Word number _B_!i_

I Days (day I = Jan. I)

2 Hours

" 3 Minutes

: 4 Milliseconds

L 5 tO 100 Data array
[

101 Mode and step indicator

102 Last valid line (manual}

103 Not applicable

, 104 Not applicable

•: 105 Year

106 Not applicable I

107 Analyzer B Channeltrcn '
power supply voltage

108 Analyzer A Channeltron
power supply voltage

' 109 dc/dc converter voltage

110 Physical analyzer temperature, °C

111 Electronics temperature, oc

_, Data Array (Words 5 to 100)

: 1, Automatic mode:

lun_c i a

: 5 to 10 AnalTzer A, +3500, channels I to 6

11 to 16 Analyzer B, +3500, channels 1 tO 6

17 tO 22 Analyzer A, +350, channels 1 to 6

11-6
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23 to 28 Analyzer B, +350, channels 1 to 6

; 29 to 34 Analyzer A, +35, channels I to 6

35 to _0 Analyzer B, +35, channels I to 6 :

: 41 to 46 Analyzer A, +0, channels I to 6

* 47 to 52 Analyzer B, +0, channels I to 6

53 to 58 Analyzer A, -3500, channels I to 6

59 to 64 Analyzer B, -3500, channels I to 6 "

65 to 70 Analyzer A, -350, channels I to 6
>

71 to 76 Analyzer B, -350, channels I to 6

77 to 82 Analyzer A, -35, channels I to 6

83 to 88 Analyzer B, -35, channels I to 6

t

89 to 94 Analyzer A, -0, channels I to 6
I

I 95 to 100 Analyzer B, -0, channels I to 6

2. Manual mode:

/

5 to 10 Analyzer A, channels I to 6 i
%

11 to 16 Analyzer B, channels I to 6 +_

i'
[ This sequence is repeated seven times to fill the data

array. If the instrument returns to the automatic mode or

_. changes deflection voltage before the eight cycles are

completed, the remainder of the array will be filled with
zeros.

Mode and Identification Bits (Word 101)

1. Automatic mode: If the instrument is in the "

automatic mode, the 2gth bit (2a31 will _e set to "I" and
all other bits to "0." i

_ 11-7 '
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2. Manual mode: If the instrument is in the manual
: mode, the 2qth bit will be "0" and the lowest-order four

bits will indicate the deflection voltage ste_ according to /
the following:

16 lq 1110 +3500
l

14 12 1100 +350

12 10 1010 +35

10 8 1000 Ì�06 6 0110 -3500

O_ 4 0100 -350

02 2 0010 -35

O0 0 0000 -0

When checking to determine if the instrument i_ in
manual mode or automatic mode, simply check if word 101 is
greater than, or less than, 100.

{ .
last Valid line (Word 1021

1

The last valid line word (_ord 102) is an integer frcm
I to 8, which is the number of the last valid line in the •
data array. Because all lines are valid in the automatic
mode, this value is significant only in the manual mode.
Normally, eight manual cycles are packed into a logical
unit, but a data gap or a change in mode or deflection i
voltage will abort the packaging process. Therefore, some
logical units will have fewer than eight flues of good,
time-consecutive data in them, and this parameter tells how
many lines are good.

Year (Wood 105)

The year word is a binary integer for the data year;
that is, 1971.

Housekeeping (Words 107 to 111) :',

The housekeeping data have all been multiplied by 100
tO preserve two decimal _laces in the binary integer for=.

,,_.
I

11-8 i
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_ape Termination

TaFes are terminated with two IBM end-of-file {ECF)
marks. / ;

CPLEE EPHEMERIS TAP_ EESCRIPTICN

(NSSDC: 71-008C-08B) f

l J

The various ephemeris parameters appropriate for CfIEE
are written on a seven-track, 556-bpi tape in binary integer

36-bit format. The data are computed for each 2-hr i

interval, and %he results for a 2-hr interval comprise one
record. _here is no header record, and there are _380

records per file (12 X 365 = 4380). Data are supplied for
the years 1971, 1972, and 1973, but data for December 31,

1972, have been omitfed. Ephgmeris data for the years 1971,
1972, and 1973 are combined on one tape; the data for each

year are set off by EOF marks. Each record contains these
q3 words.

0. Control Word

1. Year

S

2. Day Day I = Jan. I

I :3. Hour O0 to 22 in steps of 2

OMEGA t The angle between the

analyzer A look direction _
and the Sun

5. OMEGP The angle between the

analyzer B lock directicn
and the Sun i ;

6. THETA = The anq1_ between the analyzer '
A look direction and the Sun

?

projected intc the Y-Z _lane ._
of the instrument '_

_AII angles are in degrees. Words _ to _0 were :
multiplied by 100 before conversion to integer for writing t"

on tapel for example, 29.73 would appear a_ 2973 on ta_e.
=In the instrument coordinate system, Z is toward the

local vertical, X is toward lunar east, and Y is toward i
lunar north.

11-9
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7. PHIA s The angle between analyzer A [
and the Sun projected into •I
the X-Z plane of the /

'- instrument

• 8. THETB3 The angle between analyzer B
and the Sun projected into
the X-Z plane of the

: instrament #

: 9. PHIB The angle between analyzer B
_: and the Sun projected into

the ¥-Z plane of the
instrument (_ecause the

_' analyzer A and B look
directions both lie within

the instrument X-Z plane,
THETA is identical to
PHIB.)

: 10. DSMA The projection of CMEGA onto
the plane of the ecliptic

'- 11. PSMB The projection of CMEGB onto
.- the plane of the ecliptic

12. LAMDA The angle between analyzer A I
_" look direction and the Earth I

13. LAMD_ The angle between analyzer B
look direction and the _arth

la. LLT Local lunar time (LLT) (The
angle between the lunar
meridian of the instrument
and the instantaneous lunar
midnight meridian. LIT = 0o
at local midnight_
LLT = 180 ° at local lunar

noon.)

15. HA Hour angle, LL_ expressed in
units of hours with
360 ° = 24 hr

rise and sunset. During lunar night, PHIA = 720 ° end
THETB = 780 ° .

, 11o10
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_ .i
16 _TAM4 Time in hours after local

_ I lvnar midnight

17. TBS_ Time in hours before local sun- /
rise, based on a smooth Moon

(Time is positive bGfore,
;, _ative after, sunrise.

i Actual sunrise at the Apollo
14 site is 5 hr 30 m_n later *

• i than that predicted due to ,
topographic features•)

18. TBLN Time in hours before local

'_ i lunar noon

19. _BSS Time in hours before local
lunar smooth-Moon sunset

i (Actual sunset at _he Apollc
i lq site occurs 2 hE 30 Kin _

before prediction.)

20. SELDAS Solar ecliptic latitude of the
look direction of analTzer !
A, positive vhen icoking
northward out of the plane
of the ecliptic

, 21. S_LCE Solar ecliptic latitude of the
look direction of analyzer B i

22. SELODA Solar ecliptic longitude of
the look direction of

analyzer A i

23. S_LCDB Solar ecliptic longitude cf
: the look directicn of

analyzer B i_

i
24. SEA The angle betveen the line

from the larth to the Sun
and the line from the larth
to &LS_P

hours 708 hr. All times are in hours•

sStandard geocentric solar ecliptic (SE) and so_ ._..
magnet.spheric (SM) coordinates are used; X-axis is pcsitive _
from Earth to Sun in SE and SM; Z-axis is pcsitive north _ . ,

i from ecliptic plane in SE, positive north in plane contain- _
in, X-axis, and tilted geomagnetic _ipole axls in SM. -

& 11-11
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, 25. E£A Solar ecliptic latitude of the
instrument

26. SELCA Solar ecliptic longitude of /
the instrument i_

_ 27. £_ Not applicable
%

28. SNEA Solar magnetospheric latitude
of the instrument ' _

29. SM[O_ Solar magnetospheric longitude
of the instrument

t

30. SMLCA

Solar magnetospheric latitude
31 SM£EB and longitude, respectiwely,

" of the look directions of _

_ 32. SHECDA analyzers A and B, respec- "
tively

33. SM_CEB

34. XSM _ '_

Geocentric solar magnetospherlc
_ 35. YSM ccordinates in units of

Earth radii of the instru-
36. ZSM merit positicn _

_' 37. XSE _

J
Geocentric solar-ecl_ptic

38. YSE coordinates in units cf
Earth radii of the instru- :_

39. ZSE Bent pcsiticn !

40. ZSMRE 6 The distance frcm the neutral :_

sheet in the Bussell-Ercdy _
model (This is o_ly COB- ,
puted for XSM < 0 and v
YSN S 11 Re. Otherwise, _
ZSMaE = ZSM.) 4'

v

Ul. C ,trol word "_

Q2. Control word
P
C

• All distances are in units of Farth radii Re <

11"12
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SOMHARY OF K_ _SOLTS

1. The photoelectron sheath surrounding the sunli_
lunar surface was measured.

2. Particle fluxes assoc%ated with artificial lunar

impact events were measured.
J

_. The crJaracteristics and distribution of the _lasma
sheet at the lunar orbit were determined.

o

= ' 4. Penetrating proton and hot electron fluxes
associated with the August 1972 solar flare event were _

: measured o

5. The response of the magnetospheric tail to
' qeomagnetic _tcrms was investigated.
>

6. The characteristics of the magnetosheath and
magnetopause electron fluxes were measured.

I

11-13
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Collimating sl;ts
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Fiqure ii-i.- The CPLEE physical analyzer.
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_'igureii-2.- Ex_m})leof CPLEE data showing passage from the
magnetosheath into the magnetotail.
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I 12. COLD CATHODE GAGE EXPERIMENT

The cold cathode gage experiment (CCGE) was included in the

Apollo lunar surface experiments package (ALSEP) on the Apollo 12,

13, 14, and 15 missions. The Apollo 12 instrument failed after

only a few hours of operation, and the Apollo 13 package was not

deployed because of spacecraft problems and the cancellation of
the lunar landing. :

OBJECTIVES

Although the lunar atmosphere is known to be tenuous, its

existence cannot be doubted because the solar wind striking the

lunar surface constitutes one source, and there may be other
sources as well. The most significant source of lunar atmosphere,

if it were to prove detectable, would be degassing from the inte-

rior. Such degassing would constitute useful information on how
planetary atmospheres originate.

I •The gas concentration at the lunar surface must depend on the

balance between source and loss mechanisms as well as on proper-
ties of diffusion over the lunar surface. The dominant loss mech-

anisms for lunar gases are thermal escape for particles lighter

than neon and escape through interaction with the solar wind after
photoionization has occurred for neon and heavier particles. The !

gas particles lighter than neon have such high thermal velocities

that a significant fraction of them can escape from the gravita-

tional field of the Moon owing to their greater-than-escape veloc-

ity. The average lifetime on the Moon for helium is approximately

10 4 sec. Heavier particle_, with lower thermal velocites, have

longer lifetimes; the lifetime for neon is approximately 1010 sec,

and the lifetime for heavier particles is much longer.

Particles exposed to solar ultraviolet radiation become

\

ionized in approximately 10 7 sec; once ionized, the particles are
accelerated by the electric field associated with the motion of

• ?the solar wind The i,.itial acceleration is at right angles to ._
the direction of both the solar wind and the embedded magnetic

field; then, the direction of motion is deviated by the magnetic ,i

! field so that the ionized parti_le acquires an average velocity
equal to the solar-wind-velocity component perpendicular to _he

embedded magnetic field. The time required for this _cceleration

is approximately the ion gyro period in the embedded magnetic

i _ 12-3
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field. The radii of gyration for most ions are comparable to or

greater than the lunar radius. As a consequence of this accelera- I

tion process, particles in the lunar atmosphere are largely swept

away into space within a few hundred seconds (the ion gyro period)
after becoming ionized. Thus, the time required for ionization

regulates the loss process, which results in lifetimes for parti-

cles in the lunar atmosphere on the order of 107 sec.

The CCGE was included in the ALSEP to evaldate the amount 9f

gas present on the lunar surface. The amount of gas observed cdn _
be compared with the expectation associated with the solar-wind

source to obtain an indication of whether other sources of gases
are present. Contamination from the lunar module (LM) and fro,, the

astronaut suits constitutes an additional source, but one that

• should decrease with time in an identifiable way. In the long run,

measurements of the actual composition of the lunar atmosphere
should be made with a mass spectrometer to examine constituents of

particularly great interest geochemically and to identify and

discriminat_ _gainst contaminants from the vehicle system.

INSTRUMENTATION

The vacuum gage included in the ALSEP is a cold cathode

_ ionization gage; the general configuration is shown in fig-

• ure 12-1. The envelope and electrodes are stainless steel. An I _

axial magnetic field of approximately 0.09 T (900 G) is provided
• by a permanent magnet. The orifice was closed, but not sealed,

with a spring-loaded cover that was released by an electrical

impulse to a squib motor. To reduce the possible effects of the
magnet on other instruments, a magnetic shield can was mounted

around hhe gage and its magnet.

The response of the gage in terms of cathode current as a _i

function of gas concentration is shown in figure 12-2. The gage
response can be expressed as pressure, which also depends on the

ambient temperature, but the gage is actually sensitive to gas

density rather than pressure A temperature sensor was attached
to the gage envelope to permit making corrections to the gage re-
sponse based on the wide variations in temperature encountered on

the lunar surface, approximately 100 to 400 K. The gage response

is also somewhat dependent on gas composition, and the calibration

was for nitrogen. Because the composition of lunar atmospheric

gases is not known, a fundamental uncertainty is introduced into
the interpretation of the data; and the results are presented ,_s i,

if _,.e gas on the lunar surface were nitrogen. The difference 3

between the nitrogen equivalent pressure and the true pressure is i

probably less than a factor of 2.
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I" The gage anode is connected to a +4500 ± 200 V power supply,
I which is shown diagrammatically in figure 12-3. The supply con- /

sists basically of a regulator, a converter, a voltage-multiplier

network, and a feedback network to the low-voltage supply. The

regulator furnishes a 24-V output for conversion to a 5-kHz

squarewave that is applied to the converter transformer. The
output of the transformer goes to a voltage-multiplier network

consisting of stacked standard doublers. The output is filtered i

and applied to the gage anode and divided down to provide a

monitor signal. A high resistance in the connection to the gage
anode provides overload protection for the gage and power supply,

limiting the maximum current to approximately 2 pA. The output +

+ regulation is within 2 percent for load currents as high as I pA. !i

The gage cathode is connected to an autoranging, autozeroing _ +"

electrometer that measures currents in the range 10 -13 to 10 -6 A J

with an output of -15 mV to -15 V. The output goes to an analog-

to-digital (A/D) converter for transmission over the ALSEP data :
link to Earth. The electremcter consists of a high-gain, low- +\

leakage, differential amplifier with switched high-impedance feed-

back resistors for range changes. The output voltage and input

current are related by E = Rf(I i + Ii), where E is the electrom-

eter output, Ii the input current, I1 the leakage current, anu

Rf the feedback resistance. When the input current is zero, the +

:. output voltage does not go to zero because of leakage and other

._ factors, and the output voltage can be expressed as RfIl; this +_

voltage is the zero offset voltage and is canceled by introducJng
a compensating error voltage from the autozeroing network into a

i

_econd grid in the electrometer tube, as indicated in figure 12-4.
Autozeroing is accomplished by disconnecting the sensor (by open-

ing relay SI) and switching in the autozeroing amplifier in a
feedback network to the second grid (by closi $3) for a short +

interval; capacitor CI holds the zero-correct .g potential until i :

the next autozeroing cycle. Relay $2 connects the sensor to ground _ _+

during the interval that it is disconnected from the electrometer, iI

+ The electrometer operates in three automatically selected

overlapping ranges: I x 10 -13 to 9 x 10 -11 A, 3.3 × 10 -12 to

3.2 x 10 -9 A, and I x 10-9 to 9.3 x 10-7 A. The electrometer has

strong feedback to maintainthe input grid potential at almost

zero. Automatic range switching is accomplished by the switching
of two feedback resistors, RI and R2, across permanent feedback

resistor R3, as indicated in figure 12-4. To control the range

changes, the electrometer output is compared against -15 mV and

-15 V references by means _f comparators. The outputs of these
comparators pass to a logic circuit that drives relays $4 and $5

12-5
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. and generates a range signal for transmission to Earth; a signal I
is also generated to select the proper current generators for cali-
bration by closing S6, $7, or $8 and S9, S10, or $11.

The normal operating sequence of the electrometer circuit in-

cludes a 16-sec calibration function, including autozeroing, at

: approximately 2.5-min intervals. The first operation is the zero
check and correction; Sl is opened and $2 is closed t9 disconnect _

' the gage. Then, after approximately 9 sec, the output of the elec- '

trometer is sampled, followed by closing $3 for approximately 2 sec

to accomplish the autozeroing. This is followed by the first step

" of the calibration cycle, accomplished by closing S13, and then by
_ the second step, accomplished by opening $13 and closing S12. '

After the calibration cycle, the gage is reconnected to the elec-

trometer. The electrometer output is then sampled five times at .
2.4-sec intervals and three times at 40-sec intervals. The cycle

of operation can be altered by ground command to provide readings
r

every 2.4 sec without any calibration or zero correction. The zero

correction drifts only slightly over a period of an hour, because
its time constant is approximately 6 hr.

i The method chosen fo£ presentation of the data is a microfilm

plot with particle concentration plotted at the bottom of the frame
and the gage temperature plotted at the top of the frame, as shown

in figure 12-5. The time used on all the frames is Greenwich mean

time (G.m.t.). In the normal operating mode of the instrument, an

average of four data points is obtained each minute. The data are I

recorded on 35-mm film with approximately 15 hr of data on each

frame. The range of concentration is plotted logarithmically from _

105 (10 E4) to 1011 (10 El0) particles/cm 3, and the range of tem-

perature is linear from 0 to 400 K. The values shown on the plots

have been computed using the calibration curves of the appropriate
gage and temperature sensor.

Brief descriptions of the data for the Apollo 14 and 15 exper- ,
iments are given in the following sections.

APOLLO 14 CCGE DATA

The Apollo 14 CCGE instrument was first activated on Feb-

ruary 6, 1971, while the astronauts were still on the lunar _
surface. The unit was operated for short periods of time

(approximately 30 min) during LM venting zor the second and third

extravehicular activity (EVA). The experin,ent was then turned off
until lunar sunset. _

In the following months, the instrument was not activat<:d
during the lunar daytime except for brief periods to allow the

i
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I package to outgas and min _:_ _n_ _JsqJbilit3: of high-voltage, arcing. Table 12-I(a) shows th_ a_,proximate tlme of operation.
The period of operation was increased each month until complete

operation was obtained during the daytime in November 1971.

Data are available for all periods of operation except during

periods when problems occurred. The first problem occurred in

April 1971 when the +A/D converter became erratic. This problem
was not serious as far as the CCGE data were concerned because it

affected only the temperature and housekeeping data. Other than

occasionally noisy data, no additional problems were encountered

with the CCGE until the nighttime operation in February 1972. At

that point, the CCGE data dropped out for _oproximately 4 days at
the end of the lunar night but came back at sunrise. This problem

occurred intermittently until the nighttime operation in late

November 1972, at which time all nighttime data were lost. This
= complete loss of nighttime data lasted for 2 months followed by

I month of complete data in late March 1973 and then _ more months

of no nighttime data.
{

f

The start of the lunar day on April 15, 1973, produced the
third and the most serious problem. At that time, the supra- ,-

thermal ion detector experiment (SIDE)/CCGE went into the standby
condition, and no data were available from either the SIDE or the

CCGE. Attempts to restore the experiment to normal operation were

• L, unsuccessful until the following lunar night, at which time the
CCGE high voltage was restored but the SIDE high voltage had to be

left off. In this condition, the CCGE nighttime data were again i:

good and remained good until an unsuccessful attempt was made at

approximately sunrise to restore the SIDE high voltage. After sun-

rise, it was not possible to obtain operation with either of the

high voltages on, and the experiment was left in standby until
sunset. No daytime operation has been s_ccessful since about

April 15, 1973. The nighttime operation continued to be normal

with both high voltages operating. Tapes for this period show
intermittent operation.

APOLLO 15 CCGE DATA

The Apollo 15 CCGE was operated only for short time periods

after deployment and initial activation on July 30, 1971. The

data shown in figure 12-6 represent this mode of operation. The
operating times coincided with the depressurization of the LM for

the various EVA periods and for _he LM lift-off. After l_ft-off,

the unit was turned on at approximately 215:02:53 G.m.t. for <

another short period. The instrument amplifier was left on t_

monitor temperature, but the high-voltage supply was off to pre-
k

vent the possibility of arcing within the package as it heated up
and degassed. Table 12-I(b) shows the approximate times of opera- .
tion of the Apollo 15 CCGE.

12-7 ',
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The high-voltage supply was turned on at approximately

225:01:30 G.m.t. and remained on until approximately

242:09:52 G.m.t. During this period, several changes in concen-

tration were observed, apparently due to the relea-e of gas from
various hardware items left on the lunar surface. The high vol-

tage was turned off during most of the lunar daytime for the first

few months to minimize the possibility of arcing. However, when

,_ the voltage was turned off at approximately 271:05:00 G.m.t., a '
low value of leakage current appeared and continued to be present

from that point on. This leakage current appears on the plot as

• " a very low concentration.

_ Several anomalies appearing in the plots generally have been

traced to noisy data that appear to originate in the gage or its
associated electronics. The noise is worse near sunrise or sunset

when the package temperature is changir _ . One example is shown in
figure 12-7 where the scattered points above and below the main

plot were caused by range changes in the instrument. The range

: change is _,utomatic and normally there is no problem except when
the noise factor becomes so large that unreported range changes

occur. Because the range data are not updated just prior to con-

verting the concentration data, the computer occasionally prDduces

a bad point on the plot because of the use of the incorrect range.
The double traces that appear from 271:02:52 to 271:05:52 of 1971

seem to be an instrument problem involving crosstalk in certain

_, words of the SIDE frame, j

The abrupt concentration changes that occasionally appear,

such as at 333:00:52 (fig. 12-8), are due to the operating charac-
teristics of the cold cathode gage and are identified as mode

changes. Oscillation between the upper and lower levels of the

mode sometimes occurs if the concentration is changing slowly.

A definite increase in concentration occurred at sunset

during the early months of operation. The amount of gas released
decreased with each sunset and eventually disappeared, thus indi-

cating that the gas was associated with hardware left on the
surface.

The Apollo 15 CCGE operation was good until February 1973, at

which time the nighttime data became erratic. During the problem

periods, the data are v_r_' noisy and the automatic-zero and cali-

bration functions do not appear to be operating. This problem

persisted during all subsequent nighttime operations.

L
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I DATA SETS AND AVAILABILITY THROUGH NSSDC

The data listed in table 12-I are available at the Nationa_

Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) on 35-mm film in the form shown

in figure 12-5.

f

l
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_ TABLE 12-I.- APOLLO 14 AND I£ CCGE DATA AVAILABLE AT THE

NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER (NSSDC)

(a) Apollo 14 (b) Apollo 15
t%

Period of operation, Period of ope_-tion,

. G.m.t., G.m.t.,
day:hr:min day:hr:min •

l

From To From To

1971 1971

a37:00:51 37:13:40 a212:18:56 215:02:53
50:16:30 66:21:00

77:14:00 97:10:44 225:01:30 242:09:52

107:12:15 128:14:15 253:16:30 271:05:40

135:13:00 157:23:40 b271"05:40 282:15:53 :
159:12:00 159:14:00
165:13:00 187:19:10 282:15:53 302:23:20

194:14:44 217:10:44 b302:23:20 312:13:02

a217:21:00 219:09:00 312:13:02 336:13:10 I
223:21:00 232:17:46 341:16:52 352:18:52 _.
236:17:4_ 246:05:44 356:18:52 36_:15:30

253:22:15 275:20:30 1972
a276:16:30 281:19:55

282:15:45 311:00:44 004:18:52 030:13:52

312:17:44 365:23:59 034:14:00 0_7:18:52

1972 bn58:12:52 063:14:00
053:14:00 30_:18:52

000:00:08 009:00:00 087:18:52 088:16:10
:, 009:17:_4 G68:17:44 092:14:52 118:01:20

069:17:44 177:06:44 122:21:40 148:04:10
149:05:00 190:02:30

:79:17:44 205:06:30

207:14:_4 271:12:50 191:18:52 194:03:00
275:17:4_ 307:17:44 195:18:52 263:23:52

267:18:52 365:23:59
311:17:44 346:22:50 __ _.
351:17:44 365:23:59

aoriginal turn-on

aspot operation, and spot operation. ."

bspot operation.

t
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.' 13. LUNAR GEOLOGY

This section contains brief descriptions of geological

investigations conducted at the lunar landing sites of

Apollo missions 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, and 17. M.ch of the i
informaticn presented here was taken from the Preliminary

Science Reports for the respective missions, which are
'_ included in the bibliography together with additional

reference material. The six lunar landing sites are
discussed in mission sequence.

APOLLO 11 LANDING SITE

The lunar module (LM) landed approximately 400 m west
of a sharp-rimmed ray crater, approximately 180 m in

! diameter and 30 m deep (fig. 13-I}, which had been

informally named West Crater. West Crater is surrounded by
a blocky ejecta apron that extends almost symmetrically
outward approximately 250 m from the rim cres±. Elocks as

large as 5 m wide occur on the rim and in the interior cf

i the crater. Rays of blocky ejecta with many fragments from0.5 to 2 m in width extend beyond the ejecta apron west of

the landing point (fig. 13-2). The LM landed in a region

between these rays that is relatively free of extremely
coarse blocks.

At the landing site, the lunar surface consists cf

unsorted fragmental debris, which ranges in size from

particles that are too fine to be resolved by the naked eye
to blocks 0.8 m wide. This fragmental debris forms a layer,

the lunar regolith, which is porous and weakly coherent at

the surface. The regolith grades downward into similar, but

more densely packed, material. The bulk of the regolith
consists of fine particles, but many rock fragments were
encountered on the surface an4 in the subsurface.

The surface of the regolith is pockmarked with small

craters ranging in diameter from cnly a few centimeters to
several tens of meters. Immediately southwest of the I M

landing site is a double crater (15 m long, 8 m wide, and I

m deep) with a subdued raised rim. Apprcximately 60 m east

of the LM landing site is a steep-walled, but shallcw,
crater with a raised rim. This crater, which is 33 m in

diameter and 4 m deep, was visited by Astronaut Nell A.

Armstrong near the end of the EVA.

13-3
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; Many of the small craters have low, but distinct,
raised rims; scme rims are sharply fo[med, but most rims are

subdued. Other craters are shallow and rimless, or nearly

rimless. Ihe small rimless craters are commonly merged /

together tc form irregular shallow depressions. _oth the
craters and the irregular depressions are distributed

• without apparent alinement or pattern. Small craters are

' scattered irregularly on the _±ms, walls, and floors of
larger craters.

_ All the craters in the immediate vicinity of the IM

_ i landing site have rims, walls, and floors composed of fine-

grained material. Scattered, coarser fragments occur in

i_ _ about the same abundance in these craters as on the inter-
crater areas. These craters are approximately I m or less

in depth; they have evidently been excavated entirely in the
regolith.

: In the 33-m-diameter crater east of the LM landing
site, the crater walls and rim have the same texture as the

regolith elsewhere; however, a pile of blocks occurs on the

floor of the crater. The crater floor prcbab]y lies close
to the base of the regolith. Several craters of about the

: same size as the 33-m-diameter crater (with steep walls and

shallow, flat floors or floors with central humps} occur in

the region around the landing site. Judging from the depths
of these craters, the thickness of the regolith is estimatedT
to range from 3 to 6 m.

• An unexpected discovery made by Astronaut Armstrong was
the presence of hlebs of nlaterial with specular surfaces.

These blebs of material partially covered 2- to 10-cm°

diameter areas in the bottom of six or eight l-m-diameter
raised-rim craters. Astronaut Armstrong observed these

apparently glassy blebs, which resembled drops of solder,

only in craters. The form of the blebs suggests they had

been formed by the splashing of molten material traveling at

low velocity. The distribution of the blebs suggests that
they are natural features on the lunar surface: however, the

possibility exists that the blebs are artifacts that were

produced by the landing of the LM.

In addition to craters, the surface of the regolith is

marked by small, shallow troughs. By using _hotographs
taken 19 m southeast and 12 m north of the center of the IM

landing site, a preliminary study was made of the tro_lghs.

: Most of the troughs are a fraction of a centimeter to a
centimeter deep, approximately 0.5 to 3 cm wide, and 3 to 50

cm long: three of these troughs that were observed are 2 to

3 m long. The troughs are located 3 to 5 cm apart in ar_as
in which they are prominent. One set of troughs trends

northwest: another set (which is comparable to the
7
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northwest-trending troughs in abundance, but are more

I dispersed in orientation) trends northeast to north-
7

northeast. A few troughs were observed that trend in other
directions. _roughs of similar appearance were noted in
many other photographs, but the orientations of these other

troughs have not yet been determined.

Coarse fragments are scattered in the vicinity of the

LM landing site in approximately the same cr somewhat

greater abundance than is found at the Surveyor I landing

site (ref. 13-I). These coarse fragments are distinctly
more abundant in these two sites than at other Surveyor
landing sites on the maria, including the Surveyor V landing

site, which is northwest of the LM landing site. Similar to

the Apollo 111M, Surveyor I landed near a fresh blocky rim
crater but beyond the apron of coarse blocky ejecta. It may

be inferred that many rock fragments in the immediate

vicinity of the spacecraft, at both the Surveyor I and the
Apollo 11 landing sites, were derived from the hearty tlocky

rim crater. Fragments derived from West Crater may have

come from depths as great as 30 m beneath the mare surface.
?

_he fine-grained matrix of the regolith consists

chiefly of microscopic particles. The regolith is weak and :,

easily trenched to depths of several centimeters. Surface

material was easily dislodged when kicked. When the

i flagpole for the U.S. flag and the core tubes were pressedinto the surface, they penetrated with ease to a depth of 10
to 12 cm. At that depth, the regolith was not sufficiently

strong, however, to hold the core tubes upright: a hammer )
was needed to drive them to depths of 15 to 20 cm. At

several _laces, rocks were encountered in the subsurface by

the tubes_ rods, and scoop that were pressed into the i
subsurface. :_

/

_he astronaut='_ boots 14ft prints approximately 3 mm to _'

3 cm deep in the fine-gr_ined regolith material. Smooth >

molds of the hoot treads were preserved in the hootprints,
and angles of 70 ° were maintained in the walls of the

bootprJnts. _he fine-grained surficial material t_nded tc _

break into slabs, cracking as far as 12 to 15 cm from the

edges of the fcctprints.

The finest fraction of the regolith adhered weakly to
boots, gloves, spacesuits, handtocls, and rocks on the lunar

surface. On repeated contact, the coating on the hoots

thickened until bcc_ color was completely obscured. When
the fine particles of the regolith were brushed off, a stain

was left on the spacesuits, t

In places where fine-grain-d material was kicked b_ the

astronauts, the freshly exposed material was conspicuously
|
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darker than the undisturbed surface. As at the Surveyor
landing sites, the subsurface material probably lies at

depths no greater than a millimeter from the surface. The

existence of a thin surface layer of lighter colored
material at widely scattered localities indicates that some

widespread process of surface-material alteration is taking
place on the Mcon.

Fillets of fine-grained material are banked against the
sides of most rock fragments. The fillets were o_servEd at

least as far as 70 m from the LM, and most uf the fillets

are almost certainly natural features of the surface. On

' sloping surfaces, Astronaut Armstrong observed that ths
fillets were larger on the uphill sides of rocks than on the

. downhill sides of rocks. The sides of rocks are ballistic _

traps, and the fillets have probably been formed _y the

trapping of low-velocity secondary particles. Asymmetric ,_
development of fillets around rocks on slopes may _e partly
caused by preferential downhill transport of material hy _

ballistic processes and partly caused hy downhill creep or J

flow of the fine-grained material.

APOLLO 12 LANDING SITE !

_he LM landed on the northwest ri_ of the 200-m-diameter Surveyor Crater (in which Surveyor III tcuch@d dcwn

cn April 20, 1967) in the eastern part of Oceanus

Prccellarum (fig. 13-3). The landing site was at 23._ e W
and 3.2 ° S, approximately 120 km southeast of the crater

Lansberg and due north of the center of Hare Cognitum. <

The landing site is on a broad ray associated with the _

crater Copernicus, which is located approximately 370 km to _i
the north. _he site is characterized by a distinctive _ ._
cluster of craters ranging in diameter from 50 to 400 m. , ,_
The lunar surface at the landing site is underlain hy :_

t
fragmental material, the lunar regolith, which ranges in

size from particles too fine to be seen with the naked eye

to blocks several meters across. Along several parts of the
traverse made during the second extravehicular activity
(EVA) period, the astronauts found fine-grained material of

relatively high albedo that, at some places, was in ths
shallow subsurface and, at other places, was at the surfacE. ,
This light-gray material was specifically reporte@ to te at

the surface near Sharp Crater and a few centimeters bElo. i'
the surface near Head, Bench, and Block Craters. It is

possible that some of this light-gray material may
constitute a discontinuous deposit that is observed through

telescopes as a ray"of Copernicus.

13-6
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Darker regolith material that generally overlies _he

I light-gray material is only a few centimeters thick in some• places, but probably thickens greatly on the rims of some _

craters. It varies from place to place in the size, shape, _ ;

and abundance of its constituent particles and in the _ _

presence or absence of patterned grcund. Most local _
differences are probably the result of local cratering
events.

Many comments of the astronauts concern the large
amount of glass that is contained in the regolith.

Irregularly shaped, small fragments of glass and glass heads

are abundant both on and within the regolith; glass is also

splattered upon some of the blocks of rock at the surface
and is found within many shallow craters.

Linear Grooves

Much of the surface in the area of the geologic

traverse made during the second EVA period is patterned hy

small, linear grooves. These grooves are visible on the
returned _hotcgraphs and were reported from several

localities by the astronauts. They are similar in

appearance %0 those visible on some of the Apollo 11

photographs (ref. 13-2).

I The astronauts referred to the patterned ground as"trenches#" "grooves," "lines," and "streaks." When
referred to as "trenches," the grooves were estimated to he

approximately 3 mm deep. The linear features were reported

to trend generally north (north-northeast or northeast in

Surveyor Crater) and were reported to occur in strips of

patterned ground perhaps 30 m wide. During pcstmissicn

debrieflngs of the crew, the strips of patterned grou,d were
also reported to be north trending.

Examination of returned photographs shows an additional

set of grooves that trend roughly west in the areas where
the north-trending grooves are present. In addition tc the

grooves, north- and west-trending chains of small elongate

depressions and small scarps are also present. At an
azimuth of approximately 325 ° from the LM is a nearly square

crater, U or 5 m across, whose sides are parallel to the

north- and west-trending grooves.

_ll of the linear features have a v_rtical relief

generally less than 1 cm, are commonly ap_roximately 2 ¢m
wide, and are approximately 5 cm to 1 m long. A few of

these featllres observed in the p!ctographs are several
} meters lcng. The grooves, chains, and scarps cross saall
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craters and other surface irregularities without a_arent
change in form or direction.

'_, Similar linear features noted at the Apollo 11 site q
trend roughly northeast and northwest and have keen
interpreted as being caused by drainage of fine-grained

, material into fractures in the underlying bedrock (ref.
13-3). This would imply northeast- and northwest-trending
joint sets in the bedrock of the Apollo 11 site and north-
and east-trending Joint sets in the Apollo 12 site kedrock. ,
_he lineated strips of ground reported by the crew procably

; reflect joint sets within larger fracture zcnes in the
• bedrock. _

Craters :

_he Apollc 12 landing site contains a wide variety of
craters; their characteristics can _e seen in the panoramas.
_he general pattern of small craters (from approximately 2
cm to several meters in diameter) is shown in the foreground
of most of the panoramas.

The cross-sectional shapes of the craters _ange frc_
very subdued, rimless depressions to vei'y sharp, well-
defined craters_ Middle Crescent Crater is a large sukdued
desression with its blocky areas concentrated inside the
rim. Cmaller d_pressions range in size from less than a

_ meter across to the one approximately 25 m across.

Sharp, well-defined craters range from fresh craters
: less than a meter across and a few centimeters deep to _

craters approximately 13 m across and 3 m dee[, such as
Sharp and Block Craters. The small, fresh craters have "
rubbly rims, apparently compTising aggregates of fine-
grained material and small rock fragments derived from the
upper few centimeters of the regolith. Both Shaz_ and Block
Craters are fresh, but differ in the distribution of their
associated eJecta. Sharp Crater has a rubbly bottom and
inner walls, but its rim surface is similar to the general
regolith surface in that the rim consists of flne-grained
material with some scattered blocks. The freshness of Sharp i
Crater is suggested by its radiating pattern of hlgh-alkedo
material descriEed by the astronauts. In contrast to Sharp
Crater, Block Crater has a very blocky rim and eJecta _
blanket; the freshness of this crater is suggested _y the
large abundance of angular blocks.

Many craters are intermediate in shape - ketween the ;,
subdued depressions and the fresh, sharp craters. These
intermediate-type craters range in size from several
centimeters across (foreground of most panoramas] up to
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larger craters like Head, Surveyor, and Bench Craters.

I These craters are characterized by fairly smooth :ims andbottoms. Bench Crater is charact:rized by a distinct b_nch /
high cn its northeastern side. The bench may be a resistant

layer within or under the rego!ith. There is a lower bench
near the bottom of the crate_ that Bay be another resistant

layer, or it may be the result of mass wasting of the crater
walls.

_he larger c_aters at the Apollo 12 landing site are

probably widely different in age. The age sequence from !

oldest to youngest is interpreted as follows:

I. Middle Crescent Crater

2. Surveyor and Head Craters

3. Bench Crater

_. Sharp, Halo, and Block Craters

Rock fragments collected from the rims of these craters may i_

be expected to have a wide range of exposure ages, which are
related, in _art, to the ages of the craters.

Northwest of the IM is the largest crater visited, the

400-m-diameter Middle Crescent Crater. On looking down into

I the crater, the astronauts noticed huge blocks on the craterwall, which were probably derived from the local kedrock.
Large rock fragments in this crater probably have been

exposed since the crater was formed and probably represent _

the deepest layers excavated at the Apollo 12 landing site.
¢

Both rounded and angular blocks litter the surface of

the rims of Head and Bench Craters. Some rocks a_peared to

be coarse grained; to the astronauts, the coarse-grained

rock crystals _ere clearly visible. Many rocks on the rim
of Bench Crater were reported to be splattered with glass.

h

Samples were collected from three small, very fresh,

blocky-rimmed craters that apparently penetrate through the
regolith into underlying materials. These craters are Sharp ,_
Crater, approximately i_ m across and 3 m deep; Block
Crater, approximately 13 m across and 3 m deep: and an
unnaeed crater, _ m across and approximately 1 m deep, that
lies cn the south rim of Surveyor Crater Just north of Halo
Crater.

Sharp Crater has a rim 0.66 m high that is composed of

material with high albedo. This material has teen splashed

out radially around the crater and is softer than the norlal
regolith. A core tube driven into the rim of the crater

1 3"9 ,;
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penetrated the ejecta without difficulty. Samples collected "_
near the center may show the youngest exposure ages. Sharp :_

Crater appears to have just barely penetrated the regolith.

A terrace near the crater floor is prohcbly controlled ky /
the subregolith bedrock at a depth of approxiwately 3 m.

At Block Crater, high on the north wall of Surveyor
Crater, nearly all the ejected blocks are sharply angular, i_

which suggests that the crater is very young. Many of the

blccks clearly show lines of vesicles similar in appearance i :

to vesicular lavas on Earth. The blocks are probably _:
derived from the cider, coarse blocky ejecta deposit ._
underlying the rim that resulted from the .urveyor Crater

event. _he rego]ith at Block Crater may _e a meter or less _,
thick.

_he 2-m-diameter blocky crater on the southern rim

crest of Surveyor Crater may have been excavated in the old

rim deposit of Surveyor Crate at a depth of less than _

0.5 m. In this b]ccky crat _, the regolith may be very
thin. It is also possib] that some of the blocks in this

small crater w_re derived from a low-velocity (secondary)

impacting projectile.

Apollo 12 Panoramas _
%

A total of 23 panoramas were taken during the Apollo 12 ,.
lunar stay to document the astronauts' traverses. These

include partial panoramas taken from inside the LM through

both LM windows, complete 360 ° panoramas taken from the 9"

surface at intervals throughout the traverse, and partial

panoramas that were freguently taken in pairs for

stereoscopic coverage of large features of particular ..
interest. Panoramas taken from the LM windows are useful -?

because of their high vantage point, even though their

azimuthal field of view is less than 180 °. i

Ccmplete panoramas were taken to record as much lunar
surface detail as possible with a surface-based camera.

When joined as mosaics, the panoramas provide accurate map
control data in the form of horizontal angles. Control can %

he obtained analytically, with high precision, from ,

measurements of glass-plate reproductions of the photographs

or graphically, with moderate precision, by measuring the
mosaics. Complete panoramas are more useful than broken or

partial panoramas because complete panoramas provide an :_

immediate check cf error accumulation in measuring _

horizontal angles and because lunar directions can be i_
etermined accurately and independently of any other data

fro_ the location of the image of the Sun and of the image
of the astronaut's shadow. This was one of the reasons that /
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the crew was requested to take photographs looking into the ii

I, Sun, even though poor photograph quality was anticipated.
L _

?

Partial panoramas produce some of the same data as

complete panoramas at a considerable saving of film. They _

are useful for photographic documentation of large features •

of geologic interest. When two partial pancramas are taken
of the same feature from slightly different vantage points,

pairs of photcgraphs from the adjacent panoramas can £e ,

viewed stereoscopically, and precise _hotcgrammetric _
measurements cf the feature can be made.

APO££O 14 LANDING SITF

The LM landed about 1100 m west cf Cone Crater, _hich

is located on a ridge of Fra Mauro Formation (fig. 13-4).

Cone Crater is a sharp-rimmed, relatively young crater

approximately 340 m in diameter that ejected _locks of
material up to 15 m across; which were derived from beneath
the regolith. Sampling and photographs of these blocks were

primary objectives of the mission. Rays of blocky ej_cta

from Cone Crater extend westward beyond the landing sit_.
_he landing took place on a smooth terrain unit recognized

in premission Lunar Orbiter and Apollo orbital photographs.

Sampling and description of this unit were other main

I objectives of the mission.
\

During the first EVA period, the crew traversed
westward over the smooth terrain for a round-trip distance

of approximately 550 m and deployed the Apollo lunar-surface
experiments package {AISEP). Sixty-nine rcck samples for
which locations have been determined were collected by the
crew: seven in the contingency sample, 29 in the •

comprehensive sample, 31 in the bulk sample, and two small
football-siz_ rocks.

The crew covered a round-trip distance of approximately
2900 m (eastward from the LM during the second EVA). Curing

the traverse, they crossed the smooth terrain, the Fra Mauro

ridge unit, and a section through the continuous ejecta
blanket of Cone Crater to within 20 m of the crater rim

crest. Forty-eight rock samples, the locations cf which

have been determined, were collected at points along the •
traverse.

/

Detailed analysis of surface photographs of toulders [
ejected from Cone Crater and comparison of these _hctcgrapbs

with returned samples indicate that the Fra Mauro Formation

is mainly composed of moderately coherent breccias in which
dark li_hic clasts up to _0 cm or more across and less

i.,. 13-11 '
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abundant light clasts are set in a light matrix.
: Subordinate rock types that may be part of the _ra Mauro

Formation include coherent breccias with about equal amounts

of light and dark clasts and brecczas with irregular bands /

of very light clastic rock.

Boulders ejected from Cone Crater record a complex

history in which the youngest structures (several sets of
intersecting fractures and planar, glass-lined sheeting

structures that cross clasts and matrices alike) may have

resulted from the cratering event. Earlier events,

: presumably relating to the origin of the Fra Mauro Formation

or clder ejecta blankets, include lithologic layering,
deformation, and induration of the breccias. Clasts of

breccia within the breccias may represent pre-Imhrian

cratering in the Imbrium Basin region.

[unar Fhotographs

Photographic surveys taken during the Apollo 14 lunar

stay were designed to accomplish the following tasks:

I. Locate and illustrate topographic features at each

major geologic station

2. Record the surface,c_aracteristics of each sample
area and determine the orientation and location on the lunar

surface of the samples at the time of ccllection

3. Document geologic targets of opportunity

Other _hctcgraphic surveys were taken to document the

de_loyment of the A[SEF and the soil mechanics experiment.

Four hundred and seventeen photographs were taken on
the lunar surZace with the Hasselblad Electric data camera k

during the Apollo 14 mission. Fifteen panoramas, consisting

of 275 photcgraph_, were taken for major station locaticn
and general geologic documentation. Potty-nine pictures

were taken for sample documentation, and 27 pictures were

taken to document ALSE_ deployment. The remaining pictures
were of miscellaneous +argets of opportunity.

Geology of Fra Mauro Site

_he surface of the Moon is grossly divided into

relatively dark, low-lying plains or maria, and the

brighter, generally more rugged areas of the terra. The
maria, sites of the Apollo 11 and 12 landings, are densely
covered with craters from several centimeters to a fe_

!
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hundred meters in diameter, with a scattering of larger

IL craters up to a few tens of kilometers in diameter. Much of. _ the terra, site of the Apollo 14 landing, is densely covered
with craters several tens of kilometers in diameter_ _Efore

the Apollo 14 mission, Lunar Orbiter and Apollo photographs
showed that small craters are also present on the terra in

_- large numbers down to sizes of a few metels.

l

Regional Geologic Setting

_ _he Fra Maurc Formation is an extensive _lanketlike
• -_ deposit lying in a broad band around the Imbrium Basin and

is interpreted as ejecta from the impact that formed the

basin. Stratigraphic relationships around the margin of the

Imbrium Basin show that a significant number of geologic
_ events occurred _etween the formation of the basin and its?

later filling hy mare material. These events included

formation of large craters such as Archimedes, emplacement
of the relatively light terra plains materials, and, in the
western part of the Moon, formation of the Orientale _asin.

The Fra Mauro Formation is, therefore, older than the mare

materials sampled by the Apollo 11 and 12 crews. The ridges
are the most characteristic feature of the Fra Mauro

Formation. locally, somewhat flatter tracts, typically

measuring a few kilometers across, have slightly lower

i albedos than those of the ridges and occur in shallow
surface depressions of the Fra Maurc Formaticn. Some of

these are mapped as a smoother Fra Mauro component and
others as possible overlying accumulations of volcanic,

probably pyroclastic, material. Elsewhere, distinct _lains-
forming units of the terra that are obviously younger than

the Fra Mauro Formation have been mapped, and these are, in
turn, overlapped by still younger dark plains of the maria.

Some hills in the area appear to be volcanoes _uperposed on

the Fra Mauro Formation, and other siwilar but moze h_avily
cratered hills may be volcanoes that were formed _efore the -'

Fra Mauro Formation was deposited.

Ridc_es of the Fra Mauro Formation in the vicinity cf
_he landicg site are mostly I to _ km wide, a few to several

tens of meters h_gb, and from 5 to 10 times as long as they

are wide. The ridges are slightly sinuous and roughly
radial to the Imbcium Basin. Comparison of the Imhrium

Basin with the younger and better preserved Orientale _asin

suggests that the ridges were formed largely by flowage of

material (probably fragmental rock debris) radially along

the ground during excavation of the basin. Fracturing of
the pre-Fra Mauro Formation rocks in a pattern radial to the

: Imbrium Basin may also have contributed, at least locally,
to the relief of the ridges.

v
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The major geologic objectives of the mission were to
describe, photcgraph, and sample the ejecta blanket of the I
340-m-diameter Cone Crater. This crater is situated on one I
of the ridges that may be Fra Mauro Formation material that
flowed radially outward from the Imbriu_ Basin. Lunar

Orbiter photographs indicate that the crater penetrates

below the fine-grained icnar regolith into a blocky or
bedrock substrate. It was anticipated that this suhstrate

would be Imbrium Basin ejecta more or less in the original
form.

Local Geologic Setting

Three principal photogeologic map units were traversed
during the two Apollo 14 periods of EVA: A smooth terrain

unit on which the LM landed, slopes of a cratered ridge cf
the Pra Maurc Formation, and the blocky rim deposit of Cone

%

Crater. The smooth terrain unit is grossly level over

distances of one to several kilometers, but is densely !
populated with subdued crater forms several tens of meters

to several hundred meters across and generally several

meters to several tens of meters deep, which cause the

surface to be undulating. The Fra Mauro ridge, which

extends several kilometers north of Cone Crater, has slopes

of 10 ° to 15° covered with patterned ground in the vicinity
of the second EVA. At least four, old, moderately subdued, .,
200- to 1000-m-diameter craters, which are older than Cone

Crater, are cut into the Fra Mauro ridge north, east, and t
Isouth cf Cone Crater within several hundred meters of the

rim crest of Cone Crater. Rim deposits of these clde[

craters are essentially unrecognizable photogeologically,

but some unmodified remnants are to be expected at depth
under the regolith formed since deposition cf these rim

materials. The interiors of these craters have slopes of

10° to 15° as do the slopes of the Fra Mauro ridge. Ccne
Crater is approximately 340 m in diameter. The rim of Cone

Crater is moderately to densely strewn with 2- to 15-s

blocks as seen in Lunar Orbiter III high-resolution

photography. Spacings between blocks cf a few to several

meters are common in several dense patches extending as far
out as 125 m from the rim crest. In the remainder of th_

mapped rim deposit, spacings as much as several t_ns of

meters between blocks 2 m across and larger are common.

In addition to these major units, the Apollo 14 landing

site is dotted with abundant craters ranging in diameter
from several hundred meters down tc the limit of resolution

of the hand-held cameras and in morphology from relatively i
fresh to almcs: completely obliterated. Craters in the size •
range from 400 m to I km are both more numerous and more

subdued than craters in the same size range in the lunar

maria; this distribution is consistent with the inferred _
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greater age of the Fra Mauro Formation. The slope of the

I cumulative crater-siTe frequency-distribution curve on theFra Mauro Formatic_ between diameters of I km and 400 m is
approximately -2 and lies close to the theoretical steady-
state curve suo-ested in references 13-_ and 13-5. In sizes

below the 400- category, fewer craters are located on the

Fra Maurc Formation than on the mare material, an anomaly

probably caused by a combination of thicker regolith and
higher slopes at the Fra Mauro site. Small craters in the

lunar regolith probably are being destroyed at a faster rate

by downslope movement cf loose debris cn the rolling hills
of the Fra Mauro area than on the more level surfaces. The

fact that the walls of the trench dug by the Apollo la

commander (CDR) caved in quickly and his comment that many

small craters in the area appeared to be slumped are
significant in thi_ regard. From a consideration of the

diameters cf craters having blocky ejecta blankets, the

regolith in the Fra Mauro region is estimated to range from
10 to 20 m in thickness.

Variations in morphology of craters in the site

indicate a homologous series of craters of different ages.

The age sequence of craters along the traverses from oldest

to youngest is interpreted as follows:

I. Highly subdued crate£s expressed as very gentle

depressionc at the landing site of the LM, west of the IM in

the area of AISEF deployment, and north of station A

2. The crater designated "North Triplet," the

moderately subdued 50-m crater east of station _, and the

moderately subdued 10-m crater at station A

3. Cone Crater and the sharp 45-m crater at station _

4. The sharp 300-m crater at station C' and the small
10-m crater next to which a football-size rock was c311ected

on the first _VA

APOLLO 15 I,_NDING SI_E

The Apollo 15 LM landed at longitude 03039'20 '' E,
latitude 26026'00" N on the mare surface of Palus Putredinis

on the eastern edge of the Imbrium Hasin (fig. 13-5). The
site is between the Apennine Mountain front and Hadley

,[

Rille. _he objectives of the mission, in order of

decreasing priority, were description and sampling of three _

major geologic features (Ape,nine Front, Hadley Rifle, and ¢
the mare).
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_he greater number of EVA periods and the mokility _

provided hy the lunar roving vehicle (LRV) allowed much more
geologic information to be obtained from a much larger area

than those explored by previous Apollo crews. A total of 5

hr was spent at traverse station stops, and the astronauts

transmitted excellent descriptions of the lunar surface
while in transit ketwe_n stations. Approximately 78 kg of

rock and soil samples were collected, and 1152 photographs
were taken with the 60- and 500-mm focal-length Hasselklad
cameras. Much useful fnformation was obtained from the

lunar surface television camera at eight of the 12 stations. _-
Some information was gained from the data-acquisition

(sequence) camera, and many useful photographs of the site
were taken from orbit.

The stations shown on the geologic map (fig. 13-5) are
located at the panorama stations although much of the _

geologic data and many of the samples were taken from areas

a significant distance from the panorama stations. All
crater sizes refer to the rim-to-rim diameter unless

otherwise specified. _he sizes of fragments and _Iocks are

generally given as the largest dimension of the field of
view. _

A topographic base for the geologic map was compiled on
an AS11 stereoplotter using Apollo 15 panoramic camera _
photographs AS15-9809 and AS15-$814. Frame 9809 is somewhat

distorted for optimum photcgrammetric use but probably did I '
not introduce significant error into this map, because only
a very small part of the frame was used in the compilation.

_he Apollo 15 crew, like the Apollo I_ crew,
investigated features related to the huge multiringed

Imbrium Basin. The landing site is on a dark mare plain
(part of the Marsh of Decay or Palus Putredinis) near the ,;
sinuous Hadley Rille and the frontal scarp of the Apennine /_
Mountains. This scarp is the main boundary of the Imbrium i

Basin, which is centered approximately 650 km to the

northwest. The largest mountains of the Apennines are a ':

chain of discontinuous rectilinear massifs 2 to 5 km high.
These mountains are interpreted as large fault klocks

uplifted and segmented at the time of the Im_rium impact.

Between the massifs and outward beyond them are hilly areas

that merge outward with the Fra Mauro Formation, interpreted
as a blanket of ejecta from the Imbrium Basin and sampled by ";
the Apollo I_ crew. The kills appear to be Jostled blocks

subdued by the Fra Mauro blanket. _he large rassifs,
however, are not subdued in this manner and so may be

composed mainly of pre-Imbrian rock, perhaps thinly veneered '"
by Imbrium eJecta. The area is near the old Serenitatis

basin, which suggests that at least part of the pre°Imkrian
material in the massifs is ejeota from Mare Serenitatis. _.
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Mare material of Palu_ Putredinis fills lowland_ at the :

I base of the Apennines, fcrming a dark plain. Regional• relations west of the site show that a number of events
occurred between formation of the Imbrium Easin and f

emplacement of the mare deposits. These include deposition ,%

of the Apennine Bench Formation and the cratering eve,t that
formed Archimedes (ref. 13-6). Mcr_holcgies cf craters on

the mare surface at the site indicate that the mare a_e is=

late Imhrian or early Erafosthenian. It is a "red" mare,

one whose spectral reflectance is enhanced in the red {ref. i

13-7). '_

Some of the hills and mountains in the area are dark

like the mare, perhaps indicating that they are ccated b_ a
thin mantle of dark material. The region contains numerous

diffuse light-colored rays and satellitic clusters of

seccndary impact craters from the large CoFernican-age
craters (Autolycus and Aristillus) to the north.

Hadley Rifle follows a sinuou_ course through the mare _.

[ and locally abuts premare massifs. The rifle is one cf the
: freshest sinucus rilles on the Moon, and rock outcrops are

common along the upper part of the walls. _

7he landing site is on the mare surface, nearly on the '_
crest of a very gentle ridge that trends northwest Eetwesn
Crescent Crater and North Complex. This part of the mare is :

' [ slightly higher in albedo than elsewhere, suggesting a broad _;

I diffuse ray from Aristillus or Autolycus Another ge.tle _
! ridge in the mare is present at Elbow Crater and apparently

! is truncated by Hadley Rifle. The mare surface contains

i numerous subdued craters I00 to q00 m in diameter, and many _
smaller cnes, some of which are quite fresh. A prominent

i concentration of the larger craters known as the South >
! Cluster is one of many in Palus Putredinls that form a 2

pattern satellitic to Aristillus or Autolycus. A less ,_
(_stinctive cluster of more subdued craters lies immediately[

i. northwest of the landing site. The mare surface is covsred , '_

with regolith approximately 5 m thick. £

Two major Apennine massifs tower over the Hadley plain

i to heights of _.5 and 3.5 km. These are Mr. Hadley to the
I; northeast and Hadley Delta Just south of the landing site.
!: The face of Bt. Hadley is steep and has very high alb_do • y

The ncrth f_ace of Hadley Delta, called the "Pront" during

the Apollo 15 mission, rises abruptly above the younger mare

i surface except near Elbow Crater, where the contact is _

gradational, apparently as a result of debris that has moved
down the slopes. As elsewhere on the Boon, the steep'slopes
of the massifs are sparsely cratered because of rapid mixing
of debris and destruction cf craters by dcwnslc_e movement.

! ,
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A prominent exception is St. George Crater, 2.5 km wide,

which predates the mare and is very subdued.

/
Hadley Rills is 350 m deep near the landing site.

Rimrock outcrops are exposed along the upper part of the

walls, and blocky talus deposits cover the lower part. An ?
important objective of the mission, successfully achieved,

was stereophotcgraphy of the rille walls and sampling of +

bedrock at the lip. ,

The North Complex consists of low irregularly shaped
hills that lie a few kilometers north cf the landing site.

lhe hills appear slightly darker than the adjacent mare.
North Complex and similar but slightly less dark low hills

to the northwest resemble, except for the low alhedc, hilly _

intramassif Apennine features in other parts of the region.
lhese hills may therefore consist mainly of Imbrium ejecta,

mantled by a thin layer of dark material. On the other

hand, some peculiar scarps, lobes, and irregular crater

chains suggest that North Complex may be a constructicnal +

volcanic form. ?

The comtination of Apollo 15 panoramic and sorface _

photography afforded a unique opportunity to study the +_

optical properties of a large area cf the Hadley-Apennine

landing site. The additional use of a Hasselhlad camera
with a 500-mm lens further increased the area from which

photometric measurements can be made (including the west _+
}

wall of Hadley Rille and the North Complex). The photometry
also benefited from the use of a black-and-white film
different from that used on previous missicns, reducing the
halation effects and increasing the resolution and range of

exposure. Preliminary results of more than 1000
measurements from the film densitometry are presentea in the

following ways: an estimated nor_al-albedc map, a range of i
estimated normal albedos of the fine-grain material and

.i
documented samples of each station, and the photcmetric '
properties of the rocks and fines on the rills wall and at

the North Complex. }

The source of the photometric data was a black-and-
white second-generation master-positive film. Panoramic ._

camera frame AS15-9814 over the Hadley-Apennine site was

copied at approximately triple enlargement onto negati,e

stock, and the relative densities of the film were measured

with a Jcyce-l.cebl microdensitome_er and recorded on digital

magnetic tape. The scanning aperture was 250 X 10-*z mz, =
which is the eguivalent of a 10 m2 integrated area of the
lunar surface.

Surface photcgraphy was ccntrolied in two ways. The
first method involved the use of the gnomon and the

£.
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photometric chart. The second used the film sensitometry

I' data furnished by the Photographic Technology Laboratory atthe NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. At the early

deployment of the gnomon at station I, the photom@tric chart
data and the sensitometry data agreed within ±3 percent.

Subseguent comparisons between the two disagreed by an

increasing amount. The probable cause for this disagreement
is the accumulation of lunar material on the chart as the

mission progressed. Thus, for later periods cf EVA, more

reliance was placed on the film sensitometry, whereas the

photometric chart aided in checking the f-stop at which the
photograph was taken. T

The extrapolated normal-albedo map was prepared by

formatting the digital data from microdensitometry of the

panoramic camera film into the VICAR image-processing
system. _he resultinq digital numbers are a function of the

film density and are thus related to the albedos of the
lunar surface. The digital data were calibrated to the

normal albedo at each station (except 3 and 9) by

extrapolating the photometric data obtained from surface [

photographs of fine-grained regolith areas close to zero-
phase angle. The photographs taken at stations 3 and 9 were

not suitable for this type of analysis.

Each station has a variation in extrapolated normal
albedos because the astronauts _hctcgraphed different areas

at the station. _he averages for each station lie along an

approximate line on a log-log plot, indicating that the
station information was on the linear portion of the

characteristic curve of the panoramic camera film. The

processing of the _anoramic camera frame was continued _y

associating a range of digital numbers with the albedo and i
producing a photomap of each albedo level. Hand corrections
were made cn the west side of the rifle and the Apennine

Front hy measuring the local slope directions frcm the

stereoscopic photcpairs and profiles and by correcting the

photometric geometry. For these areas, the photometric

function applied was the same as for the mare. Because of ,,
the shadows present, photometric data were not o_tained on ._
the east wall cf the rille or in crater shadows.

The albedc map shows a range of 9 to 19 percent albedo

for the mare area, while the Apennine Front has an altedo

range of 15 to 23 percent. The zone between the Front and
the mare is an ar_a of mixing of debris from both areas.

_he rille wall _s brighter than typical mare material

because of the high proportion of the surface that is _'
covered by blocky rock talus. i

The mare surface is darker toward the east, which may

indicate either areal variations in the underlying mare

I
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volcanic rocks or the presence of ray material in the
western areas. The LM may have landed in an area of diffuse

ray material. This lighter area can be seen in photographs
AS15-84-1132q and 11325, where the lighter material has a t

measured albedo of 16 to 17 percent and the adjacent darker

material has a measured albedo cf 13 tc 14 percent. Short

(80-m-long) rays can be observed radiating outward from the
LM on panoramic camera frame AS15-9814, suggesting that the ..

exhaust from the descent engine exposed lighter materials.
l

APO[LC 16 LANDING SITE

The [M landed at the western edge of the Descartes

Mountains approximately 50 km west cf the Kant Flateau, part
of the highest topographic surface on the near side of the

Moon (fig. 13-6). The Apollo 16 mission acccmplished the

first landing in the central lunar highlands, and the crew
successfully explored and sampled a kind of terrain never

before visited on the lunar surface. The landing site was

selected a¢ an area characteristic of both terra plains and ._
rugged hilly and furrowed terra. _-

J

The Apollo 16 mission was the only manned landing _,

accomplished cr planned in the central lunar highlands, lhe

geologic diversity and significance of the site; the

extended traverse capability provided by three EVA periods

and by the LRV; the real-time television coverage of the
site and of crew activities: and the large suite of returned

samples and surface photographs contributed to a successful L_'
mission. The Apollo 16 mission was important in ,
understanding the evolution of the terra and in providing . ..

data that ultimately may he extrapolated cver wide areas of -_,
the lunar surface.

The Apollo 16 landing site in the lunar central k
highlands encompassed terra plains and adjacent mountainous ..

areas of hilly and furrowed terra. These morphologic units, _

representing important terrain types in the lunar highlands,

had been interpreted as volcanic on most premission geologic

maps. However, it became apparent during the Iission that
there are indeed few or no volcanic rocks cr landforms at

the site hut rather that the area is underlain by a wide

variety of impact-generated breccias.

During the three EVA traverses of the mission, 95 kg of
rocks and soils were collee �177qsurface photographs

were taken, and a traverse ._,,gth of 20.3 km was covered.

2hese data and the observations and geologic descriptions of
the astronauts provide kasic data for analysis and _

synthesis. _.
i
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, Ray materials derived from North Ray and South RayI

Craters are the two most apparent sources of surface d_hris
I on the Cayley Plains. Ejecta from South Ray Crater also

appear to mantle much of the surface of Stone Mountain in
the vicinity of stations 4 and 5, so that it is still
uncertain whether Descartes materials were, in fact,

sampled. Size distribution studies of fragments on the
lunar surface suggest that the ejecta units of these two

craters differ in character. Rock fragments are much less

abundant in the North Bay ejecta blanket, which suggests

that the North Ray impact may have excavated more friakle
material, that the length of tiIe since the cratering e',ent

" has been sufficient for subsequent impacts to destroy the
smaller block_, or both. South Ray ejecta, as mapped,
include bright and dark areas, but the only surface

: differences cbserved are that the brightest areas have "

: larger block sizes and a greater abundance of L'.:ks. The

mapped interray areas have no lunar surface characteristics

that distinguish them from adjacent South Ray ejecta. Both

ray and interray areas show a progressive northward decrease i
in total rock abundance and in relative abundance of the

coarser sizes.

The regclith present on the ejecta blanket of North Ray

Crater is onl_ a few centimeters thick. Where eJecta

blankets or ray deposits are not identifiable, the regolith

I is 10 to 15 m thick. The surface of the regolith is medium
gray, but high-albedo soils are present at depths of { to 2
cm in most of the traverse area.

The Cayley Plains in the region of the _ and ALS_P are

smooth but broadly undulating with a maximum relief of

several meters. _wo percent of the surface is covered ty 2-

tc 20-cm fragments. Subdued craters between 150 and _4C m
in diameter are present together with many smaller, more

youthful craters, including abundant 0.5- to 2.0-m !

secondaries and some primary craters as large as 30 m in
diameter.

Station I is near the rim cf Plum Crater, a 30-m-

diameter crater on the rim of the 300-m-diameter Flag

Crater. Flag Crater is approximately 50 m dee_ and proka_ly

penetrates through the regolith into the underlying h_drock.
The crater is subdued and no rocky exposures are visitl¢ in

} its walls or floor. The eastern part cf the station I area

: appears to be crossed by a very faint ray from South Fay !
Crater, but rock fragments larger than a_Frcximat¢l% 10 cm

i cower less than I Fercent of the surface. A number of

% slightly buried, angular rocks in the photographs a_e
interpreted to be eJecta from South Ray Crater. Pecause of
the depth of penetration by Flag Crater and the relativ_

scarcity of South Ray eJecta_ samples from station I _ave
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the highest probability of being material _eDresentative cf
the upper units of the subjacent Cayley Formation.

Station 2 is located just north of Spook Crater (400 m
in diameter) cn the south rim of roster Crater (90 m in

diameter). _h¢ area is crossed by a faint ray that is

apparently derived f_om South Bay Crater. Fragment_, most
of which are 5 to 10 ca, cover 2 to 3 percent of the

surface. Scattered craters as large as 2 m in diameter are

generally subdued, but a few small fresh ones have sharp

riws and associated ejecta. Spook Crater is symmetrical
with a slightly raised rim. No rock exposures occur in the

walls and no deposits of ejecta were seen. In contrast, the

floor and part of the walls of Buster Crater are covered _y

blocky debris with angular rocks as large as 5 m across.

Stone Mountain is a westward projection of the

Descartes highlands into the southeastern part of the

landing area. The mountain rises approximately 5_0 m above
the Cayley Plains and is domical in form. Major though

subtle step and bench topography parallels the slope of
Stone Mountain. Stations 4 and 5 were located on Stone

Mountain: station 6 was on the Cayley Plains near the foot

of its lowest bench. Approximately 2 percent of the
traverse area is sprinkled with blocks 10 cm and smaller.

Blocks range from well ro,lnded to angular but most are of

intermediate shape. [coal concentrations of blocks are

found especially cn the east sides and rims of craters
facing away from South Ray Crater. It is presumed that

these blocks were contributed largely from South nay Crater

and that an appreciable fines fraction accompanied them.

The majority cf craters on Stone Mountain range from _0 m
down to the limit of resolution. The crater density is

approximately that seen in the adjacent Cayley Plain, kut

craters larger than 100 m are more abundant in the Cayley
Plain than on Stone Mountain.

_he lunar surface in the vicinity of stations 8 and 9

is gently undulating with a northeasterly slope of a few

degrees. Between I and 3 percent of the surface is covered

by fragments I cm and larger. The largest blocks (I to 2 m}
are few and scattered. The blocks increase in siz_ and

abundance between stations 8 and 9 but decrease again at
station 9, where blocks are somewhat less abundant +han at

station 8. _here are many subdued craters as large as 3 m

in diameter in this area. Most have slightly raised,
rounded rims. Several craters at station 8 have

concentrations of blocks on the northeast rims, and a few of

these are somewhat elongate in a northeast-southwest

direction, suggesting that they are South Ray secondaries.
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At stations 11 and 13, a large young crater was

I investigated along its rim crest, walls, and continuousejecta blanket and was extensively photographed and salpled.

North Ray Crater, 900 to 950 m in diameter, is on a _0-m-

high ridge at the western edge of Smoky Mountain near the
eastern boundary of the Cayley Formation in this area. The

geologic importance of North Ray Crater lies in its youth

and in the depth of penetration (160 tc 200 m) into

materials underlying the Cayley Plains. _he distribution of j

craters superFcsed on North Ray Crater is apparently random
and the density is very low. Few craters larger than 2_ m

are observed, and very few are recognized in the surface

phutogzaphs. _he random distribution and low density
presumably reflect the relative youth of the crater and, for

the smaller craters, probably result from a thin regoli
over a hard subunit.

_he total returned net sample weight is approximately

95.33 kg. Of the total sample weight, almost 75 p_rcent

consists of rock fragments larger than I cm in dia.;,eter,

nearly 20 percent consists of soil or residue fines, and the

remainder consists of core and drive tube samples. The

Apollo 16 rocks may be divided into three broad groups:
(I) fine- to coarse-grained, mostly hcwogeneous crystalline

rocks; (2) rocks composed substantially of glass; and (3}

fragmental £ockk (breccias). The proportion of fragmental

rocks in the returned samples exceeds 75 percent. Twenty-

I fi,e rocks are classified as crystalline rocks. Cf these,seven appear to be igneous rocks. Although all the igneous
rocks have been shattered and deformed to some extent, th_

predeformaticn textures are substantially intact. The two

largest samples returned are coarse-grained, nonvesioular

rocks composed largely of plagioclase. These rocks r_semble

Apollo 15 anorthosite sample 15415 but are probably more

severely shock deformed. Three are £ine-9rained, highly

feldspathic rocks with crystal-lined rugs. _ighteen

crystalline recks appear to be metaclastic _ocks with
generally small proportions of lithic debris. These are

hard, angular rocks characterized by fine-grained sugary

textures. Five samples largely composed of glass were
rett,rned. Two of these are glass spheres, one hollow and

one solid. The remaining three glass samples are irregular,
coarse, vitric agglutinates with numerous small lithic

inclusions. _he fragmental rocks have been divided into

five main groups on the basis of proportions of light and

dark clasts and matrix color. All five groups are varieties

, of impact-generated breccias; none appear to _e of volcanic
origin. The majority of the rock_ ar _ _clylictic hreccias,

but a substantial minority are monomiJtic. Two types of

clasts are clearly dominant: (I) dark, aphaaitic to finely
crystalline metaclastic rocks and (2) white, partly crushed

to powdered felds_athic rocks. Less common clast types

• [
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include light-gray or white rocks with grancblastic

textures, a variety of gabbroic to anorthositic rocks with i
medium to coarse grain size, and rare feldspar-poor basaltic .
rocks. Matrices of the light- and medium-gray-matrix

breccias are, for the most part, friable and not visibly

altered by subsequent thermal events, whereas those of dark-
matri7 breccias are coherent and annealed or fused.

_he rock distribution suggests that the section ,

underlying the Cayley Plains is stratified, with an up_er

unit cf medium-gray breccia and lower units composed mainly
of li ht- and dark-matrix breccias. The areal extent of the

supposed u_per unit is not known but presumably extends at

least between stations I and 6; considering the relative

scarcity of the medium-gray brecciasr the unit is probably
not more than a few meters thick, Evidence deri_ed from the

photographs, astronaut descriptions, and samples collected

at station 11 suggests that light-matrix breccias overlie
dark-matrix breccias, whereas the color of ejecta on the

rims of South Ray and Baby Ray Craters suggests that dark-

matrix breccias overlie light-matrix breccias in the

vicinity of those craters. Such a stratigraphic sequence in
the South Bay area is consistent with the dominance of dark-

matrix breccias 0escribed and photographed in South Ray

ejecta between the LH site and station 8.

_he Cayley Formation at the Apollo 16 site is a thick

(at least 200 and possibly more than 300 m), crudely

stratified debris unit, the components of which are derived
from plutcnic anorthosites and feldspathic gahbros and from

metamorphic rocks of similar composition. The Formation has

an elemental composition similar to that observed over large

regions of the lunar highlands by the orbital X-ray

experiments of the Apollo 15 and 16 missions. The observed
textures and s%ructures of the breccias resemble those of

impact breccias. _hey do not resemble those of volcanic

rocks nor do the plutonic or metamorphic source rocks of the

breccias have the textures or compositions of terrestrial or
nearly all previously sampled lunar volcanic rocks.

Available sample data indicate that th_ Descartes
highlands differ from the adjacent Cayley Formation more in

physiographic expression than in actual litholcgic

character. Whether it is a stratified unit, as suggested by
several subtle topographic benches, has not been
established.

_he character of the Cayley Formation emerging from the
Apollo 16 site studies supports consideration cf an impact-

related origin. The sources of the debris that might be

considered include (I) eJecta from the Imhrium Basin (ref.
13-8), (2) eJecta from the Nectaris Basin, or (3) some
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combination of ejecta from various local and mole distant

, _o_rces accumulated over an extended time interval. _achpossibility has a very different historical implication.

Isotopic age studies on samples nf the various kreccia types /
and their included clasts should permit a test cf these

possibilities.

The income!ere characterization cf the Descartes

materials on Stone Mountain makes extended geological
speculation premature. Materials of the same morphological
unit partially fill the crater _escartes to the south.

These steep-sloped, relatively uncratered, high-alhedo

uplands have been interpreted as relatively youthful,

volcanic constructional featuLes. If work in progress

confirms that the Descartes Mountains are composed of i
: breccias similar in lithology and composition tc materials

of the Cayley Formation, the postulated volcanic origin will

require reassessment. Additional petrologic information,
soil analyses, and possibly age studies of the returned

samples are necessary to conduct such an evaluation.

APCILO 17 LANDING SITE

The Apollo 17 iM landed at latitude 20o10 ' N, longitude
30o46 ' E (fig. 13-7) on the flat floor of a deep narrow!

I valley that e_hays the mountainous highlands at the eastern
l rim of the Serenitatis basin, serenitatis, the site of a

pronounced mascon, is one of the major multi-ringed basins
on the near side of the Moon. The Taurus-iittrow valley,

which is radial to the Serenitatis basin, is interpreted as

a deep graben formed by structural adjustment of lunar

crustal material tc the Serenitatis impact.

During their stay on the lunar surface, the Apollo 17

crew tra.ersed a total of approximately 3C km. collected .,
nearly 120 kg cf rocks and soil. and took more than 2200

photographs. _heir traverses, sampling, direct

observations, and photographs span the full width of the

_aurus-Littro_ valley.

The highlands surrounding the valley can h_ divided on 4

the basis of morphology into (I) high smooth massifs_ (2)

! smaller, closely spaced domical hills referred to as the
Sculptured Hills_ and (3) mate_ia!s of low hills adjacent to

the massifs and the Sculptured Hills. Boulders that had
rolled down the slopes of the massifs north and south of the

valley provided samples of that area. These koulders are

composed of complex breccias that are generally similar to

those returned from the Apollo 15 and 16 missions.

]
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Materials of the valley fill were sampled at many
stations. _jecta around many craters cn the valley flccr

consists of basalt, showing that the graben was partly

filled by lava flows. A relatively thick layer /
(approximately 15 m) of unconsolidated material overlies the

subfloor basalt; this debris consists largely cf finel_

comminuted material typical of the lunar regolith.

The surface material ove_ much of the Taurus-Littrow '

:egion ha c a very low albedo and was believed to ke a thin ' _

young mantle, possibly pyroclastic, that covered the valley

flccr and _arts of the adjacent highlands. No clear _
evidence of the existence of such a mantle as a discrete

layered unit has yet been found, but it may be mixed in with !

the more typical debris of the lunar regolith. An unusual

bright deposit extends across the valley floor from the foot
of the South Massif. This deposit consists cf hreccias _

similar to those of the massif and is interpreted as an

avalanche generated on the massif slopes.
<

South Massif materialswere collected from three

breccia boulders that were _robably derived from a blocky _
area near the top of the massif where a blue-gray unit

overlying tan-gray material is ex_sed. Boulder I, sampled
at station 2, is a foliated'and layered breccia, the only !

one of its type seen by the crew. The four samples
collected from boulder I are breccias composed of dark-gray

fine-grained lithic clasts in a light-gray friable matrix, i

Boulder 2, sampled at the South Massif, is a fractured
rock from which five samples of vuogy, annealed, greenish-

gray breccia were collected. A breccia clast and its host

were sampled from boulder 3 at the South Massif. The clast

is light-greenish-gray breccia with abundant mineral ¢lasts

, and sparse lithic clasts. The matrix cf the clast consists
largely of angular fragments of a mafic silicate emkedd_d in

a very-fine-grained groundmass. The host material is a

blue-gray breccia with scattered vesicles.

Materials of the North Massif were sampled primarily

from a 6- by 10- hy 18-m fragmented boulder at station 6 and
a 3-m boulder at station 7. The station 6 boulder, which :

broke into five pieces, is at the lower end of a toulder

track the apparent beginning of which is in an area of light

boulders approximately one-third cf the way up the massif.
Photographs using the 500-mm lens demonstrate that dark

boulders are a_undant higher on the mountain, and light
boulders occur again in the upper part. Thus, there may he
a layer or lenses of darker rock high on the mountain with

lighter rocks both above and b_low. Th_ source of th_
station 7 boulder cn the North Massif in unknown, but the
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boulder ccntains rock types like thcse 02 the staticn 6

I boulders.
Four of the five large pieces of the staticn 6 bc_Ider

were sampled. The boulder consists cf two major breccia

types, greenish-gray and blue-gray. They are in contact in

a 0.5-m-wide zone that appears to be an area of mixing
between the two rock types. The greenish-gray breccia is

tough and annealed, with sparse lithic and mineral clasts
set in a vuggy fine-grained matrix.

Samples cf blue-gray breccia from the station 6 koulder

contain a high proportion (qO to 60 percent} of blue-gray

breccia fragmellts in a vuggy greenish-gray matrix. The j
matrix is a tcugh, finely crystalline material. Large
friable inclusions ranging from I cm to I m across are in

sharp irregular contact with the blue-gray breccia. Samples •

of one of these are very-light-gray cataclasites.

_he staticn 6 boulder is intricately sheared.
Comparison with the oriented returned samples shows that

movement along scme of the shear planes has defcrmed the

clasts. Major events recorded in the station 6 bculder are
the formation of the light cataclasite, its inccrporaticn in

the blue-gray breccia, and subsequent enclosure of the blue-

gray breccia in the greenish-gray breccia.

_he staticn 7 boulder is similar to the station 6

boulder in that the two major rock types, greenish-gray -i
breccia and blue-gray breccia, are present. A large white

clast (1.5 by C.5 my, similar to those in the station 6

b_ulder, is penetrated by narrow blue-gray breccia dikes.
The blue-gray breccia is in sharp irregular contact with the

younger greenish-uray breccia. Like the staticn 6 boulder,
the station 7 boulder is intricately fractured. At least

two fracture sets are confined to the large white

cataclasite inclusion and the blue-gray breccia.
?

Smaller chips collected at stations 6 and 7 include the

major rock types of the two large boulders, as _ell as a few
other breccia types, one coarse-grained gabbroic rock, and

one light-colcred fine-grained hornfels. A few basalt

fragments that are probable ejects from the valley flocr
were also collected.

The South Massif boulders most probably came fro_ the

highest _art cf the massif (boulder I, station 2, fro_ the

blue-gray unit; boulder 2, station 2, from the underlying
tan-gray unit), an_ th_ station 6 and 7 boulders prota_ly
came from within the lower third of the North Hassif.

Hence, two different stratigraphic intervals may have keen

sampled. Conversely, the lithologies of the South Massif
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boulders closely resemble those of the North Massif boulders

in many respects. The similarity seen in early examination

suggests the possibility that only one stratigraphic unit is

represented, ghichever the case, the massifs are composed /
of intensely shocked breccias reasonably interpreted as

ejecta from ancient large impact basins.

On the accessible part of the Sculptured Hills, hand-

sized samples are essentially absent, and no koulders that

clearly represent Sculptured Hills bedrock were found.
Small flagments of basalt, probably ejected from the valley

floor, and regolith breccia dominate the samples, which

consist mainly of chips collected with soils or hy raking.

, Samples of friable feldspathic breccia from the wall of a
15-m crater and of a glass-covered gabhrcic _culder that is

almost certainly exotic were also collected. The greater

dissecticn, lover slopes, lack of large boulders, and

limited sample suite suggest that the Sculptured Sills may
be underlain hy less coherent breccias than the massifs.

Subsequent to the formation of the Zaurus-Littrov

graben by the Serenitatis impact, the valley floor was

inundated and leveled by basaltic lava flows. Geophysical
evidence suggests that the prism of basalt filling the

valley is more than a kilometer thick. The uppermost 130 m
was sampled in the ejecta of craters on the valley f!ocr.

In general, the subfloor basalt blocks seen at the

landing site were not visibly shocked or even intensely
fractured. In some rocks, planar partings parallel bands

expressed as differing concentrations of vesicles. Almcst

all returned samples of basalt can be divided into five
classes: (I) vesicular, porphyritic, coarse-grained

basalts; (2) vesicular coarse-grained basalts; (3) vesicular

fine-grainEd hasalts; (Q) dense aphanitic basalts; and (_)
vesicular aphanitic basalts.

Before final accumulation of the Serenitatis mare fill,

broad arching east of the Serenitatis basin tilted the
subfloor lavas to the east, forming the present 1° eastward

: tilt of the valley floor. The subfloor basalt is overlain

by fragmental debris approximately 15 m thick. For the most

part, this is impact-generated regolith similar to that
developed on mare basalts elsewhere on the Moon. The
central cluster eJecta, the light mantle, and the eJecta of

Shcrty and Van Serg Craters are discrete deposits recognized

within the regolith.

_he lower part of the regolith is thought to hE

represented in the abundant dark friable breccias in the

ejects of the 90-m-diameter Van Serg Crater. The breccias
contain scattered, light-colored lithic clasts as well as
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abundant dark glass, mineral and lithic fragments derived

I from basalts, and variable percentages of orange glass
spheres and fragments. They are interpreted to be regolith

breccias indurated and excavated from the deeper, older part J
of the regolith by the Van Serg impact. Hasalt bedrock is

not known to have been excavated by Van Serg.

_he central cluster ejecta is derived from the cluster

of craters south and east of the LM. It is distinguished hy
the abundance of blocks in the unit, and the unit is too

young for the blocks to have been reduced much in size _y
later impacts. All sampled blocks in the central cluster

ejecta are subfloor basalt.

The young pyroclastic dark mantle anticipated _efore

the mission was not recognized in the traverse area as a

discrete surface layer. Strong photogeo]cgic evidence for

the existence of such a mantle on the valley floor and in
parts of the highlands still exigts. Albedc measurements

show that abnormal surface darkening, consistent with the

concept of the introduction of exotic dark material - the
"dark mantle" - increases to the east and south in the

Taurus-Littrow area. If the dark mantle is younger than the
central cluster ejecta, it must be so thin in the landing

site that it is thoroughly intermixed with the younger part
of the regolith. Such mixed dark mantle may ke represented

by the dark glass spheres that abound in the soils of the

valley floor. An alternative hypothesis is that the dark

mantle may have accumulated shortly after the extrusion of
the subfloor basalt. In this case, the deposit would h_

intimately mixed with subsequently formed regolith.

The light mantle is an unusual deposit of high-albedo

material with fi,,_r-like projections that extend 6 km

across dark plains i£u,, the South Massif. Rock fragments

collected from the light mantle are similar in lithology to
the breccias of the South Massif. This similarity supports

the hypothesis that the light mantle is an avalanche d_posit
formed from loose materials cn the face of the South Massif.

A cluster of secondary craters on the top of the South
Massif may record the impact event that initiated the

avalanche. Size-frequency distribution and morphologies of

craters on the light mantle suggest that its age is

comparable tc that of Tycho Crater, on the order of 100
million years.

Sho_ty is a 110-m-diameter impact crater penetrating
the light mantle. Unusual orange soil was identified in two

places on the rim of Shorty Crater and in the ejecta from a
small crater on the inner wall. A trench cn the crater rim

exposed an 8O-cm-wide zone of oJange soil, consisting
largely cf orange glass spheres. A double drive tube sample
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showed that the orange soil overlies black fine-grained
material (consisting of tiny, opague, black spheres) at a

depth of 25 cm. The old age for the orange glass material

implies solidification shortly after the period of su_flocr
basalt volcanism. The black and orange glass material,

whatever its oligin, must have been present in the Shorty

target area; it was excavated or mobilized by the Shorty

impact.

l

Fine-grained soil, darker than the underlying

unconsolidated debris, was recognized at the surface at

Shorty Crater, at Van Serg Crater, on the light mantle, and
on the massif talus. _he soil is thin (e.g., 0.5 cm at :!

Shcrty, approximately 7 cm on the flank of Van Serg) and _

probably represents the regolith that has formed on these

young ejecta or talus surfaces. Relatively young structural _
deformation in the landing area is recorded hy the Lee- .:

Lincoln Scarp and by small fresh grabens that trend

northwest across the light mantle. The sharp knickpoint at
the base of the massifs may indicate that some fairly recent

uplift of the massifs has kept the talus slopes active.

Materials of the valley fill were sampled at numerous
stations around the LM and en route to and from the massifs.

Ejecta around many craters on the valley floor consists of
basalt, confirming that volcanic materials underlie the

Taurus-Littrow valley floor. A relatively deep layer cf
unconsolidated material overlies the subfloor basalt: this _

debris consists of finely comminuted material typical of the !_

lunar regolith. It may also contain the dark mantle mapped

in premissicn studies. No clear _vidence for the existence :
of a dark mantle as a discrete layered unit has yet h_en _

found, but it may well be mixed in with the more typical /

debris of the lunar regolith. The bright deposit extending

across the valley floor from the foot of the South Massif 7
consists of breccias similar to those of the massif: %h_

interpreted origin of this deposit as a landslide thus _ J

appears tc be confirmed.

Returned basalt samples may be divided into five
classes of hand specimens:

\
I. Vesicular, porphyritic, coarse-grained basalts ,

%

2. Vesicular coarse-grained basalts

3. Vesicular fine-grained basalts

4. Dense aphanitic basalts
Y
}

5. Vesicular aphanitic basalts
v
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Individual samples of typeF (I) and (2) were generally

I termed "vesicular gabbro" by the Apollo 17 crew. Examples
[ I' of (3), (4), and (5) were described as "fine-grained

basalt," "basalt," and "obsidian," respectively. /

Rocks called vesicular, porphyritic, coarse-grained
basalts are characterized by 3- tc 4-mm, blocky, pyro_ene-

ilmenite intergrowths that are present in amounts ranging
from 5 to 15 percent in the basalts cf this class. Olivine

is present in trace amounts in some of these rocks: where

present, it commonly occurs as partially reacted cores in

the pyroxene phenccrysts. The ilmenite content, while high
for mare basalts as a whole, is relatively low compared to

other Apollo 17 basalts and averages between 15 and 2C

percent. The plagioclase content averages 25 to 35 percent.

: Some layering cccurs in larger hand samples: in one case,
grain-size variations are noted: in others, feldspar and
ilmenite laths are alternately foliated and randomly

oriented. Vugs are more common than vesicles, although both

! may be present in the same rock. Cavity content is variable

but averages 10 tc 15 percent: vugs are alined in planes,

are clearly elongate, and are layered by abundance. Sample

: 7CC35 is a typical example of this class of hasalts.

Vesicular coarse-grained basalts are very similar to
those of the above class except that they lack the pyroxene-

ilmenite phenocrysts, and their average grain size tends to

be somewhat finer 1.0 This class of
(approximately ram).

basalts is typified by sample 75055.

Vesicular fine-grained basalts are characterized ky a

! high proportion of rugs and vesicles with ilmenite-rich

i linings and by a groundmass grain size ranging from 0.3 tc

0.6 mm. Olivine is commonly present in rocks of this class
as microphenocrysts in amounts of I to 2 percent. These

rocks are characterized by rug and vesicle abundances of

more than 30 percent: some are frothy. Sam[le 710_5 is a i
typical example of this class of basalts.

Dense aphanitic basalts are characterized hy their very

low abundance of cavities and their extremely fine grain
size. Olivine microphenocrysts are widely re_rescqted but

not abundant. The average grain size cf these rocks is

approximately 0.1 to 0.2 m_. Sample 70215 is typical of
this class of hasalts.

Vesicular aphanitic basalts are characterized hy

abundant and exceptionally large cavities and vsry fine

grain size. Small amounts of olivine are present in some
samples. Vugs are commonly as large as a centimeter and

reach 3 to _ cm. Sample 74235 typifios this group.
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It is possible that the two coarse-grained basalt types

are gradationally related by decrease of porphyritic
pyroxene-ilmenite aggregates, but the best judgment at

present is that they represent separate flow units. It j
seems more likely that the vesicular fine-grained hasalts

are gradationally related to the vesicular a_hanitic _asalts
through decrease in grain size and increase in vesicle site.

_he dense aphanitic basalts seem clearly to be fragments cf

a separate flow unit.
l

A few samples cannot at present be fitted into these

five categories. Samples 715,9, 71557, and 71568 are

coarse-grained basalts, but analysts cannot at present say

whether or net they are porphyritic. Sample 71597 contains
20 to 25 percent olivine - more than any other basalt in the

Apollo 17 collection. Table 13-I relates the field

terminology to sampling areas, representative samples, and

laboratory terminology. _

DATA TO BE ARCHIV_E AT NSSDC

The following information will be archived at the

National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC).

I. Detailed traverse maps of each Apollo lunar site

2. A panoramic photograph taken at each station cf

the respective Apollo missions

3. Copies of every photograph taken on the lunar

surface during the Apollo missions

4. Film of all television transmitted from the lunar

surface
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Figure 13-I.- Mosaic of Lunar Orbiter V photographs showing

location of the Apollo 11 landing site and of West Crater.
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I_. I._SER RANGING RETROPEFLFCTOR

One of the most striking new techniques in modern

astrometr¥ is that o_ laser ranging to a reflector fixed on

a celestial object. The precision attained bv [-his
technique is so high that the data provide as much

information about Earth as about the observed object. The

apollo crewmen have now placed three widel 7 separated
reflector arrays on the Moon as a part of the Lunar Laser

• Ranging Experiment (T.U_E).

Although the development of the experiment began much

: earlier, the data-taking process did not begin until July
• 1969, when the _pollo 11 mission was flown. Success in

recoanizing returns from the reflector was achieved shortly

< thereafter. A learning period followed during which various
improvements in the ranging techniques were made. Since the

early part of 1970, the success rate in attaining lunar :
ranges has been satisfyingly high.

This report is the documentation to be used in

I conjunction with the deposition in the National SpaceScience Data Center (_SSDC) of the filtered data obtained
durinu laser 2angina operations between the McDonald

Observator9 (Fort Davis, Texas} and the _pollo 11, I_, and

15 reflectors for the 6 months endinq December 31, 1971, and

the unfiltered photon d=tections for the succeeding 6
month s.

OBSeRVaTOrY _ND REPLFCTORS _

The laser ranging euuiDment is mounted on the 272-cm

reflector at the McDonald Observatory, Fort Davis, Texas.
ThG physical installation is fully described in reference

I_-I. The nominal coordinates presently recommende_ for

this instrument, ba]ed on high-order !and survey ties to the

Smitnsonian Astroph¥sical Observatory {S_O) Organ Pass

Tracking Station, New Mexico, are as follows.

q

r _ I_'3
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Coordinate Value
I

Geocentric radius p, kun 6374.665 I •

East longitude X, deg 255.97779

Geocentric latitude _' deg 30 50320• • t

l

These coordinates refer to the intersection of the polar and

transverse axes of the telescope. The center of the primary
mirror, as the telesco2e tracks across the sky, describes a

circle with a radi,ls of 305 cm the plane of which is normal

to the polar axis.

The present data refer to the reflectors at Tranquility
Base, Fra Mau_o, and Hadley, the nominal coordinates of

which are noted in the following table and are based on data

supplied by the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center during
Apollo missions tracking operations.

Coordinate _x_as_i!itx_@aa_ Fra Mauro Hadle_
?

Selenocentric radius

km 1735.730 1736.680 1735.64

East longitude A, I

deg +23.485 -17._628 +3.673 _
Latitude _, deg +0.642 -3.6680 +26.094 =

FILTERED DATA

The photon detections have been submitted to a data-

filtering procedure developed at the University of Texas. ,
This process is based on the assu,,ption of the linearity of
the residuals over a relatively short time interval and

relies on Poisson statistics for establishing a level of
confidence in a collection identified by the filter.

Application of the process resulted in the identification of

the observations during the subject interval.

Potential users of the data shoul@ be aware that the

laser cannot be relied on to produce a simple pulse shape:

occasionally, there is a complex and/or biased structure

within the pulse. Therefore, residuals derived from signal
photons are not necessarily expected to show a Gaussian

distribution. The uncertainties assigned are based on the
sum of the pulse half-width and the measured uncertainty in

calibrating the electronic system. Beginning with the

April-May 1972 lunation, a letter code appears in column 32

14-4
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(formerly unused) of the "Z" card image that provides an

' estimate of the accuracy of the electronic calibration• correction. The code is defined in the following table. /

_Co_de Calibration corr ectio_n___an__e_

A Less than -+200 psec
8

B _+200 to -+a00 psec

C -+_00 to -+600 psec

D -+600 to -+1000 psec

-+1.0 to -+1.5 nsec _:

+_1.5 to -+2.0 ._sec
%

G -+2.0 to -+_.0 nsec

H More than +__.0 nsec

T_

the calibrations were performed by _. C. Silverberq:
otherwise, the data format is as defined in reference IQ-2.

I UNFILTERED PHOTON DETFCTTONS

The potential user should note the designation

"unfiltered," which means that the raw data are heavily

interspersed with noise photons from any of the various
sources of stray light. Any attempt to use these data in a

simple Gaussian application would probably result in a _
solution closely adhering to the prediction ephemeris used -,

to control the detector range gating. Some filtering
process must _e applied to these data before effective use

can be made of them. Such filtering is now underway at the

TJniversitv of Texas at Austin, and all filtered data will

also be deposited with NSSDC; but the unfiltered data may be
of dizec+, use or interest to those potential users who may
wish to replace the presen_ filter criteria with their own.

These data also conform to +he data format standard defined

in reference IQ-2, except that, for all data before November

1972, the clock epoch eL ror carries the opposite slqn, as is

the case with all previous NSSDC depositions. Data after
November 1972 have the clock epoch error sign as defined in
reference IQ-2.

, lt.t- 5
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DATA D_SCRIPTION "

The data are contained on two files of a binary /

magnetic tape written in card imaae format, using a CDC 6600

computer. The tape is written with odd parity at 800 bpi. _

Two types of cards are present, distinguished by an alphabet _.
character in column I. The letter _ designates a "run" i
card, qivinu environmental and operational parameters for a r

series of shots. _xcept for clock epoch error, these
parameters will not customarily be required for application

: of the ranqe data but serve to provide information on the -

observino conditions and the state of the equipment. Most
_ users will find them helpful only as separators between

_ observinu sessions. The letter P in column I represents a

"shot" card, containing the result of a sinqle laser firing.

Users should no_e that some of the specified data items

may not be available. In the card imaqes, a blank field is
a "no information" indicator. Actual null values will be -_

represented by zero punches. _-

S
u

i
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15. LUNAR SURFACE COSMIC RAY EXPERIMENT

The major objective of the lunar surface cosmic ray experi- i

ment was to determine the energy spectra and abundances of

low-energy heavy cosmic rays (0.03 < E < 150 MeV/nucleon). The
i_ cosmic ray experiment equipment consists of a four-panel array of

passive particle track detectors for observing cosmic ray and

solar wind nuclei and thermal neutrons. The equipment includes t

metal foils for trapping light solar wind gases. The materials

in the panels were chosen for experiments performed by groups at
General Electric (GE_, the University of California, and _

Washington University.

The cosmic rays were detected with plastic and glass particle

track detectors. Particles emitted during the April 18, 1972, !

solar flare dominated the spectra for energies below approximately
70 MeV/nucleon. Two conclusions emerge from the low energy data:

1. The differential energy spectra for solar particles vary

rapidly (approximately E-3) for energies as low as 0.05 MeV/
nucleon for iron-group nuclei.

2. The abundance ratio of heavy elements changes with energy

at low energies; heavy elements are increasingly enhanced relative
to higher elements as the energy decreases.

Galactic particle fluxes recorded in the spacecraft agree with

those predicted, taking into account solar modulation and space-

craft shielding. The composition of the nuclei at energies above _ i
70 MeV/nucleon imply that these particles originate outside the _ '

solar system and hence are galactic cosmic rays. I

EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES

' The detector array for the Apollo 16 cosmic ray experiment

was designed for multiple purposes; however, the primary objective

was to learn as much as possible about the lowest energy nuclei

in the cosmic rays, that is, those below 150 MeV/amu. Little was .
i known about this energy range, and the solid nuclear track

detectors offered the possibility for analysis. Two mutually _
_ exclusive, alternate objectives were to be served. One was tc

examine the composition and the energy spectr.% of solar flare

_ - particles; the other was to determine whethe_ the lowest ene "_ v _

_ :: &_ nuclei were solar or galactic in origin. Because the Sun b£ ::'_e • _

!_ 15-3 _i_
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active during the mission, the first objective was best served; I
however, in the energy range above 70 MeV/nucleon, it has been

possible to show that the background particles were galactic. In
contrast to these studies, which were based on detectors in three

of the four panels of the experiment, the fourth panel was
primarily aimed at studying the heavy nuclei in the solar wind.

The GE portion of the equipment had the additional purposes of

obtaining calibration data on various glass detectors that were s _:

included, of establishing from the data the possibility of

measuring the space exposure of tektites through recognition of
cosmic ray tracks, and of measuring heavy cosmic ray doses to

" which the astronauts were exposed during the latter half of the _
Apollo 16 mission.

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION i

A four-panel array was used in the cosmic ray experiment, i_

Panel 1 contained 31 sheets of 250-_m Lexan, each 16.5 by 25.4 cm,

fastened so that alternate sheets were translated by 2 mm when the
astronauts folded the four hinged panels. This feature made possi-
ble the rejection of tracks of cosmic rays that passed through the
spacecraft on the Apollo 16 mission return trip. The 31 sheets

were covered with a sheet of 50-_m Teflon, silvered on the back,

with holes 2.5 cm apart and 0.5 cm in diameter. The holes allowed _

a fraction of the stack to have a view of space with no covering _
material. The Teflon sheet was used to minimize absorption of

visible sunlight, maximize emission of infrared, and keep the
temperature of the underlying sheets below 343 K.

In panel 2, the entire exposed detector area of 14.7 by

22.6 cm was composed of 31 sheets of 0.25-cm Lexan polycarbonate _

plastic 9070-112. In panel 3, 39 sheets of 0.02-cm Eastman

Kodacel cellulose triacetate TA-401 with no p].asticizer made up i
the major volume fraction. The lower part of panel 3 contained

five types of glass detectors: 2.5- by 1.3- by 0.1-cm GE ii

phosphate-uranium glass 148_(ref. 15-I), 2.5- by 2.5- by 0.1-cm i
GE phosphate glass 1457(ref. 15-2), 2.5- by 2.5- by 0.1-cm Corning !
alumina-silicate glass 1720, 2.5- by 2.5- by 0.1-cm silicon diox-

ide (Suprasil 2 silica glass from Amersil, Inc.), and a nearly el-

liptical tektite slab (Santiago, Philippines, tektite 1, supplied

by D. Chapman, NASA Ames Research Center) that fit within a
2.5- by 3.8- by 0.1-cm space.

Panel 4 of the cosmic ray experiment consisted of several

detector systems designed to study various aspects of the radia-
tion environment of the Moon. The detectors included mica,

feldspar, three varieties of glass, two varieties of plastic,

aluminum foil, and aluminum-coated platinum foil. Panel 4, as it

was returned from the Moon by the Apollo 16 astronauts, is shown

15-_ _,
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in figure 15-I. The lower part of the stack, labeled I, consisted /

of a series of alternating layers of 60-_m-thick cellulose tri- :

acetate (Triafol TN) and polycarbonate plastic (Makrofol KG).
This detector stack was covered with a 50-um-thick coating of

metallized Teflon to provide thermal protection and could thus be

used only to study particles of >2 MeV/nucleon that were capable
of penetrating this thermal shield. The last sheet in the stack i

was a large TN foil designed to-measure alpha particles from

thermal neutron capture on an enriched boron-10 target plate found
in the rear of part III.

Immediately adjacent to the plastic stack was a mineral

assembly plate (part II) containing samples of mica, feldspar,

soda-lime glass, tektite glass, and fused quartz. The mica

i detectors, which were included principally for measuring heavy _

solar wind ions with Z _ 26, were also to be used to study any
heavy particles with energy _1 keY/nucleon. The other mineral :"

detectors were included to complement the mica and to provide
f

samples that would be more directlycomparable with lunar minerals.

Above the mineral assembly plate is an aluminum-coated

platinum foil (part IV) that can be seen in figure 15-I in a par-

tially retracted position. This foil was flush against part III %

during the outbound voyage and was retracted by the astronauts

during the first extravehicular activity (EVA). The purpose of

this foil was to measure the light solar wind in the interplane-

tary region and to serve as a calibration for the heavy solar
wind ions registered.as tracks in the mica detector. Particles

that entered the array after it was folded were recognized, if

they crossed from one sheet to another, by means of a 2-mm

relative shift of alternate sheets (fig. 15-2). This shift was
produced automatically by the folding of the array at the end of

EVA 3 just before the array was stowed in the lunar module (LM).

The designed full 2-_,i shift occurred in panel 2, and a lesser

shift occurred in panel 3.

Detector temperatures are important because thermal effects

can be observed in the plastics and in some of the glasses used in

panel 3 after the materials were exposed at temperatures above

328 K. Although tracks are retained to much higher temperatures
in all the detectors, the quantitative relation between the

ionization rate of the _article and the track etching rate is

disturbed. Consequently, for particle identification to be
possible, all tracks must have identical thermal histories above

328 K (ideally, no exposure above that temperature). To keep

temperatures at less than 328 K in full sunlight during both

translunar flight and the time spent on the Moon, panels I, 2, and £

3 were covered with a perforated thermal-control material,
0.005-cm Teflon backed with thin silver and Inconel coatings.

This composite has a high reflectivity in the visible region of :_

the solar spectrum and a high emissivity at infrared wavelengths. "J

15-5
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The space-exposed surfaces of the detectors also were coated with I

a 210-nm aluminum film to avoid ultraviolet (UV) exposure of the '
't

plastics, which is known to affect track etching rates (refs. 15-3
and 15-4). Because of the slowing down of cosmic ray nuclei in

the silver-backed Teflon, particles of less than 5 to 6 MeV/

nucleon were registered in the plastic detectors only through the

perforations in the Teflon. There were 60 0.3-cm-diameter perfor-

ations above the Lexan detectors (4.26 cm 2 total area) and 15 '

above the Kodacel (1.06 cm 2 total area). Similarly for the glas-
ses (fig. 15-3), nuclei of less than 10 to 20 MeV/nucleon were
registered only beneath the single 0.5-cm-diameter hole that was

positioned over the center of each glass, plate.

° Consequently, for the low-energy nuclei that are of primary

interest, the Teflon constitutes a shield, the quantitative effect

: of which on the observed track density can be calculated. For
an isotropic bombardment with _ nuclei/[(area) x (solid angle)],

the track density p is given by I_ cos 8 d£, where 8 is the

angle of incidence and the integration is over the solid angle
£ permitted by the Teflon shield and the cone angle of the etched

• tracks. The Teflon is approximated by a straight-edged semi-
infinite sheet spaced a distance h from the detector. For this

case, the ratio p/_ depends only on the track cone angle 8c

: and the ratio u of the distance x along the detector under the j
shield to the spacing h. The result I

p/_ = COS 2 8c COS-I(u tan 8_ -(I + u-_ -I/2
(15-1)

tan -I [I- (u tan 8c)211/2

tan e (I + u 2) I/2
C

is plotted in figure 15-4 for various values of 0c. The figure i_

illustrates how increasing the cone angle decreases the observable

track density and increases the abruptness of the transition from

maximum to zero track density near the edge of the shield. These

same results are useful for computing effective solid angle of

detection for particles of all energies in the case of a thick
shield such as the Moon was while the experiment was located close
to the lunar surface.

15-6
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i l, Under the partially retracted platinum foil (part IV) was

J another set of foils mounted in part V. Two of these consisted
" of aluminum-covered platinum, and one was anodized aluminum. The

aluminum foil was provided by J. Geiss of the UniverJity of Bern.
It was the same material used in his more _xtensive light solar
wind experiment. These part V foils were intended to measure
differences in light solar wind flux and composition in time and
space, i

Two strips of mica (MI0 and M11) were located on the left
side of part V. During the flight to the Moon, the upper piece of

" mica (MI0) was exposed to space through a 1.9-cm hole in the
platinum foil. One-half of this hole can be seen at the upper
left corner of part IV. If the foil had been fully retracted, the _
second piece of mica _ uld have been exposed to space starting
with the time the astionaut shifted part IV. The purpose of this
mica was to assess the importance of radon in producing shallow
tracks (through the production of recoil atoms from alpha decay)
that could be confused with extremely heavy solar wind ions.

The neutron detector experiment was located in the rear of
the panel. A schematic of this experiment is shown in figure 15-5.
During the outbound voyage, a metal plate containing target strips
of enriched boron-10 was located in the upper half of the panel
behind parts III and IV. This target plate was connect _ to a
wire lanyard. Pulling the lanyard (which moved the tarjet plate
down into the bottom part of the panel behind the plastic stack
(part I)) activated the experiment. The photograph in figure 15-6,
taken after removal of the mineral assembly plate, shows one
target strip completely covered with plastic and another that has
not moved into the plastic region. The target plate in turn was
connected to the platinum foil (part IV). Pulling the lanyard
also retracted part IV and exposed part V.

The proposed sequence of events was as follows. When the
experiment was originally deployed, the minerals on part III, the
plastic detectors (part I), and the aluminum-covered platinum
foil (part IV) began registering solar and galactic particles.
One piece of mica (MI0) mounted on part V was also exposed during
this time. Early in the first EVA, the astronaut was to pull a
lanyard that would retract part IV and expose part V. The mica
(MI0) on part V that had been irradiated up to that time would then
be shut off from low-energy particles by being covered with a tab
of platinum foil attached to the lower left edge of part IV.
Another piece of mica on part V (M11) would then be uncovered and
start to register particle tracks. The lanyard shift would also
move a boron-10 target plate into position to measure thermal
neutrons. Both the neutron experiment and the plastic stack were
deactivated by a final shift in the plastics that occurred
automatically when the experiment was folded at the end of the
final EVA.

' 15-7
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The scheduled sequence of events did not occur entirely as I
planned. When the conur_ander attempted to pull the lanyard that I
would have retracted part IV, he achieved only a partial shift
of 2.5 cm, then the lanyard broke. The failure to obtain a com-

plete shift seriously degraded the neutron experiment and reduced

the collection area for part V, making difficult the detection of
differences in the solar wind at various times during the flight.

Also, the mica (M11) on part V was never exposed to the space

environment. This result was particularly unfortunate because the

solar flare was almost over by that time, and the part V mica would

not have sustained the enormous solar flare track background seen
in the other micas.

The second unscheduled event was a relocation of the entire

experiment package at the end of the first EVA because of an
increase in temperature as shown by several color indicators. The

entire experiment was placed in the shade, further reducing the

time of solar wind registration on the foils of part V. A

summary of exposure histories of the various samples is given in
table 15-I. The temperature rise in panel 4 was monitored by

several color indicators. Readings on the backs of parts II and

III and on the back of panel 4 indicated that the temperature
was >344 K and <355 K.

The effects of temperature on the tracks themselves were c

monitored in several ways. First, the plastic stack included a

set of preirradiated samples of TN and KG that had been exposed I

to oxygen ions of different energies. _his calibration set of

plastics was located deep in the plastic stack, next to the T
foil used in the neutron experiment. No difference was observed

in the etching of the oxygen tracks in control samples kept in the

laboratory and in those returned from the Moon.

Although no temperature effects were seen in the preirradiated
foils, there are clear indications that temperature affected the

registration of the tracks produced during flight. For example,
in the neutron experiments, the alpha tracks are smaller and

harder to recognize than normal alpha tracks registered in vacuum

at room temperature.

OPERATION OF THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment was exposed during the mission for n_rly
I week, distributed in time and solid angle as listed in

table 15-II. The solid angle restrictions listed are mezely the

shadowing effects of the Moon. The degree of obstruction caused

by the struts, the scientific equipment bay, and the other parts

of the spacecraft varies with different positions in the array.

For panels 2 and 3, the obstruction was such that the best solid

15-8 "----'
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I < 2_ ° were probably those calculated for
angle factors for 8c
8 = 20 ° . The LM orientation distribution during lunar orbit
C

prior to landing has been averaged for the appropriate 30.1-hr

period. As noted in table 15-II, the last part of the exposure

occurred on the LM minus-Y footpad with the apparatus leaning

against the strut with its face in the down-Sun direction and

tilted upward at an angle of 69 ° to the horizontal. This infer-
ence was reached through a pair of up-Sun and cross-Sun photo-

graphs. Shifting the experiment from the LM was a contingency

procedure designed to minimize solar heating by exposing to the _
direct Sun only the multilayer insulation at the back of the _

experiment, i

Although the clean equipment should not have overheated, a i

deposit of as much as a 10-percent cover of lunar dust or uther
deposit with similar optical and infrared properties would have

produced excessive heating before the end of EVA 3. At the end of

EVA 1, temperature labels on the outboard frame of the panels
indicated that the _olycarbonate temperature had exceeded 318 K. i

Temperature labels on recovered panels 2 and 3 indicated that _<

temperatures of at least 344 K had been reached. The time line

for exposure of the cosmic ray experiment is as follows:

i Ground elapsed t_me,
Event Significance hr:min

Undocking Detector's exposed to 3:04

space

Lunar orbit Detectors faced Moon 94:27

_nsertion part of time

Lunar landing D_st depjsited on 104:31

detectors, absorbs
solar heat

IMeasured from launch at 17:54 G.m.t. on April 16, 1972.I "
15-9 i:'
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Ground elapsed time, I

. Event Significance hr:min /

Red ring pulled 120:50

Experimental Experiment faces down- 125:25

package Sun; cools
moved to ,

footpad

Experimental Most of experiments 170:21

package terminated; dosimetry
folded for experiment begun

storage

Entry to Earth Dosimetry experiment 265:31
atmosphere termihated

INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES

t

! Etching and readout have been performed on Lexan sheets from
panel 2 and on glass 1457 from panel 3. For glasses, the final

steps in the preflight prepar_ ion were annealing (for the tektite _

and glass 1484, removing preexlsting tra_:ks), polishing, etching,

inspecting, and coating with an evaporated-aluminum reflective

coating approximately 210 nm thick. The 210-nm aluminum coating

_ also was present on the top Lexan and Kodacel sheets. After the _
flight, before the panels were disassembled, the outlines of the

0.5-cm-diameter openings above the glasses and the 0.3-cm-diameter
holes above the plastics were scribed into the detector surfaces.

The track etching rates of the detectors can be altered by •_

thermal annealing, the glasses to a lesser extent than the i

plastics. In figure 15-7, the changes in the track etcning rates .
caused by 1-hr anneals are showr for several glasses. In

figure 15-7, VT is the average track etching rate for

californium-252 fission fragments, and V G is the general etching i

rate for unirradiated regions. The extreme cases, GE phosphate

glass 1457 and Corning glass 1720, were two of the .glasses flown

on this experiment.

[ -,.

IMeasured from l_unch at 17:54 G.m.t. on April 16, 1972. _

15-10
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After the panels were disassembled, the glass samples were

carefully sectioned by sawing from the underside through most of
the thickness and then fracturing the remaining near-upper-surface

thickness to avoid the loss of valuable surface material. One

portion of each glass was then etched in room-temperature sodium .
hydroxide for I to 2 min to remove the aluminum coating. The same

part was then etched in 50 percent hydrofluoric acid to remove

approximately 0.5 m of glass from each surface and reveal cosmic

ray tracks The etched glasses were scanned at 1000X in an optical

microscope, then were replicated (cellulose acetate, gold coated),
and then scanned at 5000X in a scanning electron microscope (SEM). :

Parts of the top sheet of Lexan, after removal of the aluminum by

a 296 K sodium hydroxide solution, were etched for 3 or 6 hr in _

313 K 6.25N sodium hydroxide solution saturated with etch products
%

(ref. 15-5). In one case, a preirradiation with uV was used to

accelerate etching attack along the tracks (refs. 15-3 and 15-4).
Results are given for a 6-hr etch of a sheet from the lower left

part of panel 2 (hole 2) and a 6-hr etch of a UV-treated sheet

from the upper right corner of panel 2 (hole 59). These parts are

thought to correspond to the warmest and coolest parts of panel 2,

respectively, as judged from the distribution of dust cover and
temperature label readings. Sheets 2 to 11 below hole 2 were

etched for 40 hr under the etching conditions described previously.

Solar flare tracks on the exposed surfaces of the phosphate glass

_ and Lexan are shown in figure 15-8. From the optical scans in the

;' I central open regions of the various detectors, the track length

> distributions given in table 15-III were obtained. TheI
differential energy spectrum is derived from these track lengths

using range-energy relations (ref. 15-6) for iron nuclei, allow- i
ing for the thicknesses of the aluminum layer and the layer etched
away and assuming that the aluminum is crossed at 45 ° incidence.

The justJ ation for assuming that all particles are iron '_

when computin% Le energies is derived from the plot given in

figure 15-9. _or GE phosphate glass 1457, neon ions give tracks
having an average cone angle of 30 ° to 35 ° over a distance of i

approximately 15 _m. The SEM photographs of cosmic ray tracks
give the cone angle distribution for the >1-_m tracks shown in

! figure 15-9. This cone angle distribution indicates that the

: tracks are predominantly from particles much heavier than neon.
Separate experiments using argon-40 and iron-56 beams indicate

that the tracks were made by ions heavier than argon and close to

iron in atomic number. From known solar abundances (ref. 15-7),
it isexpected that iron is dominant and that most of the nuclei

observed have range-energy relations that are adequately approxi-

mated by that of iron. The justification in using iron for the
6-hr etch of hole 2 is that the results there agree with the
phosphate glass• For hole 59 (UV treatment before a 6-hr etch),

this assumption was shown to be useful but quantitatively wrong.

!t
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Particles stopping at greater depths than were observed at I

t_e exposed Lexan surface could be counted on the same surface
?

: but beneath the silver-backed Teflon, at the back of the top
sheet, and in sheets 2 to 11. These data lead to spectral infor-

mation at _I0 MeV/nucleon and above.

One interestlng anomaly was the observation beneath the

silver-backed Teflon of a high density (_3000 tracks/cm 2 in the

non-UV-irradiated Lexan and _10 000 tracks/cm 2 in the UV-irradiated
--3

Lexan) of short tracks ranging to _I0 cm long with rapidly

decreasing numbers of tracks with increasing length. Such tracks
were fewer at the opposite side of the Lexan sheet (depth 0.035 to

0.050 cm rather than 0 010 to 0 01q cm) The falloff with depth

is too rapid to be consistent with direct effects in the plastic

of the appreciable proton irradiation from trapped particles
encountered while leaving tl,e vicinity of the Earth. A proton :_

: flux of _3 × 109 protons/cm 2, >3 MeV, and _8 x 106 protons/cm 2
' ?

>30 MeV, is inferred from reference 15-8, extrapolating to greater
distances from the Earth on the basis of reference 15-9. The

most likely source of the short tracks is the alumin_n-Inconel- :
silver-Teflon composite adjacent to the surface where these short :

tracks were found. Whether these are reaction products, compound
nuclei, or recoil nuclei has not been determined. The cosmic ray

flux at 0.010- to 0.014-cm depth was inferred from the abundance

of tracks >15 x 10-4 cm length, which appear to form a distinctly
separate population.

i
The mineral detectors consisted of mica, feldspar (labra-

do_[te), soda-lime glass, tektite glass, and fused quartz• The

areas and exposure conditions are listed in table 15-I. The mica

- was taken from a large sheet of Indian muscovite and was

preanneaied at 923 K to remove fossil fission and alpha-recoil _
_ tracks. As a further step in eliminating stored tracks or i

potentfal spurious tracks, the mica was then pre-etched for 4 hr

at 298 K in 40 percent hydrogen fluoride (HF). Following this
steF, it was verified that the surfaces were capable of registering
tracks from 1-keV/nucleon heavy ions. The other detectors all

! censisted of polished surfaces obtained in a sequence of grinding

and polishing steps that culminated in the use of 0.05-_m aluminum
oxide powder• The tektite and feldspar also were annealed, but no

pre-etching was done. All samples except the fused quartz had a
narrow vapor-deposited strip of aluminum 100 nm thick across the

center of the sample.

15-12
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_ A summary of the track densities observed in the various

: ' materials is given in table 15-IV. The differences in track

density arise from differences in the registration characteristics

of the materials and do not represent inconsistencies in the track

data. After photographic documentation, test pieces were removed

from the detectors and etched to reveal particle tracks. The _

appearance of the tracks in mica and in two glass samples is _
shown in figure 15-10. The appearance of tracks in the feldspar

: after brief etching is similar to that in the mica and also to i

that in lunar feldspars etched for similar periods.

• - The mica showed the highest track density and has been the :

: most extensively studied to date. A summary of the integral
track length distribution measured by a combination of several _

; techniques is given in table 15-V This table does not include _

data on very shallow pits (or short tracks), the depth of which _

is within the range _100 nm. The length distribution for tracks
in the range from 0.2 to 2 m was obtained from SEM stereo-

•i photographs of a sample that had been etched for 2 hr to produce

: rather wide pits. A typical example is shown in figure 15-11.

The length distribution from 2 to 12 _m was obtained to optical !
microscopy on a sample etched for 10 min. The length distribution !

for tracks >12 _m was obtained on a sample etched for I hr.

Because the total track density did not vary during the etching _:

times used, the data for different samples are directly comparable.

SUMMARY OF SCIENTIFIC RESULTS

The relative abundances and energy spectra of heavy sol • ;

flare and cosmic ray nuclei contain a wealth of information . _f

the Sun and other particle sources and about the acceleratio,. _d _ _!
propagation of the particles. At the time of the Apollo 16 _ i

experiment, the lowest energy range, from a few MeV/nucleon or

MeV/amu to a few keY/nucleon, was largely unexplored• The cosmic _ 1

ray experiment was designed to examine this energy range using
i passive, _olid, particle hrack detectors, o

At the time of the Apollo 16 mission, April 1972, the solar
activity was approaching the 1975 minimum in its 11-yr cycle.

There was thus the possibility that the experiment results would

resolve the question concerning the source of low energy, heavy

cosmic ray particles during a period when the Sun was quiet•

The experiment was designed to measure this low particle flux.

If, on the other hand, a solar particle event occurred during the

exposure, the experiment would yield valuable information about

the energy spectra and composition of low energy, heavy solar
particles. Because a solar flare occurred during the translunar

15-15
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portion of the mission, the low energy results characterize solar
flare particles. The experiment results are presente_ in _
detail in references 15-10 to 15-12. f

The results presented in figure 15-12 are based on the most

• recent data and analyses. Two main points emerge from these
results:

I. The differential energy spectra for solar particles are ' :

rapidly varying functions of energy down to very low energies,

: well into the new energy range made available by the Apollo 16
experiment. Thus, for the iron group cosmic rays (points

labeled "heavy cosmic rays" in fig. 15-12), the differential

fluence varies approximately as E -3 between 0.05 MeV/nucleon and
30 MeV/nucleon. :_

At low energies, the spectral shape changes. Thus, i
2.

below 0.05 MeV/nucleon, the iron group spectrum flattens. Thi_

break, with its characteristic flattening, also occurs for the

spectra of other elements, but it occurs at energies that depend
inversely on atomic number. Thus, for carbon-and-heavier cosmic !

rays (points labeled "Lexan + UV" in fig. 15-12), the break occurs :
at =I MeV/nucleon, and for the satellite proton data, the break

occurs at =10 MeV/nucleon. This sequence of changes in spectral

shape yields the result shown in table 15-VI; the elemental abun-

dance ratios for solar cosmic rays change as the energies decrease.

: At higher energies, the ratio of iron group to carbon-and-heavier

nuclei is essentially equivalent to that of the solar photosphere,
0.04; at lower energies, the heavier elements are enhanced relative

' to the lighter elements.

The data imply that heavy nuclei in solar cosmic rays are

appreciably more abundant than in the solar photosphere. As early :

i as 1958, Korchak and Syrovatskii (ref. 15-13) predicted prefer-
ential enhancement (at low energies) of heavier nuclei during the i

acceleration process. They predicted that this enhancement of
heavier nuclei would occur because of their lower effective

_ charge-to-mass ratios. More recent explanations involve not only

the acceleration processes but also possible variations in the
_ composition of the solar atmosphere in the vicinity of solar
, flares (ref. 15-14).

The heav_ _smic rays above about 70 MeV/amu, where the curve

in figure 15-I_ has again flattened, are galactic, not solar, in

origin. These da_a were obtained from interior Lexan sheets,
after UV irradia_tion, by measuring etching rate as a function of

i residual range_ the manner described by Price and Fleischer
(ref. 15-15).

2
[
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Other galactic cosmic rays, recorded while the experiment was
I I stowed within the command module in its folded or shifted mode

(ref. 15-10), make it possible to determine the effects of solar /

modulation and spacecraft shielding on the flux of heavy galactic

cosmic rays (ref. 15-12). The results are important to manned

space missions because of the lethal damage to biological cells

caused by these highly ionizing particles. This experiment
together with earlier experiments using Apollo 8 and Apollo 12

helmets (ref. 15-16) and the results from the Apollo 14 electro-
phoresis experiment (ref. 15-17) yield two conclusions:

I. Extended space missions (e.g., a 2-yr flight to Mars and
! back) would be safest during times of peak solar activity, because

_ : the solar modulation from an active Sun decreases the flux of

_ _ highly penetrating galactic heavy cosmic rays. (The much higher

: _ flux of solar particles is relatively easy to shield against
:_ _ because of their lower energies.)

• _ 2 The shielding from galactic cosmic rays due to the mass-
: _ of the spacecraft and its contents could be considerably enhanced

: by judicious planning of the distribution of the mass.

Analysis of the glass detectors from this experiment

continues. As an illustration of the differences in sensitivity :_

of these glasses, the track densities observed in the GE 1457 *

phosphate glass, the GE 1484 uranium phosphate glass, and the

• I tektite glass (ref. 15-10) are in the ratio 50:20:1 for surface
I

: removals of _.5, 0.3, and 3.7 _m, respectively. For the uranium :,
phosphate gl_ss exposed under the Teflon thermal shield, approxi-

mately I in 10 of the tracks are multipronged, presumably the

result of scattering events in which uranium was the target. The

elemental abundances of the higher energy cosmic rays have just
been determined, using interior Lexan sheets. Analysis of _
abundances indicates that the elements of atomic numbers 21 to 25

are abundant relative to iron; and, for elements in the energy
range 70 to 150 MeV/nucleon, the observed nuclei are dominantly i

galactic in origin, just as the higher energy nuclei normally are.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA FINDINGS

The findings of the University of California cosmic ray ,

experiment have had a significant impact on the understanding of

galactic cosmic rays and solar particles. The study yielded the

i following major new results.

i I. The composition of heavy ions in interplanetary space at

! energies between _30 and _!30 MeV/nucleon is the same, within
i experimental errors, as that previously determined by other _
% ¢,
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experiments concerned with higher energy particles that are iden- I _tilled with galactic cosmic rays. Adiabatic deceleration as these
: particles enter the solar system could account for the absence of

any change of composition that might be expected of low-energy
particles due to ionization loss and spallation.

2. The ability of a Lexan stack to determine simultaneously

the energy spectra of major elements from helium up to iron in the _
energy interval 0.2 to 30 MeV/nucleon has revealed systematic '

changes in the composition of solar flare particles as a function

of energy. Compared with the composition of the solar photo-
sphere, the particles emitted during a solar flare are enriched in }

heavy elements by an amount that increases with atomic number i

(up to a factor _I02 for iron compared with helium at 0.2 MeV/
nucleon) and decreases with increasing energy.

3. Heavy ions emitted in a solar flare appear to be

completely stripped of electrons and thu_ are not in charge _.
equilibrium at the time of acceleration and release from the Sun.

DISPOSITION OF FLIGHT MATERIALS

Research regarding the glass detectors from the experiment

will continue. The flight parts of the GE panels were re- Iturned to the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center together with

the plastic detector sheets for refrigerated storage. The

appropriate zeports, publications, and data will be forwarded to i

the National Space Science Data Center for archivirg.

i

,!
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TABLE 15-II.- COSMIC RAY EXPOSURE OF THE COSMIC RAY EXPERIMENT I _

1"
4

Tracks per

Relative unit flux
Mission segment Time, hr solid angle !

8 =0 ° 0 =20 ° 8 =70 °
C C C

En route to Moon 71.4 1.0 3.14 2.76 0.164 _

In lunar orbit 30.1 0 to al.0 .726 .541 .030

Q • • • ,4On LM on Moon 20.7 5 1 57 1 38 082 _

On LM footpad 44.9 .64 1.95 1.70 :0

(69 ° to

horizontal)

Weighted averages _ .75 2.19 1.E7 .085
Total 167.1 .... !

,,, _.

avariable with time; 0.5-hr averages used.

:f
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TABLE 15-III.- TRACK LENGTH DISTRIBUTIONS AT

DETECTOR SUPS'ACES /

(a) Track length

Length, cm Number Tracks/cm 2 ,

1

Phosphate glass 1457

(0 to 0.5) x 10-4 82 0.92 x 106
(.5 to 1.0) 26 .29

: (I to 2) 19 .21 "
(2 to 3) 10 .11

,_ (3 to 6) 10 .:1 :_.
¢

_- Lexan (hole 2, 6-hr etch)

; _ (0.1 to 0.5) x 10-4 108 1.1 x 106
(.3 to 1) 127 1.3

_ (.5 to I) 65 .65
(I to 2) _50 1.5

_ (2 to 3) 51 .52
_ (3 to 4) 34 .35

_; i ( to 6) 25 .064
: (6 to 8) 20 .034

'_ (8 to 11) 9 .0066
(11 to 14) 9 .0042
(14 to 17) 6 .0028
(17 to 30) 3 0014 '_

• Lexan (hole 59, UV + 6-hr etch) i

(0.5 to 1.5) x 10-4 22 1.311 x 106 '
i (.5 to ".0) 79 2.07
[ (1.5 t_ 2.5) 8 ._9
_ (2.4 to 4.5) 10 .61

" '_ (4.5 to 6.5) 5 .31
" (6.5 to 10.5) 3 18_ "

(10.5 to 18.5) 3 .18

(b) Track density at exterior surface

"_'_

i Phosphate glass 11157 ....... 1.8 (+0.I)
, Lexan (hole 2, 6-hr etch) .. 6.10 (+0.35) optical
_ Lexan (hole 59,

: i UV + 6-hr etch) .......... 7.5 (+0.3)

15-21 '_
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TABLE 15-V.- INTEGRAL TRACK DATA IN MICA /

Track length, _m

(a) Track density, tracks/cm 2

I

>0.2 1.8 Z 0.1 × 106 (SEM)

>.5 1.8 +- 0.1 x 106 (SEM)

>I 1.1 + 0.15 x 106 (SEM)

>2 7._ + 0.7 x 105 (OPT)

4.4 _+ 0.7 x 105 (SEM)

>4 2.6 _+ 0.5 x 105 (OPT)

>6 5.5 _+ 1.5 x 104 (OPT)

>8 2.2 +- 0.2 x 104 (OPT)

>12 6.3 +- 1 x 103 (OPT)

>20 1.4 _+ 0.4 x 103 (OPT)

>34 2.8 -+ 0.5 x 102 (OPT)

i, >50 8.5 _+ 3 (OPT)

a_<2 percent of total between 0.2 and 0.5 _m.

: , 15-23
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TABLE 15-VI .- ABUNDANCE RATIOS

Energy,
MeV/nucleon Iron/(carbon and heavier) Iron/proton

I

10 0.04 2.5 x 10-6

-5
3 .03 1.5 x 10

1 .... 8 x 10-LI'

-3
.3 .11 .8 x 10

.1 .5 --

.03 1 --

-5
Photospheric .04 4 × I0

I

1

i
15--2q '_

i
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I' Preshiit Postshift
tracks tracks

I / i \ / F,.-
•"-I'-" / I \ I I

I / I \ i _.f-"
/ I \1 1

Figure 15-2.- Shifting pro-
cedure. A 2-mm relative

_._---Part_ shift of alternate plastic

- _ sheets allowed the preshift
and postshift tracks to be

distinguished. Postshift

_'i---Pad _ tracks are interesting only
_: for personnel dosimetry

purposes because the tracks

_} ---Part _ represent particles that

penetrated the spacecraft be-
fore entering the detectors.

---Part_

O.O05-cmTeflon,
"" O._-cm

¢" ---PartI Kodacel
• \

I \\\ _\Glass , cellulose_'i _,, triacetate
z_.1.////i//////../i////1111//i///////.-_, sheets

Figure 15-3. Exposure of
glass detectors. Glass

plates were recessed with-
in the triacetate sheets

Figure 15--I.- Panel 4 as r& as sketched. Except for
ceived on return from the the single 0.5-cm-diameter

Moon. Part labeled I is a perforation, the aluminized

stack of plastic detectors, glass was covered by a
Part II, the mineral assem- 0.005-cm Teflon sheet and

bly plate, contains mica, a 0.02-cm triacetate sheet.

feldspar, and glass. The 0.3-cm-diameter per-

Parts IV and V (partially forations allowed portions
visible) contain foils for of the top Lexan and Koda-

trapping light _olar wind. cel sheets to be directly
exposed. The Teflon was

backed by a 165 ± 15 nm

silver coating covered with

an 85 ± 15 nm Inconel layer.
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; Edgeofshield -
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2 .
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2

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 3 4 5
Distanceundershield/spacing(x/hi '

(a) The x is the distance under a parallel, semi-infini_:e
shield a distance h from the detector surface.

I
_ _ n_20olO ,|l ....... Edgeofshield

E
_, .4
C

U

f

] I I I .
-1.0 ".8 ".6 -.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 l.O

Relativedistance

(b) Normalized data relative to the position where the
etched track density goes to zero.

Figure 15-4.- Effect of a shield on the etchable tracks per unit
fluence as a function of track cone angle.
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Q

Boron-IOcarbideshield

Targetplate
8

errr_ Uranium g;ass

_ C_mium shield

Boron-tOtarget

TNdetector

(a) The experiment as it (b) The experiment as it
was designed, was actually deployed

because of the fail-
ure to achieve full
activation.

Figure 15-5.- Schematic diagrams of the neutron leakage flux
experiment in panel 4. The scale in the horizontal direc-
tion has been grossly exaggerated to separate the compo-
nents for easier viewing.
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Figure 15-6.- Boron-10 target strip. The mineral assembly
plate has been removed, and one target surip is visible
through the covering sheet of Triafol TN detector. ,

10 +

..Cornin9 glass 1720

'" .8 //

o

_.6

silica (Vycorl

S_a hme glass
l l l I I "

0 1_ 2_ 3_ 4_ 5_
lemperature, C, l-hr anneal

I I l I I I
273 373 413 573 673 773

t_mperature, K, t-hr anneal

Figure 15-7.- Annealing of the track et_hing rate for cali- i
fornium-252 fission fragments in several glasses. The

VT is the average track _Jtching rat_, and V G is the ?

general etching rate for an unirradia_ed region. The

reference VT is that obtained after a long time at room

temperature.
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10_ 2e :

(a) Glass Ig57 viewed optically. (b) Glass Ig57 viewed in a
scanning electron
microscope• The SEM _
replica is cellulose
acetate. ,

J

I

10_ _

(c) Lexan polyc_rbonate hole _ (d) Lexan polycarbonate
viewed optically, viewed in a scanning

electron microscope.
The SEM replica is
silicone rubber.

Figure 15-8.- Heavy solar cosmic ray tracks in plastic and glass

detectors. The surface removal is 5 × 10-5 cm for the glass -"

and I0-g cm for the plastic•
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2-

Neon _,

- Ill .I L :

0 5 to t5 20 25 30 35 ,i
Pc, deg ,-

Figure 15-9.- Distribution of projected cone angles measured

for solar flare tracks in phosphate glass 1457. The angles :
are obtained from SEM photographs of a cellulose acetate /

replica after a 12-min etch of the glass in 50 percent" _

hydrofluoric acid. ] iL
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(a) Mica, 1.8 x 106 tracks/cm 2. (b) Soda-lime glass,

05 cm 26 x I tracks/ . _

(c) Tektite glas,_, 2 x 105 tracks/cm 2.

Figure 15-'0.- Surface track densities in different detectors. _

Picture la) was taken in an optical microscop_ at _I000X_
(b) and (c) were taken in an SEM at 2000X. A feldspar crystal
(nct shown) has a similar appearance to picture (a) but has a

track density more like picture (b).
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Figure 15-11.- An SEM photograph of short tracks in mica. The
mica was etched for 2 hr at 303 K (30 ° C) in concentrated

hydrofluoric acid to produce the enlarged pits.
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\\\ L-
107 Vela TS-1
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:. lo .:

._ _i"_" i'_-IATS-! ;:.

-O 104 _'

103 ,

I-"tlMP-G "

102
o Lexan+ UV \_- _

a_ 10 _ Heavycosmicrays in__\ I_ "
. _ Lexan \ "
• I ,_ Heavycosmic rays in P205 \ "_
: I 1 - glass

%
T

" o Satelliteprotoncounters ,__ >

, 1 o Heavycosmicrays in• interior Lexan

.01 I I I I I I _,
.001 .01 .1 1 10 100 1000

Energy, MeV/nucle0n i _,

Figure 15-12.- Differential energy spectra for heavy cosmic rays
: during the period from April 16 to April 23, 1972, compared to
, the spectrum derived from various satellite proton counuers.

Fluence is given in part" ;l_:s/cm2-MeV/nucleon integrated ovel _
a 2_ solid angle. See reference 15-10 for a detailed schedul:

of exposure solid angle. The dashed line represents P205

glass data reanalyzed assuming a zero-range deficit instead of
the 0.185 um z_nge deficit assumed for the square points.
The interior Lexan point_ were obtained using the methods :4"
described in reference 15-16. The proton results are from L

preliminary data from satellite proton counters operated by
r C . Bostrum, Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (IMP), <

G. Paulikas, Applied Technology Satellite (ATS), and S. Singer,
I qe?a Satellite. _,
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- 16. TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER EXPERIMENT

The traverse gravimeter makes relative measurements of grav-

ity. The primary goal of the traverse gravity experiment (TGE)

was to make gravity measurements at a number of sites in the

Apollo 17 landing area and to use the measurements to obtain
information about the geological substructure of the Moon. A

secondary goal wes to obtain the value of the gravity at the land-

ing site relative to an accurately known value on Earth. Both
goals were successfully achieved. A qravity tie has been obtain-

ed b_tween the Taurus-Littrow landing site and the Earth with an

- estimated accuracy of approximately 5 x 10 -5 m/sec 2 (5 mgal).

Relative gravity measurements that can be used to infer the sub-
structure of the area have been obtained at stations occupied

durlng the periods of extravehicular activity (EVA). The appro-

priate corrections were applied to these measurements. The

resulting Bouguer anomaly curve reveals a systematic relationship
to the geometry of the valley. The values are approximately

25 x 10 5 m/sec 2 (25 mgal) higher near the center of the valley

compared to the values near the edges. The gravity data are
interpreted in terms of an infilling of the val_ey by a layer of

basalt approximately 1-km thick. _

I BASIC THEORY

Free-Air and Bougoer Anomalies

The basic theory for the interpretation of the traverse

gravity measurements can be described with the help of the sketch

in figure 16-I. As a simplifying approximation, two-
dimensionality is assumed; the sketch shows a hypothetical geolog-

ical cross section. The gravity measurements are made at the

lunar module (LM) landing site and at certain stations (stations
I, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.). The gravity value at the LM site is sub-
tracted from the value at the other stations, and, for this

report, only the relative values at the stations will be con-
sidered.

J
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The first step in the interpretation of the relative gravity

values is to make the free-air correction for elevation; that is, j
to allow for .he differences in the distances of these stations

from the center of the Moon. If gm denotes the gravity at the

surface of the Moon, M the mass of the Moon, r its radius, and
k the universal constant of gravitation, then

kM , ,
: gm 2 (16-I)

%. }

The free-air gzadient then is
#

_gm _ -2kM -2gin (16-2) :Dr 3 r
r

and the free-air correction is 2gm/£, which yields a value of

0.19 × 10 -5 m/sec2/m (0.19 mgal/m_. The ele_ation in meters is

measured from an arbitrary reference level (fig. 16-I). The free-

air correction is added to the relative gravity values to obtein
X the free-air anomalies.

I

The next s_-o in the interpretation of the free-air anomalies
involves the Bouguer correction. The Bouguer correction a_lows

for the gravity effect (i.e., the vertical component of the grav-
itational attraction) of the material abov_ the elevation datum

computed at the gravity stations. This correction involves a

knowledge of the dePsity of the material above tb_, elevation

datum. In the sketch in figure 16-I, densities of 'I for the

material comprising the masslfs and o2 for the material of the

valley floor have been assumed. That the actual situation can be

: much more complicated must be considered in the interpretation of
the Bouguer anomalies.

In gravity interpretation, _he Pou_uer cozrection i_ usually _
applied in two steps. The first, the flat-plate Bouguer, assumes '

that the elevation is the same at all points as it is at the _ta-
tion where the _orrection is being applied. The second, the i

terrain correction, allows for the departure of the actual terrain
from a plane at the height of the station. For the Taurus-Littrow

landing site, tl_e terrain correctic'Ls are !arqe and no particular

advantage is gained by computing the flat-pl_ _ouguer correc- ';:

___ tions and the terrain corrections separately. By computinj the

gravity effect of all the material above the e evation datum with

-o
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a sing±e computation, the combined Bouguer correction is applied;

I, and, by adding it to the free-air anomaly, the Bouguer anomaly isobtained. In these calculations, a flat Moon rather than a spher-
ical Moon is used. The relative error at the different stations

is negligible for the present calculations.
%

The fin_l step ir the interpretation of the Bouguer anoma-

lies. The l*eguer ar_malies have allowed for the elevation
differences between t:_e different stations and for the gravita-
tional effec_ of the material above the elevation datum. There-

fore, the Bou_uer anomalies are interpreted in terms of, and

therefore pI_vide information abcut, the density contrasts of

rocks lying below the elevation datum. In the simptified model
shown in the sketch in figure _6-I, for instance, the density

contrast Pl - P2 between the material comprising the massifs

and the material lying below the valley floor gives rise to the •

Bouguer anomalies at the stations. The actual structural situa-
tions as well as the density variations are probably much more

complicated than those shown in the sketch. The interpretation
approach will be to work with simple models consistent with

available geological information and to see how these models ex-

plain the gravity data. The final structural sol ltion will be
constrained by the gravity results, by considerations of geelog-

ical p'lausibility, and by the results from the other geological

and geophysical data.

I Two Dimensional Calculations

As a first approximation, two-dimensionality is assumed. The

gravity effect of a body is obtained by approximating its cross
section by an irregular polygon. The gravity effect of a body

with a polygonal cross section has been given by Talwani et al.
(ref. 16-I).

Three-Dimensional Calculations i

For more careful analysis of the gravity data, it is essen-

tia] to compute and to interpret the Bouguer anomalies without

the assumption of two-dimensionality. The basic formula used in i
this calculation is the gravity effect of a vertical prism (ref.

16-2). For distant areas, prisms of large area can be chosen and

an average elevation assumed for them. For closer areas, prisms
of smaller area must be chosen. By actual trial and error, prisms

of optimum area are chosen at various distances from the landing
site for use in the calculations. Such a determination has been
made. The results of three-dimensional calculations are

presented.

1976007062-389



EQUIPMENT

Sensor

The gravity sensor in the TGE is a Bosch Arma D4E vibrating

string accelerometer (VSA). The accelerometer is schematically

shown in figure 16-2. Each of the two strings, when energized,
generates continuous vibrations with its own frequency, the value
of which depends on the value of g. The difference between the

two frequencies can be obtained. The difference frequency between

the two strings Af when the sensor is in its normal verticaln

position can be written as

_fn = k0 + klg + k2 g2 + k3g3 _ "'" (16-3)

Terms of order higher than 3 can be neglected. Nc_,_nal values

for k 0, k 1, et cetera, for the flight vibrating string acceler-
2

ometers are k0 = 7 Hz, k I = 129 Hz/g, k 2 = -0.00034 Hz/g , and

k 3 = 0.003 Hz/g 3. A principal reason for the use of a double-

stringed instrument rather than a single-stringed instrument is
the reduction in the values of the higher order terms. Even-order

2

terms of the type k2g give rise to nonlinear rectification of

inertial accelerations caused by vibrations; therefore, it is very

important to keep the terms small.

The constants k 0, k I, k2, and k 3 are determined for the

sensor before the mission. However, experience with sensors of

this type had shown that k 0 is subject to drift as well as tares

(sudden dc shifts). Any shift of k 0 would degrade the Earth-

Moon gravity tie. (Shifts in k 1, k2, etc., are much less impor-

tant.) Also, if, at a station during a traverse, a large

difference of gravity from the value at the LM site was indicated,

it would be necessary to inquire whether this was a real variation

in gravity or whether the value of k0 had shifted. For this

reason, provision was made to make independent determinations of

16-6
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k 0 when necessary. Such a determination is called a bias deter-I

J' mination and is made by inverting the instrument. In the inverted
case

k2g2 3Af i = -k 0 + klg - + k3g (16-4)

l

Assuming the values of k 1, k2, and k 3, the values of k 0 and

g can be determined from the values of _f and Af. by combin-
n 1

ing equations (16-3) and (16-4).

Filtering and Phase Lock Loop

The electrically conducting VSA strings are placed in a

permanent magnetic field (fig. 16-2). When a voltage is applied
across the string, the resulting current causes motion of the

string and induces a voltage across the string. The voltage is
regenerated through a stable high-gain amplifier and fed back to _
the string.

The output of each of the VSA strings is a sine wave of a

frequency between 9.25 and 9.75 kHz. The signal is fed to a phase

I loop purpose phase lock loop module is
lock module. The of the

to determine the difference frequency between the outputs of the

two strings and to filter from the resultant signal the effect of

undesirable vibrations. Should any vibrations cause the input
frequency from the VSA to exceed a previously specified limit, a '

phase lock loop alarm is generated. This alarm is indicated by

the TGE display.

Measurement _ '

Since the lunar value of g is approximately 163 000 x

10-5 m/sec 2 (163 000 mgal) and a measurement to the precision of _

0.I x 10 -5 m/sec 2 (0.I mgal) is desired, the difference
frequency of the VSA must be measured to an accuracy of approxi-

mately I × 10 -6 . Because the nominal values of the difference

frequencies in the normal and inverted positions are approximately !

28 and 14 Hz, respectively, a simple counting of the cycles would
,_ take an impossibly long time. Instead, a gate is generated that

is inversely proportional to the difference frequency. For the
normal case, the gate consists of 1536 cycles of the difference '

,' frequency Af n (approximately 55 sec at this frequency); for the _ _

i inverted case, the gate consists of 384 cycles of the difference i

J
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frequency _fi (approximately 27 sec). The width of the gate is

measured by counting the pulses from a precision 125-kHz clock by l _
a counter. If D and D. are the counts in the normal and

inverted case n 1

1536 x 125 × 103 1.92 x 108
= = (16-5)

Afn D D
n n _-

I

384 x 125 x 10 _ 4.8 x 107
af. = = (16-6)

l D. D.
1 1

If k 0, k I, k2, and k 3 are all known, equation (16-3) can be

used to determine the value of g from Af n. If k 0 is not

assumed to be known, equations (16-3) and (16-4) together can be

used to determine the value of g as well as k0 from &f and
Af.. n i

1

Leveling

If the VSA axis is not vertical but is inclined at an angle

e to the vertical, g cos 8 is measured instead of 8. For a

small 8, the error is 0.5 g82. The TGE is designed to keep 8
less than 00°03 ' of arc and, consequently, the error caused by

leveling is less than 0.06 x 10 -5 m/sec 2 (0.06 mgal)..,

To provide the leve]ing, the sensor is mounted on a gimbaled

frame. Two vertical pendulums mounted on the gimbal frame sense

departures from the vertical with comparator circuits. These

comparator circuits provide information to steppinq motors that
drive the gimbals until the pendulums are level. The leveling is

accomplisheo in two modes. When a pendulum is more than 00°32 ' of
arc from level, the corresponding stepper motor slews faster; at
less than 00°32 ' the motor slews at a slower rate to avoid over-

shoot. When the pendulums are within 00°03 ' of arc of being

level, the slew con_ands are disabled. _

When _he instrument is inverted in the bias mode, a set of

bias pendulums is used that gives signals unless the gimbal frame
is similarly leveled in an inverted position. The TGE can only

be leveled if it is initially placed in a position less than 15 °
from level. In the normal mode, the time for leveling is between

0 and 20 sec; in the bias mode, the time is between 90 and 130 sec.

16-8
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Temperature Control and MonStoring

The VSA sensor is extremely sensitive to temperature; there-

fore, it is necessary to control its temperature to within 0.01 K /
(0.01 ° C). The VSA and its oscillator-amplifiers are cased in
a precision oven that is maintained at a temperature near 322 K

(49 ° C) to within 0.01K (0.01 ° C) by the temperature control and

monitor circuit. The precision oven, in turn, is encased in an 14
outer oven that Frotects the inner oven from the external thermal
disturbance. ,

The precision oven temperature circuit is a proportional and
rate-controlled loop using an electrical heater and a resistance

thermometer elemen- for a sensor. The complete temperature sensor

is an ac excited bridge, two arms of which are thermistors. The

bridge output is demodulated and used _o control drivers for the
precision heaters. A tap from the demodulator output is converted

to digital form and forms a digit of the TGE display. The dis-

played digit marks the deviations of the precision oven tempera-
ture from a preset valve. The outer oven thermostat and heater

circuit merely react to temperature changes to control the power

supplied to the heater. _

A thermal blanket provides good thermal insulation for the

TGE. A radiator at the top of the instrument provides the primary
means of heat expulsion.

I The mode of operation of the instrument was such that the
radiator was left closed during each EVA. The instrument elec-

tronics produced heat, but this heat merely reduced the heating f
to be done by the ovens. Between EVA periods, the instrument was _

placed in the shade with tne radiator open, and heat was then

expelled into space. The information from the temperature moni-
tors is converted to digits (the eighth and ninth digits of the

TGE display). _he eighth digit gives the thermal condition of
the outer oven and the _ign for the ninth digit. The ninth digit

of the numerical display is a number from 0 to 7 that represents a _
deviation of the precision oven temperature from a set point of

0.005 K (0.005 ° C) times the digit displayed. Polarity of the

deviation is obtained from the value displayed in the eighth !

digit. ,i

Physical Description

The TGE consists of the instrument package, a battery pack

assembly, a thermal blanket, and an isoframe assembly. A cutaway

view of the TGE is shown in figure 16-3.

The outer structure of the TGE is cylindrical with a flat

rear surface. A folding handle at the top of the instrument is

16-9
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used for hand carrying and for latchinq the instrument to the

isoframe assembly. Three feet at the base of the instrument

enable lunar surface operations. A radiator at the top of the

instrument provides the primary means of heat expulsion. The /
radiator and the display panel are protected from the environment

by hinged insulating covers.

Inner structure of the TGE consists of a two-axis gimbal

system, which contains a VSA housed in a thermally protected and i

evacuated two-stage oven assembly. The oven assembly is enclosed

in an electronic frame (E-frame) assembly of similar structural

design. The E-frame assembly is pivoted about its axis and is sup-

ported by a middle gimbal assembly. The middle gimbal controls
the vertical positioning of the inner gimbal over a 30 ° range.

The middle gimbal assembly is attached through bearings to the
base horsing and can rotate 210 °. Stepper motors and a gear train

provide the drive and positioning of the gimbal assemblies. The

stepper motors react to signals from pendulums that sense depar-
tures from the vertical as explained in the section entitled

"Leveling."

Deployment and Operation of Instrument

Gravimeter measurements were made both with the TGE mounted

on the lunar roving vehicle (LRV) and with the TGE placed on the

lunar surface. During a measurement, the TGE must be placed on a
surface such that the vertical axis of the TGE is within 15 ° of

vertical. The TGE must not be disturbed for approximately 3 min
after a measurement has been initiated.

A normal measurement (one with the sensor in the normal, ver-

tical position) is initiated by depressing the "GRAY" pushbutton

on the TGE (fig. 16-3). The measurement cycle starts with level-

ing of the instrument. During the leveling cycle, the indicator

light flashes off and on. When the instrument comes to a rest

within 00o03 ' of arc of the vertical, the light stops flashing
and remains illuminated until the difference frequency of the

strings has been measured. The number of counts of a p_ecision
clock (from which the frequency can be obtained as explained in
the section entitled "Measurement") forms the first seven digits

of the TGE display. The eighth and ninth digits of the display

are thermal monitors, as explained in the section entitled "Temp-
erature Control and Monitoring."

The display stays on for 20 sec. The display can, however,

be turned on at any subsequent time by depressing the "READ"

pushbutton, and it stays on for 20 sec.

A measurement with the sensor in the inverted position is

made by depressing the "BIAS" pushbutton. The bias pendulums are

16-10
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i, used for leveling, and the indicator light flashes on and offunt_l the sensor is leveled in an inverted position. The counting

and display then proceeds as for the normal measurement.

To conserve power, a toggle switch is provided to select the

"STANDBY" or "ON" modes of operation. In the "STANDBY" mode,

power is supplied only to the oven temperature controls and to

the VSA oscillator-amplifiers. Cycling the switch from "ON" to

"STANDBY" to "ON" will erase any stored data. Depressing the
"READ" button after such a switching provides valid readings only

for the eigth digit, which is the temperature monitor for the

outer oven and for the battery.

RESULTS

Number of Readings

Of the 26 readings obtained (table 16-I), three (readings I,
10, and 18) were obtained to learn the thermal state of the

instrument before EVA periods. No gravity values were obtained
with these readings.

Reading 8 at the LM site sho_ed that the TGE had been acci-

dentally moved during the measuremenL as indicated by the phase

i lock loop alarm, which gives zeros in the first three digits ofthe display in such instances. This reading, therefore, was

valueless, and another reading was obtained at the same site.

At the LM site, nine readings were made. Six of these were

readings with the TGE in the normal pesition on the lunar surface

(readings 3, 9, 11, 17, 19, and 25); one reading was made at the
start of each EVA and one at the end of each EVA. Two readings

(4 and 26) were made in the inverted position to determine the

value of the bias term k0 at the beginning and at the end of the

measurements. One reading (2) was made on the LRV to compare "on
LRV" and "off LRV" measurements.

Besides the readings at the LM site, 11 other discrete meas-

urements were made at different sites (readings 5, 6, 7, 12, 13,

14, 15, 16, 20, 21, and 23). Two extra measurements (readings 22
and 24) were made at stations 8 and 9 on the lunar surface to

compare on-LRV and off-LRV measurements at these sites.

In the preliminary evaluation of gravity in table 16-I, the

constants k2 and k3 of equation (16-3) are ignored and a value

of k I = 13.18 Hz/m/sec 2 (kI = 0.0001318 Hz/mgal) is assumed.

l
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For obtaining the value of gravity Ag at the stations rela-

tive to the value at the LM site, it can be shown that, when k2 I
and k3 are ignored, an approximate value is given by

?

_g = (On - ms base) x (-0"03245) (16-7)

I

where D is the display (f_rst seven digits) at that station andn

Dn base is the display at the LM site. The first off-LRV readlng 5

at the LM site (3) was chosen as the D The values of Agn base"

thus obtained are given in table 16-I.

Gravimeter Drift
7

For the flight instrument, it was determined before the mis-

sion that the drift during the EVA period (approximately 7 hr)

was essentially zero. It was decided to adopt a zero drift rate :
unless the off-LRV values at the LM site showed a consistent drift

pattern. Table 16-II gives off-LRV values at the T/M site.

Relative to the first reading, the gravity values range from

2.1 × 10 -5 m/sec 2 (2.1 mgal) to -3.2 x 10 -5 m/sec 2 (-3.2 mgal).

The only positive value, 2.1 x 10 -5 m/sec 2 (2.1 mgal), was at "I
reading 25. Before reading 25, during the traverse from station 9

to the LM site, the pallet on which the traverse gravimeter was

mounted swung open and, as noted later in the report, the resul-

tant banging of the pallet may have caused instrument problems

resulting in an erroneous reading 25. All the remaining values
were negative. Nevertheless, a consistent drift pattern was not
detected; hence, a zero drift was adopted. The variation in

values is attributed to instrument noise, which has an rms value

of 1.8 × 10-5 m/sec 2 (1.8 mgal).

Comparison of On-LRV and Off-LRV Values

_L
Readings 2 and 3 were both obtained at the LM site. Read-

ing 2 was taken with the gravimeter on the LRV, and reading 3 was

taken with the gravimeter on the lunar surface. The difference _

between the two readings was 4.6 × 10 -5 m/sec 2 (4.6 mgal). In an i
effort to determine whether this difference was random or syste-

matic, on- and off-LRV readings were also taken at stations 8
and 9. Table 16-1II shows that lunar surface readings are, in

all three cases, lower than the LRV values (the free-air differ-
15 '_-

ence is negligible) by amounts ranging from 4.6 × 10 to

I.
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I 6.9 × 10-5 m/see 2 (4.6 to 6.9 mgal). No explanation fnr this
difference has been found, but on the basis of three readings, an

empirical correction of -6.0 x 10 -5 m/sec 2 (-6.0 mgal) has been /

made to all on-LRV measurements (table 16-I). Some support for
this correction comes also from postmission tests with the

engineering and spare flight models. When the handle of the gra-
vimeter was jarred, temporary shifts in the gravimeter measure-

ments occurred that were always in the same direction (although

these shifts were <6 x 10 -5 m/sec 2 (<6 mgal). Applying the

• -6.0 × 10-5-m/sec 2 (-6.0 mgal) correction to the value at the

Apollo lunar surface experiments package (ALSEP) site brings the

ALSEP measurement into agreement with the measurement at the LM
site. The gravity values at the two sites are expected to be

close. However, agreement between the LM site value and the

nearby surface electrical properties (SEP) experiment site value

deteriorates slightly as a result of this correction.

Earth-Moon Gravity Tie

On the basis of normal reading 2 and inverted reading 3

(table 16-IV), a value of g = 162 694.6 × 10 -5 m/sec 2

(g = 162 694.6 mgal) was measured at the LM site at Taurus-

I Littrow. The constants k I, k 2, k 3 used in this determination

I were obtained during preflight tests. The value of k0 obtained

as a result of readings 2 and 3 was 7.21592 Hz. A predicted

value of k 0 based on laboratory test data was 7.2144 Hz. The

total shift during the translunar phase was 0.0015 Hz. This cor-

responds to a bias shift of approximately 11 × 10-5 m/sec 2

(11 mgal), which is considered reasonable when compared to typical

bias shifts experienced durlng acceptance and vibration testing.

On the basis of normal reading 25 and inverted reading 26, a

second value of g = 162 701.5 x 10 -5 m/sec 2 (g = 162 701.5 mgal)

was determined after EVA-3. The value for the bias constant k 0

differed by approximately 0.0006_ Hz fro_ the initial value, which

implies a shift of approximately 5 × I0 -b in/sec 2 (5 mgal) in the

bias value. However, the normal measurement of gravity obtained

for reading 25, if the initial value of k 0 is used, differs by

only 2 × 10 -5 m/sec 2 (2 mgal) from the initial value.

During the traverse from station 9 to the LM site, the pallet
on which the traverse gravimeter was mounted apparently swung

loose and banged against the LRV. This was the only time during

the entire mission that the gravimeter was shocked Jn this manner.
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Because deterioration in the performance might have resulted

from this shock, less emphasis has been placed on readJng_ _

and 26, and the initial determination of 162 694.6 _ 10-5 m/sec2 l
(162 694.6 mgal) has been adopted. An uncertainty of

-5 2
L5 × 10 m/sec (±5 mgal) is ascribed to this measurement.

DISCUSSION
i

Computation of Bouguer Anomalies

Two-dimensional calculations.- For a preliminary interpre-

tation of the gravity measurement, two-dimensionality is assumed.
The problem then is reduced essentially to the determination of

the substructure of the linear Taurus-Littrow valley with linear

massifs on either side. The stations at which the gravity
measurements were made are located in figure 16-4, and the values

qt these stations were projected to a roughly southwest-to-
northeast cross section. The value at station 6 could not be

appropriately projected to this cross section and has been ignored

in the discussion of the two-dimensional approximatien. The great
structural relief of the area neo_qsitates three-dimensional cal-

culations, which are discussed in the section entitled "Three-

Dimensional Calculations." The topographic profile with the loca-

tions of the projected stations is shown in figure 16-5.

The observed anomaly Ag, as obtained in table 16-1, ±s

plotted as a function of distance in figure 16-6. £he observed

anomaly is approximately 50 x 10 -5 m/sec 2 (50 mgal) lower at sta-

tion 2, closest to the South Massif, and approximately

30 × 10-5 m/sec 2 (30 mgal) lower at station 8, closest to the

North Massif, relative to the value of gravity at the IN site.

The ooserved anomaly curve therefore shows a pronounced dip toward
the massifs on either side.

The free-air correction is applied by using the correction

previously given, 2gm/_. The free-air anomaly thus obtained

(also plotted in fig. 16-6) dips to -30 × 10 -5 m/sec 2 (-30 mgal)

near the South Massif and to -20 × 10 -5 m/sec 2 (-20 mgall near the
North Massif relative to the value at the LM site.

The two-dimensional Bouguer correction is applied nevt. In

making the free-air correction, as well as the Bouguer correction.
an elevation datum must be chosen (fig. 16-I). The elevation

chosen was that of the I_ site (fig. 16-5), which was the lowest

elevation on the profile.
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The two-dimensional Bouguer correction is, in effect, made

I in three show the effect of the floorparts to (I) valley (i.e.,

material Iying between the elevation of the stations and the ele-

vation datum shown with a density of P2 in fig. 16-I), (2) the

North Massif, and (3) the South Massif. The three Bouguer 4:
correction curves and the total Bouguer correction are shown in

figure 16-7. Note that the effect of the valley floor tends " " "

cancel the effec _ of the massifs; hence, the total Bouguer _ ¢ _

is quite small (less than 5 × 10-5 m/sec 2 (5 mgal)). The two
l

dimensional Bouguer correction was calculated with a density o±

2.0 g/cm 3 (Pl = P2 = 2.0 g/cm3). This value is lower than the

values for breccia densities shown in figure 16-8(a). However,

if an average density of 2.5 g/cm 3 were used instead of 2.0 g/cm 3,

the differen:'e in the computed total correction would, in all

cases, be less than 1 x 10 -5 m/sec 2 (I mgal). That difference

can be ignored for the present discussion.

The two-dimensional Bouguer anomaly curvm (fig. 16-9) shows

minimums of nearly -25 x 10 -5 m/sec 2 (-25 mgal) at the stations

closest to the massifs. The variation in the central part of the

valley floor is within 10 x 10-5 m/sec 2 (10 mgal) of the value at
the LM site.

I Three-dimensional calculations.- While the Taurus-Littrow
valley itself can be considered a two-dimensional structural fea-
ture, the surrounding massifs (especially the South Massif) cannot
be considered as two-dimensional features. For this reason,

three-dimensional topographic reductions are important. The im-

[,ortant reduction is the Bouguer correction. As explained

earlier, it is usually made in two steps, which are the flat-plate
Bouguer and the terrain correction.

If Pl is the density of the Bouguer plate and AH Js the

elevation of the station in meters above a reference level, the

flat-plate Bouguer corzection in m/sec 2 is 0.0419 × Pl x All x 10 -5

= 0.0838 x AH x 10-5 (0.0419 x Pl x AH = 0.0838 × &H in mgal).

This correction is subtracted from the free-air anomaly to obtain

the simple Bouguer anomaly, f

/

To compute the terrain correction, one needs to compute at

each station the gravitational effect of the surrounding topogra- t

phy that lies above or below the horizontal plane passing through
the station.

L
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When terz_in corrections are manually computed, it is cus-
tum_ry tu consider the topography within a fixed distance from

each station. When computations are made with the help of a

computer, it is simpler to consider the same fixed area for all /
the stations. The two methods give equivalent results when the

stations lie close together and far from the boundaries of the
fixed area. At any rate, any differences in the result vary

slowly between stations ard are considered unimportant for these
calculations.

I

For the Taurus-Littrow sites, the investigators selected a

fixed area (fig. 16-10) lying between 18o30 ' and 22o00 ' :n lati-
tude and between 29o00 ' and 32o30 ' in longitude. The total area

is approximately 105.84 by 99.96 km. For the present calcula-
tions, this area is further divided into 49 subareas, each 0.5 °

by 0.5 °, or 15.12 by 14.28 km in dimensions. In Figure 16-10,
these areas are numbered I to 49. All the stations at which

gravity measurements were made lie within subarea 25.

In making terrain corrections, the prism formula was used.
For this purpose, elevations of distant subareas can be repre-

sented by large prisms; however, areas close to the stations must
be divided into small prisms or the effect of averaging elevations _
implicit in using large prisms will give rise to serious errors.

The choice of the size of the prisms was by trial and error.

One can of course represent the entire area by small prisms of

equal size, but this approach results in a very large increase in

computina time.

For the final calculations, prisms were chosen with the

following areas (of the top and bottom surface of the prism). The *
subareas I to 16, 20 to 23, 27 to 30, and 34 to 49 were each used

to form a single prism. Thus, the area of the top surface of

each of these prisms is 215.91 km 2 (14.28 km × 15.12 km). The
subareas 17, 18_ 19, 26, 31, 32, and 33 (with the exclusion of

some p_rts) were each subdivided into 36 smaller areas, each of

which had an area of approximately 6 km _ (2.38 km × 2.52 km).

Subarea 25 was in part divided into smaller areas that had

dimensions of 476 by 504 m (i.e., 1/900 of the original subarea).

Other parts of subareas were divided into yet smaller areas that
had the dimensions of 238 by 252 m (i.e., 1/3600 of the original

subarea). More complete details are given in table 16-V, which
also summarizes the resvlts of the calculations. Instead of

adding the flat-plate Bouguer correction to the free-air correc-

tion to obtain the simple Bouguer anomaly and then adding tne
terrain correction to obtain the total Bouguer anomaly, table

16-V shows the total Bouguer effect in the last column as the sum
of the total terrain effect and Bouguer flat-plate correction.

' 16-16
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In adding the total Bouguer correction at each station to u.,e

I free-air anomaly to obtain the total three-dimensional Bouguer /
anomaly (fig. 16-11), the investigators subtracted the constant

amount of 5 × 10 -5 m/sec 2 (5 mg_l). This procedure made all the !
values negative, which provided a convenience in making the

structural interpretation. This procedure is valid because the

absolute level of the anomalies is purely arbitrary. The three-

dimensional Bouguer anomaly calculations are shown in figure
16-11.

In comparing the two-dimensional and the th_ee-dimensional

total Bouguer anomaly curves (fig. 16-12), note that the dif-

ference is not large. However, it is evident that the gradient
near the South Massif is steepened by the three-dimensional cal-

culations; whereas, near the North Massif, the gradient is
decreased. The principal difference between the two-dimensional
and the three-dimensional calculations is that the former under-

estimate the terrain correction near the North Massif.

Also, it should be pointed out that station 6, which lies

close to the North Massif and therefore should probably be con-
sidered lying close to station 8 (fig. 16-12), would have a three-

-5 2
dimensional Bouguer anomaly of -19 × 10 m/sec (-.19 mgal).

That consideration would somewhat steepen the Bouguer anomaly
curve near the North Massif.

The three-dimensional Bouguer anomaly curve must be inter-

preted in terms of the substructure of the Taurus-Littrow valley.

Therefore, the interpretation must conside_ the available informa-
tion concerning the densities of the lunar rocks.

Densities of Lunar Rocks
P

Only a few measured bulk density values of the lunar rocks

have been reported _n the literature; most of these values were

obtained in the course of measuring other physical properties of
lunar rocks (e.g., seismic velocity, heat conductivity, etc.).

I
These published values (refs. 16-3 to 16-21) are plotted in the

histograms in figure 16-8, one for the lunar basalts and the other
for the lunar breccias.

IAlsc N. Warren, private communication, 1972, and

G. D. O'Keiley, personal communication, 1973.
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The methods used to obtain these density values were not

always indicated in the literature, but when a method was given, )
it was one of the following:

I. The volumes of aluminum foil models of the whole rocks /

were measured, and the bulk densities were computed u_ing the
weights of the rocks. Because the aluminum foil models were not

made to great accuracy, these density values can have 10 percent

or larger errors. , 7
f

2. The volumes of smell, precisely shaped samples cf the
rocks were computed by measuring their lirear dimensions. The

small samples are generally parallelepipe_s, 1 x 1 × 2 cm. The
densities were then computed using the measured weights of the
small samples.

3. The densities of some small samples were measured

directly using Archimedes' principle.

The density values trnded to group on the basis of the

method used to compute ",,e density; the first method gave low

values, the third method gave high values, and the second method
gave values in _e middle. This result is reasonable because the

samples were generally vuggy, vesicular, porous, and/or high]y
fractured. Thus, the first method inclui_s the effect of the

largest vugs and vesicles, and the third method includes only the
effect of the unconnected pores and cracks_ the second method will

_enerally eliminate the effect of large vesicles and vugs but not ::

that of small cracks and pores that cannot be avoided in cutting

the small samples. Thus, an intrinsic density of approximately

3.4 g/cm 3 for the lunar basalts is ir_icated in figure 16-8(b).

The limited number of reported values and the effects of the

difierent methods of measuring the deAsities make it impossible

•o determine if a density difference £xists between highland and
mare basalts or between highland and mare breccias; so far there

is no indication of a density difference. For the same reasons,

it is impossible to divide the breccias into separate groups

characterized by different densitY and petrology; the majority of
the reported values are for unshocked microbreccias.

Porosities have been measured for a few samples by point _"

counts on thin sections or cut surfaces A plot of density as a

function of porosity and the intrinsic densities calculated from

the porosities is given in figure 16-13. The intrinsic densities

for the three basalts range from 3.25 to 3.49 g/cm 3 and for the

g/cm 3four breccias from 2.99 to 3.14 . All but one of these data

are from the Apollo 11 rocks.

v
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Figures 16-8{b) and 16-13 indicate that the bulk densities of

' mare basalt samples are determined by their porosity and that the
samples have an intrinsic density of approximately 3.4 g/cm 3.

Thus, a thick mare lava flow with a thin vesicular top would have

a bulk density somewhat less than 3.4 g/cm 3. The data on the ]
breccias are not as conclusive, but there is no evidence that the

highly fractured rocks and breccias forming the highlands are more

dense, on the average, than the average of the breccia samples , ._
reported thus far. Therefore, the density contrast between a

thick mare basalt formation and highland breccia material should

be at least 3.2 - 2.8 = 0.4 g/cm 3 and may be as much as

3.3 - _.3 = 1.0 g/cm 3.

INTERPRETATION OF GRAVITY DATA

Before the Apollo 17 gravity measurements were made on the

Moon, there was no knowledge concerning the variation of lunar

gravity on the scale of a few kilometers. At the Taurus-Littrow

site, would the variations in gravity from station to station be

so small as to be inperceptible? Or, would they be so large (but

chaotic) that, while some general statement could be made about
gravity variations, no structural interpretations could be made?
The best hope was that the gravity variations would be large and

I would have some systematic relationship to the of the
geometry

valley. Before the mission, in the case of a systematic relation-

ship, two possibilities were envisaged. One possibility was that
in which the values at the center of the valley were low and

attained high values as the massifs Were approached• This is the

usual situation in the case of terrestrial valleys for which _

gravity minimums _n the valley are ascribed to low density sedi-

mentary valley fill. In the lunar case, low gravity values in

the valley would have been ascribed to a thick regolith mixed
with the "dark mantle" or "plains unit" material The other L >

possibility was that the valley values would be higher, in which

case they would be ascribed to infilling by basaltic material.

From an examination of the Apollo 17 results, the investi- _

gators' best hopes regarding the utility of gravity data were
realized. A variation of gravity from station to station does

exist, and these variations have a systematic relationship to _'
the geometry of the valley. From station 4 (fig. 16-12), moving

toward the South Massif, the value of the three-dimensional
Bouguer anomaly decreases systematically• Similarly, from the LM ,-
station and moving toward the North Massif, the three-dimensional

Bouguer values again decrease systematically. At station 6 (fig.
16-4), which is also close to the South Massif, the gravity value

is al_o low. Station 5 appears to be somewhat anomalous in that ]
it has a lower value than at station 4 and lower than at the LM
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site. When the two-dimensional and the three-dimensional Bouguer

curves are compared, the minimum at station 5 is more pro_ounced
in the two-dimensional curve than in the three-dimensional curve.

This suggests that the low value at station 5 is not an erroneous /

value and that a more comprehensive knowledge of topography and

a correspondingly better terrain correction might further raise the

Bouguer curv: at this station. Alternatively, some buried local
structure otherwise unnoticed is present near station 5.

Notice in figure 16-12 that the largest gradients in the

Bouguer curve are not at the edge of the valley but within it.

Thus, on the south side, the largest gradient is present between
stations 3 and 2A, and, on the north side, probably between sta-
tions 9 and 8.

Structural Model

With the results of the previous sections, a very simple

model has been used to explain the gravity results. Assuming
that the subvalley floor material consists of basalt flows that

have a positive density contrast of 0.8 g/cm 3 with respect to

brecciated highland material on either side, a block with a thick-

ness of I km is obtained for the basaltic material (fig. 16-12).
(This is a two-dimensional model; uncertainties in densities and

so forth do not warrant a more complicated three-dimensional
model.) As discussed in the section entitled "Densities of Lunar

Rocks," the measured densities of the lunar samples indicate that
the difference in density between the basalts and the breccias

could lie between 0.4 and 1.0 g/cm 3. Correspondingly, the thick-

ness of the basalt fill in the valley could range from 0,8 to 2 km.

The large Bouguer gradients at the valley edges indicate

steep sides for the postulated block of basaltic material. Note

that the gradient is steeper near the South Massif than it is

near the Worth Massif, indicating a steeper edge _o the basaltic
material near the south side. Also note from the model that the

basaltic material does not extend to the massifs but lies withln

the valley. On the south side, the edge of the basaltic material

appears to lie between stations 2A and 3. Because the Bouguer

anomaly curve is nearly as steep as the model curve, the edge

of the high density body must be nearly vertical. Near the North

Massif, the Bouguer omaly curve is less steep than the curve
for the model anomaly. This suggests that the edge is not so

steep on this side and perhaps lies somewhere between station 8
and 9.
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Comparison With Seismic Refraction Results

and Geological Significance of Trgverse

Gravity Experiment Results /

The seismic refraction experiment (ref. 16-22) near the

Apollo 17 landing site also reveals subsurface layering, but there

is an important difference from the results just described. The

gravity results require infilling of the Taurus-Littrow valley
with shallow high-density material that therefore overlies

material of lower density. On the other hand, the seismic refrac-
tion results reveal low velocity material overlying higher velo-

city material. Velocity at depths less than 400 meters is less
than 500 m/sec. Between 400 m and 1.4 km, the velocity is 1 km/
sec; and, at 1.4 km, it increases to 4.7 km/sec.

By comparing the seismic and the gravity results, one arrives
at the conclusion that the basaltic layer lying just below the

regolith has a velocity of approximately 1 km/sec, but a density

of 3.2 q/cm 3. This result would be considered remarkable for
terrestrial basalts. For lunar samples, Cooper et al. (ref.

16-22) cite measured values of seismic velocity that vary from
slightly less than I km/sec to more than 4 km/sec. Thus, it
seems possible, but only barely so, to explain both the gravity
and the seismic results by postulating a highly fractured layer

of basalt approximately 1-km thick that has a density of approxi-

mately 3 g/cm 3 but the very low seismic velocity of I km/sec.

For the lower layer, the opposite problem exists. Measured

velocities for the breccias range again from approximately I to 5

km/sec (ref. 16-22); therefore, the higher end of this range has
to be selected to satisfy the seismic results.

In summary, the gravity and the seismic results can be re-

conciled by invoking highly fractured basalts, which have a high

density but a very low seismic velocity, for the trp kilometer
or so of the valley floor overlying highland brecc.a material

that has a significantly lower density than the basalts but a

much higher seismic velocity.

Because breccia boulders, which have rolled down from the

massifs, as well as basalt boulders excavated from deep craters

have been examined, th_ solution suggested here is geologically

plausible. Therefore, gravity results indicate the presence of
basalt flows about I km in total thickness underlying the regolith

of the Taurus-Littrow valley.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

!
The successful performance of the TGE indicated that the

value of gravity at the Taurus-Littrow landing site is

162 694.6 ± 5 × 10-5 m/sec 2 (162 694.6 ± 5 mgal). The Bouguer
-5 2

anomaly shows values approximately 25 × 10 m/sec (25 mgal)

lower at the edges of the valley than at the LM site. The Bouguer
anomaly curve is interpreted in terms of a 1-km-thick block of

basaltic material lying below the valley floor with a positive

density contrast of 0.8 g/cm 3 with respect to the material on
either side.

Comparison with the seismic refraction experiment, which re-

veals very low velocity material (approximately I km/sec) overly-
ing higher velocity material (4.7 km/sec), suggests that the

basaltic material is highly fractured. The underlying lower

density breccia, on the other hand, has a velocity that is rela-

tively high when one considers the range of laboratory
measurements.

W
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TABLE 16-II.- OFF-LRV Ag VALUES AT LM

SITE RELATIVE TO FIRST VALUE OBTAINED

[rms deviation = 1.8 × 10 -5 m/sec 2 (1.8 mgal)]

tg

Reading

m/see 2 mgal

I 3 0 0-5
9 -1.4 × I0 -1.4

11 -.2 -.2

17 -2.0 -2.0

19 -3.2 -3.2
25 2.1 2.1
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17. SOIL MECHANICS EXPERIMENT (NASA EXPERIMENT S-200)

1,
NSSDC IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS: / :

APOLLO 12 69-099C-I0

APOLLO 14 71-008C-02

APOLLO 15 71-063C-02

APOLLO 16 72-031C-09
f

APOLLO 17 72-096C-04
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/
17. SOIL _FCHRNICS E_PE_IMENT

The purpose of the soil mechanics experiment vas to
determine the ph?sical characteristics and mechanical

properties of the lunar soil to depths of several decimeters
and their variations in lateral direc+ions, on slopes, and

between different reqions of the Moon.

;

_XPER_ dENT DESCRIPTION _
%

Soil mechanics data were d_rived from television,

photography, core-tube and bag samples, measurements that

used a self-recordina pgnetrometer, and data from other
lunar surface experiments. The self-recording penetrometer

(SRP] (fiq. 17-I}, the main Guaafitative data source for the
soil mechanics experiment, was used to obtain data on soil-

penetration resistance as a _unction of depth below qround

surface. Maximum possible penetration depth of the S_P is

76.5 cm, and the maximum recordable penetration force is 215
N. The record of each penetration is inscribed on a

I recording drum contained in the housing assembly. The
upper

lunar surface reference plane rests on the lunar surface
durinu a measurement and serves as a datum for measurement

of penetration depth. _ 2.5Q- by 12.7-cm bearinq plate and

two penetrating cones (having base areas of 1.29 and 3.22

cm_ and an apex angle of 30 °} were available for attachment
to the penetration shaft.

The core drive tubes for Apollo 15, 16, and 17 are

thin-walled tubes that are 37.5 ca in length, with an inside
diameter of _.13 cm and an outside diameter of _.38 ca. Th_

tubes were used singl 7 and also in combination as double- <
core tubes.

D_TA SOUgCES _ND _VAII._BIT.IT¥

Soil mechanics data were derived from the followinq
sources.

1. Crew commen%arw (air-to-ground transcript) i_

2. Crew debrieflnq s,ssions follovinq each mission

' 1"/-3 <

j.

k
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3. T,unar- surface television
|

4. Lunar-surface photography i

5. Performance data and observations of interactions

between lunar soil and the lunar roving vehicle

6. Drive-tube (core tube) samples

7. Deep-drill samples, taken with the Apollo lunar
surface drill

8. Lunar sample characteristics, as determined by the

Lunar Sample Preliminary Examination Team

Q. Measurements taken with the SRP

The only data uniaue and specific to _he soil mechanics ,:

experiment were obtained with the SRP durlnq the Apollo 15

and 16 missions.

DATA ARCHIVED AT NSSDC

Data packaqes containinq the results of measurements

taken with the SRP have been archived at the National Space

Science Data Center (NSSDC). _ach data package includes:

I. Curves showinq penetration resistance as a function

of cle pth

2. Calibration data (prefliaht and postflight)

3. Tables showinq force as a function of depth (_ _a

from the recordinq drum)

!

SUMMARY Or K_Y RESULTS

The mechanical properties of lunar soil as deduced to {

date have been summarized by Mitchell et al. (refs. 17-I and

17-2) who note that *he soil behavior is similar to that of
terrestrial soils of comparable gradation, even though the

two soil types are compositionall¥ disslmilar. Particle-

size dis+ribution, bulk densitw, and particle shape appear
to control phvsical behavior.

A variety of data sources indicates that the soil

porositv, density, and strength varw locally and with depth.

Densities may be in th_ ranqe of 1.0 to _.0 g/ca3, and
¢

I
%
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I values greater than 1.5 g/cm3 are probable at depths of 10
to 20 cm. Despite these local variations, however, Houston

et al. (ref. 17-3} have found that the mean porosity at each

of the _pollo landing sites is the same (_3.3 percent) for
the upper few centimeters of soil. The soil on crater rims

and on crater and rille slopes was found to have a somewhat

higher porosity (an average value of _6 to _7 percent).

Apollo 15 and 16 results also suggest somewhat lower 1
densities for soil on slopes. '

_or a given lunar soil, porosit_ appears to be the most
important single variable controlling the strenqth

parameters, with most probable values iving in the range of

O. I to 1.0 kH/m_ for cohesion and 30" to 50 ° for friction

angle: the hiaher values are associated with lower

porosities. Available data indicate that, in general, _ :
strength {and therefore densitT) increases with depth. <

&.
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18. FAR UV CAMERA/SPECTROGRAPH

Ultraviolet observations from %he Moon allow study of

the entire atmosphere of the Earth and the geocorona.
Photographs taken by the far UV c_mera show hydrogen and

other gases in the solar wind and interplanetary media and

provide new data on stars, nebulae, and galaxies much

farther away. When used as a spectrograph, the instrument
distributes the light it receives according to wavelength,

and th_ resulting spectrum shows bright lines or gaps that

are c_aracteristic of various gases. The far UV
camera/spectrograph extended stellar research to fainter

stars and shorter wav_lengths than those studied previously

and also obtained quantitative measurements of dlffuse

background radiation in the far UV wavelengths.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

The camera/spectrograph was designed, fabricated, and

calibrated at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington,

D.C., to meet the requirements of the experiment goals and
( the limitations imposed by other crew activities. The basic

component was an f/1.0 Schmidt camera of 7.5-cm aperture
(fig. 18-I). Incident light passes through the corrector

pla_e and is focused on a potassium bromide (KBr)

photocathode, maintained at -25 000 V. Photoelectrons
accelerated by this electrostatic field are focused by an

axial magnetic fi=]@ of approximately 2.39 X 104 A/m (300

Oe) on film coated with a _ery thin layer of nuclear-track
emulsion (Kodak NTB-3) 3ust behind a 32-mm hole in the

primary (concave spherical) mirror. Exposures were

initiated by the film transport that automatically turned
the takeup reel after a specified exposure time. During

_ach exposure, the _T_B-3 film was firmly pressed against the

+hin (7.7-nm) barrier membrane consisting of a thin plastic,

coated with aluminum permeable to the 25 000-V el_ctrons but

_paque to light.

In order to select different bands of far UV light, the
Schmidt camera was provided with two corrector plates, one

of lithium fluoride (I,iF) and one of calcium fluoride
(OAF2), eLther of which could be accurately seated by a

small motor. To photograph spectra, another motor was

provided te turn the Schmidt camera 90 ° to look at a

reflection grating behind a photoengraved grid co]!imator

I
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that admitted light from a 0.25 ° strip of sky. The motions

of film transport, corrector pl_tes, and Schmidt camera were

automatically _med by an electronic sequencer, accurate %o
a fraction of a second. /

Operation of the "power on" or "reset" switch initiated
an automated sequence of exposures in four modes designated
as follows:

Mode Description '

ILi: Imagery through an LiF filter-
" corrector with a pass-band of 105

to 160 nm

2

ICa: Imagery through a CaF2 filter-

corrector with a pass-band of 123
to 160 nm i

SLJ: Spectra through an LiF filter-
corrector with a 3--a resolution

over the pass-band of 105 to 160 nm

SO: Spectra with no corrector, with a

a-nm resolution over the pass-band
of 50 to 150 nm

This spectral range was limited by the mirror and grating
reflectivity at the low end and by the KBr photocathode

sensi:iv_y a_ the long-wave end.

INSTRUMENT OPERATION

For proper thermal conditions, the far UV camera had to
be in the shadow of the lunar module (LM). Becalse of the

16-hr delay in touchdown and the higher Sun angle, it was

necessa[y to deploy the camera close to the LM (2 m
southwest of the down-Sun footpad) during the first period

of extravehicular activity (EVA-I) (fig. 18-2) and even
closer during EVA-2 and EVA-3. The LM thus occulted a

larger region of the eastern sky (fig. 18-3) and eliminated
+wo of the planned targets (NGC* 7317 group of galaxies and

Abell Clusters 2634 and 2666).

Pointings of the far [TV camera/spectrograph were made

by setiing two graduated circles on an altitude-azlmuth

*NGC = New General Catalogue of Nebulae and Clusters of i
Stars by J. L. E. Dreyer, published 1888.
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telescope mount. At deployment (approximately 17:40 G.m.t.

, on April 21), three legs were unfolded and locked to form a .:
tripod unde_ a leveled table. The camera/spectrograph was

_upported between two vertical stanchions on the table, as /
v__ically fromshown in figure 18-2, so that it could swing _-_

_o elevation (pointing at the horizon) to 90 ° (pointing at [

. vat.on (EL) angle was set bythe zenith) The desired ele _

the astronaut on a sector graduated in degrees. The
stanchions could be rotated around a vertical axis centered

on the leveled table where the azimuth (AZ) could be read on

a circle graduated in degrees. The zero point of this AZ

circle was set by the astronaut sighting down-Sun, a few

degrees south of west. Hence, the AZ readings for the far

UV camera pointings were 90 ° larger than conventional AZ
readings (measured from luna_ north) used in other crew
activities near the LM. <

in the imagery modes (ILi and ICa), the camera viewed

•he sky directly with a field diameter of more than 20 °

(flg. 18-3) and a resolution of approximately 2 arc-rain. _
For the spectrcscopic modes (SLi and SO), spectra were

obtained of everything within a 20 ° by 0.25 ° strip parallel

to the lunar horizon. The image on the photocathode (fig.

13-I) was +ransferred to the _TB-3 film behind the primary
mirror to 9ire a mirror image of the sky field rotated 10.5 °

on %he film. i

I To adjust to the EVA time line, pointing times varied
from 20 min during crew activities near the LM _o 16 or 17 !
hr during the rest periods between EVA periods. Hence, %he

targets were designated in advance as S for short pointing
times of 20 to 30 min, allowing imagery exposures only; M

for medium pointing times of _ to 5 hr, allowing both

imagery and spectroscopic exposures; and L for long pointing
times of 16 hr or more, allowing several 200-min

spectroscopic exposures. On every target, there is

redundancy because of the automatic sequence of repeated
exposures. In addition _o pure imagery and spectroscopic

frames, short combined exposures (designated IS) were i
obtained during the mode changes when the camera was turned

90 ° from direct imagery (ILi) to look at the grating and

collimator (SLi).

EXPERIMENT GOALS

i

Seven scientific goals were established for this
experiment, all of which were at least partly achieved.

1. To determine composition and structure of the Earth

upper atmosphere from its spectra
%
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2. TO determine the structure of the geocorona from
imagery in Lyman-alpha (121.6-nm) light, and to study day

and night airglow and polar aurorae in the longer

wavelengths (125 to 160 nm)

3. To obtain direct evidence of intergalactic hydrogen
in aistant clusters of galaxies

4. To obtain spectra and imagery of the solar wind and
other gas clouds in the solar system

5. To detect gases in the lunar atmosphere, including
volcanic gases, if any

6. To obtain spectra and colors of external galaxies

in the far UV regions, adding to knowledge of their
composition

7. To obtain spectra and colors of stars and nebulae

in the Milky Way

Preliminary results can be reported on four of these goals,
most specifically on the first two. Less accurate results
are available on goals 4 and 6; definite conclusions on

goals 3, _<, and _ must await further analyses of accurate

measurements on the densities of zhe processed flight film.

Numerous target pointings were considered. Because of I
the 20 ° field, each pointing would include several

!

significant objects and would help to me6 _ several
experiment goals. It was necessary to verify that each

target center would be at least 10 ° above the lunar horizon

and _ould not be occulted by the LM at the schedule3
poinzing time. To allow for delays in the time line, the EL

and AZ settings were computed for all possibl_ pointing

tJm_s, and _ al_ernate se+tings were computed in addition to

the 11 primary targets. The probable errors in settings

were also considered; except for the Earth, whlch was
centered by eye in the sighting tube, these errors were

_stimated at ±3 ° . Because the AZ bearing tended to stick,

the actual pointing errors were somewhat larger. Table 18-I

shows the requested right ascension (NA) and declination
(dec) angles compared with the actual values measured on

imagery frames.

DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSED FLIGHT FILM

After each of the 11 pointings, the automatic sequence
on the camera, timed by film advance, took the following
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exposures until the astronaut pressed the "reset" switch for

I. another pointing.

Exposure type Exposure time, min

TLi 1, 3, 10

ICa 0.5, 3, 10, 30

SLi 3, I0, 30

SO C.5, 3, 10, 30

SLi 0.5, 200

SO 0.5, 200

There are 209 exposures on 9.727 m (383 in.) of film, plus
0.467 m (18.4 in.) of step-wedge calibration, both preflight

and postflight. The background fog, produced principally by
Van Allen belt protons during tr_nslunar coast, is less than

0.I_ net density.

In all, there are 178 usable frames on the exposed
film: 85 imagery, 68 spectra, and 25 combined (ILl and SLi)

exposures. Of the 85 imagery frames, 13 are heavily

i overexposed by background Lyman-alpha radiation on the 10-min ILi exposures, and 7 are overlapped by adjacent frames

because of inadequate film advance. Four of the combined

frames are also overlapped. The distribution among the 10
targets is shown in table 18-II. (The regions covered are

_ach 2no circles in the sky.)

Because of the uneven thickness of the barrier

membrane, there are streaks in the instrument sensitivity -
approximately ±25 percent in electron flux - inclined 50 ° to

the horizontal, upward to the right in the lunar sky. Also,

numerous small blank spots were produced by dust on the
barrier membrane, and a lenticular area of lower sensitivity

appears at the upper right. All these instrument
sensitivity deviations will be removed in the accurate

reduction of film density to absolute U? flux. A few

scratches on the back of the film, produced by abrasion in

+he film-transport box (cassette), also affect the

pho+om_try and will be removed in the accurate reduction.

The S-201 flight film was originally scanned with a

microphotometer at the DICOMZD Corp., Minneapolis, Minn.;

but the density range was limited to 2.5 D (less than half
the film's useful range from 0 to 6 D) and the digitized

I
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tape recordings were very "noisy." During August 1974, 148

frames (omitting 30 frames that were underexposed or

overexposed) were scanned with a Photo Data Systems (PDS)
microdensitometer at the Boller and Chivens Division of

Perkin-Elmer in South Pasadena, Calif. (wlth a range of 5.2

D). The digitized data, 1024 by I02_ rasters per scan, arc
on magnetic tape filed at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

(JSC), Houston, Texas.

With "the JSC Executive II computer system, these tapes
have been analyzed in the following steps:

1. Star images on 10 frames were identified with blue
stars in the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Catalog.

2. Deviations between the image positions and catalog

positions were used to generate a "distortion function" so
that images could be corrected for a spirallike distortion

introduced in the electrographic camera.

3. An S-201 catalog is being prepared and will
contain lists of corrected celestial coordinates (right

ascension and declination) of all recorded objects, together

with density volumes above background on both ILi and ICa

exposures. (These density volumes are proportional to flux

in the two pass-bands, 105 to 160 nm and 123 to 160 nm.) The
catalog will list several thousand stars in the 10 target
areas (table 18-II).

4. Isodensity contour plots were drawn by computer
for selected regions with selectable contour interval.

(Three of them _re shown in figures 18-_ to 18-6.) A catalog

of S-201 contour plots is being prepared showing density

variations (far-UY intensity variations) across the I?

target areas (table 18-Ii). These show other identified
nebulae and galaxies, as well as variations in the solar

wind and interplanetary background. This catalog will

contain more than I0C isodensity contour plots.

DATA AVAILABLE AT NSSDC

The following experiment data are available at the
National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) .

I. A second-generation copy negative of flight film.

2. Nine-track magnetic tape. Tape content is the
output of a photo digitation scanning on a 1024 by 1024
m_trix of each of the 204 frames obtained from the

ex}eriment.

18-8
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3. A list of 209 frames on the S-201 flight film with
time of _xposure, central coordinates, mode, duration of

exposure, defects, features, and DICOMED tape numbers.

!
In addition, computer programs used are described in DJSC
Abstract D I_2.
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Figure 18-1.- Simplified cross section of the electronographic
Schmidt camera.

Figure 18-2.- Far UV camera deployed in the LM shadow on April 22,
[ 1972 (AS16-11q-18q39).
i
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Figure 18-3.- Schematic representation of target pointings in the

lunar sky from the Descartes site, an outside view of the celes-

tial sphere of the camera. In each 20 ° circle are given the tar-

get number and a rough estimate of background Lyman-alpha surface
brightness relative to the inner geocorona on target 2M. In two

cases (targets 7S and 10M), there is a marked change across the

field, and two ratios are given. The dashed circles show regions

of predicted brightness caused by the lunar hydrogen atmosphere
and the solar bow cloud.
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19. LUNAR EJECTA AND METEORITES EXPERIMENT /

The lunar ejecta and meteorites (LEA_) instrument was

designed to measure the speed, direction, total energy

(kinetic and potential), and momentum of primary cosmic dust
particles and lunar ejecta. I

DESCFIPTION

The LEAM experiment consists of three sensor systems:

the east sensor, the west sensor, and the up sensor. The

basic sensor for each array, shown schematically in figure
19-I, consists of a front "A" film-grid sensor array and a

rear "B" film-g_id sensor array spaced 5 cm apart (film

plane to film plane) and an acoustical impact plate on which
the rear film is mounted.

The performance of the sensors depends on two basic

measurable phenomena that occur when a hypervelocity
particle impacts upon a surface: the formation of an

ionized plasma and a transfer of momentum.

In conjunction with the _ollowing explanation of the

experiment operation, refer to figure 19-1 and consider

three probable types of cosmic dust particles:

I. A high-energy hypervelocity particle (>10 -7 J
(>1.0 erg)).

2. A low-energy hypervelocity particle (<10 -7 J

(<1.0 erg)).

3. A relatively large high-velocity particle

(>10-Io g). This class includes the bulk of lunar ejecta

particles.

As a high-energy hypervelocity particle enters the
front film sensor, it yields some of its £inetic energy

toward the generation of an ionized p]as_,a at the front

film. Electrons from the plasma are collected on the
positively biased grid (+24 V), producing a negative-going

pulse that is amplified as shown. The ions from the plasma

are collected on the negatively biased film (-3.5 Y),

producing a positive-going pulse that is amplified as shown
and pulse-height-analyzed as a measure of the kinetic energy

19-3
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of _he particle. As the particle continues on its path, it

1 •yields its remaining energy at the rear sensor film land
plate), generating a second set of plasma pulses and an ,:
acoustical pulse (if the momentum of the particle is

sufficient). A pulse-height anal_sis is performed on the

positive-going plasma pulse, and a peak pulse-height

analysis is performed on the acoustical sensor output as a
measure of the remaining momentum of the particle. The time

lapse between the front film penetration (positive plasma
pulse) and the rear film impact (positive plasma pulse) is :_

recorded as the time-of-flight of the particle over a known
distance and therefore the particle's speed.

As a low-energy hypervelocity particle enters the fr(nt {
sensor, it yields all its kinetic energy at the front fil,

A pulse-height analysis is performed on the positive output
signal as a measure of the kinetic energy of the particle.

As a relatively large high-velocity particle enters the

LEAM experiment, it may pass through the front and rear film
sensor arrays without generating a detectable ionized plasma

but still impart a measurable impulse to the acoustical

sensor. In this event, a peak-pulse-height analysis is °
performed on the acoustical sensor output pulse.

}

The time-of-flight sensor, as described, represents one

of 256 similar sensor systems that comprise t_e east and up

sensor arrays. The west sensor array was designed } _
specifically to record low-speed ejecta impacts on the _

microphone plate without retardation by a front film and

consequently has no capability to measure particle speed.
Figure 19-2 is an exploded schematic view of the overall

experiment, showing that _ vertical film strips are crossed

by 4 horizontal grid strips to affect 16 front and 16 rear
film sensor arrays (creating 256 possible combinations), i

Each grid strip and each film strip connects to a separate _ <

output amplifier. The output signals from these amplifiers

are use_ to determine the segment in which an impact _

occurred. Thu_, knowing what front film segment was

penetrated and what rear film segment was affected by an
impact, one can determine the direction of the incoming

particle with respect to the sensor axis and eventually with

respect to the Sun.

DATA AND OPERATIONAL HISTORY

The LEAH was deployed on the lunar surface on December
11, 1972, with the following lunar coordinates: latitude

20.164 ° N, longitude 30.770 ° E. The east sensor axis is
directed 25 ° north of east to accommodate interstellar

¢
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grains. Accordingly, the west sensor is directed 25 ° south

I, of west. for all is ±2 °.Pointing accuracy sensors

Hhe1_ the LE_ was deployed on th_ luhar surface, the

three sensors and thermal control mirrors were p_otected by
covers to avoid dust contamination. The mirror covers were

removed at a Sun angle of 135 ° during the first lunation.
The sensor covers were commanded off at 09:57 G.m._. on

December 28, 1972, but were apparently removed at sunrise of I

the second lunation, which was 05:58 G.m._. on January 9,
1973.

Because of the excessive operating temperatures of t}e
LFAM experiments, the instrument was commanded off during

the lunar day as follows:

Off 13:38 January 10, 1973

On 13:18 January 22, 1973

Off 05:38 February 8, 1973

On 12:q7 February 20, 1973

I Off 16:33 March 11, 1973

On 22:20 March 22, 1973

Off 05:10 April 10, 1973

On 16:07 April 22, 1973

Off 00:02 May 10, 1973

On 09:36 May 19, 1973

Off 21:52 June 8, 1973

On 12:38 June 18, 1973

Off 17:37 July 8, 1973

On 13:0_ July 17, 1973

From July, 1973, to the date of this publication, the LEAM

has been turned on, typically, 52 hr before sunset, and

turned off, typically, 71 hr after suhrise.

19-5
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The instrument is automatically calibrated every 15.4

hr. Two calibration modes are presented and separated by a I
3.5-min interval.

DISCUSSION

Although the objectives set forth for the LEAM

experiment were generally centered around measurements of

the impact characteristics of cosmic dust and ejecta, it is
now obvious that those measurements represent only a small

fraction of the overall data events being registered by the
LEAM. Most of the data events represent electrostatic

lunar-soil transport. Evidence for +his phenomenon was
first manifest in a consistent enhancement of the numbers of

events associated with the passage of the terminators.

Present conclusions concerning the phenomenon are that

(I) it is strictly a lunar surface phenomenon triggered by

sunlight, (2) the particles being transported are of the -
order of 1 micron in diameter; and (3) the particles are

relatively slow moving (<I km/sec) and have a high surface
charge (>10 -*4 C). The extent of the soil transport is such

tha+, if one assumes a mass of 10 -*a g for the average

particle, the churning rate for the east sensor becomes

4 x 1C-*s g/cm_/sec or in 4.5 billion yr it becomes
0.6 g/cm a .

DATA TO BE ARCHIVED AT NSSDC

The following data will be available at the National

Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) :

1. Tapes and microfilm

a. Event tapes, disks, or cards

b. _icrofilm of all changes, based on tabulation
from baseline

2. Documentation

a. Description of experiment and equipment

b. Data history and operational history

19-6
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c. Data processing manual (description of comFuter

program and calibration information)

!
d. Analytical steps required to obtain event tapes

e. Photograph frame numbers used in analysis

0
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I
20. SURFACE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

The surface electrical properties (SEP) experiment was

, flown to the Taurus-Littrow region of the Noon on the Apollo ,
17 mission. The experiment used megahertz radiofreguencies

to determine the following:

" I. Electrical layering at the landing site

2. Dielectric properties of the surface material in _
situ

3. Presence of scattering bodies

To sound into the surface layers, a relatively new
technique, radiofrequen_y interferometry (RFI}, was

developed for the lunar experiment and was tested

extensively on Earth. A transmitter was placed on the lunar

surface, and a receiver was carried on the lunar roving
vehicle (LRV). As _he. LRV moved along its traverse, the

received magnetic field strength and the position of the LRV

I with respect to the transmitter were recorded.
t

At any point on the traverse, several waves reach the

receiver, and these waves form interference patterns as

shown in figure 20-I. The interference pattern is

diagnostic both of the physical properties and of the

structure of the upper layers. Field strength data for six

freguenci-s and six combinations of receiving and !_
transmi' g antenna orientation (for a total of 36

reading-_ , together with position, calibration, and :

temperature information, were recorded on a magnetic tape _
that was returned to Earth. The basis for the

interferometry concept and details of the SEP experiment are %
contained in references 20-I to 20-5.

BACKGROUND

Beca,se radio interferometry is a relatively new
technique, most of the background experience was acquired

explicitly for the lunar experiment. There are three main
facets.

I. Theoretical evaluation of the electromagnetic

fields s_rrounding a dipol_ antenna over a dielectric medium

20-3
f
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2. _xperimental work by use of an analog scale model

3. Field work on several different glaciers for full- i
scale experiments

Although the tegral expressions for the

electromagnetic _ _ds surrounding a dipole antenna over a
half-space have _ _-n known for some t%me (e.g., ref. 20-6),

their evaluation for layered media with completely general

electrical properties is far from insignificant. Straight
numerical integration is prohibitively expensive: therefore,

three complementary approximate methods were used - a

geometric optics approach, the theory of normal modes, and

fast Fourier transform (FFT) techniques. The geometric
optics formulation (refs. 20-I, 20-4, 20-7, and 20-8) is

most accurate for "optically thick" layers and becomes

invalid for distances less than about a wavelength.
Theoretical curves arc most easily calculated with the

normal mode formulation for thin layers in which only a few

modes propagate. The use of the FFT technique allows the

calculation of theoretical interference patterns for models

in which the electrical properties vary continuously with
depth.

For checking these calculations and for studying cases
too complex for theoretical treatment, a scale model was

constructed in which microwave frequencies were used. The

model consisted of a layer of dielectric oil in which a

reflecting plate could be set up in many different

orientations. A typical suite of model curves for the

layered case of a dielectric over a perfect reflector is
shown in figure 20-2, together with the corresponding

theoretical curves. The inaccuracy of the geometric optics

solution for thin layers is readily apparent.

Field experience with the RFI technique was gained on

,_rips to the Gcrner and lthabasca Glaciers (ref. 20-2) and
to the Juneau Icefields, using lunar hardware at various

stages of development. Because most of the glaciers were

known, from independent work, to approximate plane layered

media, it was possible to match observed data with curves

obtained from the geometric optics formulation for layered
media. In the analysis of the glacier field data, trlal-

and-error suites of theoretical curves were compared with

field data. Attempts at formal inversion are currently

underway.

A typical set of field profiles for the glacier tests

and their corresponding "best fit" theoretical curves are

shown in figure 20-3. No single frecuency or component was
uniquely indicative of the parameters (dielectric constant,

loss tangent, and depth to reflector). However, if one

20-,
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accepts o_11y parameter sets that give consistent, good (but

, not perfect) fits for all frequencies, and for both of themaximum-coupled components for which there are theoretical j
solutions, then an "acceptable" interpretation can always be
found.

OPERATIONAL HISTORY

The SEP experiment was performed at the Apollo 17

Taurus-Littrow landing site. The transmitting dipole

antennas were deployed approximately 150 m east of the lunar
module (LM) in a north-south and an east-west direction

(fig. 20-4). During extravehicular activity (EVA) 2, SEP
_ data were recorded as the LRV moved in a westerly direction

away from the SEP transmitter toward station 2. The

traverse as reconstructed from the SEP°LRV navigation data

is given in figure 20-5.

From the SEP transmitter out to a range of 1.7 km, the

receiver operated normally. Between 1.7 and 4.3 km, the

receiver operated in an acquisition mode, attempting to

acquire a synchronization signal from the transmitter. In
the acquisition mode, only partial data were collected. At

a range of 4.3 km, because of the low received field

strength, the receiver obtained a false resynchronizing

I that caused an incorrect realinement of receiver and
pulse
transmitter timing and a subsequent loss of field strength

data beyond ,.3 km. At station 2, the receiver was turned
off to aid in cooling. The receiver was operating again

between stations _ and 5: however, the signal levels _re

too low to allow a resynchronization with the transmit +

At the beginning of the station 5 stop, the receiver wa
turned off. The receiver was turned on again at the end .f

the station stop; however, because the internal receiver

temperature was above a safe limit, a thermal switch i

prevented receiver operation for the remainder of EVA-2.

Data were to have been recorded during _VA-3 from the

SEP transmitter to station 6, but the astronauts failed to
turn on the receiver. Therefore, the data used as a kasis
for this discussion are those taken from the SEP transmitter

westward to a range of _.3 kin.

DATA AND DISCUSSION

In the RFI technique, electromagnetic waves of six

frequencies (I, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 MHz) are transmitted
sequentially by two orthogonal, horizontal dipole antennas

2U-5
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and received by three orthogonal, selectrically small, loop

antennas, resulting in 36 readings of the field strength I
during each measurement cycle.

Positional information from the LRV navigation syst _-
is recorded as increments and decrements of I° in _earin

and 100 m in range and as odometer pulses, each equivalent

to a 0._9-m change in position for the right-front and left-
rear wheels of the LRV.

3

The LRV traverse data derived from SEP data are

compared in table 20-I with traverse data produced by the
United States Geological Survey (USGS) (ref. 20-9) and with
the traverse reconstruction created from the N_SA Goddard

Space Flight Center very long baseline interferometry (¥LBI) _

data. * The YT,BI data have an absolute accuracy of
approximatel) 40 m. The USGS traverse data are taken from

photographic panoramas made at station stops and are

accurate to approximately 10 m for explosive package _

(EP-4), LRV-I, and station 2 and to approximately 50 m for
LRV-2 and LRV-3.

The three traverses are plotted in figure 20-6. The _
maximum differences are approximately 500 m at stops LRV-2
and LRV-3. The differences between USGS and VLBI traverses

are larger than expected, and later adjus+.ments of the data

may improve the agreement among the three sets. For the

first 2 km, all three reconstructions are in good agreement.

An example of SEP field strength data is shown in figure
20-7. Each plot contains either the endfire or the

broadside components for one frequency, plotted as a
function of range, in free-space wavelengths. The data are

plotted for a maximum distance of 1.7 ks or to 20 free-space
wavelengths.

For each frequency, six components are measured. Three

components (H_ endfire and Hp and Hz broadside) are
maximum-coupled for a plane, layered geometry, whereas the

other three are minimum-coupled to the transmitted signal.

For all six frequencies, the maximum-coupled components have
an average level from 5 to 15 dB greater than the minimum-

coupled components. These results are in direct contrast to
glacial observations. For all the glacier runs, the _aximum-

and min_u_-coupled components were approximately equal in •
level a 6 and 32 MHz. This rough equality of signal level

was attL _uted to the presence of random scatterers (e.g.,
crevasses) in the ice with dimensions on the order of a
wavelength. On this basis, the inference is that few

scatterin_ bodies having typical sizes of 10 to 300 m and
contrasting dielectric properties are present in th-

tI. Salzberg, personal communication, Jan. 197Q.
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subsurface %ear the lunar SEP site. Scattering experiments

_ both in the scale model and on glaciers support this
inference.

%/

Further confirmation is obtained by an examination of .:

the H_ endfire component. This component has a near-
surface wave so large that it effectively masks any

interference• However, if near-surface scattering is
.%

important, this component becomes erratic. Data indicate _
this component is relatively smooth at all SF_ freguencies.
The residual peaks and nulls correlate well with those in

the Hp broadside component. Therefore, it is believed
that these two components are slightly mixed because the

traverse was not completely east-west (i.e., not directly
off the end of the endfire antenna).

The other two maximum-coupled components (_, and Hz *
broadside) have been the most important for interpretation
(fig. 20-8). At 16 and 32 MHz, the number of peaks and

troughs per free-space wavelength of range is fairly low,

indicating a dielectric constant of approximately 2 to 5. \

However, the lower frequencies show somewhat higher beating _
rates, indicating a dielectric constant of approximately 6

to 8, and certainly less than 10 These observations imply
that the dielectric constant of the near-surface material is

lower than that of the deeper material. These results are

consistent with the dielectric properties of a soil layer

?

over solid rock, as measured on returned samples (e.g., ref.

20- I0) . _

The loss tangent is estimated from the sharpness of the )i

peaks and nulls in the two major components and from the

average decay of the field strength with distance. The _
analysis indicates that the average loss tangent of the
subsurface material to a depth of several hundred meters is

less than 0.05 and possibly as low as 0.002. The fact that

the hiqher freguenci_.s have strong signal levels for many ,•

tens of wavelengths from the transmitter, whereas the lower i

frequencies die out relatively quickly, indicates that the i
loss tangent of the near-surface material is 0.01 or less. **

These low loss values confirm that no liquid water is

present in the outer kilometer of the Moon.

Structure is more difficult to determine unambiguously. _

By comparing the two major components with suites of ;
theoretical curves for a plane, two-layer geometry (i.e.,

dielectric layer over a dielectric half-space), no single
set of parameters has been found that gives theoretical _

curves in satisfactory agreement with the data at all _

frequencies. Several perturbations from the two-layer model ;:

have therefore been suggested, i'

: 20-7 r
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One possible variation is a model that reflects a

thinning layer of soil over rock. The layer is 20 m thick
near the SEP site, with dielectric constant of 3 to 4, and
thins to 15 m a few hundred meters to the west. The lower i
material has a dielectric constant of 6 to 7. Results from

the lunar seismic profiling experiment, conducted over the

same region, show good agreement with this model (ref. 20-
11). The chief basis for this interpretation is the curve
for 2 HHz broadside (fig. 20-8), which shows little

interference o_t to a range of approximately _ wavelengths

but then has several dramatic peaks. This behavior suggests

that the layer is just thick enough near the transmitter
that little energy is transmitted either through the layer

or through the subsurface. However, further from the
transmitter, the layer becomes so thin that it is

essentially transparent. Although theoretical formulations _.
for sloping interfaces have not been obtained, interference
patterns for sloping glacier interfaces and for the

microwave model that resemble the lunar pattern have been '
observed.

Table 20-I_ contains the parameters of a three-layer

model. In this model, the following assumptions are made:

(I) that layer 1 is so thin that it is essentially

transparent to all frequencies except 16 and 32 HHz and (2)
that the boundary between laTers 2 and 3 is too deep to have =:

much effect on the 16- and 32-MHz patterns. Typical

theoretical curves for this model are shown for comparison

with the data in figure 20-8. Although the major features
of the data are present also in the theoretical curves, the

details are not always in good agreement. This lack of

agreement may be due to slight adjustments in loss tangent
(i.e., the particular features in mc_t curves are very
dependent on the loss tangent), or due to slight dipping of

the interfaces (as mentioned previously).

CCNCLUSIONS

Despite the present inability to match the lunar SEP
observations with the theoretical curves calculated for

various models, it is believed that the gross electrical

properties of the Taurus-Littrow region have been obtained.

At the present stage of the analysis of the lunar data, the
following conclusions can be made.

I. The loss tangent of the lunar material in situ is

less than 0.05 and possibly as low as 0.002, to depths of 2
to 3 kin.

20 -8
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2. No liquid water is present at Taur._s-Littrow to a

I depth of 2 to 3 km.
I

3. Electromagnetic scattering is not important at any

of the SEP frequencies.

4. Scattering bodies as large as 10 to 300 m are not

present in the vicinity of the traverse from the SEP site to
station 2.

5. The relative dielectric constant is approximatel 7

3.5 near the surface and increases with depth to a value of

6 to 8 at approximately 100 m. These values are consistent

with the values expected for lunar soil overlying rock.

6. No model consisting of plane layers has been found
that fits the observations accurately. Some features of a

thinning layer, a three-layer model, and continuously
increasing dielectric properties match some of the features

of the observed interference patterns.

7. The LRV navigation data recorded on _VA-2 to

station 2 agree well with VLBI and USGS traverse
reconstructions.

DATA SUBMITTED TO NSSDC

The raw SEP data were digitized and demultiplexed at

the NASA I,yndon B. Johnson Space Center and submitted to the
National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC). The resulting

tape contains the following data.

I. Receiver operating mode compared to time

2. Receiver temperature compared to time

3. Received-signal strength during times when the

transmitter was turned off (six detection frequencies, three

components)

4. Receiver calibration signals- detection of

calibrated noise sources (six detection frequencies, three
sources (front-end grounded, noise-diode input, and noise-

diode input with 20-dB amplification))

5. Data for each experiment frequency: (a) range

compared to time array and (b) detected signal strength
compared to time for six components (two transmitter

antennas and three receiver antennas (2 X 3 = 6))

1976007062-465



The navigation data on this tape will be derived from the

SEP-LRV navigation data. I
!

A second tape will contain the same science and /
calibration data, but navigation data will be derived from a

combination of VLBI and SEP navigation data. This will be
the best estimate (from all sources) of position compared to
time.

Microfilm printouts and plots corresponding to each of
the data sets will be submitted.

20-I0
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TABLE 20-II.- PARAHETERS FOR THREE-LAYER HODEL (See fig, 20_-8)

,

Layer Depth, n Dielectric constant Eoss tangent

1 7:1:1 3.8:1:0,2 0°008:1: O.OOq

2 100 ± 10 "_.5 ± .5 .035 + .'_25

3 0 9(?) (?)
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Transmitter

,.Surface wave

lit t,

Subsurfacewave t

"__cfl
ectedwave r',

Figure 20-I.- The three main waves used in radio interferometry.
The surface wave trav_"ls above the surface of the dielectric,

and the subsurface wave travels just below the surface. Because

the two waves travel at different velocities, their beat fre- :_-

quency is a function of the dielectric constant. Any reflecte-]
waves from a subsurface horizon also influence the interference
pattern.

r

/ "..;'%.;..._.

, ,".--,--........ ..:--.-..-,-.:I-..o7 7 J "i i t, ,-_
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24

Range,k Range,k

(a) Depth = 0.5,_,. (b) Depth = Ik.

Figure 20-2.-Theoretical solutions and scale-model data for a

dielectric over a perfect reflector for various reflector

depths. The dielectric constant is 2.16, and the loss tangent
is 0.0022. The range is in free-space wavelengths _. The

scale-model data are represented by solid-line curves, the geo-

metric optics solution by dotted lines, and the normal mode

solution by dashed lines.
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Figure 20-6.- The EVA-2 traverse construction as compiled from

LRV navigation data recorded by the SEP experiment, the VLBI

,,, data, and the USGS traverse reconstruction from photographic
information. The three independent reconstructions compare

favorably to a distance of 3 km but disagree more than expected
near LRV-2 and LRV-2 at a distance of approximately 4 km.
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_igure 20-7.- A portion of the Figure 20-8.- A partial compari- '

SEP experiment data (2.1 MHz) son (2 MHz) of the theoretical

for all 36 "components." Each curves (dashed lines) with

component has been plotted as observed data (solid lines).

a function of free-space wave- The parameters for this model

length to a maximum of 1.7 km are given in table 20-II.
or 20 wavelengths (whichever
is smaller). The vertical

scale is in decibels, with a
reference at -90 dBm as shown.

Thr component is labeled at the

end of the curve: H_ endfire

is maximum-coupled; H end-
p

fire and H endfire are
Z

minimum-coupled. "
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21. LUNAR ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT

On the Apollo 17 mission, a miniature mass
spectrometer, called the lunar atmospheric composition

experiment (LACE}, was carried to the Moon as part of the
Apollo lunar surface experiments package (ALSEP) to study
the composition of and variation in the lunar atmosphere.

The instrument was successfully deployed in the Taurus-

. Littrow valley with its entrance aperture oriented upward to

intercept and measure the downward flux of gases at the
lunar surface. Identification of sources, sinks, and

transport mechanisms of the lunar gases can lead to a better

understanding of the mechanism of gas release from the lunar
surface and interior and of the interaction of the solar

wind with the Moon.

The existence in the lunar atmosphere of helium, neon,

argon, and possibly molecular hydrogen has been confirmed by
the Apollo 17 mass spectrometer. The observed helium

concentrations and distribution agree closely with model

predictions for a noncondensable gas based on a solar-wind

source, a thermal escape, and a "Monte Carlo random walk"

i longitudinal distribution. Heavier gases are lost byphotoionization and subseguent sweeping away hy the solar-

wind electric field. The observed nighttime neon
concentration of 8 X 104 molecules cm -3 is consistent with

expected amounts. Argon, however, is adsorbed on the lunar

surface late at night when the surface temperature is

lowest. Argon shows the expected predawn enhancement

exhibited by condensable gases released into the atmosphere
at the sunrise terminator. Hydrogen appears to exist in the

molecular tether than the atomic state, an,] its o_served

concentration is less than a factor of 3 higher than that
predicted by a model similar to that used for helium. The

total nighttime concentration of known species (hydrogen,
helium, neon, argon} in the lunar atmosphere is 2 X I0s
molecules cm-3.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

Identification of gas molecules in the lunar atmosphere

by species and determination of concentrations are

accomplished by a miniature magnetic-deflection mass

spectrometer. Gas molecules entering the instrument

aperture are ionized by an electron bombardment ion source,

[
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collimated into a beam, and sent through a magnetic analyzer
to the detector sTstem.

,f

The ion source contains two tungsten (with 1 percent

rhenium) filaments, selectable by command, as electron

• emitters. In the normal mode of operation, called the fixed
mode, the electron bombardment energy is fixed at /0 eV,

which produces a sensitivit7 to nitrogen of 3.8 X I0 -v
_/N/m2 (5 X 10-s A/tort), sufficient to measure

concentrations of gas species in the 1.3 X I0-*_ N/m_ (10-15

tort) range. An alternate mode, the cvclic mode, provides

• four different electron energies (70, 27, 20, and 18 ev)
that are cycled by successive sweeps of the mass spectrum.
Identification of gases in a complex mass spectrum is

greatly aided when the spectra are taken at several

different electron ionization eneroies, because cracking

patterns of complex molecules are a strong function of the
bombardment electron enerqv.

Voltage scan of the mass spectrum is used with a hiah

voltaue stepping power supply. The ion-accelerating voltage

(sweep voltage) is varied in a stepwise manner through 1330

• steps from 320 to 1420 V with a dwell time of 0.6 sec per

step. F_ach step is synchronized to a main frame of the
telemetrv format: therefore, the telemetry word position

serves to identify the atomic mass number. Ten steps of

background counts (zero sweep voltage) and 10 steps of an

internal calibration frequenc7 are inserted between sweeps, I
making a total of I_50 steps per spectrum. (Sweep time is
13.5 rain.) Because the instrument has three collector

assemblies adjusted to collect ion beams, having passed

through the magnetic analyzer (fig. 21-I) in the ratio
1:12:27.4, three mass ranges are scanned simultaneously

(viz, 1 to U, 12 to 48, and 27.4 to 110 amu).

In an alternate mode, the sweep voltage may be

commanded to lock onto any of the 1350 steps, enabling the
instrument to monitor continuously anv given mass number

peak in the spec+rum with a time resolution of 0.6 sec per

sample. A one-step advance command is also available. The

lock mode permits hiah time resolution monitoring of mass
peaks that ma¥ be suspected to be of volcanic origin.

Resolution of the ana!yzer is set at approximately 100
for the high-mass chan,el a_ mass 82. This is defined as

less than a l-percent valley between peaks of equal

amplituda a+ mass 82 and 83. Krypton is used to verify the
resolution.

Standard ion-counting techniaues using electron

multipliers, pulse amplifiers, discziminators, an4 counters
_re used: one system for each mass range. The number of
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counts accumulated per voltage step (0.6 sec) for each

j channel is stored in 21-bit accumulators until sampled b_"
the telemetry sTstem. Just before interrogation, the 21-bit
word is converted to a floating point number in base 2,

reducing +he data to a 10-bit word consisting of a 6-bit
number and a _-bit multiplier. This scheme maintains a 7-

bit accuracy (I percent) throughout the 21-bit (2 X 106 )
range of data counts.

Housekeepinq circuits monitor 15 functions within the

instrument (suppl7 voltages, filament current, emission

current, sweep voltage, an_ several temperatures). One
temperature sensor monitors the ion source temperature: this

value is used in dat_ reduction. Housekeeping words arw.

subcommutated, one each go main-frames, thus reauirinq a
full spectral scan time to read each monitor once.

Calibration of the instrument was performed at the NAS_ ._

Langley #esearch Center (LRC) molecular beam facilitv.

molecular beam apparatus produces a beam of known flux in a

liquid helium cryochamber. The instrument entrance aperture
intercepts the beam at one end of the chamber. With known

beam flux and ion source temperature, instrument calibration

coefficients are determined. Variation of gas pressuze in

the molecular beam source chamber behind a porous silicate

glass plug varies the beam flux and provides a test of the
linearifv of the instrument response. Good linearity wns

I achieved up to 5 X I0 s counts/sec, where the onset ofcounter saturation occurs.

7

Calibrations wet, @one with a number of gases that mat

be candidates for ambient Innar gases: for example, argon,

carbon dioxide, carboh monoxide, kryp%,on, neon, nitrogen,

and hydrogen. Because helium is not cryopumped at the wall

temperature, no helium beam can be formed in the chamber:
therefore, helium calibrations are not po.=sible with this

system. Sensitivity %,0 helium was determined in the
ultrahian vacuum chamber at the University of Texas at

Dallas using +he LRC absolut_ argon calibration of the

i,=_,,m_n_ as a _tandard for ca] brating an ionization

oressur_ gage. mhe gage calibration for h_lium was
subsequently inferred from %he ratio of ionization cross
sections for helium and argon. The .:_sultinq helium _

s_,sitivi+y is the ratio of the calibLated gage pressure to
the helium countinq rate.

Instrument parameters are as follows:

Mass ranq=: I to 110 amu
?

SDec+rum scan time: 1_.q rain

&..
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Mass resolution: I percent valley at 82 aqu

Sensitivity: 6.7 X 10-13 N/m z (5 X I0-ms tort) I

Dynamic range: 6.7 X 10-*3 to 1.3 X 16 -7 _/m 2

(5 X 10-*s to I X 10 -9 tort)

AVAILABILITY OF DATA
|

The LACE initial turn-on occurred on December 27, 1972,

at 18:07 G.m.t. and continued throughout the first lunar
night. Operation has been continuous durinq each lunar
uiqht from shortly after sunset to approximatelv sunrise.

During the April and September 1973 sunrise periods,
operation continue_ a or 5 hr into the daytime to track the
behavior of argon. Daytime opera%ion has been severely

curtailed because of the high outgassinq rates encountered

as the site warms, thus producing a large artifact

background that covers most of the ambient gas levels except

helium. This relatively hiah background gas concentration
would likelv degrade the instrument ion source sensitivity

if operated for long periods (hours} in this environment.
Likewise, extended daytime operation periods, one in

January, one in February, and one in May, have given
information on the davtime gas concentrations at the site.

Table 21-I lists the periods of instrument operation during
its firs+ 9 months on the lunar surface.

In aeneral, the instrument has operated well. All

housekeeping data have remain-d within bounds. A fortuitous

occurrence, the slow evaporation of the tungsten filament,

which p£oduces doubly charged tungsten peaks in _he mass 91
to 93 range of the spectrum, has provided a constant check

en the instrument sensitivity, which has remained verv
stable with time.

FORMAT OY DATA

Data processinu has resulted in the blocking of data
into complete mass spectra on maanetic _ape. Brief time

gaps in the data are filled with flag words to ensure proper
location of the oood measurements in the .eDectra. Reduced

data also include %he background count level ef each

analyzer channel and _ecommutated housekeeping data.

Microfilm recor@s are formatte_ outputs of the dat_ on

magn, tic %ape. _ach mass spectrum produces six pages of

data, two each for +h_ low-, mid-, and hioh-mass ranges.

21 -6
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ExamDles of the high-mass pane are given in fiqure 21-2.

i The data format is as to]lows. /
Code Desc_iR+ion :

s
HIGH Mass ranue (low, mid, high) ;

ST_T Tracking station identification
#

N. ELEV _levation of the Sun

A_MUTH _zimuth of th-. Sun

Z_,NITR 7,enith cna!e of the Sun

T BASE Temperature of the_ baseDlate, oC

T IONS Temperature of the ion source, oc

T MOON Surface tem.perature of the Moon,

TCF Tempera_.ure correction factor

r (T _ONS + 273.2)/? MOON]I/z

S_C Sweep svnc code

i T_VG Averaqe time between frames of data, msec
BE SYNC BLK mh@ block (_0 frames) of data in which

the internal housekeeping marker was
fou n_

FXP I Tnstrument current monitor

PMP T Ion pump current monitor

PMP V Ion pump voltage monitoL"

BASE T Baseplat@ temperatur_ monitor !

tONS T _on source t@mDerature monitor "

+12V +12 V temperature monitor

+hV +5 V temperature monitor

-12V -12 V temDera#ure -onitor ,,

-15V -15 V temperature monitor ,,

EMTS I _mission current monitor

&.
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C__od_ Descri_i2n

FILl I Filament number I current monitor

FIL2 _ _ilament number 2 current monitor

HH¥ Multiplier high-voltage monitor

LYPS T low-voltage power supply temperature
monitor z

SWEEP Sweep high-voltage monito[

ETEHP Electronics temperature, oC

HD_PBHF M = Multiplier hiqh-voltage HI/LO flag
D = Disk HI/I,O flag %

A : Sweep high-voltage AU_O/ST_P flag .
P : Ion pump ON/OFF flag
B : Bakeout heater ON/OFF flag

H = High voltage ON/OFF flag

F : Filament ON/OFF flag

73 89 9 25 3q 73 = year

89 = atlian day
3 25 39 = hours, minutes, and seconds

in G.m.t. i
!

•_*_* Time gap in d_ta I

z 21-8 "
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TABLE 21-I.- PERIODS OF LACE OPERATION DURING FIRST 9 MONTHS

ON LUNAR SURFACE I

LACE turned on - LACE turned off -

Date Time, G.m.t. Date Time, G.m.t.

Dec. 27, 1972 18:07 Jan. 9, 1973 22:36

Jan. 16, 1973 17:19 Jan. 16, 1973 17:46

Jan. 23, 1973 14:39 Feb. 8, 1973 13:29

f
Feb. 16, 1973 01:00 Feb. 16, 1973 01:26

Feb. 22, 1973 11:02 Mar. 12, 1973 10:55

Mar. 23, 1973 23:20 Apr. 11, 1973 10:14

Apr. 22, 1973 15:33 May 10, 1973 15:13

May I_, 1973 I0:33 May 14, 1973 I0:49

Ma 7 23, 1973 09:12 June 8, 1973 19:09 _:

June 21, 1973 19:21 July 8, 1973 16:09

July 19, 1973 1_:53 Aug. 3, 1973 23:_5 !

Aug. 17, 1973 13:17 Sept. 2, 1973 21:33
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I
!
P
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10.43I)

Figure 21-I.- Schematic diagram of mass analyzer, showing
three channels.
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22. LUNAR SUFFACE GRAVIMETE8 (NASA EXPERIMENT S-207)

NSSDC IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:

APOLLO 17 72-096C-09
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22. LUNAR SURFACE GRAVIMETER

The lunar surface gravimeter (I.SG) (fig. 22-I) was

deployed by the Apollo 17 crew. When the instrument was
turned on, the movable beam (fig. 22-2) could not be

balanced by sending commands to add or subtract weights.

The section entitled "Chronology of LSG Operation" lists

operational adjustments to the LSG.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

The LSG is a sensitive balance with a mass, spring, and

lever system and with electronics for observation of

• accelerations in the frequency range from 0 to 16 Hz. The
LSG has a nominal sensitivity of approximately one part in

10 .I of lunar gravity.

A schematic diagram of the spring-mass suspension

system is shown in figure 22-2. In the instrument, the
major fraction of the force supporting the sensor mass

I (beam) against the local gravitational field is provided by
the zero-length spring. A zero-length spring is one in
which the restoring force is directly proportional to the

spring length; such a spring is very useful in obtaining a

long-period _ensor. Small changes in force tend to displace

the beam up or down. This imbalance is adjusted to the null
position by repositioning the spring pivot points by use of

micrometer screws. The sensor mass is modified by the
addition or removal of small weights, which permits the

range of the sensor to be extended from Earth testing to

lunar operation. The electronic sensing portion of the

instrument consists of a set of capacitor plates. Two

plates, which are part of a radio-frequency bridge circuit,
are fixed to the frame of the sensor and are geometrically

concentric with a third plate of similar size, whici_ is
attached to the movable beam of the sensor. The plates are

arranged so that the center plate is located exactly between
the two outer plates when the beam is exactly horizontal.

If the force on the mass changes, it tends to move the beam,
and the resulting bridge unbalance creates an ac error

voltage. This voltage is amplified and rectified, and the

size of the output voltage is determined by the direction of

the displacement. A fixed dc bias voltage is applied to the
capacitor plates balanced with respect to ground, and these

plates are also connected to the rectified error voltage.

&.
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If the error voltage is zero, the balanced bias plate

voltage produces equal and opposite electrostatic forces on

the mass. If a positive error voltage is present, the

voltage applied %o one plate is increased and the voltage /
applied to the other plate is decreased. The resulting

force tends %o restore the mass to its original centered

position. This rectified voltage is a measure of the
changes in surface acceleration. The mass does not follow

fast changes. However, the fast-changing servomechanism

error voltage is a m_asure of the rapidly changing
components of the s_-rface acceleration.

THF,RMAL CONTROL

The gravimeter uses a metal spring with a force

constant that is, in general, temperature dependent. There

are two temperatures at which thermal effects are minimal:
for the LSG, one of these occurs near 323 K. To obtain the

required performance, it is necessary to control the

temperature of the spring %o within better than I mdeg near

the optimum temperature throughout the lunar day/night
cycle. Thermal control is accomplished by use of thermal

insulation, which limits heat exchange with the lunar

surface. A hole in the top of the LSG radiates heat to the

cold sky so that an internal heater is required to maintain

the 323 K temperature sensed by thermistors. A sunshade

prevents the solar heat from directly entering the LSG. The
sunshade is tilted at an angle corresponding to the latitude

of the emplaced instruments. The thermal control system has

controlled the temperature of the spring to within I mdeg.

CHRONOLOGY OF LSG OPERATION

The following log outlines the endeavors to maximize
LSG data return.

Dec. 12 to 20, 1972 The LSG installed on Moon_ trouble-

shooting procedures implemented in
effort to balance beam. Beam

resting on upper stop with post

amplifier (PA) gain at 17.

Jan. 4, 1973 Beam centered with PA gain at 86._:

operation for first 4% days showed
no seismic signals, but possible

22-4
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free-mode signal detected with beam

i centezing accomplished by pulling
down on the mass-adding/caging
mechanism.

Apr. 6, 1973 First ma_or reconfiguration un-

saturated the LSG seismic amplifier

by using a lower gain setting.

Background noise levels higher than
those indicated for the Moon by the

passive seismic experiment (PSE)

and for Taurus-Littrow by the lunar
seismic profiling experiment

(LSPE). Terminator crossing showed
thermoelastic events similar to

those recorded by PSE and LSPE.
The I,SG operated with beam

centered, PA gain of 64, and coarse

screw at upper limit.

Apr. 19, 1973 The LSG was reconfigured to re-
center and lower the resonant fre-

quency of the instrument to approx-

imately 2.2 Hz. Seismic bandpass
remained I to 16 Hz, but calculated

Q of approximately 25 indicated

response sharply peaked at reso-

I nant frequency. Signal-to-noiseimprovement of noisy seismic channel

was accomplished by filtering of free-
mode channel by smoothing the power

spectrum through stacking multiday

records and averaging out noise.

The LSG recordings continued to
show high background noise levels.

Operation continued with beam

centered, PA gain of 64, and coarse
screw at the upper limit (operation

prior to April 19). Reconfiguration
put coarse screw near the bottom of
its travel and instrument resonance

at approximately 2 Hz. Open-loop
configuration was maintained.

Sept. 26, 1973 Data were obtained to determine

instrument response characteristics

under closed-loop mode of operation.

Calculated response of instrument

for free-mode output was about U0

dB (100 timD s) down from design
and sharply peaked at approximately

21 min rather than designed broad

t
L
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band. Began recording lunar

solid-body tidal data. Power
spectral density analysis of 40

days data from free-mode channel

showed no predominant periodicitle_.
The LSG was operated closed loop

with integrator mode normal, bias

circuit in, seismic gain high, P:

gain step 15.
I

Nov. 30, 1973 Reconfigured to obtain lower
resonant frequency by _ecentering

beam using the mass caging

mechanism. The natural frequency
was lowered from 2.2 to 1.5 Hz,

and it improved free-mode response

for longer period signalz. Tidal

output roughly followed calculated

lunar tides with overriding higher
frequency distortion. Tidal output

failed about Nov. 13, 1973.

Dec. 7, 1973 _econfigured to determine if high-

gain amplifier was oscillating and
was possible reason for tidal out-

put failure. No conclusions
reached on failure cause. _eturned

to open-loop operation to continue
recording seismic and free-mode

data. The LSG operating in the

integrator shorted mode (bias out,

seismic gain high, PA in step 15}.

Mar. 15, 1974 The LSG temperature control clrcuits

failed during the 16th lunar night:
a:; a result, the temperature re-

c3rder drifted off-scale high.

Thermal control by manual operation

was unacceptable for reestablishing
the collection of science informa-

tion. Numerous operations to ex_r-

cise the controls 6ailed to regain

automatic control of temperature.

Apr. I0, 1974 Reconfigured to allow useful

inst,'ument operation during lunar

night by offsetting voltaqe to

compensate for higher heater

temperature so that beam would be
centered. _ttempt to offset voltage
to abou* Twas unsuccessful

because -,f nonlinearity of voltage

22-6 -- =.
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increments associated with coarse

f screw steps used to change

I instrument attitude. The LSG

remained operating in open loop

with seismic gain low and post

amplifier gain at increment 7 with
the slave heater on,

Apr. 20, 197_ The LSG temperature control cir-

cuits began automatically control-

ling at 12:00 G.m.+. on April 20,
197Q, during lunar night. Tempera- j_

ture readings are consistently at

322.34 K (_9.184 o C). Coarse screws
were returned to instrument atti-

tude prior to April 10. Seismic

high-gain operation will be at step
15 to collect da_a.

DATA _VAILABILITY

No provision has been made to supply data from this

experiment to the National Space Science Data Center

(NSSDC). When significant and meaningful data formats have
been determined, LSG data will be supplied %o NSSDC.

t
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Figure 22-I.- Lunar surface gravimeter.
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Figure 22-2.- Schematic diagram of the Iunar gravity sensor,
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I
23. LUNAR SEISMIC PROFILING EXPERIMENT

The purpose of the Apollo 17 lunar seismic profiling
experiment (LSPE) was to record the vibrations of the lunar

surface as induced by explosive charges, by the thrust of

the LM ascent engine, and by the crash of the LM ascent
stage. Analyses of these seismic data were planned to
determine the internal characterist%cs of the lunar crust to

; a depth of several kilometers. The traveltimes of seismic
waves are inverted to determine the seismic velocity

structure with depth and to provide the direct means of
probing the lunar interior. A secondary objective of the

LSPE was to monitor lunar seismic activity during periodic _.

listening intervals. _

Strong seismic signals were recorded from the

detonations of eight explosive charges that were armed and

placed on the lunar surface by the crewmen at various points

: along the traverses. Recording of these seismic signals
generated traveltime data to a distance of 2.7 km.

One of the more significant events of the Apollo 17

I mission was the recording of the seismic signals from thelunar module (iM) ascent stage, which struck the lunar

surface 8.'I km southwest of the landing site. The

characteristic reverberation from this impact spread outward
and was first detected at the Apollo 17 station

approximately 6 sec after impact. The seismic signals

received f]_om this impact provided a valuable traveltime

datum for determining the variation of s_ismic velocity with
depth in approximately the upper 5 km of the Moon.

%

The most significant discovery resulting from the
analysis of the data recorded by the LSPE is that the

seismic velocity increases in a marked stepwise manner

beneath the Apollo 17 landing site (fig. 23-I). A surface
' layer with a seismic velocity of 250 m/sec and a thickness i

of 2_8 m overlies a layer with a seismic velocity of 1200 _"

m/sec and a thickness of 927 m, with a sharp increase to

approximately 4000 m/sec at the base of the lower layer.

The seismic velocities for the upper layers are compatible

with those for basaltic lava flows, indicating a total
thickness of approximately 1200 m for the infilling mare

basalts at Taurus-Littrow. Major episodes of deposition or

evolution are implied by the observed abrupt changes in i
seismic velocity.

' 23-3
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INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE

The I.SPE consists of a geophone array, eight explosive

packages, and electronics within the Apollo lunar surface

experiments package (ALSEP) central station. Four identical

geophones are used in a triangular array: the geophones are
miniature seismometers of the moving coil-magnet type. The

coil is the inertial mass suspended by springs in the

magnetic field. Above the natural resonant frequency of the
geophones (7.5 Hz), the output is proportional to ground

velocity. The LSPE geophone array was deployed without

difficulty in the nominal configuration at the Apollo 17

. site approximately 148 m west-northwest of the L_ (fig. 23-
2). Figure 23-3 is a photographic panorama from geophone 2 <

to the LM as viewed from geophone 3.

A four-channel amplifier and a logarithmic compressor
condition the geophone signals before conversion into a

digital format for telemetering to Earth. Because the LSPE
signal levels are distributed throughout the dynamic range

of the system, logarithmic compression is used. This

compression gives signal resolution as some constant

fraction of signal amplitude. The loqarithmic compressor
used in the LSFE has the transfer function

Vou t = _+M in IVin] + b' (23-I) I

where V is voltage, the constant M determines the slope
of the transfer function, and b' is specified by the dc

offset of the compressor output and the system noise level.

The values of _ and b' are determined by calibration of

the system to provide at least 6-percent accuracy of the
data re_erenced to the level of the input signal. The

properties of the LSPE system are listed in tables 23°I and

23-II, and the nominal frequency response is shown in figure
23-,. The output of the logarithmic compressor is
referenced to 2.5 V dc.

The analog output of the logarithmic compressor is

converted to a 7-bit binary element in the LSPE control
electronics by an analog-to-digital converter and

transmitted to Earth through the ALSEP communications

network. The 7-bit binary encoding provides for an

amplitude resolution of 1.277 dB (approximately 16 percent).

Each geophone channel is samplgd 118 times/sec to pzovide a
minimum of 5 samples/sec at a freguency of 20 Hz.
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EXPLOSIVE PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

i AND PERFORMANCE

/
An LS" explosive package (EP) is shown in figure 23-5.

The eight explosive packages are identical except for the

amount of high explosive and the preset runou: time of the

mechanical timers. An explosive package is activated by

removing three pull pins (fig. 23-5). Removal of the first
pull pin activates the SAFE/ARM slide timer, which is preset
at 89.75, 90.75, 91.75, or 92.75 hr. Removal of the second

pull pin releases the SAFE/ARM slide from its constrained

SAFE position. Removal of the third pull pin removes a

constraint on the firing pin and activates the _hermal
battery timer. _

The LSPE transmitter, which is located within the ALSEP

central station, transmits a repetitive pulsed carrier

signal. A series of three pulses properly spaced in time is
required to elicit a FIRE signal from the signal processor

within the explosive package and to detonate the explosives

train. The thermal battery, activated by the timer, has a

minimum life of 2 min. This 2 min provides a time window

long enough to ensure that at least one fire pulse set is

received while the explosive package is energized
electrically. Because the seismic data subsequently

collected must be accurately referenced to the instant of

detonation, it is necessary to establish which specific set

of pulses is effective. This is done by comparing known
times of pulse-set transmission with the time of arrival at

the geophones of the initial seismic data. Pulse sets are

spaced at 29.55-sec intervals to make such identification

possible without ambiguity.

No difficulty was experienced in the deployment of the
explosive packages during the periods of extravehicular

activity (EVA) (fig. 23-6). The 454-g explosive package i

(EP-6) was deployed at station I, and the 227-g explosive
package (EP-7) was positioned on the return to the I.M from

station I. Explosive packages 4, I, and 8 were armed and

placed on the lunar surface during the second _VA. During /

the third EVA, explosive packages 3, 5, and 2 were deployed.

It was necessary to place the 1361-g explosive package (EP-
5) at station 9 when it became apparent that insufficient
time remained for a visit to the crater Sherlock. _II the

explosive packages were successfully detonated (table 23-
III}, and the detonation of EP.-7 was visible from the

television camera on the lunar roving vehicle (LRV). Figure
23-7 is a photograph showing EP-8 on the lunar surface
approximately 296 m west of the LM.

23-5
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OPERRTION

The Apollo 17 LSPE was planned to contribute to the

understanding of the shallow lunar structure in two major _,
ways: (I) by providing traveltimes of the seismic signals
from explosive packages, which were to be detonated on the

lunar surface at distances ranging from 100 to 2700 m, to
the LSPE geophone array and (2) by impacting the Apollo 17

LM at a nominal distance of 10 km to provide traveltime data
for deciphering the variation of seismic velocity with depth

in the upper 5 km of the Moon.
[

The LSPE was commanded on at 22:24:00 G.m.t. on
December 14, 1972, to record the impulse produced by the

thrust of the LM ascent engine. The effective zero time for

the seismic impulse from the LM ascent-engine ignition was i
determined from NRSA postflight analyses, which gave engine -
buildup pressure data at 5-msec intervals for the LM lift-

off. The assigned ignition time of 22:54:38.424 G.m.t. {

corresponds to the time when the LM ascent engine achieved

20 percent of its maximum propulsion pressure. Clear "_
seismic signals were recorded by the LSPE geophone array at

distances of 148, 24_, 190, and 187 m (fig. 23-8).

The LSPE was commanded on again at 06:36:00 G m.t. on. • /

December 15 to record the LM ascent-stage impact. The
impact occurred at latitude 19.91 ° N, longitude 30.51 ° E,

8.7 km southwest of the Apollo 17 landing site. Other

pertinent parameters for the LM impact are given in table
23-IV.

A portion of the seismic signal from the Apollo 17 LM

impact is shown in figure 23-9 in a compressed time scale.
The impact signal is similar in character to previous impact

signals: that is, these signals have an emergent beginning '

and a long duration. The initial portion of the impact

signal on an expanded time scale is shown in figure 23-10.

The arrival time of the first compressional wave (P-wave) is
marked at 06:50:25.35 G.m.t., giving a traveltime of 5.75
sec. ;

The amplitude of the impact signal is of interest when
compared with the P-wave amplitudes for previous LM and

S-IVB impact signals. Comparison of previous LM impact and _

S-IVB impac_ signal amplitudes demonstrated that the LM
impact data had to be adjusted upward by a factor of 17._ to

allow for the lower kinetic energy and a shallower angle of

impact. Extrapolating the earlier LM impact data to a i

distance of 8.7 km leads to a predicted peak-to-peak
amplitude of 26 nm. The Apol?o 17 LM impact signal is ,,,

centered at 4 Hz and has a measured peak-to-peak amplitude •

;
23-6 ,"
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of 400 nm. This amplitude was caused by the Apollo 17 LM

ascent stage striking th_ side of the mountainous South
Massif rather than grazing the lunar surface. In other

words, if the predicted amplitude of 26 nm is multiplied by /

the factor 17.4, the resulting figure is 452 nm, which
agrees well with the observed amplitude of 400 nm.

Analyses of previous lunar seismic impact signals (ref.

23-I) have demonstrated that many of their characteristics

(signal rise time, duration of signal, and lack of coherence
between horizontal and vertical components of motion) can be

explained by wave scattering. Seismic energy is considered

to spread with a diffusivity _ proportional to the product
of the average seismic velocity and the mean distance

between scattering centers; that is, the larger the value of

diffusivity, the smaller the amount of scattering. For a _

surface impact, the theory predicts (ref. 23-I) that the
signal rise time (the time from signal onset to its maximum

value) is given by Rz/_ where R is the range.

The Apollo 17 LM impact seismic signal rise time of 56
sec leads to a diffusivity of 1.35 kmZ/sec, which is

significantly larger than the value of 0.033 km2/sec

inferred at the Apollo 16 site (ref. 23-2) from analysis of •

the seismic signals generated by the LRV at distances of

approximately a km. The implication is that the Apollo 17

landing area is more homogeneous, for the dimensions of the

seismic waves considered (approximately 25 m), than either
the Apollo 15 or 16 landing areas. Such a difference in

near-surface properties of these landing sites may be

attributable to differing ages of the different areas and to
the effects of differing amounts of comminution and

gardening by meteoroid impacts.

EXPLOSIVE PACKAGES

All eight of the explosive packages placed on the lunar

surface were successfully detonated. The seismic data
recorded for FP-5, which was detonated at station 9, are

shown in figure 23-11. The arrows point to the measured
onset of the first seismic arrival. Transmissions of the

fire pulses at 29.55-sec intervals from the LSPE antenna

were observable as crosstalk on the individual geophone data

channels and produced convenient, accurate references for

selectinq the detonation time of the individual explosive
packages.

The locations of the explosive packages with respect to

the LSPE geophone array were taken from preliminary
postmission analyses (refs. 23-3 and 23-4). Adjustments in

I
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the absolute distances of the enplosive packages will

un6cubtedly be necessary when subsequent analyses of the

appropriate Apollo 17 lunar surface photographs are
completed. However, it is not anticipated that any /

revisions in the distance_ will have a major effect on the
traveltime data discussed in the results subsection.

DATA FORd AT
i

The data format used is shown in figure 23-12. A data

frame consists of three subframes, each consisting of twenty
30-bit words. The first word of each subframe consists of

one 10-bit synchro,ous word and one 5-bit seismic data

sample from each of the four seismic data channels. Words 2

to 20 of each subframe are 7-bit samples from each of the

four seismic data channels. Engineering data are

interleaved and subcommutated, using the remaining 2 bits to
form 30-bit words.

In words 2 to 19, geophone samples are sampled on the

bit preceding the word on which they are read out: the most

significant bit is read out first. In the first word of

each subframe, the timing of the data sampling is the same
as that in words 2 to 19 except that the samples are stored
and read out in the last 20 bits with one 5-bit

word/channel.

The time of the RF fire pulses must be accurately

known. When the LSPE is commanded to the fire pulses "on"

mode, a fire pulse set is transmitted once every 29.55 sec

and is flagged in word 3 of subframe I. This occurs once
every 58 frames.

A command system provides for II commands associated
with the LSPE. Two commands turn the LSPE on and off: two

commands control the bit rate: and two commands control

downlink formatting. In addition, commands are used to

control amplifier gain status, transmission of fire pulses,

and calibraticn of the geophones.

RESULTS

The traveltime/distance data obtained from the

detonation of the eight explosive packages are shown in
figure 23-13. Two sets of seismic wave first arrivals were

observed traveling at velocities of 250 and 1200 m/sec. The

shortest explosiwe-charge-to-geophone distance was

approximately 100 m. If a seismic velocity of 100 m/sec is
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assumed for the regolbth at _h_ ADO]Ic 17 site, a regolith

I as thick as 25 m would -or have been detected. The depth of
penetration of seismic waves is nominally one-fourth the

explosive-charge-to-receiver distance. However, it is

probable that the regolith is significantly thinner than 25
m, inasmuch as the 250-m/sec velocity curve extrapolates to

a zero intercept time.

The faster seismic arrival with a velocity of 1200

m/sec was observed beginning at a distance of 612 m,
indicating that the thickness of the 250-m/sec material was

2_8 in. Considering uncertainties in the charge distances
and in the inferred seismic velocities, the depth estimates

are considered accurate to 10 percent. The 1200-m/sec

velocity was observed to a distance of approximately 2.5 km.
At this distance, the observed traveltimes for EP-I were

offset by approximately 0.5 sec with respect to the
120C-m/sec line.

t

Examination of the path between EP-I and the LSPF

geophone array revealed that the seismic path was affected

by the presence of the 600-m-diameter crater Camelot. The
observed time delay on th,a seismic path can be explained by

postulating that low-velocity material extends to a greater

depth beneath the crater Camelot than along the remainder of

the traveltime path. A simple model approximation for
Camelot Crater that explains the observed traveltim_ delay

is shown in fig. 23-I_.

The traveltime data from the LSPE explosive charges can

be combined with the observed traveltime for the LM impact

to provide information about the seismic velocity to a depth
of several kilometers. Traveltime data from the seismic

signals _roduced by the LM impact and the explosive charges

are shown in figure 23-15. A line with an apparent velocity
of _ km/sec can be fitted through the LM impact data point
to intersect close to the corrected traveltime data point

for EP-I. Because of obvious uncertainties in allowing for

the time delay through the crater Camelot, there is no a

priori r_ason to force a specific apparent-velocity line
through the EP-1 _ata point. The first-order conclusicn is "

that high-velocity material (approximately 4 km/sec) must
lie beneath the 1200-m/sec material.

Inasmuch as th_ LM impacted at an elevation of 1.2 km

above the valley floor at the Apollo 17 landing site, the LM

impact traveltlme can be adjusted to the same reference
elevation as the LSPE geophone array. The 1.2-km difference
in elevation contributes an additional delay time equal to
the ratio of the elevation difference to the seismic

velocity of the material traversed multiplied by the cosine
of the angle of incidence at which the particular seismic

i i
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arrival under consideration departed the source (impact

point). Inserting the appropriate values in this case leads
to a time correction of 0.18 sac. This correction will

shift the position of the 4-km/sec apparent-velocity line

: downward as shown in figure 23-15 such that its zero /
distance time intercept is decreased. The end result is a

decrease in the derived thickness of the 1200-m/sac material
from 1020 to 927 m.

It is possible that a dipping interface exists beneath

the 1200-m/sac material that might result in a high apparent

velocity, or that the particular seismic ray passed through

a high-velocity heterogeneity somewhere along its path.
Some of the uncertainty may be resolved by subsequent

digital velocity filtering (beam steering) of the LM impact

signal on the LSPE array. Before the Apollo 17 mission, the

best estimates of the seismic velocity variation in the

upper 20 km of the Moon were as depicted by lunar model I or
2 in figure 23-16. The seismic velocity was known to

increase very rapidly from values of 100 to 3C0 m/sac in

approximately the upper 100 m to a value of approximately 4

km/sec at a depth of 5 km. Even though the seismic velocity

variation was depicted as a smooth increase with depth, it
was surmised (ref. 23-5) that such a rapid increase of

velocity (approximately 2 km/sec/km) could not be explained

solel 7 by the pressure effect on dry rocks with macrocracks

and microcracks nor by the self-compression of any rock
powder.

Laboratory velocity measurements on returned lunar
soils (rats. 23-6 to 23-10) and recent measurements under

hydrostatic pressure conditions on terrestrial sands and

basaltic ash have indicated velocity-depth gradients of 0._

to 0.8 km/sec/km, but such gradients occur only to pressures
of approximately 50 X I0s N/m a (a lunar depth of
approximately I km}. The measurements on unconsolidated

s_nds and rock powders also have demonstrated that no unique

relation exists between seismic velocity and porosity in
granular material. An examination of these experimental

data led to the inference that compositional or textural

changes must be important in the upper 5 km of the Moon
(ref. 23-5).

The LSPE results have shown that, at least beneath the

Taurus-Littrow site, the seismic velocity increases in a

stepwise manner in the upper several kilometers. It is of

interest to examine the in situ velocity information with
reference to the surface geological investigations at the

Apollo 17 site, the l_' 'ratory velocity measurements from

returned lunar sam[ and the seismic velocity

measurements on terrestrial lunar analogs.

23-10 J
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Premission analyses indicated that much of the Apollo

i 17 landing site area is covered by a dark mantling material,
possibl 7 volcanic ash (ref. 23-11). Crew observations of

the lunar surface revealed that there was no readily
discernible boundary between the overlying thin regolith and
the dark mantling material. The thickness of the dark

mantling material was estimated to be between 5 and 10 m

(ref. 23-3). As pointed out earlier, whether the dark

mantling material/subfloor interface represents a sharp

seismic discontinuity or is gradational cannot be determined

because the shortest explosive-charge-to-receiver distance
was approximately 100 m.

The dominant rock type observed underlying the dark
mantling material is a medium-grained vesicular basalt

believed to be primarily mare-type basalt. Crew
observation_ of the crater walls revealed textural

variations that suggest the involvement of individual flow
units. Seismic observations have indicated 248 m of

25C-m/sec material overlying 927 m of 1200-m/see material.

The abrupt change in seismic velocity from 250 to 1200

m/sec and, by inference, in other physical properties
suggests a major change in the nature of the evolution or

deposition of the Apollo 17 subfloor basalts. However, a
similar range of seismic v_±ocities has been observed with

refraction surveys on terrestrial lava flows. Some insight

can be gained by considering specific lava flows that havebeen examined in some detail as possible lunar analogs: the

southern Coulee, the SP flow, and the Kana-a flow (refs. 23-
12 and 23-13).

The Southern Coulee is a recent lava flow near the Mono

Craters in eastern Cal_fornia. Seismic velocities range

from 160 m/sec at the surface to 2000 m/sec at depth. The

higher velocities are found in more competent, denser lava
that underlies higher porosity, lower density surface

material. The SP flow is a blocky basalt flow located in i
the northern part of the San Francisco volcanic field near

Flagstaff, Arizona. Vesicularity ranges from 5 to 50
percent, and in situ seismic velocities range from 700 to

1100 m/sec. The Kana-a flow, also located near Flagstaff,

is an olivine basalt flow _ntermingled with ash; seismic
velocities range from 700 to 1200 m/sec.

Observed velocities on terrestrial lava flows bracket

the velocities measured at the Apollo 17 site and therefore
support the presence of lava flows in the Taurus-Littrow

valley. Whether the 250-m/sec velocity is representative of
d separate flow or is merely the manifestation of shattered

near-surface basalts mixed with pyroclast]c materials cannot
be resolved from the seismic data. Nevertheless, a surface

23-11
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layer of fractured, loose, blocky material merging into more
welded flows is a common occurrence on _arth. Pho_ographs

of the walls of Hadley Rifle (ref. 23-14) also attest to the

blocky nature of the near-surface mare basalts. Because of /
the similarity in structure and the analogous seismic

velocities on the Earth and the Moon, the sum of the 248 m
of 250-m/sec material and 927 m of 120C-m/sac material, 1175

m, is designated as representing the full thickness of the

subfloor basalts at the Apollo 17 site.

_he material underlying the basalts with a seismic
velocity of approximately 4 km/sec is difficult to classify

by rock type. Based on the geological evidence, it seems

likely that the highland massif material that rings the
narrow, grabenlike valley at the Apollo 17 site underlies

the basalt flow or flows. Several rock types were i

recognized in the North and South Massifs, but the dominant

rock type is apparently a coherent brecci@ believed to he

similar to the breccias sampled at the Apennine _ront
(Apollo 15) and at Descartes (Apollo 16).

Laboratory velocity measurements have been reported for
two Apollo 15 breccias, 15418 and 15015 (ref. 23-15).

?

Sample 15419 is described as a dark-gray breccia of chemical
composition similar to that of ancrthite-rich gabbro.
Sample 15015 is a more friable breccia of unknown

composition. The in sitd value of approximately 4 km/sec is
close to the seismic velocities m_asured in the laboratory

for sample 15015 and shown in figure 23-15.
z

CONCLUSIONS

Before the Apollo 17 missicn, the question of how the

P-wave velocity increased from 100 to 300 m/sec near the

surface (refs. 23-16 to 23-19) to approximately 6 km/sec at
a depth of 15 to 20 km (ref. 23-2} was unexplained. The

mai_, reason for the uncertainty was the gap in traveltime

data between the range of a few hundred meters (previous
active seismic experiments) and 67 km (Apollo 14 IM impact

as recorded by the Apollo I_ passive seismic experiment).

The Apollo 17 ?unar seismic profiling resui_s have
demonstrated that the seismic velocity increases in a sharp

stepwise manner in the upper 2.5 km. A surface layer with a

seismic velocity of 250 m/sec overli@s a layer with a
velocity of 12C0 m/see. Beneath the 1200-m/sec laver, t_e

seismic velocity increases sharply to _00 m/sec. The
velocities of 25_ and 1200 m/sec agree with those o_s_rv_d 1

for basaltic lava flows, indicating a total thickness of

approximately 1200 m for the infilling mare basalts at
Taurus-Littrow. When the Apollo 17 results are combined

, 23-12 _
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with earlier traveltime data for direct and surface-

reflected seismic arrivals from LM and S-IVB impacts (ref.

23-2), it will be possible to construct a velocity model for

the upper lunar crust believed to be representative for a
mare basin. Such work is now underway.

o
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TABLE 23-II. ° LSPE SYSTEM SENSITIVITY

Frequency, Sensitivity, V/_m
Hz

Channel I Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel

1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
2 .7 .8 .8 .8 '

• 3 1.7 1.7 1.7 I.7
4 2._ 2.5 2.5 2.5
6 4.3 _ .2 _.3 q.3
8 6.0 5.8 5.9 5.8

10 7.3 7.0 7.1 7.1
15 10.9 10.5 10.6 10.6
20 13.2 12.8 12.8 13.0

t

TABLE 23-III.- DETONATION TIMES OF EXFLOSIVE P&CKAGFS

[

Explosive weight,

Charge no. g (ib) Date, 1972 Time, G.m.t.

EP-6 _54 (1) Dec. 15 23:_8:14.56

EP-7 227 (I/2) Dec. 16 02:17:57. 11
EP-4 57 (1/8) Dec. 16 19:08:3_.67

EP-I 2722 (6) Dec. 17 00:42:36.79

EP-8 113 (1/_) Dec. 17 03:45:46.08
EP-5 1361 (3) Dec. 17 23:16:41.06

EP-2 113 (I/_) Dec. 18 00:q4:56.82

EP-3 I 57 (I/8) Dec. 18 03:07:22.28

TABLE 23-IV.- PARAMETERS OF APOLLO 17 I_ IMPACT

Parameter Value

Day, G. In.t........... Dec. 15, 1972
Range time,* G.m.t., hr:;in:sec ..... 06:50:20.8,
Real time, S.m.t., hr:min:sec ...... 06:50:19.60

Velocit 7, km/sec ............ 1.67

Mass, kg ................ 2260
Kinetic energy, J ............ 3.15 X le 9

Heading, deg .............. 283

*Range time is the time the signal of the event was

, &.., observe4 on Earth.

23-17
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Figure 23-3.- Panorama from geophone 2 to the LM as viewed from
behind geophone 3 (AS17-147-22596, 22548, 22550, 22552, 22554).

Pull " _cj 1 ..... ---- Pull ring3 ,_

i __ extends to 165 cm '_

f._ ,,

Figure 23-4.- y ,

response of

Notes: 111 Pull ring 1 - pulls one pin to start SAFE/ARM slide timer "_

12l Pull ring 2 - swing up ring; rotate _° ¢ounterclx_ise;

pull pin to release SAFE/ARM plate

13)Pullring3- pullstwotinstoIreefiringpinandstart ¢
thermalbatterytimer

Figure 23-5.-Arming sequence

for an LSPE explosive pack-

I age. C=
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24. LUNAR NEUTRON PROBE EXPEIIIMENT i

Primary cosmic ray protons incident on the lunar surface in-

teract with lunar material by means of nuclear reactions, which

produce neutrons as secondary products. The initial investiga-

tions of the Apollo 11 samples (ref. 24-1) showed that gadolinium
(Gd) in lunar materials contained isotopic variations that could

be unambiguously ascribed to neutron capture. Such a record of

neutron bombardment had not been observed previously in natural
samples, either terrestrial or meteoritic, because, unlike meteor-

ites, lunar samples are materials from a large body that is cap-

able of developing an appreciable secondary flux of low-energy
(less than I eV) neutrons, and because, unlike the Earth, the Moon

has no thick overlaying atmosphere to protect the surface materials

from neutron exposure. Since the Apollo 11 mission, neutron cap-

ture on samarium-149 (149Sm) (ref. 24-2), europium-151 (ref. 24-3),

bromine-79 (79Br) and bromine-81 (ref. 24-4), barium-130 (130Ba)

(refs. 24-5 to 24-9), tungsten-186 (ref. 24-10), cobalt-59 (59Co)

(ref. 24-11), and calcium-40 (40Ca) (ref. 24-12) also has been

observed with fluences (time-integrated fluxes) that range from

less than I x 1015 to I × 1017 neutrons/cm 2. These data have been

I used to determine regolith mixing rates and depths, depths of irra-
diation for lunar rocks, and accumulation rates and deposition times

for core samples (refs. 24-I to 24-7, 24-13, and 24-I_). However,

all these conclusions depend on knowing the equilibrium neutron

energy spectrum, the neutron flux as a function of depth in the
regolith, and the absolute rate of neutron production. Until re-

cently, only the theoretical calculations of Lingenfelter et al.

(ref. 24-15) and Armstrong and Alsmiller (ref. 24-16) have pro-

vided estimates for these quantities. These calculations were of
sufficient complexity that it was not possible to be fully con-

fide_t of the interpretation of the lunar sample data, and, for

this reason, the lunar neutron probe experiment (LNPE) was per-

formed. The LNPE was designed to obtain a direct in situ experi-
mental measurement of neutron capture rates as a function of depth

in the regolith, as well as to retrieve some information about the

energy distribution of the equilibrium neutron flux.

The following sections contain a complete description of the

lunar neutron probe and an account of the data. Preliminary re-

sults also have appeared in the abstracts for the Fourth Lunar
Science Conference (ref. 24-17). All data processing for the LNPE
occurred after the return of the instrument to Earth. Excellent

agreement was obtained, both for the magnitude and for the depth

i 24-3
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dependence of the flssion rate, between the experimental (LNPE)

and theoretical rates. In this section, the results of the cap-

ture rates of Boron-10 (10B) are given, based on the low energy

10B(n,e)TLi neutron capture reaction (where n refers to neutron
capture and e to alpha particles). This section will focus on

the experimental results and the documentation of their accuracy.

The implications of the LNPE data for surface mixing processes
are discussed in more detail in reference 2_-18.

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

The LNPE was in the form of a rod that was inserted into the

lunar regolith to permit the measurement of neutron capture rates
to a depth of 2 m. The LNPE contained two passive particle-track-

detector systems: (I) cellulose triacetate plastic (Triafol TN}

detectors were used in conjunction with 10B targets to record the

lOB,alpha particles emitted by neutron capture on and (2) musco-

vite mica detectors were used to detect the fission fragments re-

sulting from neutron-induced fission in uranium-235 (235U) targets.
In addition, 0.46-mm-thick cadmium absorbers were included at two

locations to obtain information about the neutron energy spectrum.
Cadmium strongly absorbs neutrons that have energies below 0.35 eV;

consequently, only the fraction of the neutron population above

this energy was measured at these locations. Further spectral in-
formation will be available from analyses of krypton-80 and kryp-

ton-82 produced by bromine neutron capture in potassium brom_.le

(KBr) contained in three evacuated capsules inserted in the probe.
The bromine neutron capture occurs at energies (10 to 100 eV) that

are significantly higher than those for 235U and 10B. Krypton

analyses will be performed by Marti and Osborne of the University

of California _San Diego), and resul_s will be published.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

The LNPE %_as t_ken to the Moon in a deactivated mode, actl-

vated and deployed during the first period of extravehicular acti-

vity (EVA-I), then deactivated at the end of EVA-3 and returned to
Earth for processing of the track detector materials. Figure 2_-I

is a schematic, cross-sectional view of the lunar neutron probe

showing the layout of the target-detector systems and illustrating

the mechanism of activation and deactivation. The 10B targets are
mounted on one-half of the outer circumference of a central rod

(fig. 2_-2). The mica detectors are f_xed on flats milled on the

opposite side of the central rod (fig. 2_-3). Concentric with and

24-_
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surrounding the central rod is an open cylindrical frame structure
(rib cage) around which sheets of the plastic detector are wrapped.

The 235U targets are mounted in discrete positions over windows in

the rib cage (fig. 24-4). A continuous, b]ack-anodized tube (not
shown in fig. 24-I) is used as a casing to enclose and protect the

target-detector systems.

The probe is activated and deactivated by a 180 ° rotation of

the central rod with respect to the rib cage (fig. 24-1). In the
activated configuration, the uranium-mica and the boron-plastic

target--detector pairs are brought into alinement. In the deacti-
vated configuration, the uranium and boron targets are adjacent and

the mica and plastic detectors likewise. In the latter configura-

tic i, particles emitted from the target surfaces cannot enter the

respective detectors; thus, the probe is deactivated. The activa-
tion and deactivation mechanism was necessary to prevent the ac-

cumulation of background events from neutrons produced by cosmic

ray interactions in the spacecraft and by hhe plutonium-238 (238pu)

pow_" source for the Apollo lunar surface experiments package
(ALo_P), the radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG), which

is a strong neutron source (approximately 7 × 107 neutrons/sec).

Figure 24-5 is a schematic, cutaway view of the LNPE showing
the manner in which the various detectors were deployed along the

length of the probe. For reference, the theoretically predicted

depth (in units of grams per square centimeter) profile of the
neutron capture rate is plotted. To permit accurate definition

of the flux profile, the length of the probe was chosen to be 2 m,

a depth that is well below the theoretically predicted peak of the

profile (approximately 150 g/cm2). The boron-plastic detection
system was essentially continuous along the full length of the

probe. As shown in figure 24-5, 16 uranium targets and mica de-

tectors were mounted at 8 discrete locations along the probe. The

uranium-mica target-detector pairs were mounted with uniform sep-
arations in the lower half of the probe but were closely spaced

and concentrated toward the top in the upper half of the probe.

This arrangement was chosen for two reasons. First, the tempera-

ture of the probe was expected to be highest near the surface,

and the investigators were concerned about thermal annealing of
the tracks in the plastic detectors. Fission tracks in mica are

not a-_nealed even at peak lunar surface temperatures; thus, if

data were lost in the plastic at the top of the probe, the mica
data would still provide the near-surface record. Second, from

theoretical predictions, the lowest track densities were expected
near the surface, and results from the Apollo 16 cosmic ray ex-

periment (ref. 24-19) suggested that these densities might be quite
low. At such densities, mica detectors give more reliable results

than plastic detectors.

24-5
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Also displayed in figure 24-5 are the locations of the two

cadmium absorbers near the bottom and middle of the probe. A
0.46-mm-thick cadmium sheet was wrapped around the rib cage over

the plastic detector at each site (fig. 24-6). The evacuated KBr i

capsules were inserted at the top, middle, and bottom of the probe,

as shown. In zddition, three point sources of 238U were mounted

near the bottom, middle, and top of the probe in flats milled on

the side of the central rod on which the 10B targets were mounted
(fig. 24-2). The reason for including the point sources was two-

fold. The alpha particles emitted by these point (I- to 2-mm)

sources registered in the plastic detectors only while the probe
was activated and thus provided fiducial marks from which the

proper activation of the probe can be verified. Also, from the

track densities and the appearance (length, width, etc.) of the

238U alpha-particle tracks, it will be possible to determine wheth-

er the tracks in the plastic detectors have been thermally annealed

during and after the activation and the lunar surface exposure.

In wrapping the plastic sheets on the rib cage, an overlapping

second layer was placed over the window areas, primarily to secure
the plastic to the rib cage. Because the second layer was never

exposed to any of the targets, four small portions of plastic in

this outer layer were irradiated with a known dose of 238U alpha

particles to provide an additional check on thermal annealing in
the plastic. Further, the areas of the plastic detectors in this

second layer that were not irradiated provided a continuous record

of background events resulting from cosmic rays and tracks pro-
duced by nuclear interactions (recoils) of the RTG fast neutrons

with the plastic. Based on analyses of small pieces of the Triafol

TN plastic carried on the Apollo 15 spacecraft, the background from

cosmic ray alpha particles and heavy ions was expected to be neg-
ligible. The Apollo 16 cosmic ray experiment results had suggested

that the plastic would register tracks from fast-neutron inter-

actions (ref. 24-19). Separate experiments using both californium-

252 (252Cf) and plutonium-beryllium (Pu-Be) neutron sources have i

shown that fast (MeV) neutrons produce tracks with an efficiency
-6

of approximately 2 × 10 For this efficiency, an RTG fast-

neutron backgro' _d track density of approximately 150 tracks/cm 2
was expected in the plastic during the flight to the lunar surface.

This value is not large compared to predicted 10B alpha-particle

track densities (greater than 1000 tracks/cm2).

To provide an actual measurement of the maximum temperature
exposure of the LNPE, temperature indicators were fastened to flats

in the central rod at four positions along the probe (fig. 24-3).
Each temperature indicator contained four separate temperature-

sensitive compounds that irreversibly turn black at 333, 344, 355,
and 366 K, (140 ° 160 ° 180 ° and 200 ° F), respectively

24-6 ,!
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The completely assembled flight unit is shown in figure 24-7.

, I For convenient stowage on the spacecraft, the LNPE was fabricated

in two l-m-long sections that could be activated separately. The /
upper _ection (on the right in fig. 24-7) was activated by de-

pressing a bar on the large handle at the upper end and rotating

the handle 180 ° . The lower section was activated by removing the
dust cap at its upper end and using it as a tool to rotate the

central rod. The center rod was spring loaded to snap into one of

two stable configurations differing by a 180 ° rotation. After ac-
tivation, the two sections could be coupled for deployment by

simply screwing the two sections together.

TARGETS AND DETECTORS

The boron targets were prepared with a process especially

developed for this experiment. The 10B was vacuum deposited as

metallic boron by the thermal cracking of diborane onto 0.05-mm-
thick tantalum half-cylinders. The deposition temperature was

approximately 1073 K. The 10B targets were made "infinitely

thick"; that is, they were deposited to an average thlckness of

1.4 ± 0.2 mg/cm 2, which is greater than the range of the 1.6-MeV
I0

alpha particles emitted with neutron capture on B. Each target
was tested individually using a Pu-Be neutron source. The thick-

ness and uniformity of several targets also were checked by alpha

backscattering techniques using the California Institute of Tech-

nology tandem Van de Graaff accelerator.

The 235U targets were cut from 0.025-mm-thick foil sheets of

enriched 235U, cleaned in nitric acid (HNO3), and then
99 percent

coated with a 30-nm-thick layer of silver to prevent oxidation

and corrosion of the uranium. A film of this thickness produces
negligible attenuation of the emitted fission fragments. Alpha-

particle counts were determined for each target to verify the rel-

ative quality and uniformity of the targets used.

Experimentation with Triafol TN has shown that this plastic

is somewhat nonuniform in its track registration properties. Ex-

posure to monoenergetic accelerated alpha particles indicates an
energy registration interval from approximately 0.25 to 2.5 MeV,

which probably applies to most samples. However, some batches of

plastic show considerably reduced sensitivity that is critically

dependent on whether the irradiation_ are performed in air or in

vacuum. One batch in particular will not register alpha particles
in vacuum but does register the particles in air. These phenomena

presumably reflect the critical role played by oxygen in track

formation in plastic. This oxygen influence has been studied pre-
viously by Monnin (ref. 24-20) and by Crawford et al. (ref. 24-21).

24-7
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Because of the lack of uniformity, the registration properties

of representative samples of the plastic used for the flight unit

were determined by using vacuum neutron irradiations of the plastic

samples exposed to a 10B target. The registratiol, of the plastic

was uniform to better than ±10 percent over an area of approxi-
2

mately 0.3 m Comparison of air and vacuum registration shows a

small vacuum effect, with the vacuum registration efficiency being

less by approximately 12 ± 3 percent.

Before incorporation into the probe, the plastic and mica

detectors were preanneaied to remove any possible background tracks.
Preannealing of the mica was particularly important because mus-

covite, like most natural micas, has a nonnegligible density of
fossil fission tracks from the spontaneous fission decay of trace
uranium impurities. The mica was annealed at 903 K for 3.5 hr;

the plastic, at 389 K for 9 days. In addition to being preannealed, •

the mica was pre-etched 4 hr in 48 percent hydrofluoric acid (HF)

at room temperature and then silver coated (approximately 30 nm
thick). Because normal etching time for fission tracks in musco-

vite mica usually is 20 min to I hr, any small, shallow pits left

after the preannealing appear as huge, shallow troughs and cannot

be confused with the smaller diameter lunar-neutron-induced fission

tracks. The silver coating was applied to monitor any possible

flaking of the prime detecting surface of the mica. The coating
does not affect the registration properties of the mica.

The techniques used for preparing the detectors for data

analysis are standard. The mica detectors were first desilvered

in a 35-percent solution of HNO 3 and then etched in 48 percenL HF

for 25 min or I hr. Data reported in this section are from samples
etched _5 min and scanned in an optical microscope at 630X mag-

nification. Samples etched I hr have larger tracks and were

scanned at a lower (500X) magnification. When a sample was etched
for 25 min anu counte_, then etched further to I hr and recounted,

the results agreed wztnin one standard deviation.

THE LNPE DEPLOYMENT

The deployment of the LNPE was nominal. The LNPE was re-
trieved from the modularized equipment stowage assembly CMESA)

and was loaded on the lunar roving vehicle at the beginning of !
EVA-I. To prevent overheating, the two sections were kept in a .

thermal bag before actual deployment. Following the ALSEP deploy-
ment, the deep drill core-stem sample was acquired at a site ap-

proximately 40 m north (ref. 2_-22) of the ALSEP central station i

and the RTC power source. After the recovery of the deep core,
the two LNPE sections were removed from the thermal bags, acti-

vated, coupled, and emplaced in the deep drill core-stem hole.
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The insertion was made after first passing the probe through the
I hole in the treadle used for recovering the deep core. The

I' treadle was used because, in retrieving the deep core, the top of :

the hole had been widened; thus, the possibility existed that the

probe would drop too far into the hole to be retrieved. Full em-
placement of the LNPE was achieved manually. The LNPE was deployed

in a shallow depression behind a meter-sized rock to provide ad-

ditional shielding from the RTG neutrons. To prevent overheating,

the top of the probe, which protruded above the surface, was

covered with the thermal bag during exposure. The LNPE was re-
covered, decoupled, deactivated, and returned to the lunar module

at the very end of EVA-3, after 49 hr of exposure.

The LNPE was returned to the investigators where it was dis-

assembled. The targets and detectors were in excellent condition;

no flaking was observed in the mica detectors or on the boron

targets. Furthermore, the temperature _ndicators showed that

the probe temperature did not reach 333 K.

ANALYSIS OF MICA DETECTORS

The complete analysis of the mica detectors is presented in
this section. The fission track densities in the mica were mea- •

sured by conventional transmitted-light optical scanning tech-

niques after being etched for usually I hr in concentrated HF

I percent) room temperature.(48 at

Figure 24-8 is a plot of the experimental data in which the
measured track densities are plotted against depth in centimeters

beneath the lunar surface. Because of the geometrical arrangement

of the uranium-mica detectors (fig. 24-I), the fission track den-

sity is not uniform over the surface of the mica. The data shown

in figure 24-8 represent the average track density of a standard
9

area (approximately 0.8 cm-) on the mica. The error bars on the '

experimental data points are ±I standard deviation (typically 3

to 4 percent) based on counting statistics only. All track den-

sity measurements were made by the same observer. The reproduc-
ibility of the track densities is good, as can be judged by the
agreement of the data points, which occur in pairs (fig. 24-8) and

correspond to the two mica detectors mounted at essentially the

same positions (fig. 24-I). Fez depths greater than approximately

60 cm, the change in the fission rate is small compared to the
separation (4 cm) of the two mica detectors at a given position,

and the same track density should be obtained. Figure 24-8 shows

that, except for the deepest position at 185 cm, the error bars
overlap for all positions even though an interval of 3 months had

elapsed between the scanning of the first detector and the scanning

of the second detector of each pair. In addition, one of the de-
tectors was rescanned at a later t _e, an(] that measurement was in

excellent agreement with the previ s measuremen*.
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BACKGROUND CORRECTIONS

Background corrections to the fission track densities, both

measured and estimated, are small and none have been applied.

Background from fission in the 235U targets by neutrons produced
by cosmic ray interactions in the spacecraft was not registered

in the micas because the probe was only activated when deployed

on the lunar surface. Possible fossil fission track background
from the spontaneous fission of small amounts of uranium in the

mica was eliminated by annealing and pre-etching the mica before

exposure. Direct registration of cosmic ray heavy ions was ex-
pected to be very small; but, as a check, the back side of one

of the mica detectors, which was never exposed to the uranium

targets, was scanned and an upper limit of 10 tracks/cm 2 was ob-

tained. This amount is negligible compared to the track den-
sities measured on the prime detector surfaces. Further, of the

2 -6
14-cm area scanned, only one a_3malously long (65 x 10 m, but

not fully etched) cosmic ray heavy ion track was observed.

(Fission fragment tracks are, at most, approximately 10 x 10 -6 m).

The neutrons produced by the plutonium-oxide (PuO 2) power

source (the RTG) during the LNPE deployment were the most important
source of background. Because of mission time line restrictions,

the LNPE was deployed as close as practicable to the other geo-

physical experiments. The background effects of the RTG neutrons
have been estimated both theoretically and with a field simulation

experiment in basaltic terrain using a 252Cf neutron source. The

depth profile of the fission rate produced by the RTG neutrons is
quite distinct from the profile due to lunar neutroi_s in that it

peaks closer to the surface, shows less rise from the surface to

the maximum, and declines faster at depth. Therefore, the back-

ground contributions are highest for the mica detectors nearest
the surface and decrease rapidly for the deeper detectors. Based

on the theoretically calculated fission rates and profile, the

known source strength of the RTG (5.8 × 107 neutrons/sec), the
separation of the RTG and the LNPE (36 m), and the variation of

the capture rate with distance from the source (as measured in the

field simulation), an estimated 2.5 percent background correction

for the shallowest mica detector at 20 g/cm 2 is obtained. Alter-

natively, taking the nleasured track density fcr detectors on the

surface during the field simulation and the theoretical fission

rate profile, a maximum background correction of 7 percent would

= be obtained at a depth of 20 g/cm 2.
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The 7-percent correction is an overestimate because the ba-

i saltic material in which the 252Cf simulation was performed con-
tained 0.6 percent water and had a lower iron and titanium con-

tent than the basaltic material on the lunar surface and because /

the 252Cf source was placed 50 cm above the surface, whereas the

PuO 2 in the RTG was a distributed source extending from 0 to 45

cm above the lunar surface. Using the theoretical fission rates
for lunar material by Lingenfelter, Canfield, and Hess (LCH)
(ref. 24-23) and older calculations for basaltic material with

approximately 1.5 percent water, the effect of the chemical dif-
ferences is estimated to be at least a factor of 2.4, which would

imply a maximum background correction of 3 percent at 20 g/cm 2.
This correction is in agreement with that estimated directly from

the theoretical calculations. Consequently, the background cor-
rections for fission induced by RTG neutrons are not important

and none have been applied to the data.

CALIBRATIONS

T**e relationship between the measured track density P

(tracks/cm 2) in the mica detectors and the fission rate n

(fissions/g(235U)-sec) in the uranium targets is given by

I

fD = nT RG ('4-I)
x

where T is the exposure time of the probe, R is the mean range
in grams per square centimeter of a single fission fragment in

metallic uranium, and G is a dimensionless constant defining
the geometrical efficiency of the mica detectors compared to 2_

geometry (G ! I). The quantity R/2 is the average depth from

which fission fragments produced in the uranium w_ll register in

a mica detector placed on tle surface of the uranium (2_T geometry).

In the actual experimental configuration, because of the necessity
for an on-off mechanism, the targets and detectors were not in
contact; G is the factor that accounts for the decrease in de-

tector efficiency caused by the required separation. A correction

for self-absorption f must be applied because the target materi-
als in the neutron probe are strong neutron absorbers; conse-

quently, the neutron flux and hence the measured track densities

in the presence of the probe are somewhat depressed compared to

their values in the absence of the probe materials. As defined
in equation (24-I), f is a dimensionless constant and m'_st have
a value 21. The values for f, R, and G are obtained from

laboratory calibration experiments.

I
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The value of R is expected to be close to the average radio-
chemically determined fission-fragment range in metallic uranium,

10 mg/cm 2 (ref. 24-24). However, as indicated by the studies of /
Reimer et al. (ref. 24-25), the range value appropriate for equa-

tion (24-I) may be less than that measured radiochemically be- !

cause of loss of the very shortest tracks (from barely penetrating
fission fragments) in the scanning procedures or from an intrinsic

difference between the etchable track length and the actual pene-
tration depth of the fission fragment. Depleted uranium/mica de-

tectors were irradiated in 27 geometry in a weil-thermalized

neutron flux, monitored by gold foil activation.

The determination of the absolute flux was based on scaling

the observed gold-198 (198Au) activity to that obtained in an
irradiation of the same gold foils in the National Bureau of Stand-

ards (NBS) radium-beryllium (Ra-Be) neutron source (ref. 24-26).
Fluxes for four different thin gold foils were calculated from the

NBS =bration and from independent measurements of the absolute

de _ i efficiency of 198Au gamma rays. Good agreement was ob-
t_ (within ±I percent) between fluxes calculated by the first

m_ and those obtained by the second method. However, the
uncertainties in the absolute fluxes measured by both methods

are larger. An effective range, R = 8.55 ± 0.32 mg/cm 2, was ob-

tained for the standardized etching and scanning conditions. The

quoted error reflects primarily the uncertainties in the absolute

flux determination. Depleted uranium (0.41 percent 235U) targets _!
were used to eliminate self-absorption effects. _

The value for G was determined by assembling an instrument ?
fabricated identically to the flight probe but with two mica sam-

ples mounted in direct contact with two natural uranium targets

on the rib cage and with two mica detectors mounted on the center _i

rod flats in the standard configuration opposite the uranium

targets (fig. 24-I). After neutron irradiation, G was calcu-
lated from the ratio of the fission track densities in the mica '

on the center rod to the densities in the micas irradiated in

2_ geometry. The agreement between the two measurements of G

was good and yielded a mean value of 0.58 ± 0.02. This deter-

mination was checked by assembling various units of the probe
in the same fashion as above but with plastic detectors mounted

in place of the micas. The value of G was calculated from the :_

ratio of the uranium alpha-particle track densities in the center

rod plastic to the densities in the plastic in direct contact with
the uranium. The results of the second method agree, within the

errors, with the first determination. The mica data yield the
more reliable results and these have been used. Measurements

of the relative efficiency of the 16 mica positions on the

flight probe during the calibration irradiations show a spread of
!3.4 percent (average deviation); consequently, an additional _

±3.4 percent error must be added to apply the G value tO the i'

24-12
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probe data. Natural uranium and depleted uranium were used in _
all evaluations of R and G to eliminate self-absorption

effects, i

At present, the principal uncertainty in the absolute fission
rate is the value for f. Unlike the values of the other factors

in equation (24-I), the value of f varies with neutron energy.

However, it is possible to estimate f using only general con-
siderations about the lunar neutron energy distribution without

t

depending on the accuracy of the theoretical energy spectrum.
The calibration procedures used have been designed to determine

f by using neutron energy spectra that are harder and softer than

the lunar spectrum and thus bracket the lunar self-absorption

factor. _

Z

Lunar material is a good absorber of low-energy neutrons;

thus, the neutron energy spectrum in the region below I eV will be

significantly shifted to higher e_ergJes compared to the Ma_well-

Boltzmann distribution that would be expected if the low-energy
neutrons were able to come into thermal equilibrium. This shift

is shown, for example, by the measured ratio of samarium neutron

capture to gadolinium neutron capture in lunar samples, which is
much higher than the ratio expected for a thermalized neutron
energy distribution (refs. 24-2 and 24-3).

Because the self-absorption is greatest at those energies at

I which the fission cross sections are large and because the 235U
%

fission cross section is highest at low neutron energies, the
self-absorption factor obtained in an irradiation with a thermal

spectrum will be an upper limit for the value of f that is ap- _

propriate for the lunar data.
4

A calibration irradiation was performed in a uniform, well-
thermalized neutron flux, and a value of f = 1.42 ± 0.05 was de-

termined by comparing track densities from the actual 235U targets

with those from much more dilute 235U targets, consisting of either

_latural uranium (0.72 percent 235U) or depleted uranium (0.409

percent 235U), in which the self-absorption was negligible. The '

235U/238U ratio in the depleted uranium was measured directly. L_

The 235[] targets were mounted at one end of a test unit of the

probe in the actual experimental configuration, including 10B
targets on the center rod. At the other end of the probe, isolated

from any 10B targets, the natural- and depleted-uranium targets _

were similarly mounted. The measured value of f thus includes

the effect of the 10B targets on the 235U fission rate as well as

the effect of the 235U foils.

24-13
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TO estimate f for a high-energy neutron spec6rum, cadmium-
covered samples were irradiated in both the actual probe geometry

and in 2_ geometry. In such irradiations, the 235U fission is I

produced by the resonance part of the reactor neutron spectrum

(i.e., by neutrons of energies greater than 0.52 eV (ref. 24-27),

which have a I/E spectrum, where E is neutron energy). Unlike
the thermal irradiation described in the preceding paragraph, it

is not possible to use a comparison with natural uranium targets
in the cadmium-covered irradiation to obtain f because of large i

(approximately 65-percent) contributions from fast (MeV-neutron) %
f

fission of 238U in the natural uranium foils. The self-shielding
for a 1/E spectrum has been estimated two ways: (I) by measur-

ing the absolute resonance flux using 10B-plastic detectors and

: comparing the measured track density for a 235U target to that

calculated using the known 235U fission resonance integral (ref. _
24-28) and (2) by measuring the ratio of track densities from pure

235U and from 5-percent 235U foils of the same thickness. Correc-

tions (!20 percent) for fast fission in the 5-percent 235U foils
introduce negligible error. Values of f ranging from 1.0 to
1.3 have been obtained in these experiments. Although the rea-
sons for these variations are not completely understood, the pur-
pose of the experiments was to set a lower bound f for a lunar

spectrum. For this reason and because the more precise experi-
ments gave values of f = 1.0, the lower boundary on the self-
absorption factor for a lunar spectrum must extend as low as 1.0.

This lower limit was combined with the upper boundary of 1.4 L:

from the thermal irradiation, and a self-absorption factor of
f = 1.2 ± 0.2 was adopted for the lunar exposure.

¢

ABSOLUTE FISSION RATES

TO make an explicit comparison between theory and experiment,

the depth of the mica detector pair at 77 cm (150 g/cm 2) was used

as a reference depth. Using the values of R, G, and f given

above, a 235U flssion rate of 3.4 ± 0.6 sec -1 g(235U)-1 is ob-

tained at the reference depth; this rate corresponds to the peak i

of the fission rate profile. Within these error limits, the 235U

fission rate has been obtained independently of any detailed as-
sumptions about the neutron energy spectrum or reference to the

LCH theory.

Capture rates are the most useful quantities for application

to lunar sample data, but it is still of interest to estimate the

24-14 '
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neutron flux implied by the observed fission rate. To obtain a

I, flux, an energy spectrum must be assumed. Using the LCH spectrum
I

for Apollo 11 material and 200 K, the fission rate of 3.4 ± 0.6

-I 235 U Isec g( )- corresponds to a flux of 1.4 neutrons/cm2-sec of

neutrons with energies less than 0.2 eV. It should be stressed

that, because of the nonthermal spectrum, calculation of accurate
capture rates is not possible by simply combinina _be flux f 1.4

neutrons/cm2-sec with standard literature thermal czoss sections.

In addition, if the LCH spectrum is adopted, the flux of neutrons

in the resonance energy region (from 0.5 eV to 2._ keY) can be

represented by _(E) = K/E 0"9 with E in electron volts. A

value of K = 1.6 neutrons/cm2-sec is obtained from the measured
41

fission rate at 150 g/cm 2.

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT DATA AND THEORY

In this section, a detailed comparison between LNPE results

and theory is presented. Primarily, the LCH calculations are used

for theoretical comparison, although some reference is made to

similar calculations by Armstrong and Alsmiller (ref. 24-16) and

by Vornblum et al. (ref. 24-29).

235U fission rate can be calculated
I The theoretical

P

n = SI NOF(E)_(E) dE (24-2)

_:here N is the number of atoms per gram 235U, o(E) is the

f_ssLon cross section for 235U, _(E) is the energy distribution
of the neutron flux as calculated by LCH, and S is the ratio of

the cosmic _ay neutron production rate for the 2 days in which

the neutron probe was deployed on the lunar surface to the average

rate over the 11-yr solar cycle. The factor S is necessary for

the comparison of experiment and theory because the magnitude of
the theoretical flux is calculated as the average for the last

solar cycle.
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The value of _(E) was calculated by LCH for the composition
of the Apollo 11 soil sample 10084 at a temperature of 200 K. The

correct temperature is 250 K; however, the LCH calculations for

temperatures of 0, 200, and 400 K show essentially no variation /

of the fission rate with temperature. Changes in temperature pri-
marily affect th_ shape of the icw-energy spectrum rather than the i

neutron density; and, to the extent that the fission cross section

at low energies is approximately inversely proportional to ve-

locity, the low-energy (_0.5-eV) fission rate depends only on the

density of low-energy neutrons and is essentially independent of _
the detailed spectral shape. The high-energy part of the fission

rate is expected to be independent of temperature. Changes in the

absorption cross section due to chemical variations will change

the number of neutrons that are slowed to low energies; thus, the
fission rate will be somewhat chemistry dependent (ref. 24-15).

However, the average composition of the upper part of the Apollo

17 core (ref. 24-30) corresponds to an effective macroscopic ab-

sorption cross section (0.00936 cm2/g) (ref. 24-15) that is virtu-

ally identical to that of the Apollo 11 composition of LCH (0.00925

cm2/g). Consequently, negligible error should be introduced by
the use of the Apollo 11 calculations.

The solar cycle correction S can be derived from terres-

trial atmospheric fast (2- to 10-MeV) neutron fluxes F for high

altitudes and high geomagnetic latitudes (where the geomagnetic

cutoff is negligible). Since F should be directly proportional
to the lunar fast-neutron flux, which is the source of the low-

energy neutrons captured by the 235U, S is the ratio of F

(measured during the Apollo 17 mission) to the solar cycle average
value. Atmospheric fast-neutron data for the time of the Apollo
17 mission are not available. However, Merker et al. (ref. 24-.31)

have reported an empirical correlation between F measured at 50

to 80 g/cm 2 depth (near the peak of the atmospheric flux profile)
and F measured at high geomagnetic latitudes, w_th ground-based,

high-latitude neutron monitor counting rates. This empirical cor-

relation and the ground-based Deep River neutron monitor (DRNM)
data were used to calculate S. The Merker et al. correlation is
well defined between 1965 and 1968. Deviations from this correla-

tion were observed during periods of high solar activity during

1969, but the measurements made between 1970 and 1971 again ap-

proximated the earlier correlation. Data are only available

through mid-1971; thus, the observed correlation of F with the
DRNM counting rate D for 1965 to 1968 and 1970 to 1971 is as-
sumed to be valid fo; December 19%2. The average value of D for

the LNPE deployment period, D17, was calculated from hourly DRNM
rates. As an approximation of the average value of F for the

solar cycle, the value of F read from the correlation curve for

the solar-cycle-averaged DRNM counting rate, D, is used. Values
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for D were calculated both from the curve published by Martinic

1 (ref. 24-32) for the years from 1961 to 1970 and from the yearly

DRNM averages for the half-cycle 1965 to 1969 as given by
Carmichael and Peterson (ref. 24-33). These values are in good

agreement. The corresponding values for F read from the Merker
et alo correlation curve yield the result S = F(DI7)/F(D) = 1.21.

Based only on the scatter in the correlation curve, the uncertain-

ty in S is approximately ±4 percent. Flots of the DRNM hourly
rates and of the daily average rates for a l-month period before J

and after the Apollo 17 mission show no indication of anon.a]ies

in the cosmic ray intensity for the period of the LNPE deployment.

From equation (24-2) the theoretical fission rate for the

• reference depth of 150 g/cm 2 is 3.9 fissions/sec-g 235U, which is

in good agreement with the LNPE value of 3.4 ± 0.6.

The overall comparison of the experiment data and the LCH .
theory is summarized in figure 24-9, which shows, as data points,

the experimental fission rate plotted as a function of depth (in

g/cm 2) and, for comparison, the LCH fission rate calculated as

described in this section. The gram-per-square-centimeter depth i
scale has been calculated from the measured density as a function

of depth in the Apollo 17 deep core material I. '_

Except for the mica detector pair closest to the lunar sur-

I face where the gradient steep, two
is the data from the detectors

at each target position have been averaged. Before being averaged,

the experimental fission rates were corrected for differences in
relative efficiencies of the individual detectors (measured in an ,:

irradiation of the flight probe in a uniform neutron flux). The
total spread in the relative efficiency of all 16 detectors was --
±6 percent of the mean. The error bars indicate the re]ative
errors of the data points among themselves; they are I standard

deviation (obtained by combining the statistical errors in the
lunar and efficiency measurements). The error bars _o not include

the overall uncertainty in the absolute fission rate scale (±17

percent). The fission rate scale has been adjusted to the value '_

calculated for the reference depth, 150 g/cm 2. Perturbations on

the measured profile due to the finite size of the core-stem hole
and the topography in the neighberhood of the drill core site were
estimated to be unimportant.

ILunar Sample Information Catalog, Apollo 17, Document MSC-
03211, NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center; also private communi-
cation from D. Carrier.
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Greenhill et al. (re,. 24-34) report solar cycle vaziations
in the shape of the atmospheric fast-neutron flux profile with _

changes of approximately 15 percent in the attenuation length of /

the exponential part of the flu> profile at depths greater than

approximately 200 g/cm 2 This indicates that strictly soaaking
the profile defined by the experimental d_ta is valid only for

December 1972 and may differ from the average profile for the
11-yr solar cycle. However, this is not an important effect at

preseI_t because the shape of the fission profile in the upper 200

g/cm 2 depends more on the diffusion of the neutrons during modera-

tion than on the shape cf the fast-neutron source distribution.

At greater depths, an uncertainty of the order of ±7.5 percent in

the exponential dropoff is not important for any application of

the data at present. -

A slight increase in the titani_n (and to a lesser extent, "
iron) content is present in the upper parts of the core (re,. 24-

30); therefore, because iron and titanium are the principal ned-

tron absorbers, the capture rate is somewhat lower near the sur-

face than that which would be observed in material of uniform

composition. However, based on calculations using the LCH energy _
spectrum, the chemical variations in the fission rate are expec-
ted to be small (<5 percent). Consequently, it is reasonable to

compare the experimental points with a theoretical profile cal-
culated for material of uniform composition, i

The LCH theoretical fission rate profile, multiplied by a
factor of 0.89, is shown in _igure 24-9 and matches the trend of

the experimental data points well within a 2-standard-deviation

error limit on each data point. Thus, both the shape and the

magnitude of the experimental and theoretical 235U capture rates

are in good agreement at all depths. This agreement, both for
the absolute fission rates and their dephh profile, implies that

the conclusions made in previous papers (refs. 24-I to 24-4) by

combining the gadolinium-157 (157Gd) capture rate calculated by
LCH and gadolinium isotopic data on lunar samples should remain

essentially unchanged. The uncertainty in the 157Gd capture rate L
(which is more sensitive to the detailed shape of the energy spec-

trum below 0.5 eV) will be somewhat larger than for the 235U

fission rate, but this difference should not be a serious diffi-

culty. A total evaluation of the reliability of the LCH capture

rates is reserved until final data from the 10B detectors are also
available.

The profile of the "thermal neutron flux" (energies less than
0.4 eV) c_Iculated by Armstrong and Alsmiller (re,. 24-16) drops

off faster from the peak towards the _urface and drops nlcre s]owly

with depth than does the profile of the experiment data. This
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difference is not necessarily inconsistent, because approximately

I 45 percent of the observed fission events are estimated to occur
at energies greater than 0.4 eV, so the fission rate profile

should not be exactly identical to the profile of the low-eneL _y

neutron flux. Kornblum et al. (ref. 24-29) compared their cal-

culated thermal flux profiles with those of LCH and of Armstrong
and Alsmiller and concluded that good agreement exists among the

three theoretical calculations. The magnitude of the flux, cal-

culated by Armstrong and Alsmiller, below 0.4 eV (including rare
earth absorption) is approximately a factor of 2 lower than that

calculated by LCH; consequently, the LNPE data appear to be more
in accord with the LCH calculations.

COMPARISON WIT}I NEUTRON CAPTURE RATES

MEASURED IN LUNAR SAMPLES

Fireman et al. (ref. 24-35) and Stoenner et al. (ref. 24-36)

report data from which the argon-37 (37Ar) profile in the Apollo

16 drill core can be constructed. Although corrections for 37Ar

produced by high-energy nuclear reactions are required and these

corrections are not well known, the majority of the 37Ar appears

to have been produced by the 40Ca(n,e)37Ar reaction with I to 20

I MeV neutrons. From the 37Ar data and using the LCH energy spec-trum in the range of 1 to 20 MeV, Kornblum et al. (ref. 24-29)

have estimated that 26.5 _+ 4.5 neutrons above I MeV are produced

per square centimeter of lunar surface per second. This quantity

is the overall normalization of the LCH fluxes at all energies

and was estimated by LCH as 16 + 5 neutrons/cm2-sec. The LNPE

data do not apply directly to this energy range; however, the
LNPE data as well as those of Finkel et al. (ref. 24-37) rule out

the possibility that the overall normalization of the LCH fluxes
is low by a factor of 1.6. However, as noted by Kornblum et al.,

the 37At production rate is very sensitive to the shape of the

neutron energy spectrum in the MeV range, whereas the 235U fission

and other low-energy capture rates should be very insensitive.
For the purpose_ of the LCH calculations, accurate definition of

the energy spectrum in the MeV range was not important; thus, an

error in the MeV spectrum used by LCH could explain the 37Ar

discrepanc]' but would not affect the low-energy capture rates.

For three depths in the Apollo 15 drill core, Finkel et al.

report 60Co activities, produced by 59Co neutron capture, which

are estimated (for 103 g/cm 2) to be 67 + 24 percent of the rate
60

predicted by LCH. The Co capture occurs primarily through one

I large resonance at 132 eV (ref. 24-14); consequently, the overall
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consistency of the Co and the LNPE results indicates that no

gross errors (factors of 2) occur in the LCH energy spectrum be-

low a few hundred electron volts. /

A small portion of the Apollo 16 lunar surface cosmic ray
10

experiment contained a ° B-plastic neutron detector, which was

conceptually similar to that used in the LNPE but was intended

to measure only the neutron leakage flux (ref. 24-38). Although
an instrument malfunction resulted in the loss uf most data, a

small amount of plastic was exposed to the 10B target. The ob-

served track density was lower (by about a factor of 3) than that

calculated by LCH. The low track densities were probably caused

by annealing of the plastic at the high temperatures (up to 353 K
(80 ° C)) to which it was exposed.

Fields et al. (ref. 24-39) have reported that a variety of

lunar samples have 236U/238U ratios (ranging from 4 × 10 -9 to

9 x 10-9 ) that are too large to be due to 238U spallation and are

ascribed by Fields et al. to 235U neutron capture (n,¥). Three

Apollo 12 samples had 236U contents far too large to be produced

by any previously documented natural particle flux and were as-
czibed to a hundredfold higher solar particle flux in the past

50 × 106 yr compared to present-day levels (ref. 24-40).

Assuming that the production and decay of 236U (24 × 106 yr

half-life) ai_ in equilibrium, the 236U production rates ca_ be

directly compared with the 235U fission rate measured by the LNPE.

The comparison is complicated because the 236U half-life is not

negligible compared to estimated lunar surface mixing times; thus,

the 236U contents would represent the average capture rate over

the depth of mixing in the last 25 × 106 to 50 × 106 yr. However,

using the ratio of 235U neutron capture to fission (0.45) calcu-

lated for the LCH spectrum, the maximum 236U/238U ratio permitted

by the LNPE data (corresponding to the peak of the capture rate

profile at approximately 130 g/cm2_ would be _ × 10 -9 In turn,
this is at least twice as high as would be expected for a sample

that has been irradiated somewhere in the upper 50 g/cm 2 Thus• p

there appears to be at least a factor of 2 to 4 difference between

the 236U contents reported by Fields et al., which were ascribed

to 235U neutron capture, and those calculated from the LNPE data.

This report contains detailed documentation of the accuracy of

the LNPE data; consequently, the differences represent either
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analytical difficulties in the 236U measurement or significantly

I higher neutron capture rates in the last 50 x 106 yr than those f
at present. An understanding of the Apollo !2 samples with anoma-

lously high (as large as 200 x 10 -9 ) 236U/238U ratios appears to
be the key to resolving the question, particularly because two

different aliquots of 12070 give very different results (ref. 24-39).

|

INDUCED FISSION IN LUNAR SAMPLES

The LNPE fission rates can be used to calculate accurately
the rates of fission track and fission xenon production due to

induced 235U fission in uranium-rich lunar minerals and to deter-

mine the relative importance of these rates compared to fission

tracks and xenon production from spontaneous fission of 238U and

244pu. The problem of induced fission is complicated because, in

addition to knowledge of the 235U fission rates, the fission of

238U and thorium-232 by fast (MeV) neutrons and highel energy par-

ticles must be considered and, even more important, the depth and

time of the exposure must be known. Based on an analysis of

plausible model cases, induced fission may or may not be important,

depending on the exposure history of the sample, but it must be

I taken into account in fission-track dating, 244pu fission track,
and fission xenon studies. Detailed discussion of special cases

does not appear to be warranted at this time; however, the inves-

tigators concur with the conclusion of Hutcheon et al. (ref. 24-
41) that induced fission tracks cannot account for the excess
fission tracks that were found in the whitlockite from lunar sam-

ple 14321 and ascribed to 244pu spontaneous fission.

FLUENCES IN SURFACE SOIL SAMPLES

As has been discussed extensively in previous pa, ,rs (refs.
24-I to 24-3), the neutron fluences calculated for lunar surface

soil samples from gadolinium isotopic data are low compared to

what would be expected for a well-mixed regolith, assuming that

regolith depths inferred from field observations or active seis-
mic data are correct (summarized in ref. 24-42). The LNPE results
show that this neutron deficit cannot be ascribed to the in-

accuracies in the magnitude and depth profile of the theoretical

157Gd capture rate used in the previous discussions but rather
to one of the following factors:

,' 24-21
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I. The regolith is not uniformly mixed, and progressively

more irradiated material is located at the base of the regolith I
than at the surface.

2. The average cosmic ray flux striking the lunar surface

was less in the past I × 109 yr than at present by a factor of 2
to 3.

3. The regolith depths inferred from the field or seismic

data are too low by factors of 2 to 3.

None of these alternatives can be completely ruled out at present.

A high ancient solar system magnetic field (ref. 24-43) would pro-

vide a mechanism for reducing the cosmic ray flux provided that it

persisted at least until approximately 2 × 109 yr ago; however, no

positive evidence for such a field exists. The first alternative

is reasonable if most of the gadolinium found in surface soils
is the result of a relatively recent deposition (within the last

9
2 x 10 yr) of previously unirradiated material and has only been

mixed through the upper few meters of the regolith. This model is

plausible for the Apollo 12 data and possibly for Apollo 15 data

because the gadolinium in the soil samples is dominated by po-
tassium, rare earth elements, and phosphorus (KREEP) (ref. 24-44);

9
and evidence exists that the KREEP was deposited 0.8 to 1.0 x 10

yr ago (refs. 24-45 to 24-48). The "neutron stratigraphy" implied
the first alternative is the inverse of what might be expected for

a decreasing impact rate on the lunar surface because the surface

layers of the regolith would be less mixed and thus more irradi-

ated than the deeper portions. However, if the intpact rate de-

creased rapidly until approximately 3 × 109 yr ago and has been
relatively constant since, the inverse stratigraphy is not nec-

essarily a problem.

i

ANALYSIS OF PLASTIC DETECTORS

The plastic detector data have been analyzed to determine

the neutron density profile. Strips of plastic about 12 mm in

length were cut from various positions along the probe and etched
for 4.5 hr in a temperature-controlled bath containing 7 parts

6.25 N sodium hydroxide solution and 5 parts 12 percent sodium

hypochlorite solution. The nominal temperature of the bath was

313.35 K (40.2 ° C) ; all samples were etched at a temperature with-

in 0.2 K (0.2 ° C) of this value, and for any given sample the

temperature of the bath was maintained constant to within 0.1K
(0.1 ° C). Track densities in the plastic were measured at approx-

imately 1000X magnification using conventional transmitted light,

optical scanning techniques.
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The data obtained are shown in figure 24-10, where the track

densities are plotted as a function of depth beneath the lunar
surface. Because of the geometrical configuration of the targets

and detectors (see figure 24-I), the track density is not uniform /
over the surface of the detector. The data shown in the figure

are the background-corrected track densities obtained from a
standardized scanning pattern that traversed the relatively uni-

formly irradiated areas indicated in figure 24-I. The overall

track density profile as a function of distance from the midrib,

showing the region scanned, is illustrated in figure 24-11. As
will be discussed later, duplicate analyses were made in many

cases, and it is the average of the two analyses that is plotted

in figure 24-10. The error bars on the experimental data points
are the best estimate of the overall error to be associated with

a single measurement after compounding all measurement errors and
errors associated with the background correction of the data. As

with all errors quoted here, the error bars in the figure are ±I
standard deviation.

In the following paragraphs, the measurement errors are doc-

umented, the background corrections are discussed, and the overall

error indicated in figure 24-10 is determined.

MEASUREMENT ERRORS

I Counting statistics errors ranged from 3 to 4 percent. All
track density measurements were made by the same observer. How-

ever, even for a single observer, the consistency and reproduci-
bility of the scanning over a period of several months is a very

real concern, because the particle tracks are small (up to approx-

imately 4-pm lengths, uncorrected for index of refraction), and

the track densities are .elatively low (approximately 5000/cm2).

An advantage of Triafoi TN is that, even after etching, the sur-

face of the plastic is very smooth. Thus, the majority of the
etched features in the plastic detectors can be unmistakably

classified as either tracks or imperfections. For every 100 un-

questionable cone-shaped tracks there were usually about a dozen

questionable 'pit' features that required a decision as to whether

they were short tracks, tracks at near-vertical incidence, or just

surface imperfections of the right geometry and diameter. The
scanning criterion used was to decide between these alternatives
on the basis of the contrast cf the feature and the behavior of

the image in focusing down into the plastic. In the scanning of
each LNPE detector, separate tallies were made of (I) the unmis-

takable tracks, (2) the questionable features that were most prob-

ably tracks, and (3) the questionable features that were not like-

ly to be tracks. The track densities plotted in figure 24-10 ar_.
those calculated from the sum of tallies (I) and (2), whe['e typ-

ically tally (2) represents approximately 5 percent of the sum.
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Tally (3) was typically approximately 7 percent of the sum (I)

plus (2). Similar tallies made for high density (approximately

100 000/cm 2) samples yielded proportions of the (I) to (2) cate- I

gories consistent with those observed for the lunar samples. At

high track densities, a separate tally of type (3) features is
not necessary.

In an effort to maintain and monitor the consistency of the

etching and scanning, control samples of the plastic were taken
from the bulk roll, one adjacent to each detector used in the

probe, and were all neutron-irradiated in contact with a boron

target. Each control sample was etched a_d scanned together with
its correspondinq detector from the LNPE. The results of the con-

trol measurements agzee within count:.ng statistics (±3 percent).
As will be discassed later, this provides only limited reassurance

that consistency in scanning was Maintained, because the track

densities in th,_ controls were a factor of 50 to 100 greater than

the track densities iz, the LNPE detectors. However, the, control

sample results show that there is no evidence for significant

variations in the registration efficiency of the plastic detectors
ove_ the rather large area of bulk plastic from which the LNPE

detectors were taken. In addition to the LNPE control samples,

two other sets of uniformly irradiated samples showed ._±3 percent
variability for the porticn of the roll used for the LNPE. How-
ever, other portions of the roll show nonuniformities that could

be as large as f5 percent.

Replicate analyses were made of seven of the LNPE detectors

to determine the reproducibility of the track density measurements.

In most such "rescans" the identity of the sample was unknown to

the scanner. From 2- to 9-month intervals separated the initial
and subsequent determinations. Taking into account the contribu-

tion to the total error from counting statistics, an average
reproducibility of ±5 percent was obtained with individual values

ranging from 0 to 10 percent. No measurements were excluded in

the data presented in figure 24-10. It should be emphasized that,
in general, different observers will not obtain the same results

fer these samples. Systematic differences in track densities as

great as 10 to 30 percent can be expected. Similarly, unless

track counting is continued on a regular basis, a single observer

cannot maintain completely consistent scanning criteria at these
low densities.

A full evaluation of the errors in measurement also requires
consideration of the relative variations in the efficiencies of

the boron targets that can result from (I) variations in the

thickness and quality of the vapor-deposited bcron metal, and (2)

small differences in the target-detector geometries. The thick-
ness and uniformity of several of the targets were checked by

alpha-backscattering techniques using the California Institute of

Technology tandem Van de Graaff accelerator. All targets examined,
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although not perfectly uniform, were "infinitely thick"; that is,
they were all deposited to thicknesses, at all points on the tar-

get, that were greater than the range of the 1.5 MeV alpha par-

ticles emitted. In addition, each of the 23 targets used in the /
instrument was individually tested prior to its incorporation in

the probe. A plastic detector was wrapped in direct contact over

each target, and the targets were irradiated in a Pu-Be neutron
source. The total spread in the relative efficiencies obtained

was ±6.5 percent of the mean, with a standard deviation of 3._

percent, which can be ascribed solely to counting statistics. ,

The variation in target efficiencies as a result of variations in
: target-detector geometries was determined from calibration irradi-

ations, in which the probe was irradiated with fresh detectors

in a uniform neutron flux (ref. 24-49). Comparisons between

targets (involving half the total number of targets) yielded dif-
ferences in track densities from 0 to 10 percent with a mean devi-

ation of 4 percent (in excess of that attributable to counting

statistics). When applied to specific detector positions, there
are no cases where variations observed in the calibration irradi-

ations could be correlated with scatter in the lunar data (fig.
24-10). Thus, it is concluded that the geometry variations are

not reproducible when the probe is reassembled and that the pre-
viously mentioned error estimate should be applied on a sta-

tistical basis rather than to specific detector positions.

Compounding all errors (3.5 percent from c,_unting statistics,

5 percent from scanning reproducibility, and 4 percent from geo-
metry variations) the overall error in measurement is estimated

to be ±7 percent.

BACKGROUND CORRECTIONS

The sources of background include the direct registration

of galactic cosmic ray ions (which is more important for the

plastic detectors than for the mica because they are more sensi-
tive), the production of interaction tracks in the plastic as a

result of high energy cosmic ray protons and alpha particles, and

recoil track from the interaction of high energy (MeV) neutrons

produced by the RTG during the flight to the Moon. The total con-
tribution from all these sources can be determined experimentally

by track density measurements made in areas of the detectors never

exposed to the targets, including regions behind the ribs of the

• rib cage and in an outer second layer of plastic wrapped over the

rib cage windows (fig. 24-I). No systematic position dependence
2

of the background was observed; and, in a total of 0.8 cm scanned,
-2

an average track density of 200 ± 50 cm was obtained, which is a

3 percent correction for the data at 140 g/cm 2 and a 6 percent cor-
rection for the deepest data point.
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Appropriately compounding the error in the correction with
the previous 7 percent error, then, one obtains an overall error

for a single measurement of from 7 to 9 percent (one standard
deviation).

ABSOLUTE NEUTRON CAPTURE RATES AND NEUTRON DENSITIES

The measured track density p in the plastic detectors can

be related to the 10B capture rate P in captures per gram 10B

per second by

fp = 6PT (24-3)

where T is the exposure time of the probe, E is a measure of

the detection efficiency, and f is a self-shielding correction
that, as defined, is a dimensionless constant !I. The self-

shielding correction must be applied because the target materials

in the neutron probe are strong neutron absorbers, which attenuate
the neutron flux, and thus the measured track densities are low

compared to the values they would assume in the absence of the

probe.

Self-Shielding Correction

The self-shielding factor f was estimated by using the
method described in reference 24-49 in which f for the lunar

spectrum is bracketed between measurements of f for a well-
thermalized flux and for a I/E spectrum (E = neutron energy).

A test unit of the probe was constructed that had targets made
from boron of natural isotopic composition (approximately 20 per-

cent 10B) in addition to the 10B targets. Exposure of the

test probe to a I/E spectrum was accomplished by wrapping the
unit in 0.45 mm of cadmium. The ratio of the track density per

10B atom in the natural boron targets to that for the 10B targets

is equal to f10/fn, where 10 and n refer to the 10B and natural

boron targets, respectively. The thelmal irradiation gave

f10/fn = I._4 , 0.06, whereas the exposure in the I/E spectrum

yielded 1.07 ± 0.03. Unlike the case for uranium, the se!fshield-

ing in a natural borcn target cannot be neglected (that is, fn

cannot be assumed to equal unity) for the thermal irradiation.

However, the value of the lunar capture rate is comparativel_, i_,-
sensitive to f because f enters into the calculation c.f both

n n
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f and c in equation (24-3) and errors in f tend to cancel.n

An error of x percent in f produces an error of approximatelyn

x/3 percent in the lunar capture rate. Consequently, it is suf- /

ficiently accurate to estimate f theoretically. The invesLiga-
n

tots have generalized the standard literature calculation of the
self-shielding effect on the bulk (volume) activation of a foil

(e.g., ref. 24-50) to cover the case of the surface activity of

the foil, as measured by a track detector. The actual hemicylin-

drical probe geometry is rather complicated; thus, they have cal-
culated, as limiting cases, the self-shielding factor for an in-

finite planar track detector and for a spherical shell detector.

The planar case yields f = 1.12, which is a lower limit becausen

all the neutrons in this case will pass through the boron target

only once, whereas some neutrons will pass twice in the actual

hemicylindrical geometry. The spherical shell case gives f =n

1.19, which is an upper limit because essentially all the neutrons
will pass through the target twice in this case. The spherical

shell calculation yields f10/fn = 1.41 for a thermal spectrum,

in good agreement with the experimental value; consequently, this
calculation received double weight and a value of f = 1.17 ±

n

0.02 for a thermal spectrum was adopted. For the I/E spectrum,

f can be taken as 1. Thus, the 10B self-shielding for a ther-

malized spectrum is f10 = 1.44 x 1.1"7 = 1.68, whereas for a I/E

spectrum it is 1.07. Following the arguments in reference 24-49,

the lunar self-shielding should lie betwee_ these values, and the

value f = 1.37 ± 0.16 was adopted. The 19nge of 1.07 to 1.68
is comparatively large and constitutes the largest source of error
for the experiment. The ±0.16 error estimate was obtained by

regarding the total spread between 1.07 and 1.68 as equivalent
to ±2 standard deviations; consequently ±0.16 is the best estimate

of the standard deviation and can be compounded with equivalent
er:c.Es from other sources.

D_tection Efficiency

For ideal track detectors and tazgets placed im contact (2_

geometry), one obtains

_: _ I
max - _(R + RLi ) (2_-4)

I
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where Re and RLi are the ranges in boron metal of the alpha

particle and 7Li nucleus from 10B neutron capture. In practice,

the measured efficiency will be less than that calculated by equa- t
tion (24-4) because

I. The boron target thickness is larger than the alpha par-

ticle range, producing a continuous distribution of alpha particle

energies from 0 up to 1.5 MeV. The ionization rate of some of the

low energy particles will be insufficient to leave an etchable
track (ref. 2a-51), and some fraction of the etched tracks near

zero length will not be counted. Also, tracks due to particles

entering the detector surface at shallow angles will be lost dur-

" ing the etching process (ref. 24-52).

2. There is a gap of 1.9 aM between the targets and detec-
tors.

3. The targets may be porous, contain impurities, or have

thin surface films that will lower the efficiency.

Figure 24-'11 shows that, in the areas of the detector scanned,

the track density profile in the angular direction (i.e., around

the probe) is flat to better than ±4 percent, indicating that a

good approximation to 2z geometry is obtained in this region.
Similar profiles as a function of length along the probe are also

flat (to better than ±4 percent) as expected from the target-

detector geometry. Thus, losses in efficiency as a result of the

1.9 mm gap appear to be less than 4 percent.

The discussion of intertarget efficiency in the section on

measuremeht errors indicates that intertarget variability is at

most ±4 percent. However, systematic inefficiencies of the type
outlined in item 3 cannot be ruled out. No carbon impurities

could be observed in the alpha backscattering measurements, al-

though concentrations _5 percent would have been readily detected.
Great care was taken to keep the boron targets clean prior to and

during assembly of the probe. A final swabbing with reagent grade

acetone was performed after mounting. Residual films from acetone,

as judged by hydrogen surface analysis (ref. 24-53), are remark-

ably small.

An experimental value for the efficiency was obtained by

irradiating a calibration unit constructed with natural boron

targets. The neutron flux was well-thermalized and uniform (with-
in 2 percent over I m). Gold foil activation was used to deter-

mine the thermal neutron density. (It was desirable to have the

flux monltoring for the calibration irradiations carried out in-

dependent of track measurements.) The gold foils were calibrated
against the NBS standard neutron source (ref. 24-54). All the

197Au measurements were corrected for resonance neutron activation
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by cadmium absorption measurements. There are small deviations

I in the 197Au capture cross section from I/v (where v is neu-

tron velocity) behavior in the neutron energy range below the cad-
mium cutoff energy, but these introduce negligible error in the

neutron density measurement (see, for example, ref. 24-55). The
capture rate for the natural boron was calculated from the mea-

sured thermal neutron density assuming a cross section for 10B(n,_)

of 3842 b at 2200 m/sec neutron velocity (ref. 24-56). The

efficiency for this irradiation was then calculated using the mea- t
sured track density from the natural boron targets by means of q

equation (24-3), with fn = i.17 as discussed in the previous •

section, yielding E = 0.137 ± 0.009 mg/cm 2. However, there are

systematic errors involved in this calibration which require that

a correction factor be applied to this value before it is appli-
cable to the LNPE exposure. These are discussed later.

i

The precision of the data as a result of scanning errors and
non-uniformity in the plastic detectors was discussed in the sec-

tion on measurement errors. However, there are three other sources

of error affectinq the absolute neutron densities tha_ arise

from the (sometimes exasperating) properties of plastic track de-
tectors.

i

I. As judged by the visual appearance _f the tracks, the

etching rate of the plastic exposed on the lunar surface was

comparatively uniform; however, using the same etching times as
for the lunar plastic, the plastic used for the calibration unit

(although from the same batch) was distinctly overetched. Con-

sequently, shorter etching times (3 to 4 hr instead of 4.5 hr)
were used for the calibration plastic. Une etching times were

adjusted for each sample until the visual appearance of the

tracks matched those observed on the lunar plastic. This pro-

cedure is somewhat subjective, but once a calibration sample was

accepted for scanning, the resulting track density was accepted
without any reevaluation of the suitability of the sample. The

quoted efficiency is based on four calibration samples selected
in this manner. The standard deviation of the track densities

for these four samples was !5.7 percent, which is larger than ex-

pected from counting statistics and/or scanning reproducibility

and is undo_,' redly caused by the variable etching rates observed ,
for the calibration plastic. This is the dominant source of

error in the efficiency although not for the experiment as a whole.

2. The registration of low energy alpha tracks in the
'l'r_fol TN is different in vacuum than in air, with higher req-

istration efficiency and better formed tracks in air compared to

w_cuum. This presumably reflects the critical role of oxygen in
track registration in plastics as documented in references 24-20

and 24-21. Between atmospheric pressure and approximately 13 N/m 2
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(0.1 torr), there is a 12 ± 3 percent decrease in the registration

efficiency. Consequently, all calibrations were done in vacuum.

Exposure of the plastic to high pressure oxygen following 10B I
alpha particle irradiation, but prior to etching, did not improv_

either the appearance of the tracks or the registration efficiency

relative to air. Pressures un to 41 x 106 N/m 2 (6000 psi) for
periods up to 10 days were used.

An additional process is that samples exposed at low pres-

sures (approximately 0.00001N/m 2 (10 -7 torr)) show "aging" or "re-
covery" effects (ref. 24-57) in that the track density increases

with time upon being stored following irradiation. The amount of

recovery depends on the ambient pressure during the irradiation.
Because the calibration irradiations were performed in relatively

bad vacuum (13 to 133 N/m 2 (0. I to I torr)), whereas the lunar

samples were expc .ed under very good vacuum, comparative measure-
ments were made of control samples of the actual LNPE plastic ex-

posed at 133 and 0.00001N/m 2 (I and 10-7 torr) pressure. The

0.00001N/m 2 (10 -7 torr) samples showed track densities that were

approximately 15 percent less than the 133 N/m 2 (I torr) samples
when etched within 2 days of the irradiations. However, after

3 weeks' storage in the dark in air at room temperature, the track

densities in three pairs of 133 and 0.00001N/m 2 (" and 10 -7 torr)

samples were the same to within ±3 percent. All i ,ar plastics
were stored at least 6 months prior to use, so errors from recov-

ery effects should not be important.

3. The lunar track densities are approximately 5000 tracks/
2

cm , whereas the calibration samples have approximately 500 000

tracks/cm 2. This factor of 100 was necessary to obtain ennugh

activity in indium foil monitors that were used to determine the
relative fluence between the calibration irradiation of the probe

and the irradiation of the gold foils. To check whether there was

any systematic difference in track counting efficiency over the
factor of 100 range in track density, strips of plastic adjacent

to those flown were exposed to Pyrex targets in vacuum at t_o
different reactor power levels to produce track densities co.r-

responding to the lunar and calibration samples respectively
The relative fluences for the two irradiations were monitored by
indium foil activation.

It was found that the ratio of the scanning efficiency at

low track density was 0.88 ± 0.07 of that at high track density.

Thus, the appropriate value for _ to be used with the LNPE track
-3

densities in equation (24-3) is _ = 0.88 x 0.137 _ 10 = (0.120

t 0.013) _ 10 -3 g/cm 2.
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For comparison, the maximum efficiency, calculated from equa-

,J tion (24-4), is 0.32 mg/cm 2. If only alpha particle tracks were

being counted, the ma×imllm efficiency would be 0.22 mg/cm 2. The J
reasons why the measured efficiency is so much less than either of

these values are not completely understood. Recoil 7Li ions of

0.86 MeV (the maximum energy of the 7Li from 10B neutron capture)
obtained by scattering protons from a lithium fluoride (LiF) target

produce recognizable tracks for the etching conditions used for the

LNPE plastic. IIowever, to understand the low measured efficiency,
one must assume that the overall efficiency for etching and count-

ing 7Li ions of this and lower energy must be quite low and also
that many of the lower energy alpha tracks must be lost in the

etching and scanning. (For example, 0.25 MeV alpha particles do

not produce recognizable tracks for the etching and scanning con-

ditions.) Comparative exposures of Triafol TN and good quality

cellulose nitrate, placed side by side against a boron target in
vacuum, showed that the track density in the Triafol TN was 0.7 of
that in the cellulose nitrate. Thus, even if the cellulose nitrate

is a perfect track detector, this experiment shows that the rela-

tively low efficiency of the probe can be primarily ascribed to
the relatively poorer registration efficiency of Triafol TN for

10B n-capture products. The Triafol TN was chosen for its greater

resistance to annealing, which was a considerable problem for this
experiment.

Calculation of Capture Rate and Neutron Density

Using the efficiency and self-absorption values r.scussed
earlier, the observed track densities can be used to calculate

capture rates by equation (24-3). Adopting, as in reference 24-49,

an arbitrary reference depth of 150 g/cm 2, a 10B capture rate

of 467 ± 74 captures per second per gram 10B is obtained. Because

10B has an absorption cross section that is strictly _)roportional
to I/v (where v is neutron velocity), the capture rate can be

directly converted to a neutron density of (9.2 ± 1.5) × 10 -6

neutrons/cm 3. Either of these values can be used to renormalize

the track density profile in figure 24-I. Capture rate and neu-

tron density are equivalent for |0B and are use@ interchangeably

in the following discussion.
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COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS I

Depth Profiles

In references _-18 and 24-49 it was shown that the LNPE

data were in good accord with the LCH calculations for the case

of an Apollo 11 composition (a good approximation for the Apollo
17 deep core) for a temperature of 200 K and for an exponential '

i

production profile (e-x/165 where x is the depth in g/cm 2) of

MeV neutrons. The MeV neutrons, following moderation and dif-
fusion, are the source of the low energy neutrons that produce

the 10B and 235U capture. However, because the various theoret-

ical calculations in the literature do not give identical re-
sults, a more detailed comparison is warranted. The n_utron den-

sity is independent of temperature; consequently, this section
focuses on a consideration of alternative MeV neutron source

profiles and also discusses calculations published by other groups.

In addition to the exponential case, LCH calculated capture

rates for a MeV source neutron depth prof±ie, modeled from the

results of Monte Carlo calculations by Armstrong and Alsmiller

(ref. 24-16), which was constant to a depth of 165 g/cm 2 and then
decreased exponentialll, at greater depths. Physically, the MeV

neutrons are produced primarily by the evaporation stage of higher

energy (_20 MeV) n_clear reactions; and, lecause they are sec-
ondary particles, they are expected to show a buildup from the
surface to a maximum and then to fall off at greater depths. (The

effect of surface leakage during moderation converts the MeV neu-

tron profile into the low energy neutron density profile measured
by the LNPE.) Thus, the two MeV source profiles used by LCH rep-

resent extremes in the sense that the exponential case has too

many neutrons close to the surface, whereas the "flat plus exponen-
tial" case has th_ neutron production concentrated at l,'rger

L

depths. Figure 24-12(i) compares the LCH neutron densiZy profiles

for the two source profiles. The important point illus_rated in

flgure 24-12 is that, considering the extreme differences in the
source profiles, the two cuzves in figure 24-12(a) are remar],ab]y

similar. This is because the shape df the neutron densit/ pro--

file is deter,nined primarily by surface leakage during moderation.

Figures 24-12(b) and 2_-12(c) show the besu fits (visually) cf the

two profiles to the measured neutron densities. Only the magni-
tude of the theoretical profiles was varied; the depth scale was

held fixed. With the rather large error bars associated with the

data, neither of the profiles can be totally eliminated. Never-
theless, the fib for the exponential source function appears

better than for the "flat plu_ exponential," where the data fall

consistently aoove the curve at shallower depths _ind consistently
belo_ at greater depths.

W
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The 37Ar data for the Apollo 16 and 17 deep core (refs. 24-

I, 35 and 24-58) defi_,e the MeV source neutron profile better than

the neutron density measurements presented here, because the 37Ar

is produced primarily by MeV neutrons reacting with 40Ca. The

37Ar productien rate peaks at 30 to 50 g/cm 2. This implies that
the peak in the MeV neutron production rate will be at even shal-
lower depths because surface leakage will shift the peak in the

37At capture rate to larger depths. Independent of any theoret- ,

ical analysis, this indicates that the LCH exponential MeV neu-
tron source profile is more realistic. Further, Kornblum et al.

(ref. 24-29) were able to fit the 37Ar depth profile for the

Apollo 16 deep core with the exponential source profile but not

with the "flat plus exponential" case. Thus, it apl,ears that the
maximum in the MeV neutron production rate is comparatively close

to the surface, probably within the outer 30 g/cm 2.

The LNPE neutron density profile can be compared with the

"thermal neutron" (E < 0.4 eV) flux _rofile of Armstrong and

Alsmiller (ref. 24-16). Their profiles do not fit the LNPE data

nearly as well as that of LCH, most likely because their MeV neu-
tron source function is close to. the "flat plus exponential" case

in figure 24-12(a). The comparisons have been made with the
Armstrong-Alsmillc- calculations for both solar minimum and max-

imum and using the cases that included rare-earth absorption.

I The 157Gd capture rate as a function of depth profile cal-

culated by Kornblum et al. (ref. 24-29) would describe the LNPE

neutron density data reasonably well except that this theoretical
curve appears to peak somewhat too close to the surface. The

neutron density and 157Gd profiles of LCH are very similar, so the

above comparison should be fair.

The investigators conclude that, of the various theoretical

calculations, the shape of the LNPE neutron density profile is

best reproduced by +he LCH calculations for an exponential MeV
neutron source profile.

Using the LCH neutron density profile as a basis for extrap-

olating, one can evaluate the neutron density at the lunar surface /

as (0.72 ± 0.11) × 10-6 neutrons/cm 3. The surface neutron den-

sity is importan because it governs the yield of neutron capture

gamma rays that were detected by the Apollo 15 and 16 orbital gam-

ma ray experiment (ref. 24-59). As with 10B, the neutron capture

cross section for elements lighter than iron varies as I/v; thu_,
10

the LNPE B capture rates per at, zan be converted into capture
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rates for these elements by multiplying by the ratio of the stand-

ard 22_0 m/sec neutron capture cross section of that element to ,i

that of _0B. This conversion is independent of any theoretical
calculation and involves no additional error other than that in

the LNPE data.

Comparison of Absolute Capture Rates _

I0 BThe LCH theoretical capture rate at 150 g/cm 2, when ad-

justed to correspond to the cosmic ray intensity during the Ap'ilo

17 mission according to the methods described in reference 24-49,

is 575 captures per second per gram 10B (using the exponential

MeV neutron profile). Although this is higher than the measured
capture rate of 467 ± 74, the agreement is satisfactory, particu- :

larly when the ±30 percent uncertainty estimated by LCH for the

normalization of the theoretical capture rate is considered.

Direct comparison of absolute rates for the other theoretical
calculations is not possible with results available at present.

In reference 24-18, comparisons were made of the LNPE capture

rates and those of 60Co (ref. 24-60), 37Ar (ref. 24-35). and 236U i

(ref. 24-39) data in lunar samples with the corresponding rates
calculated by LCH. Even though th _ various reactions occur in

different neutron energy ranges, all the experimental capture %

rates except that for 236U appeared slightly low by about a con- I :

stant factor (fi£•. 24-13). Figure 24-13 differs from figure 2 of i

reference 24-18 in that the final 10B capture rate is slightly

lower and the 37Ar capture rate has been corrected (using methods

described n reference 24-49) for the difference in the galactic
cosmic r intensity between the period just prior to Apollo 16

and that or the average over the last solar cycle. Taking the -'

range of overlap of the one standard deviation error bars of the

experimental capture rates excluding 236U (as discussed in ref-
erence 24-18); the investigators conclude that, except at low

(!0.5 eV) energies, the best estimate of lunar neutron capture
rates is made by taking 0.8 of the rate calculated by LCH. The
situation at low energy is discussed in the following paragraphs.

In addition to the factor of 0.8, there are two sets of data

that indicate that the calculated LCH rate for 157Gd neutron cap-

ture is high.

I. The measured ratio of the 149Sm capture rate to that of

157Gd is about 20 percent higher than that predicted by LCH ':

, b
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(refs. 24-3 and 24-61). The 149Sm capture occurs primarily through

- a resonance at 0.1 eV, whereas the equivalent resonance for 157Gd
is at 0.03 eV.

2. The LNPE cadmium absorption measurement (ref. 24-18) in-

dicated that the ratio of the neutron density below 0.5 eV to that

above 0.5 eV was "1.1 ± 0.2 at 180 g/cm 2, whereas the LCH calcula-

tions gave 1.7. At 370 g/cm 2, however, the measured (1.9 ± 0.3)

and calculated (1.9) ratios were in agreement. Both of these
differences (I and 2) are independent of the 0.8 renormalization

discussed earlier. The 157Gd capture rate for an Apollo 11 composi-

tion calculated by Kornblum and Fireman (ref. 24-29) is approxi- _

mately 13 percent higher than LCH, and their samarium to gadolin- _•
ium capture rate ratio is lower than LCH. Thus, revisions to the

Kornblum-Fireman calculations are also indicated. The following
discussion considers only the LCH calculations.

The LNPE 10B and 235U data show that the total neutron den-

sity, after renormalization, is in accord with LCH; only the dis-
tribution in neutron density above and below 0.5 eV is not cor-

rect. The sense of the difference is that there are too many

neutrons below 0.5 eV in the theoretical spectrum. (The 235U fis-

sion cross section is not exactly I/v; however it is close enough
that the fission rate is relatively insensitive to variations in

I the shape of the low energy spectrum provided the total neutron
density is held fixed.) Because the 149Sm resonance is well be-

low 0 5 eV, it follows that, at least in the depth interval near

the peak, both the 149Sm and 157Gd capture rates calculated by

LCH are too high and, from item I, that the 157Gd rate deviates

more than that for lq9sm. Thus, an additional correction is re-

quired to the 157Gd capture rate that must be at least as large
as the factor of 1.2 difference between the theoretical and mea-

sured relative 157Gd and I_9sm capture rates (item I) and relative

to the original LCH calculation; the 157Gd capture rate should be

lowered by at least a factor of approximately 0.8/1.2 = 2/3.
Strictly speaking, this factor will apply only _n the depth range _

g/cm 2 _15C to 200 ; but, since the capture rates are highest in this

_ange, it is reasonable, in the absence of more refined calcula- _

tions, to adopt this factor at all depths. !

An actual estimate of the effect of deviations of the low _"

energy spectral shape from that calculated by LCH can be made us-

ing the family of spectral shapes that were generated by LCH to

explore the effect of variations in the average absorption cross _i
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section on the calculated capture rates (ref. 24-29). Higher ab-
sorption gives a harder low energy spectrum and thus gives (I)

a higher ratio of the 149Sm to 157Gd capture rates, P
149/P157' /

and (2) a lower ratio of neutron density below to above 0.5 eV.

The investigators have used the correlations (fig. 24-14) between

the calculated values of the parameters (I) and (2) and the ratio

of the 157Gd to 10B capture rates for the preceding spectral

shapes (P157/P10). From these correlations, P157/P10 was inter-

polated for values of (1) and (2) corresponding to the measured

quantities. The interpolated P157/P10 can then be combined with

the measured 10B capture rate to estimate the 157Gd capture rate.

The correlation curves ir figure 24-14 were prepared by us-

ing neutron ehergy spectra obtained by varying the absorption

cross section for temperatures of 0 to 400 K. The absorption
cross section and temperature have no physical significance in

this calculation; they are just parameters that are used to de-

fine a systematically varying series of low energy neutron spec-

tra which are used to fit the two experimental parameters defining

the low energy spectra. The significant observation from figure
24-14 is that small variations in the neutron density ratio or in

the relative samarium to gadolinium capture ;ate imply relatively

large variations in the 157Gd capture rate. This is reasonable

considering the very low energy (0.03 eV) of the 157Gd capture

resonance. Figure 24-14 also shows the experimental LNPE neutron
density ratio and the samarium/gadolinium capture rate ratio for
soil 10084 (chemically very similar to the Apollo 17 drill core

soils) and the associated errors in these quantities. It can be

seen from both figures 24-14(a) and 24-14(b) that P157/P_

ratios which are distinctly lower than those calculated by

(shown by the cross in the figure) are implied. Table 24-I s._nma-

rizes the interpolated relative 157Gd to 10B capture rates required

tO fit both the neutron density ratio and the samarium/gadolinium

capture rate for the two spectral families. Table 24-I shows that
consistent results are _btained for all four interpolations, indi-

cating P157/P10 = 12 ± 1.5, compared to the LCH ratio of 18.8.

Taking the "best" experimental _,lue for the 10B capture rate as

0.8 times the LCH value, it is estimated that the 157Gd capture

rate is 12/18.8 x 0.8 = 0.51 of that calculated by LCH.

It is important that consistent 157Gd capture rates are ob-

tained from fitting both the neutron density ratio and the rel-
ative samarium to gadolinium capture rates, because there are

posslble, although less probable, alternative explanations for
the differences between theory and experiment. For example, as

pointed out by Russ (ref. 24-61), different sets of 149Sm resonance
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I parameters than those used by LCH will give calculated relative

I" samarium to gadolinium capture rates more in accord with experi-
ment results. It would probably be worthwhile to have additional

measurements of the relative 149Sm and 157Gd cross sections in the

thermal energy range. Also, it is conceivable that the LNPE cad-

mium ratios are somewhat too low because of a hardening of the

lunar low energy neutron spectrum by the presence of the probe _
itself. Such an effect is referred to as "flux depression" in the

neutron physics literature and is distinct from the "self- ,

shielding" corrections discussed earlier. However, the flux de-

pression effects are less important and usually are not consid-

ered in most practical applications (ref. 24-50). In any case,

it seems less likely that the LCH low energy spectrum is actually
correct and that other effects have independently produced similar

discrepencies between theory and experiment for both the samarium/

gadolinium capture ratio and the neutron density ratio.

In summary, the preceding discussion indicates that the best

estimate at present of the lunar 157Gd capture rate is, at most,

0.7 and probably 0.5 of the rate calculated by LCH at all depths.

However, it should be emphasized that what the investigators have

shown is that, if physically reasonable neutron energy spectra are
adopted that fit the available experimental data better than the

energy spectrum of LCH, then these sprectra imply 157Gd capture
L

rates significantly lower than LCH. The investigators have in no

I sense uniquely determined the low energy spectrum. Consequently,it would be worthwhile for additional theoretical calculations to

be carried out to attempt to reproduce very closely the great va-
riety of experimental data now available on lunar neutron capture.

Special emphasis, perhaps even including the effects of crystal

binding (ref. 24-62), should be given to calculating the low energy
(below I eV) spectrum. Except for quantities seDsitive to the de-

tailed shape of the low energy spectrum, the LCH calculations re-

produce the experimental data admirably well; however, the pre-

ceding discussion shows that the most important neutron capture

rate (157Gd) is rather sensitive to these differences, thus ad-

ditional effort "on the low energy region is warranted.

Experimentally, the investigators believe that, with addition- _

al effort, it would be possible to reduce the errors on the LNPE

de_a by about a factor of 2. They do not feel this effort is

w, anted at the present time; however, the LNPE materials will

be .avefully preserved and documented so that additional work will

be possible. It should be emphasized that the largest source of

erro in both the 235U and 10B rates is in the self-shielding
co1_cction, and this arises because of the belief that it was im-

_c_rtant to quote experimental results that were completely inde-

pendent of any theoretical calculation. If a specific form of the

neutron energy spectrum is assumed, it should be possible to

4
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calculate the self-shielding factor more closely (or in principle
to perform an irradiation in a simulated energy spectrum) and in
this sense "reduce" the errors in the LNPE rates.

A lower 157Gd capture rate will reduce, but probably not /
completely eliminate, the differences between the measured low

energy neutron fluences in lunar soil samples and those calcula-

ted from the LCH capture rate, assuming a uniformly mixed reg-
olith. (See reference 24-18 for an extensive discussion of this

problem.)

In references 24-18 and 24-49, the relatively good agreement
between the LNPE data and the LCH calculations is interpreted as

indicating that the conclusions drawn previously from 157Gd data
in lunar samples using the LCH capture rates would not require
revision. Although caveats were given about the sensitivity of

the 157Gd production rate to the detailed shape of the low energy _

spectrum, the investigators did underestimate the sensitivity of

the 157Gd capture rate to relatively small differences in the

measored samarium/gadolinium capture rate ratios and the LNPE
cadmium ratio with those calculated by LCH. The proposed

reduction in the 157Gd capture rate is regarded to be a signifi- _
cant revision. In particular, it is proposed that the ages and

depositional time scales for the Apollo deep core samples (refs.

24-3, 24-14, and 24-61) should be increased by a factor of 1.5 _
to 2. The revised time scale for the Apollo 15 deep core would

not agree with that proposed by Pepin et al. (ref. 24-63) based

on spallation 38Ar data.
>

The lower157Gd capture rate, which is proposed, accentuates L

a problem pointed out by Russ (ref. 24-61) for rock 12002 in a {

detailed comparison of different neutron capture effects in lunar

samples. For 12002, there exist excellent analytical data for

157Gd and 131Xe produced by 130Ba neutron capture (refs. 24-3, _ •

24-6, 24-61, and 24-64); however the amount of 157Gd neutron cap- i

ture was too large compared to that for 130Ba. A lower 157Gd _

capture rate makes the situation still worse and further atten-
tion must be given to the 12002 dilemma.

DATA ARCHIVED

A copy of the final report will be sent to the National

Space Science Data Center (NSSDC). The mica and plastic samples
are archived in the Lunar Curatorial Facility at the Lyndon B.

Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas.
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I TABLE 24-I.- RELA?IVE PRODUCTION RATES a OF 157Gd AND 10B

/
I

Ratio Spectral family (fig. 24-Ia)

T = 0 K _ T = 400 K

Experimental

PI49/PI57 10.8 i 1.3 13.0 ± 1.6

Ratio of ne]tron density below 13.5 ± 2.3 11.4 ± 2.1

0.5 eV to neutron density
above 0.5 eV

Theoretical

LcHb 1 18.8 1 --

aprodvction rates per target atom.

bcalculation for Apollo 11 composition, 200 K, and depth

averaged energy spectrum.
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Figure 24-1.- A schematic, cross-sectional view of the lunar !
neutron pzobe, illustrating the disposition of the targets and

detectors in the activated (on) and deactivated (off) modes. _ :
The boron targets and mica detectors are mounted on the central

rod; the plastic detectors and uranium targets are mounted on

the rib cage. When activated, the targets face their respec-
tive detectors; when deactivated, the target and detector

systems are 180 ° out of alinement.
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Figure 24-3.- A photograph of
Figure 24-2.- A portion of the two rectangular mica detectors

central rod, showing the mounted on flats in the cen-

boron' target half cyiinders tral rod. The mica detectors

mounted on it. The dark, are 1.8 cm long. Also includ-
circular area contains one ed at thi_ location is one of

of the uranium-238 (238U) the circular temperature sen-
metal disks masked to a diam- sors. None of the four circu-

lar indicators had turned
eter of approximately I mm. black, indicating that the

The 238U was used to provide temperature never exceeded

fiducial marks in the plastic 333 K. The photograph was

detectors for verifying acti- taken during the photodocumen-
vation and deactivation. The tation of the LNPE after the

boron targets are 7.5 cm long. Apollo 17 mission.
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Figure 24-4.- A portion of the rib cage during the early stages of
the assembly of the probe, before the mounting of the plastic

detectors. Visible are one of the open windows and a window

covered with a 235U metal target that has, in turn, been com-

pletely covered with aluminum foil to prevent the registration
of alpha @articles in the plastic detectors whel they are

wrapped onto the rib cage. The windows are 1.2 cm long.
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Figure 2q-5.- A schematic view of the lunar neutron probe showing

how the various targets and detectors are distributed with
depth and including the theoretically predicted track density

versus depth curve. The 10B targets and plastic detectors (not
shown) are essentially continuous along the entire length of

the probe.
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Figure 24-6.- A portion of one Figure 24-7.- The assembled

of the fully assembled rib flight unit of the lunar neu- i

cages. _o plastic detectc :s tron probe. The upper section,

and one of the cadmium-wrapped with the probe handle at _he

areas are shown. The cadmium top, is on the right. The

cylinder is 7.5 cm long. lower section with its remov-

able dust cap is on the left.

Coupling of the two sections

is accomplished by screwing

the lower and upper units

together _fter removing the

dust cap. Each section is

approxi,,_ately I m long.
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Figure 24-8.- The measured 235U fission track density in the mica

de_ectors plotted against depth in centimeters beneath the lunar

surZace. Error bars are 51 standard deviation based solely on

counting statistics.
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0 I00 200 300 400

Depth, q/cm 2

Figure 2g-9.- The experimental 235U fission rate (points), with

all corrections applied, plotted against depth and compared with

the theoretical profile (solid curve) from LCH. The fission

rate (ordinates) scale has been calculated based on the data

point at 150 g/cm 2. As an approximate best fit to the data, the
theoretical curve has been multiplied by a factor of 0.89 at all

depths for the purpose of comparison; no other adjustment has
been made. The theoretical curve describes the trend of the

data points very well.

!
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Figure 24-I0.- Measured track densities from 10B neutron capture

as a function of depth beneath _he lunar surface. The error
bars include all sources of measurement error that affect the

precision of a single measurement.
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Figure 24-.11.- Sample track density (arbitrary units) profi _ ., in

angular direction around probe (fig. 24-I) showing that track
density is f!at in the actuai range scanned for lunar data.

Data obtal. _d from calibration irradiation of flight unit.
For clarity, only rep£esentative error bars are shown.
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(a) Comparison of neutron density profiles calculated by LCH

for two different MeV neutron s3urce profiles.

Figure 24-12.- Comparison of LCH neutron dehSity p_ofiles with

LNPE data. Note that the exponential profile (fig. 2q-12(b))

_'czcrih0s the LNPE somewhat uetter. Only the vertical scale

of the LCH profiles have been normalized to obtain a best fit

in each case. No adjustment of the depth scales of the theo-

retical profiles was made.
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235 U IO8 60C0 3TAr 236 U

Figure 2_-13.-- Sketch dispIays the ratio of the experimental
neutL-on reaction rate to that caiculated theoreticaily (%CH).

For the LNPE data (235U fission and 10B), the symbois denote
the targets for the reaction; whereas, for lunar sample data

60
the induced radioactivity is denoted by the symbol Co

236 u(_-ef. 2_-60), 37Ar (ref. 24-29), (ref. 2_-39). The arrow

in the 236U position indicates that the measured 236U decay
rate is at least twice that calculated theoretically. The

agreement between theory and experiment is good overall.
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(a) Correlation curve of PI49/P157 to P157/P10.

Fiaure 24-14.- Correlation curves for che calculated ratio of

the 149Sm to 157Gd cap£ure rates (P149/P157) and the ratio

of neutron density below and above 0.5 eV compared to the

ratio ot the 157Gd to the 10B capture rate (PI57/PI0) for

various theoretical low energy neutron spectra t,ken from

LCH. Two fdmilies of spectra were used, parameterized by

T = 0 K and T = 400 K, For each family, the spectzum was
systematically varied to give the observed correlation lines.

The hatched regions show the experimental values for the

luantities on the ordinates. The int -sections of the curves

and the experimental values corres)ona to neutron eI_ergy
spectra that fit the experimental data. These intersectloils

correspond to PI57/P10 values that are distinctly -ower

than those calculated by LCH (indicated by crosses in the

figure) .
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25. DUST THERMAL RADIATTON ENGINEERING M_ASUREMEWT
"h

The purpose of the dust thermal radiation engineering
measurement (DTREM) was to measure the long-term effects of i

_- the lunar environment on solar cells. When the lunar dust
_ detector was reconfioured, for solar-cell degradation

measurements, plans were being made for manned lunar bases
• using large arrays of solar cells for power. The lunar
; surface, with its severe temperature extremes every month :

and deep-space environment, is an ideal test area for such ' _
measurements. By operating for long periods in the lunar _.
environment, the DTREM will add measuEably to solar-cell . ;
test data in the optimization of solar-cell power supplies I

for lunar bases. !

BACKGROUND _"

The DTREM flown on the Apollo 11, I_, and 15 missions _
is a reconfiguration of the originally designed lunar dust _

I detector (flown on the Apollo 12 and 13 missions}. This _i
_ I original configuration was designed to measure the "then

anticipated" heavy dust accumulations on lunar experiment _ :

packages. However, subsequeizt engine firings of the _ ._
Surveyor spacecraft on the lunar surface showed the dust _ ,_
layer and resultant blowing of dust to be much less than _ _
expected; therefore, it appeared that the dust detector
would be measuring very little dust accumulations. About 6
month_ before the Apollo 11 mission, it was decided to
modify and possibly expand the capability of the lunar dust !
detector (part of the Apollo 11 passive seismic experiments
package/early Apollo scientific experiments package
(PSEP/EASEP)) ; thus, the DTREM was developed. By using the
basic sensor substructure and electronics, it was possible _
to expand from a device measuring dust only to one measuring _
radiation effects and lunar reflectance temperatures in
addition to the dust accretion.

4

EXPERIMENT STGNIFICANCE

_igh-energy particles from solar particle events can
provide very noticeable degradation of the cell outputs. If
the long-term (I yr or greater) solar radiation effects can

L be measured at the lunar surface, these data can provide
,

25- 3 ,,_
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information useful in optimizing solar-cell radiation
shields for lunar use and can provide long-term shielding

" information for use in construction of lunar bases. _

The reflected infrared "brightness" temperature

together with the internal DTREM-package temperature can be '
used in computing the lunar surface temperatures, thereby o

' aiding in the design of extravehicular activity space suits i:
and in the thermal control of lunar hardware. _ ,

. CONCEPT

The DTREM u_es a sensor package modified from the _
'_ original lunar dust detector flown on the Apollo 12 and 13 _

missions (fig. 25-I). To satisfy the objectives, the one .

large solar cell at the top was replaced by three smaller (I _
by 2 cm) cells (also, the two solar cells on the sides were

- removed) ; one cell is bare and each of the other two has a
. glass cover 0.15 mm (6 rail) thick (fig. 25-2). The

_ temperature of the cell mounting plate is also provided.

: The concept of the experiment is fairly -

straightforward. Radiation degrades the voltage output of
'i the cell in a predictable manner. If a cover glass shield
_ is attached to the surface of a cell, then, theoretically,

_ only those particles above a certain energy (determined by
the shield thickness and density) can reach the solar cell
surface and release energy (table 25-I).

: One of the 0.15-mm (6 mil) cowered cells was heavily

damaged by radiation (intentionally) before launch. This :
cell would then be damaged much less than an unirradiated
cell when exposed to the same amount of added lunar _:

• radiation. Therefore, the irradiated cell served as a
'_- quasi-standard cell. i ,,.

PROCEDURES

The DTREM was mounted atop the central station sunshade
of the Apollo lunar surface experiments packege (_LSEP). No ,.
special deployment procedures by crewmen were required_ the
DTREM "deployed" when the central station was deployed.
Earth-based control could command "on" the preamplifiers
(located in the central station) as required fo_ cell output
voltages. Thermistors on the DTREM sensor package were
continuously powered by 12 V dc from the central station. "_.
All the solar cells generated their own voltages and :

J

25"4 _ '_
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_ required no external electromagnetic force except for signal
I, amplification in the preamplifiers.

To support baseline "brightness" temperature data, / _
; photographs were taken of the deployed ALSEP central

station. (These photographs were taken of the lunar surface

area in the direction the infrared sensor was "looking".)
After deployment, the DTREM should provide data to Earth as

long as the ALSEP data transmission systems continued to _

operate. Baseline data were gathered from the initial

telemetry after deployment and during the first lunation. ;

' i
*

_' MEASUREMENTS ';

i

_ Voltages from each cell and temperature from the three

' thermistors constitute the entire telemetry output of the

DTREM. The following list gives DTREM outputs in terms of

telemetry output designations (e.g., AXOI) and telemetry

; channel (e.g., CH83).

_ AX01 - (CH83) - Internal temperature

AX02 - (CH30) - Cell temperature
; AX03 - (C_56) - External infrared temperature ;

AX0_ - (CRS_) - Bare-cell output
AX05- (CH26) -0.15-ram (6 rail) irradiated-cell "

<" 1 output: AX06 - (CH,I) - 0.15-ram (6 rail) cell output

Voltages from the cells prior to amplification should
range from 0 to 70 mY during the lunar day, depending on the

Sun angle and the individual cell characteristics.

Temperature readouts of the cells should range from 298 to

398 K (25 ° to 125 ° C). Note that the temperatures are
provided even with the preamplifiers commanded "off".

i

DATA ANALYSIS

The cell voltages are corrected for the temperature
variables (fig. 25-3). Analog data recordings, _Iots, and

computer printouts of the voltages and temperatures are all

the data required. The data, however, must be as continuous

as possible, considering ground monitoring constraints.

Baseline data were obtained during the first few hours

or days after deployment when there was no appreciable ",
- radiation degradation, which is caused primarily b_ ;-
,, particles from major solar flares. The degradation of the

DTR?,M solar-cell voltages can be compared with laboratory

' 25-5
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; results of simulated solar wind effects on similar cells

_ (fig. 25-,) .

If a large solar particle event registered in the
• Earth/Moon region during DTREM operation, particle data from :
:. satellites could be used to confirm the degradation caused

by the event. Supporting degradation effects could be _

;, determined by simulating the solar event in an accelerator, ;

using the test unit. _ comparison of the degradation caused ;
by a known laboratory event to the measured (DT_M) solar- i ;

_ cell degradation could provide an indirect measurement of
:. the actual solar particle environment of the Moon. The

_ lunar surface "brightness" temperature is determined from

the detector energ.--rate balance: that is, the net rate of
_ energy flow out of the detector is equal to the net rate of _-
• energy into the detector. :_

' ¢DOTD g = OFsDeDesTs g + _ (25-I) _.,5

9

_ where D denotes the detector, S the lunar surface,
the net algebraic sum of all heat leaks to the detector, E

the hemisFherical emissivity, _ the Boltzmann constant, T

the absolute temperature, and F the configuration factor.
' The internal DTRF_M temperature measurement (AX01) is used to

,/ co,np, te )

_ CONSTRAINTS ON RESULTS

; Because this experiment relies on a comparison of the
results obtained from a ground-based experiment to the

results of an unretrievable, lunar-based experiment,

uncertainties in the following areas are expected. ;,

: I. Degradation of cells due to dust accumulation or _

_ ultraviolet darkening of cover glass and bonding material

i; 2. .%ccuracy of ground-based calibrations -

B_SELINE OR CONTROL D_TA

Some tests have been conducted on individual DTREM

_i" solar cells in the solar wind simulator, the Van de Graaff
: accelerator, and the lunar environment simulator facilities
_ at the 14ASALyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC). Numerous

v
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radiation degradation studies of solar cells have been
performed and are well documented. Data from thase tests

will supplement the JSC-derived baseline data. /

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The DTP_M has two components, a sensor package (fig.
25-I) and a printed circuit board. The sensor package,

located on the ALSEP central station sunshade, has three

solar cells (I by 2 cm each) mounted on the top hozizontal
surface. The three cells are HPN 10 ohm-cm silicon cells.

3ne solar cell has no cover glass: the second cell _as been

significantly damaged intentionally by radiation before

flight (irradiated by I X 10 *5 electrons of I MeV.) The
radiation environment can be measured by a reduction in the

voltages of cells due to radiation degradation.

temperature sensor is placed on the bottom of the

Kovar cell mounting plate. Two other temperature sensors

are mounted, internally and externally, on a vertical side
of the DTREM and can be used to measure the lunar surface

"brightness" temperature. The sensors are high-precision

nickel resistance thermometers of wide dynamic range (84 to

_08 K). The sensor package is connected throuqh an H-film
cable to the printed circuit board that is located in the

power distribution unit of the data subsystem. The circuit

board has electronics subassemblies for signal conditioning
)f cell outputs, for switching power "on" and "off" for the

preamplifiers, and for routing power to the thermistors.

_FSULTS

The following is a synopsis of results received to date
Erom the _pollo 14 and 15 DTREM's. Results of the _pollo 14

)TREM are shown in figure 25-5 and are summarized as
follows:

I. The irradiated cell with _.15-mm (6 rail) cover

_lass (AX05) shows an average power drop of 2.5 percent per

fear.

2. The nonirradiated cell with Oo15-ma (6 mil) cover

|lass (AX06) shows a power drop of aDprozimately 4.3 p_rcent
)er year.

3. The bare cell (_X0_) has shown a total power drop
)f 33 percent since deployment. The reason for the large

i

}
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i decrease from the initial lunation to zhe fourth lunar noon

_ point has not yet been determined. • _

_he August 1972 major solar flare caused a power drop l _i
of approximately 9.5 percent, which is in the range expected

from a total dose of 10 g to 10 *0 protons of E > 60 key
-e

_esults of the Apollo 15 DTREM are shown in figure 25-6

and are summarized as follows: i

I. The irradiated cell with 0.15-ram (6 rail) cover
_ glass (AX05) shows only an average of l-percent decruase in

power per year.

2. The nonirradiazed cell with 0.15-ram (6 rail) cover

: glass (AX06) shows an average power drop of approximately
3.5 percent in output per year.

3. The bare cell (AX0_) has shown a total power drop _
of approximately 16 percent since deployment• _ i

The August 1972 major solar particle event caused a _

total drop of approximately 7 percent, which is in the range _

of expected damage from a total dose of 109 to 10 *o protons
of E > 60 keY.

4

9

DATA ARCHIVED AT NSSDC _

Microfilm data at the National Space Science Data

Center (NSSDC) will cover only the data up to February 22,
1976. Figure 25-7 shows the dat_ format, which includes the

follo_,ing terms, i i_

_Te _m D_escr_i  _ion

i Days Day of the year, numbered

: consecutively from January :_

: Is* as day I.

Hr Min Sec Greenwich mean time _

(universal time).

Sun _levation Angle from spherical lunar

angle surface to cen_er of Sun
at ALSEP location.

25-8 i_
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AX01 Internal sensor Zempera-

ture which correlates

with cell temperature
AX02 so that the two

sets of da dinter-

changeable '_
i

AX03 External radiated

(brightness) temperature.

AX04, AX05, AX96 Raw outputs of solar
uncorrected cells.

AXC_, AX05, AXC6 Solar cell outputs that

corrected are temperature cor-

rected Dy multiplying

th@ raw outputs by a cor-
rection factor. The

correction factor is

derived from curves of

temperature compared to
cell output (at constant

illumination) .

I
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TABL£ 25-I.- ENERGY THRESHOLDS OF DTREM (APOLLO 11 _

EASEP AND APOLLO lq AHD 15 ALSEP)

Type of cell Energy thresholdZ

Bare cell e- > 173 key i;

p+ > 60 keV i

O. 15-|m 16 nil) cell e- > 175 ke¥ I }
p+ > _.25 MeV

9.51-mm (20-roll) cell e- > 380 key
(Apollo 11 EASEP only) p+ > 8.5 Me¥ _

"Syubol e- --electrons and p+ = protons. !
.

J

, \
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" Solarcells Solarcell

r a
¢

. Dustdetector "
sensorpackage

,?

, (a) Original dust detector sensor (Apollo 12 and 13).

" I :

Solar cell removedand

threecells added

Solar cell remov_

t
Solarcell removedand

:, temperaturesensoradded, 4

J

(b) Modified dust detector (DTREM) sensor (Apollo 11, 14, and 151.

Figure 25-1.- Original dust detector and the DTREM.
k_
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AX06 / _'

DTREM cell 3

output Note: DTREM data output
0 to 150 mV is in Celsius .,

CH41 i

AX05

DTREM cell 2 AX02 ;_

output DTREM cell _'
0 to 150 mV temperature,°C :;

CH26 to+125°_ _'_

AX04 CH30 :

DTREM cell 1 AXO1
output DTREM inner :,_

0 to 150 mV temperature,°C
"160 ° to +140 °

CH84 ,, ?,
CH83

--Super AX0 3

_ insul_ionl DTREM outer
temperature,°C

160 o to -_140°1 ,_

CH_6

Centralstation 1

(deployed) _'_ W '
Surface3 (outer-temperature '_ r_
sensor)nominallyfaceswest r1:i

N :

Cell 1 - nofilter "
Cell 2 - irradiatedcell, 0.15-.ram 1_'Nil) blue filter
Cell .3 - O.15-mm (6 mil) blue filter .,_

Figure 25-2.- Dust thermal radiation engineering measuremer_t. _
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I 70 ;_

E}--'-" _ 0

60 ;,

Intensity !40 mW/l:m 2

Incide.ce an(jie " q° _.

I, [ I I I, I I I
40

20 40 60 80 '.00 120 140 160

AX02 temperature. °C

L _ I I I | I I
273 293 313 333 353 373 393 413 433 -+

AX02 temperatutw,. K

i Figure 25-3.- Typical DTREM temperature response curves (Apollo lg). +
100

% 7o

"o

50 I | ,l I I I I 1 I l
O 1 / 3 4 5 6 7 R 9 10

T_al fl.x (e" 'Cm2) x 10 ).4

Figure 25-4.- Solar cell damage caused by laboratory radiation.
15

Flight-type solar cell irradiated with 10 I MeV electrons
in Van de Graaff accelerator at the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson
Space Center.
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L) AX06, 0.15 mm(6 mill i _._

• _ A AX05, 0.15 mm(6 mill, irradiated _"_ i: [] AX04, bare

" 70 4

r c;o -:
65 -¢ -

L E

_" 50 -

45 - August1972 / DI-I [3130001300 -_
: = flare _ E]1-7[] 17 []m

u 40 -

35 - _'

3o-

., 25 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 l I ,_
-; 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 ,_

:_ Lunarnoonpointssincedeployment ;"

;: Figure 25-5.- Apollo 14 DTREM cell output as a function of time. _

O AX06, 0.15 mm(6 mill
A AX05, 0.15 mm(6 mill, irradtated ._;
[] AX04, bare _

v 358 85 ,_
ODD "

353 80 oDDoDDDDDE]nDn D ODD []_348 75 [3C] :"
3 ,:,

== 343 70

338 65

_ 333 60 I I I I I I J J i t I i J I I I t J I t I t I t l i i
- 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

55 [_'rl n n [][]I-i[]r_ _--August1972 flare
501- 0000''011 / ':,

30 ,?

25 1 I 1 I I i I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I--L'i I I I I '-:

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 '_

Lunarnoonpointssincedeployment 1_

Figure 25-6.- Apollo 15 DTREM cell output and temperature as
a function of time.
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26. GAMMA-R_Y SPF_CTRO_ETER (EXPFRIMENT S-160)
,L

NSSDC IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS:

• APOLLO 15 71-063A-08

APOLLO 16 72-031A-07

i

l

_U_"

i I
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26. GAMMA-PAY SPECTROMETER ? ;

The Apollo gamma-ray spectrometer (GRS) experiment was
one of a group of three orbital geochemistry experiments. _ ' _
All three experiments had in common the broad obJ_ztive of *_
geochemical mapping of the lunar surface• One t_sk of the _
orbital geochemical experiments was to verify for mapping
purposes the regions of the Moon in which each distinct
material is the dominant constituent. A knowledge of the
distribution of these materials is essential to an
understanding of the nature and the origin of the materials • 2

The transearth coast period of the missions provided an *
L_ opportunity for a detailed study of the _stronomical sources

of uamma radiation by using the spacecraft to occult

possible source regions. _
,?

BASIC THEORY

_ Gamma rays are absorbed or scattered by passing through i

_ I lunar soil or rock tens of centimeters thick; therefore, the L_:, gamma-ray experiment could sample the composition of theI Moon to that depth. This layer of soil and rock is
generally well within the reqolith and can be assumed to be : .
well mixed. _ _

The chemical information in a gamma-ray spectrum is _ i!
carried by discrete lines having energies that are
characteristic of individual elements. Two broad classes of
such lines exist. The first class, which traditionally is i 4
called natural radioactivity, results from the decay of
potassium-_0 and the radioactive daughters of thorium and
uranium. The second class is composed of the lines that
result from the bombardment of the lunar surface by high-

: energy-charged particles, the cosmic rays. These particles
interact with the lunar surface to produce secondary
particles and excited nuclei. _:

The galactic cosmic rays are responsible for nearly all
the emitted gamma rays of this type. A typical galactic- _
cosmic-ray (GCR) particle is a proton having a kinetic :,
energy comparable to the rest mass, approximately 1 x 109
eV. The GCR particle interacts near the lunar surface to
produce a cascade of lower energy particles, of which the
most important are neutrons. These neutrons in turn give

_ rise to excited nuclei that are capable of emitting line /

' 26-3
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radiation in three ways. First, the neutrons may scatter
inelastically and leave the target nucleu's in an excited

state. This process is important for neutron eneruies of a /
few million electron volts. Each major element produces
such lines. An example is the 0.84-MeV line of iron. The
second major process is neutron capture. Neotrons lose
energy by successive collisions until they either escapeE

: from the surface or are captured. The binding energy of the
_dded neutron, typically approximately 8 MeV_ is emitted i
from the product nucleus in a complex decay scheme, which
sometimes contains a few dominant lines. The line emitted
by iron at 7.6_ MeV is an important case. Yinally, gamma
rays are emitted by radioactive nuclides produced by nuclear
reactions, such as aluminum-26 from aluminum and silicon.
These reactions are qenerally less important but not
negligible.

?

During major solar flares, the Sun emits high-energy
particles, the solar cosmic rays. The important energy
region for these particles is in the range of 10 to 100 NeW.
The particles lose eneruy mainly by ionization, but

i_ sometimes nuclear reactions occur. Except during the
occurrence of a solar flare, the rapid processes of capture

and scattering discussed previously cannot he observed.
Radioactivity induced by solar cosmic rays is a small

_ component in the _pollo data..,

The expected intensities of the spectral lines as
i functions of chemical composition can be calculated from a

knowledge of the physical processes involved. Tn the case
of _he natural radioactivities, this calculation is simple
and unambiguous. For the lines induced by high-energy
bombardment, the required particle fluxes and cross sections
are known only approximately. The availability of "ground
truth" for areas such as Mare Yecunditatis and the Descartes

landing site, overflown by the Apollo 16 command an_ service
module, is of great value.

,' The GRS is omnidirectional and, therefore, has some
response to all areas within the field of view. However,

i> counts come mainly from the areas relatively near the
detector; these areas subtend the largest solid angle.
Resolution on a scale of approximately 2e to 3e on the Soon,

or approximately 70 _m, has been inferre_ from theory and
verified in the Apollo data.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTIOW

Within the GRS cylindrical thermal shield were the
_ detection, amplification, encoding, an_ data-processing

26-_
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systems that i_.entified and characterize ._the incident qaamal
I rays as functions of time and energy. The sensing element
I of the detector was a 6.99- by 6.99-cm cylindrical

scintillation crystal of sodium iodide (Nail that was
thallium (TI} activated. The enerqy lost by gamma rays in
traversing the crystals was converted, by Beans of
ionization processes, into light that was sensed and
transformed into a proportionate charge output by a 7.62-cm-
diameter photomulti_lier tube (PMT), which was optically
coupled to the NaY(TY) crystal. _fter a_plification and ,
shaping, the output signal passed to an analog-to-digital
converter (_DC}, which was controlled by a crystal-cl.ock

: + pulse qenerator that transformed the detector signal into an
accurately measured pulse train. This pulse train was

_: counted in an accumulator and resulted in a number
proportional to the charge output of the detector for that

_ particular event. The data were sent on an event by event
basis either to the spacecraft telemetry system for direct
transmission or to a tape recorder for intermediate storage
when the spacecraft was behind the Roon.

The NaY(T1) scintillator responded to charged particles
as well as to gamma rays. To eliminate charqed-particle
events, a plastic-scintillator shield surrounded the WaI(TI)

+: crystal. The plastic scintillator detected all charged
= particles above a minimum energy but had a low probability

: I of interacting with gamma rays. Events in the plastic
: I scintillator produced a signal in a second 3.81-cm PHT that

was transmitted to a gate ahead of the ADC to inhibit (veto}
. the acceptance of a coincident pulse from the NaI(TI) PMT.

In addition to the accumulators that processed the
primary-data pulse train, separate accumulators were
provided for counting the number of events in the plastic-
scintillator shield, the number of events coincident in both
the HaI(Tl} and plastic scintillators, and a live-time pulse
+.rain. The live-time pulse train provided the factor to
derive the rate at which gamma rays were entering the
HaT(T1) crystal from the number that were analyzed. The>
command capability of the GRS allowed enabling an8 disabling

i of the veto function, varying of the high-voltage bias on
the 7.62-cm-diameter PHT in steps amounting to a total range
in gain of a factor of approximately 3, and activating and
deactivating of power.

Besides the passive thermal control provided by a
striped-paint pattern on the thermal shield, a thermal°
control circuit supplied power to a heating blanket around
the central detector when a control sensor indicated that

the temperature in the immediate vicinity of the central
detector had dropped to less than 288 _. The purpose of
%hls capability was to minimize thermally induced variations

e
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in gain that, if rapid and continuous, would have degraded
the energy resolution of the instrument.

In normal operation, the GRS was deployed on a 7.6-m-
long boom that extended normal to the surface of the
scientific instrument module (SIM) bay. The purpose of the
boom was to decrease the response of the GRS to cosmic-ray
interactions and radioactive sources in the spacecraft. The
importance of these effects can be seen from the observation
that the count rates observed when the boom was retracted
during transearth coast were close to those in lunar orbit
with the boom extended; that is, the GRS response to the
spacecraft was approximately the same as that to the Moon.

: In the extended position, the GRS response to the spacecraft
r_ was reduced to a few percent of the total count rate.

; OPERATIONAL HISTORY

When the _polio 15 gamma-ray spectrometer was first
turned on shortly before injection into lunar orbit, its
gain was within 2 percent of the final prelaunch checkout
value. The gain immediately began to decline at a rate of 1
percent/hr. This rate slowly decreased until the GRS was
essentially stable by the end of the lunar orbiting phase of

,, the mission. The overall drop in gain amounted to 40
percent. The uain-step command capability was used
successfully to offset this trend. In the task of data?.

reduction, the recognizable features in the spectrum,
: including the prominent 0.51-MeV peak, along with a

calibration source of mercury-203 at 0°274 MeV can be used
to normalize any part of the data. The hypothesis that the
effect was the result of aging on the part of the 7.62-cm-
diameter PMT in The high-energy cosmic-ray-flux environment
of space was confirmed by ground testing.

Based on experience from the Apollo 15 mission, the
Apollo 16 GRS was subjected to several days of high-current
conditioning before flight to minimize the drop in gain
during the mission. The observed gain decrease during the
mission was 20 percent beginning at a rate of 0.2 percent/hr
for the first 20 hr, declining to less than half this rate
for the following 100 hr, then rising to approximately 0.15
percent/hr for the last half of transearth coast, possibly
resulting from temperature excursions accompanying the
gamma-ray sky-survey sequences.

Th_ presence of a radioisotope thermoelectric generator
(PTC4 the lunar module (LM), although interfering almost
tot_ , with lunar observations before undocking, provided
several prominent high-energy features that indicated

1976007062-606
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_:_ nominal energy resolution and zero offset (the intercept of
•. :' channel number and energy) Immediately after the first

: I extension of the gamma-ray boom for the Apollo 15 transearth
coast, the _ero offset shifted• The shift disappeared when /
the instrument was repowered after extravehicular activity
(RVA). Subseuuent operation was normal for approximately 30
hE; then, the offset shift reappeared and remained until
mission completiono The shift was due to the loss of a
timing signal in the ADC; this loss resulted in an eight-
channel offset in the spectrum as well as in the recording
of the first eight channels of information in channel 1.
The latter effect was also noted in the data when the zero-
offset shift was present. The flight data have been
corrected for this shift without difficulty. The Apollo 16
mission was free of this problem.

The pilot e scintillator shield rate and the pilot
B/NaI scintillator coincidenc_ count rate above noise in the 'i
instrument-deployed pmsition are essentiall? the values
expected for the cosmic-ray flux. The effectiveness of the
charged-particle veto system is shown by a comparison of the
veto-enabled spectrum with the veto-dlsabled spectrum. Th-.
proportion of incident events rejected increases with
increasing energy. The threshold of the veto system is near .i
0.6 SeW. All scaler functions operated properly during the
_pollo 15 mi_-'_no The Apollo 16 GRS developed a noisy
shield during preflight testing, but the defect was waived

I because of the exceptionally good energy resolution of theunit• On the _pollo 15 mission, the count rate was much
lower. Spectra, coincidence rates and live times were
unaffected. A comparison between the ratio of coincidence
rates for the Apollo 15 and 16 missions and the ratio of
spectral intensities for areas overflown during both
missions snows close aureement. The increase in Apollo 16,
which is approximately 4, evidently thus reflects a small
change in the cosmlc-ray-flux modulation between the two
mission s.

Temperature measurements agreed well with predictions,
• during both lunar orbit and transearth coast. The thermal-
'_ control system maintained the detector temperature within ±2

K (+2o C) of the nominal valu-_ as inte,ded except for
periods immediately following boom extension, when sllqhtly
lower temperatures occurred at times, and also during
prolonged pointing periods in transearth coast. The gamma-
ray boom was operated through its many cycles of extension
and retraction without mechanical difficulty on the Apollo
15 mission, although the variations in measured times placed
the estimated locatiohs of the intermediate portions at 1,8
t 0.2, 2. a _ 0.2, and Q.6 £ 0.2 m (6 _ 0.6, 8 ± 0.6, and 15
i 0.6 ft). On the apollo 16 mission, the boom did not
retract complete.!y at 168:32 ground _lapsed time and before

t

t,
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the EVA, but came within the 0.3-m (1 ft) recognition range
of a proximity switch syJtem. Because of a mechanical
problem, the thoriated mapping camera lens was not (_vered I
during the Apollo 15 %ran sea rth-coa st period. The effect on
the data collected at the 7.6-m (25 ft) boom position has
thus far not been significant.

Lunar operationa: profiles were generally similar for
the Apollo 15 and 16 missions. On the Apollo 16 mission,
the instrument was put in the lowest gain state for much of
•.he time before LR separation to emphasize data from
energies above the RTG-contributed background. Some 15 hr
of prime data were lost by the earlier-than-planned
demarture from lunar orbit, but the regional statistical
significance of Apollo 16 data compared favorably to that of
Apollo 15 because or the smaller inclination of the A_ollo
16 trajectory.

The transearth-coast operations were dissimilar for the
two missions. The Apollo 15 mission concentrated on
obtaining spectra at the fully extended 7.6-m (25 ft) ane
intermediate boom positions, for the purpose of seaarating
the cosmic-gamma-ray and spacecraft-induced spectra from
each other and from the smectra obtained in lunar orbit.
The gain was reduced to a minimum for 6 hr to obtain the
diffuse cosmic-gamma-ray flux to as high an energy as
possible (27.5 MeV). On the Amollo 16 mission, following a
period at 7.6 m (25 ft) in the nominal gain to obtain a
background spectrum for lunar analysis, the remaining time
was devoted to a sequence of scanning and pointing
operations at an extended distance of 2 m (6 f%p to make use
of the spacecraft as an occulting body. During this time,
the gain was maximized because sensitivity increases with
decreasing energy.

The spacecraft spin axis was positioned to sweep out
four scan planes for periods noted in parentheses: ecliptic
(8 hr}, ecliptic complementary (2 hr), supergalactic (8.5
hr), and supergalactic complementary (3 hr). Because the
spacecraft spin axis was inadvertently pointed 180 ° out of
the planned direction during the superga!actlc scan, the
survey was incomplete.

RESULTS

The ApoZlo 15 experiment operate_ s'_cc_ssfully in lunar
orblt and durina transearth coast. The total time during
which data were taken in lunar orblt was close to nominal.

Because the mapping camera door was omen durlng transearth
coast, corrections Eor the thorium contained in the camera

, 26"8
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lens as well as in the structural materiel of the q_dance
I and navigation system must be made. Two instrument problems _

_ I were encountered _uring the mission: a shift in gain that :_
graduelly stabilized and a discontinuous zero offset that _
occurred for a period during transearth coast. Th_ causes

"_ of both problems now seem to be understood_ and the _ata _
analysis viii not be affected.

The energy region above the 0.51-MEW positron peak, i /
: including the 2.62-MEW thorium line, contains a major , _

contribution from the radioacti,ity of thorium, uranium, and _
potassium, a high countin% rat_ of approximately 60
counts/sec occurred in this broad energy ban_; therefore, :,
good statistical precision can be achieved. Thus, the
accumulations over 5 min, or approximately 15° of lonqitude,
can be compared directly.

The highest activity regions :e in the western maria,
: Oceanus Procellarum and _are Imbrlum. Mare Tranquillltatis _

and Mare S_renitatls have a much lover activity, and the "_

_, highlands are even lower. The lowest activity s_en is in _
_ the eastern far-side highlan_q. The highest levels of

radioactivity seen are well below those seen in the apollo _
1_ soil samples and _re in the general range of the
radioactivity observed in the apollo 12 soil samples. This

; analysis also has been conducted for th_ earlier revolutions
(39 to _,I)_ aata are not as comprehensive but are broadly

I similar. _ sampling of data from other revolutions shows
the same tendencies. In other ener4y ban_s, and especially

;, for individual lines, data for single passes have less
statistical significance.

The measured gamma-ray spectra can be considered to be
made up of two components -- a featureless continuum and a
discrete spectrum that contains the information froz which
inference_ about surface composition can be made. Positions
of signlfican_ discrete qamma-ray lines are noted. By _ _;

(

determining and removing the continuum component, the
discrete line spectrum becomes more obvious. By knowinq the

characteristic energies and intensities of the various lines
in _he discrete spectrum, _lemental abundances for the lunar _
surface can be determ_,ned.

_ Preliminary examination of transearth-coast data ,_
permits a number of _nteresting conclusions to be made. _
Spectra obtained with the boom exte_ded provide the first i•
measurements of the total cosmic-gamma-ray background of
energies as hiqh as 27 MeV. This spectrum confirms previous ;
measurements of enerqies as high as approximately I M_V, but _
falls below the singular ERS-18 (military satellite) data i _
points in the 2- to 6-M_V energy range. The spectrum _ _

obtained from t_e apollo 15 mission is a steep continuum t

• 26-q
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having very little structure and some indication of a change
in slope for energies greater than 20 MeV. Further analysis

is required to determine whether this effect is :
instrumental, involves the detector response, or represents
a real feature of cosmic gamma rays. The most extreme

models of cosmic-ray acceleration during early epochs of the

expansion of the universe seem to be ruled out by the
present results.

J

The line at 0.51 MeV, which apparently results from
positron annihilation, is more clearly visible in the data

obtained during transearth coast. Whether the line is of

cosmic origin or is associated with materials near the

detector may be difficult to determine. Comparison with

results obtained from Ranger III suggests the latter. Most .

components of the spectrum measured in interplanetary space
are factors of 3 to 7 below the components measured for the

Moon and for the spacecraft with the boom retracted.

Therefore, spacecraft production is not a dominant

background effec_ for the lunar measurements. Based on t_e

rather small intensify change with the boom extensions at
2.4, 4.6, and 7.6 m, the tentative conclusion can be made

that spacecraft production makes about a 10-percent
contribution to the transearth-coast flux at 7.6 m.

The Apollc 16 experiment was an advance over that

performed on the _pollo 15 mission in the following manner.

1. The energy resolution of the spectrometer was
improved from approximately 8.5 to 7.5 percent. This

improvement resulted in a clearer resolution of lines and a
greater precision of analysis.

2. The data made available during the mission includ<:4

preliminary data-stream tapes. These tapes enabled the

makina of a more rapid and thorough analysis of the data _
during the mission.

3. The mission plan include@ a substantial increase zn
the amount of prime data obtained in lunar _rbit. The

decision to return I day early reduced the ...ount of data,

but the gain was still significant.

Q. The results of the _pollo 15 experiment in the

transearth-coast phase indicated that the correction of the
lunar _ata for sky 5ackuround was largely understood ana

also gave indications of further possibilities in gamma-ray
astronomy. The Apollo 16 spacecraft was maneuvered in an

extended series of special rotations and was pointed _o

exploit these possibilities. !

' 26-I0
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_ 5. The Apollo 15 experi-ent encoun+.ered two instrument
I" problems: a drift in gain stabilizing throughout %he

_ ] mission and discontinuous zero offset that occurred during a_ - _ large part of the transearth-coast phase. On the _pollo 16
, mission, as predicted, the gain drift was much smaller and

the zero offset did not occur. A noisy auxiliary channel
seen before and during the mission caused no serious
problems, and overall performance was excellent.

The improved resolution of the instrument shows plainly in
the svectrum after continuum subtraction. (See ref. 26-1
for comparison.)

• _ The first analysis for the Apollo 16 mission emphasized
• the energy region from 0.55 to 2.75 MeW, which contains the

• main radioactive lines of thorium, uranium, and potassium.
Xn this energy hand, the regional differences in count rate
result from varying intensities in the lines of the
radioactive elements thorium, uranium, and potassium. Yor
this reason, fortunately the statistical 9recision of the
total count rate in the region (fixed in practice at 0.55 to
2.75 MeW) is excellent and the best possible areal

, resolution can be obtained. At a nominal altitude of 100 km
above the lunar surface, the theoretical distance resolution
of the system is approximately 70 km, or 2.5 °. i

The flux of particle radiation as observed during veto-
- I disable periods was 5 percent greater on the Apollo 16 _

I mission than on the Apollo 15 mission. When the gamma-ray !
i

results are normalized to the _Dollo 15 results using this
factor (the procedure used here), the results in the
trajectory crossover regions are in good agreement. The
data from both missions have been corrected to an altitude

of 100 k_; the solid angle subtended by the Moon at the Idetector is a reasonably accurate normalization over The
narrow range of altitudes at which data were taken. The
data were also corrected for instrument live time: no other 1h

corrections have been applied. _

The range of the corrected counting rates is from 73 to
._- 93 counts/sec, or approximately 25 percent. The most

striking observation of the mission was the high count rates
in the western mare regions; the highest count rate was
observed south of %he crater ?ra Mauro. This region is at
the south,.-rn end of the Fra Mauro fo_t_ation; the Apollo lU
landing site was near the northern edge oz this north-south
trending feature.

The data are represented more thorouqhl¥ by a map of
; the count rate summe_ in 5° by 5° areas of the overflown

: surface (ref. 26-2). Such a map has previously been
_ prepared from the Apollo 15 prime data. Th_ standar_

26-11
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deviation for a typical counting time of 300 sec/5 o s_uare
is approximately 0°5 count/sec based on counting statistics ,

i alone: it is approximately I count/sec for the shortest
counting times used. The reproducibility of successive
passes, and in regions overflown on both missions, is good.

5

CONCLUSIONS

8

I° The Apollo 16 results extend and confirm the Apollo i
15 finding that all 5° regions within the bo?ndaries of the
western maria are higher in radioactivity than any 5° region
outside this area. These results strongly suggest that the
western mare regions not scanned are also highlv radioactive
and that other regions of the Moon are generally less so.

: 2. Detailed structure exists within the high-
_ radioactivity region. The high observed in the Fra Mauro

area is at about the same level as those seen around

Aristarchus and south of Archimedes during the Apollo 15
mission. These levels are comparable to that observed in _,;

the soil at the Apollo 14 landing site.

3. The eastern maria show evidence of lower (and
_ variable) radioactivity. Structure is visible in Mbre

Pecunditatis (more apparent on a 2° scale) and elsewhere.

: U. The highland regions are characterized by low
: radioactivity, except near the western maria where some :.

lateral mixing has occurred. The maximum seen near Van de
Graaff during the Apollo 15 mission has no counterpart on
this track. A visible low near longitude 120 ° F may reflect
slightly higher values in the large basins on either side.

GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY

The transearth-coast period of the Apollo 16 mission
presented an opportunity to continue measurements of the
cosmic-gamma-ray spectrum started on the Apollo 15 mission. :'
This period o_ the Apollo 15 mission was devoted primaril¥

to operating the instrument and the spacecraft in a mode

desiqned to provide measurements of the total spectrum in
space and various background effects that may confuse this
spectrum. Based on the results, it was concluded that some
knowledge of the directionality or anisotroDy of the cosmic-
gamma-ray fluxes was obtainable and would provide badly
needed astrophysical information. Positioning the detector '"
boom at approximately 2 m during transearth coast causes
occulting of an appreciable region of the sky by the

26-12
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• spacecraft. As the spacecraft rotates at approximately 3
'_: I revolutions/hr for thermal control_ various regions of the <

: ]' sky become occulted. Changing the spacecraft spin axis
: causes various planes to become occulted. Preflight f

analysis indicate_ that a "map" of the sky could be obtained
in I-MeV gamma rays containing Q0 resolution elements at

" approximately the 2-percent-difference level.

' The uncorrected counting-rate soectrum obtained during
the Apollo 15 and 16 missions is compared with previous ,

: results on the energy-loss spectrum measured in cislunar
space on the Ranger Ill and FRS-18 satellites (refs. 26-3

i and 26-_). The near agreement of Apollo 15 and 16 data,
which also agree with other data to within approximately 2
MeV, gives considerable confidence in the new results. At

: energies higher than 2 MeV, these results are less than a
previous measurement. The Apollo data still contain a small
contribution caused by gamma-ray lines from spacecraft
natural and induced radioactivity and caused by continuum
processes as a result of high-energy cosmic rays.
Furthermore, an appreciable but uncertain contribution is
caused by cosmic-ray-produced spallation (ref. 26-5} in the

: scintillation crystal. The total cosmic-gamma-ray flux
" higher than approximately 2 SeV is cons%derably less than

that implied by the RRS-18 satellite_ therefore, some
cosmological models that had been proposed to explain the
high flux in the 2- to 6-MeV have been rejected (ref. 26-6).

The spin-axis positions and scan planes and the
resultant occulted regions permit occultation of possible
strong, compact, gamma-ray sources such as %h& Crab Nebula,
Sagittarius, and perhaps others that may be in the galactic
plane. In addition, scan planes were selected that would
provide information or. anisotropies associated with the
local cluster of galaxies and with the supercluster, which
contains the Virgo cluster. It may also be possible to
detect global anisotropies associated with the initial
formation of the universe, to which these gamma rays are _

• thought to be coupl__s, at least on a "big bang" model of the
un ivers e.

a .,

APOLLO GRS MERGED-TAPE ?ORMAT

The Apollo GRS merged tapes contain four record types.
Each record type _s separated from other types by an
interrecord gap. The tapes have the following
characteristics: 800 bpl, 36-bit words, unblocked records,
and mixed-type data within a record.

il qL_ 26-13 !
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_R_e_c_o_d__W_o!_a_s Ti_ue__._or__ Da_a__tI_ _

j

1 32 I Floating point

2 13 1 Mixed

3 13 1 Mixed

4 513 1 Inteqer i

5 32 1 Floatinq point ,
j

6 13 1 Mixed

7 13 1 Mixed

\

N 32 None Integer (@1111111111111
(Integer (,g222222222222) ,:
last reel)

Records 1 to 4 and 5 to 8 of the following table form

_ groups of related data. The records within a selected group
: (four records each) are as follows•

Record Da__a_9___s_iRt i£_.

1 NASA Apollo trajectory (NAT) data

2 Apollo gamma-ray spectrometer (AGRS) and
Apollo X-ray spectrometer (AXRS)
common parameter

3 Service module housekeeping data

: 4 Apollo gamma-ray spectrometer data

Mixed-Type Data

The entire contents of record 2 are single-precision,
36-bit integers except for word 2 (SIM-bay temperature) and
words 3 and 13 (28-V_c power), which are floating point,
slnqle-precision words. Six of the 13 words in record 3 are
floating point words. These are words 2, 3, and ,
(temperature data) and words 8, 9, and 10 (shield,

' 26-14
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_ coincidence events data, and live time, respectively). The
• remaining seven worms are 36-bit integers. The last record

• on each reel contains 32 words of @111111111111 followed by /
: two end-of-file marks.

: Record I :;
: %.

The NAT data are located in record 1. Table 26-I
" ' includes the parameters contained in each word at the two _'

_ mission phases. The column "Data ty_e" defines %he type of '
'- _ data item as it is written on tape (eog., .floating point (Y) __
: or integer (I)). _ linear interpolation is performed on the
_ _ _T data to find values (record I) at each AGRS tape time. -_.

. Time words (word I of each record} iu each record type (I to
• 4) are identical in magnitude (not in type). -_

Record 2
1

• The AGRS/AXRS common data appear in record 2.
.Oarameters stored ace d_.scribed in Table 26-II. The "Data

:- type" column of table 26-II shows that the data are mixed-
type data. A linear interpolation is performed on the S1_-
bay temperature and the 28-Vdc power to find values at each

[ _GES tape time. These two parameters appear as degrees
;_ Fahrenheit and volts direct current, resDectivelyo The
" remainder of the words in record 2 are integer flags :
" denotinu mission events.

Record 3

The service module housekeeping data are found in
record 3 (table 26-1TI'. These data, like record 2 data,

are mixed type. Six of the 13 words are floating point
values. The temperatures, words 2, 3, and _, are derived by
the same method employed with the SIM-bay temperature in
record 2. The remaining three floating Doint words are the
shield, live-time, and coincidence-events re_ister averaged
over 10 Dulse code modulation (PCH) frames. Shield- and
coincidence-events values are expressed in counts per
second. The live-time word is an average (percent} over 10
PCH frames. The remaining seven integer words are time,
event flags, and high-voltage (HV) gain.

Record 4

The _GRS data are contained in record _ (table 26-1V}. i
! Word I Is the time word, which has a 1:1 correspondence with '
' the AGES binary tape time (kGRS binary tape time is

*
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milliseconds, whereas AGeS merged binary tape time is
truncated to seconds}. The remaininq 512 integer words are
the total accumulated counts (over 10 PCM frames, 3.2768 . /
sec) in each of the 512 (0 to 511) channels.

' 26-16
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TABLE 26-I.- APOLLO 16 TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS ,

Changes in Data

Word Lunar orbit Changes in requested type
transearth coast attitude datai

l

1 G.m.t., sec G.m.t., sec -- F

2 HO, n. mi. Ro, n. mi. -- F

(geocentric)

3 _s, deg Xi, ft _ (a) F

Position (a) F
/4 Xs, deg Yi, ft component

5 RS, ft Zi, ft, (a) F

6 Vis, fps CDUX, deg (a) F
%

_ 7 _, deg CDUY, deg -- F

_ 8 0, deg CDUZ, deg -- F

%

9 Revolution Interpolation time -- F
no. for angle data :

_' 10 _as, ft 6v, deg (geocentric) (a) F

11 _,ps, ft c_s, deg}Loo k angle (a) F12 has, n. mi. Bs, deg to Sun (a) F i,

13 hps, n. mi. aE' deg}Look angle (a) FIg Xis, ft 8E, deg to Earth (a) F

,_ 15 Yis, ft _m' deg}Look angle (a) F 416 Zis, ft 8m, deg to Moon (a) F _'

aparameter to be obtained from either the lunar orbit or the '

translunar/transearth column as applicable.

i
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TABLE 26-I.- APOLLO 16 TRAJECTORY PAR_IETERS - Concluded

i

' I Changes in._ Word Lunar orbit Changes in requested Data

transearth coast lattitude data type

t

17 Xis, fps ' _ I (a) F ' ';

. 18 Yis, fps ) Roll I (b) F :

19 Zis, fps i l (b) F "'

20 Xis, ft/sec 9 elements (b) F 'i: .... 2 .... _ of the 3 unite

.-' 21 xls, rt/sec i _Igcn ) vectors l (b) F _'
[.

22 Zis, ft/sec 2 ) (MCDUxRa) l (b) F

23 Xp, ft/sec 2 (b) F .:

" TM I
,. ; (b) F

• I l i-' 26 Xp, fps RA, deg _ of AGRS/ (b) F

. 1 _ spacecraft i

' 27 Yp, fps 16, deg ) centerline ] (b) F

• I , of AGRS/ |
30 H s, fps iRA, deg_ spacecraft | (b) F .

l _ midmass l

31 _m, deg |6, deg ) occultation| (b) F >

: l point l

32 8m, deg lTime period between trajectory records,.... sec

aparameter to be obtained from either the lunar orbit or the

translunar/transearth column as applicable.

bThese items are calculated and are not available from

trajectory tape• '_
1
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TIBL_ 26-IYT.- APOLLO 16 HOUSEK_PTNG DgTA

-- I

WOr_ _ata

ontDu �typeCon_ent of wor_

1 _ _.m._. of qround receipt, sac (vea_ _o date)

2 F _l-ctronics temperature, o?

3 _ Detecfor temperature, oF

? Boos teEperature, ov

! Boom°position flaq (3-bit flaq)
L

Retcacfe_ = 0
eartlv ex_ettae_ 1 = 1 1.2 _ (_ f_
Par_I? extende_ 2 = 2 2._ m (8 f_)
Par_Yv ex+ende_ 3 = 3 u._ m (1S f_)
_u_lv ex_en_e_ z _ 7.6 m (2_ f_)

_oom transition S = _ -- :
ear*Iv ex_ende_ 6 = 6 O.F s (2 f+t
Partly exPenSe4 7 = 7 I._ m (_ ftl
Partly ex+ended 8 = 8 2.7 m (o f_l

6 ! Veto (0 = 4isabled, 1 = normal1

7 T _a_pina camera l_n_ covere4 (I = yes, 0 = no}

8 _ _ht_ld-even_s counter (averaqed over 10 PC_ frames),
coun_/sec

q _ coinciden+-ev=n_ counter (averaa._ over 10 eC_ framesl,
coun_/sec

lO _ Live-tim- coun+er (averaaed over 10 PC. frames],
herren + of 3.2769 see

11 ? Cain (hioh voltaqel, V_c

12 T _h_-l_-own_s owrflo,, namber of overFlovm/r-cord

1_ T Coinc_4-, n_soverfloe, number of overflo_s/reeor_
k .

ORIGL-'_ALPAGE IS
; OF POOR QUALI'_
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TABLZ 26-IV.- GAHPIA-PAY SP_CTI_Un (3.2768-SF.C INTERVAL)

) ,-

word Data

output type Content of word

I I G.e.t. of qround receipt, sec (year to date)

: 2 I Channel 9, events in 10 PCm fraoes

_, 3 I Channel 1, events in 10 PCN fraues

U I Channel 2, events in 10 PCR fraoes

513 I Channel 511, events in 10 _cn frames

¢
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27. X-RAY FLOORESCENCF SFECTPCNETE_

!

An X-ray fluorescence spectrometer carried in th_
scientific instrument module (SIB) bay of the command and
service module (CS_) was used for orbital mapping of the
lunar-surface composition and for X-ray galactic
observations during transearth coast. The lunar-surface

- measurements inwolv_ observations of the intensity and
. characteristic energy _istribution of the secondary or

fluorescent X-rays produced by the interaction of solar -_
X-rays with the lunar surface. The astronomical

• observations consisted of rqlatiwely long periods of X-ray
measurements cf preselected qs!_ctic sources such as Cygnus

: (Cyg X-l) and 5corpius (Sco X-l). The basis for the X-ray
fluorescence experiment is that characteristic secondary -_
X-rays are produced on the lunar surface by interactions

: with the primary X-ray flux from the Sun. A typical quiet
_ solar X-ray spectrum is energeticall_ capable of producing

measurable amounts of characteristi,_ X-rays frc_ all
:_ abundant elements with atomic numbers of approximately 14 ;

(silicon) or le_s. During brief periods cf more intense

i solar activity, observation of radiation from elements of
_ higher atdmic number should also be possible.

!
INSTBUMENT DESCRIPTICN

i The X-ray fluorescence spectrometer was part of a total
assembly containing the alpha-partlcle experiment. The

spectrometer consisted of three main subsystems:

I. Three large-area proportional counters that have
: state-of-the-art energy resolution and 0.0025-cm-thick

berylli_ wi.do,s _,

2. A set of large-area filters for energy
discrimination among the characteristic X-rays of aluminum,
silicon, and magnesium

3. A data-handling system for count accumulation, for ::
sorting into eight pulse-height channels, and for relaying ,:_
the data to the spacecraft telemetry _

i The X-ra_ detector assembly consists of three '
proportional-counter detectors, two X-ray filters,

_ mechanical collimators, an in-flight calibration device, _ ..

; _ 27-3
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temperature monitors, and associated electronics. The
det_ctor assembly senses I-rays emitted from the lunar I
surface and converts the X-rays to voltage _ulses that are I ;

: processed in tLe X-ray processor assembly. Provisions for
: in-flight caliEration are made by means of programed

calibration sources, which, upon internal ccmland, assume a
: position in front of the three detectors for calikration of

gain, resolution, and efficiency. Thermistcrs located at
strategic points sense the temperature of, the detector

#

assembly for telemetry monitoring and temperature control of
the detectors by means of heaters located meal the

_ proportional-counter windows.

The behavior of the X-ras output of the Sun was _
: simultaneously monitored with the lunar surface measurements ,

by means of the solar monitor, a small proportional detector ,
mounted on the opposite side of the spacecraft from the
surface detectors. On the Apollo 16 spacecraft, a thin

_ beryllium foil filter was added in front of the detector _
window to enable the spectrometer tc view high-Sun X-ray
fluxes without experiencing the detector gaigshifts that
were observed during the Apollo 15 flight.

EXPERINENT OPERATION

_ The X-ray experiment began to function o_ April 20, }
1972, at app:oximately 02:0C G.m.t. and was operated for

_ approximately 12 hr in an elliptical orbit (approximately 18

b] 111 km (10 by 60 n. mi.)). At approximately Oq:O0 G.m.t.
cn April 21, the experiment was again activated; the
spacecraft was in a circular lunar orbit of approximately
111 km (60 n. mi). The estimated field cf view for each

-_ data point u_ed in this report is approximately 111 by Iq8
km (60 by 80 n. mi.).

i

_ The overlap cf orbital coverage between the Apollo 15 ,
and 16 groundtracks (mainly from 50° to 100 ° E) makes it

t_ possible to compare the reproducibilit I of the measurements
' for both missions. The total coverage for the two missions ,

is greater than 20 percent of the surface of %.,e Boon. It
is encouraging that, for these areas, the aluminum/silicon
and magnesium/silicon chemical ratios for both flights
agreed to better than 10 percent. This agreement makes it
possible to draw comparisons between the two flights. It

_ also demonstrates that the X-ray s_ectral distribution of
the Sun, which produces lunar fluorescent X-rays, was atout
the same on both missions. In fac_, this conclusion has i

27-_
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been confirmed by examination of the SOLRAD data s available
: I for those periods. _nother point of considerable interest

I' is that the spectrometer obtained a large number of data
points over the Descartes landing site. Hopefully, the /
results will show how represehtative the data are of the
Descartes area.

DATA SETS AND PORM&_S
l

The data set consists of two IBM industry-compatible 9-
track magnetic tapes. These tapes were obtained ty merging
47 X-ray data tapes with 5 trajectory tapes. Tape I
contains 83 hr of recovered lunar data between 85 hr 10 min

ground elapsed time (GET} and 220 hr 17 min GET. Tape 2
contains 6 hr cf X-ray astronomy data recorded during the
transearth coast period from 224 hr 46 min to 236 hr 20 sin
GET.

For both tapes, a total of 46 500 X-ray data sets were
recovered consisting of three X-ray detectors and one solar
monitor of eight channels each, status flags, and
housekeeping parameters merged with trajectory data. Cf
this data, approximately 12 percent of the spectra are not
usable because the spectrometer was turned off or because
telemetry synchronization was lost, resulting in _artial
rather than foll data sets. Both tapes are recorded at 1800
bpi, variable block size with record lengths of 900 and
block size 20 C04. The tapes are not standard la_el tapes.

The format consists of 39 trajectory values followed by
the number of X-ray data sets in this time period. Then,
the X-ray data sets of 220 values are recorded until all
data sets have been read and the next 39 trajectory values
will again appear.

a

SOMMARY OF K_Y R_SULTS

The X-ray experiment performed nominally and provided a
great deal of data as described in the preceding sections.
The following is a summary of the key results.

I. Maps showing the variation of alumimum/siliccn and
magnesium/silicon ratios along the projected groundtracks

*The SOL_AD data are obtained by satellite monitoring
solar radiation and are reported by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, _ockville, Maryland.

¢ 27-5)
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• wele made, thus permitting a direct comparison _e%ween mare

areas and highlands and verifying that the highlands are

indeed felds_athic.

/
2. _he aluminum/silicon values for the various areas

correspond closely to published results for analyzed lunar
rocks and soils for selected areas.

3. Because of greater background corrections, the

magnesium/silicon values are less reliable than the

aluminum/silicon values, but generally there is an inverse

relationship.

4. Except for anomalous values around Copernican-type

craters, there is an excelleat correspondence between

optical albedo values and aluminum/silicon values. They
vary in the same direction. :

5. Good contrast is evident in observed

aluminum/silicon values between dark mare areas and the

surrounding highlands, which establishes some limits on the
transport of highland materials into the mare basins as a
fill.
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: 28. AI,PHA-PARTTCI, F SPECTROMETE_ AND X-_RY FLUORESCENCE
; SPECTRONETER (TRANSE_RTH)

PART A: ALPHA-D'._:CLE SP CTRONETER

_ The scientific objectives of the alpha-particle !
_ spectrometer experiment were to measure the rate of

_ emanation of radioactive radon gas from th% Moon and to _
,_ locate at_d identify lunar regions with unusual activity.
: i Any lunar region that is characterized by a locally higher _

rate of radon emanation is probably active internally, i
Orbital investigations from the Apollo 15 and 16 command and _
service module have shown that areas on the Noon with
detectable rates of radon emanation do exist and that

• certain lunar regions are characterized by transient or
nonequilibrium radon emanation. Tdentification of radon

: isotopes and their daughter products is based on the
detection of their characteristic alpha particles in an

_- array of detectors with good energy resolution. ;

: Natural concentrations of uranium and thorium are the

• I source of radon gas. A qualitative description of the
_. processes that lead from natural uranium and thorium

concentrations to the existence of a thin radon atmosphere
above the lunar surface is given in reference 28-I. Two
decaying radon isotopes are of interest: radon-222 (zZaRn)
with a 3.7-day half life (an intermediate product of the
uranium se;.ies) and zZORn with a 56-sec half life (a member
of the thorium series). Decay of these isotopes results in
the production of monoenergetic alpha particles that escape
from the Moon. Their heavy decay products are deposited
directly upon the uppermost layer of the lunar surface and
are themselves unstable against radioactive decay.

: A third decaying species is very significant, lead-210
(ztOpb), a descendant of z2ZRn with a half life of 21 yr.

; _he lifetime of aSOpb is long, compared to all other
intermediate members of the series. The 2toph atom, which
does not produce alpha particles, is detected indirectly
through its alpha-emitting granddaughter, polonlum-210
(alOpo). The significance of zlopo is that the existence of
a transient or non-steady-state radon emanation withi, a
21-yr period will cause its activity to be higher than
predicted from observations o_ z2ZRn. Thus, at locations

{ ¢ 28-3
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: where the zlOpo/2ZZRn ratio departs from radioactive '
.: equilibrium, there is evidence for transient emanation.

%

The alpha-particle spectrometer, mounted in the apollo I
scientific instrument module (SIM), detects individual alpha

_ particles and measures their energy. The presence of radon
and its daughter products appears as a distinct set of peaks
in an energy spectrum. The background is caused primarily
by cosmic-ray effects. Spatial resolution is achieved by
restricting the field of view of the spectrometer to q5 o by
_5 o (full width at half maximum}.

;

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The sensing elements of the lunar alpha-particle
; spectrometer were _O totally depleted silicon surface-

barrier detectors, each approximately 100 #m thick, having 3
cma of active area and a 90 ° field of view, and operating at
a -50 V bias. Additional gold, aluminum, and nickel layers
were used at the contacts to ensure that exposure to visible

i light would not deqrade the experiment performance. The
thickness of the detectors was chosen so that any background
protons {deuterons or tritons} would produce an output
signal whose amplitude would be below that of the lowest

" energy alpha particl_ of interest. The response of the
: detectors to alpha particles up to 12 BeY would be linearly

proportional to energy. This design precluded the necessity
for discriminating against other particles in any other way.

The 10 detector preamplifier outputs were merged in a
single summing amplifier and processed by a single analog to
digital converter (ADC). Although the use of one ADC
minimized the complexity of the hardware, summing the noise
from all 10 preamplifiers resulted in degrading the
resolution by a factor of approximately 3. To circumvent
the degradation problem, each preamplifier had a blas offset
corresponding to 350 ke¥. The bias offset effectively
removed the noise, except from the pre-amplifiers giving a
signal pulse, and allowed the use of a single ADC without
significant deqradation in resolution.

The ADC converted the energy pulse into a g-blt digital
signal. If the most significant bit was a I, the aDO was
disabled and the digital signal was held until the next
telemetry readout (every 100 msec). If the most stgbiftcant
bit was a 0, the ADC was reset, and the next pulse was
processed. This design enabled the instrument to digitize
to a 9-bit accuracy and transmit only 8 bits. Therefore,
only the upper half of the diqit'_zed energy range was
telemetered. This process was reasonable physically because

, 28-4 v
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the alpha-particle enerqies of interest ranged from 5.3 to

' 8°8 MeV; also, the usage of telemetry time by any low-enerqy; background particles was prevented. The actual telemetered
enerqy ranqe of the instrument was 4.? to 9.1 MeV. Parallel
circuitry generated an analog signal of 0.25 to ,.75 V in "
steps of 0.5 V; this signal identified the detector that t,

i originated any given pulse.
#

Because the digital telemetry was limited to 80
bits/sec (10 counts/sec), an additional circuit was used to

: generate an analog signal proportional to the time from the
end of one telemetry read cycle to the sensing of the first

_- pulse having energy qreater than 4.7 MeV. The analog signal
• allowed the dead-time correction of the data for count rates

,: exceeding approximately 20 counts/see. F,xclusive of
: housekeepinq, the output consisted of an 8-bit energy word, ,

an analog voltage identifying the detector, and an analog :_
voltage exponentially proportional to the count rate. -"

INSTRUMENT PERFO._MA NCF

The Apollo 15 alpha-particle spectrometer was turned on
at 15:_7 G.e.t. July 29, 1971, and remained on until 12:4.3 t
G.m.t. August 7, 1971, except for short periods during ma_or

•- , burns and fluid dumps. The spectrometer functioned normally
I except for short noise bursts in two detectors resulting in
I an approximatel7 10-percent reduction in sensitivity in

approximately 20 percent of the data. Because the loss of
sensitivity was minimal and confined to a small amount of
data, the overall capability of the experiment was only :
sliqhtly affected.

The Apollo 16 spectrometer was activateo at
approximately 02:00 G.m. to _pril 20, 1972, and remained on '_:
during the remainder of the mission e_cept for periods
dnrinq major burns or fluid dumps and periods durinq which
the mission significantly deviated from the nominal time
line. The spectrometer functioned normally throughout the °

_. mission.

OPEBATION&L HISTORY

A brief summary of the operational history of the
Apollo 15 and 16 alpha-particle spectrometers follows. _i
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Apollo 15
f

Grcund elap_e_ t
_ti_meL__hr:min _em_I_ /

7_:00 SIM do_r Jettisoned.
74:05 Alpha switch positioned to ON;

alpha door closed•
77:28 Alpha, OFF.
79:02 Alpha, ON: door closed.
82:18 Alpha, OFF.
8,:C8 Alpha, ON; door open; SIP{

attitude (SA). _
94:,7 _aneuver ¢_It of SA.
95:12 Alpha, ON; door closed. :_
101:25 Alpha, OFF. _
101:50 Alpha, ON; door closed.
106:51 Alpha, ON; doo= open. | _

109:09 Alpha, ON; close door• I

111:_9 Alpha, ON; open door.
121:,0 Alpha, ON; doo.c open; eaneuver

to camera pass. ,;_
i

122:3_ Alpha, ON; door open; maneuver i :_
to deep space.

123:00 Alpha, ON; close door. !-;,
125:50 Alpha, ON; open door• _ _
130:_5 Alpha, 0_: close door.
193:08 Alpha, ON; open door _ )
_.3:11 Alpha, ON: open door; mzneuver

to camera pass.

I_4:30 Alpha, ON; open door; maneuver
to SA.

1,5:06 Alpha, ON; open door; maneuver
to camera pass.

1,6:17 Alpha, ON; open door; maneuver
to deep space.

1,6:52 Alpha, ON; close door.
1,7:26 Alpha, ON; open door; In SA.
16,:01 Alpha, OF?: close door (plane

change) •
165:20 Alpha, ON: doo'. close_.
166:2, Alpha, ON; door open_ SA.
1£8:11 Alpha, ON; door closed.
171:20 Alpha, OFF.
17,:25 Alpha, ON; door open; S_: post-

lunar module ILM) ren_,ezvous. _,

176:00 Door closed; LN Jettison. _
182= 20 Alpha, 0_; door closed.
193:20 Alpha, ON; door closed.
193:51 Alpha, OFF.
19,:51 Alpha, ON; door closed.
19,:5n Alpha, ON; door open.

28-6 0
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Ground elapsed

[i __i_L_h_i_iD_ Remarks
195:40 Maneuver to deep _" ace: alpha,

ON: door open.

201:30 Maneuver to SA.
215:23 Maneuver to deep space.

215:53 Maneuver to camera pass.
217:17 Maneuver to SA.

220:57 Alpha, OFF; door closed.

221:46 Alpha, ON: door closed.
223:07 Alpha, OFF: end surface data.

[

Apollo 16 i

Ground elapsed

time_ hr:min Remarks i

70:00 SIM door jettison: alpha, ON:
door closed: out of SA.

73:25 Alpha, OFF; lunar orbit
insertion.

75:20 Alpha, ON: door closed.

79:00 Alpha, OFF.

80:00 Alpha, ON: door open.

92:10 Alpha, ON: door closed.

I 94:23 System off.IC6:C8 Alpha, ON: door open.

119:10 Alpha, ON; door closed.

!20:10 Alpha, ON: door open.

121:10 Alpha, ON; door open: out of SA.
122:10 Resume SA.

130:30 Alpha, ON: door closed.

131:30 Alpha, ON; door open.
I_2:0C Maneuver out of SA (Gegenschein).

i

I_4:30 Maneuver to deep space: alpha,

ON: door open.

146:30 Resume SA: alpha, ON; door open.

150:20 Alpha, ON: door closed.
151:10 Alpha, ON: door open: out of SA.

168:10 Alpha, ON: door closed.

170:10 Alpha, ON: maneuver to deep

space.

176:00 Alpha, OFF.

178:00 Alpha, ON: door open: out of SA.
179:0t Alpha, ON; door open: in SA.

192:00 Alpha, ON: door closed.

193:00 Alpha, OFF.
193:40 Alpha, ON: door closed.

200:33 Transearth injection: end sur-
face data.

&.
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DATA REDUCTION

The telemetered data were sent directly from the NASA

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) to American Science and
Engineering, Inc., for processing. Three types of tapes

were used: (I) digital alpha-particle spectrometer data,

(2) trajectory data (derived from tracking information by
JSC), and (3) standard SIM support tapes.

The SIM support tapes were required for engineering

purposes in case of abnormal performance of the instruments.
The ephemeris tapes are normally used in routine processing.

Selected ephemeris data words were chosen from the tapes and

rewritten on a time-merged working tape. _ach spectrometer

: data tape had to be individually read, bad telemetry data
removed, time backups and overlaps corrected, data skew

detected and corrected, and housekeeping data verified and

flagged if cut of specification. After preprocessing, the
data tapes were time merged to produce two time-continuous

tapes with onlF good, corrected data. The data then were

scanned to detect systematic drifts due to temperature

variations. A set of empirical temperature ccrrections of

the gain were generated. The data could then be searched

for the alpha decay products of radon. The following

computer programs were generated during this phase.

I. A preprocessing program for verifying validity of I :
data and making any required formatting corrections I

2. A summary program for readin¢ data tapes and

summarizing the data and the experimelt configuration in
5-min intervals

3. A summary program for the ephemeris tapes and

printing hard copies

_. _ general-purpose tape-merging routine for creating
a single time-sequential tape from several tapes

5. An o,erlay program for combining data from

specified time and/or longitude intervals

6. An ove£1ay program for combining data in 10° by 10 °
bins

TENDERATURE CORPECTIONS

To overlay data from different detectors and

temperatures, it is necessary to compensate for gain and

28-8
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i i bias differences. An alpha particle of energy E stopping

_i _'''I' accordingin the ithto thedetectorformulaproduces a count in channel number N /

. N = [E - S(i,T)]/[G(i,T) - 256] (28-I)

?

_. where the gain of the ith detector at temperature T is ,

: fitted to the quadratic form

2

: G(i,T) = G0(i) + G I (i)T + G2(ilT2 (28-21

_ and the bias is

B(i,T) = B0(i) + B I (i)T + B2(i)T2 (28-3)

• he ceefficients G0, GI, ..., were calculated from

data obtained in laboratory tests .!sing americium-241 (£ =
5. q86 MeV) and curium-2_2 (E = 6.115 MeV) test sources. The

values obtained are given in tables 28-I and 28-II. The

: temperature, measured in degrees centigrade, was monitored

_ by averaging the readings of two sensors attached to the

_ I cases of detectors 5 and 6. A temperature measurement at
the low-voltage power supply (LVPS) is also available.

PROCESSED TELEMFTRY FIL_

The processed telemetr 7 file is a sequential file with

fixed-length records. The record length is 48 words and the

block length is 960 words. Each record corresponds to I sec '

of telemetry; that is, to one of the "good" records in the

raw telemetry tape. A "good" raw telemetry record is one
that has time in reasonable sequence and that has no more

than 19 bad data flags set. Any s_w that was detected in

: the raw tape has. been corrected. Each record can be
:' represented by a PL/I structure as follows:

01 RECORD ALTNED

,,. 02 TTME FTXED BINARY (31,0)

' 02 TEMPERS (3) YIX£D BINARY (15,5}
\

, 28-9
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1 I I • ,- f . ,

02 IB_DCT

02 ZcotJNT(I0} (8} I
/

02 ICH_NNEL (I0) BIT (8)

02 CT_ATE (10) BIT (8)

02 HS_P (5) BIT (3)
l

02 STATUS BIT (8)

where the following definitions apply.

TIHE is ground elapsed time in _illiseconds, given as

a full-word (4 byte} binary integer.

TEMPERS are the three temperatures, in degrees

centigrade, given as half-word (2 byte} binary fractions

with 5 bits after the binary point. The three temperatures •
are #I, #2, and I,VPS, respectively.

IBADCT is the number of bad data flags set in the

original raw telemetry record. All _7 meaningful (nons_are}
data flags are counted.

ICOUNT is an array of ten 8-bit bytes, giving data
derived from the 10 counter readouts in the raw telemetr¥

record. Each byte is arranged as follows.

I. The first 3 bits indicate whether the 3 data items

(counter identification channel, and count rate) were

flagged (or if flagged) in the raw telemetry record.

2. The remaining 5 bits contain a binary integer

giving couhter identification (0 to 10, of which 0 indicates
no valid data).

ICH_NNEL is an array of ten 8-bit bytes maintained

parallel to ICOUNT; (that is, ICOUNT (I) corresponds ._
ICHANNEL (I) and so forth}. Each byte contains an unsigned

binary integer giving channel number (0 to 255} for the data

readout for which the counter identification was given in
the corresponding ICOUNT.

CT_TF is an array of ten 8-bit bytes (not used

currently) parallel to ICOUNT and ICH_NNEI.. Each b¥te
contains the count-rate raw telemetry value from the raw !

telemetry +ape. 1

2
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S HSKP is an array of five 3-bit fields. Fach field

I, gives the status of one of the five housekeeping values.Only one of the 3 bits in each field is set depending on the
following conditions.

I. Bit I is set if bau data flag was on for the
housekeeping data readout.

2. Bit 2 is set if housekeeping data are out of

expected range.

3. Bit 3 is set if housekeeping data are acceptable.

STATUS is an 8-bit byte that gives the following
information about the telemetry frame.

I. Bit I is on if an interval of good data is started

after a synchronizer failure.

2. Bit 2 is on if %he last frame of good data is

started before a synchronizer failure. (A synchronizer

failure is occurrence of I or more raw telemetry frames with
20 or more flagged data words, but a synchronizer failure is

also considered to occur at the beginning and end of the raw

telemetry tape.}

3. Bit 3 is on if an interval of good data is started

after the raw telemetry tape-processing program skipped
frames in accordance with a user-inserted SKIPTO command.

_. Bit _ is on if a good interval of data is started

after a time discrepancy.

5. Bits 5 to 7 were not used during the Apollo 15

mission. For the Apollo 16 mission, bit 5 was always on.

6. Bit 8 is always on.

DATA ARCHIVED AT NSSDC

The submittal of the alpha-particle spectrometer data

to the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC} is

complete. Included in the submittal were the following.

I. Instrument description

2. Processed telemetry data from the _ollc 15
mission

I

, 28-11
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3. Processed telemetry data from the Apollo 16
mission

4. Format description of data files

5. Instructions for temperature correction of data

6. Fmpirical temperature-correction coefficients for

the Apollo 15 instruments

7. Fmpirical temperature-correction coefficients for

the Apollo 16 instruments

8. Mission profile of instrument status for the

Apollo 15 mission

9. Mission profile of instrument status for the

Apollo 16 mission

10. Documentation of data records for the Apollo 15
mission

11. Documentation of data records for the Apollo 16
mission
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PART B: X-PAY FLUORESCENCE SPFCT_OMET_P (T_ANSEA_TH)

During the transearth coast portions of the Apollo 15
and 16 missions, the X-ray fluorescence spectrometer was

used to study the temporal behavior of pulsating X-ray
sources. About a hundred sources of X-ray emission have
been discovered beyond the solar system. The sources

' include a large variety of unusual objects such as supernova

remnants, energetic external galaxies, and quasars and a
large number in our galaxy that cannot be associated with

any previously known class of objects. Several of these are

detectable as emitters of radio waves or can te seen as
faint stars, but their emission occurs predominantly at

X-ray frequencies. Understanding the nature of these X-ray

' sources is one of the prime objectives of astrophysics. The ;

first NASA X-ray astronomy satellite, Fxplorer _2 (UHU_U),
has recently discovered fast time variability or pulsations

in the output from several sources (refs. 28-2 to 28-_).
Occurrence of the fast time variability on a time scale of

minutes, seconds, or less implies that the emitting regions

are very small, much smaller than the Sun, although they are
emittinq about a thousand times more power. Because it is

such an unusual phenomenon, the fast time variability may
provide the clue neede6 to understand the mechanisms that
drive these sources.

The objective of the _pollo observations was to record

the emission from sevsral objects continuously for a period

of approximately I hr. The capability for observing time
variations was unique because the Apollo spacecraft could be

pointed at the source for the entire time. On the other

hand, UHU_U can observe only for approximately I or 2 min
per sighting. Consequently, the Apollo instrument had the

capability for determining whether periodicities exist in
the range I x 10t to I x 103 sec.

A secondary objective was to study the cislunar space

environment as a site for pointed X-ray astronomy
observations. Specifically, the objective was to determine

how the soft particle background in the X-ray detectors

(from trapped el_ctrons or protons in cislunar _pace)

compared to the near-Earth and lunar environments. Analysis
of the data from the standpoint of this secondary objective

may be useful in the planning of future observations from

other spacecraft.

L
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: Counterparts to two powerful X-ray sources observed
during Apollo missions, Scorpius (Scc X-1 and Cyqnus (Cyg)

,. X-I, can be seen on the Earth in other regions of the

electromagnetic spectrum. Sco X-1 is detectable in both /
visible light and radio emission; Cyq X-I is detectable only

in radio emission. That the visible light and radio

emissions are also variable is known, but not how the light
or ratio variability correlates with the X-ray variability.

Particular models for these X-ray objects make rather

specific predictions concerning the relation of X-ray and J
other variability ranging from no correlation to complete
correlation. Consequently, to broaden the scope of the

. investigation, arrangements were made for ground-based
observatories to 3onitor the visible light and radio

emissions simultaneously with the Apollo experiment.

Because of difficulties in coordinating the observing

schedules, only a small amount of overlap was actually
achieved between ground-based optical observations and the

Apollo X-ray observations.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

The same instrumentation is used for Apollo X-ray

astronomy observations a_ for X-ray fluorescence studies of
the lunar surface chomical composition. There are three

gas-filled proportional counters and an _ntrance window of
, 0.0025-cm-thick beryllium (Be}. The ef:_ective Be area is

approximately 25 cmz. The win ow is segmented into a number

of separat _ units by a strong framework.. Individual X-ray
photons are counted for successive 8-see intervals. The

proportional counters are filled to a pressure of 101 325

N/m z (I arm) with a mixture of 90 percent argon, 9.5 percent
carbon dioxide, and 0.5 percent helium. To chanwe the

wavelength response, filters are mounted across the Be

window aperture on two of the proportiot_al counters. The
filters (a magnesium foil and an aluminum foil) are 5.08 x
10-Q to 1.27 x 10-3 cm thick. The third counter does not

have a filter. A single collimator assembly is used to

define the field of view (FOV) of the three proportional
counters as a single unit. The collimator consists of

multicellular baffles that combine a large sensitive area

and hlqh resolution but are restricted in FOV. The FOV
determines the total flux recorded from the lunar surface

and the sDatial resolution. The FOV of the collimator has a

full width, half maximum {FWHM) of 30 ° in two perpendicular

directions. The FWHM is the total angular width at which

the collimator drops to one-half of its peak response. The

net FOV of the entire instrument is actually considerably
less than 30 ° and quite complicated because of the peculiar

qeometry of the Be window and collimator combination.

28-18 -,-.
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The proportional counters provide a degree of energy

I resolution. A count results in a pulsed signal the
amplitude of which is proportional to the photon energy.
Typically, the resolution is approximately 30 to _0 percent
at 2 keY. Pulse amplitude analysis is used to sort the
signals among seven bins of energy between 0.7 and 3 keY; an
eighth channel is used for higher energies. The instrument
also has an "attenuate mode" in ,hich amplifier gains are
cut in half. This mode changes the energy range from 0.7 to
3 k_V to 1.4 to 6 keY. The instrument is prograned to be in
the attenuate mode for the first 10 rain of operation
following turnon. It then enters the normal qain mode for 6
hr followed by 2 hr in the attenuate mode. This cycle of 6
hr in the normal mode followed by 2 hr in the attenuate mode
is repeated until the instrument is turned off. Calibration
sources automatically irradiate the counters every 15 min as
a check of instrument operation. The i[.strument, hard-
mounted in the SIM bay of the service module, is used for
galactic X-ray astronomy observations during transearth
coast. The instrument is pointed at a cosmic X-ray source
for a sustained period of continuous counting. The
spacecraft is required to hold the pointing position
accurately to within approximately I° for the entire time of
observation, which is approximately 1 hr.

Time Resolution

J The instrument operates by accumulating an eight-
channel spectrum every 8 sec in each of the three lunar
X-:¢ay detectors {and the solar monitor} o Thus, the minimum
time resolution of the instrument is 8 sec, and it is
essentially insensitive to chango, _n a smaller time scale.

Field of View

Corrections for instrument field of view are available
from the HSSDC°

TR_NSEARTH COAST OBSERVING PP{J3RAM

The Apollo 15 and 16 spacecraft pointed at a number of
fixed locations in the sky for intervals of time that varied
from 0.5 to 3 h_. The pointing position was not the actual
position of the source. In the case of Cyg X-1 and Sco X-l,
the position was approximately 7° off to avoid counts from
neighboring so,:cces. During the long X-ray pointing
observations of Cyq X-l, it was necessary for thermal
reasons to roll the spacecraft about the pointing position

t-, 28-19
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after approximately 0 5 hr of observation The purpose of _. • j

the closed-door observations was to measure the penetrating I
component of the background d,lring a time interval near the [: ,
a,-tual observation period. Because the position of the _%
spacecraft in cislunar space changes conszderably, the
background may not be constant.

Tables co,taining the Apollo 15 and Apollo 16 X-ray ,_i
pointing positlons are available from the NSSDC. In :._
addition to the pointing positions, the instrument was oi, ' _.
and the covers oDen during the final passive-thermal-control _
roll maneuvers of both missions. Instrument performance 3
apparently did not deteriorate during subjection to the _ery
high flux levels of the Sun. _:

Background Measurements i

For background measurements, :he instrument was pointed -t

at regions of the sky from which no significant _
contributions from discrete sources were exptcted. These
pointing positions were chosen as a control for the analysis
of data from variable sources. Another reason f_r observing /"
source-free regions w_s to measure the diffuse X-ray %
background outside the Earth magnetosphere and to look for

: gross anisotropies anon 9 several regions of g_lactic ;_
latitude. However, there is reason to believe that , _-_

scattered X-rays from the Sun could have been contributing J:to the observed number of counts in several of the |

positions, although the Sun itself was not in the field of
view. ,_

/
Coordinated Optical and Radio Observations ;

In conjunction with the Apollo pointed X-ray _
observations, an attompt was made to obtain simultaneous _
optical and radio observations on .Cco X-1 and CFg X-1. The _
o_tical and ra_io data are available at the respective
observatories, and the principal investigator also has .°
CO pies. _

Instrument Performance

During the Apollo 15 and Apollo 16 transearth coasts,
the X-ray fluorescence spectrometer continued to function \

well, even during periods of prolonged deep-space X-ray- _
pointing holds ill which the instrument became quite cold.

, 28-20 i--
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Data Records

I The permanent data records for the X-ray flucrescenc_
spectrometer ctntain m st of the data for the Apollo 15
observations. The Apollo 16 permanent, final data records

appear to be incomplete. Two observations appear to he

missing entirely from the permanent records, and only a

portion of a third is present. Some of these data are

contained in the format 16 decomposition into experimental
data that took place during the Apollo 16 mission.

RES"LTS

Cyg X-1

All the results described are from the analysis of data

frcm the unfiltered ccunter only. No data from the other
two detectors have been analyzed.

Two observations of Cyg X-I were made during the Apollo

16 mission. During the second observation, there were two
large increases in count rate. However, neither of these

appears to be intrinsic to Cyg X-I. The rise time or p:-Ise

shape discriminator (PSD) channel is conditioned primarily

by the strength of the particle background. It is also
affected by X-rays with energy E > 7 keY. The fact that

the PSD channel exhibits a stronger counting rate change

than th_ two energy ranges is probably an indication of a
sudden increase in the particle background. The spacecraft

encountered two pulses of electrons or protons (or both) of
durations of &wproximately 2 to 5 min in cislunar space. It

may be possible that hard X-ray flares have occurred in Cyg

X-I, but the particle interpretation is more likely.

In addition to the effect described previously, th=re

[s a significant chanae in the mean intensity of Cyg X-I

between the two Apollo 16 observations. The near equality
between the PSD count rates of the two observations (before

the particle events) indicates that the particl_ background

is the same. Cyq X-I is twice as intense in the cecond
observation. The sliqht excess of PSD events, 3100 as

compared to 29_0, can be explained as a doubling of the
number of events in the energy range above 7 keY.

Sco X-I

Results f .... preliminary analysis of the Apollo 16 data

show the _emporal behavior of Sco X-I during the first two
observation p_riods. Significant changes in count rat6

&.
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: originate partly from Sco X-I and partly frcm motion of the
spacecraft. Although spacecraft steadiness was well within I

the ncminal Apcllc capability, s_acecraft motion does appear I
to be reflected in the variation of count rate. However,

there are important changes in the count rate of Sco X-1

that cannot be explained by spacecraft motion, very little

overlapping data were obtained because of the rescheduling
of observations during the Apollo 16 mission.

In the Apollo 15 observation, there are three sets of

data and, therefore, three pairs of correlations to be
checked. There is a significant correlation only between

. two sets of X-ray data. The same is true for the Apollo 16

observation, which includes four sets of data and six pairs
: of correlations The optical B vs V data do not show a

significant correlation; however, sky conditions were very
poor during the observation because of passing clouds and a .,
full Moon.*

,

During the Apollo 16 observation of April 26, 1972

(Apollc elapsed time 22_:23 to 226:48), Sco X-I exhibited an
active phase during the first half of the observation and a

passive phase during the second half. The action phase
i shews amplitude variations of 20 to 30 percent and a quasi-

periodic behavior with period of approximately 20 min. The

passive phase shows variations smaller than 10 percent _nd

no readily discernible periodicity. No other evidence of
periodicity between 20 min and 16 sec _as observed during i

," either phase. I

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be made from the pointed

observations of Sco X-1 and Cyg X-1.

1. Sco X-1 is characterized by quiet periods and _y

periods in which intensity changes of approximately 10 to 30

percent occur in a few minutes. The active periods can last
for at least a day.

2. When Sco X-I shows changes in X-ray intensity,

concurrent but not necessarily simultaneous changes are

observed in its optical and radio intensity.

3. There is no evidence for any stable period in Sco

X-I in the time regime of I x I0-* to I x 103 sec.

*A. M. Van Genderen, personal communication.
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4. Cyg X-I can double in intensit¥ within a day or so,

_ an increase that is larger than the observed changes in ScoX-1. The increase occurs in all three energy ranges: I to
_" ] keY, greater than I keY, and greater than 7 keY. The /

average intensity of Cyg X-1 over a time of several minutes
can remain relatively stable for at least I hr.

5. The time variability of Sco X-I and Cyg X-I does
not appear to be similar in the time regime of several

seconds to 2 hr. Although Cyg X-I exhibits subsecond

pulsations during active periods, Sco X-1 has greater
variability on a time scale of a few minutes than has Cyg

X-1 as seen during the Apollo 16 mission.

> 6. Transient particle effects lastinq several minutes

exist in cislunar space. The strength of the two events

observed during the Apollo 16 mission is approximately 100

particles/cmZ-sec. These events can lead to background
problems in instru,aents having broad fields of view and can

simulate flares in X-ray stars. (An event, not as large as

the two mentioned here, was subsequently identified as a

cosmic gamma-ray burst because it was coincident in time to
one seen from the Vela 6-A satellite. The event occurred

during Apollo 16 on April 27, 1972, at 10:58 universal

time.)

! I

!
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l
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APOLLO 15 71-n63A-13

APOLLO 16 72-031A-11
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29. LUNAR ORBYTAL MASS SPECTROMETER

The lunar orbital mass spectrometer, flown on the

_po]lo I_ and 16 missions as part of the orbital science

pavload, measured the concentration of qas molecules it
encountered both in lunar orbit and during transearth coast

(TEC) for the purpose of studying the sources, sinks, anti
transport mechanisms of the lunar atmosphere. Nearly 80 hr

of operation in lunar orbit and 50 hr in TEC produced some

8000 spectra of gases in the vicinity of the instrument
entrance aperture.

YNS_gUMENT DESCRIPTION

The instrument, a sector-field, dual-collector mass

spectrometer, was mounted on a boom stowed in the scientific

• instrument module bay of _he service module, which was

capable of extendinq the instrument to a distance of 7.3 m

from the spacecraft. ':'hepurpose of the boom mount was to
extend the instrument a reasonable distance from the

spacecraft so that it would be bevond the interactinq cloud

of outqassinq molecules from the spacecraft and in a

collisionless, outwardly, free-streaminq region. The

instrument is shown in figure 29-I. The instrument package
was a rectarqular box, 30 by 32 by 23 cm, weighing 11 _q,

and bisected by a baseplate: the electronics portion was on

one side, the mass analyzer on the other. A plenum, in the
form of a scoop, was mounted on the outboard side of the

packaae and directed along the -X axis of the spacecraft

(i.e., opposite the command module end). When the flight-
path was oriented so that the velocity vector was in the -X

direction, the gas inlet was in the ram direction with

respect to native gases in the lunar atmosphere, wher'eas the

reverse direction of fliqh'_ (+X) produced a wake condition
at the inlet.

The plenum contains the mass spectrometer ion source

with redundant tunqs+en (with I percent rhenium} filaments
mounted on either side of the ionization chamber. Ions

formed by electron bombardment are collimated into a beam

and accelerated into the mass analyzer, a sinqle focusing

permanent magnet, giving a mass resolution of more than a

l-percent valle¥ between peaks at U0 and _I amu. Two
collector systems permit simultaneous scanning of two mass

ranges, 12 to 28 amu and 28 to 66 amu.

&
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Voltage scan is employed by usinq a stepping hiqh°
voltage power supply. The ion accelerating voltage sweep is

qenerated by varying the s_,eep hiqh voltaqe in a series of

590 steps from 620 V to 1560 V with a dwell time of 0.1 /
sec/step. Between each sweep, 30 additional steps at zero V
are used to determine the backqround-countina rate and to

apply an internal calibrat!on frequency. Therefore, the
entire spectrum is obtained every 62 sec, giving a spatial

resolution of each mass peak of approximately 100 km. A

sweep-start flag indicates data or background and serves as

a marker for the start of each sweep. The mass number of

the ion being detected is de+ermined hy the voltage step
number at which the peak is detected. This step number is
advanced by an enable pulse from the data-handling system.

The minimum number of steps between adjacent mass peaks
below mass 5Q is 12.

Flectron multipliers, preamplifiers, and

discriminators, which count the number of ions that pass
through each collector slit on each of the sweep voltage

steps, are used in the detector systems. The ion-count
numbers are stored in 21-bit accumulators (one for each

channel} until sampled by the data-handling system. Just
before sampling, each data word is converted to a floating-

point number in base 2_ reducing the data %o a 10-bit word
consisting of a 6-hit number and a _-bit multiplier. The

data-handling system maintains 7-bit accuracy throughout the
21-bi% range of data cou_ts.

Instrument parameters, such as certain internal

voltages, electron emission in the ion source, filament

currents (to determine which filament is operating],
multiplier voltages, sweep voltages, temperatures,

multiplier and discriminator set+inqs, and instrument

current, are monitored by a housekeeping circuit. The
instrument parameters are as follows:

Mass range: 12 to 66 amu

Spectrum scan time: 62 sec

Spa+ial resolution: 100 km

Mass resolu+ion: I percent valley at _0 amu

Sensitivity: 10-*z N/m z (10 -13 tort]

nvnamic range: 10-I* to I0-m N/m z
(10 -*_ to 10 -e tort)

J

Tnitial calihra+ion of the mass spectrometers,

performed in a high-vacuum chamber at the university of

l
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Texas at Dallas, verified that the proper mass ranges were

scanned and tested the resolution, linearity, mass

: discrimination, and dynamic ranqe of the analyzer. Neon was

introduce_ into the vacuum chamber b7 using isotopic partial j
• pressures ranQing from 10-" to 10-_ N/m z (I0-it to 10-7

: tort). The instrument response was linear up to 10-6 N/m z
(10 -8 torr) where the onset of saturation of the data-

coun+inq system occurred. The sensitivity of the instrument

was verified to be qreater than 2 X I0-T A/N/m z (3 X I0-s

A/tort), enablinq the instrument to measure partial

pressures down to 10-I* N/mZ (I0-t3 tort). The final
absolute calibration was made at the NASA tanqley _esearch
Center Molecular Beam _acilitv in the same manner as for thet

lunar atmospheric composition experiment (S-205) also
described in this handbook.

OP_RATI_tl AIo HISTORY

The operational history of the Apollo 15 lunar orbital

mass spectrometer is given in the following tabulation.
Time is in terms of ground elapsed time (GFT) and is
measured in hours from lift-off at 13:3_:00.79 G.m.t. on

July 26, 1971.

_ _Ti_m_e,__h_r_-._min S__ac_ecraft art itqd__e

,. 85:05 to 95:15 -X

108:55 to 119:20 -X

130:30 to I_I:00 -X

195=50 to 200:25 +X

202t00 to 211:_0 -X

211:U0 to 21_:15 '22_:30 to 238:00 T_C

2Q_:50 to 288:05 T_C

A similar tabulation of the operation of the Apollo 16
experiment follows. The GET is measured from lift-off at

17:5_:00.57 G.m.t. on Apr[l 16, 1972.

2g-5
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_Ti_m_% min s !c_e_c

81:10 fo 92:03 -X

108:00 to 121:20 -X ;/

121:20 to 12_:_0 +Z (oblique photographs)

12_:_0 to 131:10 +X
t

131:10 to 142:10 -X

' 1_2t10 to 1_3-15 antisotar hold

_ lU,3:15 to 14_:15 -X

lt4_:15 to ltl6:20 � �(obliquephotoqraphs)

1_6-20 to 151-.20 +X

151:20 to 152:50 �¨�(obliquephotographs)

152:50 to 16Q:20 @÷è�<„�ˆto 167=00 �167:00 to 168:10  �(obliquephotographs}

180:05 to 193:_5 -X

FORMAT O_ DATA

Data processing has resulted in the blocking of data

into complete mass spectra on magnetic tape. Brief time

gaps in +_he data, caused by telemetry dropouts, are filled
with flaq words to ensure proper location of the qood
measurements in +he spectra. Reduced data also include the

background-count level of each analyzer channel, the
amplitude of each mass peak, fhe decommutated housekeeping

_ata, and the pertin=nt spacecraft-trajectory "nformation.

Microfilm records are formatted outputs of the data on

magnetic fade. The format gives seq_lential pairs of mass ,,

spectra (high- and low-mass channels) together with

background, peak amulifude, housekeeping, and trajectory
data. Periodic tabulated summaries of the peak amplitudes,

housekeeping, and trajectory data arm also given. _ach

summary covers several hours of experiment operation. _
}
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SAMPLES OP DATA
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,. Computer printouts showing examples of each type of

data are given in fiaures 2g-2 to 29-6° The codes and
: definitions are as follows:

Low Mass

GET T_ME GET from lift-off

• _POLLO 16 Apollo mission number .:

_0, _1, B0, B1 P¢..ak-location coefficients for
. high-mass channel

, _V Orbit number

SUN H_ Longitude - subsolar lonaitu._e

LONG Subsatellite longitude

": LAT Subsatellite latitude
L

SUN ]% _ngle from comm._d and service <.

I module (CSM) A axis to Sun :

I' SUN B Azimuth of Sun from -7. a_is

" T_MP Ion-source trmperature monitor '

ALT CSN altitude (kilometers)

V?_L ALPHA Angle of attack from X axis

i V_t CSM velocitv (km/sec) _.

B_CKGROUND Backaround data

' CALIBRATE _nterval calibrate data "

HO USFW_YPTNG

+12 +12 V monitor '_

monitor

_ -12 -12 V monitor

, -15 -15 V monitor

_ _ -

i 29-7 ,
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EM _mission current monitor

Vl _ilament I current monitor

/
F2 Filament 2 curre.t monitor

LM Low-mass multip!ieE,

high-voltage monitor

HM High-mass multiplier,

high-voltage monitor

SW Sweep high-voltage monitor

TI Electronics temperature
monitor

T2 Ton-source temperature

monitor

MF Multiplier high-voltage HT/LO
flag

DF Discriminator HI/LO flag

IC T_trument current

PEAK AMPLITUDFS Mass number and peak amplitude

P_E B_G Background counts at start of

sweep

C[I_ BKG Background counts at end of

sweep

NUM Number data points used in
calculating BKG i

High Mass

G_T TIM_, GET from lift-off

APOtl, O 16 Apollo mission number

24 October 1972 Date data tapes were processed

A0, At, _0, B1 P_.ak-location coefficients foc
high mass channel

STF_ NO A0 �_I/massstep <t400
B0�B1/mass step >U00

• 2g-8
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I' SYNC STkRT Data count at start of sweep ,_
SYNC END Data count at end of sweep

PBKG Background count at start of _

sweep
•

: BK6 Background count at end of '_

sweep ' "?
?

N Number data points used in

calculating BKG

B_CKG_OUND Background data

C_EIBR_TE Internal calibrate data

PEAK AM?EITUDES Mass number and peak amplitude _,

STkR Incorrect peak shape i

%

kpollo 16 Peak Summary

GET TIME GET from lift-off _-

I SUN HR longitude - subsolar longitude

C Peak-error code. If code
greater than zero,

previo.s peak-location i_
coefficients are used

"[

27--_39 Mass number

L Low-mass BKG ,

H High-mass BKG r

G_P Time gap in data :

STkR Incorrect peak shape

CSM DIPECTION Minus (-) _eno%es-I
orientation

Apollo 16 Trajectory Summary

GET TIME G_T from llft-off

29-9
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REV Orbit number

SUN HR Lonqitude - subsolar lonqitude ,_$,

P

LONG Subsatellite longitude :i

LA? $ubsatellite latituae 4

.._DIUS Orbit radius (kilometers} -_

,, J V_LOCITY CSM velocity (km/sec} _{

' ALT!TUD_ CSM altitude (kilometers} "'

bS LO_G Subsolar lonqitude .i_

S_ L_T Subsolar latitude _

SUN _ _nqle fro_ CSM X axis to Sun ,_-
>,

SUN B _ziL,uth of Sun from -_ axis _j_

VEL ALPHA Anqle of attack from X axis /

' VEI, BETA _zimut,_ of Vel vector from °_

' axis _ :_

_pollo 16 _ousekeepinq Summary _

G_T TIME GET from lift°off i:

�ˆ�+12V monitor "_

*5 *5 V monitor +

-!2 -12 V ._onitor _. t'

-15 -15 V monitor ','

_MISSTON Emission current monitor ._
9

?TI, 1 Filament 1 current _onltor .,.

,+ Vtl, 2 _lament 2 curr_nt monitor _

_,M _V t, ov-ma+ss m.lt_plier, _',%

htqh-volta_e monitor ?+'

-, Ht_ HV _i_h-_ass multiplier, _::
hiqh-voltaae mo_ _,t.ot' ++t

2q-10 -,,-- ,'-"-

.¢_"
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SHv Sweep high-voltage monitor

i' FT_MP Electronics temperature monitor /

ST_MP Ton source tem_ ,rature monitor

M LO/HI Multiplier hiqh-voltage _.O/HT
flag

|

HI/LO Discriminator hI/LO flag

I Instrument current (total}

I

,,' 2Q-_ 1
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30. ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETE "_

: An ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) on board the Apollo 17
: orbiting spacecraft was used in an attempt to measure ultraviolet , _

emissions from the lunar atmosphere. The only emissions observed !,

: in the lunar atmosphere were from a transient atmosphere intro-
duced by the lunar module descent engine; 4 hr after the lunar

module landed, these emissions were no longer detectable by the _
spectrometer. The absence of atomic hydrogen (H) expected to be

present from the solar wind source leads to the conclusion that

solar wind pzotons are neutralized and converted to molecular _:

hydrogen (H2) at the lunar surface.

During crossings of the solar-illuminated surface, the

spectrometer measured significant variations in surface albedo.
These variations are ascribed to variations in the refractive

index of the lunar surface material.

_ The spectrometer made a number of nonlunar observations in
lunar orbit and during transearth coast (TEC), including a search _

for the ultraviolet zodiacal light, solar atmosphere emissions,

_ J Earth emissions (including those from the geomagnetic tail),

J stellar emissions, and galactic emissions. During TEC, the

fluorescence spectrum of H 2 was observed during a purge of the
Apollo 17 fuel cells. •

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION AND CALIBRATION

.i The Apollo 17 UVS has been described in great detail elsewhere !

(ref. 30-I). In summary, it is of the Ebert type, which has been

broadly used for space research, but employed new optical and /
• electronic techniques that provided about an order of magnitude

improvement in sensitivity. These improvements included exit slit !

mirrors that prc,vided a 2.5 increase in the signal to the detector

pulse-counting electronics (which permitted detection of single ;

photoelectrons) and a precision wavelength scan system that per-
mitted the summation of a large number of spectra without loss of

spectral resolution. The slits were 2 mm in width, providing a
resolution of approximately I nm.

The spectrometer is shown in figure 30-I. The triangular

stand on which the instrument was mounted (fig. 30-I(a)) was
attached to a spacecraft bulkhead that was perpendicular to the

spacecraft longitudinal axis. The large baffle over the entrance

slit excluded stray light and was designed with m1"itiple angles in

30-3
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several _ctions to provide a very large capability for rejection i-

of unwanted radiation. There were no external optical components. /

As seen in figure 30-1(D), light rays passing through the ;_

spectrometer entrance slit are rendered parallel by an area on one

side of the spherical Ebert mirror, which directs the rays to the

grating. Diffracted rays from the gratirg go to the area , n the

other side of the Ebert mirror that focuses the rays through the ' _i

entrance slit to the face of a solar-blind photomultiplier tube,
which transforms each photoelectron produced by a photon into ;
several million electrons. An accumulator circuit counts and

stores these pulses for 0.1 sec, and the accumulated pulse count _
is transmitted to the spacecraft data system as a 16-bit word ....

The wavelength scan system consisted of a synchronous,

motor-driven, cyclical cam, which encapsulated the pin on a

follower a_m. The follower arm was attached to the grating shaft.

The 3600-1ines/mm grating was rotated approximately 5 ° by the cam
drive system to scan the spectral region 118 to 168 nm once every

12 sec. The cam was programed to scan linearly in wavelength at

the rate of approximately 7.5 nm/sec except for two 5-nm regions

centered at 121.6 and 147.0 rim, where the scan rate was approxi-

mately 1.7 nm/sec to give temporal preference to Lyman-alpha

radiation (121.6 nm) and to the resonance line of the heaviest

atmospheric gas xenon (Xe) at 147.0 nm. The 144.5- to 149.5-_m

region also included a fluorescent line of molecular hydrogen and

one of carbon monoxide (CO). !

The sensitivity S of the spectrometer to a gas column that :!

is emitting I x 106 photons/sec-cm 2

106
(counts/sec) = I × AsA_Q T (30-I) '

. 4_ F 2 ' ,

2 -i

where As = slit area _ 1.14 cm
A = grating area _ I x 102 cm 2 i
g

F = spectrometer focal length = 50 cm

Q = quantum efficiency of the detector _ 10 percent

T = transmission of the optical system _ 30 percent

or

S (count/sec) _ 100 photoelectrons/sec/R ]0-2) _

30-4 _
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1' To provide precision measurements with the spectrometer it
is necessary to measure the value of Q over the exposed azea of /
the photomultiplier tube and to measure the transmission of the

optical system over the entire field of view of the spectrom-

eter. No standard source exists for the far ultraviolet region,
and a spatially uniform reference source to fill the wide aperture
of the spectrometer is beyoDd the state of the art. A high-

precision calibration was ac omplished in a spec4ally built vacuum ,
facility, which provided an intense, high f-number, monochromatic

beam that could be focused into a very small spot on any point of

the entrance slit. The flight spectrometer was mounted in the

vacuum chamber on a tilting platform so that the calibrating beam

could be directed through the entrance slit to each area of the i
diffraction grating. A calibrated photomulti_lier tube could be
inserted in the monochromatic beam to measure the number of photons _.

passing through the entrance slit. A National Bureau of Standards
calibrated photodiode was used to calibrate the reference '

photomultiplier tube before and after each calibration of the

spectrometer.

The calibration was performed at a total of 10 wavelengths in _

the spectral region that the instrument scanned. Successive

calibrations provided very reproducible sensitivity values at all

wavelengths. A cross-check of the system was provided by cal_bra-
tion of a spare instrument in the vacuum optical bench at the NASA

I Goddard Space Flight C_nter, which confirmed the absolute value of
the calibration. It is believed that these careful techniques i_
ensure that the signals observed in flight were measured to an

accuracy of ±19 percent.

LUNAR ATMOSPHERE OBSERVATIONS

The Apollo 17 UVS _xperiment has as its primary objective the
measurement of the density and composition of the lunar atmosphere

by observing resonance sccttering and fluorescence of solar far

ultraviolet radiation. This technique can provide density

measurements in the range I × 101 to I × 104 atoms/cm 3 for I_,

H2, atomic oxygen (O), carbon (C), atomic nitrogen (N), CO,

carbon dioxide, and Xe but, because of spectral range limitations, _
could not measure helium, neon, or argon-36, all of which may be

present as major constituents of the lunar atmosphere, if the
solar wind is the major source for the atmosphere. In addition,

1

radiogenic argon-40 (40Ar) from potassium-40 decay should be

pzesent. The pr£s6,_ results indicate that the surface concentra-

tion of atomic hydrogen is less than 10 atoms/cm 3, almost three

orders of magnitude less than predicted (ref. 30-2), whereas t.e

! concentration of H 2, if present, is less than 6.0 × 103 _toms/cm 3. _

30-5
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This is consistent with the hypothesis that the sola_ wind protons _ I
are completely converted into hydrogen molecules at the lunar
surface. None of the other observable constituents were detected _

A transient atmosphere was observed shortly after lunar module

touchdown but disappeared in a matter of hours. No evidence of
outgassing was detected in the vicinity of the crater Aristarchus,

where many transient optical phenomena have been reported. _

Previous measurements of the lunar atmosphere based on an

in situ pressure gage (ref. 30-3) indicated that the tota _ surface _

: " density at the subsolar point may be as small as I × 107 atoms/c_?. _
_ More recent _, mass spectrometer measurements from lunar orbit

(ref 30-4) and from the lunar surface (ref 30-5) have resulted ._

in detection of neon, argon, and helium. Lunar outgassing, the

only possible source of a substantial atmosphere, occurs at a rate :!_

several orders of magnitude less than the corresponding rate on

40ArEarth (ref. 30-6). Apart from and r_.,iogenic helium _

, (ref. 30-7), the lunar atmosphere may consist on!y of neutralized
.solar wind ions Thus, the lunar atmosphere would be expected to _

be composed primarily of neon, a_gon: hydrogen, and heli_ -_ the

' subsolar surface concentr,'.tions of which would lie in th_ _ange _

103 03 atoms/cm 3 _2 x to 7 < I (re _. 30-7).

The Apollo 17 UVS was mounted in the scientific inst _ent _ _

: module (SIM) _ith the optic axis pointed 23 ° f_rw_rd and 18 _: , _ _

, right of the SIM center line (when looking towa£d the spacecraft _
nose). The SIM center line nominally pointed through the center _
of the Moon #hen the spacecraft was constrained to local horizor, tal

attitude. &tmosphe_ic observations were made in variou_ spacecraft _
attitudes as shown in figure 30-2. The principal mode of operation

was the observation through the ill_minated _tmosphere above the

terminator against the dark side of the Moon (mode A in fig. 30-2). _

This w_s done automatically once per revolution if the spacecraft _
was maintained in the local horizontal attitude (twice if the iI !,

spacecraf_ axis reversal was _erfo_med between terminator crossings). _ '_
A total of 1200 of these terminator spectra was obtained. 4

To allow for the possibility that the _tmospheric emissions

might be too weak for detection in the principal mode, two special _

modes were provided to enhance the sensitivity. These modes <

resulted in most of th upper limits quoted in this report• In

the first modc, _he spectrometer was pointed at a fixed point in :

space and, as the spacecraft moved in its orbit, the llne of sight _
extended through a tangential slice o_ illumlnated a_aosphere ,
(mode B in fig. 30-2). The enhancement provide_ by this mode is _"

_20 for H and H2 and _I0 for O, based on Chamberlain's l_od_l of _

en evaporating corona with the lunar aurface as the critical level I

(_ef. 30-8). The s, cc_< mode (mode C in fig. 30-2% wa_ used I

immediately after t, ,=e_,rth injection (TEl) and is sil,,iiar to _ o ) !
mode A except for the m/ch greater optical path length_ _ I i

' 30-6 _ ,4
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I' For all atmospheric constituents other than hydrogen (Lymanalpha, 121.6 nm), the sensitivity limit was set by the background

count rai_ (_25 counts/sec), which was caused by solar cosmic ray (
• protons. At 121.6 nm, solar radiation resonantly scattered from

. hydrogen atoms in the interplanetary medium produces a back-

ground of between 200 and q00 R (depending on the viewing
direction), in good agreement with previous measurements
(ref. 30-9). Emission rates of 6 to 12 R (q50 to 900 counts/sec)

_. a:e obtained when the scattered radiation is observed after i

reflection from the surface of the dark side of the Moon. Solar

"_man alpha scattered from the Earth hydrogen geocorona and then

reflected from the Moon beyond the lunar terminator adds a 1-R
; contribution to the background for crossings of the terminator

facing Earth. During TEC, the fixed areas of space observed in
the tangential mode (mode B in fig. 30-2) were again observed to
provide a sky background correction for the tangential mode.

Define

, z2

! Ni(Zl,Z_ = f ni(z,)dz' (30-3)t
[.

[ Zl
_.

where z I and z2 are two altitudes above the lunar surface, and

ni(z') is the density in atoms per cubic centimeter of atomic

species i at altitude z', so that Ni(0,z) is the vertical

column density of that atomic species between the surface and

altitude z. For observations at an angle 8 to the local vertical

the emission rate q_I i, in rayleighs, _or resonance scattering i

of solar flux in the ith line is given by

q_I i = I x 10-6gi[N(0,z)] [CH(8)] (30-q)

where gi is the resonance g-factor and CH(8) is the Chapman

function (ref. 30-10). For molecular species, it is necessary to

specify gv' v"' where v' and v" are _ibrational quantum num-

bers of the excited and ground states, respectively. Table 30-I

lists the transitions of interest, the re_3nance g-factors, the
instrument sensitivity, and the minimum detectable concentrat£on

' ' j for the particular mode of observation.

' 30-7
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Figure 30-3 shows the difference between the average of the

_. sum of 70 spectra observed in mode B in lunar orbit and the

_ average of 210 spectra obtained during TEC (mode C) when the

: spectrometer axis was pointed at the same point in space. The

spacecraft altitude varied from 70 to 46 km, and the spacecraft
was near the subsolar point throughout the observation. Wavelengths

corresponding to the resonance transitions of O, C, Xe, and N, to

the Lyman bands of H2, and to the fourth-positive bands of CO '

_ are indicated. No emission features are apparent in the spectrum.

Figure 30-4(a) shows a sum of 25 spectra obtained at the near-side
terminator 2 hr after the lunar module had landed and indicates a

slight enhancement at 130.4 nm (atomic oxygen) and at least one

_ band of the CO fourth-positive system. None of these enhancements

appear i_ figure 30-4(b), which shows the sum of 25 spectra obtained

on the following orbit, 4 hr after landing.

In figure 30-5, the Lyman-alpha signal (121.6 nm) observed
below the spacecraft between the terminator and a point 15 ° beyond

the terminator (270 ° to 255 °) (fig. 30-5(a)) is compared to the

signal observed when the spacecraft was in full shadow (255 °

_ to 240 °) (fig. 30-5(b)). The signal in figure 30-5(b) originated
from solar radiation that was resonantly scattered from the solar:

system hydrogen atmosphere. The difference between the signals

:: shown in figures 30-5(a) and 30-5(b) was initially misinterprete,_

as being of lunar atmospheric origin (ref. 30-I). More detailed

data analysis, particularly of data from mode C (fig. 30-2), shows I
no signal that can be ascribed to an atomic hydrogen atmosphere to

a limit of 10 atoms/cm 3 at the lunar surface. In mode C, the

spacecraft altitude was increased by a factor of 5 with no increase

in the Lyman-alpha (121.6 nm) signal. The signal difference

: (figs. 30-5(a) and 30-5(b)) is ascribed to ._n asymmetry in Lyman-
! alpha emission in the solar atmosphere. The existence of the

asymmetry was confirmed by observations during TEC.

A number of conclusions emerge from the preceding results.

• The fact that xenon must be at best a minor component of the lunar

atmosphere, despite its large mass (131.3), indicates that the -

mechanism of photoionization loss followed by acceleration in the

solar wind electric field dominates over Jean's evaporative escape,

at least for the heavy gases. The small concentrations of H, C,
N, O, and CO, which are photodissociation products of many gases

of volcanic origin, also place severe restrictions on present
levels of lunar volcanism. (The limits on the outgassing rates

are being described in detail by G. E. Thomas et al.) The most

surprising result is the absence of atomic hydrogen to an upper
limit almost three orders of magnitude bel_w the predicted value

(ref. 30-2). The effect of the terrestrial magnetic field in

shielding the lunar surface from the incident solar wind proton

30-8
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flux would be important only late in the mission. Other possible
4

ways of accounting for the absence of hydrogen atoms are as j _
follows.

I. Adsorption of solar wind protons in the lunar soil

2. Direct reflection of solar wind protons from the lunar _

surface _ i i

: 3. Neutralization and rapid escape from the lunar surface as i _

suprathermal hydrogen atoms i

4. Recombination to form molecular hydrogen _ _.

In current models of the interaction of the solar wind with _

: the lunar soil (ref. 30-13), protons of _1-keV energy penetrate to i

a depth of _I × 10 -6 cm. They will neutralize to form hydrogen _
atoms and may combine with other H atoms to form hydrogen molecules. _
Diffusion to the surface or into the dust grains to a depth of _

_I x 10-5 cm may occur. For adsorption within £he soil to occur, i _

the diffusion must be retarded, either by the formation of stable i

i hydrides or by trapping in a lattice site. In either case, after !
sufficient exposure, the soil becomes saturated and diffusion from •

:- the surface will occur. Saturation occurs only for the outer I _

surfaces of soil grains, which are exposed to the solar wind for !

periods ranging from 0 1 × 106 to 20 × 106 yr (ref 30-I_) Even

for an exposure period of I million years (during which the solar {
! wind is assumed constant), complete adsorption of the solar protons { i

would give a density of _ mg/cm 2 of hydrogen over the entire lunar _ i

• surface. This value exceeds the measured composition of lunar soll :

by a factor of _I x 105 (ref. 30-13). I

The reflection of solar wind particles has been measured by _ ._

several solar wind composition experiments on the luna_ surface. , _

The albedo for alpha particles is 10 percent (ref. 30-15 \and the

albedo for protons should not be significantly higher. _ddi- !
tion, significant reflection of solar wind ions would produce _:

measurable perturbations of the solar wind magnetic field that have
not been observed from lunar orbit (ref. 30-16). ;

IAccording to the empirlcal geomagnetic-tail model of Fairfield _
(ref. 30-11), the Moon should have entered the Earth bow shock ,

13 hr before the TEI maneuver. However, according to measurements

of thP solar wind at the surface of the Moon (ref. 30-12), the i

proton flux is not appreciably disturbed until the Moon enters the , :
geomagnetic tail. The cut-off of solar wind _lux should have

occurred at approximately 18"00 G.m.t. on December 18, which was _
_ hr after TEl. _

_, 30-9 _ _'
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A "sputtering" atmosphere of atomic hydrogen has been advocated

! (ref. 30-17), in which hydrogen atoms with average velocities of

15 km/sec are ejected from the lunar surface as a result of /

energetic ion impact. However, because hydrogen is a minor
constituent of the lunar surface, the dominant composition of the

sputtered material would probably be that of the lunar soil itself.

Even if all the sputtered atoms were hydrogen with the previously
mentioned average velocity, the maximum Doppler shift (0.006 nm)

of the absorption line would not be sufficient to remove it from i
the wide solar Lyman-alpha line. The predicted value at the

ii subsolar point of 340 atoms/cm 3 for the previously mentioned sput-
tering model (ref. 30-17) is far above the detection limit shown
in table 30-I.

Thus, efficient surface recombination of solar protons to

molecular hydrogen appears to be the most probable explanation for
the low atomic hydrogen density. It is reasonable to expect an

efficient trapping of kilovolt protons on the lunar surface (ref.

30-18), followed by an upward diffusion of hydrogen atoms. This

upward diffusion would promote recombination either within or at
the surface of the soil grains. The molecular hydrogen would then

be released by the surface as thermal energy. A theoretical model

of Hodges (ref. 30-19) predicts H 2 concentrations of 3.6 x 103

atoms/cm 3 at the subsolar point and 2.3 x 104 atoms/cm 3 at the

antisolar point.

As shown in table 30-I, the fluorescence in the H2 Lyman

! bands from expected density would have escaped detection in the
_ UVS experiment. The expected nighttime density, however, may

ultimately be detected by the Apollo 17 neutral mass spectrometer

_ surface experiment (ref. 30-20).

Zn conclusion, the Apollo 17 UVS experiment has revealed that

atomic hydrogen is almost totally absent in the lunar atmosphere, i

To explain this observation, it is believed that almost 100-percent
t conversion of solar wind protons to molecular hydrogen probably

occurs at the lunar surface. The expected H 2 density would have

_ so far escaped detection. It is also expected that H2 will

predominate over H for the case of Mercury if its atmosphere is
thin enough to allow direct solar wind impact on the surface. A

related problem on which this result may bear is the formation of

interstellar H2 on dust particles (refs. 30-21 and 30-22).

30-10
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I, LUNAR ALBEDO MEASUREMENTS
J

During the orbi:al mission, approximately 50 hr of data were
obtained with the UVS observing the sunlit side of the M,,_n and
approximately 50 hr of data were obtained on the dark side. Also
during the mission, a rocket experiment conducted by the University
of Colorado from the White Sands Missile Range measured the
absolute spectral brightness of the Sun in the ultraviolet while
the UVS was measuring the sunlit spectrum of the Moon. Thus, it

was possible to make an absolute measurement of the spectral
albedo of the lunar surface. •

Before the mission, laboratory measurements had been made of

the spectral albedo of lunar dust samples obtained on the Apollo 11,

i 12, and I_ missions. The laboratory measurements showed that all

: three lunar samples had an ultraviolet albedo of approximately

i 2.2 ± 0.2 percent at all wavelengths in the range of 121.6 to
! 165.7 nm (ref. 30-23). Because almost all minerals are opaque in
! the spectral region to which the UVS is sensitive, body color

plays a small role in the spectral properties of minerals, and

refractive index effects probably dominate. Alternatively, metallic

sputtering produced by solar wind impact (ref. 30-2_) may coat the
surface and create the observed grayness in the lunar samples.

However, the laboratory-measured albedo is not inconsistent with

the assumption that.the refractive index, and therefore the
mineralogical character of the lunar material, is the factor that
controls the far ultraviolet albedo.

Figure 30-6 shows a spectrum obtained from the lunar surface

near the subsolar point. The very substantial signals shown,
combined with the rocket measurements described previously, permit

an accurate measurement of the lunar albedo in the spectral range

118 _o 168 nm. This in situ albedo measurement agrees very well

with the 2.2-percent value observed in the laboratory.
i

Figure 30-7 shows the signal at I_7 nm and its variation with

lunar longitude during one albedo pass (revolution 28). This

curve agrees closely with the behavior of the lunar albedo in the

visible region as analyzed by Hapke (ref. 30-25). Figure 30-8 is

a plot of the data shown in figure 30-7 divided by the Hapke
function for the visible region. Large variations near the

terminator are caused by shadowing effects. If the visible Hapke

' function were the same as the far ultraviolet function, the curve

in figure 30-8 would be independent of lunar longitude. In

figure 30-9, the residual longitude effect shown in figure 30-8

has been removed by an arbitrary modification of the part of the
i visible Hapke function that might reasonably be expected to changep'

in the far ultraviolet. Also plotted in figure 30-9 are the

i normalized data from the next passage across the illuminated

-. i surface (revolution 29).

30-11
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Figure 30-9 demonstrates that the small variations in albedo

with longitude are reproducible from one orbit to the next. The

most spectacular demonstration is in the crater Neper, which shows
an albedo peak in the center of the crater and minimums at the

crater edges. However, many other variations are clearly identi-

fiable and are shown to be reproducible in figure 30-9. As might

be expected, the variations from point to point on the maria are
less pronounced than in other areas. This effect can most clearly

be seen in figure 30-7.

Analysis of other bright-side passes demonstrates that the
' maria show little albedo variation, but there are exceptions

(e.g., the southern portion of Mare Crisium). Perhaps the most

important observations at this stage of data reduction are that

Neper C_ter is an exception, that most craters are not distinguish-
able in the ultraviolet, and that most of the variations in the

ultraviolet albedo seem to occur in regions that show little
visible variations. Because the albedo observations may have

important geological or mineralogical significance, data reduction

and analysis is continuing, and a program of intercomparison with
other lunar observations is planned.

.: During the passage of the unilluminated portion of the Moon,
a reflected Lyman-alpha signal from solar system hydrogen was

observed. Albedo variations were also observed in this signal and

may be of particular importance because the signal includes areas
that have not been studied in great detail. However, because

the signal is so much weaker than the bright-side signal, little

analysis of these data has been performed to date.

OTHER OBSERVATIONS

Twice during lunar orbit, when the spacecraft had just entered

the shadow behind the terminator, the spacecraft was oriented so

that ultraviolet zodiacal light emissions from the inner solar

atmosphere could be observed. These data have only been prelimi-

narily analyzed but generally support the ultraviolet zodiacal
light observations by Orbiting Astronomical Observatory 2 (OAO-2)

(ref. 30-26).

Several times during TEC, the UVS observed the Earth. Prelimi-

nary analysis (ref. 30-27) indicates that the data support the

Orbiting Geophysical Observatory IV (OGO IV) orbital observations

of the ultraviolet Earth airglow and provide an overall view of
the Earth for comparison with other planets.

During TEC, the UVS was operated almost continuously to

. provide a detailed ultraviolet survey of our galaxy and to observe

selected stellar spectra. A massive amount of data was obtained,

but its analysis awaits viewing direction information in galactic '} 1
, 30-12
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I' coordinates. Preliminary analysis of the spectra of isolated

: .I bright stars demonstrates that significant data were obtained. The

• observed ultraviolet spectral distributions agree with previous

observations and provide the most precise measurement of absolute
ultraviolet brightness obtained to date (ref. 30-28).

The full sky survey described previously also provided a

measure of the distribution of solar system Lyman-alpha (121.6 nm) i

emission that is produced by resonance re-radiation of solar

radiation by atomic hydrogen in the solar system. The survey also

' provided an opportunity to search for a geomagnetic tail of atomic

• hydzogen downwind from the Sun.

Once during TEC, the UVS was operating during a molecular
hydrogen purge of the fuel cells that produced the ultraviolet

spectrum shown in figure 30-10. This spectrum arises from absorp-

, tion by molecular hydrogen of Lyman-beta and Lyman-gamma solar
• radiation and fluorescent re-radiation of this energy at longer

' wavelengths. From knowledge of the brightness of these solar
emission features and of the Franck-Condon factors for molecular

hydrogen, the expected fluorescence spectrum of molecular hydrogen
has been calculated. This theoretical spectrum is shown in

figure 30-11 where the intensity of one of the bands has been
normalized to the experimental data of figure 30-10. The observed

-, and calculated distributions agree very well. According to

._ i calculations, the observed spectral brightness gives a column

I density of approximately I X 10 TM molecules/cm 2, in close agreement

! with the calculated column density based on a nominal H2 purge
rate and the spacecraft geometry, i

The H2 spectrum provides an internal calibration of the UVS

as a molecular hydrogen sensor and gives high reliability to the

upper limit on H2 at the subsolar point discussed in the section

entitled "Lunar Atmosphere Observations" and shown in table 30-I. _

The H 2 observation is also important as an unambiguous means of 't

identifying molecular hydrogen in the atmospheres of planets and
'. _ comets (re_ 30-29)

5

< i>
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DATA FORMAT I/-

The UVS data a::e contained on five magnetic tapes covering

_. the following time periods:

_ Tape number Time period,

co___uter time elapsed (CTE) ,

I 81:37:30 to 95:27:21

2 110:51:58 to 188:55:05

3 188:55:18 to 23g:5g:00

g 235:0g:08 to 273:08:39

: 5 273:09:19 to 299:31:22 :

Each 12-sec spectrometer scan is represented by one physical

record containing 125 36-bit integer words• The record format is
as follows:

Word Function

0 Johns Hopkivs "green" word (ignore)

I Sync word = 65514 _

2 Sync word = 21

3 Motor step count (typically g800)

g Sync word = 21

5 Sync word = 6551_

6 to 120 Data words

'_ 121 Original tape number

122 Record and word location on original
123 tape of first sync word

12g Time (CTE) in integer milliseconds of
word 1

30-14

' ' %1,
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/ The data words represent the number of photoelectrons per
0.1 sec, and the wavelengths correspondin,' to each data word are

given in table 30-II. Note that at large counting rates, t_e data /
words must be corrected for counter dead_ime according to the

following expression:

Cob s ,

Cactual- I - _Co--_s_ (30-5)

where Cactual is the weal count rate per 0.1 sec, Cob s is the

observed count rate per 0.1 sec, and • = 1.83 x 10 -5 . Data

records that have flagged data dropouts or do not match the sync

words have been eliminated from the final tape.

To convert the actual count rate to brightness, use the

expression

_ 4_ 2 (30-6)

where S is the signal ir counts per second; B is the brightness

in rayleighs; A is the slit area, 1 14 cm 2
2 s . ; Ag is the grating

area, 104 cm ; and F is the focal length, 50 cm. The product of

quantum efficiency and transmission QT is given in table 30-111
at 11 wavelengths, together with the instrument sensitivity in

photoelectrons per Second per rayleigh.

During the mission, the sensitivity of the instr'_ment deteri-
: orated because of continuous exposure to solar Lyman-_Ipha r=dia-

tion reflected by the Moon. During TEC, the sensitivity was

reduced to 83 percent of the value given in the calibration table.
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TABW_ _O-Zl.- WAVELENGTHS CORRESPONDING TO EACH 0.1-SEC WORD

Word Wavelength interval, nm Word Wavelength interval, nm

no. From - TO - no. From - To -

6 118._00 1_3.409 66 143.997 1,q.357
7 !18.'I09 118.905 67 144.357 144.595 :_

8 118.905 , 119.450 68 144.595 lqq.qn8 i
9 119.450 119.767 69 144.808 144._7

10 119.767 119.946 70 144.967 145.144

11 119.946 120.133 71 145.144 145.316
12 120.133 120.299 12 145.316 145.454
13 120.299 120.522 73 145.454 145.634
14 120.522 120.738 74 145.634 145.808

15 120.738 120.935 75 145.808 145.959

16 120.935 121.114 76 145.959 146.141
17 121.114 121.285 77 146.141 146.318
18 121.285 121.461 78 146.318 lk6.464
19 121.461 121.627 79 146.'\64 146.603
20 121.627 121.788 80 146.603 146.744

21 121.788 121.972 81 146.744 146.913
22 121.972 122.148 82 146.913 147.054
23 122.148 122.312 83 147.054 147.251
2_ 122.312 122.480 84 147.251 147.387
25 122.480 122.638 85 1_7.387 1¢7_535

26 122.638 122.776 86 147.535 147.69_
27 122.776 122.916 87 147.694 147.853
28 122.916 123.040 88 147.853 148.022
29 123.040 123.211 89 lU8.022 ,48.196
30 123.211 123.q03 90 148.196 14B.378

31 123.403 123.571 91 148.378 148.567
32 123.571 123.711 92 148.567 148.7_2

33 123.711 123.867 93 148.742 148.887
34 123.867 124.017 94 _8.887 149.015
35 124.017 124.131 95 lZ19.015 149.289

36 12_.131 124.224 96 149.289 1_9.883

37 124.224 124.315 97 1_9.883 150.648
38 124.315 124.683 98 150.648 151.448
39 124.683 125.410 99 151.448 152.222
40 125.410 126.182 100 152.222 152.978

41 126.182 126.987 101 152.978 153.681
_2 126.987 127.711 102 153.681 154.q02
43 127.711 128.399 103 q._02 155.092
_4 128.399 129.164 10_ 155,092 155.821
_5 129.164 129.870 105 155.821 156.591 i

46 129.870 130.616 106 156.591 157.371
47 130.616 131.383 107 157.371 158.071 •
48 131.383 132.109 108 158,071 158.78_
_9 132.109 132.826 109 158.784 159.589
50 132.826 133.543 110 159.589 160.33q

51 133.5_3 134.209 111 160.334 161.07_
52 134.209 134.998 112 161.074 161.778
53 134.998 135.722 113 161.778 162.505
5_ 135.722 136.376 114 162.505 163.287
55 136.376 137.059 115 163.287 163.987

56 137.059 137.790 116 163.987 164.764
57 137.790 138.513 117 164.76_ 165.535
58 138.513 139.216 118 165.535 166.247 _-
59 139.216 t39.908 119 166.2_7 166.972
60 139.908 1_0.6_3 120 166.972 167.157

61 1_0.6_3 1_1.363
62 141.363 1_2.087
63 lU2.087 1_2,793
64 142.793 143.48_
65 143._84 1_3.997 '

30-20 _,_'
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TABLE 30-III.- CALIBRATION DATA !

' Wavelength, a QT Photoelectrons/sec/R
nm .;

' 119.2 0.0163 61.5

2

121.6 .0196 74

128.0 .0263 99 '

133.6 .0251 95 :

: 139.5 .0233 88 >

Ig6.3 .0230 75.5 :

)" 151.8 .0156 59

, 158 2 .0093 35

160.8 .0079 29.8

163.9 .0070 26.4

165.5 .0078 29.4

4

4

30-21
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Figure 30-2.- Schematic representation of the modes of observation
of the lunar atmosphere. Mode A, the principal orbital mode,
consists of observation through the illuminated atmosphere above
the terminator against the dark side of the Moon. In mode B,
a contingency orbital mode, the spectrometer is pointed at a
fixed point in space, and the line of sight extends through a
tangential slice of illuminated atmosphere. Mode C was used _ :
immediately after transearth injection. The Apollo 17 UVS has _ i
a field of view of 12° by 12° and looks forward 23 ° relative
to the normal to the spacecraft longitudinal axis. _ :
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Figure 30-3.- The average of 70 spectra obtained during a
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sky background (observed during TEC) subtracted. The
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indicated. The error bar represents 1 standard deviation
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(b) Spectrum obtained 4 hr after lunar module landing, showing

no emission features.

Figure 30-4.- Comparison of UVS spectra. The error bars i
represent 1 standard deviation in the observed counting
rate.
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Figure 30-5.- Comparison of Lyman-alpha signals obtained on

revolution 38. The signals are caused by reflected solar

atmosphere radiation; the difference between the signals is

due to asymmetry in the reflected solar radiation, not to

a lunar H atmosphere. The error bars represent I standard

deviation in the observed counting rate.
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31. BISTATIC-RADAR EXPERIMENT (NASA EXPERIMENT S-170) /
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APOLLO 15 71-063A-14
APOLLO 16 72-031A-12
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31. BISTATIC-RADAR EXPERIMENT

The Apollo bistatic-radar experiment was performed during
the lunar orbit phase of the Apollo 14, 15, and 16 flights. The

experiment had two unique aspects: no special equipment was
placed on board the Apollo vehicles and carried to the Moon, and

principal observations were performed on the ground. Radiofre-
quency transmissions from the orbiting command and service module
(CSM) were directed toward the Moon and received on the Earth

after reflection from the lunar surface. Two wavelengths

13 cm (2287.5 MHz, S-band) and 116 cm (259.7 MHz, VHF), were used.

The best data were obtained during periods when the spacecraft

was maneuvered to maintain a predetermined, although changing,

attitude with respect to the Earth and the Moon. During these

periods, data were obtained at the two wavelengths simultaneously.
Data were also obtained at the 116-cm wavelength during periods of

inertial hold and scientific instrument module (SIM) bay attitude
maneuvers. Data were received at two sites on the Earth: the

NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) 64-m antenna facility located near

Barstow, California, and the Stanford Research Institute (SRI)/

Stanford University 46-m antenna facility located on the campus of

I Stanford University, Stanford, California. The NASA facility was
used for reception of the i3-cm data; the Stanford facility, for

the 116-cm data. In both cases, the elements of the receiving

system critical to the experimental objectives were under direct
control of the experimenters. At the DSN, a signal conditioning
unit designed and constructed at Stanford was inserted as a criti-

cal serie_ element in th_ data receiving system and used to set

system bandwidths, levels, and timing informahion for the analog

recording system. Input signal levels, bandwid_hs, and frequen-
cies to the signal conditioning unit from the DSN were specified

and monitored in real time during data collection by the experi-

menters. Data were reduced at the Stanford Sigma 5 Real-Time

Computation Facility. With two exceptions (note 4d of fig. 31-I
and appendix 31-A), identical programs and procedures were used

for 13- and 116-cm data. Also, with one exception, the same pro-

grams were used for all three flights. (See the section entitled

"Subtask 2 - Sampling.") However, certain parameters, defined
elsewhere in the report, were varied for data at the two

wavelengths.

Good data were obtained from the three flights. The data

sets include the simultaneous 13- and 116-cm observations, but not

the 116-cm data obtained in the inertial hold and SIM-bay atti-
tudes. Data are given in two forms.

31 -3
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I
I. A complete set of observations reduced to short-time

averages of the electromagnetic wave spectra for the 13- and f :_
ll6-cm observations is provided. These observations have been
corrected for instrumental effects and are unedited. Tapes

containing these data are referred to as JM doptrack tapes. The
observations have been merged with trajectory data obtained from

the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston, and with

certain ancillary data computed from the trajectory. '

2. A complete set of reduced data records, called integral

: . tapes, obtained from the JM doptrack tapes are provided. The

integral tapes describe certain properties of the JM doptrack
data, such as moments of the echo spectra, and inferred properties ;

_ of the lunar surface, such as rms slopes.

7

: A one-to-one correspondence exists between the integral data and

the JM doptrack data; an interested investigator either may use _
the reduced data records given on the integral tapes or may use

the JM doptrack tapes to verify the reduction procedure and per-
form additional reductions.

Data collection and reduction systems are described in

detail. Cautions to the data user and descriptions of tape con-

tents and formats for JM doptrack and integral tapes are given.

However, no particular attempt to explain the motivation for the

overall data reduction procedures is made, except as it affects
individual steps not described elsewhere. A more general under- _

standing of the experiment and of its goals, limitations, and

preliminary results may be obtained from references 31-I to 31-5.

SYNOPSIS OF OBSERVATIONS

A synopsis of the observations is given in table 31-I. i

Parameters given include tne Apollo mission number and the lunar
revolution, counted from lunar orbit insertion, during which the

experiment was performed. The wavelengths of electromagnetic
radiation f_'om the CSM of 13 and 116 cm correspond to frequencies

of 2287.5 and 259.7 MHz, respectively. The CSM antenna used and

the mode chosen are given. The Apollo 14 experiment required com- •

promise in spacecraft attitude to accommodate patterns from two
fixed antennas. Also included in table 31-I are one-half power

antenna beam widths (3-dB beam width), polarization and gain of

the CSM antenna, CSM transmitted power, and system temperature.

The last parameter is the equivalent temperature of the receiving

system on Earth when looking at cosmic background radiation pe_.-

pendicular to the galactic plane, i

' 31-4
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I, COLLECTION, PROCESSING, AND REDUCTION
DATA

/

In figure 31-I, the flow of data through collection, process-
ing, and reduction is shown. Annotations and notes (circled

numbers) are brief comments or descriptive titles as guides for
reference. The overall data flow is divided into 11 subtasks,

indicated by horizontal brackets. General familiarity with

analog-to-digital and digital techniques for data reduction and

analysis is assumed. Critical data reduction parameters are

given in table 31-II, and antenna parameters are given in
table 31-III.

Each subtask description provides a general explanation of

that subtask function. An attempt has been made to maintain inde-
pendent description, with minimum reference to other functions.

Highly technical details, such as magnetic tape formats and

coordinate descriptions, are reserved for the appendixes. Thus,

a careful reading of the subtask descriptions, in connection with

figure 31-I, should provide a good overview of the data reduction
process. The appendixes may be read later or consulted for

details. Figure 31-I should be studied carefully before reposi-
tory data are used.

Subtask I -- Data Collection

Subtask I consists of data collection. Information on the

116- and 13-cm receivers and on critical bandwidths is given in
the following paragraphs.

The 116-cm receiver.- The 116-cm receiver (fig. 31-2(a)) is
a standard superheterodyne receiver. An unusual feature of this

system is the summed second local oscillator signal used to pro-
duce offset 9.0- and 10.003-MHz intermediate-frequency signals, i
In operation, the 10.003-MHz channel was tuned to the downlink

signal carrier and its accompanying echo, whereas the 9.0-MHz

channel was tuned to the subcarrier signal displaced ±31.6 kHz

from the 259.7-MHz carrier. This procedure was adopted to provide
frequency dispersive redundancy against locally generated inter-

ference at the main carrier frequency. The receiver passband

characteristics are given in figure 31-3(a). However, all data

given here were obtained through the main 10-MHz channel.

Receiver outputs were multiplexed with standard frequency refer-
ences and clock signals and recorded on analog tape. Parameters

of the Stanford Research Institute q6-m dish are given in
table 31-III.

The 13-cm receiver.- Standard superheterodyne techniques
also are employed for the 13-cm receiver (fig. 31-2(b)). All

13-cm data were obtained from a phase-lock-loop signal tracking

, _ 31-5
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system using manual tracking when the direct signal dropped below

threshold of the phase-lock loop. The receiver passband charac-

teristics are given in figure 31-3(b). Again, analog signals l 4
from the receiver output multiplexed with clock and reference
frequencies were recorded. Parameters of the DSN 64-m dish are

given in table 31-III.

Critical bandwidths.- The power spectral densities obtained ,
at the receiver outputs for the three Apollo experiments with

uniform power spectrum (white) noise input are given in
figures 31-3(a) and 31-3(b). These curves were obtained in sub-

. task 4 and were used in the data normalization. For the 116-cm

system, additional checks made with coherent signals within _

±5 MHz either side of the 10-MHz intermediate frequency and i
within ±20 MHz of the first intermediate frequency verified the

absence of spurious responses that would not be detected by the

noise calibration technique. Similar tests have been performed by
the DSN and the experimenters at the 64-m facility. Thus, the

curves (figs. 31-3(a) and 31-3(b)) accurately represent the

receiver response to signals near the frequency to which the
receivers were tuned. Image rejection in the 116-cm system was

greater than 100 dB.

Su_task 2 -- Sampling
,i

In sub,ask 2, data were sampled by using standard techniques !
on the Stanford Sigma 5 Real-Time Computation Facility. Right

circular and left circular polarization signal channels were

sampled simultaneously in synchronism with the multiplexed time

reference signals. Sampling was initiated at the start of an
even 10-see interval (UT2) by a start pulse derived from the

recorded time code. The sampling programs were improved between

the Apollo 15 and 16 experiments to obtain higher playback rates

for the 13-cm data. (See fig. 31-I, note 4d.) With this excep-
tion, the same computer programs were used for reducing data from

the three sets of observations. A small overlap was provided

between subsequent sample data tapes. These overlaps were

carried through the remainder of the data processing. Tape
recorder playback levels were adjusted for equality between left

circular and right circular polarization, using the controlled

reference sigral levels for calibration. The playback recorder

electronics were equalized for the particular tape source
(FR-1400A, FR-1400B, HP-3955B) before data from that source were

sampled. Output from the data sampling process was stored on
magnetic tape. The quantization level was 8 bits. The ith data

sample generally will be denoted d.; data from the left circu-
l

larly polarized antenna, idi , and data from the right circularly

polarized antenna, 2di .

31-6
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' Subtask 3 -- Conversion to Frequency Domain

In subtask 3, all data have been rendered in the frequency
domain in the form of modified complex Fourier coefficients

(ref. 31-6). A sequence of data samples was multiplicatively

weighted with a sine-squared (Harming) data window and then

Fourier analyzed using fast Fourier transform techniques. Analyt-
ically, the data samples were grouped, separately for each polari- ! i

zation, according to

_" d_ = d i (31-I)
J

: where i = nN + j, j _ N; n,N,j positive integers or zero. The
: modified complex Fourier coefficients are
f

N-1
2w

n _. . 2/2_. _\.n -i..---jk
fk = =__. sln _-3 + _)uje N (31-2)

j=0

i I where i = _/_, 0 ! k ! (N - I). In the Apollo data reduction

_" I programs, the number of analysis bins N was either 1024 or 2048.
(See table 31-II.) Each set of coefficients corresponds to a time

interval T = N.(sampling interval). (See table 31-II for values.)
n

The outputs of the transformation are the values of fk

(eq.(31-2)).

Subtask 4 --Generation of Coherency Matrix ;_

The coherency matrix (ref. 31-7) was determined directly

n by forming the summed productsfrom the function fk

i n.n fn fkllfk I k 2

n= I n= I

(31-3)
L L

.n=1 n=1 .

&.
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where , denotes a complex conjugate. Each sum is a function of

the frequency index k. To compensate for the nonuniform effects -
of the receiving system filters, the following is formed.

M 2

n^2 Ixqkl,qk =
n=1

(31-4) _
M

• 2

_ n
n=l _

where qkn = fkn for periods with signal absent. The functions :}

I and 2_ are the receiving system output power spectra for a :,
noise input. The upper bound M was chosen to reduce the fluc-

tuations in q_- to a small value Typically, M 7:10 4• , for which

^2 •

qk is determined to approximately I percent• The coherency

matrix, corrected for receiver power transfer characteristics, is

I_11 J12]

-_k = (31-5)

21J22J

\
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IJ

i 1 where
, /
'2

? Jli = -_ Ifk

lqk n=l

L

=I_/_ n 2

n=l 131-61

L

I n 2f_
J12 = 1_ k 2_ k _ lfk

n=l

J21 = J12

The fractional polarization of the received signal may be computed

directly from the value of _ as

I ,
7k = 1 - (31-7)

Trace2 _/

Again, yk is a functiom of the frequency index k. The output

of subtask q consists of the spectra _ and yk. The parameters

L, the number of transforms averaged per JM record, and N used
in the reduction of the several sets of observations are included

in table 31-II. Calculating the value of _ (subtasks 2 to q)

represented the greatest portion of the computational expense for

this experiment. Additional results may be obtained directly

from _ and Yk" For example, the power in the polarized and

unpolarized parts of the echo is

Polarized power Pp(k) = >k.Trace _ (31-8)

/Unpolarized power Pu(k) = (1 - _k).Trace _k

31-9
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Other parameters of the echo spectra may be obtained similarly I

(ref. 31-7 and appendix 31-B).

Subtask 5 w Correction for System Polarization Parameters

The quantities _ and Yk discussed in the previous sec-

tion were derived directly from the sample data as they came from

the analog tapes. As mentioned in the discussion of subtask 4,
certain corrections have been made for the receiver filter char-

acteristics. However, the data were treated as though they were
derived from perfect antennas. That is, the antennas were assumed

to consist of a pair of right and left circularly polarized ele-

ments. It was further assumed that, with the exception of the

filter corrections already applied, the gains in the two receiver
channels were equal. In the case of the 13-cm data, this assump-

tion was very good. The isolation of the DSN 64-m antenna has
1

been measured as >26 dB with an axial ratio of <0.8 dB.

At 116 cm, the properties of the SRI 46-m antenna are not nearly
so well known. Polarization of the 46-m antenna was controlled :

principally through the constraints applied t_ the construction of
the feed system, which consisted of a crossed dipole array of

linear elements connected through a standard hybrid to obtain cir-

cular polarization. The array elements were mechanically and

electrically identical. The hybrid combiner and associated phase- _
shift elements were adjusted to within 10 and I dB of the ideal I

transfer function for such a device. Coupling between the ortho_-

onal linear array _lements was less than q0 dB with the feed

removed from the dish. Cross-coupling between the two circular

polarizations, observed at the hybrid output with the feed in

place at the focus of the dish, was 16 dB. The axial ratio of the
overall system with the feed in place in the dish could not be

measured. The axial ratio of the 116-cm system is estimated to be

approximately I dB for either polarization. For certain received

polarizations, axial ratios of this magnitude can introduce sig-

nificant errors in the calculation of fractional polarization.
Consequently, a correction for this uncertainty was applied in
subtask 5. This correction was applied to the 116-cm Apollo 14

and 16 data only. The output tapes from subtask 5 preserve the

original value of _ computed earlier.

The corrections were determined as follows (ref. 31-8). Con-

sider the signals arriving at the antenna terminals in terms of

their right and left circularly polarized components, which are

denoted Er and E I, respectively. The relationship between the

I
Private communication, D. Bathker, NASA Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, 1973.
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I arriving signals and the signals at the antenna terminals may beexpressed as a matrix multiplication

_ m m
!

Er c11 c12 Er

= (31-9)

|

E I c21 c22 E I
n mo

where the variables denoted c are complex and arbitrary. The

matrix elements may be considered the transmission coefficients of

the four-part network consisting of pairs of antenna elements and

terminals. Physically, the c variables may represent attenua-

tion, gain, and cross-coupling. In an ideal system,

c11 = I, c12 = c21 = 0, and c22 = I.

The effect c such a transformation on the coherency matrix

J is easily shown to be

l I' " * I _ J1Jll c1112 c11c12 Cl;C12 Ic1 1
I

J12 c11c2; c11c2_ c12c2_ c2;c12 J12
= 131-101

!

J21 c11c21 C21Cl; C22Cl; C22Cl; J21

!

'
!

where J is the coherency matrix of the wave associated with J

observe_ at the antenna terminals. The k subscripts have been-

suppressed for convenience. However, it is assumed that the c

values are independent of frequency over the spectrum of interest.
!

Given J and the c values, the original J may be recoverud

through-an inverse matrix manipulation. In t_e present case, the
!

matrix J is observed, but the c values are unknown.

The c values may be estimated from an observation of an

unpolarized signal (ref. 31-8). System noise inputs to the

116-cm receiver system were used to estimate the c values and
to perform a correction. The method was based on an experimenter

&
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selection of those portions of the receiver output spectrum that I
contained only receiver noise. If the noise input is assumed to
be unpolarized, then

I

J11=(IO, �Io,2t)2 0
8

J12 = 11c2_ + c2_c12 Jo
(31-11)

J21 = J12

!

where J0 = kTsys/2' k = 1.38 x 10-23 J/K, and Tsy s = system
temperature. The signal will appear unpolarized if

}J12 = 0
(31-12)

J11 = J22

or if

c11c2_ = -c2:_c12 / (31-13)

Ic1112 + lc121 2 = Ic2112 + !c2212 J
from which the required inverse transformation can be obtained.
In practice, a numerical estimate o_ the correction matrix was
obtained as described previously. This estimate was then used as
a starting point An a search to find the values of c that mini-

|

mized the apparent polarization of the corrected _ in the noise

portions of the spectrum. The corrections in the form just
t

described were then used to compute the corrected _ for the
!

entire spectrum. A corrected fractional polarization Yk basedI

on _k was then obtained.

31-12
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The output tapes from subtask 5 contain values of the
$

i original _ and the new, corrected Yk" A data user may easily
recompute the original Yk from the _ values that have been /

preserved and that are available on the tapes supplied. (See the
section entitled "Subtask 6 --Merging Observations With Trajec-

tory" and appendix 31-C.) The correction factors employed in the
!

generation of 7k are given in appendix 31-D.
I

In sunm_ry, steps in this subtask are

I. Read _ source tapes from subtask q.

2. Determine elements of the correction matrix based on

minimization of the polarized part of the noises

3. Compute 7k .

4. Generate new tape containing the original _ and the!

new 7k.

This process was applied to the Apo!lo 14 and 16 116-cm data;

13-cm data are uncorrected (i.e., for 13-cm data, >k = 7k)" In

I subsequent steps, the Yk values were used in all computations

of the polarized and unpolarized parts of the 116-cm echo

spectrum.

Subtask 6 --Merging Observations With Trajectory

t

The output of subtask 5, the _,7 k tapes, represents the

experimenter's best estimate of the received spectra, averaged
over the time intervals previously defined; that is, a complete

second-order description of the received echo signal. In

subtask 6, these data (which were previously processed without
regard to lunar coordinates or other geophysical consi,_erations)

were combined with the Apollo CSM ephemeris. The epLemeris first

was interpolated to the midpoint of the averaging pe:iod used in

_%e computation of the matrix _, then certain ancillary quanti-

ties were computed. The interpolated ephemeris and the derived

quantitges were then merged with the experimental data to form a

basic set of source tapes designated JM doptrack. After further
processing in subtask 10, these tapes became the primary source

tapes supplied to the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC).

31-13
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The ephemeris-based quantities added to the observational

data were the following. I_

I. Time corresponding to midpoint of averauing period

2. Predicted difference between reflected and direct

Doppler shifts

3. Predicted echo bandwid'h for a Moon with rms slope of 0.1

4. Angle of incidence on mean spherical Moon

. 5. Spacecraft altitude above mean spherical surface

6. Spacecraft speed
[

7. Bistatic-radar cross section of a smooth, perfectly con-

ducting, spherical Moon for the current spacecraft-Moon-Earth

geometry

8. Normalized signal strength for a conducting Moon and

instantaneous geometry

9. Spacecraft position in selenographic coordinates

10. Specular point position on a mean spherical lunar surface

in selenographic coordinates |
J

11. Selenographic latitude and longitude of spacecraft
position

12. Doppler shift due to Earth rotation i

13. Total Doppler shift of the reflected signal i

14. Sel_nographic latitude and longitude of specular point on i

the mean spherical lunar s1_rface _

15. Speed of the specular point on the mean lunar surface i
[

16. Look angles to Earth in spacecraft coordinates

17. ruler angles of spacecraft attitude in local horizon i

system

18. Selenographic unit velocity vector of spacecraft

19. Selenographic unit vector location of Earth

31-1q --
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: These tapes are organized in groups of six data records, referred i

to as a data frame, corresponding to each time interval. The JM

i doptrack tape formats and contents are described in appendix 31-C.

Subtask 7 m Computation of Polarized and Unpolarized

Parts, Carrier Suppression _ _

The JM doptrack tapes contain spectrally analyzed 13- and

116-cm receiver outputs. No provision was made within the

receivers or in subtasks 2 to 6 for removal of the directly
_ propagating telemetry carrier from the echo data. In terms of

the polarization parameters, this signal cannot be removed com-

, pletely. However, much of the data analysis is based only on the -

low-order moments of the polarized part of the echo. In sub-

task 7, polarized and unpolarized spectra were computed from

equation (31-8), then an empirically derived algorithm was used to
remove the carrier signal from the polarized spectra; these data,

together with the ephemeris data described in subtask 6, con-
stitute the intermediate data set generated in subtask 7. The

algorithm for carrier suppression is described in appendix 31-A. i

! Carrier suppression was also applied to unpolarized data. However,
the carrier was largely suppressed in those data by coherency

matrix processing because the signal was polarized. The output
of this subtask, the P tapes, contain the experimenter's best

L estimate of the oower spectra of the polarized and unpolarizedcomponents of the echo signal.

Subtask 8 m Computation of Total Received
Power, Echo Moments

Inputs to subtask 8 were the pclarized and unpolarized power

spectra derived from the JM doptrack source tapes in subtasks 6

and 7. The purpose of subtask 8 was to derive numerical measures
of the echo spectra. Selected measures of the echo spectra were

corrected for predictable trajectory effects and converted into

scientific units. In all cases, the designation of the echo sig-

nal location in a spectrum was made by the experimenter's visually

scanning plots of the polarized and unpolarized power spectra.
The values of the k indices bounding the echo were input to a

computer program that actually reduced the data. An average noise

level, determined from a region of the spectra not containing

echo, was also input to the computer program. The data were
monitored at approximately 30-sec intervals and the echo limits

reset to account for motion of the echo in the receiver passband.

It was also necessary to occasionally reset the noise level since

it also varied during the experiment, principally because of the

&.
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receiving antenna scan across the lunar terminator. The derived

quantities are defined as follows.

I. Polarized echo power is the integral of the polarized

power spectra between the frequency limits set by the experimenter

and above the system noise level. This quantity is the best
measure of the polarized echo power received.

L

2. Normalized polarized echo power is the polarized echo
power divided by the polarized'system noise level.

\

3. Unpolarized echo power is the integral of the unpolarized
power spectra between the frequency limits set by the experimenter

and above the system noise level. This quantity is the best
measure of the unpolarized echo power received.

4. Normalized unpolarized echo power is the unpolarized echo

power divided by the unpolarized system noise level.

5. Equivalent area bandwidth is the bandwidth of the polar-

ized echo signal between the frequency limits set by the experi-
menter and above the polarized system noise level as determined by

the ratio of the total polarized echo power to the peak polarized
echo power.

6. Normalized absolute-moment bandwidth is the bandwidth of

the polarized power echo (item 5) computed from a Gaussian equiva- I

lent absolute moment divided by the equivalent area bandwidth.

7. Normalized second-moment bandwidth is the bandwidth of

the polarized power echo (item 5) computed from a Gaussian equiv-
alent second moment divided by the equivalent area bandwidth.

8. Centroid of echo spectrum is the centroid of the polar- IL
ized power echo (item 5).

9. The rms slope is the rms slope of the lunar surface •
inferred from the equivalent area bandwidth and the predicted :

bandwidth for an rms surface slope of 0.1, using linear

interpolation.

Formulas for the computation of the preceding quantities and a

brief explanation of their use may be found in appendix 31-E. The

trajectory data added in subtask 6 were retained throughout _

subtask 8. A simple correspondence between the output of sub-
task 8 and the JM doptrack tapes was maintained through inclusion

of ephemeris data in both data sets.
!
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I, Subtask 9 -- Final Editing of Data

Final editing of the output from subtask 8 resulted in a set

of reduced data records designated integral tapes. These tapes

constitute the second form of data supplied to the NSSDC. Final
editing of data (subtask 9) included the following steps.

I. Addition of hand-scaled bandwidths as a partial independ-
ent check on subtask 8 (See the section entitled "Subtask 10 --

Displaying, Scaling, and Copying Data.")

2. Addition of spacecraft antenna gain in the direction of
specular reflection

3. Notation of operational or data processing changes

a. Polarized band bad

b. Unpolarized data bad

c. Change in polarized noise level

d. Change an polarized k indices for echo limits

e. Change in unpolarized noise level

f. Change an unpolarized k indices for echo limits

g. Change in system gain

As a precaution, it should be noted that some integral data,

primarily at the beginning or end of a transmission, have been

deleted. Large overlaps in the 13-cm data caused by the use of

two analog tape recorders have alse been deleted. In all other

cases (e.g., when interference is present), bad data are flagged
on the edited integral tapes as described in item 3 of the pre-

ceding paragraph. (See appendix 31-E, item E47.) The data con-

tained on the integral tapes are still the experimenter's best

estimates of the values. However, in the case of flagged data,
that estimate may be very poor. No flagged data should be used

without examining the spectra on the corresponding JM doptrack

tapes. For example, in the 116-cm data, occasional interference

produced marked increases in the apparent polarized echo power but
evidently left the unpolarized power unaf'_cted. A flag for

polarized power thus may also cast suspicion on the unpolarazed
power. The experimenters have evaluated these cases and indicated

their opinions in the data accordingly. Other individuals may

arrive at different conclusions. It is primarily for this reason

that the JM doptrack/integ_al tape frame-to-record correspondence

(through ephemeris data) has been maintained; reduced data records

_" 31-17
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on the integral tapes may, if questioned, be reevaluated from the I _;
JM doptrack source tapes. A complete description of the integral { A •

tape formats and the flags is given in appendix 31-E.

Subtask 10 -- Displaying, Scaling, and Copying Data

Output from subtask 6, the JM doptrack tapes, is used in , ;

miscellaneous programs in preparation for data analysis and dis-
tribution. An important step in producing the final integral

tapes (subtask 9) was performed in subtask 10. Polarized power
spectra obtained from JM doptrack tapes are computer plotted and

visually examined to determine specifically the proper receiver
operation, proper receiver tuning, and presence of interference.

Such plots are also used to determine the one-half power, hand-
scaled b_ndwidths added to the data set in subtask 9. This band- <

width is determined by measuring the width of the polarized echo

spectrum at a point one-half the distance from the apparent system
noise level to the mean echo peak. The measured distance is

scaled by the appropriate factor to determine the width in hertz.

Such measures can be related to the rms slope of the lunar surface

from the quasi-specular scattering theory (appendix 31-E). The

hand-scaled values are used to verify the machine algorithms used
in computing lunar rms slopes and as a simple means of quickly

estimating the slope. Finally, subtask 10 included copying the

JM doptrack tapes for shipment to the NSSDC. These tapes were not i
edited. I

Subtask II --Utility Routines

Integral tapes have been organized as a sequence of records
describing the data and experimental geometry at successive

instances of time. It is then a simple matter, in subtask 11, to

determine any set of variables from this tape with time as a
parameter. Data users should consider these data as a set of

dependent functions parameterized in time. It is hoped that such

a presentation is found useful.

I'
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I, NOTES FOR FIGURE 31-I

Q a. receiving systems are shown figures 31-2(a)
The in and

31-2 (b).

b. Critical filter responses are given in figures 31-3(a) and

31-3 (b).

c. Right circular polarization (RCP) and left circular polar-

ization (LCP) coherency was maintained throughout entire

system.

d. Antenna pointing was maintained toward center of Moon

using Stanford Resea_ch Institute (SRI) lunar ephemeris.

e. Absolute phese in LCP, RCP channels not controlled; rela-

tive phase maintained, t

f. Spectral purity of downlink signals was measured for
Apollo equipment.

Q Network (DSN) station is under NASA control;
a. Deep Space

standardized procedures were ised except as noted. :

b. Apollo operational system used for 64-m dish pointing,
closed loop receiver acquisition.

c. Absolute phase in RCP, LCP not controlled, relative phase
maintained.

Q a. signal conditioning provided con-
Stanford unit critical

trol over system frequency response. Filter character- !

istics are given in figures 31-3(a) and 31-3(b). ,

b. Tape recorders FR-1400A and FR-1400B were used to provide

continuous data across tape changes.

&

Q a. Frequency response tape was adjusted
of recorder HP-3955B

for a maximally flat frequency response on playback using

calibration tapes from data source machine (HP-3955B for
116-cm data; FR-I_00A and FR-1400B for 13-cm data).

b. Coherent sampling was maintained. Reference signal from
tape was used to synchronize samples.

i,

f

(,, _,
31-25
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c. Actual time was recovered by use of time-code-translator
clock output to establish start times. Time from start
was maintained by counting sampling pulses. /

d. Actual sampling rates were as follows. u

Ratio of effective
Wavelength, Sampling rate, sampling rate to

Flight cm kHz actual sam_lin_ rate

Apollo 14 13 10.75 4
Apollo lg 116 10.00 1 :

Apollo 15 13 10.75 q
Apollo 15 116 10.00 1

Apollo 16 13 21.5 2
Apollo 16 116 10.00 1

Q _
a. Fourier coefficients were computed from successive

groups of weighted data: data group length is either

102_ or 20_8 samples; weighting function is sin 2

(_t/T) T, where t is time and T is duration of
sample group length.

b. Data analysis lengths were as follows.
i-

Data source Sam?le Length An al_sis bandwidth, Hz

Apollo 14 S-band 1024 _2.0
Apollo 14 VHF 1024 9 8 '" 7

Apollo 15 S-band _024 42.0
Apollo 15 VHF 2048 4.q °

Apollo 16 S-band 1C24 42.0 i
Apollo 16 VHF 20:18 _.9

elements of covariance _"Polarimeter computed signal
matrix (subtask 5).
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I' Q Normalizing data were'obtained from data runs employing
a.

noise input. The purpose was to compensate for varia-

tions in receiver passband.

b. Normalizing tapes contain smoothed power spectra from
noise source data.

i

Q a. was a polarization
The c-matrix correction coordinate

transformation to correct for errors in receiver antenna

• system. Applied to 116-cm data only.

b. Criterion for choosing c-matrix was to minimize polar-

ized part of! system noise.

a. Merge tapes geometrical parameters
combined data with

obtained from NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC)

(best-estimate trajectory (B.E.T.) postflight tapes.

b. The JSC data are interpolated to center of data averaging
window.

c. The JM doptrack tapes constitute primary data source for

analysis.

I @ Carrier suppression deleted direct signal from the data
by means of an empirical algorithm (subtask 7 and apFen-
dix A).

a. _apes were for changes operational
edited indicated in

logs and for intecference.

b. Hand-scaled data were added to tape from card source.

c. Edited integral tapes constitute redl,ced data records•

! 31-27
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: 0 HZ Channel 0 5000 Hz.:

0 Hz Channel 1 5000 Hz

(a) 116-cm wavelength.

0 Hz Channel 0 21 500 Hz

I I
0 Hz Channel 1 21 500 Hz

(b) 13-cm wavelength.

Figure 31-3.- Apollo bistatic-radar receiving system uncorrected
frequency response.

31-30 ""
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i APPENDIX 31-A -- CARRIER SUPPRESSION ALGORITHM

i
This appendix describes the algorithm used to remove the

direct signal from the polarized and unpolarized parts of the

bistatic-radar echo spectrum (subtask 7). This algorithm was used
on each frame of polarized and unpolarized data yielded by the

JM doptrack tapes according to equation (31-8). Two slightly dif-

ferent procedures were used for the 116- and 13-cm data. These

differences constituted the only difference in procedure between

the 116- and 13-cm data. Both data sets were processed by the
same computer program, using different program branches for the _

two cores. The direct signal observed at 13 cm was free of i
spurious sidebands to the level of the experimenters' observa-
tions. At 116 cm, the direct signal contained two weak sidebands _

symmetrically displaced approximately 20 dB below the direct sig-

nal. Consequently, during periods of strong direct signal at the

116-cm wavelength, it was also necessary to correct for the

presence of these sidebands. The procedures described in the fol- !

lowing paragraphs were developed empirically but were found to

give good results. The approach was to find the maximum of the
power spectrum and to assume that this maximum represented the

direct signal. This assumption was tested by determining the :

height of the maximum with respect to the fluctuations in the [

spectrum in the immediate vicinity of the maximum. If the maxi-
mum exceeded the fluctuation crite:ia, an interpolation procedure

I used to smoothed estimate of the For the
was provide a spectrum.

116-cm data, sideband suppression was achieved by reducing _he

local maximum on either side of the direct signal by an amount
proportional to the strength of the direct signal. A detailed

summary of this procedure follows.

3!-31 ;
f
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INITIAL TEST

/
I. Find the absolute maximum of all the data MAX. (See

diagram. )

MAX

MIN4

.. 2. Find the adjacent local maximums MAX12 and MAX34.

3. Test MAX to determine whether or not it represents the

direct signal.

MINI + MIN2 MAX12

a. SUM = 8 +

+ MIN3 + MIN4 + MAX34 (31-AI)
8 4

b. CRIT = 1.2-SUM (31-A2)

c. (MAX.LT.CRIT) + no direct signal present, terminate
procedure; go to next frame, initial test I (LT =
less than)

d. (MAX.GE.CRIT) + direct signal present, continue
(GE = greater than or equal to)

1976007062-739



, 4. Check data type. If data are 116 cm, go to step 8;otherwise, continue with step 5.

SUPPLEMENTAL TESTS

Proced1,re for 13-cm Data
I

5. Test for a smooth direct signal:

IF (2.0.MINI.GE.MIN2) and

(2.0-MIN4.GE.MIN3) �smoothdirect signal

If the direct signal is smooth, all values between MIN2 and

MIN3 greater than CRITC are set equal to CRITC and the pro-
cedure is terminated; initial test 1 is then begun on the next
frame. If the test for smoothness is failed, continue with

step 6.

6. This procedure is applied only if the direct signal is
spread through several frequency analysis bins. Determine the

first minimum on either side of the direct signal that satisfies

I the condition (MIN(I).LT.MIN(I - I).2.0) and(MIN(J).LT.MIN(J + I).2.0), where I indexes the left side of

the direct signal and J indexes the right side of the direct
signal. (See following diagram.)

I
i I

? T ]" 3
!

&,
31-33
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If the conditions are not satisfied in 15 minimums, choose the
15th minimum. Denote the extreme minimums I and J. The factors

MIN(I) and MIN(J) locate the extent of the spread direct sig- /
nal. Denote the minimums adjacent to the direct signal I _nd

J, then replace the data D( ) with D' ( ) calculated as
follows.

D' (L) = D(L) - D(I). - D(I). (L- 2); I + I < L < I - 1
I - I -- --

m' (L) = D(L) - D(J) - D(J). (L - J); J + 1 < L < J - I (31-A3)
- _

D' (L) = D(I) + D(J) - D(I). (L - I); I < L <

7. Terminate procedure; go to next frame, initial test I.

Procedure for 116-cm Data

8. Find the largest local maximum within 60 Hz of the

direct signal on first the left side and then the right side of

the direct signal. Designate these maximums MAXL and MAXR,

respectively.

9. Determine relative magnitude of the direct signal.

CRITSB = 200.0-SUM (31-A4)

If (MAX.GE.CRITSB), the direct signal is sufficiently large to

require compensation for the sidebands. Replace MAXL and MAXR

by the average value of their respective adjacent minimums.

10. If (MAX.LT.CRITSB), the direct signal J. small. Sub-
tract a constant from the maximums MAXL and MAXR defined

previously. The constant is

ESUB = (MAX - SUM)/500.0 (31-A5)

The subtraction is performed only if the data value is greater
than ESUB.

, 31-34 --
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I . Replace MAX by the average
1I of MIN2 and MIN3.

i
12. Terminate procedure and go to next frame, initial

test I.

t

31-35
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APPENDIX 31-B -- RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE COHERENCY MATRIX

AND OTHER SPECIFICATIONS OF POLARIZATION /

The methods used to estimate the polarization state of Apollo
bistatic-radar data are those described in reference 31-9. This

appendix describes the relationship of the coherency matrix to the

more common descriptors intensity, axia! ratio, and orientation of

the polarization ellipse. The coherency matrix is from refez-
ence 31-7.

el (t) = Re ! El ej_t } el 1

f
(31-BI)

_2(t) Re { E2 ej_t} _2

=Ij11 J121 (31-B2)21J22J

Jij = <EiE;>
t

, 31-36
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where E I and E2 are complex magnitudes associated with any

, pair of orthogonal linear polarizations. l

_ = Tr(_) I111 PIll21 P2 (31-B3)
A

Tr(J) = J11 + J22 = total received power

Born and Wolf (ref. 31-7) show that the percentage polarization

y (i.e., the fraction of Tr(J) that may be described by a

deterministic polarization ellipse) is

y =_1 - q(PllP22 - P12P21 ) [31-B_'

Then any J may be written as

[00]I. J = lz( 1 _ y)Tr(J) + T Tr(J) (31-B5)I - - 1 Lq21q22J

unpolarized part polarized part

where

qii = [ ii
(31-B6)

I
qij = 7Pij

L

¢ 31-37
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KO (ref. 31-10) gives the relationship between the matrix _ and
the Poincar4 sphere (ref. 31-11) as

qll = COS 2_, 0 ! _ _ _ _ /

Im(q12 ) r (31-B7)

q12 = sin t_ cos _e j2x �tan2X = Re(q12 ), -_ < 2X <

The relationship is shown schematically in the following diagram.

Right circular polarization

Constant orientation _ /E2

Constant ellipticity _r/4 )

Left circular polarization

Also note

q22 Mtan _ = -- tan X = _,qll'

tan X • 0 �rightelliptical polarization (31-B8)

m

31-38
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, For Apollo data, a similar matrix J-c' where the subscript c
designates decomposition of the incident wave into circular com- J

ponents, is used.

<E£E£> <ELE;> Jc11 Jcl
j = (31-B9) '

-c i <ERE;> Jc22JE£Er> c21

where EL and Er denote left and right circular waves, respec-

tively. Defining P-c and _c in an analogous manner

J = IPc11 Pc121
--c LPc21 Pc22J

(3!-E10)

E: 01] ,.1"%1': 12( 1 - 7) Tr(Jc) + Y Tr(J_c)lqc21

where as before

7 =_1 - 4(Pcl 1 Pc22 - Pc12 Pc21 ) (31-Bli'

However, the interpretation of the matrix _c is modified in

accordance with the new definition

tan x = -=

N * (31-,12)
1 • %

= _ arqtq._1

where = is referenced to the instantaneous EL position at time

t = 0. The invariance of TE(.), Det(.), and > under trans-
formations to. circular coordinates can be verified by direct

computation.
#

' 31-39
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APPENDIX 31-C -- JM DOPTRACK TAPE FORMATS

/

This appendix describes the t_De formats for the JM doptrack

tapes generated in subtask 6 of thu text. Tapes are nine track,
binary in XDS Sigma 5 machine images. (See appendix 31-F for

description of Sigma 5 machine images.) These tapes contain the
output of the pola_imeter in subtask 4, the corrected fractional

polarization obtained from subtask 5, NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space

Center trajectory data, and certain ancillary quantities computed
at utanford University. All records within the given file are

the same length. There may be more than one tape per file. Files

are identified by a header record which contains a brief descrip-

tion of the file contents. The tape organization, the file

organization, and the record formats for the JM doptrack tapes

are described in this appendix• Definitions of the tape contents
are either given herein or described by reference.

A. File organization

File No. tapes Contents _ecord len@th

I I Apollo 14, 116 cm 514 words

2 I Apollo 14, 13 cm 514 words

3 I Apollo 15, 116 cm 1026 words
4 2 Apollo 15, 13 cm 514 words

5 1 Apollo 16, 116 cm 1026 words

6 2 Apollo 16, 13 cm 514 words

B. File organization

I. Header record

2. Data record I

Data record 2

Data record 3 Observational data Data frame

Data record 4

Data record 5

Data record 6 I Ephemeris data

, 31-_0 _ .
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• <Many data frames> _,

3 End of file (EOF) mark ' ":• <

If more than one tape was needed to contain the JM doptrack file,
the file was continued across the end of the tape to the next

. tape without interruption; there is only one header record per :
file, at the beginning of the first tape of the file. Once again,

even though the files are physically nothing more than a contin- _
uous string of records, all of equal length, it is helpful to

think of them as being composed of a header record followed by

groups (frames) of six data records. The ephemeris data record
concludes the frame and, since each JM data frame is a short-time

average, the ephemeris data have been calculated using the
midpoint of the frame as the instantaneous time reference point.

The following diagram is an illustration of the JM doptrack file.

JM Doptrack File Containing N Data Frames

Recordno...- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 _,

Header Data Data I
record record1 record2 I ,ecord 3 record 4 record 5 record 6 record 1

i,

II

Data frame1 ,.

8 9 I0 11 12 13 14 15 ,

1 Data I Data ! Data ! Data iEphemerisl Data I Data ! Dat.a i _i
record 2 record 3 record 4 record 5 record 6 record 1 record 2 record 3

It

Dataframe2 Data frame3 "
if

6N- 1 6N ':

• • • record5 record6

i ,,I ,_

I
Data frameN

& 31-/J,1 ;
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C. Header record formats _:

2 t
Word no. Contents Units Y.chine type

1 to 42 Alphanumeric file identi- -- A
fief

43 Day of year on which data days I
were collected ,

(January I = I)

J

44 Year data were taken year I
(Gregorian)

4'

45 and 46 Julian ephemeris day at da2s DPR
00:00 UT2 on the day
the data were taken

147 and 48 Julian ephemeris day of days DPR '

refer_.nce epoch !:

49 Time increment between sec R

center point of data

averaging frame

50 N_L_ber of data records .... I

follo_,{ing this header

record (Number of data
frames = number of data _

records divided by 6.) _,,

51 to 314/ Not used .... :
1026 _;

D. Data frame formats

1. Data record organization
3
<

Record no. Contents Notes :

I J11 (k) 116-cm data

2 J22(k) J11(k) - Left circularp31arization __

i

2 A : ,,= alphanumeric; I = integer; R = real; DPR - double :_ :
precision real. _ :,,

31-42 _
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I I. Data record organization - concluded

Record no. Contents Notes :

3 Real part of J22 (k) - Right circular
J12 (k) polarization ,

4 Imaginary part of 13-cm data

. J12 (k)

J11 (k) - Rig|..- circular

5 y (k) polarization

: 6 Spacecraft ephem- J22 (k) - Left circular
e_is and incil- polarization

lary datz

3
2. Format records I to 5 (all machine type real)

Record no. Contents

I to 513/1025 Data described under item DI

! Ii 514/1026 Meaningless

3. Format record 6 (all machine type real)

Word no. Contents Units

I Meaningless i

2 UT2 at midpoint of frame sec

3 Reflected Doppler minus direct Hz
Doppler

4 Predicted bandwidth for rm_ Hz

surface slope of 0.1

5 Angle of incidence deg

3Because of a hardware problem in the data prccessing, words
I to 15 are ze _" in the Apollo 14, 116- and 13-cm files and the

i Apollo 15, 13-. file.
&

31-43
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Format record 6 (all machine type real) - continued

Word no. Contents Units

6 Spacecraft altitude (mean lunar km
radius assumed 1736 km)

I

7 Spacecraft speed m/sec

8 Radar cross section predicted dimension "

for smooth conducting Moon (dim)

9 (Radar crcss section)/ m2/W

(received power)

10 X _ Components of seleno- dim

11 Y I graphic unit position
vector of spacecraft

12 Z location

13 X _ Components of seleno- dim-

graphic unit position

14 Y vector of specular
15 Z point location

I
16 Selenographic latitude of deg

subspacecraft position

17 Selenographic longitude of deg
subspacecraft position

18 Component of Doppler shift Hz
due to Earth rotation

19 Total Doppler shift of Hz

reflected signal

20 Selenographic latitude of deg

specular poi:,t

21 Selenographic 19ngitude of deg

specular poin-

22 Speed of specu3ar point m/sec
on the lunar surface

23
Se

Vehicle look • angles deg
P to Earth

24 8e ]

31-44
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3. Format record 6 (all machine type real) - concluded

/
Word no. Contents Units

25 e

Euler angles of local deg
26 _ horizon coordinates

27 _

28 X

29 y Spacecraft selenographic dim
unit velocity vector

3O Z

31 X I Selenographic unit vector

32 Y I from center of Moon to dim33 Z center of Earth

34 to 514/1026 Not used

Note: Data do not always progress uniformly in time. Occasion-

ally, data frames will reverse in time for one frame, then
continue forward. This effect is caused by the sampling

procedure in which deliberate overlap was inserted. Time
on data is correct.

E. Definition of Contents

I. Data are defined under subtasks 4 and 5 of the text.

2. Ephemeris and ancillary data are described in greater

detail in appendix 31-E.
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APPENDIX 31-D -- MATRIX CORRECTION FACTORS I

/
The following tables contain the matrix correction factors i

(c-matrix) that were applied to the 116-cm data in subtask 5 of

text. No corrections were applied to the 13-cm data. In all

cases, the following values were used for C12 and C22.
I

C12 = 0.0 + j 0.0_

(31-DI)

C22 = 1.0 + j 0.0

Only C!I and C21 were varied. Start times "shown in the

following table refer to the time on the first frame to which the
particular c-matrix was applied; the same .c-matrix was used on •

all succeeding frames with times less than the next entry in the
table.

/

Apollo 1 4 t

Time UT2, sec c-matrix

Start CI 1 C21

23 838.35 1.100 + j 0.0 0.0 + j 0.0

25 155.63 1.960 + j .0 .050 + j .200

25 166.28 1.230 + 5 .0 .070 + j .150
25 168.94 1.100 + j , .0 + j .0

25 190.24 1.200 + j .0 + j .07 ,

25 192.91 1.960 + j . .050 + j .200

25 198.23 1.200 + j .0 .0 + j .070
25 206.22 1.100 + j .0 .0 + j .0

26 348.41 .929 + j .0 .189 + j .0

Apollo 15 i

Time UT2, sec c-matrix

c

Start C11 C21

All data 1.000 + j 0.0 0.0 + j 0.0

r 31-46 ,.,
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Time UT2, sec c-matrix

Start C11 C21 ,

4592.35 0.913 + j 0.0 -0.134 - j 0.045
' 4780.77 .958 + j .0 -.040 - j .010

45432.35 .944 + j .0 -.055 - j .032
5587.79 1.000 + j .0 -.060 + j .020
5983.46 .900 + j .0 -.100 - j .050

4
6272.35 .830 + j .0 -.100 - j .040

• 6484.32 .870 + j .0 -.090 + j .0
7030.72 .860 + j .0 -.060 - j .050

47112.35 .871 + j .0 -.072 - j .490
7333.74 .815 + j .0 -.066 + j .010
7701.15 .778 + j .0 -.060 - j 040

• 47952.35 .740 + j .0 -.100 - j .040

t

' 4These changes are located in overlap areas described in
appendix 31-C, item D3. The change takes effect on the frame
with the time (word 2, record 6; appendix 31-C) closest to that

, shown here.
, i

i

{ 31-47
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APPENDIX 31-E m INTEGRAL TAPE FORMAT

J

The integral tape contains reduced data records generated in

subtasks 7 to 9. (See fig. 31-I.) This appendix contains the

detailed formatting of that tape and describes all ancillary
computations.

A. Tape Organization _ The following table contains the file

contents and the data record length for the integral tape.
%

File no. Contents Record length

I Apollo 14, 116 cm 50 words
2 Apollo 14, 13 cm 50 words

3 Apollo 15, 116 cm 50 words

4 Apollo 15, 13 cm 50 words

5 Apollo 16, 116 cm 50 words

6 Apollo 16, 13 cm 50 words !
?

The tape is nine.track, 800 bpi, binary in XDS Sigma 5
machine images• See appendix 31-F for a description of

Sigma 5 machine images• I

B. File Organization

I. Header record

2. Data record

i

<many data records>

3. End of file

4. Header record

5.

• I

31-48 " "
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I C. Header record format
/

5
Word no. Contents Units Machine type

1 to 42 Alphanumeric file identifier -- A

43 Day of year on which data were days I

collected (January 1 = I)

44 Year data were taken year I

45 and 46 Julian ephemeris day at days DPR

00:00 UT2 on the day the
data were taken

47 and 48 Julian ephemeris day of days DPR

reference epoch

49 Time increment between center sec R

point of data averaging
frame

50 Number of data records -- I

following this header

I record

D. Data Record Format (all machine type real)

Word no. Contents Units

I Meaningless --

2 UT2 at midpoint of frame sec

3 X | Components of selenographic dimension

4 Y I unit position vector of (dim)5 Z spacecraft location

6 X _ Components of selenographic dim

7 Y I velocity unit8 Z vector

7

5A = alphanumeric; I = integer; R = real; DPR = double

; precision real.
J

&.

/ 31-4£
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Data Record Format (all machine type real) - continued

i

Word no. Ccntents Units

9 Speed: magnitude of space- m/sec

craft velocity vector

10 X Components of seleno- dim

11 y graphic unit vector
from center of the Moon

12 Z to center of the Earth

13 X Components of seleno- dim

14 y graphic unit position
vector of specular

15 Z point location

16 8] Euler angles of space- deg

17 _ I craft attitude and18 _ local horizon frame

%eh] = [(X_)] [(_Z)] [(_)] [_I

clockwise rotation looking in)plus-axis direction

I Vehicle look angles to specular deg

19 _s point
20 8s

21 6 Angle between plane of inci- deg
dence and plane containing
both the vehicle X-axis and

the direction vector to specular
point

22 ael23 Be Vehicle look angles to Earth deg

24 Selenographic latitude of space- deg

craft position

25 Selenographic longitude of space- deg
craft position

26 Selenographic latitude of specular deg

point

31-50
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, D. Data Record Format (all machine type real) - continued

Word no. Contents Units

27 Selenographic longitude of specular deg

point
I

28 Angle of incidence deg

29 Instantaneous speed of specular m/sec
" point on lunar surface

30 Predicted bandwidth for rms Hz

surface slope of 0.1

31 Reflected Doppler minus direct Hz

Doppler

32 Total Doppler shift of reflected Hz

signal

33 Component of Doppler shift due to Hz
Earth rotation

I 34 Altitude of spacecraft above lunar km
surface; radius of the Moon
assumed to be 1736 km

35 Radar cross section predicted for dim

smooth conducting Moon

36 (Radar cross section)/(received m2/W

power)

37 Polarized power arb

38 Normalized polarized power K

39 Unpolarized power arb

40 Norm_lized unpolarized power K

41 Equivalent area bandwidth Hz

42 Normalized absolute-moment bandwidth dim

43 Normalized second-moment bandwidth dim

44 Centroid of the echo spectrum Hz

¢" 31-51
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D. Data Record Format (all machine type real) - concluded

i

Word no. Contents Units

45 rms slope inferred from equivalent deg
area bandwidth

i

46 Spare if value equals zero; other- Hz

wise, hand-scaled one-half

power echo bandwidth

47 Data validity flag --

48 Spare if value equals zero; other- dim

wise, value of spacecraft

antenna gain in _s and 6s

direction (See words 19 and 20.)

49 Not used --

50 Data record sequence number --

Note: Data do not always progress uniformly in time. Occasion-

ally, data records will reverse in time for one record,
then continue forward. This effect is caused by the

sampling procedure in which a small deliberate overlap was

inserted. Time tags on data are correct. Overlapping data

correspond to the same time interval but different sampling

passes. Slight differences arise from variation in exact

times averaged.

E. Data Parameter Definitions -- The remainder of this section is

used to define the contents of the data records described in

the preceding table. The individual subsection numbers corre-

spond to the word numbers in item D (data record format). If

a particular quantity has been described at length elsewhere,
a reference will be given. Otherwise, the quantity is defined

herein. The cross-reference table for JM doptrack/integral

tape trajectory parameters is contained in appendix 31-G.

I. Meaningless.

2. Time is the UT2 in seconds at which the data were taken.

time corresponds to the midpoint of the averaging

interval, as described under subtask 4. All trajectory

parameters have been interpolated to this time so that

geometrical quantities correspond to the location of the

31-52 _-_
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I specular point on the mean lunar surface at the middle of
the averaging interval, i

3, 4, 5. Seleno_raphic Unit Position Vector is defined with
respect to the lunar surface. This vector is a unit
vector directed from the center of the Moon for the

instantaneous location of the spacecraft. The X, Y, _
and Z directions are defined as follows: X = mean Earth d

direction, Y = mean direction of the following limb, and

Z = north polar direction. The selenographic coordinates

were obtained by rotatior from the selenocentric geoequa-

torial units of the epoch given in the header record.
Procedures are described in reference 31-12.

6, 7, 8. Seleno_ra_hic Unit Velocity Vector is a unit vector
in the direction o-f the spacecraft velocity. The coor-

dinate system is the same as that given in item 3, 4, 5.

9. _ is the magnitude of the spacecraft velocity vector.

10, 11, 12. Selenographlc Unit Vector to Earth is a unit
vector gi_ing the direction from the lunar center of mass

to the terrestrial center of mass in the selenographic

coordinate system described in item 3, 4, 5.

13, 14, 15. Selenogra_hic Unit Position Vector of Specular
Point is a unit vector from the center of mass of the Moon

to the location of the specular point on the mean spheri-

cal lunar surface. For this co_',tation, the lunar radius

was taken as 1736 km. The specular point is the location

on the mean lunar surface at which the angles of incidenc_

and reflection are equal (ref. 31-12).

16, 17, 18. Euler Angles of Spacecraft Attitude connect the
spacecraft attitude with a local horizon reference frame.

Both the local horizon system and the Euler angles are

defined in appendix 31-H.

19, 20. Look Angles to Specular Point are in vehicle polar
coordinates. T_ese quantities are defined in

appendix 31-H.

21. Plane of the Vehicle, the orientation with respect to the

plane of incidence, is given by the angle _. This quan-
tity is necessary to define the vehicle attitude with

respect to the plane of incidence. The ang_,. 6 is

defined in appendix 31-H.

22, 23. Look An_les to Earth are the vehicle _] • _di-
nares of a unit vector i_ the Earth ._._nc _,f

31-53l"
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direction. These quantities were computed in the same

manner as in item 19, 20 using the unit vector to Earth. j

24. Seleno@raphic Latitude of Spacecraft Position is the
selenographic latitude of the subspacecraft point computed

from the Z component of the unit vector given in item 3,
4, 5. _"

25. Selenographic Longitude of Spacecraft Position is the
selenographic longitude of {he subspacecraft position

computed from item 3, 4, 5 according to astrometric
convention, western limb of the Moon leading.

?"

26. Selenographic Latitude of Specular Point is the seleno- !
graphic latitude of _he specular point on a mean spherical

lunar surface computed from item 15.

27. Seleno_raphic Longitude of S_ecular Point is the seleno-
graphic longitude of the specular point on the mean

. spherical lunar surface computed from item 13, 14, 15. _

28. An_le of Incidence is the angle of incidence on mean
spherical lunar surface at the specular point (ref. 31-12). '_

29. Speed of the S_ecular Point is the speed with which the i
instantaneous specular point moves across the mean lunar
surface (ref. 31-12). :

30. Predicted Bandwidth is the one-half power spectral width

predicted for an rms surface slope of 0.1, based on the

instantaneous angle of incidence and specular point

velocity. Computation is after reference 31-13 and is _
also described _n reference 31-12. Fjeldbo (ref. 31-13)

gives a theoretical expression for one-half power echo
bandwidth:

I v s h 0

Af = 4(2 in 2)_ A do cos ¢ (31-EI)

where v s = velocity of the specular point _n the mean ;

lunar surface, X = wavelength of the radiation (either

116 or 13 cm), ¢ = angle of incidence at the s_ecular i

point, and the quantity h0/d 0 = the mean lunar rms slope.

The quantity Af is the one-half power bandwidth pre-

dicted for a Gaussian spectrum. Such a spectrum would
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I result from a gently undulating surface with Gaussianautocorrelation function.
!

31. Difference Between Reflected and Direct Doppler Shift_
is the predicted frequency difference between a wave

reflected from the specular point and the signal traveling

directly from the spacecraft to Earth. Sign convention is
such that the difference is positive for a reflected ,,

Doppler shift greater than the direct Doppler shift. '

32. Doppler Shift is the total Doppler shift expected from

the reflectea--signal. Computation of this Doppler shift
included spacecraft motion and the Earth rotation, but

did not include the rate of change of distance between the
Earth and the Moon.

i
33. Doppler Due to Earth Rotation is the component of the

observed Doppler shift due to Earth rotation for a signal
arriving from the direction of the Moon.

34. Altitude of the spacecraft above the lunar surface has

been computed assuming a lunar radius equal to 1736 km.

The magnitude of the spacecraft radius vector from the
lunar center of mass is obtained by a4ding the contents
of word 34 to 1736 km.

35. Normalized Bistatic-Radar Cross Section is the bistatic-

radar cross section of a smooth conducting sphere of the

same radius and relative geometry as the Moon. Following

reference 31-13, this cross section is given by

CB = _ 2d0r) ( 2d0r cos _ ) (31-E2)Os _ + R I + R '

where R I = distance from transmitter to the center of the
Moon

L = lunar radius (I 736 × 106 m) i•

= angle of incidence (item 28)

d0r = distance from the transmitter to the specular _
point on the mean lunar surface

3!-55 ':
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36. (Radar Cross Sec_Jon)/(Received Power) is a multiplica- _tive constant relating instantaneous geometry and

received power _o surface reflectivity. _L

222

radar cross section (4_) R1R 2 ._

received power = APTGT_ B (31-E3) ' 2

where RI = distance from transmitter to center of the
Moon

R2 = distance from receiving sit_ to center of the _
Moon _

'%

A = effective aperture of receiving antenna :_

PT = transmitted power _

GT = transmitting antenna gain in specular point
direction _

.2

_B = bistatic-radar cross section for a perfectly

conducting Moon }

For convenience, this _xpression was evaluated with the i
following numerical values for the preceding quantities.

R1 = instantaneous value from NASA Lyndon D. Johnson
, Space Center trajectory data _o

_B = instartaneous value from item 35

R2 = _ × 108 m

2
A = 0.5(22.5) _

/

CT = 1

PT = 2.5 W _

These values give only order of magnitude results for

this experiment.
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I 37. Polarized Power is the best estimate ofexperimenter's

the polarized compone%t of the received _.cho total power.
Extraction of the polarized power is discussed under /

subtask 8. Denote the polarized power spectrum P (k).

Consider the following diagram. P

P (k)
P

Echo

f Noise

11 I _ I !i I*iii' I
- B1 B2 B' 1 B' 2 k

l Polarized power is determined from

B2

J P = _ p(k) - n (31-E4)
k=B I

The Pp(k) is a polarized power spectrum. In the det,:_-

mination of P, the signal limits BI, B2, and n %ere

selected by the experimenter. The quantity n was chosen
on the basis of

£2

[Pp(k)- _] _ 0 (31-E5)l

_ B I

! !

where B I and B 2 represent spectral limits containing

no ec**o signal, and _ represerts _ sequence of trials

31-57
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of n. The limits B I, B2, BI, and B 2 were varied as I

necessary to follow the changing echo signal.

38. Normalized Polarized Power is the quantity contained in

item 37 _ivided by the average power spectral density of

the system noise level. This quantity was discussed in
detail under subtask 8. Using the notation introduced

under item 37_ normalized polarized power = P/n, where P ' :

and n have the same meaning as before.

Note: The ratio P/n is extremely sensitive to the !
choice of n. Thus, polarized power is considered the

best overall measure of received polarized echo power.

However, P/n provides the only method, through the

measure of system temperature, of obtaining an absolute

power calibration. Similarly, the value of n may be
determined from the ratio of polarized power to P/n, so

that the variations in system temperature or gain (or both) i
may be estimated.

39. Unpolarized Power is the analogous quantity to item 37
for the unpolarized power spectrum. The unpolarized power

f
was obtained in a manner similar to that used to compute

_olarized power. Letting Pu(k) represent the unpolar-

ized power spectra, and referring to the diagram below,

the unpolarized power is given by

U = Pu(k) - n (31-E6)

B 1
i

Pu(k) I /_ Echo

Noise _'""_'_

' '[
I I

J ,
B'I B'2B1 k

/
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where the tildes refer to the values of B and n used

in the unpolarized power spectrum. In general, the limits /

for the polarized and unpolarized echoes were different,

as was the value of the system noise level. The differ-
ence in frequency limits arose from the difference in the

spectral distribution of the unpolarized power; the dif-

ference in system noise temperature arose from the signal ,
processing used to separate these quantities (subtasks 4

and 5). The value of n was chosen in a manner similar !
to that of n in item 37. In som_ cases, it was not

clear that all the unpolarized power is contained in the

receiver passband. In this event, BI or B2 was set

equal to the upper or lower frequency limit as appropriate.

40. Normalized Unpolarized Power is the analogous quantity to
item 38, for the unpolarized power spectrum. By defini-

tion, normalized unpolarized power = U/n, where the s_-
bols have the same meaning as in item 39. Comments given
under item 38 are also germane to normalized unpolarized
power.

41. E_uivalent Area Bandwidth 6 -- The spectrum of a bistatic-

radar echo from a well-behaved surface may be written as
follows (ref. 31-13).

6The three machine-calculated bandwidths (i.e., the equivalent
area bandwidth, the absol_ee-moment bandwidth, and the second-

moment bandwidth) provide three quasi-independent methods of

determining the spectral width of the received echoes. The

equivalent area bandwidth provides a standard result that is not

particularly sensitive to the Gaussian or the non-Gaussian nature

of the echo spectrum. The absclute-moment bandwidth and the
second-moment bandwidth thus emphasize departures from Gaussian

because of the increasing importance given to the wings of the

s_ectrum.
Equivalent area bandwidths have been used to determine lunar

rms slopes, the absolute-moment bandwidths and the second-moment

bandwidths, when normalized by the equl /alent area bandwidth,

give a sensitive measure of the departures of the echo spectra

from the Gaussian conditions. The rms slopes derived from these
measures are termed "Gaussian equivalent slopes" in that they

would correspond to true surface conditions for a surface with
Gaussian statistics and a Gaussian autocorrelation function with

the same equivalent widths. A more complete description of the

lunar slopes requires additional analysis (e.a., ref. 31-I_).

31 "59 1'
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2f2[ ()]  31-E7'h0 -2 f2

S(f) = e_ - 4Vs(_/l) cos _ d0

where f = frequency measured from the centroid of the

echo spectrum

4,

v s speed of the specular point across the mean
lunar surface

I = wavelength _-

O = angle of incidence

h0/d 0 = unidirectional rms slope

Solving for rms slope in terms of measured values ef
^

standard deviation o of an experimental spectrum yields

h 0 Ĝ

d_ " 2(Vs/X)cos , {31-E8)
L

Thus, the rms slope may be readily determined from an
-I

experimental curve in terms of the e width of that
^

curve. The equivalent area bandwidth is a measure of

based on an equivalent rectangular spectrum of the same

area as the experimental spectrum. This width is computed
as

C 2

Pp (k)
c I

°ea = I . •(2_)-2; C I ¢ k < C 2 (31-E9)
max P (k)

P

In the followlng diagram, the quantity o = a if theea

observed curve is Gaussian and noiseless. For non-
A

Gaussian data, _ is still a measure of the bandwidth,ea

although the interpretation must be modified. The rm_

31-60
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slopes determined from o and from equation (31-E8)
ea /

will be referred to as equivalent area slopes. The

quantity _ea is the equivalent area bandwidth.

4

1

-k 2 / I -------,,- v'-_

k

_v_ = 1.25_

I 42. Normalized Absolute-Moment Bandwidths are based on an
^

equivalent value of _ computed from the absolute moment
of the data. That is.

C2 C 2

_Pp(k,,k - k, 5Pp(k) k
-- k=C

^ k=C I _ 1

_am = C 2 .... _ _ ; _ = C 2 (31-EI0)

5Pp(k ) _Pp(k)

k=C I k=C 1

For a Gaussian spectrum, the equivalent area moments and
the absolute moments will be equal.

^

= o = c (31-E11)
am ea

; : 31-61
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where the symbols have the same meaning as in item 41.
^ ^

The normalized absolute-moment bandwidth is _am/_ea. /
For a Gaussian echo spectrum, this ratio will be unity.

i

43. Normalized Second-Moment Bandwidth is also based o,I

Gaussian equivalence. This bandwidth is defined as

C2 C 2

_Pp(k) (k - k) 2 ZPp(k) "k _
k=C k=C

^2 I _ = I (31-E12)
_sm =

C2 _2 PPPp (k) (k)

k=C I k=C I

For a Gaussian echo spectrum

= _ = _ = a (31-E13)
sm am ea

f

where the symbols have the same meaning as under items 41

and 42. The normalized second-moment bandwidth is given

by _sm/_ea. Again, departures of this ratio from unity

are indicative of a non-Gaussian received echo spectrum.
f

44. Centroid of the Echo Spectrum is defined in the standard
way.

L

C

.Pp (k) .k

k=C1
= (31-E14)

C2 [

Pp(k)

k=C1

31-62
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i

where the symbols have the same meaning as in items 41 j

to 43. The values of C I and C 2 are held constant

throughout items 41 to 44. The echo spectrum centroid is

used in the computations of the absolute-moment bandwidths
and the second-moment bandwidths. It is also useful for

estimation of the observed Doppler difference (item 31).

However, the centroid has no direct meaning in an absolute

sense because the transmitter frequencies from the

spacecraft are not known precisely.

45. The rms Slopes are obtained from the equivalent area
bandwidths according to

A

h0 °ea

d o 2(Vs/X) cos @ (31-E15)

and

-I

unidirectional rms slope (deg) = tan (h0/d 0) (31-E16)

where the results are expressed in degrees for convenience.
^

The quantities Vs, X, ¢, and Oea have been defined in

item 41.

46. Hand-Scaled One-Half Power Echo Bandwidths have been
f

discussed previously under subtask 10. A one-half power
ec1_o bandwidth is defined as the quantity B in the

following diagram. In practice, this value was obtained

by hand scaling ta from plots.

i 31-63
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The hand-scaled bandwidths provide a rapid, simple tech-

nique for the evaluation of lunar rms surface slopes. The

hand-scaled banawidths were also used as a controlling

parameter in development of automated techniques for
obtaining echo bandwidths. The rms slopes may be obtained

from the hand-scaled bandwidths by

rms slope = 5.7 ° x B
(predicted one-half power bandwidth (31-E17)

for rms slope of 0.1)

where the result is given in degrees for convenience.

Predicted one-half power bandwidths for 0.1 rms slopes

are given in word 30 of the integral tape data records.

Hand measurements were made only for selected segments of
the data.

47. Flag m The flag word contains a seven-level binary code
that indicates data quality. A bit in the "I" condition

indicates the existence of a special condition in the

data. A bit position in the "0" state indicates only that

the data are normal. The interpretation of the bit
positions is as follows.

Bit in "I" condition Implication

I Polarized power data questionable
or no good

2 Unpolarized power data question-

able or no good
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L Bit in "I" condition Implication!

!
3 Polarized noise level n

(item 37) changed this data
record

4 Polarized integration bounds B I

and B2 (item 37) changed this

data record

5 Unpolarized noise level n

(item 39_ changed this data
record

: 6 Unpolarized integration bounds

B I and B 2 (item 39) changed

this data record

7 System gain changed this data
record

Explanation

i'" } Bit Position "I" -- Polarized data may be flagged for any

of several reasons. The presence of interference, an

error in setting the integration bounds, or a tape drive

: error in the data processing are examples of difficulties
that would result in such a flag. In case of gross errors,

the flag represents an objectively known bad data point.

In the case of a more subtle phenomenon such as interfer-

ence, the flag represents an experimenter's subjective
opinion. For the 116-cm data, interference is the

predominant cause of a data bad flag. Data users who

wish to examine this question for themselves may do so by

reprocessing the data from the JM doptrack tapes. It is

very strongly recommended that no flagged data be used

without taking this precaution.

Bit Position "2" -- Unpolarized data may be flagged for

the same reasons as those given for the polarized data
under bit position "I." However, because gross errors for

polarized and unpolarized data may be independent, and

because the unpolarized data possess a certain immunity
to interference, which tends to be polarized, the flags in

bit positions "I" and "2" are not necessarily coincident.

As before, in the case of interference, the investigator's

judgment is involved.

31-65
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Bit Position "3" -- This flag is set when the noise level
(i.e., n in item 37) is changed during the data reduc- /

tion process. This flag serves to alert the user that

such a change has been made. Any discontinuity that
occurs when this bit is set is likely to result from this

cause. In the polarized power case, such discontinuities

are generally quite small, on the order of I percent.

However, in the normalized polarized power case, such

discontinuities may b_ large, on the order of two.

Obviously, no physical significance should be attached to
such discontinuities.

Bit Position "4" -- Changes in the integration bounds are

flagged for reasons similar to those given under bit

position "3." The bounds B I and B2 vary with the

changing width and location of the polarized echo. "
Usu_lly, such changes are very small and do not affect the

da_a noticeably.
,7

Bit Position "5" -- Changes in the unpolarized noise level

are made for the same reasons as those described under

bit position "3." As before, changes in the unpolarized

power, and especially the normalized unpolarized power,

that occur with these changes in the value of n are

nonphysical.

Bit Position "6" -- The comments that apply to the polar-

ized integration bounds given under bit position "4" also

apply here. '_

Bit Position "7" -- System gain changes may occur during

data reception in the receiving systems or during data !

playback in the record reproduction system. Such changes
are flagged since they will appear as a change in the

polarized and unpolarized signal levels. Gain changes do
not affect measures of echo banawidths.

48. Antenna Gain is the gain of the spacecraft antenna in the

_s,_s d irec£ion determined from antenna patterns, i

49. Not used.

50. Sequence Number, where the first data record = I. _

: 31-66 i,
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' -- XDS SIGMA 5 MACHINE IMAGES
APPENDIX 31-F

All data on the JM doptrack and integral tapes are in the
form of XDS Sigma 5 machine images. One word is 32 bits; one

byte, 8 bits. The data are real (floating point), integer, or _
alphanumeric The machine images are as fc_lows

A. Real -- A single precision real numbe_" consists of a sign _

biased,7 :_bit (bit 0), a base 16 exponent called a character-

istic (bits I to 7), ard a 2_-bit fraction• A double preci-
sion number consists of a single precision number followed _y

• an additional 32 bits of f£actionai significance, as indicated

! in the following diagram. Unless otherwise noted, all nu_Der._
referred to in this report as "real" are single precision.

(.)

. i+lCharacteristicl I I
1-1 (c) I Fraction (F)' I I
0 7 15 23 31

i Extra fraction bits for doubleprecision only ._
I I I _-

32 63 ;
%

A real number N is defined as follows.
}

N = F × 16 C-64

where F = 0

or 2-24 ! IFI < I (single precision)

or 2-56 ! IFI < I (double precision)

and 0 < C < 127 i

7The bias value of 6410 is added to the exponent to make

possible comparison of the absolute magnitude of two numbers
without reference to a sign bit.
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I
In contrast with the IBM 360 system, a negative real number is I
the two's complement of its positive representation.

B. Integer m Integers _re written in ful!-word, two's complement
representation.

C. Alphanumeric --Alphanumeric data (strings of characters) are
represented in extended binary-coded--decimal interchange code.
Each character occupies one byte (8 bits); therefore, each
word of alphanumeric data contains four characters.

W
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APPENDIX 31-G -- CR SS-REFERENCE TABLE FOR JM DOPTB_CK/INTEGRAL _
T_PE TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS / -

The following table provides a cross-reference between the

JM doptrack trajectory parameter records and the integral tape
data records. The JM doptrack tapes are described in _i

appendix 31-C; which contains the detailed format for those tapes

but does not define all of the trajectory parameters. Integral
tapes are described in detail in appendix 31-E, which does include

a detailed description of the various trajectory parameters. All i
trajectory parameters given on the JM doptrack tapes are also

found on the integral tapes. This appendix provides a convenient
means for determining the location of a given JM doptrack tape
trajectory parameter in the integral tape format. For reference,
the trajectory parameters are found in the sixth record of a data

frame on the JM doptrack tape (i.e., in record number N.6, N = I,

2_ 3, .., whvre the first data record = I). _

JM doptrack Integral tape

word no. is found in word no.

I I

2 2

3 ?;

30

5 28 ,.

6 34

7 9

8 35

9 36

10 3

11 4

12 5

13 13

31-69
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JM doptrac_ Integral tape
word no. is found in w_rL no. d

15 I[
/

16 24

17 25 '

18 33

19 32 ,

20 26 _

21 27

4,

22 29

23 22

24 23
7

25 16

2b 17 D

27 18

28 6

29 7

30 8

31 10

32 11
l

33 12

Units and scale factors are identical ;n JM deptrack and integr%l

tapes.
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I APPENDIX 31-H m COORDINATE TRANSPORMATIONS :=

This appendix contains the necessary coordinate transforma-

tions for Apollo bistatic-radar data. Terms and the local hori-
zontal coordinate system are defined; specification of spacecraft
at_.[tude, ccnversion of reference coordinate to local horizontal
sy,_em, conversion of reference-coordinates for vehicle coordi- 8

na,_es, and omputation of spacecraft-to-specular-point look angles
arc discussed; and data sources are given.

A. General definitions

aAH = vector in lucal horizon system

aAp = vector in primary or principal reference system

- = vector in vehicle reference frame
, a&v

p = spacecraft position vector

= specular point position vector

= spacecraft velocity vector _

I ;} look angles to specular point in vehicle system

61 orientation of vehicle along _,8 direction (defined in
item G)

e_}_ Euler(definedangleSinbetweenitemC) local horizon and vehicle systems ;

B. Data supplied by the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) 'i
contain spacecraft attitude in a "local horizontal" coordinate
system, which is defined as follows.

_ =--_
ZH /_/

- _ x
(31-H1)

aYH = /v * "_/

ax_ = ayH x aZH

' ('_,-,. 31-71
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_H _XH I

Orbit
I

m m

where aZH is directed toward the nadir, ayH is directed

along the angular momentum vector, and aXH is in the plane

of the orbit roughly along _.

C. Specification of spacecraft attitude -- The Euler angles
_,_,8 specify the sequence of rotations required to transform
local horizontal coordinates to vehicle coordinates as

follows. I

IILJLJIH
Xv _ _ e

YV = X Z y YH (31 -H2)

Z ZH

i

[(ang) ]wMere the matrix (axis) denotes a rotation of (ang)

about the current (axis). Rotations are in the sequence

(Y,Z,X). The sense of rotation is clockwise when looking in

the + (axis) direction. For instance, consider the following.

]
31-72
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%

_ _

; I' Xl Xl

! X2 =
, (X 1)

!

X3 _X3
(31-H3)

!

X I = X 1

X2 = X2 cos _ + X3 sin _
1

X3 -- -X 2 sin _ + X3 cos _
/

2

X' X3 ,_
3 ;

_,_a X2
I

Then, the transformation is

!

i X I I 0 0 X I

, X2 = 0 cos _ sin _ X2 (31-11g)

!

X3_ 0 -sin _ cos _ _X3

Thus

' [']E'l['] []= R (31-H5)
(X) (Z) (Y)

31-73
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cos _ cos 8 sin _ I

l

[R] = sin # sin e - cos ¢ sin _ cos 8 cos _ cos V

Lsin # sin _ cos 8 + cos _ sin 8 -sin _ cos

-cos _ sin 8 I

cos _ sin # sin 8 + sin _ cos 88] (31-H6)cos # cos 8 - sin # sin _ sin

D. Conversion of reference coordinate to local horizontal

system --Quantities that are known in the principal reference

system may be converted to the local horizon system through

' the directional cosines connecting the two. These are given

by the vector components of a&H, expressed in the primary

system. The a&H functions form the rows of the

transformation (rotation only) matrix. Thus

• - -aXHI aXH2 aXH3_ - I

: XH = ayH I ayH 2 ayH 3 Xp (31-H7)

aZHI aZH2 aZH3

as indicated in the diagram on the following page.

!
I
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1

- i
ayH

I

_X _P ,

I

#

H f
,:

I ?ZP
Components in the subscript H system are projections onto
reference axes of that system.

E. Conversion of reference coordinates for vehicle coordinates -- i_
Conversion from principal coordinates to vehicle coordinates
may be made by two successive rotations: principal coordinates

horizontal coordinates; local horizontal coordinates
coordinates. Or _

]

VH H P (31-H8)

where Rij implies a rotation from the j to i system.
Thus

P H _.
-,, ,,
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F. Computation of spacecraft-to-specular-point look angles

: _s,Bs -- The direction to the specular point from the /

spacecraft is

r - p

I# -51=_ (_-_o) ,

In vehicle coordinates

The quantity _ is measured from the +X direction,

i

• • as = arccoS(_xv); 0 _< _ _< _ (31-H12)

: rhe quantity 8 is the azimuthal angle (minimum angle toS "

_,X V plane) measured from the -Z V axis, positive toward

+gv:

6s = signum(Tyv)'arccos(-TZV); -_ <_ 8 <_ _ (31-H13)

where signum(X) = X/IX I. These quantities are depicted in
the following diagram.
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I. YV

, -Z V

I G. Definition and computation of_ __ --The angle 6 is the
included angle between the Y,axv plane and the plane of

" incidence, the 7,P plane. (See diagram.)

6 signum(p.axv ® _) (-O!-_. _xv_ ii

= •arccos ;

-_ <_ 6 <_ _ (31-H14)

i
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-axv x Y

XV

yx p _

H. Sources -- Additional information regarding the definitions

of local horizon and vehicle coordinates may be found in JSC

publications describing trajectory tapes. Input for es,Bs,6

computations are JSC-supplied experimenter trajectory tapes.
The principle reference frame is selenographic.
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32. INFRARED SCANNING RADIOMETER

The infrared scanning radiometer (ISR) is a thermal imaging

device capable of mapping lunar surface thermal emission from , _
lunar orbit. The principal experimental objective of the ISR is
the measurement of lunar nighttime temperatures and cooling rates
for that portion of the Moon overflown by the orbiting command !

and service module. Such data are related to the physical param-
eters (density and thermal conductivitj) of the local surface ._

layer.

The thermal emission at the surface of the Moon serves to

balance the solar radiation absorbed at the surface and the heat

flow into or out of the subsurface. Heat conduction through the

surface is generally small because the lunar soil is an excellent

thermal insulator. Therefore, the daytime temperature regime is
dominated by such factors as albedo, Sun anglej and local slope.

Conversely, the nighttime emission represents the reradiation of
heat stored during the lunar day and is la2gely dependent on the

physical properties of the surface layer.

A simple, one-dimensional model of the soil layer (ref. 32-I)
can be used to demonstrate the general behavior of surface tem-

perature. In such a model, families of temperature cur%es (faired
curves in fig. 32-1) can be generated in terms of a single thermal

parameter Y = (kpc) -I/2," where k is the thermal conductivity,

p is the bulk density, and c is the specific heat. This

simplified model disregards radiative transfer in the surface
layer, but it is still useful to characterize the thermal

response in terms of _. Earth-based measurements of the lunar

midnJqht temperature (ref. 32-2) place Y _ 850 cal -I cm 2 K sec I/2.

/

Shorthill and Saari's (ref. 32-3) thermal mapping of the

eclipsed Moon from a telescope in Egypt demonstrated a wide

variety of thermal behavior on the visible hemisphere. At a
spatial resolution of approximately 20 km at the center of the
disk, the Moon possessed hundreds of features that remained warm

relative to thelr environs during the eclipse. Studies of these
"thermal anomalies" indicated surface rock exposures associated

with fresh impact features as an explanaticn. More recent corre-
lations of the eclipse data with _arth-based radar measurements _

(ref. 32-4) show that a one-to-one correspondence does not exist
between boulder fields and infrared anomalies. _

/
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In contrast to the eclipse cooling, which lasts for only a

few hours, the lunar nighttime _ooling regime lasts for 14 days. J -

The nighttime thermal gradients extend deeper into the subsurface,

and the surface temperature distributions are _nfluenced by struc-
ture to a depth of a few tens of centimeters. Many observers

(refs. 32-5 to 32-9) have attempted to map the nighttime Moon from

E_rth to take advantage of the imFroved subsurface resolution. _:
: However, the observational difficulties (ref, 39-8) associated ' ,

with the low level of thermal emission and with the tezlestrial

• atmosphere have precluded substantial success. The ISR provides -.
a solution to the observational pr, blem with an absolute radio-

metric measurement of lunar nighttime temperatures that represents

_ an order-of-magnitude improvement in spatial and radicmetric
resolution over Earth-based work.

-NSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

The ISR is a thermal imaging line scanner (ref. 32-10). A

schemati diagram of the optical system is shown in figure 32-2.

The spherical-s£herical Cassegrain optical system has a 17.78-cm
2

• (7 in.) aperture. The instantanee_s field of view is 20 mrad,
which translates to a circular lunar surface resolution element

ranging from 2.0 to 2.6 km in diameter during accumulation of
data from the spacecraft circularized orbit. This spatial resolu- _
tion is an order-of-magnitude improvement over Earth-based obser-
vations.

The secondary mirror is mounted concentric with the 45 ° plane

scanning mirror, and the entire assembly rotates continuously at !

41.7 rpm during ISR operation. An aperture in the casting allows

the beam to sweep from horizon to horizon perpendicular to the

spacecraft groundtrack. The orbital motion of the command and •
service module spaces the scans along the groundtrack. The angu- _

lar velocity of mirror rotation was chosen such that consecutive

scans would be contiguous on the lunar surface when the spacecraft
altitude was iii km (60 n. mi.).

The detector assembly, consisting of a thermistor bolometer

bonded to a hyperhemispheric silicon immersion lens, is mounted

at the Cassegrain focus of the optical system. The spectral

response of the radiometer is determined primarily by the lens, i
the only transmitting element in the optical path. The effective

_pectral pass band detectable by the ISR ranges from 1.2 to

approximately 70 _m. The long-wavelength cut-off is apparently _,
caused by transparency of the detector flake. No filter was found
that was capable of filtering out the reflected solar radiation

at short wavelengths without compromising the long-wavelength
(low _emperatuze) sensitivity.

' , 32-4
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The ISR measured the full range of lunar temperatures from

I 80 to 400 K. The instrument output was simultaneously transmitted /
on three different channels at different gains. In this manner,

the low-temperature sensitivity was maintained while the large

dynamic range of signal was covered.

A special feature of the ISR radiometric calibration is the

_pace clamping circuit. Once each scan, as the radiometer views

deep space before crossing the lunar limb, the detector output is
sampled and saved. This stored voltage is electronically sub-

tracted from the detector output for the remainder of the scan.
Therefore, each lunar scan is referenced to the radiometric "zero"

of deep space. The clamping circuit enhances the absolute accu-

racy of the measurement while suppressing low-frequency detector
noise.

LUNAR SURFACE COVERAGE

The sunrise terminator was located at longitude 28 ° E, in the

eastern part of Mare Serenitatis, at the time of the first ISR

scans of the Moon. By the time of transearth injection, the ter-

minator had moved to longitude 46 ° W, just east of the crater
Aristarchus. On the near side of the Moon, the orbit constrained

nighttime coverage to the southern portions of Mare Serenitatis

I and Mare Imbrium, to Oceanus Procellarum, and to the equatorial
region at the western limb. On the far side, the nighttime

groundtracks passed south of the craters Hertzsprung and Korolev
over to the craters Aitken and Van de Graaff.

A horizon-to-horizon scan from an altitude of iii km includes

an arc of 40 ° on the lunar sphere. Foreshortening seriously

degrades surface resolution at the horizon. Good spatial resolu-
tion is achieved over a lunar spherical arc of 20 ° centered on

the groundtrack. Somewhat more than 35 percent of the lunar
surface was mapped during the course of the Apollo 17 mission.

DATA QUALITY

During the Apollo 17 mission, the ISR transmitted approxi-

mately 97 hr of lunar data containing approximately 1 x l08

independent temperature measurements. Data were received at

range stations by way of telemetry from the spacecraft and were
recorded on magnetic tape. Samples of the data were available in
real time at the Mission Control Center so that instrument per-

formance could be assessed continuously. The available santpling
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was equivalent to a scan of the lunar surface once every 6° of I
!

longitude. The overall impressions and tentative conclusions
!

presented in this section are based on this sparse sampling plus

additional, more comprehensive, quick-look displays of full data
sets.

The scans in figures 32-3 and 32-4 have not been processed, ,!
and the amplitudes are proportional to radiance (instrument out-

put voltage) rather than temperature. The figure legends indicate
the approximate temperatures of various features.

In principle, each scan of the lunar surface should be pre- _ _.

ceded and followed by a short zero signal representing the sweep :
of the ISR beam through deep space on either side of the Moon.

However, examination of the scans showed that the signal from

space just past the trailing limb of the Moon _right side of

figs. 32-3 and 32-4) was not zero. Scans of deep space during
transearth coast were studied for clues to the problem. It was
found that each scan contained a small ramp feature, commencing

approximately at midscan and increasing linearly until the beam
entered the ISR housing. The cause of the feature is not clear,
but further work has shown that it can be removed from the data

with only a modest increase in noise.

The ISR low-gain channel (channel 3) consistently saturated •

at the subsolar point. The phenomenon is attributed to the accu- _
mulation of error in the estimation of various instrument param- i
eters such as the detector response to reflected sunlight and the
wings of the field of view. An underestimation of the relevant _

3.

quantities on the order of 5 to 15 percent can explain the effect.

No scientific objective of the experiment was compromised by this
occurrence. .

In figure 32-3, two daytime scans received during the mission

are compared. The scan centers are separated by only 6° of longi-

tude, but the contrasting effects of topography in the maria and
the highlands are quite clear. In figure 32-3(a), the thermal

spike to the right of the mare and the dip to the left correspond
to the northern and southern rims, respectively, of Mare Crisium.

The difference in the thermal signatures of the two scarps demon-

strates the dominance of local slope (i.e., local Sun angle) in
the daytime thermal regime.

In figuz= 32-4, three lunar nighttime scans are shown. The

scan in figure 32-4(a) comes from Oceanus Procellarum. The center :

of the scan is dominated by the crater Kepler A. The altitude of
the spacecraft was 39.7 km at the time of the scab, making the
ISR resolution element 0.8 km wide on the surface. The width of _

the broad base of the enhancement is i0 km, coinciding with the

crater diameter. The thermal peak in the center is approximately
2 km across. The measured radiance in the central region

32-6 -- _
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I increases linearly from both sides to the center, implying that
the actual temperature at the center has not been fully resolved. /
The dramatic change of material properties within the crater prob-

ably reflects exposure of bedrock. The radial gradient may be

caused by a correspending radial distribution of slump material

from the crater walls. Unfortunately, no lunar photographs that
contain a good view of the crater bottom have been found.

l

The scan shown in figure 32-4(b) contains predawn tempera-

tures, the" coldest for any given surface region. The scan center
is located just north of Mare Vaporum and south of the Apollo 15

landing site. On the right portion of the scan is a negative

anomaly, a region having depressed temperatures relative to its
environs. In this case, the temperature difference is >8 K. A

lower limit is given because the width of the deflection, only

one resolution element, implies that the anomaly may not be fully
resolved. The anomalous region lies south of the crater Conon in

Montes Apenninus. The magnitude of the temperature contrasts
implies that the thermal conductivity of the soil in that region

is approximately one-half that of the surrounding material. These

underdense regions cannot be impact features. The preservation of
the density contrast also implies that the regions are relatively

young on a geologic scale. Cold nighttime anomalies are partic-

ularly difficult to detect from Earth-based observations.
Although such features have been reported previously (refs. 32-8

I and 32-11), the ISR results provide the first opportunity to
study them in detail.

The scan in figure 32-4(c) includes far-side anomalies. Our

abbreviated data survey shows that such features are not common

in the nighttime data on the lunar far side (fig. 32-5). A low

frequency of occurrence was anticipated because near-side anoma-
lies occur preferentially in the maria (regions which are gener-

ally absent in the other hemisphere). The two prominent anomalies

on the left side of the scan (fig. 32-4[c)) are located between

the large craters Aitken and Van de Gralff. The large peak at the

right limb corresponds to the crater Birkeland; the smaller struc-
ture to its left is in the crater Van de Graaff.

In figure 32-6, the scan in figure 32-4(a) is shown in its

full data c_ntext. In this sequence of scans, north is to the

left and west is upward. The extended feature just past the

middle of the sequence is the crater Kepler. An interesting
aspect of this set is the general lack of features except for the

two major cratexs. As part of the Kepler ejecta blanket, this
region might have been expected to be littered with debris and,

consequently, to show considerable thermal structure.

Farther to the west, near the equator south of the crater
Reiner, an are,_ in Oceanus Procellarum that is devoid of craters

displays many thermal anomalies (fig. 32-7). This structure
%

£..
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cannot be attributed to residaal, postsunset, topographic cooling i
differences. Figure 32-5 shows that such structure is entirely I

absent in a highland region northeast of Mare Orientale and nea£er

the sunset terminator. It is probable that the amount of thermal
structure is associated with the age of the region; older re&ions

have a featureless, soil-like response.

In figure 32-1, lunar temperatures as measured by the ISR are

plotted as a function of brightness longitude. The values were
taken from scans made by the Apollo 17 spacecraft during revolu-

tion 20. An attempt was made to choose a point from each scan on

- the lunar equator. The spacecraft orbital motion causes the

: actual sequence of the points to go from right to left on the
figure. The first data point of the sequence lies 5.3 days after

lunar sunset (abscissa of 0.43 in fig. 32-1) and was measured at

08:26 G.m.t. on December 12, 1972. The final point (at approxi-
mately the same lunation coordinate) was measured at 10:25 G.m.t.

on the same day. A data gap exists near the subsolar point for
this orbit.

The plotted temperatures will change as the ISR values are

refined. The error estimate is 3 K for the nighttime measure-

ments; the values probably are systematically low. No correction

for albedo or topography has been made.

Theoretical curves for various values of 7 are also plotted

in figure 32-1. The theoretical calculations represent the

cooling behavior at a single point, whereas the measured data are
taken over many different types of material. The cooling curve

apparently falls below y _ 850 cal -I cm 2 K sec I/2, even if the

error estimate is taken into account. The elevated temperatures

near lunar midnight fall in Oceanus Procellarum, where general
thermal enhancement has been noted in eclipse measurements
(ref. 32-12).

The data for lunar afternoon temperatures come from the high-

lands ¢n the far side, and the morning points fall in Mar,

Fecunditatis and Mare Tranquillitatis. The combined effects of

albedo and directionality of emissivity account for the apparent
systematic deviations to either side of the theoretical curve.

CONCLUS IONS

This brief survey of the ISR data has confirmed that a vari-

ety of thermal behavior exists on the lunar surface. Further work

on the measurements will establish the cooling behavior of the

major types of lunar regions and the most significant exceptions

within each category.

32-8
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I' DATA ARCHIVED AT NSSDC

The following ISR data are planned for archiving at the

Nationa' 3pace Science Data Center (NSSDC).
t

1. Merged data tape: The merged data tape will contain data
points expressed as temperatures; the data points will be time ,
sequenced and merged with spacecraft ephemeris data.

2. Image tape: The image tape will contain reconstructed

lunar surface radiance expressed as a rectilinear array of values "_

from an oblique Mercator projection centered on the spacecraft _

: groundtrack. _

3. Thermal properties tape: The thermal properties tape
will contain a thermal properties map of the Moon samples and

will be uniformly distributed on a map projection that is not yet _

defined.

The tape formats have not been determined and will be stored with
the tapes at NSSDC.

?
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Figure 32-1.- Lunar equatorial Figure 32-2.- Schematic diagram :_
temperatures (data points) of the optical system for the

plotted as a function of the Apollo 17 infrared scanning
lunation coordinate. Theo- radiometer. :

retical curves for various

values of y are from
reference 32-I.
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(a) Mare terrain at a scan cen- (b) Highland terrain at a
ter of latitude 17.2 ° N, scan center of lati-

longitude 53.0 ° E, a phase rude 18.2 ° N, lon-

angle of 315.7 °, and an gitude 47.7 ° E, a
altitude of 121.2 km. The phase angle of

temperature in Mare Cris- 310.4 °, and an alti- •
ium is approximately 368 K. tude of 119.7 kin. 0

Figure 32-3.- Daytime scans of the lunar surface, demonstrating
the extreme contrast in the amount of thermal structure in near-

by mare and highland terrain. Each division on the ordinates ':

represents 62.5 msec.
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_ (a) Scan at a scan center of lat%tude 7.0 ° N, longitude
_ 35.9 ° W, a phase angle of _14.1 °, and an altitude of

39.7 km. The crater Kepler A is thermally enhanced
relative to the 92 K background in Oceanus Procel-
larum. The temperature in the crater ranges from
112 K on the wall to a maximum of 126 K in the center.

0t-a I I I I I [ I"--I-- ITime

_. (b) Scan at a scan center of latitude 18.9 ° N, longitude
2.0 ° E, a phase angle of 26q.8 °, and an altitude of

_ 109.3 km. A predawn cold spot shows an 8 K contrast
to the 90 K background in Montes Apenninus.

_2

" _ 0 Time

(C) Scan at a scan center of latitude 22.5 ° S, longitude
178.q ° E, a phase angle of 120.8 ° , and an altitude
of 118.0 km. These large far-side anomalies are
enhanced approximately 22 K relative to a 108 K back-
ground 2.5 days after lunar sunset.

Figure 32-4.- Nighttime scans of the lunar surface. Each
_ivision on the ordinates represents 62.5 msec.
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Figure 32-5.- Scan sequence of Figure 32-6.- This sequence of
a featureless region north- nighttime scans runs westward
east of Mare Orientale approximately between 35 ° and

and South of the crater 38 ° W longitude at lati-

Hartwig. North is to the rude 7° N. The crater in the
left; west is at the top. foreground is Kepler A, and

the extended feature in the

background is the crater

Kepler. North is to the left;
west is at the top. :

l

OK. !!, 1_2, 12:_16_).M3O.m.t.

Figure 32-7.- This sequence of
scans runs from 53 ° to 56 ° W

_ongitude just north of the

anar equator. North is to
_he left; west is at the top.
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33. SUBSATELLITE EXPERIMENTS i• _/

_or the subsatellite experiments, the National Spac_ _
Science Data Center (NSSDC) identification numbers are as _

follows: _

EXPERIMENT NSSDC :DENTIFICATION NUMBEP _

• Particles and Fields Apollo 15 71-063D-01 _
Subsatellite Particles Apollo 16 72-031D-01 _

?

(S- 173)

Particles and Fields Apollo 15 71- ;3D-02 _
Subsatellite Magnetometer Apollo 16 72-031D-02

1s-174)

S-Band Transponder (S-16_) _pollo 12 - CSM - 69-099A-12 _
LM - 69-099C-09 _ "

Apollo 14 - CSM - 71-008A-03
LM - 71-008C-11 : _.

Apollo 15 - CSM - 71-063A-11
"" LM - 71-063C-12 _i

P6FS - 71-063D-03 !

ApolIc 16 - CSM - 72-031A-I0 "! q

L_ - 72-031C-I1
P_FS - 72-031D-03

Apollo 17 - CSM - 72-096A-01 , ._
LM - 72-096C-lg

INTBODUCTI ON

On _ugus* a, 1971, +he Apollo 15 ast_onau-:_ launched a

slpa!l scientific _}-acecra[: into lunar orbit. :'h,_ A_olle 15
_a__:icle'.4 .th,t Fi_Ids subsat_l]_te (PFS-1) provide,_ '_
approximat_ly _ montLs of data coverage befor_ _'l,'-_ "
suc,.:es_iv_ -,l_ctronic failures in fe!._'uary Iq7: cauz'ed the _:_
!os_ ot :0ost (_f the da |Th ....urvivth: data

cLdnncl:, w*'r,:mqr;itoced intermi*,tentiy unt: [ Jr:r,,-I_72 _:,4
,lor_ _I less c,,htlnu_us!y afterward _o Janua=y 1973, whe;_

,: jrou_J otl_por* wn.'_tt:rmirate4. A s:<o_,d :_ :-llite (PFS-2)

][ -
I
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launched by the Apollo 16 astronauts on April 24, 1972,

provided good data until May 29, 1972, when it impacted on 1
the far side of the Moon. !

)
The particles and fields subsatellites were

instrumented to make the following measurements (principal

investigators in parentheses): (1) plasma and energetic-
particle intensities (K. A. Anderson, University of

California at Berkeley), (2) vector magnetic fields (P. J. , ,
Coleman, Jr., Universitj of California at Los Angeles

(UCLA)), _nd (3) velocity of the particles and fields
subsatellite to high precision for determining gravitational

anemalies (W. Sjogren, NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

Pasadena, California).
K

L

- SUBSATELLITE DESCRIPTION

This small scientific spacecraft had a mass of
approximately 38 kg and a length of 78 cm. The cross

section was hexagonal, and the distance between opposite

corners was approximately 36 cm. The satellite had three
deployable booms hinged from one of the end platforms. One i

of the booms carried +he two-axis fluxgate magnetometer
sensor, whereas the other two carried tip masses to provide

balance and a proper moment of inertia ratio to avoid

The satellite had a short, cylindrical section I :precession.

attached to one of the end platforms. This cylinder was%

placed inside a barrel attaczzed to the scie%tific instrument
module of the Apollo command and service module (CSM). A

compression spring pushed the satelllte away and at the same

time imparted a spin. Precessional and nutational motions
impalted by the launch and boom deployment were removed by a

wobble damper. The spin axis o_ the satellite was initially

pointed normal to the ecliptic plane. Very precise pointing

of the CSH by the astronauts resulted in an error of less

than I° . The spin period was 5 sec. Each of the six sides
of the satellite formed a solar panel. The power output of

the array was approximately 24 W. Averaged over an orbit %
about the Moon, the power was 14 W. The power subsystem

also included a battery pack of 11 silver cadmium cell:
%

The pa:ticle detectors included several electrostatic _

analyzers and two solid-state telescopes. These instruments
covered the electron kinetic energy range of 530 to 300 000

eV in nine intervals and 40 key to 6 MeV for protohs in six
intervals. One of the analyzers (13.5- to 15-keV electrons)

was sectored by using as a reference the zero crossings of

the transverse magnetic field component from the UCLA

magnetometer. The telescopes pointed along the spin axis.
The counting rates of the CI to C4 analyzers, described in

33 -4 ,,
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table 33-I, were accumulated for an integral number of spin

periods. Therefore, zhey provided spatially averaged

, intensity data over a rather large pitch angle interval.
The C5 analyzer provided unidirectional intensities averaged
over 45 ° pitch angle intervals.

A basic scientific requirement placed on the

subsatellite was that it must collect particle and field
data everywhere in the orbit about the Moon. This

requirement demanded a data storage capability. The
magnetic-core memory unit used provided a capacity of 49 152
bits. Data could be read into the memory at a rate of 8

bits/sec, which allowed coverage of nearly the entire orbit
{2-hr period). Da__ also could be read in at a rate of 16

bits/sec if a better time resolution in the measurements, at

the expense of covering only about one-half the orbit, was
desired. Real-time data at the rate of 128 bi_s/sec could

also be acquired from the experiments, but the tradeoff here

was that battery power as well as solar-cell power was being

used beyond a certain point. In normal operation, the

transmitter was commanded on after the subsatellite appeared

from behind the Moon. Real-time housekeeping and scientific
data were transmitted for a short time to ensure that the

receiving stations were locked onto the signal. Then, the
data in the memory unit were dumped in 512 sec at a rate of

128 bits/sec. The transmitter was then turned off, and

accumulation of data in the storage units began again. &

system block diagram of the fields and particles

I subsatellite is given in figure 33-I.

The orbital periodz of both subsatellites were 120 min
to within a few seconds. The orbital inclination of PFS-I

with respect to the lunar equator, was approximately 28 ° ,

that of PFS-2 was approximately 10 ° . The sense of
revolution about the Moon was clockwise viewed from the

north. Perturbations of the orbit affected the periselene.

i
i
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PART A

PARTICLES AND FIELDS SUBSATELLITE PARTICLES

The main objectives of the subsatellite plasma and energetic-

particle experiment were to describe the various plasma regimes in
which the Moon moves, to determine how the Moon interacts with the

plasmas and the magnetic fields of its environment, and to deter-

mine certain features of the Earth magnetospheric structure and
dynamics.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PARTICLE DETECTORS

Energetic-Particle Telescopes

Absolute intensities and energy spectra of electrons and

protons in the range from 20 to approximately 2000 keV were
obtained from two telescopes using solid-state particle detectors

(fig. 33-2). Each telescope contained a 25-mm 2 silicon surface

barrier detector. In terms of particle kinetic energies, this

I detector had a thickness that stopped electrons having energiesbelow 320 keV and protons of energies below 6 MeV. Behind this

detector was a second one of a 50-mm 2 area. The output of the

back detector was placed in anticoincidence with the front
detector.

The front detector was a fully depleted surface barrier

detector mounted with the active surface barrier side away from
the collimator. Thus, the aluminum-coated surface was the parti-

cle entrance surface. This orientation minimized radiation damage t

effects and light sensitivity while it provided a thin

(40 Hg/cm 2) entrance window. The opposite surface of the front

detector was the surface barrier covered by 40-ug/cm2-thick

evaporated gold. The rear detector was oriented oppositely so i
that the surface barriers of the two detectors directly faced one
another.

One of the telescopes (the B telescope) had a

375-ug/cm2-thick organic foil ahead of the front solid-state detec-
tor. This foil, uniform in thickness to within 10 percent, stop-

ped incident protons with energy up to 310 keY but reduced the

energy of a 26-keY electron by only 5 keY. Thus, except for a

33-9
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small energy shift, a flux of electrons having energies in the 20-
to 320-keV range _ould cause both telescopes to count at the same

rate.

However, when protons were incident on the telescopes, the

counting rates would show large differences. In addition to

this means of particle discrimination, the fact that protons and

electrons of the same energy are shadowed by the Moon quite
differently was used.

Detector pulses were analyzed into eight energy channels, the

nominal thresholds of which are given in table 33-II. The upper
two channels were transmitted in calibration mode only, when they

were substituted for low-energy proton channels 5 and 6. The

electron thresholds were switched when the analyzer was switched

from one telescope to the other; thus, the channel edges corres-
ponded to the same incident electron energy to compensate for the

loss in the foil (approximately 5 keY at the lowest threshold).

The foil and the 320- and 520-keV thresholds were adjusted so

that 40- to 340-keY protens detected by the open telescope (the
A telescope) were dearaded below the lowest threshold of the

shielded telescope and 340- to 520-keV protons detected by the
open telesccpe deposited 20 to 320 keV energy in the shielded

telescope. When the 340- to 520-keV proton fluxes detected by the
telescope covered by the foil were low, these constraints allowed

a subtraction of the proton and electron spectra.

A weak radioactive source (plutonium 239) was placed near
the front detector in each telescope. The alpha particles from

these sources provided well-defined and known energy losses as a

check on detector and electronic stability.

The low-energy thresholds of the telescopes could be varied

by ground command. This feature was included to enable operation
of the teZ_scope as near the thermal noise levels as possible.

Because the L_,peratures were somewhat higher than anticipated,

the threshold was raised during the third week of PFS-I orbital
operation.

Telescope Gain Shift

Analysis of data during the PFS-I lifetime indicates that the

B or shielded telescope often was counting at rates significantly
in excess of the A or open telescope. The malfunctions that m_ght

explain this behavlor include the following.

I. Incomplete depletion of the A solid-state detector

,.

2. Failure ot+ pa',t'Al failure of the B telescope ,'_i
ant icoincidence

33-10 "_'
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: 3. Mismatching of one or more of the energy thresholds on

either the A or the B telescope

4. Mismatching of the telescope geometry factors

5. Occurrence of an upward gain shift in the B telescope or

a downward gain shift in the A telescope

* Analysis of electron spectra indicates that the malfunction ,
preserves spectral slope for a power-law spectrum. Item 4 is con-

sidered an unlikely possibility; therefore, item 5 is the probable

cause. Noise considerations suggest that the shift in gain was

downward in the A telescope. From the mismatch of the spectra,
a tentative value for the shift is 0.72; that is, a 100-keV elec-

tron in the A telescope would be treated by the pulse-height

analyzer as a 72-keV electron. Existing examples, however, indi-
cate that the telescopes were not gain-shifted when PFS-I was

cold. Although the analysis is not complete, a tentative model

has been adopted having a step function in the gain between 1.0
and 0.72 dependent irregularly on temperature. The 0.72 gain

shift probably existed during most of the PFS-I mission.

Table 33-III contains the corrected energy thresholds used for

PFS-2 under this assumption. After October 5, 1971, the A tele-
scope in PFS-I malfunctioned intermittently because of subjection

to high temperatures. Count rates for these periods in channels I

to 4 are high and unreliable. The telescope apparently recovered

in large measure by December 1971. In addition to the A telescope

I breakdown, short periods of high noise were occasionally seen in
the B telescope. Because of temperature redesign of the space-

craft, the telescopes on board PFS-2 remaine_ cool and performed

well throughout their short lifetime.

i Telescope Background Considerations

_i Electrons above 300 keY were stopped with the same efficiency

by both the A and B telescopes (electron straggle). Using data i
i from reference 33-I for 300-_m silicon (Si) _etectors, the esti-

mated efficiency of the telescopes as a function of energy is

_ plotted in figure 33-3.

Because of the geometrical arrangement of the detectors, the

telescopes were not in complete anticoincidence against high

! energy cosmic rays and spacecraft secondary particles producea _y
them. A small background count rate produced by the calibration

sources also was present in the low-energy channels of the tele-
i scopes. Analysis of the actual fluxes seen under quiet conditions

in both solar wind and magnetotail electron shadows yields upper
i_ limits to this combined background in the low-energy channels

_ under quiet conditions. Calculation and ground calibration
yield estimated background contributions from primary cosmic rays

33-11
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and calibration sources in all channels. Because the effect of

spacecraft secondary particles cannot be included, the calcula-

tions are essentially lower limits to the background. The back-

ground fluxes are summarized in table 33-IV.

Electrostatic Analyzers

The electrostatic analyzer assembly consisted of four elec-
trostatic analyzers, analog electronics, high-voltage power

supplies, and logic circuits in the programing and data handling
subassembly. Each electrostatic analyzer consisted of two con-

centric sections of spherical copper plates. The outer plate in

each pair was grounded, whereas the inner plate was raised to a

positive potential. The plates were shaped to provide a 180 ° by
90 ° volume between them for the electron trajectories. One of

the analyzers (C5) is shown in figure 33-4.

Analyzers CI and C2 were geometrically identical and employed
a one-channel multiplier (without funnel) to detect intense

fluxes of low-energy electrons. Analyzers CI and C2 differed only

in the plate voltage and hence in the mean detected energy. Ana-

lyzers C3 and C4 used the same set of plates, but the output of

analyzer C4 was derived from two funnel-mouthed multipliers in
parallel. The output of analyzer C3 was derived from one small-

aperture multiplier. This arrangement permitted a wider dynamic

range. The funnel multipliers were surrounded by a plastic scin-

tillator viewed by a photomultiplier, which was connected in

anticoincidence to eliminate charged-particle counts induced by
cosmic rays.

The electrostatic analyzers were oriented perpendicular to

the spin axis. To avoid spin biasing of the data due to direc-

tional anisotropy of particle flux, data were accumulated for inte-
gral spin periods only. In addition, the output of the C5 detec-

tor was time division multiplexed such that particle intensities
from various sectors of satellite rotation could be obtained.

The sectoring was made with respect to the magnetic field line as

sensed by the transverse magnetometer. Sector 4 constituted -45 °
to +45 ° of the B field vector (i.e., sector 4 observed particles

traveling in a direction opposite that of the magnetic field),
sector 3 consisted of +45 ° to +90 ° and +270 ° to +315 °, sector 2

consisted of +90 ° to +135 ° and +225 ° to +270 °, and sector I cqn-

stituted +135 ° to +225 ° of the B field vec _r. The precision to
which each sector edge was determined was _5 ° This technique of

sectoring off the magnetometer output enabled the obtaining of a

particle pitch angle distribution directly and thus the avoiding

of costly and time-consuming merging of magnetometer and particle
data at a much later date. The absolute direction of the magnetic

field in space was determined from a Sun pulse. When the space-

craft was in the shadow of the Moon, the Sun pulse was not avail-

able, and absolute direction of the magnetic field depended on a
precise knowledge of the spin period. However, at all times, the

, 33-12
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]_ particle data from C5 were being organized by the onboard magnet-ometer. Therefore, the pitch angle distribution could always be

obtained, even when the absolute direction of the field was
unknown•

In the high-bit-rate or real-time mode, the automatic C5 sec-

toring was disabled and data were stored at 0.5-sec intervals.

Plots of the separate sectors in the real-time mode are not _

meaningful•

The C3 channeltron on PFS-I malfunctioned shortly after

" _aunch and was not usable. Electronic noise from C3 probably con-

taminated the C4 output at low count rates with some time and

temperature dependence on the resulting background levels• The

PFS-1 C5 channeltron probably was contaminated by solar ultra-

violet rays when the subsatellite was in sunlight at a flux level

on the order of 5(cm 2 sr sec keV) -I

Accumulator or Telemetry Conversion Error

The small size and limited power capabilities of the sub-

satellite forced the adoption of a compressed 8-bit format in

storage and transmission of the 19-bit count accumulators for the _

analyzers and telescopes. An engineering oversight in the con- '
version logic design from a 19- to an 8-bit format caused readings

of 16 to 31 counts per accumulator period to be transmitted as

I 0 to 15 counts per accumulation period• That is, for any single
data point representing a true number of counts N T in a given

data channel during its accumulation period, a data point NA was

received on the ground according to the function fl(NT), i

NT for 0 _ NT _ 15

NA = fI(NT) = NT - 16 16 & N T _ 31 (33-I) ,

NT 32 & NT

The function fl is graphed in figure 33-5. Each data point that

lies in the range 0 to 15 is thus ambiguous by an additive factor

of 16. The design problem was corrected for the PFS-2 spacecraft.

Computer procedures were constructed in an attempt to correct this
error by statistical analysis of the count rate distribution• A

detailed description of these procedures is given in the section
entitled "Detailed Procedures for Correuting the Accumulator or

Telemetry Conversion Error."

4 33-13
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Examination of test data simulating the telemetry conversion _ _

error (TCE) and of actual data indicates as expected that the " I•
correction procedures were not entirely effective. Problems were
primarily created by periods of time variations. Data points

that were increased by the correction procedure are indicated on
the plots by tick marks above the graphs. The plot format is
discussed in more detail in a later section. : _

Time Correction Procedure

Memory store data taken after the second PFS-I telemetry
logic failure (data after March I, 1972) contain no direct timing

information. The only time information available is the time of

ground receipt of the data and the known time properties of auto-

cycle mode operations. As discussed in the section entitled

"Time Correction Procedure," it is possible to correct the timing
to a high degree of accuracy with this information, however, and
the data have been corrected in that manner. _

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS SENT TO NSSDC

Orbit Average Tapes

Three tapes are sent to NSSDC. Each tape consists of one I "

file and has one record/orbit assigned as follows. •

Ist tape PFS-I Revolutions I to 2195 : _:

2nd tape PFS-I Revolutions 2194 to 6459 <

3rd tape PFS-2 Revolutions 1 to 424

Each record is 276 60-bit words long, and each word is a CDC 6600 _

binary word. The format of the records is as follows.
%,

Word Parameter Mode

I Orbit no. Integer ._
#

2 Orbit date CDC display code

i

3 Fractional day Real

of start }
>.

4 Active time of CI Real

for entire orbit

t

33-14 _
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! ! ) Word Parameter Mode j

5 to 16 Active time of CI Real
for 12 successive

10-min averages
from orbit start

I

17 to 276 13 by 20 array stored Real
by columns

The first row of the array consists of orbit averages for each

detector channel; each of the next 12 rows is a 10-min average.Columns are in the following order: SAI-4, SBI-4, SA2, SB2...SA6,
_ SB6, SECTI, SECT2, SECT4, SECT3, SUMC5, C_, CI, and C2

I. The revolution number is defined for missing orbits, but
the fractional day = -0 (all 60 bi_s on).

2. The orbit date is in the form MM/DD/YY.

3. Missing averages or active times are represented by a -0. •

DESCRIPTION OF DATA PLOTS

Orbital Summaries

The processing program produces 10 plots on microfilm for
each revolution of the subsatellite about the Moon, covering
20 data channels. A sample plot _s shown in figure 33-6. Parti-

cle flux expressed as counts per square centimeter-second-

steradian-kiloelectronvolt is plotted vertically as a logarithmic

scale of 6 decades from 10 -I to 105 . Time is _ _ted horizontally _

starting at the closest approach of the subsatell_e to the sub- i
solar point on the Moon. Tick marks are indicated every 2 min;
universal time in the form "hours.minutes.seconds" is labeled every
30 min. Primary tick marks occur at 10-min intervals. The date

is marked at the bottom of each plot in the form month/day/year,

and the day number of the year is indicated in the upper rijht
corner (day I = January I). The orbit number is given in the
upper left corner and the subsatellite number in the lower left

corner. Two traces are plotted within each grid, and one of the
traces is marked with periodic asterisks (_). The traces are

labeled at the top of each grid along with a scale factor required
to convert from fluxes as plotted to true flux (i.e., true flux

equals plotted flux divided by scale factor). Table 33-V contains

a list of the traces in plotted order and the scale factors. Two

asterisk symbols are plotted along the top of each grid indicat-

ing, from left to right, respectively, sunset and sunrise. The

t:
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plot symbols (- and *) also appear at the upper right corner.

Small, vertical bars appearing horizontally across from these I
symbols indicate the times (if any) at which TCE corrections have

been made in each of the two traces. The plot symbols also appear •
further down along the right margin of the grid to indicate the
flux level of the orbit averages of the given traces. It should

be noted that although an editing procedure has been used to

delete points having bit errors, not all such points have been

deleted; these points may cause spuriously high fluxes to appear
in 10-min or 2-hr averages.

The data accumulation periods for the various channels (real

time (RT), telemetry-store fast (TSF), and telemetry-store nor-
mal (TSN)) in the three data modes are summarized in table 33-VI.

The points plotted are either approximately 10.1-sec averages or
single data points; the averages are used for data point intervals J

smaller than 10 sec. Because the telemetry switches between the

A and B telescopes (e.g., in the TSN mode, the output is 48 sec

from the A telescope, then 48 sec from the B telescope, then
48 sec from the A telescope, etc.), the telescope data are not _
continuous. Data gaps are plotted as straight lines between _'
adjacent data points. No explicit indication of the data mode

exists on the plots. The RT data can generally be distinquished

on the plots, however, by the much finer appearance of the time

resolution in the upper channels of the telescopes. The point

is significant because the automatic C5 sectoring is disabled
in the RT mode and the separate sectors as plotted are not
significant.

Daily and 10-Day Plots

The daily and 10-day plots are generally s_milar in format to

the orbital summary plots; 10-min averages are plotted on the

daily plots, orbit averages on the 10-day plots. A sample of each

is shown in figuzes 33-7 and 33-8, respectively. Horizontal tick
marks are spaced at 30-min intervals and labels at q-hr intervals;
the time labels are in the same format used for the orbital sum-

mary plots. Associated with each plot in addition to the regular
plot symbols are diamonds and squares that indicate the start time _i

of each orbit and the average flux in the given detector over the

orbit. On the 10-day plots, horizontal _ick marks are spaced at

4-hr intervals with primary tick marks at l-day intervals and _
labels at 2-day intervals. The time ].abels are in the format

"day.hour." The lunation number appears at the right of the grid.
Plots with lunation numbers ending in 0.00 start at the subsolar _

point of the Moon on its orbit about the Earth; plots with numbers

ending in 0.33 or 0.67 start one/third and two/thirds around the

orbit, respectively. Lunation numbers ending with 0.33 generally
contain the tail pass data. The 10-day plots are interspersed

33-16
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with daily plots on the film. The daily and 10-day plots on the
film are in a different order than that of the orbital summary

plots (i.e., SA1-4 to SB6 and SECTI to C2 for the daily and 10-day /
plots compared to SECTI to C2 and SAI-4 to SB6 for the orbital

summary plots). In figure 33-8, note that the labels SAI and SB1
are intended to be SAI-4 and SBI-4.

OUTLINE OF PFS-I EXPERIMENT HISTORY

The following is a summarl, of the PFS-I experiment history.

Event Date and time

Launch August 4, 1971, 20:30 u.t.

Analyzers turned on August 5, 1971, 20:00 u.t.

Pulse-height analyzer threshold August 19, 1971, 20:50 u.t.

raised from low to high

Breakdown of A telescope Approximately October 6,
1971

First telemetry failure February 4, 1972

Second telemetry failure February 26, 1972

Termination of ground support January 22, 1973

Performance of calibrations November I0, 1971, 15:20 to

longer than I min 15:25 u.t.
January 20, 1972, 14:20 to

14:50 u.t.

January 31, 1972, 17:31 to
17:33 u.t.

OUTLINE OF PFS-2 EXPERIMENT HISTORY

Significant events in the history of the PFS-2 experiment
were as follows:

Event Date and time

Launch April 24, 1972

Telescopes turned on April 25, 1972, 18:25 u.t.

33-17
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OUTLINE OF PFS-2 EXPERIMENT HISTORY _ ;

a

Event Date and time

i :
Analyzers turned on April _7, 1972, 00:20 u•t. ! _

Impact on far side of Moon May 29, 1972, 22:00 u.t.
S

Performance of calibrations April 30, 1972, 06:08 to is
longer than I min 06:1! u.t.

May 10, 1972, 18:57 to
18:59 u•t. i_

May 12, 1972, 15:25 to
19:50 u.t. ;

i

May 23, 1972, 0g:22 to i
0g:56 u.t. _

A"

DETAILED PROCEDURES FOR CORRECTING THE 4

ACCUMULATOR OR TELEMETRY CONVERSION ERROR :

,i

TO "correct" the data for the TCE, a determination of whether

each data point NA in the range 0 to 15 corresponds to an

NT = NA or to an NT = NA + 16 must be made. Since every data _,

point in this range is ambiguous individually, the only manner by _

which the additional infozmation needed to make the choice of

NT can be derived is by examination of the data points that

surround the point in question, either in time (sequential points
from the data channel at the same bit rate) or in some _ther

fashion (e.g., simultaneous points from d_ta channels covering _ J

adjacer _ energy ranges} The latter approach is difficult to !
develop as an automated procedure without making a priori assump-
tions about the relation between count rates in the various chan- _

nels and even then is difficult to implement• The former approach {.

is more tractable, if the necessary but drastic assumption is made
that the true particle count rates change only slowly as a func-

tion of time.

If the count rates are sufficiently stable, the distribution

of the ,,alues of NT would be expected to be a Poisson distribu- _

tion, with probability g(N T) of obtaining NT _ounts in an

accumulation period given by

_ NT _'.
ST "_T _

g(NT) - -_Tt e (33-2) .,':
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I, The function NT is the average of the NT values. Fig-

ure 33-9(a) contains some sample calculated Poisson distributions

for relevant NT; figure 33-9(b) includes the distributions of

apparent counts NA produced by the TCE. Note that for a given

NT' where g(N T) is appreciable, g(N T ± 16) is typically small.

Therefore, given the value of NT' the mapping relationship

NA -_ NT can be constructed with substantial certainty and, there-

by, individual points in the sequence can be corrected. The dis-

tributions of NA defined by NT yield an apparent average NA

ccording to a function

%,_e function f2 is graphed in figure 33-10. Note that for

NA _ 6.5 or NA _ 9.5, the function f2-1(N--A) = NT can be

uniquely defined and thus the critical mapping of NA back to

NT can be defined. For values of NT between 6.5 and 24.0

I (N-A between 6.5 and 9.5), the relation f2 1 is triple-valued

Jnd the distribution of the NA values must be examined to

determine the branch of f2 1 involved (i.e., NT_(6.5, 11.5),

(11.5, 19.0), or (19.0, 24.0).

In broad terms, the recognition tests to distinguish the

branches will consist of noting the presence or absence in the

distribution of NA R 32 and determining the presence or absence i

of points in ranges of NA in which any one of the branches has

a maximum or a minimum. The specific structure and the interpre-

tation of the tests depend on the value of NA and on the number

of data points used to determine the distribution. If many points

are taken and NT is in fact constant, recognitions can be made

highly reliable and the problem solved. However, the more points

taken to form distributions from the actual data, the more likely

that NT will vary with time and that the entire process will

break down. The correction procedures were therefore constructed

to use a minimum number of points consistent with a reasonably
-I

high probability of success in identifying branches of f2 "

33-19
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Calculations and a series of tests on sequences of points simula-

ting Poisson distributions indicated that a total of seven points, i
three points on either side of a given point in question, is

optimal in determining the value of NA and the distributions.

Using a seven-point procedure, NA is determined for NT { 27 to

an accuracy ±_ of better than 2.0, where _ is standard devia-

tion. This kind of accuracy is consistent with defining -I

NA < 5.1 and NA > 12.5 as the recimes of a well-defined f2 '

and with dividing the range of NA values for which distributions i

must be tested in the following three test ranges.

I. N--A_:(5.7, 7.3) or N%_(5.1,_ 7.3), (16.1, 21.7)

%2. NAe(7.3, 8.9) or ._(7.3, 9.3), (14.7, 16.1),

(21.7, 23.5) "

3. NAe(9.3, 12.5) or NTe(9.3, 14.7), (23.5, 26.0)

The process of recognition in the final form adopted is summarized

in a flow diagram shown in figure 33-11. The specific tests
applied are included in this diagram.

Two problems have not been dealt wi_h in the TCE correction
scheme as outlined to this poipt: isolated, statistically

unlikely points will confuse the correction logic for adjacent
points; and fast time variations will confuse the correction

logic. To minimize to at least some extent the effects of these !
two problems, certain additional tests have been built into the

correction logic. Values of NA _ 64 will inhibit corrections

on adjacent points since NT < 32 will occur next to NT _ 64

statistically only if a time variation in NT has occurred, if

NT has varied substan_ally, too little information is available

to attempt a correction. Also, differences between adjacent

points on either side of the point in question may be combined to
form a coefficient

A(I + I) - NA(I) 2

(_,)2 = min. 2 - '

- -I=5 (33-4) •

2 :i
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i I

_ which may then be compared to a theoretical standard deviation

o = NA" If o' _ i.39_ and the distribution recognition indicates /
that an upward correction should be made on the point in question,

th_ :,pward correction is inhibited on the rationale that o' is
compatible with a low branch distribution of points on at least

one side of the point in question. Thus, sharp changes in count

rate from the low to the high branch of f2 -I or the reverse i

should not confuse the logic. Assuming a constant NT and

assuming that the previous steps in the correction have accom-

• plished at least an approximately correct mapping of NA into

:_ NT' a second pass is also made through the array of data points

• recorrecting individual pcints on the basis of their seven-point

: averages. This logic is summarized in table 33-VII under the
subroutine name of PHASE 2. All the previous logic is contained

in the subroutine titled PHASE I. The entire correction logic Js

summarized in figure 33-12, with reference to both figure 33-11
and table 33-VII.

.w

: Several additional notes should be made on the application of

the correction routines to actual satellite data. Three points at

' the beginning and three points at the end of any given sequence
of data points were not corrected. Data gaps of longer than

14 data points in the sum channel of the solid-state telescopes

or 10 data points in all other data channels caused the correction
procedure to stop and restart on the next stretch of data lol.ger

than 7 data points. Changes of data mode obviously were defined
as a restart condition. For sectored data, data points from each

sector were corrected separately as were the data points alterna-
ting between two accumulation times in the real-time sum-channel

telescope data. The low count rates in the sectored C5 data in

TSF and TSN data modes and the variability of these count rates

forced use of a modified minimum correction procedure on these

data (only PHASE I through the test average Avg > 12.5 in

fig. 33-11).

TIME CORRECTION PROCEDURE

One cycle of automode data has timing of 256 sec of stand-

by (SB), 192 sec cf RT data at 2 sec/frame, 512 sec of memory

readout (MRO) at 2 sec/frame, and 6144 sec of telemetry-store

operation at 24 sec/frame. Timing of the RT data can be directly
derived from ground time to within I sec. In principle, the MRO

data can also be timed from ground time if any cf the following

" times are known: (I) the precise time at which the autocycle was

, 33-21
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initiated, (2) the pzecise start of the RT data stream, (3) the I
precise start of the MRO, or (4) the precise end of the MRO. I

Time (I) is available fairly accurately from the command history

log, but placement of great reliance on the precise times of the

log entries has been avoided. Also, any small departure in the

autocycle period from the nominal 7104 sec will cause large
cumulative errors in MRO timing for orbits sufficiently long after

the autocycle initiation. Time (2) cannot be obtained unless a l

ground station is locked up on the subsatellite at the very begin-
ning of its transmission, which is not generally the case. Time

(3) can be determined only from examination of the particle

- data to determine the increase in particle counts per accumulation

period at the change from RT to TSN data and is probably not
derivable dependably. Time (4), however, is likely to be a fairly

accurate time because it follows approximately 11.5 min of sub-
satellite transmission in which good ground station lockup should

have been obtained. This transmission can be easily identified

because it generally precedes an appazent 1.8-hr gap in the data

stream. For each autocycle, then, given the MRO end time tL

(i.e., the time of the end of transmission from the subsatell_te),

any transmission time t can be easily converted to a subsatel-

lite store time t I by using the equation

t I = (t - ts)(t e - tby(t L - ts) + tb (33-5) I

where ts = tL - 512 sec, tb = tL - 7104 sec, and te = tL -

960 sec. The process is schematically illustrated in figure 33-13.

The initial MRO after the autocycle command cannot be timed in
this manner an _ tends to duplicate data already transmitted in the

current pattern of subsatellite operation. Therefore, these data
have been discarded unless clearly required.

The preceding procedure will be degraded if even a few of
the last frames of any MRO are lost from the autocycle. A solu-
tion is consideration of the measured MRO end times from a series

of cycles during which no commands were sent to the subsatellite.

When graphed, the times appear as in figure 33-14. Assuming that

the real MRO end time for each orbit is greater than or equal to

the measured MRO end time, a line is drawn through certain of the
measured end times such that all measured end times fall essen-

tially on the line or below it. In figure 33-14, four measured
end times fall on a line that meets the criteria. The line can

then be numerically determined by a least-squares procedure

applied to the points that graphically lie on it. Generally, over
' the period between commands, at least three measured MRO end times

will be real end times (i.e., with no frames at the end of the MRO

lost at the ground station). The least-squares line will enable

33-22 _-
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I, very precise determination of both the exact length of the auto-
cycle and the true MRO end times for each orbit. Equation (33-5)

can then be used to assign store times to the individual data

frames. As an example, for the data of figure 33-14, the four /
points on the line fit within I sec of the least-squares fit;

thus, the length of the autocycle was determined to be
7104.7 ± 0.1 sec.
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TABLE 33-II.- NOBIRAL TELESCOPE ERERGI CHARNELS i

A telescope B telescoge

Channel Electrons, keY Protons, key Electrons, key Protons, key 'i
4"

Apollo 15 subsatellite (PFS-I) i

1 to Q 18.U to 331.5 32 to 343 18.4 to 331.5 342 to 538
low

1 to 4 21.U to 331.5 36 to 343 21.4 to 331.5 345 to 538

" high _,
2 40.2 to 83.3 56 to 99 40.2 to 83.3 356 to 377

3 83.3 to 153.4 99 to 167 83.3 to 153.4 377 to 416
4 53.4 to 331.5 167 to 343 153.4 to 331.5 416 to 538
5 331.5 to 528 343 to 537 331.5 to 528 538 to 696
6 528 to 2000 537 to 2000 528 to 2000 696 to 2000 _

_7 -- 2000 to 4000 -- 2000 to 4000

_8 -- >_000 -- | >4000

Apollo 16 subsatellite (PFS-2)

1 to _ 22.5 to 322 39 to 334 22.5 to 322 333"to 519
lOW

I tO 4 25.7 to 322 42 tO 334 25.7 to 322 335 tO 519 •

high
• 2 43.6 to _6.5 62 to 105 43.6 tO 86.5 344 to 367 _

3 86.5 to 157 105 to 171 86.5 to 157 367 to 406
4 157 to 322 171 to 334 157 to 322 406 tO 519 "
5 322 tO 508 33Q to 518 322 to 508 519 tO 670
6 508 to 2000 518 to 2000 508 to 2000 670 to 2000

_7 -- 2000 to 4000 -- !000 to 4000t8 -- >4000 -- >4000 :

*Channels 7 and 8 were transBitted only in calibration aode, when
their output was substituted for channels 5 and 6 in the data foreat. ' :

TABLE 33-III.- TELESCOPE ENERGY CHANNELS POE PFS-1 i

_ITH A TELESCOPE GAIN SHIPT OF 0.72 _i

A telescope 8 telescope

channel Electrons, keY Protons, keY Electrons, keV Protons, key

1 to _ low 25.6 to _60 39 to 472 18.4 to 331.5 342 to 538

1 to _ high 29.7 to 460 _2 to 472 21.4 to 331.5 345 to 538

2 56 to 116 72 to 132 40.2 to 83.3 356 to 377 _

3 116 to 213 132 to 227 83.3 to 153.Q 377 to _16 ,

_ 4 213 to _60 227 to 472 153.4 to 331.5 416 to 538 _

_ 5 _60 to 735 _72 to 744 331.5 to 528 538 to 696

_ 6 735 to 2800 744 to 2800 528 to 2000 696 to 2000 i_

_.
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I TABLE 33-V.- TRACES AND SCALE FACTORS BY PLOT NUBBEB

/
Plot no. Syabol Detector Scale factor

I - SECT* I0-*

* SECT2 10*
2 - SECT4 10- *

* SECT3 101 '
3 - SOEC5 10-I

* C4 10-*
4 - C1 10-4

= C2 10-3
5 - Sk 1- q, 10 =

, SB l'-q, 10 t
6 - Sk2 10=

* SB2 10*
7 - Sk3 10 z '

SB3 lOZ
8 - SAq, 10 =

* SBq " 10 ='
9 - SA5 10 3

* SB5 lOZ
10 - SA6 10"

= SB6 10 z

I
TABLE 33-VI.- ACCORULATION PERIODS

¢

J Tile difference, sec
Detector ....

TSN TSF RT

C1 2 spins* j 1 spin* 1.0
c2 _ spins* I 2 spins* 2.0
C4 _ spins* 2 spins* 2.0
C5-SECT1,2,3,4 .5 spirit .25 spin* .5
SAI-4, SB1-4 4.0 2.0 _.5, .25
SA2, SB2 24.0 12.0 2.0
SA3, SB3 48.0 2_.0 Q.0
SA4, SB4 48.0 2_.0 _.0
5_5, SB5 48.0 24.0 q.O
SA6, SB6 48.0 24.0 _.0

tSpin period = 5.06 sec for PPS-I; spin pt:iod = 5.12
sec for PFS-2.

ZData readouts for 5_1-_ and SBI-_ in RT lode alternate

between 0.25- and 0._-sec accululation periods.

I
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denefoil

Sohd-state
detectors

4.0 cm J

Figure 33-2.- One of the solid-state telescopes used on the sub-
satellite to detect electrons and protons in the energy range
20 to 4000 keY. The other telescope was identical except that

I ic had no foil. The foil had a very large effect on protons
in the range of interest and thus made particle identification
possible.

1.0

4 C • Berqeret af. (ref. 33-1)
.8 for 300-/_mSI detector

Eshmatefor PFS
.°-¢ ~310-_m S, detector

o

o

.2

O . L L L 1 I 1 l 1 J I [ I | _ I | I I i I L a _ l I

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Incidentelectronenergy,keV

Figure 33-3.- Silicon detector response to electrons as a function
of energy.
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i

Figure 33-g.- The largest electrostatic analyzer (C5) flown on the

subsatellite. The C5 analyzer measured electrons in the energy
interval 13.5 to 15 keV with high sensitivity and was sectored
by using the magnetometer output as reference. The other ana-

lyzers were similar, but they measured electrons at lower energies.
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Figure 33-5.- True counts NT as a function of measured

counts NA with telemetry conversion error.
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Figure 33-8.- Sample 10-.day plot
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Figure 33-9.- Sample distributions for various true average count i

rates NT o
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Figure 33--11.- Flow diagram of the distribution recognition pro-
cedure. Entry point to the routine is _; the function I is

a variable. Seven data points are supplied, N(1) to N(7),
with N(_) the point to be corrected. The quantity Avg is _

the average of points N(1) to N(7). The exit symbol +16

indicates that N(4) should be N('I) + 16, whereas the sym-
bol _ indicates that N(4) is correct as is.
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(a) PHASE I subroutine.
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(b) PHASE 2 subroutine.

Figure 33-12.- Flow diagram of the correction logic. Input con-

sists of an array in a matrix N2; the function J is a vari-

able. the entry points 8, +16, and _ are defined with

respect to figure 33-11. The quantity Avg is the average in

either of the routines of the seven points at a given time.
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Figure 33-13.- Accumulator time scales compared to readout time
scales in TSN mode.
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: PART B

PARTICLES AND FIELDS SUBSATELLITE MAGNZTO[IETER

The subsatellite magnetometer consisted of two fluxgate
sensors mounted orthogonally at the end of a 1.83-m-long

boom and an electronics unit housed in the main body of the

spacecraft. One sensor is mounted parallel to the spin

axis, and the other, perpendicular. On the Apollo 15 ,
subsatellite, there were two automatically selected dynamic

ranges, 0 to ±50 nT (0Y to ±50y) and 0 to ±200 nT (07 to

±20n¥). These were called the high and low sensitivity

ranges, respectively. The resolution of each measurement >

was 0._ to 1.6 nT (n._Y to 1.67) depending on range. There :
werp three sampling rates referred to as telemetry-store

normal (TEN). "elemetry-store fast (TSF), and real time
(PT). In the first zwo modes, the magnetometer measured the

magnetic field magnitude and phase in the spin plane and the
vector component along the spin axis. The sample rates were

one vector every 2_ sec and every 12 sec, respectively. The
, magnitude in th= spin plane was measured by filtering the

transverse magnetometer output about the spin f[eguency,

then r£c_ifying and filtering this output. The phase was

i obtained by measuring both the time of the positive-goinj-zero crossing of the magnetometer output and the time of the

Sun crossing, in eclipse, the Sun-crossing time was

comnuted from a model of the eclipse spin up and from a

knowledge of the spin frequency and phase during the sunlit
portion of the orbit.

During real-time operations, one sample of the spin
plane output w_s returned every I sec and one sample of the

spin axis output every 2 sec. Thus, approximately five •,
samples of th_ spin plane signal were taken per revolution, i
This signal was Fourier analyzed to obtain a magnitude and

phase and referenced to the Sun-crossing time. _eal-time

data were, of course, only obtained across the near side of
the _oon, whereas the recorded TSF and TSN data were
available from both near and far sides. The subsatellite

did no+ store data while transmitting. Thus, gaps occurred
in the records each orbit when data were telemetered to

Ear summary of the magnetometer characteristics is

given in t_ble 33-VIii. The only significant difference _

between the AFollo 15 and Apollo 16 magnetometers was an >

increase by a factor of 2 in the sensitivity of the Apollo
16 magnetometer %h_t increased the resolution to 0.2 and 0.8

nT (0.2¥ and C.8¥) and decreased the range to ±25 and ±100

!
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nT (±25Y and ±10_) for high and low sensitivity r_nges,
respectively.

OPEPATING HISTORY

The Apollo 15 subsatellit= was launched on August _,
1971. A failur= in _he telemetry system after 7 months of

operation prevented further transmission of data from most

of zhe magnetometer outputs, although the magnetometer
continued to operate normally. The Apollo 16 subsatellite

was launched on April 2a, 1972, into an approximately

circular orbit at an altitude of 100 km, having an orbital
period of approximately 2 hr. Because of the decision not

to perform a shaping burn before jettisoning the

subsatel!ite, the Apollo 16 subsateili_e crashed into the

Moon after 3_ _ays in lunar orbit. During this period, the

magnetometers operated normally. The minimum correlation
techniqu_ of Hedgecock was used to measure sensor drift of

the parallel axis on th, Apollo 15 subsatellite. The drift
rat_ was well within the range expected. Table 33-IX

contains _he offsets _or each lunation. These numbers
should be added _o the values appearing on _he plo_s and

tapes obtained from the preliminary calibration.

•h. orientation of the subsatellite spin axis was
det=rmined from the variation of the Sun elevation angle

with time during +he first 30 days after launch. On the
_l_ e,Apollo 15 subsate _ 4_ hhe predicted variation and the

measured variation of this angle followed each other almost

exactly until December 1971. 'ghereafter, measurable
devia+ion occurred that amounted to 1° in February 1972.

THE DATA

Orbit Data

Three different displays of orbit data were made plus

one tape. These were all created az the NASA Lyndon B.
Johnson Space Center (JSC). The three orbit plots are

altitude as a function o£ time, selenographic longitude as a
function of latitude, and the ecliptic projection of the

Earth- _oon system. <

Altitude as a function o_ time.- Thls plot shows
al_itude aJ a function of time for one orbit, but _

information on as many as six consecutive orbits is

included. At the top of the plot are the orbit number, the

orbit start time (hours and minute.s, day/month/year), the

z 33-38
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perilune time and altitude in kilometers, the apolune time

• I,_ and altitude, and the time of sunrise and sunset. The plot

includes two vertical shaded bars marking sunset and sunrise f
at the suhsa_el!ite. Time grids below the plot permit the

use of this graph to: as many as six consecutive orbits.
However, these grids may be up to q minutes of_. Figure 33-

15 is a sample plot.

Latitude as a function of lon_itude.- The plot of

latitude as a function of longitude shows the track of zhe

satellite across the lunar surface in selenographic
coordinates. The vertical and horizontal scales are

• different by a factor of 2. The points of sunrise and
4

sunset at the subsatellite are indicated by shaded vertical
bars. Perilune and apolune are marked on the orbit track

with an x and labele] with P and A, respectively. The

subsolar point is similarly marked with an X and labeled
with an S. The !oc_tion of the Apollo 15 Apollo lunar

surface experiments package (ALSEP) is similarly shown and

encircled by an ellipse showing the area within 15 ° of the

ALSEP site Underneath the plot are given orbit numbers and :•
perilune and apolune times. Figure 33-16 is a sample plot.

Earth:_£______l£&_.- The Earth-Moon system plot
contains the ecliptic plane projection of the Earth-Moon

system and includes the expected position of the

magnetopause and bow shock. One point is given per orbit.
) Distances are labele_ in Earth radii. Figure 33-17 is a

sample plot.

_net[c tane.- The orbit tape contains position and
orientation information that changed 31owly in a header

record once per orbit and contains rapidly changing _

positional data every minute in a data record (I

record/min). The format of this tap_ is given in table 33- !
X.

_agnetometer Data

Two microfilm reels of data and one magnetic tape were

produced in preliminary processing of the data. The first
reel contains two plots. Magnetometer measurements appear

on the A plot and engineering data on the B plot. The

second reel contains a computer listing of 192-sec averages
of the data. The magnetic tape contains 2_-sec averages of

the data. Apollo 16 data submitted by JSC to the National

Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) were processed with Apollo
15 calibration constants. Therefore, _ield scales on Apollo

16 plots are a factor of 2 too large. (For more details,
see the section =ntitled "Converting Apollo 16 Data to

Proper Units.")

%
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The A _io_%.- The _ plot shows the Bx, Bv,B z components r
and B (total field) in spacecraft coordin&tes compared to .J
time for one orbit. The orbit start time is defined here

and in the orbit data to be the time of the crossing of the /
lunar noon meridian. Spacecraft coordinates have X and Y

in the spin plane with X along the projection of the

Earth-Sun line in th= spin plane and Y roughly

antiparallel to the direction of plaDetary motion. The Z

direction is chosen to be parallel to the spin axis and
points northward relative to the ecliptic plane. At launch,

the spin axes of both the Apollo 15 and 16 subsatellites

were close to perpendicular to the ecliptic. Thus, the data

were initially returned in essentially solar ecliptic
coordinates. Time on the horizontal scale is given in terms

of day of year (January I = I), hour, and minute. No sensor

drift corrections have been applied to these dart. Note

that the scale of this plot varies to keep the data on
scale. Figure 33-18 is a sample plot.

The B Rl_o_.- Th£ B plot contains relevant engineering

and processing data and some data from the Berkeley parzicle
experiment. The top line indicates the telemetry mode (TSN,

i

TSF, or RT). The second line includes the array current in

• _ _ the spin period in seconds, isamF_res , the .h_rd line,

measured in sunlight and prediczed in eclipse. Finally, on
the bottom, plotted on the same scale, are Berkeley particle

counts per accumulation period for tne shielded and

unsbielded detectors• Figure 33-19 is a sample plot. i

The_R_rintout.- The microfilm reel containing the
printout of the data first contains data and tables

generated during the processing of the data. The printouts

that follow are 192-sec averages of _he data. (The basic

repetition cycle of the data system is 192 sec.) The
following data are given.

I. Day of year (January I = I) i

Month/day

_. Elapsed time on spacecraft clock (I tick = 16 sec)

_. Bx, By,Bz,B T (s_acecraft coordinates, in gammas)

5. Open counts (Berkeley data)

6. Shield=d counts (Berkeley data)

7. Sun el=ration angle (degrees)

f "8. SFin period (seconds)

, 33-_0
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9. Spin count (from Sun pulse or magnetometer pulse)

10. Magnetometer temperature (degrees Fahrenheit) /

11. Battery temperature (degrees Fahrenheit)

12. Battery voltage (volts)

13. Battery current (amperes) _ ..

{
I_. Array current (amperes)

15. Reference voltage of magnetometer (volts)
2

16. Flag I

a. I - satellite identity (I = Apollo 15)

b. F - data format (0 = store mode, I = real
time)

c. M - automatic/manual (0 = manual mode)

d. C - calibration (I = on)

e. T - transverse range (I = low sensitivity)

f. P - parallel range (I = low sensitivity)

17. Flag 2 not used (repeats elapsed time, fine)

Figure 33-20 is a sample plot.

Ma_ine,ic tare.- The magnetic tape contains magnetic
field data every 24 sec and associated englneeriI:g data

every 192 sec. The magnetic tape format is given in table i
33-XI . _ _

Data Cycle Description

One data cycle consists of 80 wo;ds (an array

dimensioned 8 by 10). Then, for DATCYC(8,10) or
DATCYC(I,J), th_ symbols I and J have the followi:_g
functions.

I. I implies _I for I = I to I = 8. i

2. J implies frame of AI for a = I to J = 8.
i

3 J i_ meaningless for AI for J = 9 to _ = I0,

but the B K data are contained in the_ ,-_cells.

'r 33-ai
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_ a. K takes on values I to 16.

b. K = I + (J - 9)_8 for I = 1 to I = 8, /
J = 9 and J = 10.

Graphically, D_TCYC(8,10) is shown in figure 33-21.
From figure 33-21, the following information is evident.

I. ((A(I:J) ,I=1,3),J=I,8) are integer numbers.

2. ((A(I,J),I=4,8),J=I,8) are floating point numbers.

3. (B(K),K=I,3) and B(7) are integer numbers.

4. (B(K) ,K=_,6) and (B(K) ,K=8,13) are floating

point numbers.

5. (B(K) ,K=I_,16) are unused cells.

Quantity Description

A (1,J) Time (days)

A (2,J) Time (milliseconds of day)

A (3,J) Flag

A (_,J) Transverse field (gammas)

A (=,J) Parallel field (gammas)

A(6,J) Sun pulse delay (seconds)

A(7,J) Field longitude (radians)

A (8,J) Particle counts

Qu an_tit y De sc rip tion

B(1) Elapsed time, coarse

B(2) Elapsed time, fine

B (3) Flag

B(_) Sun elevation angle (degrees)

B(_) Spin period

33-_2
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! R(6) Sector period !

f , .I_

B(7) Spin count /

B(S) Magnetometer temperature (degrees Fahrenheit)

B(9) Battery temperature (degrees Fahrenheit)

B(10) Battery current (amperes)

B(11) Battery voltage (volts)

B(12) Array current (amperes)

B(13) Reference voltage (volts)

Converting Apollo 16 Data to P_oper Units

When the Apollo 16 subsatellite is in sunlight, the

following formulas may be used to obtain proper values for

data given on the magnetic tape. For the magnetic field

transverse to the spin axis (stored mode), use

BT = BT(0.512 - 0.1013)

)

For the magnetic field transverse to the spin axis (real
time) , use

BT = BT x 0.503

For the magnetic field parallel to the spin axis, use

Bp = 0.4981[ (Bp + 51.95) - (0.0279 x B8)] - 24.72

where By = transverse field, word A(4,J) in data cycle

Bp = parallel field, word A(5,J) in data cycle

B8 = magnetometer temperature, word BIB) in data

cycle

Note: In real time, flag A3 = XOXXXX; in memory store, flag
A3 = XIXXXX.

33-43
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'_ SUMmArY OF RESULTS
f

Lunar Magnetic Field Maps /

The first attempt to map the lunar surface field ;

consisted of simply superposing measurements on successive
orbit tracks when the Moon was in the geomagnetic tail.
Because the data were not available in machine-readable

format until many months after launch and because the

orientation of the spin axis of the subsatellite was not

4 known until well after that, th _ early maps were constructed

from data on "quick look" computer listings of the raw data
_ obtained in real time from the JSC Mission Control Center

computer. The raw data consisted of the field component

parallel to the spin axis, the m_gnitude in the spin plane,
and th_ time that the magnetic field in the spin plane

crossed the zero field =eading going positive. This latter
measurement has meaning only when referenced to the Sun

it •pulse. Therefore, was not used in the early mapping

studies. Such superposed epoch plots were presented by
Coleman et al. (refs. 33-2 to 33-5) and Russell et al. (ref.

, 33-6) for Apollo 15 data and by Coleman et al. (net. 33-7) ;:
for Apollo 16 data.

While these plots clearly demonstrated that the field

variations observed by the subsatellite were correlated with •

. selenographic position, it was highly desirable to attempt
to derive information about the lateral extent of these

9

surface fields. Thus, surface contour maps of the raw data
were conszructed. The first such map, using the magnitude

of the field in the spin plane, was made by subtracting the

minimum field strength observed on eacL orbit near the

crater Van de Graaff from eacn of the readings on that °

orbit, and then scaling the resulting residuals by the
&Ititude raised to the 2.5 power (r_fs. 33-4 and 33-5).

The next field ..ap covered only the Van de Graaff-
Aitken region (refs 33-6 to 33-8) and was produced from 10•
successive orbits of data at an altitude of approximately 70

km. This map used the vector information reduced from the

raw data listings. First, the three field components ih
spacecraft coordinates were computed from the transverse

magnitude, the zero crossing delay, zhe Sun pulse delay, and

the component parallel to the spin axis. Next, the average
field for _ach orbit was subtracted and the residuals

contoured. No altitude-dependent corrections were applied,
nor were the data rotated into local lunar coordinates.

When digital t_pes became available, more date could be
incorporated into the maps, and a greater portion of the

lunar surface could be covered. The first such map for only

33-_ _:
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the raqial component was published by Sharp e_ al. (ref. 33-

I 9). Again, the average field in inertial spac was removed i

for each orbit and !he altitude dependence empirically /
removed with _n altitude to the 1.5 power correction.

Superposed epoch plots o_ each of the field components were

also shown (together with a map of the Van de Graatf region
at 130-kin altitude) in addition to the 70-ks map.

When all the data from the Apollo 15 mission became , ;

available, the next generation field map was attempted. For .
thes_ maps, the average and linear slopes were removed from

_ach of the components in inertial space (solar ecliptic
coordinates); and then the residuals were rotated into

radial, east, and north selenographic components. These
residuals were not altitude corrected. The data were then

sorted and averaged in I° by I° boxes, and the resulting
averages smoothed with a two-dimensional tilter (full-width,

half-maximum 2° by 2o). These maps were not completed in
time f_ presentation at the Fourth Lunar Science

Confer :nce, but _he radial component map was completed in
time for inclusion in the frontispiece of the conference

proceedings. A map of all three components, produced in

this manner but covering only the Van de Graaff-Aitken
region, was published by Russell et al. (ref. 33-10) and

Schubert and Lichtenst_in (ref. 33-11). These maps portray
the lunar field (_t the altitude of the subsatellites) over

all scal_s f_em glcbal to approximately I° , with some

} attenuation of +he quadrupole _ield and nearby harmonics
(ref. 33-10).

One of th= mos _ serious limitations of these mapping
studies is the _ssumption that the magnetic field of the

geomagnetic tail, in which the Moon is immersed during the
mapping passes, r=mains constant (in the cases for which the

aveFag_ is removed) or varies linearly with time (_n the

cases for which the average and trend are removed). In

short, _he natural power spectrum of fluctuation_ in the
tail from p_riods of roughly 1 hr to 2_ sec is converted to

surfac_ correlated features with wavelengths of from 180 ° to

I°. Over some of th_ mapped tracks, there is sufficient
redundant coverage so +hat such noise fluctuations are

att=nuated in the averaging process. In other regions, the

lunar field itself is so large that it clearly dominates i

over the background _oise. However, there are several

regions on these maps that display the signature of

contamination by the natural fluctuations (i.e., elongated
con%ours parallel to the orbit track). Thus, when the

Apollo 16 data became available for _ddition to these maps, _

the mapping procedure was refined once more. i

The most striking features of all the maps was the
small scale size o5 even the largest anomalies {
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(a_29roximately 10 ° maximum). Therefore, the bandwidth of

the data being used in the mapping studzes was restricted,
thereby reducing the power in the natural fluctuations

affecting the accuracy of the map. To effect this bandwidth

limitation, the raw data were passed through a high-pass
filter with a corn_;r frequency corresponding to wavelengths

of 20 °. Then, they were rotated irJto the local lunar •

coordinate system of radial, east, and north components; and ;

they were sorted into I° by 1° bins, averaged, and then ,
further filtered by a two-dimensional Gaussian filter, as in

past studies. These maps were then printed in the

frontispieces of the Fifth and Sixth Lunar Science
Conference Proceedings (refs. 33-12 and 33-13). These maps

are discussed in more detail by Russell et al. (ref. 33-1,) _

tog=ther with the altitude dependence of the fine scale
field.

Permanent and Induced Lunar Magnetic _oment

There apparently is no global magnetic field. Fourier
analysis of the tangential and radial components of the

Apollo subsatellite magnetic field observations in the
relatively steady field and near vacuum conditions of the

geomagnetic tail provides a precise measuremert of the

projection of the lunar magnetic moment ±n the subsatellite

orbit plane. Analysis of the 7-month sample of Apollo 15
results in an upper limit of 130 MT-m 3 (1.3 x 10 *8 G-cm 3) in

the Apollo 15 subsatellite orbit plane (refs. 33-15 and 33-
16). If one assumes the momeiLt is parallel to the lunar i

rotation axis, this limits the total moment to less than 300

MT-m 3 (3 x 10 *e G-cm 3) . Analysis of the smaller 2-month

sample of Apollo 16 data gives a moment of 650 5_0 _T-m 3
(6.5 ± 5.4 G-cm 3) in the Apollo 16 orbit plan_ (ref. 33-17).

Combining the two results gives a moment of (200, -600,
-900) MT-m 3 ((2, -6, -9) x 10 la G-cm3) along the three

selenographic axes. However, because both the Apollo 15 and
16 measurements do not differ significantly f_om zero, the
combined result is also consistent with zero.

A significant induced lunar dipole moment was measured

with the Apollo 15 data (refs. 33-15 _nd 33-16). Combining
the results from both spacecraft, one obtains an induced

moment of (__.n _ 1.9) x 10 .6 T-m 3 per tesla ((-_.9 ± 1.q) x

1Cza G-cm 3 per gauss) of applied external field (ref. 33-
17). while the induced moment was originally postulated to

result from a lunar ienosphere, Goldstein and Russell have

more recently suggested that this is due instead to the

presence of an iron core (ref. 33-18).
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Solar Wind Interaction With the Moon
I
I' The previously known enhancement in the field strength

on the antiso!ar side of the Moon, whe:% the Moon is in the

sol_r wind, known as the diamagnetic cavity was also seen at
the 100-km altitude of the subsatellite (refs° 33-2 and 33-

8). Also observed were the dips an field strength adjacent
to the cavity, which are presumed to occur because of the

expansior of the solar wind flow into the cavity. This

interact!on produced frequent increases in field strength
just in front of the terminator. Although these features

were previously reported on Explorer 35, they were much
• larger at the low altitude of the subsatellite. These

features were previously termed limb shocks or penumbral

increases. The more conservative term is llmb cempression.

They were definitely correlated with the appearance of
certain regions at the limbs (refs. 33-4, 33-6, and 33-19). '

The property of the lunar surface that appears to be

responsible for the deflection of the so1_r wind leading to
a limb compression is the lunar remanent magnetic field

(refs. 33-8 and 33-9). On the otaer hand, the occurrence

rate also depends on the orientation of the interplanetary

magnetic field in a manner similar to the dependence of the
Earth bow shock structure u= the interplanetary field
orientation (ref. 33-20).

I TRANSFER FUNCTION OF THE MOON

The region of the lunar limbs was usually disturbed
_ven when limb compressions were absent (refs. 33-2 and 33-

3). However, comparisons with Explorer 35 magnetometer

measurements showed that the field was often undisturbed by
the presence of the _oon over much of the subsolar

hemisphere (refs. 33-10 and 33-21). Thus, the subsatellite

magnetometer at times could be used as a measure of the

input wave spectrum to the Moon. On the other hand, when

the suosatellite was in the diamagnetic cavity, it was

responsive _o both the solar wind input and the scattered
spectrum.
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TABtE 33-X.- ORBIT TAPE CONTENTS

Word or code Definition /

Header record - record lS

I Number of orbits on tape
2 Orbit number .:
3/4 Date calculated/processed
5/6 Altitude of perilune/apolune
7/8 Day of year of orbit start/year mud. lq00 _
9 Start time (seconds} ?

10 Number of pol.ts (records} in orbit
11/12 Time of perilune/apolune
13/14 Sunset time (start/stop}
15/16 Sunrise time (start/stop)
17/18 Earthrise/earthset times
19 End time of orbit

=20 to 28 GEI to GSE

z29 to 37 GEI to GSM ;.
z38 tO _6 GEI to GSFQ
z47 to 55 GSR to GSE
=56 to 64 GSM to GSEQ

=65 to 73 GSE to GSEQ
=74 tO 82 GEI to SS_
283 to 91 GEI to SSEQ
z92 to 100 SSE to SSEQ

z101 to 109 GEl to SG _
=110 to 118 SG to SSE

z119 to 127 SG to SSEQ
zl28 to 136 SG to GSM
z137 to 145 S/C to SSE
=146 to 154 S/C to SSEQ
z155 to 163 S/C to GSR
=16_ to 172 S/C to GSE
z173 to ldl S/C to SG
GEI Geocentric equatorial inertial coordinates
GSE Geocentric solar ecliptic
GS_ Geocentric solar eagnetospheric
GSEQ Geocentric solar equatorial
SSE Selenocencric solar ecliptic
SSEQ Selenocentric solar equatorial
SG selenographi,_
S/C Spacecraft coordinate

Data record m

1/2 Day of year/Tear mud. 1900
3 Second_ of day
_/5 Earth-Sun/_arth-Roon distances
6/7 Sun-Roon/subsatellite-noon distances
8 to 10 Unit vector to Sun GEI

11 to 13 0nit vector to Moon GEI
14 to 16 Unit vector parallel to PFS spin axis G_I

17 to 19 Onit vector parallel to Earth dipole G_I ,[
20 to 22 Unit vector to Earth SSE _:
23 to 25 Unit vector to subsatellite SSE
26 to 28 Unit vector parallel to PWS spin alms SSE
29 tO 31 Unit vector to subsatellite SG

32 to 3_ Unit vector "o _arth SG
35 to 37 Unit vector _., Sun SG

38 to _0 Unit vector parallel to PFS spin axis SG ._

41 Altitude of PFS _

_Words 1 to 4 i.teger, words 5 On real.
aTransformation lattices of form All A12 A13, A21 A22 A23,

A31 A32 A33.
SEepeated H times - all real.
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CALCULATED 8/04/71 TRACKING ORBIT : 1 PROCESSED 3/11/72 j

(JRI_IT _TA_<T ?ERILU_;E ,,%L_..E SU_:RISE SUNSET .c

1 2019 8/04/71 2041 100.4 2141 138.4 214_ 2055
2 221£ 8/04/71 2241 100.6 2340 138.1 2340 2254
3 18 8/05/71 40 100.9 140 137.8 140 54

200 ........ 'I ....... 'I .... I''''

180

IEO

IqU

_ 120
100

_ 80

fn

4O _,
ORBIT 20 /I , , , , 1 _ , , I , , , , I , , , , I J , , , I , , , _ I , _ _ ,

1 2020 2040 2100 2120 21. ) 2200 2220
, I .... 1, , , , I , , , , I , , , , I .... I ,, , , I • • , , I !

2 2220 2240 2300 2320 ?3aO 0000 0020
.I.,..1_,,.I .... I.,,al,,,_l...,I..,,I L_

3 0020 0040 0100 0120 0140 G200 0220 :'

UNIVERSAL TIME

Figure 33-15.- Apollo 15 subsatellite tracking for one orbit. /,
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, I _ _ _ I , I , , , I , , , , , .... I , , J I , , , I ,

-Itn -120 -8,_ -40 0 4u _ 120 160

(WEST1 L01GITUD[ (EAST)

ORBIT 2(h)2 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 ,;

PFRILU_I[ 542 742 942 1142 1342 1541 I,

APOLUNE 442 6,12 /42 1042 1242 1442

START DAY-FIRST ORBIT l,/l_llZ CALCULATED 1118172 PROCESSED 3104172

TRACKING OR[_IT = 2013

i

Figure 33-16.- Apollo 15 subsatellite selenographic coordinates.
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Figure 33-17.- Solar ecliptic position Earth-Moon system.
C
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Figure 33-18.- Apollo 15 particl,es and fields subsatellite UC_A
fluxgate magnetometer data for orbit g9. Spacecraft coordi- ,:
nates, plot A. _:-
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I 9 17 25 33 A 41 49 57 65 73
AI,IAI,2 AI,3AI,4 AI,51 1,6 AI,7AI,8 B1 B9

2 I0 18 26 34 A242 50 58 66 74 ,_,A2,1 A2,2 A2,3 A2,4 A2,5 ,6 A2,7 A2,8 B2 B10

3 A II 19 27 A 35 43 51 59 67 75 i

A3,1 3,2 A3,5 A3,4 3,5 A3,6A3,7 A3,8 B3 BII 'i

41A 12 20 28 36 441 52 60 68 76
A4,1 4,2 A4,3 A4,4 A4,5 A4,6A4,7A4,8 B4 BI2

AI i'_A 2] 2§ 37 45A 53 61 69 77
A5 A5,2 5,3 A5,4 A5,5 A, 5,6 5,7 A5,8 B 5 813

6 A 14 22 3C 38 A 46 54 62 70_
A6,1 6,2 A6,3 A6,4 A6,5 6,6 A6,7 A6,8 B6

7 15 A 23 A 31 39 47 55 63 71
A7,1A7,2 7,3 7,4 A7,5 A7,6 A7,7 A7,8 B7

8 16 24 52 40 A 48' 56 64 72A8,1 A8,2 A8,3 A8,4 A8,5 8,6 A8,7'A8,8 B8

_ Integer cells

Floating point cells

_ Unused cells

Figure 33-2!.- An 8 by 10 data cycle array (DATCYC(8,10)).
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PART C: S-BAND TRANSPONDER /

The purpose of the S-band transponder experiment was to
measure the lunar gravitational field, which in turn
provided information on the distribution of lunar mass and

its correlation with surface features such as craters,

mountains, an_ maria. Lack of correlation would imply

subsurface structures. The lunar gravitational fie3d is

measured by observing the dynamical motion of spacecraft in
free-fall orbits. Effective detection of mass variations is

greatly enhanced by low-altitude trajectories, such as the

eccentric orbits during revolutions 3 to 16 of the Apollo 16
spacecraft and the 11-km periapsis of the Apollo 16
subsatellite during May 1972. The observational data ale

the precise Earth-based radio tracking measurements

initially used for real-time navigation. However, these

line-of-sight velocity measuremenzs can be obtained only
while the spacecraft is in view of the Earth. As a result,

no direct far-side measurements are available. The only

information about the far-side gravity field is indirectly

inferred from the spacecraft conditions immediately after
occultation over many revolutions.

A very stable frequency of 2115 MHz obtained from a

cesium reference was transmitted to the orbiting spacecraft.

The transFcnder in the spacecraft multiplied the received

frequency by the constant 240/221 (to avoid self-_ockup) and
transmitted the signal to Earth. (The transmitted and

received frequencies were within the S-band region.) At the

Earth-based receiver, the initial transmitted fr{quency
(multiplied by the same constant) was subtracted, and the

resulting cycl_-count differences were accumulated in a

counter along with the precise time at which differencing

occurred. These cycle-count differences were the Doppler

shift in frequency fd caused by the line-or-sight (radial)
component Vr of th_ spacecraft velocity, or 2Vr/C X 2300
MHz, whe[e c is th_ speed of light. At times of high

resolution, the counter was _ead every second; at low
resolution, it was read once a minute. Not only was the

cycle-count difference recorded, the fractional part of the

cycle was m_asured. This capability allowed a resolution of
aFproximately 0._I llz or 0.65 mm/sec in the measurements.

The a_roach for reducing these data is the same as
that applied to *he Lunar Orbiter data for the mascon

analysis (i.e., not spherical harmonics or brute-force

dynamic estimation). The raw data contain many components
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of motion that must be remnved before gravity analysis can

Factors to be accounted for include the tracking i,proceed.
station rotation about the Earth spin axis; the spacecraft

motion perturbed by point-mass accelerations fro[_ the Sun, /
the Earth, the Moon, and the planets; and a_mospneric
offects and signal transit times. All these quantities are i

known a priori and are determined to accuracies well beyond (
_hose required to evaluate _ocal gravitational effects.

,t

DATA HISTORY AND OPEPATIONS

The follcwing i_ a summary of S-band transponder data

collected.

1. Apollo 12 - one arc of descent Novembe£ 19, 1969

2. Apollo 14 - 10 CSM orbits at low altitude :_
F_brua_ i 4, 1971

[

3. Apollo 15 - 10 CS_ orbits at low altitude Jul_ 30,
1971

,f

4. Apollo 16 - 10 CSM orbits at low altitude

April 20, 1972

5. Apollo 17 - 10 CSM orbits at low altitud_ I
December 11, 1972

Th_ Apollo 15 subs&tel_ite (PF:Z-I) was active from

August 9, 1971, to September 1973, w._en the battery failed.

•he spacecraft was _racked usuall_' 2 to 3 times per week

except during mission operations. There are £our regions of
dense tracking in which the spacecraft was tracked ever_
second or third orbit for 2 to 3 weeks. These times are (I)

September 27 to Octol-er 3, 1971, (2) November 30 to
December 19, 1971, (3) october 31 to _:avember 18, 19..:

(_) January 23 to February z3, 1973. The Apollo 16
subsat_llite (PFS-2) was active from April 2_ to _ay 29,

_72, when it crashed. Tracking was similar to that for the

Apollo 15 subsatellite; a dense tracking period was started

_ay 7 and was ended X_y I_, 1972.

High quality data (noise less than _ mm/sec) were
obtained duriz] all _issions with no failures at any time of

_he S-hand t_ansponder. Data were corrupted over ;mall _ime

intervals during spacecraft maneuvers. Also, periodic

equipment failures at Earth-based receiving stations when
tracking the s,lbsatellite caused minor data loss.
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i DAT._ SETS

Th=_ data set_ are _vailable at three different levels

of data reduction. Yhe first level consists of the raw

Dop[,ler counts, which contains all relative effects __tween
. the receiving ground ant_pna al_d the spacecraft. These data

are on magnetic, tapes an_1 require major editin 9 and orbit

determination programs for proper handling. To obtail. ,
documents on accessing the _any parameters involved for "
processing saw Doppler data, contact W. Wollenhaupt ((713)
_83-_366) at JSC. The second l_vel of reduction consists of

the Doppler residuals from the orbit determination fit.
Th<se data _re located on microfilm at NSSDC at the NASA

Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). (The last two dense
data coverage _ )m the Aoollo 15 subsatellite were not at

GSFC at _:-e t. e of publication of this report.) The format
is _escr ed in the section entitlea "Explanation cf ,:
._ccelerat±on 9ata Listing."

The third level of reduction consist, of %he line-of-

siqht accelerations obtained from the Doppler residuals.

These data are contained on the microfilm with the Doppler
lesiduals, _ut they are also on magnetic tape as described

_n the section entitled "Explanation of Accelerat%on Dat_
L%S _'i" g. "

I o sets of orbital element uisto_ies covering 2 years
the Apo]ic 15 subsatellite and 95 days for the Apollo 16

su.satellite as= in prepa.-ation. These histories will be

a-dilable on microfilm and magnetic nape when analysis has
peon completed.

EXPLANATION OF ACCELERATION DATA LISTING

The acceleration data expl_ined in this section are

available on mic£ofilm at NS::DC. The first four pages of

each orblt printout contain program parameter inputs. Some
of the older li_+.ings _ay not contain all the parameters

con+ained in the new-st program version (Jul] 197_). There
are three basic blocks of information: (I) traj__ctory

-, controls, (2; spline fit controls, and (3) plotting

controls. The parameters in the microfilm listing are
interspersed fro_ each block, but th: members of each block

listed here are i_ +.h9 sequential order of the microfilm.
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Trajectory Controls

I. Input label = any label of user information. /

2. LONEF = selenographic longitude of probe at EPOCH.

3. LATPER = latitude of periapsis (not required

input).
8

4. LONPER = longitude of periapsis (not required

input).

5. ECC = eccentricity (not required input).

6. PER = period of orbit in minutes (not required

input).

7 to 12. X,Y,Z,DX,DY,DZ = unused position and velocity

components.

13 to 18. XS,YS,ZS,DXS,DYS,DZS = Cartesian position
and velocity component_ of the probe at EPOCH, referenced to

the true lunar equator, space fixed coordinates with X

defined by the prime meridian at 0¢ longitude.

19. LON = selenographic longitude of probe.

20. INC - nominal = 0 inclination of orbit, if

intersection of orbit plane with the lunar equator is
desired to be at plet center; see PMIN for explanation. If

ZNC = 0, pericenter passage time is used for fixed-mode plot
cen+er of 90-sin frame.

21. N = dummz variable, nominal = 0.

22. LUN = 4-digit orbit identifier.

23. EPOCH = YYM_0DDHH,MMSSXXX; where ¥¥ = year of
190C, MM = month of year, 0 = fixed zero, DD = day of month,

HH = G.m.t. hours, MM = minutes beyond hour, SS = seconds

beyond minutes, and XXX = milliseconds beyond seconds.

24. EPOK = YYMMCDDHH,MMSSXXX; where YY = year of 1900,

MM = month of year, C = fixed zero, DD = day of month, HH =
G.m.t. hour_, MM = minutes beyond hour, SS = seconds beyond

minutes, and XXX = m_llSseconds beyond seconds.

25. LTE = latitude ef Earth in degrees in body fixed
coordinates.

26. LNE = longitude of Earth in aegrees in body fixed
coordinates.

._ 33-64
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27. NORM - nominal = 0; (0,1) for (NO,YES) to

I normalize accelerations to 10C-km altitude the factor (Hby

+ 5_)_/1q0 a where H is spacecraft altitude.
f

28. NAVE - nominal = 1. This factor causes NAVE

consecutive points to be averaged. This process e_fectively
reduces the number of points to be fitted from number input

to I/NAVE as many. The factor is used for data

compression where the deck of input points is larger than

approximately 30C cards.

29. REgSIN - nominal = +1; optional = -1, which

reverses the sign on Doppler residuals. Yhis factor is just
a convention, because accelerations away from the observe_

on Earth are considered positive.

30. RADIUS is th_ radius ef central body; nominal =
1738 km.

31. GM is the gravitational constant of the central

body in cubic kilometers per second squared; nominal =
4902.78 km3/sec _.

32. TARGZT - nominal value = 0 for lunar orbit;

TARGET = I for Martian orbit; governs body rotation rate.

I 3_. REFER = reference EPOCH for Mars light time
corrections, 0 for lunar case.

3_. DUTSEC = difference in seconds between universal

and ephemeris time.

35. YRANSA = the constant term in the light time

correction equation for Mars.

36. TRANSB = the coefficient for the liDear term in

the light time correction equation for Mars.

37. EP2 = Mars EPOCH needed in light time corrections.

38. NEWFP = new EPOCH due to light tirde corrections
for Mars.

39. IPR = 5, debug print for Martian data tlmes.

_0. EP3 = Martian EPOCH for light time correction.
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Spline Fit Controls

Note the formul_ computed internally for NPUTIN: I
NPUTIN = integ_[ part ((ALTIYUDE - BKSUB) _EKFAC-.31 + 1.0).

•_his determines how many points are to be put in each

interval as a factor function of spacecraft mean altitude

since last point. The following terms are used as spline
fit controls.

J

1. BKTIMS - array input optional. If bre_ktimes are

manually input, in minutes, ste BKTYPE. The factor BKTIMS =

93.,95.,99.,I°S.,...,0. An ending zero is required.

2. TFIT - nominal = 90. This factor zs an upper limit

in minutes added to TSTAFT, which equals EPOCH plus TADD,
over which data will be fitted. Less will be fitted if
there is less data.

3 • DFIT " _- .,om_nal = 2.0. This factor is minutes per
breakpoint in case DOBKS is negative; see DOBKS for

explanation.

4. DOBKS - nominal = 0; (NEG,0,POS) for breaks; (NEG)

at equal intervals of DF.T minutes, (ZERO) automatic

selection by following parameters, and (POS) use input
BKTIMS previously computed or punched out. See Bh'TYPE.

5. TADD - nominal = 0. This value ks the time in

minutes to be added to EPOCH at which data lifting is to
begin. This factor can ignore data, but must be used to

EPOCH forward to within approximately 1 rain of finest ,]ata.

6. BFAC - nominal = I. This factor changes NPUTIN.
For example, if BFAC = 2, NPUTIN = 2 down to 50 km instead

of 100 kin. If BFAC = 0.5, NPUTIN = I up to 20C-kin
spacecraft altitude.

7. PDEBUG nominal = C; (0,1) for (NO,YES) to print
debug output blocks.

8. PHNOUT no_i_.lal = I; (0,1) for (NO,YES) to punch
out brea kti.,es.

9. BKTYPE nominal = O; (-I,0, I). if (d), us, BKTIZ2
• as input. (See DOBK.<.) If (-I), truncate set for sho£t'_L

fit interval than input. If (I), takes time in minutes past
plc _ EPOCH as th_ valu= of input BKTIMS instead of the
nominal punched-out value.

10. MAXBKS - nominal = 12. This factor is the maximum

number of points in any interval (except 'fF_C o_'errides all

above and MAXBKS an,] may require more) . Fo_ hign-rate low-

33 -66
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altitude data, set MAXBKS and TFAC to admit the desired

i number of points and to control the minimum length of
interval. If _AXBKS = N and TFAC = 0, then no more than N

points will be in any interval. If TFAC is not zero after N /

peints are in, even though altitude indicates more should be
in, TFAC is tested to see if inierval is longer; if it is, a

breakpoint is placed there. If not, processing continues.

11. MINBKS = minimum number of breakpoints over data

span.

12. INLAST - nominal = 7. This iactor is like NFIRST

except that _ requires a minimum number of points in last
interval. The value must be _2 but, in practice, for low-

altitude trajectories with clean data, should be set at
expected NPUTIN or slightly greater.

13. TFAC nominal = 0.95. Yhe nominal value admits

intervals no shorter than I min, which is acceptable

providing __D_c_craft.. altitude is over 50 km ._ince the

spacecraft travels at 100 km/min. For lower altitudes, a

smaller value may be desired. Unless single peints are
admSssible, TFAC should not be less than the data rate or

the altitude NPUTIN calculation will require a larger
number. The factor TFAC is in minutes, and when NPUTIN

equation or MAXBKS are satisfied, TFAC is tested, last of

all, to make sure the interval is at least of this length in

I minutes. For low-altitude trajectorie_ Gf less than

approximately £0 km, i% is desirable to reduce TFAC if the
data rate is high.

I_. BKSUB - nominal = 0. Subtracts constant from

spacecraft altitude in equation fol NPUT!N. (Input negalive

number to increase effective spacecraft altitude.) Useful

to _mphasize the few points that occur Delow a specified

altitude or, from another standpoint, can change the origln
from which NPUTIN is calculated from 100 km to 10g - BKSUB.

To change the single-point threshold irom 100 to 120 km,

input BKSUB = 20. To increase it from _0 to _00 km, input
BKSUB = -60.

1£. REJECT - nominal = 5.00, set for largest residual
desired in fit; if larger, it will be deleted from data set.

16. BFAC = BKFAC.

17. DTACC - nominal = 0.25 min. This factor is time

between acceleration points computed after the fitting; that
is, resolution of acceleration data. Each interval con_alns

500 points maximum: (to_l time)/DTACC must be less than i
500.
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18. TAPE = T; writes an output tape with acceleration
data.

19. DATYPE = I; reads JSC data files, MODE must be 0.

2_. MODE - nominal = 0; if (1), reads other than JSC
files.

21. SPSN - nominal : F; if (T), does spline fit to JSC
accelerations from SPSN.

Plotting Controls

I. DOSTOP - nominal = 0. If this factor is 1, the

data name-list input block will be interpreted as a dummy,

and this dummy last input block is required if a data tape
is being written on unit 2. The factor gives an end-of-file
ccde to unit 2.

2. PESI_JT is an array of length 4 containing

thresholds for blank, 0, R, and X labels above plotted point
in case residuals aries the fitting are greater than

corresponding threshold. In the program, RESINT(1) = 0, and

nominals are n.,.O0[.,.01,.02 Hz. To change, simply input
RES!NT = 0.,W.,X.,Y.,Z.; where W,X,Y,Z are the desired
±hresholds.

3. PMIN - nominal = 0. If input is nonzero, it is of

the form MMM.FFF (minutes from 0 hr G.m.t.) desired for plot

center if the plot is manual-fixed mode. Both PPASS and
PMIN cannot be nonzero.

_. PPASS - nominal = O. If input is nonzero, it is _f
the form HHMMSS.FFF and is the time desired at center of the

plot in fixed-manual mode.

5. PDIV = total plo_ time divided into PDIV plot
frames.

6. PLTYPE - nominal = C, (0, I). If (0), plots

according to preceding parameters on fixed 90-min base.

This process is desirable for most Lunar Orbiter data

because it permits o _ rlay of adjacent orbits for comparison
in selenographic coordinates transformed into time. If (I),

plot time scale is s=t to best fit the whole fit interval
from the first data point in the fit to the last on a single

frame. Use for either very short or very long intervals

only. This process abandons automatic overlay capability,
since EPOCH will be taken arbitraril], by the data and not in

seienographic time. Useful for short fltting with high data

rate. Minimum time of plot is 10 mi_, maximuln is 1000 min.

33-b8
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Minimum ordina €0.2 Hz, maximum is 7 Hz. Yor high-

amplitude residual, ±he parameter reject should be reset. /
7. DTPLT - nominal = 0. This factor consists of

minutes %o add to or subtract Irom first data point (which

is determining plot EPOCH as the even minute of the first
observation) to readjust plo_ EPOCH if desired. This factor

can be used to normalize time to selenographic coordinates
manually, if desired.

8. ORDIN fixes the ordinate on plots.

9. AUTOX - nominal = 1; automatic X-axis scaling for

Cal Comp plots.

10. AUTOY - nominal = 2; automatic Y-axis scaling for

Cal Comp plots.

11. IDOX > I, then AUTOX control is canceled an@ _ixed

value XINC input.

12. IDOY > 1, then AUTOY control is canceled and fixed

value YSCA input.

13. XINC = fixed Cal Comp plot X-axis length in

minutes per inch.

J 14. OPDFIN = maximum ordinate for Stromberg C_rlson

F!o+s.

15. YSCA = fixed Cal Comp plot (axis lel_gth in hertz
per inch).

16 and 17. SCALEX,SCALEY - nominal = 0. For automatic

mode, this factor sets minimum allowable X- and Y-axis
limits and overrides automatic sca_ . This factor cannot

result in plot that truncates data. To do this, set SCALEY
egual +o nega+ive value of desired absolute scale.

Numerical Listing

Numerical data are plotted usually in 13 columns. In
som_ cases, 12 columns are used; however, the 13th column is

irrelevant to this wo?k and is usually zero. The following
quantities are represented in the columns.

I. Column I is Greenwich mean time in hours, minutes,

and seconds on the day of the reference orbit for the

received Doppler observations. (See EPOCH in p:ogram
parameters.)

33-69
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2. Column 2 is column I time converted to minutes.

: 3. Column 3 is time in minutes pas_ the relelence /
EPOCH.

4. Column _ is the time in minutes on the associated

plot for this particular point.

5. Column 5 is the Doppler residual in hertz (I Hz =

65 mm/sec) from a least-squares reduction in which a rather

complete theoretical model (having planetary perturbations,

Earth rotation, precise station locations, tropospheric

: mode], and precise signal station transit times) has removed

the primary Doppler signal. The lunar gravity field was GM
= 4902.78 km3/sec z, J2 = 2.07108E -4, J3 = -0.21E -4, C22 =

0.2q716E -4, C31 = 0.34E -4, and C32 = 0.02583E -4 (LI model).

In the reduction of the raw Doppler observation, only 65 min

of data were fit+ed (signal acquisition to loss of signal)

and only the six state parameters (position and velocity at
EPOCH) were estimated. Usually, two or three tracking

stations were viewing, but the residual is that of the

transmitting station rather than of the receiving-only
stations.

6. Column 6 is the spacecraft altitude in kilometers

above a 1738-km sphere.

7. Column 7 is the spacecraft selenographic latitude

in degrees.

8. Column 8 is the spacecraft selenog[aphic longitude

in degrees.

Note: A correction should be applied to longitude for dates

prior to January 1972 (Apollo 12, 14, and 15 command-servlce
module and Apollo 15 subs=tellite) . The correction factor
A_ should be subtracted from the tabulated value: A1 =

0.0178AT, where the answer is in degrees. The value for AT

is printed in the third column (i.e., minutes from the
_POCH).

9. Column _ is the theoretical value in hertz

calculated by the SPLINE program used in the least-squares

fit to the Doppler residuals. The splines are cubics with
second derivative:_ continuous at the patch points.

10. Column 10 is the accel_ration in millimeters per

second squared by analytic differentiation of the spline at

the reference time. This parameter is one component of _he
acceleration vector perturbing the spacecraft and i',

measured along the tracking station�spacecraft line. The

- initial least-squares filtering of the Doppler data has

33-70
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reduced _he true acceleration amplitude by approximately 0.3

I (ref. 33-22).

11. Column 11 _s a normalized acceleration in /

millimeters per second squared. However, because no
normalization has been applied in ally case, column 11 is the

same as column 10.

12. Column 12 is the residual in hertz alter the i

spline has been fitted to the Doppler residuals. For good '

data and a good spline fit, these numbers should appear

almost random (+,-) with an amplitude not exceeding 0.01 Hz

(usual rms = C.095 Hz).

13. Column 13 has no relevance to this work.

EXPLANATION OF ACCELEPATIONS ON MAGNETIC TAPES

E

Magnetic tape acceleration data consist of one

observation per data record written in binary coded decimal

card image. Each observation has the following four
quantities: (1) latitude of spacecraft in degrees, (2)
longitude of spacecraft in degrees, (3) line-of-sight

acceleration at spacecraft altitude in millimeters per

second squared, and (4) altitude of spacecraft in
I kilometers.

SUMMARY OY KEY EVENTS

The following summary includes conclusions derived from
analysis of S-band transponder data. t

1. Mascons are near-surface, disk-type objects

producing excess loads of 800 to 1000 kg/cm a (refs. 33-23 to
33-25).

i

2. All 109-km-diameter size craters have negative
anomalies consistent with an impactor ejecting mass that hss

never been isostatically adjusted (refs. 33-25 to 33-27).

3. The Monies Apenninus have undergone considerable
isostatic adjustment (ref. 33-25).

4. The Marius Hills have not undergone isostatic

adjustment (ref. 33-25).
[

q. Grimaldi is +he sm_.liest mascon detected and has

the largest loading of 1240 kg/cm z.

33-71
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6. Density calculations of mass ejected from cratezs
lik_ Langrenus and Copernicus indicate almost mean density

mdterial 3.3 g/cm3 to depths of 2 km. i

7. The mascons are complex featules requiring

irregular mass distributions beyond the first-order disk
model (refs. 33-24 and 33-25). _

8. qhe orbital gravity estimate for the Apollo 17 ,

Taurus-Littrow landing site agrees well with the surface
measurement. A -200 X I0 -s m/sec a (-200 mgal) anomaly is

present (ref. 33-28).
tQ

9. Features that do not correlate weil with visible

tcpography, such as the positive anomaly southeast of

Copernicus Crater (PFS-2) and the positive anomaly north of
Theophilus Crater, are present.

10. Detailed gravity is obtained in a band from
latitude 0° to 10 ° N in width and from -70 ° to 70 ° in

longitude at 20- to _0-km altitudes (PFS-2) . Also, over the
same longitudes but from latitude 20 ° to 30 ° S, detailed

gravity is obtained at approximately 40 to 60 km (ref. 33-
26).

11. Mare Orientale has a definite ring structure in

its gravity contours and an anomaly _hat is 50 percent more '

negative than positive (ref. 33-26).

12. Gravity highs are found over the Rima Triesnecker

system and over Lamont Crater in Mare Tranquillitatis (ref.
33-26). _'

13. Broad gravity highs of aO X I0-s to 50 X I0 -s
m/sec2 (40 to 50 mgal) are found in Mare Procellarum, Mare

Tranquilii%atis, anu Mare Fecunditatis (refs. 33-26 to 33-
28).

\
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34• APOLLO LUNAR SOUNDER EXPERIMENT

The scientific objectives of the Apollo lunar sounder exper-

iment (ALSE) are (I) mapping of subsurface electrical conductivity J
structure to infer geological structure, (2) surface profiling to

determine lunar topographic variations, (3) surface imaging, and _

(4) measuring galactic electromagnetic r_diation in the lunar _.

environment. The A_E was a three-frequency, wide-band, coherent
radar system operated from lunar orbit during the Apolle 17

mission• _

The concept of _-adar sounding is quite analogous to active

seismic profiling; that is, a continuous series of short pulses _"

of (eLectromagnetic) energy are propagated toward _he Moon and

are reflected from the lunar surface and from subsurface geologic _
interfaces. The energy reflected from the Moon is continuously j
recorded as the command and service module (CSM) moves in lunar

orbit, and bus a pr3file of surface and subsurface struct:ire is
assembled• The capability to map the lu':ar interior is dependent _

on a low-electrical-loss subsurface, that is, the attenuation of

I the signal must not _reclude a sigrLificant depth of exploration, !_Premission estimates of path Loss, based on measurements from _

returned lunar samples, indicated a maximum depth of e_ploration _
of approximately 1 km. Further, for the reflection of energy at
a geoloaic boundary, an electrical-property contrast must exist :_

across an interface. The e_ectrical property controlling the j_
amount of reflected energy is the dielectric constant . The

premission estimate of the typical dielectric-constant rati_
across an interface was 1•25. _:

Profiling is accomplished by ma±ntaining an aLsolute timing _,
/

reference between the firing of the adar transmitter and the
reception of the energy re.turned from the lunar surface. The _
rate of transmitter firing is sufficiently high to 'r_ake the pro- _.

filing essentially continuous In addition to acqbi.ring Lt'e '_•

global profile for selenodesy studies, detailed profiles were _
acquired that may be used to a_dress local selenomorpho!ogical
problems _:.

In the active s_unding mode, the quality of imagery i_ _

dependent, for a given frequency, on the diffuse backscattering
properties of the lunar surface, One record of the surface

backscattered energy is compiled from each transmitted pulse _i
reflected frum the Moon. A sequence of records th_n comprises a

two-dimensional dat_ array ne_ s_ry to create _n image. The _

3_-3
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• image is typically bounded on one side by the spacecraft-nadir 1
topographic profile, and the combination of profile and image is _ ! "

very useful for surface geologic interpretation•

The ALSE system was operated in three frequency ranges:

! 5 MH_ (HF-I), 15 MHz (HF-2), and 150 MHz (VHF). The HF-I system '_
is c_gab!e of the deepest exploration. The HF-2 system was oper u

" atel simultaneously with the HF-I system to provide partial over- _ ,
i lap in depth of exploration, trading off depth of exploration

for improved resolution. The VHF system was designed for shallow _ _

sounding and for surface imaging. All three frequencies are i

capable of surqace profiling. !

The ALSE had four major hardware components (fig. 34-1). At _

the heart of the system is the coherent synthetic aperture radar

(CSAR) containing the transmitting and receiving elements• ¢

Separate transmit/receive antenna systems were provided for the i _:
HF and VHF ranges. The received signa! is fed to an optical _

recorder. The voltage into the recorder modulates the light- _
intensity output of a cathode ray tube (CRT). The CRT output was

recorded on a continuously moving strip of photographic film.

The film, representing the prime data storage medium, was recov-
ered during the transearth-coastextravehicular activity. _

The CSAR receiver also mqnitored the average reflected elec-

,- tromagnetic power and transmitted these data, together with other t

engineering data, by way of the CSM 51 2-xbps telemetry channel. I_ _ _
The average reflected power data are used for calibration purposesi

as well as for aid in data interpretation• A representative _

example of these data is shown in figure 34-2.

The CSAR also had a receive-only (nonsounding) capability to _
measure the noise background in the HF ranges. These data were _ _:

also transmitted by way of the 51.2-kbps telemetry channel. :

THE ALSE SYSTEM

The HF Antennas _

The HF-I and HF-2 systems used a dipole antenna of 0.4 and •

1.2 wavelengths, respectively. To achieva an antenna tip-to-tip _
length of 24 m, two extendable/retractable elJments were required. !
A retracted element was spooled as two flat metallic ribbons, _ _

which, upon extension, curled together into a circular rod _

(fig. 3_-i). To match the complex antenna im _dance to the _
_, radar, an electrical network was constructed and mounted in the _,

antenna housing. A hybrid unit mounted in the scientific instru- j.

ment module provided the power division and the appropriate i

• electrical phase to feed the antenna elements as a dipole. To {

/-,_\LY i
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I' maintain low side lobes, the antennas were designed with extreme _
i

amplitude and phase linearity across the bandwidth. This was _
done at the expense of antenna efficiency; the minimum efficiency
across the band was 65 percent for the HF-I system and 43 percent i

: for the HF-.2 system, i

"_ The VHF Antenna ! _ •

The VHF antenna was designed to satisfy a linear amplitude
and phase response as well as a directionality requirement. The

antenna was a yagi of five directors and one reflector

• (fig. 34-1). The yagi, mounted at the rear of the service mod _ ]

ule, was erected by a spring mechanism when the CSM separated _
from the Saturn launch adapter. The antenna had a beamwidth of i

70 ° in the plane containing the antenna elements and a beamwidth

: of 50 ° in the orthogonal plane. To suppress ambiguity between

terrain returns on the left and right sides of the spacecraft in _
the imaging mode, the antenna axis was pointed 20 ° off nadir.

_ The Radar (CSAR) System

The central element of the radar system (figs. 34-3 and 34-4)

was _ne frequency reference, which provided a stable reference i
t I for all system timing and sweep generation. The FM sweep was i

_" I obtained by driving a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) with a
:_ ramp voltage. Each frequency was swept approximately i0 percent

as follows: HF-I, 5 to 5.53 MHz; HF-2, 15 to ].6.6 MHz; and VHF, i

150 to 166 MHz. The VCO was phase locked to a stable local oscil-

lator to retain pulse-to-pulse coherency. The signal was trans-

: mitted after a slight shaping of the risetime and falltime of the

pulses; the reflected Signal was received in a broadband phase-

locked receiver to preserve phase and amplitude response and then
converted to a video signal for storage in the optical recorder.

The receiver used stepwise automatic gain control to stay within

the dynamic range constraints of the film. Additionally, the VHF

receiver had a sensitivity time control wherein a gain of 20 dB%

was added 13 psec after detection of the specular return to

,_ enhance the imaging capability. The CSAR parameters are summa-
rized in table 34-I.

The Optical Recorder

The primary function of the optical recorder (figs. 34-5 and

34-6) was to process the CSAR output, record the output of the

CSAR on film, and time reference the received signals for later
i data reduction and analysis studies. The video signal from the

_ CSAR was used to modulate the intensity of the CRT beam while the

_ i beam was deflected rapidly across the range direction of the

_' _ 3g-5
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film. Simultaneously, the film was slowly moved across the face :
of the CRT in the azimuth direction.

; The CRT Was swept at one of two basic rates depending on the

operation mode of the CSAR. The sweep frequencies for the HF and

VHF modes were approximately 396.8 and 1984.1 sweeps/sec, respec-

tively. The VHF mode used an echo tracker function that enhanced
the resolution of the recorded data. Instead of monitoring the

entire 275 _sec that the receiver gate was open, a 70-_sec sec- '
" of the data was recorded The tracker circuittion, or "window,

had the capability to shift the 70-_sec window in 25-psec incre-

, ments until the window contained the return signal. The 275-_sec

gate is required to take into account variations in spacecraft _

_ orbit and lunar topography. For short periods of time, however,

70 _sec were sufficient to record the returned signal. Because
the time-bandwidth product of the CRT could not exceed 1300, echo _

tracking allowed a larger bandwidth and, hence, finer resolution. _

": Five auxiliary data tracks were included on the film exposed

by the optical recorder, recording an IRIG-B time code as well as

_; engineering information. Additionally, an optical recorder fre-
q,_ency response calibration signal was recorded at the start of

\ every CRT sweep to maintain recorder calibration.

DATA PRODUCTS

; Before considering the preliminary results, it is worthwhile

to discuss the data products of the ALSE. The prime data storage

medium is the signal film recovered from the optical recorder
_ during the transearth-coast extravehicular activity. The signal

film may be processed by optical techniques, by digital tech-

: niques, or by an optical-digital combination.

: Optical processing techniques allow the use of optical setups i

for batch processing of the data. The linear FM property of both

the signal and the Doppler signature of point targets may be
_ viewed as a linearly varying diffraction grating. Such a grating

will collapse or focus incident coherent collimated light, accom- i
4 plishing the desired compression step (fig. 34-7). Additionally,
: spherical lenses are used for a Fourier transform of the data and

to place the signal frequency plane in the optical path. Here,

the range spectrum is shaped to reduce side-lobe levels, and, in

general, two-dimensional range-Doppler filtering is performed.

• The focused output appears in the image plane; additional lenses

(cylindrical telescopes, not shown in fig. 34-7) are used to
ensure that both the range and azimuth axes focus in the same

plane. The full dynamic range of the experiment (approximately
; 55 dB) is available in the image plane. Viewing in the image

plane is limited, however, by the dynamic range of the human eye,
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i perhaps 45 dB. If image film is exposed in the image plane, then

, I' this product has a dynamic range of only 25 dB. This dynamic

: range is adequate for imaging, but generally not for sounding, as
will be discussed subsequently.

If the light output is exposed out of focus, then the dynamic

range of the image may be dispersed to within the film limita-
tions. In this optical setup, a reference beam is used to create

a phase reference in the output. This hologram, generated with

the precision optical processor at the Environmental Research

Institute of Michigan (ERIM), may then be used with very simple
optical setups at the Jet Propulsion Laborahory (JPL) and the

University of Utah to recreate the full dynamic range of the
image.

-_ The hologram is used to scan all ALSE sounding data for sub-

surface events. Promising regions are digitized for more
detailed analysis. The digitizer consists of a scanning photo-

detector placed in the image plane, along with appropriate
analog-to-digital circuitry; the dynamic range of the digitizer

is approximately 55 dB. A preferred mode is to use the precision

optical processor for azimuth processing only and to digitize the

signals uncompressed in range. General two-dimensional digital

processing requires prohibitively large computer storage. One-
dimensional digital range processing is amenable to sophisticated

I amplitude and phase filters not available optically. Addition-

_" i ally, frequency-dependent calibration corrections can be made.

3

_i PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Sounding

Imagery.- The data products in relation to sounding are sum-

marized in figure 34-8• The signal shown is representative of a
compressed surface pulse. The hypothetical, dashed side lobes

: indicate side-lobe reduction due to system correction or deconvo-

lution. In this case, a simple two-layer model has been adopted;

_ the subsurface return will fall along the line shown as a func-'
tion of depth d. Note that when a depth is achieved that will

resolve the subsurface return from the surface return, the sub-

surface return is below the dynamic range available on the image

film if the surface return is not overexposed. This problem may

_ be somewhat circumvented by ove_'exposing the main lobe or by not
shaping or weighting the range-frequency amplitude spectrum•

This latter step narrows the main lobe by a factor of approxi-

_ mately 2.5 at the expense of raising the side lobes; however, the

" image film may then be scanned for shallow subsurface event_. A
! section of unweighted HF-2 image film from western Mare Serenita-

• _ tis is shown in figure 34-9 The broad line is the main lobe of

_ 34-7t
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: the specular surface return. Faint lines parallel to and above L

the surface main lobe are negative time side lobes of the surface

pulse. The positive time region is dominated by scattering from _

random reflectors; this is termed "clutter" or "clutter noise."
Also, a faint event, occasionally broken up, may be seen approxi-
mately parallel to the surface. The event seems to be too broad
to be a side lobe (side-lobe width one-half of main-lobe width);

that is, it appears to be a real feature associated with the
lunar surface or subsurface. If it is a surface feature, it must _

be approximately linear and trending parallel to the CSM ground- ' _
track. The most likely explanation for the event is a subsurface

interface at a depth of approximately 100 m.

Digital data.- Forty seconds of HF-I signal film data were

digitized to test the large dynamic range capabilities of digital ,,
_ d_ta reduction as well as to search for subsurface events. The

digitized data are from a region at the eastern edge of Mare

Serenitatis, extending westward for approximately 60 km and -'
defined by the groundtrack of revolution 16 (fig. 34-10). There
were 1200 traces or range records digitized, each representing a

ground spacing of 50 m. Each digitized record contains

2048 words, yielding a tc.tal data set in excess of 2 million

words. The data were low-pas_ filtered in the azimuth or Doppler
direction; the capability for more sophisticated azimuth process- ,,
ing was constrained by large computer storage requirements as

discussed in the preceding section. Each record was Fourier ,_
transformed, and its amplitude and phase (complex) spectrum was j
stored on magnetic tape. The complex spectra showed a large, I ,_

apparently random variability from record to record. The spectra !
were coherently added or "stacked." After stacking approximately

i000 records, the addition of further records failed to change _
the characteristics of the stack; that is, the process had con-
verged at4 remained constant for further stacking. This stacked i

spectrum was taken as the ALSE system transfer function for _

setting up a deconvolution filter. The spectrum of the stacked

records was filtered and inverse Fourier transformed to yield ,,.
the compressed time-domain system response shown in figure 34-11.

This response agrees very well with premission measurements and

indicates that no surface or subsurface events persisted in the
1200-record stack. Persistence of a lunar subsurface event or of

surface clutter would require a nearly constant phase contribu-
tion (relative to the phase of the specular surface return) from
trace to trace over the 1200 records. The maximum distance for

which the spectra of an event will constructively add is called

the "coherence length" for the event.

The randomness of the spectra is primarily attributable to

the random clutter noise from the surface (and perhaps subsur-
face). The compressed pulse from a single weighted, deconvolved i

spectrum is shown in figure 34-12. The return signal is com- ':
pletely dominated by clutter noise, an indication that detectable

<
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subsurface events must have a long coherence length compared to

. the coherence length of the clutter. A 15-km stack is shown in
figure 34-13, in which four events in addition to the surface

return may be identified. Except perhaps for the third event, _
comparison with figure 34-11 shows that the events are probably
not side lobes but are li_ely subsurface or surface returns that

• are coherent for at least 15 km. It is possible that a time-
varying systematic phase error could cause a similar response,

• but, to date, results obtained primarily from prelaunch testing
have indicated that this is probably not the case. This possibil-

! ity will be further investigated by comparing results from mul-

! tiple orbits over similar lunar regions. _

The general approach was to take nonoverlapping sets of !

records and to process 5-, I0-, and 15-km stacks. Events were

plotted in cross sections, and those events that appeared to be

alined for at least three separate stacks were connected by

straight lines (fig. 34-14). In addition, single events are
shown for the 15-km stacks.

It is important to note that the coherence length of a geo- !_

logic structure may be much less .than the actual physical length
of the structure. It may be possible to map out the structure by

a series of short stacks, but the structure may be noncoherent 1 :'_
for a length equivalent to the physical length. An example of

•_ I this is the second event shown on the right side of the cross

•" ] sections in figure 34-14. The event persists in five 5-km stacks
and three 10-km stacks, indicating a geologic length of 25 to

30 km. The event appears only in the most easterly 15-km stack
: and is noncoherent for the 15-km stack to the west. The most

likely cause of the noncoherence is the (apparent or real) dip of :_

i. the feature. The stacking process, as described previously, is

only coherent for events approximately parallel to the actual

lunar surface. (The topographic profile has been mapped into the

horizontal line indicating zero apparent depth in fig. 34-14(c).)

Later digital processing capabilities will include directional
stacking. Events with a low signal-to-clutter-noise ratio may

only show up for longer stacking lengths. An example of this case
is the event that occurs on each of the 15-km stacks with an

apparent depth of approximately 700 m.

As discussed previously, a surface location for these events

requires the fortuitous occurrence of linear features that are

parallel to the flightpath and that also present surface normals

pointing to the spacecraft. Preliminary photogeologic exam-
ination of Apollo 15 and Apollo 17 photographs reveals no such
features.

The event strengths relative to the surface specular strength

are also shown in figure 34-14. If these are subsurface features,

then they indicate a lunar loss tangent and a relative dielectric
i
&..,
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constant slightly lower than had been anticipated. Furthermore,

_: a complex stratigraphy is indicated for the eastern margin of
Mare Serenitatis.

i Profiling and Imaging

Characteristics of imagery.- Data processing techniques to
produce surface profile imagery and side-looking surface imagery

in spacecraft flight-time/echo-delay-time coordinates are well
_ developed and were available for quick-look images to yield pre-

. liminary results from the ALSE. !he ALSE radar image is a com-

. posite of a surface profile along the groundtrack of the
spacecraft and two side-looking images (fig. 34-15). The profile

appears at the top of the image, and the two side-looking surface
images stretch below the profile and are superposed on each other.

The side-looking imagery to the right and left of the spacecraft

_ groundtrack for HF imaging have equal intensity. For _F imaging,
_ the 20 ° off-vertical positioning of the antenna beam greatly

_ reduced the superposition, or left-right ambiguity problem.

However, stereoscopic viewing of ove£1apping images from adjacent

; revolutions permits separation of the two images. (See the dis-

_ cussion under "Stereoscopic ALSE imagery.")

The side_looking HF imagery (fig. 34-16, top and center) is
dominated by the discontinuous scattering of near-specular reflec-
tions from surface elements. There is little continuous imaging

in the scene because, in preliminary processing, only a small

_ part of the Doppler history of a feature, centered around zero
! Doppler shift, was retained. Thus, the near-specular returns

from slopes with contours oblique to the spacecraft groundtrack,

seen only with positive or negative Doppler shifts while approach-
: ing or departing from oblique slopes, are filtered out during

: conversion from signal film to image film. Only very weak signal
returns near zero Doppler are passed to the image film for the

oblique slopes.

The VHF imagery (fig. 34-16, bottom) has much more pictorial
content than the longer wavelength imagery. This detail results

primarily from the finer ground resolution of the 2-m-wavelength

radar and the greater abundance of small-scale features discern-

ible at the 2-m wavelength. The slopes of these features with
contours parallel to the spacecraft groundtrack densely populate

the radar image with near-zero Doppler, near-specular, small

images. This effect is conspicuous in the bottom imagery of

figure 34-16, to the left of center.

Utility of ima@es.- The profiles, when closely correlated
with orbital camera photographs, yield abundant quantities of

important metric data on the vertical relief and slopes of a host
of lunar geologic features. Preliminary image/y, the first data
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1 _ } produced, also contains "qualitative" profile information.
- Although the ellipticity of the CSM orbit has not yet been

_ removed from the data, the profiles are immediately useful for
addressing local selenomorphological problems. A later step in
the ALSE data processing will include _igitizing of the signal

._ film and recovery of the "quantitative" profile, as discussed _
i previously.

The global profiling capability of the ALSE is suggested by

, the top and center parts of figure 34-16 showing an HF-I image for
i ' one revolution of the Moon. The profile is superimposed on the .:_

sinusoid resulting from the elliptical orbit. As a point of
reference, the crater Aitken, approximately 80 km wide under the
orbital track and approximately 5 to 6 km deep from rim to floor,
appears at the extreme left of the center imagery ±n figure 34-16.

_ The spacecraft track may be followed, right to left and top tobottom, progressing from far-side highlands across Mare Crisium

and Mare Serenitatis (all in fig. 34-16 (top)) on to Mare ; _
Imbrium, Oceanus Procellarum, and far-side highlands (all in •
fig. 34-16 (center)). The local profiling-imaging capability of _

• the ALSE is illustrated in the bottom imagery of figure 34-16, a _
_ north-looking VHF image recorded during revolution 73.

'_ An important aspect of the ALSE imagery is that it provides _
a source of improved positional information across a substantial

I area of the eastern lunar far side. Unlike all Apollo orbitalcamera imagery, ALSE imagery does not depend on solar illumina-

tion. As a result, the ALSE side-looking surface imagery is the
only Apollo imagery obtained between longitudes 68 ° and 152 ° W
(other than very limited, l-km-resolution earthshine photography,
ref. 34_i). For determination of lunar positions in terms of a i

•, coordinate measured along the length of the orbit, this ALSE
imagery is free from the troublesome mosaicking and rectification i _
problems that beset the determination of lunar positions in this
region from the melange of variously scaled and tilted Lunar _

"_ Orbiter images covering the area.

One other significant aspect of the side-looking surface
imagery is that, in some places, where slope effects are negli-
gible or predictable, local differences in relative radar albedo
can be read directly from the side-looking imagery.

Stereoscopic ALSE imagery.- A major aid to the _se of the
geometrically complex ALSE imagery derives from the observation
format in which much of the data was obtained. Of the approxi-
mately six revolutions of data that were collected, a little more
than two revolutions each were gathered during adjoining revolu-
tions by using the HF systems (20-m- and 60-m-wavelength imagery)

i : on the one hand and by using the VHF system (2-m-wavelength
imagery) on the other. Essentially all the 60-m-wavelength
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imagery from adjacent revolutions and much of the 2-m-wavelength ;
i imagery from adjoining revolutions can be viewed stereoscopically

with the result that the sid_-looking images from the two sides of

the pair of adjoining orbital tracks become segregated in space in i <
the stereoscopic image. Otherwise, the two side-looking images to : &

the north and south of the track in a single composite radar image
are superposed on each other in some monoscupic image space. The i :.

"_ effect of stereOscopic viewing is as though a radar range of a ' :_

strip of the lunar surface were wrapped around a hyperbolic cylin-

drical surface tangent to the radar profile (fig. 34-17). i _i

Stereoscopically, the lunar relief is seen superposed on the gen-
eral cylindrical form of the image. The format of the radar data

permits close correlatioD of the side-looking radar imagery with
the orbital camera imagery. Thus, very exact location of the

radar profile among and within lunar features, as recognized in _

the camera imagery, is possible.

Stereoscopic HF imagery.- A sample of stereoscopic HF imagery
was studied and measured to evaluate the feasibility and the

achievable precision of measuring the relative positions of indi-

vidual features in the stereoscopic images. The locations num-

. bered in figure 34-18 were identified in the three-dimensional

image formed by viewing stereoscopically the radar images obtained
on revolution 16-17 and revolution 17-18. For the time being, the

map projection of the cylindrically distorted image has been

measured. Ultimately, measurements rectified to conventional

' lunar cOordinates will be sought. The coordinates of the points
in the stereoscopic model were measured by using a computerized

analytical stereoplotter and are plotted in figure 34-19. An

:: interim arbitrary orthogonal coordinate system was used

(fig. 34-17(a)). Th_ cystem was oriented with the Y-axis approx-

imately along the profile (plus-Y eastward) and the X-axis in the
plane of the monoscopic images (plus-X upward in the profile).

The Z-axis was oriented perpendicular to the plane of the mono-

scopic images in the direction of stereoscopic depth (plus-Z
northward). The coordinates were read in millimeters at the

scale of the original 70-mm image film. In a set of 51 measured
points, readings of the coordinates in the plane of the film were

repeatable to within 5 or i0 _m and depth measurements of the

stereoscopic image perpendicular to the plane of the film were i

repeatable to within approximately 50 _m in a range that varies
" frOm more than 3.5 mm near longitude 170" W to more than 9.5 mm

near longitude 130 _ E. The range is attributable in part to the
variation in the spacing of the spacecraft groundtracks. The

stereoscopic image in figure 34-20 shows the details of the area

at the eastern end of figures 34-18 and 34-19 and includes all

the points in that area the positions of which were measured.
The measured coordinates of this subset of points are plotted in

figure 34-21.
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z _ • VHF imagery.- The VHF imagery from the area around the

Apollo 17 landing site, shown in figure 34-22, was used to inves- _

tigate the feasibility of using an analytical stereoplotter to
_. measure and plot profiles from the L_nerally continuous scene in

_ the stereoscopic 2-m-wavelength imagery. An interim orthogonal

coordinate system in the stereoscopic image was again used, but

'. ' the Y-axis was made approximately coincident with the foreground i _
(northern) edge of the image. Otherwise, the coordinate system
is oriented as in the stereoscopic model for the 60-m-wavelength

images. A profile trending perpendicular to the spacecraf_

groundtracks in the stereoEcopic radar image then lies in an X-Z

plane (fig. 34-17(b)). Coordinates in the stereoscop_ image
_ ' were again measured in millimeters at the scale of the original

', 70-mm image film.

_ i An example of such a profile runs through the numbered points
i in figure 34-23 and is plotted in figure 34-24. The features in

the radar image have been _orrelated with geologic units and ter-

i { rain features using the nomenclature of Scott and Carr (ref. 34-2) !
and of the Apollo Lunar Geology Investigation Team (ref. 34-3). _

• i The profile in figure 34-24 illustrates the general distribution

! of scenery in the stereoscopic image with the scene south of the

,_ _ spacecraft groundtracks lying behind or below (more negative
values _n the X-axis) the scene north of the groundtracks. The

effect o_ high relief near the spacecraft groundtrack is also

.!, I illustrated; for example, by the profile of the North Massif,
? I which lies north of the g_oundtracks. The image of the crest of

its south-facing s!ope (point 6) is recorded at earlier echo

delay time (more negative values on the X-axis) th_n the radar

image (point 104) of the edge of the plain to the south, which is,
of course, closer to the groundtrack in map view.

Results fr_ side-lookingsurface
_.' The un_djus__s_ pro-__-18
includes several features that are noteworthy. The profile from

longitude 114 _ to 147 _ E is relatively flat ¢ompare_ to the
remainder of the profile farther east. The relatively flat part

_ o_ the profile is deeply notched by two large depressions. One

is the 75-km-diameter crater Marconi, which was profiled off
_i center toward the southern rim. Part of the crater floor shows

_ in the profile, and the southern rim appears in the side-looking

! imagery. The other depression has been recognized by Ei-Baz

(ref. 34-4) in Apollo 16 orbital photographs. This depression

is approximately 180 km in diameter, and the profile in
• figure 34-18 is a nearly central section of it. The crater is

very old; approximately 50 percent of its interior is overlapped

by superposed craters larger than 20 km in diameter. The crater

s was in an overexposed part of Lunar Orbite_ I frame M-136 and is
difficult to reco%;nize there but is decipherable in enhanced

copies. Appa_'_ntly, the feature was overlooked in the prepara-

tion of Aeron_:_tical Chart and Information Center lunar charts at
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scales of 1:5,000,000 and 1:2,750,000, as it is essentially unrec-

_, ognizable in printed copy, although traces of the appropriate :
, shading are present. In addition to the Apollo 16 coverage,

Apollo 14 Hasselblad frames AS14-75-10298 to 10300 show much of

the crater near the tenminator at approximately l-km resolution;
subsequent frames I03C3, 10308, 10313, 10315, 103_7, and I(,- v

\ show the entire crater at lower resolutions. Several _se

stereoscopic images can be formed from this set of photo
; The moderately rough plain between Marconi Crater and tb" j-

sion appears to be very primitive in the sense o± being ,
, dissected remnant of an old plane situated bet ....Qn many ]a.
, 25- to 100-km-diameter craters.

High points along the profile in figure 3-.-'J near longi-

tudes 160 ° E, 177.5 ° W, and 170" W may represent the high parts

: of very ancient multi-ringed basins tentatively recognized during
the preparation of geologic maps for planning ALSE observations.

:, In this preliminary mapping, the two basins in question can best

be fitted by a 630-km-diameter circle centered north of '.he

groundtrack of revolution 16-17 nea£ latitude 9° S, longi-J

_ tude 164 ° E, and circles of 690, 930, and 1140 km centered south
of the groundtrack near latitude.32 ° S, longitude 159 ° E.

Other noteworthy aspects of the present quick-look 60-m

side-looking imagery of craters are illustrated by the images of
two craters with central peaks that lie south of the groundtrack

in figure 34-18. One crater, De Vries (fig. 34-20), is 60 km in )
diameter, and the other, lying near longitude 134 ° E between

/ points 45 and 41 (fig. 34-18), measures 58 km in diameter. The

, central peak of De Vries Crater is close enough to the spacecraft
groundtrack, like the southern walls of Aitken Crater and its

_ western neighbor, to reflect a fairly strong signal. The return

• from the more distant southern wall of De Vries Crater is barely
discernible, and the still more distant northern walls of Aitken

-- Crater and its neighbor are not detected. Further data reduction

will be performed to minimize this sytemat.lc variation in image )

brightness. The near-circular image at longitude 134 ° E actually
consists of the images of the central peak and part of the south-
ern wall of the 58-km-diameter crater, the northern rim of which

is essentially at the profile. This example illustrates that a
geometric rectification of the imagery to eliminate the cross-

track scale variation will substantially aid interpretation of

the side-looking surface imagery.

The utility of the ALSE data for studying the tectonics of

lunar basins may be seen in samples of VHF imagery in fig-

ure_ 34-]6 (bottom) and 3_-25. In figure 34-16 (bottom), the

crater Dawes and the flat floor of Mare Tranquillitatis are on

the left. An arched and fractured (rilles) boundary separates

Mare Serenitatis and Mare Tranquillitatis, the outer basin of the
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former lying approximately 900 m lower than the latter. The

wrinkle ridge (right) separates the outer ind inner basins; the

inner basin is 200 m lower. Phillips et al. (ref. 34-5) showed
that the wrinkle ridge bounds the Serenitatis mascon. The same

wrinkle ridge system may also be seen in figure 34-25. Here, in

western Mare Serenitatis, the inner basin is also downdropped
approximately 200 m. The profile in figure 34-25 suggests that ,

the ridge represented a zone of elastic bending follo.-o4 by
mechanical failure. _

The ALSE data shown here support the idea that the Serenita-

tis basin structure is consistent with a model of progressive
tectonic failure as a consequence of a superisostatic load placed

by the mascon. Such sagging at the lunar surface, with local

faulting, could also be caused by a withdrawal of mare magmas
from depth.

Differences in radar albedo.- Two types of variations in

radar albedo have been noted in the 2-m-wavelength imagery. One

is a bright horizontal band around a craher wall, and the other
consists of highly reflective halos around certain small craters. q

Recognition of the quantitative albedo differences depends on the

• removal of variations in scene brightness due to topographic i
effects. In the following examples, topographic effects are

t assumed to be of second order.

I The 2-m-wavelength imagery o_ the 6-km-diameter crater

Eratosthenes B in southern Mare I_abrium shows a bright horizontal

ring from approximately one-fourth to one-half of the distance

from _he rim crest to the floor (figs. 34-26 and 34-27). It can

be seen in the stereoscopic image that the crater shape is that
of a truncated ccne. Thus, the bright ring is not due to a dif-

ference in slope. It is probably due to layerinq in the materials

intersected by the crater, to the character of erosional debris
covering part or all of the wall, or to a combination of these.

Two examples of small craters with surrounding radar-bright

halos, Bessel G and Bessel F, 1.2 and 0.7 km in diameter, respec-

tively, lie in southwestern Mare Serenitatis (fig. 34-25). The
similarity of the images in both revolutions 25 and 26 is note-

worthy. The bright halos extend from the crater rim crest outward

approximately one crater diameter (fig. 34-28). The dark interior

of the image of a crater slightly smaller than Bessel G interrupts
the bright halo of Bessel G on the eastern _id_. Bessel G and

Bessel F are very young craters with well-preserved rim and ray

deposits. _See, for example, Apollo 17 metric camera frame

AS17-1512 and Apollo 16 panoramic camera frames AS16-9910, 9912,

J915, and 9917.) The bright, blocky rim deposits form a ,_ontinu- !
ous blanket from the rim crest outward for approximately one

crater diameter. Bright filamentous rays extend at least seven
crater diameters beyond the continuous rim deposits of Bessel G

&.--
,!
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• and 12 crater diameters in the case of Bessel F. The radar ) _,
brightnez_ of the rim deposit is probably a result of rock frag- : %

ments in the continuous rim deposit. In fact, it appears that it

may be possible to correlate individual bright reflections in the
radar image with the larger fragments in the field of blocks sur-

rounding the crater. The radar brightness of young lunar crater

rim deposits is known from Earth-based radar mapping (ref. 34-6).

Apollo lunar sounder images like those of Bessel G Crater may t

explain the low-resolution brightness in terms o£ the energy com-
ponent reflected from the individual blocks in the deposits. In

this,way, the ALSE imagery can substantially aid in geologically

calibrating detailed Earth-based lunar radar images, which have
been obtained for the whole Earth-side hemisphere of the Moon at

\

70- and 3.8-cm wavelengths (ref. 34-6). The ejecta deposits and _
the ray materials of Bessel G and Bessel F Craters make bright
radar anomalies extending approximately five and six crater dia-

meters, respectively, beyond their rim crests in the de2olarized

return (effectively the relative radar albedo) of the Earth-based : _
3.8-cm radar imagery. At least the ejecta deposit of Bessel G

Crater is a bright anomaly in the depolarized return in 70-cm
Earth-based radar imagery. _ ,_:

GAL, kCTIC NOISE DATA _

z.

The receive-only data showed a very high terrestrial component
in both channels on the l'mar near side, as can be seen in the

comparison of the near-side and far-side noise measurements _n •

figure 34-29. This result was particularly surprisin£ a_ the HF-I

range, in which it would be expected that the ionJsphere of the
Earth would block most signals of surface origin.

The nighttime portion of the lunar far sideprovided, however,

an opportunity to measure the galactic noise. The power measured i
by the antenna-receiver system, subjected to an isotropic n ise of
temperature T, is

Pn = KTSn_ (34-1)

where K is the Boltzmann constant, 8 is the bandwidth of the

system, q is the efficiency of the system, and _ is the effec-
tive solid angle of the source observed. For the case of the CSM

in a ll0-kn_ lunar orbit, the ratio n/4_ is equal to 0.67. The
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_- Ii" average radio brightness B can then be determined from the tem-- perature through

; B - 2KTf2 (34-2) i
_ C2

I

>

_ The results fOT the noise brightness intensity measured on
. _ the nighttime lunar far side are shown in figure 34-30 along with

: a summary of measurements by other workers (ref. 3g-7). The _LSE " :
_ results are in generally good agreement with these other measure- ! :

ments, but they must be taken as preliminary because the CSM _ :

i guidance and navigation system is a source of interference in the
..... HF ranae{' the contribution of which is being investigated.

The!near-side brightness intensities corresponding to the
_. _vels in figure 34-29 are, for both HF frequencies, approx-

_ . m2_Hz_sr" _ imately 2.3 × 10-[9 W/ .

._ _ DATA TO BE ARCHIVED AT NSSDC

_ _ I The following flow diagram shows the ALSE data processing
i flow from receipt of the signal film by the Environmental
_ Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM), through ERIM processing,
_ ' tO JPL, through JPL processing, and to the archives of the

_ i National Space Science Data ;enter (NSSDC).,

" I
1 ;

: The Jet PropulsiOn Laboratory makes a repack on digital tape for
{ each of its i00 tapes from ERIM (for a total of 600 digitized

tapes of data). Approximately 300 (maximum) of these JPL tapes
- _ then flow through the following process.

Fourier Dechirp Rollback

_-Itransforml-I ] l linearphase

F g, . 3g-17
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' Ifuncti°n J _..°e_;jied! !i::_::h ! frs_i_e tea prces analysis)

. i

As shown in the preceding flow diagram and based on present

plans, only 50 percent (maximum of 300) of the digitized ALSE

tapes will be submitted to NSSDC together with the following data.

i. All imagery film and prints, approximately 30 m (100 ft)

(i0 reels of microfilm)

2. Profile tapes and _lots (4 tapes)

_ 3. Subsurface mapping, microfilm, and prints (i tape of

logs)

All tapes and film sent to NSSDC will be accompanied by documen-

tation giving detailed descriptions. (Note: Signal film will be
stored at the photographic laboratory at the Lyndon B. Johnson

Space Center, Houston, Texas.)

The ALSE data can be used to study geological features;

radar imagery shows changes undetectable by photographic imagery.

The geometry of lunar features generally gives higher decibel
variation than does the composition (40 dB for geometry, i0 dB for

composition).

W
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3

Figure 34-I .- The CSM, showing the ALSE configuration. :_
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Figure 34-2.- Typical output of the specular power monitor on
lunar revolution 17.
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Figure 34-3.- Photograph of the CSAR.
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+ Figure 3_-4.- Block diagram of the CSAR.
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Figure 3q-7.- Schematic illustration of optical setup. Focal dis-

_ tances are designated fl' f2' and fc"

:" M_I

I tan61 • 0.01(21,1 • 1.25d =t "5
tan6a • O,OL

Dataproduct

Compressedsurfacepulse dynamicrange

Oi Increa$1ngtimeI
-lOi in data

Subsurfaceecho reduction
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Depthd. m

Figure 3q-8.- Dynamic range of various ALSE data products in rela-
tion to a subsurface event at depth d.
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Figure 34-9.- Candidate subsurface feature at a depth of approxi-

mately 100 m, as seen in HF-2 imagery. Region shown is approxl-

mately •50 km along the groundtrack in western Mare Serenitatis.

.."_! :_" ., _; ", _

i ! ' " "

• '. )"; ' "' '.. ",,^b

._._; t
• ,e,

't' i

dll_" '

i

' Figure 34-I0.- Groundtrack for digital data reduction test area

-" shown on Apollo 17 metric camera frame AS17-0598. Area is

_ located at eastern boundary of Mare Serenitatis. Scale at

'i bottom is longitude, degrees east.

i L
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< Figure 34-11.- Side-lobe response Figure 3q-12.- L_ar return for

of the ALSE determined from one record, showing high clut-

1200-record stack. Depth is ter level. Depth is derived

i derived by converting time to by converting time to dis-
_ distance, using a relative tance, using a relative di- I

dielectric constant of 4 to electric constant of 4 to I
% obtain velocity, obtain velocity.

0

-I0

-20-

.-_-3o [

tY "_-

! i i i i i

"5110--728 145621M2912 364045'.851_ 58246552?2NI
Apparentdepth,rn

Figure 34-13.- Lunar return for 300-record (15 km) stack. Depth

is derived by converting time to distance, using a relative
dielectric constant of 4 to obtain velocity.

I
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(a) 100 stacked spectra (5 k.m). (b) 200 stacked spectra (10 kin).

Grounddistance, km

s m 55 50 45"40 35 30 25 20 15 lO 5 0
: s er_.. / , i l , , , , , , I 1{ I-:i :r-728 ;.45 o"40
_, o*_6

_ 14561-_=-- 491o -_' o "45/._ .JJ" I-o47 0.44
'__. 2184L_ ," -471 .45o-44 0-40

(C) 300 stacked spectra (15 kin).

Figure 3q-14.- Apparent cross section for eastern Mare Sereni-
tatis region for 5-, 10-, and 15-km stacks. Depth is derived

by converting time to distance, using a relative dielectric

constant of 4 to obtain velocity. The data begin at approxi-
mately latitude 20 ° N, longitude 28.5 ° E, on lunar revolu-

tion 16. The inner ordinate scale indicates the position and

maximum strength (relative to the specul.ar surface return
main lcbe) of the surface return side lobes. Events are

I labeled with their relative energies. East is to the right;west, to the left.

x
/

Surface r,_t,' Jr /

reflectionat ;_adir, _ Surflce scene

x--- • x,._- _ ,
0 0 r117 I'l0 0 r] 0 0 [']rl 0 .... Surfaces_ular " '

_p"___ ........ ¢'_ reflection }:' "'_

, "_-. Subsurfacespecular

I[_ I'Irl 1"1O I-1r'1_ 0 l"l rl i-10 0 Subsurfice spKular reflection it nMIr Subsurflr. scene

(a) Radar image of scene. (b) Actual scene.

Figure 3_-15.- Relationship between actual scene and radar

image of scene. The earliest return is the surface specular

reflection followed by backscat_er creating the surface

scene. At some later time, the much weaker subsurface spec-

ular reflection and scene, both generally not seen in imagery,

superimpose upon the surface scene. Additionally, "left" and
"right" scenes are superimposed. However, the VHP antenna was

orien __d 20 ° off nadir to suppress the left scene.
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Figure 34-16.- Typical ALSE imagery. Top: HF-I profile of
one-half lunar revolution including (right to left) far-side
highlands, Mare Crisium, and Mare Serenitatis. Center: HF-I

profile of one-half lunar revolution including (right to left)

Mare Imbrium, Oceanus Proc6_larum, and far-side highlands.

Bottom: VHF image of the _ranquillitatis-Serenitatis boundary

region. Time marks (broken line) represent ground spacing of
approximately 15 km.

/j'.:,<
Rier imagery along Radar ima(jery along Radar imiKjefy llonq Rader im_ery lion 9

'Jouthern qroundtra¢k northern 9roundtr,Kk southern qrou_track northern (Fou.dtrKk

, (a) HF. (b) VHF.

Figure 34-17.- Stereoscopic view'ng geometry showing "map" and
"profile" projections, as well as cylindrical cross-section

profile.
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Figure 34-18.- A segment of 60-m-wavelength ALSE imagery in the
western half and central par£ of the lunar far side obtained
on revolution 16-17. The numbered points correspond to t_ose
in figure 34-19 and are explained in the text. The longitudes

I in this figure and in figure 3g-26 are preliminary and areprobably correct within approximately O. 5 ° .

W N E
e lOr-W E
s 48 26
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Y-axis,mm Y-axis,mm ;

(a) Profile. (b) Map. :_

Figure 3_-19.- Plots of the stereoscopic image coordinates of
points numbered in figure 3_-18 as seen by stereoscopic viewing
of the 60-m-wavelength ALSE images along revolutions 16-17 and
17-18. Coordinates are measured at the scale of the original
70-mm image film.
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Figure 34-20.- Stereoscopic radar image in the central region of _
the lunar far side composed of 60-m-wavelength ALSV. imagery _
obtained on revolutions 16-17 and 17-18. The numbered points

corr_ spond to those in figure 3_-21 and are explained in the
text.
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(a) Profile. (b) Map.

Figure 3q-21.- Plots of the stereoscopic image coordinates of

points numbered in figure 34-20 as seen by stereoscopic viewing

of the 60-m-wavelength ALSE images along revol_'ions 16-17 and

1 17-18. Coordinates are measured at the scale of the original
70-1_ image film.
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Figure 34-22.- Stereoscopic 2-m-wavelength ALSE radar image com-

posed of imagery obtained on revolutions 25 and 26. The image
covers a large region extending from southeastern Mare Sereni-

tatis eastward across the mountains forming the southeastern

border of the Serenitatis basin. The Apollo 17 landing site is

near the center of the figure. The brightness change located

approximately one-fourth of the distance from the profile to

the opposite edge of the image is introduced by the sensitivity ' :
time control. The dark vertical band, approximately 30 km wide,

through Mons Argaeus is due to the automatic gain control. The

imagery north of the groundtracks is systematically brighter

than that south of the groundtracks because of the nature of

the radar antenna pattern. Thus, most of the scenery lies

north of the groundtracks. Hence, in order to orient the pro ....

files right side up, north is downward in the side-looking
imagery, and, in order to place the features in the northward
side-looking imagery in a distribution like that on a map,

f

these images are printed with east on the left.

?
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Figure 34-23.- ALSE 2-m-wavelength image of the area around the

Apollo 17 landing site obtained during revolution 25. See fig-

ure 34-22 for the appearance of the scene in a stereoscopic

view, The numbered points correspond to those in figure 34-24.
The crater L{ttrow BD is 4 km in diameter.

#
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-I2 i_o ...Mareptaln,msUy Figure 3g-2q.- Profile through
" 106_r"T¢"'.-') ' coveredbydark"-x4 the stereoscopic image in fig-

"_ _:"_" / mantlemMerial
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:. Figure 3q-25.- Stereoscopic 2-m-
wavelength ALSE radar image in

: southwestern Mare Serenitatis
obtained on revolutions 25 and

26. The image shows two
kilometer-size craters with

; radar-bright halos, Bessel G

and Bessel F. A mare ridge

trends from the lower right

corner of the figure up across
the surface profile image and

thence eastward along the
southern limb of the stereo-

_,, scopic image. Where the ridge

crosses the profile, it may be
seen to mark a substantial step
in the mare surface with the

peripheral part of the mare

, , i , standing higher.
0 50
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Figure 34-26.- Stereoscopic 2-m-wavelength _',SE radar image of
southeastern Mare Imbrium composed of imagery obtained on revo-
lutlons 25 and 26. The stereoscopic image includes a variety
of typical craters a few kilometers in diameter.
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Figure 34-28.- Enlarged 2-m-

wavelength ALSE image of the
1.2-km-diameter crater Bes-

sel G and its surrounding
radar-bright halo, obtained
during revolution 26.

Figure 34-27.- Stereoscopic
radar image of the 6-km-
diameter crater Eratosthenes

! B with Eratosthenes A and
other smaller nearby craters.

Enlarged f_om figure 34-26. i
_,. _EmmW
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_ Figure 34-29.- Telemetry recordings of the receive-only noise

_ levels observed on the lunar near side and far side.
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Figure 34-30.- Preliminary determination of -_[se brightness

from the ALSE HF-I and HF-2 channels. Rang_ c_ results from
other investigators (ref. 34-7) is also shown.
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35. L_SER ALTIMETER

The laser altimeter and cameras carried in the
I

scientific instrument module bay of the _pollo 15, 16, and
17 spacecraft represent an integrated system capable of
yielding high-guality quantitative data on the Noon. Laser
altimetry, use_ in covjunction with known spacecraft

: positions, can yield data on the shape and size of the Moon,
on the large-scale topography of the Moon, and on the
center-of-mass displacement in the Moon with respect to the

j geometric center thereof. The altimeter used on the
missions is a ruby-laser type that can function successfully
in an altitude range of approximately 7_ to 178 km, either
with the metric (mapping) camera or independently. In the
camera mode, the laser altimeter ranges at the time of each
exposure, which varies between 20 and 28 sec (i.e., 30 to Q3
km along the lunar surface}. Tn the independent mode, th_
laser altimeter ranges every 20 sec.

= These altitude data and the spacecraft attitudes
derived from simultaneous stellar photography are used in

: the photogrammetric reduction of corresponding lunar surface
photographs to ensure accurate results when cartographic
products are generated. In addition, the altimeter
measurements alone can be used to determine broad-scale

topographic relief around the entire circumference of the
Moon. These data are useful in investigating the
selenodetic figure of the Noon and may provide information
regarding gravitational anomalies on the lunar far side.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

The laser altimeter weighs approximately 22.5 kq (50
lb) and consists of a ruby laser, transmitting and receiving
optics and telescopes, and a range counter, ehen a signal
is received from the control circuit (ref. 35-I), the pulse-
forming network _ischarges through flashlamps and produces a
light pulse that primes the ruby rod such that light
amplification occurs. A Q-switch is then used to transfer
the light pulse to the output resonant reflector. At this
point, the output beam of the laser has a diameter of _.635
cm (0.25 in.) and a width of _.8 mrad. a 16-power telescope
then expands the beam dimensions to a 10.16-cm (a in.)
diameter and a 0.3-mrad width. The expanded beam wouldi

cover a 30-m-dlameter spot on the lunar surface from a

J
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spacecraft altitude of 100 km. A portion of the output is

i applied to a photodiode 4o generate a start pulse, which is 1
sent to the range counter through a delay line. The delay

line is calibrated to compensate for the dela7 through the

receiver photomultiplier and the vi_eo amplifier. The range
counter counts increments of 6.67 nsec (supplied by a

1Q9. sq62-MHz crTstal oscillator} and thereb7 provides a 1-m
resolution. The return pulse, which is reflected from the

lunar surface, is applied to the photomultiplier tube

through the receiver telescope. The electrical output of

the photomultiplier, amplified b7 the video amplifier, stops

the range counter.

•i MISSION OPERATIONS

The mission operations relative to the laser altimeter

are discussed in the following paragraphs.

>llo 15 Mission

During +he Apollo 15 mission, test data were obtained

during par+ial passes of lunar revolutions 3 to 9 and
primarily on the lunar far side, when the command ann

service module {CSN} altitude above the lunar surface I
exceeded 75 kin. Test data were obtained for two complete

360 ° passes during revolutions 15-16 and 21-22. During

revolutions 22 an_ 23, telemetry indications of anomalous

altimeter performance began to appear. The altimeter

performance graduallv deqraded during revoluti,_ns 26, 27,

ann 3g: durinq revolution 38, the al+.imeter stopped
recording valid alfitud= data. Altimeter data were reduced

onlw for the two full passes: namelv, 15-16 and 21-22.

Apollo 16 Mission

During the Apollo 16 mission, laser altimeter
measurements were obtained muting data periods corresponding

to lunar revolutions 3 and 6, 17 and 18, 28 and 29, 37 to

39, 67 ann a8, 60, and 6_. Most of the time, the altimeter

was operate_ under mapping camera control. At least four of
the data periods contained measurements made during an

entire revolutiou plus some overlap. A fifth period,
revolutions 37 tO 3g, containe_ measurements made durina
alines+ two full consecutive revolutions. _Ithough a sTs+.em

modification had been incorporate4 to avoid the short

lifetime of the instrument experlenca_4 during the Apollo 15

missio,, the instrum=nt performance was somewhat degraded
durinq the second operafing period and continued to d@qrade

, _5°6

i

.... % ]
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, during subsequent operatinq periods. The laser altimeter

I. stopped recor_ina valid data revolution 63. _ total
durinq

of 2372 laser firinqs was made during the mission. /

Apollo 17 Mission

Several chanqes were made in the _pollo 17 laser

altimeter in an attempt to avoid the degrad_.d performance
experienced during the _poIlo 15 and 16 missions. The malor

modifications were (I) a change to an oil-impregnated type
of bearing in the Q-switch rotor to eliminate contamination

_- of the optical surfaces and (2) a change to hiqh-qualitv
quartz (Suprasil) envelopes on flashlamDs to maintain a

hiqher flashlamp liqht output level. The laser altimeter
.i operated excellentlV throughout the mission: so well that it

was turned on for six consecutive revolutions toward the end

_ of the mission. Laser firings totaling U026 were made on

lunar revolutions I and 2, 13 and IU, 15, 23 and 2Q, 27 to

2g, 38 and 3g, Q9, 62 and 63, 65 and 66, 67 to 7_, and 73
and 7Q and resulted in approximateI¥ g complete sets of data
containing measurements for the entire circumference of the
Moon in +he orbital plane.

_NALYTTC_L T_CHNIQU_S

I
An accurate estimate of spacecraft position with

rospect to tho Moon is required for the interpretation of
altimeter measur-ments to be used for selenodetic

i,vestiGations. This estimate was made bv reducing the

=arth-based Doppler radio-tracking data for the orbitlnq

CSM. Thes= da_a are essentiallv line-of-siqht velocit?

measurements taken everV 10 sec by at least two tracking
stations of the Spacefliqht "rackina and Data Network. The

9opol_r data are processed bv using a weiqhted lease-squares

t@chnisue _o _termine a unigue orbi _. for the CSM. A
theoretical model of the Farth-Moon svstem is included in
*,,e comouta#ions. The accuracy of the determined orbit

limi+s the accuracy of the las-_r altime+_er results. The

_omina,t error source in the orbit determination an_
tra4@ctorv prediction procoss is the mathematical model used

to d_scrib_ 'the lunar qravitational _-ffects. No known
mathe,matical modal accurately describes the observe_

Gravlta €�Ô+`� �eff-ces,at least in a Global sense. (The far

side has never been measure4.) The absolute radial position
uncereaintv is apDrozlmatelv U00 m: hov-.ver, the relatlv--

ra_lal-Dosi+icn uncertalntv for successl,e altimetry points
aloha an orbital track is -_stimated to be l_ss than 10 m.

_ur+hermor@, the relative position uncertainty for two

,early parallel tracks will be appreclablv less +ban _00 m,

35-5
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because the two orbits will he affected similarl/ by the

principal error source, the inadequacy of the gravitational

model. ] :

After the spacecraft orbit has been determined, the
laser altimeter measurements are subtracted from the

correspondinq selenocentric radius vectors of the CSM orbit

to obtain compl_te lunar topographic profiles. Because the

CSM orbit is a dynamic solution about the center of qravit¥

(c.a.) o£ th_ Moon, +he profile is referenced to the c.q.
rather +ban to the aeometric center. The c.go is also the

more important center, of course, in analyzing the

structural significance of the topographic elevations.
Corrections are applied for timing and laser pointing to

adjust the slant ranae measurements to altitudes above the
local vertical. The data required to make these corrections

are available. _hese corrections, however, should not

significantIv change the preliminary resulhs discussed in
the following paragraphs.

PR_LTMT_qARY RFS.LTS

The _eneral lunar surface coverage for the three _pollo

missions is shown in fiqures 35-I and 95-2. Tn these

fiaures, %he qroundtrack for one selected data period

(corresponding to specific revolutions} from each mission
was used. The follovinq results and comments wet= extracted

from references 9_-2 to _5-Q.

Th= +opoqraphic profile that resulted from the

processing of _pollo 15 altimeter measurements (obtained

durina r=vo]ution 15-16), as outlined previously, is

presented in figur= _5-3. t Many interesting details, %he
most noticeabl= of which are the extreme altitude variations

on the l]nar far side, can be seen in this profile. The
alt_':_e profile also iltus+rates that the lunar far side is

considerably rougher than the near side, at least in this
plane of measurement. The most intriauinq Car-side feature

is wha+ appears to b_, in the gross shape, a very larqe
_pression %ha deepest point of which is |ocated at

aoproxima+_IV 180 ° longitude (near Van de Graaff). The ;
d=prossion =xtenas approximately _7o in a longitudinal

direc+ion, a distance corresponding to approximately IU00 km

''ais profile and the Apollo 16 and I_ profiles are

shown as _Ieva+ions wi+h respect to a sphera having a

radius of 17_8 Wm (c_nt_red af the lunar center of mass).
The value of I_ km was used because i the mean radius

of +he lunar limb (ref. _5-_).
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on the lunar surface. The extent of this feature in a C_
latitudinal direction cannot be asce£tained. On the lunar

, near 3ide, the maria are shown to be depressed with respect '
to the surroupding terra_. The deepest dep-_ssion was

measured in Nare Smythii. The ringed maria, Smythii, :!
Crisium, and Sorenitatis, are essentially flat. _are :_
Ymbrium appear__.%o s]ope upwar_ slightly in the direction of i

Oceanus Procellarum, which, in turn, is relatively flat. _

The topographic profil that resulted from the /

processing of Apollo 16 al+.imeter measureaents (obtained !
d,lrinq revolutions 17 and 18) is presented in figure 3_.
There is very good agreement between the Apollo 15 and

Apollo 16 altitude measurements where the two trajectories
crossed, particularly in the flat reqion of ['are Smythii. 7

/ The central highlands near the Apollo 16 landing sit_. are a ._
definite high reoion, having a radius very close to the ::_
prest=ntly accepted mean radius of 1738 km. The profiles of -_;_
+.he larae near-side basins with their flat floors are very %
evident in the figure. The large far-side depression :_-
observed in Apollo 15 data is not evident in the Apollo 16 .i

: data. At a point near the longitudinal center of the
depression, the qroundtracks were widely separated. That :_
is, at a longitude of approximately 180° , the Apollo 16
qroundtrack was approximately 35° north of the Apollo 15 :_
qroundtrack. The large far-side basins of Hertzsprunq and _.
_are _endeleev can be seen in the _vollo 16 profile. _,,

I The topographic profile resulting from processing the _

Apollo 17 altimeter measurements, obtained during
revolutions 27 to 29, is presented in figure 35-5. _or most '_,
of the large near-side features, the altitudes are

remarkably close to +hose measured durinq the _pollo 15 !
experiment: the qroundtrack of the Apollo 15 exverimen _. is .:
usually within approximately 200 km of that of the Apollo 17 :._
experimel.t. The elevations of the a lqacent maria, ".
Ser_nitatis an4 Crislum, are virtua" V the same in both the
A.ollo 1_ and 17 data. The pronounced near-side feature
unique to the Apollo 17 data is the _eep crater Never. 0$1
the far side, the Apollo 17 altitud_ profile resembles the
Apollo I_ altitude profile: but, because the far-side
terrain is _xtr_melv rough, only a qualitative comparison ?
can be made. The Apollo I? data show a depression near 180°
lonqieuae, but _he depression is not quite as broad or as :_
deed as observed in +.he Apollo 15 data: the greatest depth
is approximately _ km below a 1738-km-radius sphere. There
appears to be reasonable agreement where the Atollo 17 and :_
Apollo 16 qroundtrac_s intersect.
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CONCLUSIONS
L_
i.

The _pollo 15, 16, and 17 topoqraphic profiles show I

that the lunar far side may be considerably rougher than

"_ previously anticipated and indicate the presence of very

> extensive mountainous and hiqhland reaions. The larqe far-
side depression may possibly be correlated with the R,'ssian
feature observed in 7ond 6 photoqraph7 (ref. 35-6). 'the

large near-side basins, particularly the rinqed maria, '

; appear to be depressed with respect to surroundina terrae.
This observation aqrees with previous ipdependent knowledge.

Least-squares reqressions have been performed, usin_ the

laser altimeter measurements, to estimate the lunar-shaDe

parameters relative to the optical center. Results from
this processinq indicate that the center of qravity of the

Moon is some 2 km closer to the Earth than the optical
center and is displaced approximately I km eastward. These

data apparently are insufficient to enable estimating the

displacement alonq the lunar polar axis.

_LTIMPTRY D_T_ _RCHIVED AT NSSDC

The measurements obtained durinq the APollo 15, IG, and

i; 17 laser altimeter experiments will be placed in permanent
archives at the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC).

> _Iso, the corresponding spacecraft ephemeris and attitude
: _ata and the _arth-based radio-tracking observations

required to aenerate independent ephemerides will be
archived. These data will be documented in N_SA Technical

Notes to enable wide disseainationo The specific data that
will be archived are as follows.

I. Raw laser altimeter slant ranqe measurements

2. Laser altimeter measurements adjusted to heiqht
! above local vertical surface

L 3. Spacecraft attitude data required to calculate

altimeter- pointinq direction

_. Spacecraft positions at laser altimeter measurement
times

5. ?,arfh-based Doppler frequency shift measurements

required to compute independent spacecraft positions
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36. LUNg? PHOTOGRAPHIC AN9 CARTOG_APH±C PRODUCTS

i

" This section discusses the availability of lunar

orbital photographs and lunar surface photographs together

with the indexes that are useful in locating photographs of
interest. Tables 36-I and 36-II also contain limited

tabula+ions of lunar and planetary cartographic products and

their sources of availability. Current in£ormation may be

• obtained from the National Space Science Data Center
(NSRDC) .

\

ORBITAL PHOTOGRAPHY INDEXES

Indexes _o orbital photo9raphy are produced by the

Mapping Sciences Branch of :he NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space

Center and by the Department of Defens9 Mappin 9 Agency (DMA)
and its predecessor_. _he indexes are in two parts, the

first part consists of lunar maps havin 9 color-prin:ed

overlays of the orbit paths, photographic center points, and
outlines of the field of view of selected frames. All lunar

orbital photographs _aken using the Hasselblad camera

I {Apollo q to 17 missions), the Hycon camera (Apollo I_
mission), the panoramic camera {Apollo 15 to 17 missions),

and the mapping camera (Apollo 15 to 17 missions) are

ind_xe._ in this manner. Th_ second part of the index is a
tabular list containing the orbit revolution number, the

camera lens focal length, the altitude of the spacecraft,

the longitude and la+itude of the photographic center point,

the camera +ilt and azimuth (i.e., departure from vertical),

the sun eleva+ion, and the name of the geographic feature of

primary irter_st in _he photograph. Both the graphic and
I

tabular indexes are extremely useful in enabling a person to

s_loct the s?ecific photographs as long as he knows the
location of the selenographic feature of interest. Sere:el

views of the samp location under different lighting

conditions can also be obtained by selecting photographs

mad_ a S,_n elevations and having approximately
the same center poin +. Of special interest are photographs

of the landing sites.

The Lunar Science Institute (LSI) photomap library has
copies of all Apollo and Lunar Orbiter photography in the

, 36-3
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form of both transpare1'cies and prints. The LSI library
also has copies of all relevant indexes. This ccllection of

more than 5n 000 pictures is arranged in numerical sequence. /
Rolls of transparenc-_:es are available for interlibrary loan.
Interested individuals should have their librarian contact

Photo/Map Library Interlibrary Loan
The Lunar Science Institute
3303 NASA Road 1
Houston, Texas 77058

In addition, LSI personnel will assist any person in
ordering pictures from NSSDC, the distribution center for

Lunar Orbiter and Apoliu photographs.

LUNAR SURFACE PHOTOGRAPHY

Photographs were taken of th_ lunar surface using a 70-
. mm Hasselblad camera (with both a 7C-mm and a 500-mm lens),

a 16-mm movie camera, a television camera (with a zoom

lens), and a special stereographic closeup camera.

Photographs were taken to document *.he collection of s_mples
and to shcw _he general physiography of each saapiing

sta+.ion and the aistant scenery (espec±ally _ith the 500-mm

telephotographic lens). Beginning with the Apollo 12
mission, both astronauts on the lunar surface had cameras;

therefore, different views of the same feature taken by both

astronauts have different film magazine numbers. In

general, the Hasselblad photograph number is referenced as
follows. For NASA phoeograph AS15-89-11768, the prefix is

the mission designation (Apollo-Saturn 15), the first two

digits (89) are the _agazine numler, and the last five

digits (11768) are the frame number.

On the Apol.lo 14 to 17 missions, a standard

p_otographic sequence was established for each docu._h _

sample. The sequence included the following photographs.

I. _. &5.8-dm (15 ft) locater shot

2. A 33.6-dm (11 ft) down-Sun shot

3. Two 21._-dm (7 ft) p_ecollection shots making up a

stereopair

_. A 21._-dm (7 ft) postcollection shot

This scheme was not rigidly followed, but it does c_nstitute
the :_ost that can be expected for sample documentation. In

addition to lunar surface photography, astrogeology reports

w
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contain the orientation of a sample and the number of the

I, curatorial photograph appropriately angled showing that
sample with simulated lunar surface lighting. $

LUNAR SYIRFACE PHOTOGRAPHY INDEXES

f

Indexes to photographs taken on the lunar surface are
prepared by both the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)

Astrogeology Branch and the NSSDC. Both documents have a i

tabular format simil_r to that of the orbital photography
indexes except that a rough description of the subject is

added. When looking for photographs o_ a particular sample•

' one can begin with the sample location and documentation :

document prepared by the Astrogeology Branch. This document _
or article has well-selected examples of the photography for

_ach sample as well as a tabulated index of the photographs

by sample number. In addition, the volume for later
missions contains excerpts from air-to-ground transcripts

pertaining to the collection of each sample.

Most of the astrogeology reports are no longer

available• except on loan from the LSI library or the USGS $
library in Flagstaff, _rizona. _he LSI has copies of all

lunar surface, still-camera photography (Hasselb]ad) in both
transparency and print form. The photograph indexes are

available from _SSDC.

NEW LUNAR CARTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS

?

General

In 1972, the NASA Lunar Programs Office initiated the {-
Apollo Photographic P_ta Analysis Program. The principal

objective of this program was a detailed scientific analysis
of the orbital and surface experiments data derived from

Apollo missions 1_, 16, and 17. Another goal of the program !

was to produce detailed photo base maps at scales that could
be used by principal investigators who were working with

orbital photography and who were doing surface

investigations (+able 36-III) . The NASA in conjunction with

DMA commenced a mapping program in early 1973. This section
of the handbook gives the necessary background information

for users to become familiar with the cartographic products

resulting from the mapping programs.

't
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Inquiries concerning the availability of these maps i

should be s_nt to I

Lul_a£ _£ogralils Office

]TASA Headquarters
Washington, D.C. 20546 _

1: 250, 000-Scale Map Products

Each 1:250,000-scale map sheet covers an area 4°

north/south by 5° east/west. The base is compiled from
vertical metric photography from Apollo missions 15, 16, and

17. In isolated instances, the Apollo oblique metric

photography, the Apollo panoramic photography, and the Lunar
Orbiter photography were used to fill small gaps or to

extend imagery to include features within the sheet.
Figures 36-I(a) and 36-1(b) illustrate the area covered by

the vertical metric photography.

Each 1:250,_O0-sc_le map sheet is available in two
forms:

I. Lunar topographic orthophotomap (LTO)

2. Lunar orthophotomap (LO)

The basic photographic coverage for the LTO and LO maps is I
the orthophotomosaic. The LTO contains the grid, names ,
data, and relief represented by contours, elevations, and

other relief symbolization as required. The LO contains

only the orthoohotomosaic base with _he exterior grid ticks
and valuss.

Map sheets published after May 1, 1974, have lines of

longitude numbered ,2o to 360 ° E. Latitude will still be
measured in degrees north or south of the equator. A
"conversion _abl_" (table 36-IV) _s included to illustrate

the new procedure. For instance, I° W is now 359 ° , and 2° W
_s now 358 ° , _tc.

The m_dium scale (1:250,000) LO and LTO maps contain

two grids: (1) _he geographic coordinate system and (2) the
lunar transverse Mercator (LTM) grid system.

Ge_S[aphic coordinate s_s_m.- The origin of th9 system
is referenced to the center of crater Hostin 9 A (latitude

3o10'47 '' S, longitude 355°09'50"). Mostin 9 A is the
fundamental crater for selenographic measures. It is a

small bright crater located closest to the center of the t

disk. Lines of longitude are numbered 0° to 360 ° E as
referenced to the origin of longitude (NASA adopted this

L
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procedure for m_ps published after May I, 1974) ; lines of
l, latitude are numbered 0° to 90 ° progressively north and
!

south from the lunar equator. On the face of the map, each
io interval is shewn as a black line extending across the

map, and labeled in _he margin with its value. The
southwest corner of each sheet is labeled with cardinal {
directions.

%

Lunar transverse ____i__§_!_.- The LTM system ,
consists of equally spaced parallel lines intersecting at

right angles to form 10 gOO-meter squares. The north-south

grid lines are designated as "easting" (E) lines, and the

eas_-wes% grid lines as "norThing" (N) lines. The primary _'
value of the ITM system is that it enables a user to

reference a discrete ?oint on a map without plotting

degrees, minutes, and seconds as with the geographic
coordinate system. :

The LTM grid system was developed by dividing the Moon
longitudinally into 5° zones, which are numbered

consecutively 1 to 72, starting with zone I, located at 180 °
to 185 ° , zone 2 at 185 ° to 190 ° , etc. (fig. 36-2). The _'
central meridian for each zone is assigned the coordinate
value of 100 00O meters easting. For instance, the central

m_ridian for zone I is located _idway between 180 ° and 185 ° "
(182030 ') and has a coordinate value of 100 000 meters

easting. The equator is assigned the coordinate value of

I 2 500 000 meters. The northing lines increase in value
going north from the equator and decrease in value going
sou |the equator.

The LTM grid is shown at 10 000-meter intervals by red
tick lines emanating from the edge of the map (neatline).
Each 10 000-meTer tick is labeled with the full 10-kilometer

value only (i.e., the central meridian for each zone is
labeled 100, rather than 100 COO). The first LTM-grid tick

in the southwest corner of each map sheet is shown with full •

meter values. Instructions for computing LT8 grid

coordinates are printed in red on each LO a_d LTO published. •

Special Scale _aps

In some instances it was desirable to produce photomaps

at special scales for detailed analysis of geologically
interesting areas. The maps are compiled at three scales:

1:50,000, 1:25,000 and 1:10,000 (table 36-III). Because themaps cover very limited areas of the lunar surface, the _,

higher resolution Apollo panoramic photography obtained on
missions 15, 16, and 17 was rectified and mosaicked for the

base. The special scale map_ are similar in format to the

1:250,000-scale products; however, the numbering system was _{

a
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slightly expanded. Whereas the 1:250,000-scale maps are
systematically arranged (nested) within an LAC region, the

special scale products are not. Each special scale photomap
carries the number of the corresponding 1:250,000-scale map /

' followed by an "S number," and a scale code. For instance,

38B-2SI(5C) is a 1:50,900-scale map located within the

" 1:259,000-scale map numbered 38B-2 (where 38B-2 is _he
1:250,000-scale map sheet number, Sl indicates the m_p _s

the first special scale map located within the 38B-2 area,
and the (50) indicates zhe scale (i.e., 1:50,000)).

All special scal_ map products are designed to fit the
area of interest. The sheet size varies, as well as the
orientation.

The numbering system for the series is based on the
existing 1:1,000,000-scale lunar astronautical charts (LAC).

Each LAC region is divided into four provinces lettered A,
B, C, and D. Each province is then divided into quarters
numbered I, 2, 3, and ,. The sheet number for each

1:250,000-scale map consists of the LAC number, a province
letter, and the number of the quarter. The "sheet numbering

guide" (fig. 36-3) illustrates LAC 58 subdivided into its

corresponding 1:250,C00-scale map sheets.

Figure 36-_ shows the location of the 1:250,000-scale
_ maps published through January 1975. Table 36-V(a) lists
_ +he map numbers and names in numerical order, and table 36-

V(b) gives an alphabetical listing. Table 36-III lists the
available special scale maps by number, name, and corner

: coordinates. Table 36-V(c) lists the 17 lunar maps at a

scale of 1:25_,000 that were in production in January 1976.

Special Purpose Maps

In early 1975, NASA prepared and published photomaps of

the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 landing sites. These maps were
prepared from rectified Apollo panoramic photography and

published at a scale of 1:25,000. The maps show the

postmission traverses as derived from surface photography
and selected landmark feature names.

LUNAR NOMENCLATURE

Maps are one of th_ basic tools that man uses to pass
on information. In the case of Earth maps, there at2

navigation aids like roads, railroads, rivers, towns, etc.

On +he Moon, there are holes, hills, cracks, rocks, etc. It

would be very difficult to write about "the 102.5-mile wide,

' 36-8 --
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black-floored crater, with the W-shaped central peak on the

I, backside of the Moon" and have everyone understand which
crater was being :_iscussed. Langrenus is credited as the

_irst to assign nam=s to lunar features (1645). By the year
1900, lunar nomenclature differed so greatly that no one

understood it. In In21, the newly formed Interna+_ional

Astronomical Union (!AU) appointed a small committee to

clarify +he existing situation and to standardize the
nomenclature.

I

When NASA started the 1:250,000-scale map program, it

was obvious that something would have to be done to increase
the number of names. There were many instances of new maps

falling between named features. In August 1973, the !AU met

in Sydney, Australia. The delegates were shown examples of

the new maps, and the problem of additional names w%s
discussed• Sevoral new policies were adopted, and these

policies are outlined here.

1. If a lunar fe_.ture is important enough to talk
about, it should have a name.

2. In +_he past, lunar names were derived from deceased
astronomers or scienti._ts in related fields. The newly

adopted policy p_rmits the assignment of names of deceased
writers, painters, composers, and other contributors to

culture and knowledge• Zxcluded are political, military,

I and religious figures, as well as modern philosophers•
Table 36-VI lists the new lunar names assigned by the

Working Group for Lunar Nomenclature and approved by the
IAU. These names appear on th_ 1:250,000-scale LTO's

published up to January 1976.

3. The system of lunar names also includes, to some

ext_nt, a means of classifying broad types of features.
Persons using lunar m_s or charts are already fRmiliar with
terms like

Mare - sea Mons - peak

Oceanus - oc:an Promontoria - cape

Sinus - bay Rupes - scarp

Lacus lake Vallis valley

Falus - marsh £ima (rimae) - ril!es

Mont=s - mountains

I
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Newly adopted classifications are

Catena (catenae) Latin for chain; I
will be used to

designate crater
chains.

: Dorsum (dorsa} Latin for backbone;
will be used to

' designate sinuous
ridges.
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T&BLE 36-I.- LOHAB AND P[ANET_RT CHA_TSI

I I

Chart no. Name Scale 1 Date ] Sheet size, cm {in.) Price, $
I

Lunar astronautical charts (L_C)

tkC 11 J. Herschel 1:1,000,000 1967 56 by 7a {22 bY 29) 0.35
LEC 12 Plato 1:1,000,000 1967 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC 13 _¢istoteles 1:1,000,000 1967 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC 23 Puaker 1:1,000,000 1967 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
L_C 24 Sinus Iridum 1:1,000,000 1966 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
L&C 25 Cassini 1:1,000,000 1966 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC 26 EOdOlUS 1:1,000,000 1967 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC 27 Geminus 1:1,000,000 1967 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LkC 38 Seleucus 1:1,00_,000 1965 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC 39 Aristarchus 1:1,000,000 1963 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC _0 TiBockaris 1:1,000,000 1963 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
L_C _1 Rontes kpenninus 1:1,000,0_0 1963 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC 42 Rare Serenitatls l 1:1,000,000 1965 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35

L_C _ Racrobius I 1:1,000,000 1965 56 bT 74 {22 by 29} .35LAC 44 Cleoaedes 1:1,000,000 1966 56 by 7_ (22 by 29) .35
L_C 56 Nevelius 1:1,000,003 1966 56 by 74 {22 by 29) .35
LAC 57 Kepler 1:1,009,009 1963 56 by 7_ (22 by 29) .35
LAC 56 Copernicus 1:1,_00,009 196_ 56 by 7, (22 by 29) .35
LkC 59 Rare ¥aporua 1:1,000,000 1963 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC 60 Julius Caesar 1:1,00q,000 1965 56 bT 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC 61 Taruntius 1:1,000,009 1963 56 by 74 (22 _y 29} .35
LAC 62 Rare Ondarum 1:1,C00,00_ 1960 56 by 7_ (22 by 29) .35

l LXC 7_ Griaaldi 1964 56 I_ .35
1:1,009,000 by (22 by 29)

LAC 75 1 Letronne 1:1,000,000 Iq63 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC 76 I monies Biphaeus 1:1,000,000 1960 56 by 7_ (22 by 29) .35
LAC 77 1 PtoleBaeus 1:1,000,00n 196 _ 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC 78 Theophilus 1:1,000,000 IO63 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC 79 Colombo 1:1,000,000 196] 56 by 7_ (22 by 29) .35
L_C 80 Langrenu_ 1:1,000,000 1964 56 by 70 (22 b 7 2") .35
L&C 92 eyrgius 1:1,000,000 1966 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LkC 93 Rare Huaorum 1:1,000,000 Iq62 56 by 7_ (22 by 29) .35
L_C 94 Pitatus 1:1,000,009 196U 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LkC 95 Purbach 1:1,000,000 1465 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35
LAC 96 _upes Altai 1:1,000,000 1965 56 by 7U (22 by 24) .3%
LkC 97 Pracastorius 1:1,0e0,000 1965 56 by 7_ (22 bT 29) .35
LAC 98 Peta_ius 1:1,000,000 1966 56 by 74 {22 by 29) .]5
LAC 110 Schickard 1:1,000,009 1967 56 by 7_ {22 b_ 29) .35
L_C 111 NilhelB 1:1,000,000 1967 _6 by 7_ (22 _y 29) .35
LWC 112 T_cho 1:1,000,009 1967 56 bv 74 (22 by 29) .35

t_vailable from Sup@rintend_nt of Docuaents, _.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20_02 U.S.A. _ll orders must be prepaid by check, mona 7 order,
or Superintendent of Docuaents coupons.
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TABLE 36-I.- T.UNAP AND PI.AHETAEY CHARTS s - Continued

j ¢
Chart no. Name Scale Date ShePt size, ca (in.) Price, $

Lunar astronautical charts - Concluded

I.AC 113 Raurolycus 1:1,o00,C00 1967 56 b7 7q (22 by 29) 0.35

LAC 11Q Pheita 1:1,000,0n9 1966 56 by 7_ (22 by 2q} .35

[AC 125 Schiller 1:1,000,900 1967 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35 _:

LAC 126 Clavius 1:1,000,000 1967 56 bT 74 (22 by 29) .35 '

LAC 127 Hoenel 1:1,000,000 1967 56 by 7U (22 by 29) .35

Apollo intermediate charts (A_C)

AIC 57C F ncke 1:5n0,000 1966 56 by 7, 122 by 29) 0.35

AIC %7D Raestlin 1:500,000 1966 _6 by 74 (22 b T 29) .35

AIC 5BC Gambart 1:500,000 1965 56 by 7_ {22 by 29) .35

AIC 58D Reinhold 1:500,000 1965 56 b 7 7q (22 by 29) .35

AIC 59C Triesnecker 1:500,000 1966 56 by 7U (22 by 29) .35 •

AIC 59D Pallas 1:500,000 1966 56 bT 7U (22 by 29) .35 "

• AIC 60C Arago 1:500,000 1966 56 bY 7_ (22 by 29) .35

AIC 60D Agrippa 1:500,000 1965 -c6 by 74 (22 by 29) .35

_IC 61C Secchi 1:500,000 1967 56 b T 74 (22 by 29) .35

AIC 61D Maskelyne D 1:50_,000 1966 56 by 74 (22 by 29) .35 ?

AIC 75A Plamsteed 1:500,000 )966 56 b 7 74 (22 by 29) .35

AIC 75B Wichmann 1:500,000 1966 56 by 7_ (22 by 29) .35

AIC 76A _uclides P I:50C,OOC 1966 56 by 7_ (22 by 29) .35

AIC 76B Fra Rauro 1:500,_00 1966 ¢6 b T 74 (22 b 7 29) .35 _ i
AIC 77A ?laamarion 1:500,000 1965 56 by 7_ (22 b 7 29) .35

AIC 77B Hipparchus 1:500,"_0 1966 56 by 7_ (22 by 29) .35 _'

AIC 78A Delaabre 1:50C,000 1966 56 bf 7_ (22 by 29) .35

AIC 78B Torricelli 1:500,000 1966 ¢.6 b7 7_ {22 by 29) .35

AIC 79A Capella 1:5_C,000 1966 56 b T 7U (22 bY 29) .35

AIC _�B Ressier 1:590,000 1967 56 bY 7_ (22 bT 29) .35

Ranqer VII lunar charts (PLC)

_LC 1 Hare Cognitum 1:1,000,000 196_ _6 bT 7_ (22 by 29)

PLC 2 Guericke l:50C,O00 196_ 56 by 79 {22 by 31) 1.75

BLC 3 Bonpland H 1:100,0_0 196_ ¢-6 by 79 (22 bv 31) for set &
_LC _ Bo.pland PQC 1:19,000 1964 56 by 74 {22 by 29) of 5

RLC 5 Onnaaed 1:1,000 196q 56 by 74 (22 by 29)

_Avallable from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, "_
Nashington, D.C. 20_02 O.5.A. All orders must be prepaid bY check, money order,

o[ Superintendent of Documents coupons.
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_ABI E 36-I.- LDN_R _ND PL_NET_B! CH_RTS I - Concluded

I

:
• Ranger VIII lunar charts

RLC 6 Hypatia 1:1,_00,009 1966 I 56 by 7_ (22 bT 2q)
: BLC 7 Sabine 1:250,000 1966 56 by 7q (22 by 29)

RLC 8 Sabine D 1:100,q00 1966 56 by 7_ (22 by 29) 2.50
_LC q Sabine DR 1:50,0n0 I 1966 i 56 by 74 (22 by 29) for set
BLC 10 Sabine EF 1:15,000 I 1966 J 56 by 74 (22 by 29) of 7
ELC 11 Sabine _B 1:5,000 [ 1966 } 56 bT 74 (22 by 29)

RLC 12 Sabine EBF 1:2,000 } 1966 } 56 by 74 (22 by 29)

Banqer IX lunar charts

BLC 13 Ptolemaeus 1:1,000,000 1 1966 I 56 by 74 {22 by 29)
_LC 1_ Alphonsus t:250,000 I 1966 ] 56 by 7U (22 by 29) 1.75
RLC 15 _lphonsus GA 1:50,000 _ 1966 _ _6 by 74 (22 by 29) for set
_LC 16 _lphonsus GP 1:10,000 _ 1966 _ 56 by 7_ (22 by 29) of _J

ELC 17 Alphonsus GLH 1:2,000 11966J _6 by 7u (22 by 29)

Small-scale lunar charts
r

LMP 1 lunar Earth-side 1:5o000,000 !970 74 by 104 (29 by _1) 0.50
: LMP 2 Lunar far-side 1:5,000,000 1970 74 by 10_ (29 by _1) .50

LMP 3 Lunar polar chart 1:5,000,000 197C 74 by 119 (29 by _?) .50

LPC I Lunar chart 1:10,000,000 1970 66 by 97 (26 by 38) .50Lunar mosaics

L_M I_ Lunar reference 1:10,000,000 1962 _3 by 46 (17 by 18) 0.35
LER I Lunar reference 1:5,000,000 1962 86 by 89 (3_ by _5) 1.00
LEt IB Lunar i_ll mosaiu 1:2,500,000 1962 I_7 by 178 (58 by 70) 2.00

(2 sheets)

Chart of Rats

REC I Chart of the 1:35,000,000 1962 56 by 7_ (22 by 29) 0.35
planet Mars

MEC 2 Mariner 69 Rats 1:25,0_0,000 1968 76 by e9 (30 by 35) .35
chart

Ikvailable fros Superin*_ndent of Documents, U.S. Gowernment Printinq Office,
washington, D.C. 20_02 U.S.A. _11 orders must be prepaid by check, money order,
or Superintendent of Documents coupons.
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TABLE 36-II.- GEOLCGIC ATLAS Of THE MOON I

Map no. Name Scale +

I

Regional reconnaissance maps (telescopic and Lunar Orbiter bases)

1-355 Kepler 1:1,000,020

1-385 Letronne 1:1,000,000
I-_58 Riphaeus Hountains 1:1,090,000

: I-_62 Timocharis I:I,000,tOC
I-_63 Hontes hpenninus 1:1,000,00C
I-_65 Aristarchus 1:1,000,000 _

1-485 Pitatus 1:1,000,00_
I-QB9 Mare Serenitatis 1:1,tOO,OOt 9

_ I-Qgl Hevelius 1:1,000,000
1-495 Hare HUmdrum 1:1,000,000

: 1-510 Julius Caesar 1:1,000,000

1-515 Copernicus 1:1,_00,000
1-527 Seleucus 1:1,000,000

I-5_6 Theophilus 1:1,000,0_0
I-5_8 Mare Vaporum 1:1,000,002 j
1-566 Ptolemaeus 1:1,000,000
1-602 Sinus Iridum 1:1,000,000

1-604 J. Herschel 1:1,000,000
1-666 Cassini 1:1,C00,000 /

1-690 Rupes _l+ai 1:1,000,000
1-69_ Rheita _:1,n_o,no0

[-691 Schiller 1:1,P00,_00
I-7gg Hacrobius 1:1,0'_0,000
1-701 Pla_o 1:1,_0,"_0

Apollo site maps (Lunar orbiter _ases]

1-616 Haskelyne DA (includes _pollo landing site I) 1:100,90 _
1-618 Sabine D (Apollo 11} (includes Apollo landing 1:120,00C

site 2)

T-620 Oppolzer A {includes Apollo landing sites 3 1:100,000
and 3_)

1-622 Maestlin G (includes Apollo landing site 5) 1:100,0C0 _

1-62_ Wichmann C_ (includes Apollo landing sites 4 1:100,0C0
and Q_)

1-626 Flamsteed K (includes Surveyor site I} 1:100,000

sAvailable from USGS at washington Distribution "_eclion, 1200 Sou )Eads Street, Arlinuton, Virginia 22202, or at Denver _edera| Center, Branch "

of Distribution, Bldg. _I, Denver, Colorado 80225. The price for each it-m :
is _I.00. (If two maps are indicated, the price is $1.0 _ for the set.) All

orders must be prepaid by check or money order.

[
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TABLE 36-li.- GEOLOGIC ATLAS O_ THE MOON| - Concluded

!

map no. Name J Scale ,

Apollo site maps (Lunar Orbiter bases) ° Conclude_

1-627 Lansberg P 1:100,0C0
1-617 Apollo landing site I (part of Maskelyne DA region) 1:25,000
1-619 A_olIo landing site 2 (Apollo 11) (part of Sabine 1:25,000

region}
1-621 Apollo landing sites 3 and 3R 1:25,000
1-623 Apollo lanaing site 5 (part of Maestlin G region) 1:25,000
_-625 Apollo landing sites _ and u_ (part of Wichmann 1:25,000

CA region)

_anger maps

I-5gq Al_honsus (RLC I_) I:_50,000
Z-693 Bonpland H (_LC 3) I:.00,000
1-586 Alphonsus GA (RLC 15) 1:5C,000
1-59_ Sabine DR (RLC 9) 1:50,000
1-678 Bonpland PQC (_LC Q) 1:1C,000
1-679 Sabine _B (RLC 11) 1:5,000

Apollo presission saps

1-70B Fra Mauro (Apollo 1_), 2 maps 1:250,000 and
1:25,000

1-723 _pennine-ffadley (Apollo 15), 2 maps 1:250,0C0 and
1:50,000

I-7_8 Descartes (Apollo 16), 2 maps 1:250,0C0 and
I:_0,000

1-800 Taurus-littrow (_pollo 17}, 2 maps 1:250,000 and
I:50,000

Hemisphere chart

1-703 Geologic =ap of near side of the Boon [ 1:5,000,000

tAvailable from ,SGS at Washington Distribution Section, 1200 South
_ads Street, Arlington, Virginla 22202, or at Denvor _ederal Center, Branch
of Distribution, Bldg. 41, Denver, Colorado 80225. The price for each item
is $1.00. (If two maps are indicated, the price i_ $1.00 for the set.) _ll
orders must be prepaid by check Or money order.
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TABLE 36-I¥.- LOIGITUDR ¢O|V]RSIO1 _ ._

Frou - To - Fred - To - Free - _o - _

longitude, longitude, longitude, longitude, longitude, longitude,

g deg on a deg W deg on a dog | dog on a _!'
360 ° basis 360 ° basis 360 ° basis

1 359 37 323 73 267 c
2 358 38 322 7_ 286
3 357 39 321 75 285

356 "0 320 76 28_ _
5 355 01 319 77 283 .*

6 35q _2 318 78 202
7 353 _3 317 79 281 _:

8 352 _q 316 80 260 -_
9 351 _5 315 61 27_

10 350 _6 31_ 82 276

l"w 3q9 _7 313 83 277
12 348 _8 312 8_ 276
13 3U7 _9 311 85 275
1_ 3q6 50 310 86 271
15 3_5 51 309 87 273

16 3q4 52 308 88 27_ :
17 3q3 53 307 _9 2_1

18 3q2 54 306 90 270
19 3_1 55 305 91 269
20 3qO 56 30_ 92 268 J

21 339 57 303 93 267 :
22 338 58 _02 9q 266
23 337 59 301 95 265
2_ 336 60 300 96 26_ :_
25 335 61 299 97 263

26 334 62 298 98 262 _
27 333 { 63 297 99 261
28 332 _ 6_ 296 100 260
29 331 _5 295 101 259
30 330 _6 29_ 102 258

31 329 67 293 103 257
32 328 68 292 10_ 256
33 327 69 291 105 255 _
3q 326 70 290 106 25_
35 3_5 71 289 107 _53
36 32_ 72 288 108 252 ,

36-', 8 ,
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TABLE 36-IV.- LGNGITUDE CONVERSION - Concluded "_

l

From -- _3 - From - To -

longitude , longitude, longitude, longitude,

deg W deg on a deg W deg on a
369 ° basis 360 ° basis

109 251 145 215
110 250 146 214

111 249 147 213
112 2_8 148 212
113 2_7 149 211

" 114 246 150 210 =
115 245 151 209 "
116 24_ 152 208

' 117 243 153 207

f 118 2_2 154 206

: 119 2_1 155 205

12¢ 2_0 156 2C4
" 121 239 157 203

122 238 '_ 158 202
i: /

123 237 159 201

: l 124 236 160 200 :.
125 235 161 199

" 126 234 162 1£8
127 233 163 197

' 128 232 164 196

' 129 231 165 195

, 130 230 166 194
-, 131 229 167 193

132 228 168 192 ,
133 227 169 191

13_ 226 170 190
T

135 225 171 189
136 224 172 188
137 223 173 187

138 222 ' 174 186 }
li

13q 221 ii 175 185

140 220 1 176 1841_1 219 177 183

142 218 178 182
143 217 179 181

144 216 180 180

, 36-19 z
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TABLE 36-V.- TOPOGR&PHIC ORTHOPHOTOBAPS

[1:250,000 scale] t

(a) Numerical listing

Number Name Number Name Number Name

38B-1 Humason _2C-I Deseilligny 62A-2 Curtis
38B-2 Wielsen 42C-2 Clerke 62&-] Shapley
38B-3 Freud 42c-3 Dawes 62&-4 Tebbutt

• 38B-4 Zinner 42C-4 Brackett
62B-I Fahrenheit

39A-1 Krieger 42D-I B osby _2B-2 Condorcet
39A-2 &ngstr_m 42D-2 Bessel 62B-3 Krogh
39&-3 Prlnz q2D-3 Nenelaus 62B-4 Auzout

39&-4 V_is_l_ 42D-. Sulpicius
Gallus 62C-1 glrmicus

39B-I Fedorov 62r-2 Dubyago
39B-2 Dellsle q3A-4 le Hoanier 62C-3 Pomortsev

39B-3 Diophantus 62C-4 Condon
39B-4 &rtsiaovich 43C-1 Hill

_3C-3 Proclus 62D-I Abbot

40A-I Cawentou 43C-4 Carmichael 62D-2 Daly
40A-2 HcDonald 62D-3 Ameghino
40A-3 Lambert 43D-1 Littrow 62D-q saithson
_u&-4 La Hire 43D-2 granck

43D-3 Theophrastus 638-] Jansky
40B-1 Sampson 43D-4 Vitruvius
qOB-2 Landsteiner 63C-I Knox-Sham

_OB-3 KovalevskiJ 4_D-3 Eckert 63C-2 Tachinni
q0B-4 Selurich 44D-4 Peirce 63C-3 Peek

63C-4 Schubert

40C-2 Pupin 60A-1 Daubr_e
60A-2 Auwers 63D-I Boethlus

41A-3 Spurt 63D-3 Nobili
41A-4 Beer 60B-1 Plinius 63D-_ Respighi

60B-2 Jansen

qIB-3 JOy 64D-1 Nuun
qlB-4 Hadley 61A-1 Cajal 640-2 Erro

61&-2 Lucian 64D-3 Pox

qlC-1 Conon 61A-3 Cauchy 64D-4 J acAdie
4)C-2 Galen IqlC-3 Bowen 61B-1 Lyell 65A-3 Guyot
41C-4 Yangel' 61B-2 Glaisher

61B-3 Watts G5B-_ Recht
qlD-1 Wallace 61B-q da Vinci

qlD-2 Huxley 65C-1 King
61C-1 Lawrence 65C-_ Zanstr_

42A-3 Bantlng 61C-2 Cameron
_2A-_ Lihn_ 61C-3 Anwille 650-2 Katchalsky

61C-_ Secchi 65D-3 Abul Wafa

42B-3 Very
q2B-_ Sarabhai 62k-I Yerkes 66A-3 Rutherfurd

66B-_ Glauber
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TABLE 36-V.-TOPOGRLPHIC ORTHOPBOTOHAPS - Continued '+

[1:250,000 scale]

(a) Numerical listing - Concluded
J

Pumber Name Number Name lumber lane

f

66C- 1 Fischer BOB- 1 morley 102&- 1 Pateaev
80B-2 Eaclaurin 102A-_ Feeenkov -:_

66D-2 Bergnan 80B-4 lcosta
" I02B-2 Isaev

75C-1 scheele 80C-1 Somerville I02B-3 lndronov

75C-2 Norman
80D-2 Al-marrakushl I02D-I Stark

75D-2 iinthrov ; +,
81_-1 Rankine 1031-1 Grave i

76C-I Bonpland 811-2 Gilbert 1031-_ laspletln

76c-2 Guericke 81&-3 K_stner i

81_-4 Yon Behring !
76D-1 Eppinger i
76D-2 Kuiper 81B-1 Haldane !

81B-2 lunge

77C-I Albategnius 81B-3 gidmannst_tten :
77C-2 Halley 81B-4 Kiess i :,-

77D-1 Davy 81C-1 Kreiken i
77D-2 Ammonius 81C-2 Houtermans

"_; J 78A-3 Alfraganus 82A- I Purkyne i
82A-2 Uyld

78B-3 Torricelli 82A-3 Ludwig +
78B-4 Hypatia 82k-4 Hirayana -_

+ 78C-I Kant 82D-1 Brunner I
:. 78C-2 _adler 82D-2 GanskiJ

; 78D-1 And_l 83C-I DanJon ,_
78D-2 Descartes 83C-3 DobEovolskiJ I .:

83C-4 Delporte +
79A-2 Leakey ' ;
79&-3 Capella 83D-2 Sherrington
79A-, Isidorus

84D-_ Volkov
79B-I Lubbock
79B-2 messier 100C-1 Titius

79B-3 _montons
79B-4 Gutenberg 101B-1 Litke '_.

101B-2 TsiolkovskiJ
79D-1 Daguerre Borealis
79D-2 Gau_ibert 101B-3 TsiolkovskiJ _,

• Australis _:
80A-1 Geikie 101B-4 Babakin

:+ i 80k-2 gebb
80k-3 Bilharz 101C-1 NeuJmin

' , 80&-_ Lindbergh I01C-2 Waternan ,_'

¢ ;' 1 +_
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": TABLE 36-V.- TOPOGRAPHIC ORTIIOPHOTOMAPS - Continued- 1
[1:250,0GC scale]

{b) Alphabetical listing

Name Number Name Number

Abbot 62D-I Davy 77D°1 '
Abul Wafa 65D-3 Daues _2C-3

• Acosta 80B-_ Delisle -}B°2

&lbategnius 77C-I Delporte 83C-Q
Alf.ranganus 78A-3 Descartes 78D-2
&l-Marrakushi 80Do2 Deseilligny 42C-I

Bmeghino 62D-3 Diophantus 39B-3
&mmonius 77D-2 Dobrovolskij 83C-3
Amtntons 79B-3 Dubya_o 62C-2
and_l 78D-1
Andronov 102B-3 Eckert 4_D-3
Angstc_ ]9A-2 Eppinger 76D-1
Anville 61C-3 grro 6_D-2
Artsimovich 39B-_
Auvers 60A-2 Fahrenheit 62B-1

; AUZout 62B-_ Fedorov 39B-I
Fesenkov 102A-_

Babakin I01B-_ Firmicus 62C-I

_- Bunting 42A-3 Fischer 66C-I
.:, Beer _IA-_ Fox 6gD-3 I '

Berg|an 66D-2 Franck q3D-2 I
Bessel _2D-2 Freud 38B-3

_ Bilharz 80A-3
Boethius 63D-1 Galen _1C-2
Bonpland 76C-I GanskJj 82D-2
Bowen 41C-3 GaudJ_t 79D-2

: Brackett _2C-q Geiki_ 80A-1
Brunner R2D-I Gilbert 81A-2 :

Glaisher 61B-2
CaJal 61A-1 Glaub_r 66B°4 .!
Caneron 61C-2 Grave 103A-1 ,

Capella 79A-3 Guericke 76C-2
Carnichael _3C-_ Gutenber_ 79B-q

Cauchy 61&°3 Guyot 65A-3
ii Caventou _OA-1

Clerke q2C-2 Hadley _IB-_
Condo, 62C-_ Haldane 81B-1

condorcet 62B-2 Halley 77C-2
Conon _1C-1 Heincich gOB-4

., Curtis 62A-2 Hill _3C-1 :_
Hirayama 82A-_

Daguerre 79D-1 Hornsby _D-1
Daly 62D-2 Hou_rmans 81C-2
DanJon 83C-1 Humason 38B-1

_' Daub¢_e 60A-1 I:uxley qlD-2
i _a Vinci 61B-_ Hypatia 78B-_

36-22 ,
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TABLE 36oV. o TOP_RAPHIC ORTHOPHOTOMAPS - Continued ._

[ [ 1:250,000 scale]

(b} Alphabetical listing - Concluded
3

Base Number Name Nun bet

Isaev 102B-2 Prinz 39A-3 ._
Isidorns 79Ao_ Pcoclus q3c-3

Pupin 40C-2 _

Jansen 608-2 Purkyn_ 82A-I i
Jansky 63B-3
Joy 418-3 Rankine 81A-1

Raspletin 103&-4
Kant 78C-1 Recht 65B-_

Kaatner 81A-3 Respighi 63D-4
Katchalsky 65D-2 Runge 81B-2
KLIBs 81B-4 Rutherfurd 6b&-3

King 65C-1
Knox-Shaw 63C-1 Sampson 408-1 "

KovnlevskiJ 40B-3 Sarabhai _2D-_
Krelken 81C-I Scheele 75C-I

Krle_er 39A-I Schubert 63C-_
Krggh 62B-3 Secchi 61C-_
guIper 76D-2 Shapley 62A-3

Sherrington 83D-2
La Rice _OA-_ Ssithson 62D-q
Lambert _O&-3 Somerville 80C-1 :_
Landstetner _OB-2 Spurt _1A-3 :
Lawrence 61C-1 Stack 102D-1

Lenkey 79A-2 Sulpicius Gallus _2D-_ i:

le Ronnier q3&-_
Lindbergh 80A-_ Tachinni 63C-2
Linne q2A-q Tebbutt 62A-_

Lltke 101B-1 Theophrastus 43D-3
Littrow _3D-I Titius I00C-I
Lubbock 79B-_ Torricelli 788-3
Lucian 61A-2 TsiolkovskiJ

Ludwig 82A-3 Australis 101B°3
Lyell 61B-1 Borealis 101P-2

R_claurln 80B-2 V_is_l_ 39&-_
B_dler 7BC-2 Very q2B-3
BeAdle 6qD-_ Vitruvius q3D-4
mcdonald _OA-2 volkov 8qD-_
Henelaus q2D-3 Yon Behring 81A-_
Ressler 798-2

Rorley 80B-1 Wallace 41D-1
Waterman 101C-2 i_

NeuJmin 101C-1 Watts 61B-3
Nielsen 38B-2 Webb 80k-2
Eoblli 63D-3 Widmannst_tten 81_-3 _

Uoznan 75C-2 Winthrop 75D-2 L
Nuan 6_D-I Wyld 82A-2

Patsaev 102A-1 Yangel' _1C-4 ,
Peek 63C-3 Yerkes 62k-1 -
Pelrce q_D-_
PXinius 60B-1 Zanstra 65C-.
Pomoctnev 62C-3 Zinner 38B-_

?
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TABLE 36-V.- TOPOGRAPHIC ORTHOPHOTOBAPS - Concluded

[ 1:250,000 scale] :
t •

(c) Lunar maps assigned for productlon i

3ap Rap
number number

39C- la 8lIB- 3

_ 61D-4 85&-4 :

63B-_ z 85C- 1

77A-3 85C-2 "_

77B-3 85C-3 ._

77B-4 86D-4

78A-_ 103B-2
t •

80B-3 • lO_li- 1 i

83B-dZ

ZFor locations, see figures 36-3 and 36-4. _i

ZBecame available at time handbook was printed. "
Sheet names are as follows: 39C-I, BEnTley;

63B-g, Virchow; 80B-3, Born; and 83B-_, Nechoo

i
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TABLE 36-¥1.- NEN LUM&R NAMES

I,
_ev nase Old nane Location Coauents

Longitude Latitude

lbbot kpollonius K 54.7 ° 5.5°N

Artsisovich Diophantus _ 323.q ° 27.6°N
. |

_very Gilbert U 81.4 ° 1.3°5

Babakin - - 123.3 ° 20.8°S

Banting Linn_ E 16.4 ° 26.60N

Black K_stner F 80.4 ° 9.205

Borel le Bonnier C 26.4 ° 22.4°N _

Boeen Nanilius & 9.1 ° 17.6°W

Brackett - - 23.5 ° 17.9°N

CaJal Jansen F 31.1 ° 12.6°N

Caseron Taruntius C 45.9 ° 6.2°R

Carnichael Hacrobius A 40.4 ° 19.5°_ '_

Caventou La Hire O 330.6 ° 29.7°H

I Clerke Littroe B 29.8 ° 21.7°N
Curtis Picard Z 56.8 ° 14.5°N

Daly Apollonius P 59.5 ° 5.7oN

Daubree Benelaus S 14.8 ° 15.7oH

DobrovolskiJ - - 129.7 ° 12.7°5

Oubyago Dubiago 70.0 ° 4.00H Corrected spelling :

Bckert - - 58.q ° 17.3°H

Esclangon Nacrobius L 42.1 ° 21.5°N

Fedorov - - 322.9 ° 28.2°R "

Feutllet Feuille_ 350.5 ° 27.4oN Old naue,
corrected spelling

fox - - 98.2 ° .5°J

36-25
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TABLE 36-VI.- HEV LUNAR NAMES - Continued
A

J

New name Old name Location Comments

Longitude Latitude

Franck B_mer K 35.6 ° 22.6°N

Franz Proclus D 41.0 ° 17.4oN Old name; relocated
to more definite

feature _

Fredholm Hacrobius D 46.5 ° 18.3°M

Freud - - 307.6 ° 25.8°H

Galen Xratus A U.9 ° 21.9°H

GanskiJ Gansky 97.0 ° 9.6os Corrected spelling ;

' Gardner Vitruvius A 33.8 ° 17.8°N •

• . Golgi Schiaparelli D 300.1 ° 27.7°N

! Greaves Lick D 52.8 ° 13.2°H

Hadley Hadley C 2.8 ° 25.5°N

; Saldane - - 8_.0 o 1.7os _.

Hargreaves Haclaurin S 6q.1 ° 2.1°S

Heinrich Timocharis A 34_.6 ° 2q.aoR

Hill Hocrobius B 40.8 o 20.9oH I

Hornsby Aratus CB 12.5 ° 23.8°R

Houtermans - - 87.4 ° 9._°S

Humason Lichtenberg G 303.3 ° 3O.7oN

Huxley Wa]lace B 355.5 ° 20.2°N

Isaev - - 147.5 ° 17.5°S _ -

Jenkins Schubert Z 78.1 ° .q°N

Joy Hadley A 6.6 ° 25.0°N

Katchalsky - - 116.1 ° 5.9°N

Kiess - - 84.1 ° 6.3°S

Knox-Shaw - - 80.1 ° 5.4°N

KovalevskiJ Timocharis B 347.8 ° 27.9°N

Kreiken - - 8q.6 ° 9.0°S

Krogh luzout B 65.7 ° 9.4°N

Landsteiner Timocharis F 345.2 ° 31.2°R

o,
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I, TABLE 36-¥I.- NEW LUNAR NAHES - Contlnued

New name Old name Location Colmen%s

Lollqitude Latitude

Lawrence Taruntius R 43.3 ° 7.5ON

Liouville Dublago S 73.6 ° 2.TEN

Litke L_tke 123.1 ° 16.7os Corrected spelling

Lucian flaraldi B 36.8° 1_.3°N

Lyel] Proclus A _2.2 o 13.3ON Old name; relocated
to more definite
feature

: RcRdie - - 92.1 ° 2.1oN

_cDonald C_rlini B 339.1 ° 30._°N

Rorley Raclaurin R 6_.69 2.805

Nielsen Wollaston C 308.2 ° 31.6oH

Noethe_ Cauchy D _0.3 ° 10.0oN

Peek - - 86.9 ° 2.6oN %

POiOrtSPV Dubiago P 66.9 ° .8oN ,_

Pupin Timocharis K 3_9.0 ° 23.9oH

%
_aman Herodotus P 30_.8 o 27.0oH

I Recht - - 12#.0 ° 9.8°N L
I

Respighi Dubia]o C 71.9 ° 2.8oN

Runge - - 86.8 ° 2.505 ?

Sampson - o 3_3.5 o 29.6oN ."

San+os-Dumont Hadley B _.7 o 27.8oN

Sarabhai 8essel A 21,0 o 2_.7oH

Scheele letronne D 322,_ ° 9._os

Shapley Picard X 56,8 ° 9._ON

Sherrington - - 118,1o 11.1os

Spurt Archimedes K 358.7 ° 27.9oR

S_ewar% oubiago Q 67.0 ° 2.2oN

Swift Peirce B 53.# o 19,3ON

Tachinni gep_r K 85,9 ° S,OON

Tebbutt Picard G 53.5 ° 9,5oN

_.. 36-27i
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TkBLE 36-VI.- NEW LU|IB HIRES - Concluded /

Mew name Old name Location Comments

Longitude Latitude

Theophrastus Narald£ M 39.1 o 17.5oH

Toenley Apollonius G 63.2 ° 3.qoN

: Toscanelli &ris%archus C 312.4 ° 27.9oN

TsiolkovskiJ Tslolkovsky 129.0 ° 20.0os Corrected spelling

V_is_l_ &ristarchus A 312.1 ° 25.90N

Van _lbada &uzou% & 6q.q o 9._oN

Van Vleck Gilbert H 78.2 ° 1,8o$

Very le Honnier B 25.4 ° 25,6oH

Volkov - - 131.7 ° 13,6o$

: Watts Taruntius D _6.3 ° 8.8oN

Weierstrass Gilbert N 77.2 ° 1.3os

Widmannst_tten - - 85.5 ° 6.0°5

Yangel' _ Ranilius F q.7 ° 17.0ON

Zanstra - - 124.8 ° 2.9oN

Zasyadko - - 9_.2 o 3.9oN

Zluner Schiaparelli B 301.1 ° 26.6oH

36-28
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(a) Near side.

Figure 36-I.- Areas covered by the vertical metric photography.
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(b) Far side,

Figure 36-I. Concluded.
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37. LUNAR SAMPLE RESEARCH PROGRAM /

The Lunar Sampl_ Research Program is concerned with the
scientific study of materials returned from the Moon. The

materials generally encompassed are surface rocks and fines
and core samples consisting of fines. ,

L{INAR SAMPLE SECURITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY PROCEDURES

The lunar samples are the property of the U.S.

Government, and the NASA policy is that lunar sample
matorials are to be used only for authorized purposes;

therefore, rigorous security and accountability procedures

must be followed by all persons who have access to lunar
materials. The elements of the_e procedures are (1)

adherence to lunar sample security plans, (2) continuous

accountability for the samples, and (3) periodic inventory
?

of the samples.
i

The investigator is responsible for the control and

safeguarding of all lunar samples consigned to his custody.

• j _o _nsure that appropriate procedures and safeguards are
carried out at the laboratory used by the investigator and

at _he laboratories used Dy co-investigators, if different,

a _etailed sample security plan must be approved by the NASA

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) Security Branct_ This
plan should be submitted to the TL/Lunar Sample Cur tot. A

historical record of the names of all persons who have had i_
access to lunar samples and the corresponding time periods

of access must be maintained by the principal investigator

and made available to NASA on request. This record must be
submitted to the curator at the termination of the

inv_stigator,s participation in the Lunar Sample Research

Program. It is cecognized that the plans will be unique for
each institution.

PROCEDURE FOR APPLYING FOR LUNAR SAMPLE PROGRAM

"The Handbook for the Lunar Sample Program" (JSC-06090)
describes the application procedure for admission to the /

lunar sample pcogram and provides detailed information about

the proper methods for handling, storing, and transferring

I 37-3
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lunar samples. The handbook is distributed by the lunar i

sample curator (TL/JSC, Houston, Texas 77058). _,

Proposal Submission
%

Information pertaining to the appropriate format for

new proposals can be obtained from

Chief, Planetary Programs

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Washington, D.C. 20546

Only duly approved principal investigators are given access
: to samples for study. Prospective investigators who reside

in the United States must submit proposals to

PY/Office of university Affairs
%

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Washington, D.C. 20546

Prospective investigators who reside outside the United

Sta_es must submit proposals to

I/Office of International Affairs
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Washington, D.C. 20546
!

Opportunities for participation in the Lunar Sample Research
Program are announced periodically by NASA; proposals,

however, may be submitted at any time.

Sample Allocations ,.

Samples are allocated to investigator_ on the <
recommendation of the Lunar Sample Analysis Planning Team

(LSAPT), which may respond to investigator requests or which

may initiate allocations they believe will provide important

new data. An investigator is not obligated to accept an
allocatlon made by the LSAPT but should make his position

clear so that the curator will not b_ required to expend
effort to produce unwanted allocations. Allocation plans
are reviewed and approved by the associate administrator for

spac_ science before implementation.

Sample Requests

In the post-Apollo allocation mode, priority in sample
allocation will be given to requests oriented toward the

,qm

) ]7-g
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solution of specific, important, lunar science problems.

Consequently, it will be necessary to have each sample

I request accompanied by a /
scientific _iscussion of the

specific problems the investigator is interested in
addressing and how the samples he proposes to study relate

: to those problems.

Post-Apollo-Program sample allocation is anticipated to

be an ongoing process. Investigators will be asked to

revise and update sample requests and requirements at

_ approximately 4- to 6-month intervals, and major allocation

plans will be drawn up at these times. As in the past,
however, requests for specific interim allocations may be

submitted at any time.

There are a variety of ways in which sample requests
can be filled. Table 37-'[ categorizes these according to

• their impact on curatorial staff and on sample integrity.

The samples that have never been investigated and those
requiring sawing or chipping of the main rock are the least

accessible. Work on these samples is not ruled out, but
investigators are urged to attempt to fulfill their

scientific needs with more accessible samples. Samples for

major allocation will be selected by NASA; the selection
will be based on an evaluation of the relative scientific

merits of proposed studies and on the number of proposed

: investigaticns. When a suite has been selected, all

i I investigators will be notified and given the opportunity to

I revise their sample requests.

SAMPLE PROCESSTNG, DISSECTION, AND DESCRIPTION

An extensive and detailed history of each lunar sample

is maintained both in computerized and hard-copy formats by i

the lunar sample curator. These systems include the

following.

I. The samples (including a library of petrographic
thin sections}. The thin sections, most of which are

polished, may be examined in the curator's facilities by

approved sample investigators and by others after special

prearrangements with the curator. The special
prearrangements involve the submission of a brief proposal

Justifying the study, which will receive a prompt review.

2. Allocation plans. The allocation plans give the
_,_ distribution of samples to scientific investi%ators. Copies

may be obtained from the curator, and copies are kept on

file in the Lunar Science Institute (LSI} sample-information
library.

J
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3. Data packs. These items are hard-copy records of

each step in the curatorial handling of each sample.
; Information derived from these sources can be obtained from I

the curator; approved investigators may examine the actual f :
,: data packs.

L

4. Cutting plans. These plans show th_ geometry of

dissection. Specific plans may be obtained from the

curator. A set is kept on file in the LSI sample-
) information library.

i

5. PACRAT (a computerized inventory). Information

. derived from this computerized inventory may be obtained
from %he curator.

6. History of the degradation of lunar samples

returned to the curator after scientific investigations.
Information on this aspect may be obtained from the curator.

7. Three-dimensional plastic models. The models are

available on a loan basis from the curator.

8. Orthogonal photographs of rocks (known as "mug
: shots"). The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC} is

the general distributor. Rpproved investigators may obtain

sets from the curator. A set is kept on file in the LST
sample-information library.

: 9. Photomicrcgraphs of preliminary evaluation team

(PET) thin sections. Copies may be obtained from the

curator. A representative set is kept on file in the LSI
sample-information library.

SOURCES OF LUNAR SURFACE INFORNATION

The principal sources of information describing the
local features of each Apollo landing site are contained in

the reports published by the U.S. Geological Survey and

obtainable from the U.S. Geological Survey, Branch of
Astrog_ologic Studies, Flagstaff, Arizona.

Apollo Field Geology Tnvestigation Team: Apollo 16 Ezplora-

tion of Descartes: A Geologic Summary. Science, vol.
179, no. _068, Jan. 1973, pp. 62-69.

Apollo Lunar Geologv Investigation Team: Documentation and

Environment of the Apollo 16 Samples: A Preliminary

, Report. U.S. Geol. Survey Interagency _ept., Astrogeol.
51, Say 26, 1972.

, 37-6
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Apollo Lunar Geology Investigation Team: Documentation and

I Environment of the Apollo 17 Samples: A Preliminary
Report. U.S. Geol. Survey Interagency Rept., Astrogeol.

_ 71, Jan. 21, 1973. /

Muehlbezger, W. R. ; Batson, R. M.; Boudatte, E. L.; Duke,
C. M.; et al.: Preliminary Geologic Investigation of the

Apollo 16 Landing Site. Sec. 6 of Apollo 16 Preliminary

Science Report, NASA SP-315, 1972. I

Muehlberger, W. R.; Batson, R. M.; Cernan, E. A.; Freeman,

V. L. ; et al.: Preliminary Geologic Investigation of the

Apollo 17 Landing Site. Sec. 6 of Apollo 17 Prelimina;y

Science Report, NASA SP-330, 1973.

Shoemaker, E. M.; Bailey, N. G.; Batson, R. M.; Dahlem, D.

B.; et al.: Geologic Setting of the Lunar Samples

Returned by the Apollo 11 Mission. Sec. 3 of Apollo 11
_:eliminary Science Report, NASA SP-214, 1969.

Shoemaker, E. M.; Batson, R. M.; Bean, A. L.; Conrad, C.,

Jr. ; et al.: Geology of the Apollo 12 Landing Site. Sec.

10, Part A, of Apollo 12 Preliminary Science Report, NASA
SP-235, 197_.

L

Shoemaker, E. M.; Bait, M. H.; Swann, G. A.; Schlei=her, D.

I L.; et al.: Lunar Regolith at Tranquility Base. Science,vol. 167, no. 3918, Jan. 1970, pp. 452-q55.

Sutton, R. L.; Batson, R. M.; Larson, K. B.; Schafer, J. P.;

• et ai.: Documentation of the Apollo 14 Samples. U.S.

Geol. Survey Interagency Rept. 28, May 1971.

Sutton, R. L.; Hair, M. H.; Larson, K. B.; Swann, G. A.; et

al.: Documentation of Apollo 15 Samples. U.S. Geol.

Survey Interagency Rept., _strogeol. q7, Apr. 1972.

Swann, G. A.; Bailey, N. G.; Batson, R. M.; Eggleton, _. E.;
et al.: Preliminary Geologic Investigations of the Apollo

14 Landing Site. Sec. 3 of Apollo I_ Preliminary Science

Report, NASA SP-272, 1971.

Swann, G. A.; Trask, N. J.; Hair, M. H.; and Sutton, R. L.:

Geologic Setting of the Apollo IQ Samples. Science, vol.

173, no. 3998, Aug. 1971, pp. 716-719.

Swann, G. A.; Hair, M. H.; Schaber, G. G.; Freeman, V. I.;

et al.: Preliminary Description of Apollo 15 Sample
Environments. U.S. Geol. Survey Interagency Rept. 36,

Sept. 1971.

I
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Swarm, G• A• : Bailey, N G : Batson, R M _ Fre,_man, V• L ; i• • • • •

et al.: Preliminary Geologic Investigation of the Apollo t

15 Landing Site. Sec. 5 of Apollo 15 _relimina_ Science /
Report, NASA SP-289, 1972•

Swarm, G A.; Bailey, N. S . Batson, R M : Freeman, V. I,.:• •e • •

et al.: Geologic Setting of the Apollo 15 Samples•

Science, vol. 175, n-. 4020, Jan. 1972. pp. qO7-q15.

SOURCES OF LUNAR SAMPLE INFORMATION

Descriptive Catalog - A lunar sample catalog containing

sample descriptions was published after each Apollo mission.

The catalogs for the Apollo 11, 12, and 15 missions are out

cf print_ but the catalogs for the Apollo 14, 16, and 17
missions are available at the office of the curator.

Orientation of Lunar Samples - Determination of the

lunar surface orientation of luna_ rocks is one of the prime "

responsibilities of the Field Geology Experiment Team• This

information is transmitted to the investigators, usually in

the form of U.S. Geological Survey interagency reports, on _,,
receipt by the curator• Extra copies are generally not

available: inquiries concerning these reports should be sent

to the U.S. Geological Survey, Astroqeology Branch, I
Flagstaff, Arizona.

Special Sample Publications - Publications of special-

sample reports are provided to investigators by the curator•

Such publications include descriptions of 4- to 10-mr coarse

fines (from the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions}, rake i
fragments (from the Apollo 16 and 17 missions}, and

dissected cores• The following publications are available
from the curator:

Surlingame, A. L.: University of California, Berkeley,

Space Science Laboratory Organic Clean Room and Lunar
Material Transfer ?acility. The Transfer of Pristine

Lunar Material from Apollo 15 SESC 15012 and SESC 15013.

NASA T.yndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC), 1972.

Horz, F.: Carrier, W. D., III; Young, J. r_.i Duke, C. M.:

et al.: Apollo 16 Special Samples• Se.'. 7, Part B, of
Apollo 16 Preliminary Science Report, N SA SP-315. 1972.

Keil, K.: )owty, E.: Prinz, M.T. and Bunch, T. E.: Descrip-
t._on, Classification, and Inventor7 of 151 Apollo 16 Rake

Samples from the LM Area and Station 5. NASA JSC, 1972•
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_arvin, U. B.: Apollo 16 Coarse Fines (4-10 MM): Sample :_

: I, Classification, Description and Inventory. NASA JSC,
,. I 1972.

_eyer, C., Jr.: Apollo 17 Coarse Fines (4-10 MM): Sample
Location, Classification, and Photo In@ox. NASA JSC,
1973.

Phinney, W. : and Lofgren, G.: Descriptiun, Classification, i

and Inventory of Apollo 16 Rake Sampl .s from Stations I,

4, and 13. NASA JSC, 1973. r
l

?owell, B. N.: Apollo 15 Coarse Fines (4-I_ MM): Sample

Classification, Description and Inventory. NASA JSC,
1972.

C

3mith, J. V. : an_ Steele, I. M.: Apollo 16 Rake Samples _°
67515 to 68537: Sample Classlfication, Description and

Inventory. NASA JSC, 1972. _

SOURCES OF LUNAR SAMPLE PHOTOGRAPHS
?

A large collection of rock and thin-section photographs _'

is available for inspection in the office of _he curator. _

Zomprehensive photographic indexes for distribution to

principal investigators are being prepared. Photographs can i_
be ordered from

: ?

National Space Science Data Center :_

Code 601.4 ,_

Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 ,_

Phone: (391) 982-6695

CHE_ISTRY AND P_TROGRAPHIC-MODE DATA BASE FOR LUNAR SAMPLES

Curatoria?. perso_nel with the aid of Dr. J. L. Warner ,_
continuously scan the published literature for tabulated
element__ an_ isotopic chemistry data, petrographic mode

data, and age determination data on lunar samples. The data %
are stored in a computerized system. This data base does
not contain lead isotope or rare-gas data, which are -,

published in a wide variety of formats, because much of that :-
data is based on fractions extracted at a series of

temperatures or b7 the use of a series of chemical leaches
and is not easily prese-ted in the computer format now in
use, _

T
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The data output may be in either of two formats. The

first format is an organization by sample number under which I
is a listing of all determinations relative to a particular

elemental, isotope concentration or isotopic ratio or
mineral percentage. For example, all of the determinations

of iron in sample 10084 are listed in a line. The second

format is also an organization by sample number: then,

however, all elements or compounds (or both), reported from

an analys_s, are grouped. For example, a single analysis of
sample I008_ might include silicon dioxide, aluminum oxide,

ferrous oxide, magnesium oxide, calcium oxide, manganous

oxide, titanium oxide, potassium r xide, and sodium x_de.
Outputs of this continuously updated data base are available :
from

Dr. J. L. Warner
Code TN6 4

NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center j

Houston, Texas 77058

Recently updated copies of the data base are archived at the ";,
NSSDC ana are kept on file at the LSI.

Interlibrary Loan
The Lunar Science Institute _
3303 NASA Road I i

Houston, Texas 77058

ADDITIONAL PROGRAM INFORMATION j.

Lists of principal investigators currently active in

the program are distributed periodically by the curator and
are availabl_ from the curator. This enables an

investigator to contact others who may have results useful
to him.

Newsletters also are issued (at irregular intervals) to
the princ_nal investigators by the curator. The purpose of

this pro,_edure _s to keep the investigators apprised of

latest developments in the program.

: 37-I0
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APPENDIX A

APOLLO FXPER[MENT PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS

: The principal investigators for the lunar surface and
lunar orbital experi,nents are listed by experiment numbers. ,
The lunar surface group is listed first.

c

LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS INVESTIGATORS

Number E_x_perimer t Pr inc_ipal investiqator

S-031 Passiv= Seismic Dr. G. V. Latham
Marine Biomedical Institute

200 University Blvd.
Galveston, Tex. 77550

S-033 Active ._eismic Dr. Robert L. Kovach

S-203 Lunar Seismic Dept. of Geophysics

Profiling Stanford university
Stanford, Calif. 94305

I S-334 Lunar _urface Dr. Palmer Dyal, SSE
Magnetometer NASA Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, Calif. 94035

Dr. C. Sonnet

Lunar and Planetary Laboratory

University of Arizona
Tucson, Ariz. 85721

S-075 Solar-Wind D_-. Conway W. Snyder, 169-236

Spectrometer Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Dr.

Pasadena, Calif. 91103

S-036 Suprathermal Ion Dr. John W. Freeman
Detector Dept. of Space Science

Rice University

Houston, Tex. 77001

i A-3 ':
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• Number Experiment Principal investiqator ":

" S-037 Heat Flow Dr. Marcus E. Langseth

_ Lamont-Doherty Geological
• , Observatory :

_ Columbia University
Palisades, N Y 10964

S-038 Charged-Particle Dr. D. L. Reasoner

Lunar Environ- Dept of Space Sciences ,

_. ment Experiment Rice University :_
,_ Houston, Tex. 77001

S-058 Cold Cathode Gage Dr. Francis S. Johnson
_ Institute for Physical Sciences

University of Texas at Dallas
P.O. Box 688

. Richardson, Tex. 75080
{

S-059 Lunar Geology Dr. Gordon A. Swann

Center of Astrogeology

U.S. Geological Survey
601 East Cedar Ave.

Flagstaff, Ariz. 86001

. Dr. William R. Muehlberger

: Geology Department

University of Texas !
_ Austin, Tex. 78712 I

S-078 Laser Ranging Dr. James E. Faller o.
Retroreflector Scott Laboratory

/ Wesleyan University
Middletown, Conn. 06457

S-080 Solar-Wind Dr. Johannes Geiss

Composition University of Berne
: Physikalisches Institut

_ Sidlerstrasse 5 -"
-_ . Berne

": Switzerland ;

:_ S-152 Cosmic Ray Dr. R. L. Fleischer
: Detector Geaeral Physics Laboratory

General Electric Research and

Development Laboratory _
Schenectady, N.Y. 12301

1976007062-974
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Number Experiment Principal investiqator
!

I, Dr. Buford Price

, Dept. of Physics
University of California at •

Berkeley

: Berkeley, Calif. 94726

Dr. Robert M. Walker <

Physics D_pt. ,

Washington University
St. Louis, Mo. 63130

" s-Iq8 Lunar Portable Dr. Palmer Dyal, SSE

Magnetometer NASA Ames Research Cen_er
Moffett Field, Calif. 94035

• S-199 Traverse Dr. Manik Talwani

Gravimeter Lamont-Doherty Geological

Observatory

Columbza University
Palisades, N.Y. 10964

_ S-200 Soil Mechanics Dr. J. Mitchell :
t

University of California at
Berkeley

Berkeley, Calif. 94726

I S-201 Far UV Camera/ Dr. G. R. Carruthers, 7124.3
J

Spectograph E.O. Hurlburt Center for
_ Space Research

Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, D.C. 20390

Dr. Thornton Page, TN

NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center

Houston, Tex. 77058

S-202 Lunar Ejecta and Otto E. Berg, 641
Meteorites Theoretical Studies Branch

NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center

Greenbelt, Md. 20771

S-204 Surface Electrical Dr. M. Gene Simmons, MIT 54-314

Properties Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

77 Massachusetts Ave.

Cambridge, Mass. 02139
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L
Number Experiment Principal investiqator -

: Jr. David W. Strangway

. University of Toronto

. Toronto, Ontario _,

C_nada '_

S-205 Lunar Atmospheric Dr. J. H. Hoffl.an !7
Composition Institute for Physical Sciences

University of Texas at Dallas i _

P.O. Box 688
Richardson, Tex. 75080

b S-207 Lunar Surface Dr Joseph Weber _-

Gravimeter Dept. of Physics and Astronomy

University of Maryland at
College Park

College Park, Md. 20740

S-229 Lunar Neutron Dr. D. S. Burnett i
Probe California Institute of

Technology

Dept. of Geology and Geophysics _
Pasadena, Calif. 91109

M-515 Dust Thermal James R. Bates, TN-3

Radiation Lyndon _. Johnson Space :.

Engineering Center
_easurement Houston, Tex. 77058

<

LUNAR ORBITAL EXPERImENtS INVESTIGATORS _-

Number E_periment Principal investi_

S-160 Gamma-Pay Dr. James R. Arnold _
Spectrometer Dept. of Chemistry

University of California at :i

San Diego
La Jolla, Calif. 92037

/

S-161 X-Ray Fluorescence Dr. Isidore Adler
Dept. of Chemistry

University of Maryland at
College Park

College Park, Md. 2074C

3
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Number Experiment Principal investiqator

I -
' S-162 Alpha-Particle Dr. Paul Gorenstein

Spe'trometer Center for Astrophysics
Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory
60 Garden Street

._ Cambridge, Mass. 02138
c

: S-16_ S-Band Transponder William L. Sjogren, CPB 208
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Dr.

Pasadena, Calif. 91103

L

S-165 Lunar Orbital Mass Dr. J. H. Hoffman i

Spectroteter Institute for Physical Sciences
University of Texas at Dallas

P.O. Box 688 _
Richardson, Tex. 75080

S-169 Ultraviolet Prof. William E. Fastie _ _

Spectrometer Johns Hopkins University
_ Baltimore, Md. 21218 i

S-170 Bis_atic Radar H_ Taylor Howard !
Stanford Electronics Laboratory

I Stanford University
I Stanford, Calif. 9_305

S-171 Infrared Scanning Dr. Frank J. Low '_
Radiometer Lunar and Planetary Laboratory

University of Arizona i

Tucson, Ariz. 85721 .

W. W. Mendell, TN2

NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space !
Center

Houston, Tex. 77058 _

S-173 SubsatellfLe Dr. Kinsey A. Anderson

Particles and Space Science Laboratory

Shadows University of California at i
Berkeley

Berkeley, Calif. 9_726 _

S-17_ Particles and Dr. P_ J. Coleman

Fields Dept. of Planetary and Space _ _
Subsatellite Science

Magnet(,meter University of California at
Los Angeles

Los Angeles, Calif. 90024

i
i
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Number Experiment Principal investiqa!R _

S-175 Laser Altimeter Dr. William M. Kaula )

Institute of Geophysics and
Planetary Physics

University of California at

Los Angeles
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024

William L. Sjogren, CPB 208 ,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

; 4800 Oak Grove Dr.

Pasadena, Calif. 91103

S-209 Lunar Sounder Dr. Roger J. Phillips

_ Jet Propulsion Laboratory
_800 Oak Grove Dr.

Pasadena, Calif. 91103

Dr. Stanley Ward
Dept. of Geological and

Geophysical Sciences

University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah 8_112

Walter E. Brown, Jr.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

4800 Oak Grove Dr. I
Pasadena, Calif. 91103

The section entitled "Lunar Photographic and

Cartographic Products', was prepared by Danny C. Kinsler,

Administrative Assistant to the Lunar Photography and
Cartography Committee. His address is

Lunar Science Institute

3303 NASA Road I

Houston, Tex. 77058
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APPENDIX B

APOLLO ALSEP DEPLOYMENT CONFIGURATIONS

AND LUNAR GROUNDTRACKS _.

This appendix contains the following background information
for users of the experiments handbook, i

i. Deployment configurations of Apollo lunar surface experi-

ments package (ALSEP) systems for the Apollo 12, 14, 15, 16, and

17 missions (figs. B-I to B-5).

2. Groundtrack maps relative to lunar orbital expeciments
during the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 mlssions (figs. B-6 to B-8).
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3 7 _._ "_,m'_"_ ',_ Radioisotope-_"--(_)• " ",_k thermoelectric _nar

]8. GeophoneI .7 m ',_generator andbase moduleCold / Solar-wind \ Approximately
., 18 m

cathodegage/ spectrometer _ "" 183m - Geophone2 Antenna "_x ..Suprathermal

" _to 1.5 m t:_nar module 5.,m V" iondetector
Suprathermal _ Geophone3 "-,.Coldcathode

: ion detector 7--Magnebmeter Note:Distancesnot to scale gage

Figure B-I .- Deployment con- Figure B-2.- Deployment con-
:_ figuration for Apollo 12 figuration for Apollo lq

ALSEP. ALSEP.

/ ... Heat
_' -N Heat _._'" probe I

probe... 0,_,__,

I "lIFE ColdcathodegaqeLunarsurface _ '
..'" magnetometer .... I .... ',

J--r,,,o _olar-wmo I _upramermal
spectrometer. ! 9 m ion detector..

seismometer-'":...._/-."-'_ce=;t_l I\

' "'Laserranging o.,,,^=.^,_ ,// Solarwind ....0 Lunar
ratro-reflector ....... _ ," composition" module

thermoelectric,,'"
generator /

Note: Thesolarwind composition
experimentwas locatedabout
,5m fromthe lunar module.

¢

Figure B-3.- Deployment configuration for Apollo 15 ALSEP.
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geop,.onemodule,...10.41¢_[_,;.-.--_...... "_.... and_I ,,-'-'-..J T_asnarea _1/

qw- 45.7m'_-"ff'_--'47.2 m''e meteorites
Geophone2 Geophone1 experiment
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N 26,6 Val_roximately111_m)
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fig_ ation for A|,ollo 17 //"
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(a) Near side.

Figure B-6.- Luna£ surface groundtrack envelope of the Apollo 15
orbiting spacecraft for revolutions I to 7_. Areas of addi-

tional data coverage otitside th_ envelope are determined by the

fields of view of experiment instrunt_nt_ and photographic
cameras.
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(b) Far side.

Figure B-G." concluded"
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(b) Far side.

Figure B-7.- Concluded.
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(a) Near side.

Figure B-8.- Lunar surface groundtrack envelope of the Apollo 17

orbiting spacecraft for revolutions I to 75. Areas of addi-
tiona+l 'data coverage outside the envelope are determined by the

fields of view of experiment instruments and photographic
cameras.
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(b) Far side.

Figure B-8.- Concluded.
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ADC analog-to-digital converter

: AET Apollo elapsed time

• AGRS Apollo gamma-ray spectrometer
• AIC Apollo intermediate charts

ALSE Apollo lunar sounder experiment

ALSEP Apollo lunar surface _xperiments package
ASE active seismic experiment
ATS Applied Technoloqy Satellite

AXRS Apollo X-ray spectrometer
: AZ azimuth

_, BCD binary codod decimal

CCGE cold cathode gage experiment
CCIG cold cathode ion gage

• CDC Control Data Corporation
CDR commander

c.g. center of gravity

: CPLEE charged-partic]o lunar environment experiment
CRT cathode ray tube

_ _1 CSAR coheront synthetic apertllr_ radar !
{ CSM command and servica module<

CTE compueer eime olapged

_ Cyg Cygnus
dec declination

DRNM Deep River Neutron _onitor

DSN Deep Space N_work ,,
nTREM duL;t thermal radiation engineering measurement

EASEP earlv Apollo scientific experiments packag_ :
E-frame electronic fcame

_. El, _levation

_MI _lec_romagnetic interferenc _.

i EOF end of file
_OT _nd of tape
_P ex_losive package

_RIM F nvironm_ntal Research Institute of Michigan
_VA extravehicu]ar activity
FET field effect transistor

: FFT fast Fouri?r transform

WM f.'requ_ncv modulation
POV Field of view

FWHM full wid+h, half maximum

_. GCR ,_alactic cosmic ray .
: GF, leneral _lec%ric

GRT grcund olapsed tim_ '_

} ' 1;,
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G.m.t. Gr_epwich mean time

GRS qamm_-ray spectrome+er

GSFC Goddard SpAce Flight Center
HF high frequency LHFE heat flow =xDerim-'.nt

HV high voltage

IMP Interplanetary Monitoring Platform
_R infrared

ISR infrared scanninq radiometer

JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory

JSC Lyndon B. Johnson Space C_nter a
LAC lunar as+ronau_ical charts

LACE lunar atmospheric composition experiment

L-DGO Lamont-9oherty Geological Observatory
LEAM lunar ejecta and m_.teorites
LLT local lunar time
LM lunar mo_tu].e

L_C larg_. Magellanic Cloud

LNPE lunar neutron probe experiment
LP long perio_

LP_ lunar portable magnetometer

LPX long Derio_ horizontal (X-a_.is) or lonq-perio_
horizontal seismometer

LPY long porio4 horizontal (Y-axis) or long-period
horizontal seismometer

LPZ long period vertical (7,-axis) or long-period
vertical seis,,ometer

LNC Langl_y _esearch Center

LRV lupar roving v=hicle I
LSAPT Lunar Sample ._na]ysis Planning Team I
LSG lunar surface qravimeter
LSI Lunar Sci=nce Institute

LSM lunar surface magnetometer

LSPE lunar s_ismic profiling experiment
LU_E Lunar Laser Ra_inq Fxp_,riment

LVPS low-voltage pow=r supply

MA mass analyzer

MESA modularized equipment stowag _. assembly
MET modularized eq11_Dman+ transporter

MPA mortar package assembly

M_O m_mory r_adout

NAT NASA Apollo trajectory
NBS National Bureatl of StAndards

NSSDC National Space Science Data Center
OAO-2 Orbiting Astronomical Observatory 2

OGO IV Orbiting Geophysical Ob.servatory _V

PA post amplifier
PCM pulse cod__.modulation

PFS particles an_ fields subsatel]ite

PMT photomultiplier tube

PSD pulse shape discriminator
: PSE passive seismic experiment

c-. IORIGINALPAO m
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PS_P passive seismic _xperiments package
_ I RA right ascension

I' rev revolution
RFI radio frequency interfercmetry

: RLC _a.ger VIl lunar charts

• rms root mean square
: RT real time

RTG radioisotope thermoelectric generator
SA SIM. attitude

SAO Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
SB standby

Sco Scorpius
: SE solar ecliptic

_, SEN scanning electron microscope
SEP surface electrical properties

SIDE suprathermal ion letector experiment
SIM scientific instrument module

SIVB Saturn IVB

SM solar maqnetosph_ric

SP short period
SRI Stanford Research Institute

SFtP self-recording penetrometer

SWS sola r-wi.d spectrometer
,i' TCE telemetry conversion error
: TEC transearth coast

TEI transeart h injection

_ t TGE travers= qravimeter experiment
I TID total ion detector

i" I TSF telemetry-store fast

: TSN telemetry-store normal

UCLA llniversity of California at l,os Angeles
USGS U.S. Geological Survey
UTD University of Texas at Dallas
.V ultra violet

UVS ultraviolet spectrometer

VCO voltage-controlled oscillator

VHF very high frequency

VLBI very ]ong baseline inferferometry
VSA vibratin_ string acce]erometer
WDC-A-PSS World Da+a Center A for Pockets and Satellites

ORIGINALPAGE lS
_ OF POOR QUAI/I_

{ _sA-JSC
! ;
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I' APPENDIX D

SOLAR-WIND-COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT

The solar-wind-composition experiment was conducted during

the Apollo 11, 12, 14, 15, and 16 missions. The major objective
was to measure the abundances and isotopic compositions of noble

gases in the solar wind.

For several years, the fact has been established that 4He2+
ions are present in the solar wind and that the relative abun-

dance of the ions is highly variable. Helium-to-hydrogen values
from 0.01 to 0.25 have been observed by instruments flown on un-

manned spacecraft, but the average helium-to-hydrogen ratio in the
solar wind is approximately 0.04 to 0.05. At least during sta -o

tionary conditions, the bulk velocities of hydrogen and helium

are normally the same to within a few percent. The presence of

3He and oxygen in the solar wind has also been reported. However,

because these ion species were observed only under very favorable
conditions, no values can be given for the averages and varia-
tions of their abundance.

Plasma and magnetic field measurements of Explorer 35 have

6_tablished that, to a good approximation, the Moon behaves like

I a passive obstacle to the solar wind, and no evidence for a bow
shock has been observed. Thus, during the normal iL_aar day, the

solar-wind particles can be expected to reach the sllrface of the

Moon with essentially unchanged energies. _h_ gr_ns of the
fine lunar surface material contain great amounts of these parti-

cles. Consequently, it should be possible to extract valuable

information on the composition of the solar wind from analyses of
],_ar surface material. However, the dust on the lunar surface

is a solar-wind collector of uncertain properties, integrating

the flux over an unknown period of time during which relative

element abundances are probably changing significantly by both
diffusion losses and saturation effects. No information on short-

time variations can be derived from solar-wind parhicles implant-

ed in lunar surface material; thus, the possibility that hydro-

magnetic processes influence the solar-wind composition cannot be

assessed from data obtained only from analysis of lunar surface
material.

For the foregoing reasons, it appeared worthwhile to conduct

an experiment in which the solar wind would be sampled over a def-

inite period of time by collecting solar-wind particles in a foil

with well-d, _' d trapping properties. The Apollo solar-wind-

I D-3
4.
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composition experiment was the first attempt at collectin9 the
solar wind by this method. D

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION AND LUNAR SURFACE OPERATION

The experiment hardware consisted of a metallic telescopic

pole approximately 4 cm in diameter and approximately 40 cm in

length when collapsed. In the stowed position, the foil was en- i
closed in the tubing and rolled up on a spring-driven roller.

The instrument weighed 430 g. When extended at the lunar surface,

the pole was approximately 1.5 m long and a 30- by 1_0-cm foil
area was exposed. Only the foil assembly was recovered at the

end of the lunar exposure period; it was rollud on the spring-
driven roller and returned to Earth.

2
The aluminum foil, with an area of approximately _000 cm ,

was exposed to the solar wind at the lunar surface approximately

perpendicular to the sunrays. Data concerning the lunar surface

exposure are given in table D-I, and details of the exposed foil

assembly are shown in figure D-I. The main part of the assembly
is a 15-um-thick aluminum foil. The backside of the foil was

anodically covered with approximately I um of A120 3, to keep the

foil temperature below 373 K (100 ° C) during exposure on the Moon.
For reinforcement, the foil was rimmed wlth Teflon tape.

Test pieces I, 3, and 5 are foils that were bombarded in the i

laboratory before the mission with a known flux of neon ions with

an energy of 15 keV. The amounts of neon used were large by com-

parison with the expected solar-wind neon fluxes. Determination
of the amount o': neon implanted in these test pieces would have
indicated Jf solar-wind noble-gas losses had occurred during the

mission because of some unexpected diffusion or surface erosion

processes. Test piece 5 was mounted in a closed pocket and re-
mained shielded during the exposure on the lunar surface; test

pieces I and 3 were exposed to the solar wind. Test piece _ was

a piece of foil taped to the backside of the main foil. A solar-
wind flux coming from a direction opposite to the Sun could be

distinguished by means of test piece _. Test piece 2 was mounted

in a position that remained shielded from the solar wind.

The foil assembly was modified for Apollo 16, this configu-
ration is shown in figure D-1(b). Platinum sections were mounted

on this aluminum foil by adnesive Teflon tape. Lunar dust that
cannot be _emoved from these sections by ultrasonic cleaning will

be attacked by hydrofluoric acid. Previous tests have shown that

gases trapped in platinum foils are not affected by this treat-
ment, but til4t ._ high percentage of the noble gases implanted in

dust are r.,mow_d by the treatment.

I
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One section on t/ie backside o9 the Apollo 16 foil consisted

I, ,of platinum covered hy a 1-,m d_p_._it nf aluminum. After remo-,a]
of the aluminum layer in a hydrofluoric acid bath, analysis of

the rare gas atoms that are trapped in the platinum will show

which part of the particles coming from the direction opposite to

the Sun have sufficient energy (above approximately q0 keY/
nucleon) to go through a 1-um laver of aluminum.

Before flight, the trapplng properties of the foil material

for kiloelectron-volt ions were extensively investigated in the

laboratory. Trapping probabilities for helium, neon, and argon
were determined in a wide energy range. For average solar-wind

energies, the probabilities are 89 percent for helium (3 keV),

100 percent for neon (15 keY), and 99 percent for argon (3' keV),

(These values are approximate for normal incidence.) BecauJe

these figures are only slightly energy dependent, they can be
used even if, during exposure, the solar-wind velocity was quite

different from the average. The trapping probabilities were
found to be independent of foil temperature (293 to 393 K (20 ° to

120 ° C)), and they were not affected by simultaneous bombardment

with kiloelectron-volt hydrogen ions (H2 +)

EXPERIMENT HANDLING PROCEDURES (APOLLO 11 TO APOLLO 16)

i All materialn used in the construction of the reel and foilassemblies were analyzed for 13 geochemically important trace ele-

ments (lithium_ beryllium, boron, m_gnesium, potnssium, rubidium,

strontium, yttrium, lanthanum, ytterbium, lead, thorium, and ura-

nium). All concentrations were low enough to be geochemically
acceptable.

To avoid organic contamination of the lunar surface material

in the container, the instrument was subjected to several heating

cycles, and the .degree of decontamination was controlled by mass
spectrometric analysis• Prior to shipment to the NASA Lyndon B.

Johnson Space Center (JSC) and the NASA Kennedy Space Center for
installation into the lunar module, the instrument was double

baqged in Teflon and heat sterilized. For the Apo]lo 11, 12, and

I_ missions, the returned assemblies ',,._ _ept behind the primary

biological b3rrier in ti_e Lunar Receiving Laboratory (LRL) and

rclo:ised after tile quarantine periods The Apollo 15 and 16 as-
sombl los wero sent to ti_e University of qorn,_ immodiatoly after

tll..ir return from the mission. For the Al_o]]o 11 mission, a
)

,].09 m-(1 ft 2) ;)(_rtlo:lwas cut from the mids,,ction of the foil

during ,luarantino aqd heat sterilized for 39 hr at 398 K (125 ° C)

for a First investigation in Berne. To restrict foil handiing
,_n,lt_ avoi_l l<|,iil:1,)Z,ll contamination witl_ lunar dust in the LRL

_t'l_r,_n_-_n,, ,-,_binot_-,, n(_ ,.',_rly release wa:; 4tt._,m[)t,,d wi_IL the
otl_,'r f()l Is.

%

l
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For analysis, small pieces were cut from the foil, cleaned '"
of lunar dust contaminltion, and melted in a vacuum. The noble

gases were then measured in mass spectrometers. Helium, neon, /

and argon were found in significant quantities. In the Apollo 11
. foil, argon of solar wind origin could not be detected becau_ _

the exposure period had been too short.

RESULTS OF FOIL /NALYSES '

For the five solar-wind-composition experiments, a large

number of clean foil pieces of different sizes have been analyzed _
for their helium and neon isotope contents (refs. D-I to D-6);
the number of argon analyses is somewhat smaller. The data from

different pieces of one foil always agree very well As an ex-
ample, the results of five Apollo 16 foil pieces are given in

table D-II.

The average solar-wind abundance ratios determined for the _

five Apollo solar-wind-composition exposure ti_.es are listed in
table D-III. They were obtained from che measured ratios by cor-

recting for the differences in trapping probabilities. This cor-

rection is typically 14 percent for the 4He/20Ne ratio and 2 per-

cent for the 4He/3He ratio. The isotopic ratios of Ne were not

corrected. The results of the argon measurements are summarized

, 20Ne/36Ar _in table D-IV. The ratios given in this table corre-

spond to the ratios of the trapped gases. They cannot be directly
considered as solar-wind abundance ratios because there is a def-

inite contribution of 36Ar from the luna_ atmosphere. This atmos-
pheric argon is ionized by solar ultraviol_.t and then accelerated

by the electric field that is induced by the magnetic field mov--

ing with the solar wind (refs. D-7 and D-8). This contribution

is st_rngest in the case of Apollo 15.

In addition to _%e published data, a large number of foil

pieces have been analyzed. The results are presented in two

theses of the University of Berne (refs. D-9 and D-10). These
new data do not change the abundance ratios of the helium ]nd

neon isotopes published so far. However, they contain much new /

information on the arrival directions of solar-wind ions. They /

also give an improved estimate of the 20Ne/36Ar ratio in the
solar wind.

/

D-6
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I, AIMS OF FURTHER FOIL ANALYSES

The remaininq clean parts of the foils will be used to make

furt].er analyses with the following aims:

i. The 22Ne/21Ne ratio can be obtained with higher pre-

cision by analyzing a larger foil area and by using a somewhat
modified method of analysis.

Q

2. Some foil pieces will be analyzed with the specific aim

of obtaining precise _6Ar/38Ar ratios.

3. Certain parts (including those of the Apollo 16 foil
that consist of platinum) of the foil that were not looking into

the solar wind will be used to improve the estimate of solar-wind
particle albedo.

q. A part of the Apollo 16 foil consists of several layers.
It will be used to obhain an upper limit of the flux of particles
that have energies much higher than those in the solar wind.

DISCUSSION

I
The relative elemental and isotopic abundances of helium and

neon in the solar wind measured for the Apollo 12, lq, 15, and 16

exposure times are quite similar, in spite of large (factor of 4)

variations in the qHe flux. However, the abundances obtained for

Apollo 11 are different. In figure D-2, 3H6/qHe is plotted

against qHe/20Ne. It has been shown (ref. D-I) and verified

(ref. D-6) that these abundance ratios are correlated, with high

311e/qHe ratios corresponding to low 4He/20Ne ratios. Just the

opposite correlation would be expected if electromagnetic sepa-

ration effects were operating in the corona (ref. D-11) or near

the Moon (ref. D-4). Conversely, theoretical considerations
(refs. D-11 and D-12) on the acceleration of ions in the -_rona

predict larger fluctuations in the 4He abundance than in the 3He

and 20Ne abundances, and, in fact, the 3He/20Ne ratio is the

same for the five solar-wind-composition experiments within the
limits of error.

Particularly noteworthy is the absence of any indication of

electromagnetic separation effects at the Apollo 16 landing site

vicinity where local magnetic fields exist with strengths up to

I

6
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313 nT (313 y) and with an average field of the order of 200 nT

(200 y) (ref. D-13) The gyroradii of 3He2+, 4He2+, and 20Ne 8+ I

with energies of 750 eV/nucleon in a field of 200 nT (200 ¥) are _c

29, 38, and 48 km, respectively. The facts that solar-wind ions
reach the lunar surface at the Apollo 16 landing site and that

there does not appear to be any mass discrimination limit the
spatial extent of an organized magnetic field of 200 nT (200 ¥).
The measurement of the arrival directions conducted on section 3

of the foil allows a quantitative estimate of the extent and '

regularity of the magnetic field in the area east of the Apollo

16 landing site.
/

Data obtained w4th the Vela 3A and 3B satellites suggest a

dependence of the He/H ratio on solar activity (ref. D-14). Ex- _

plorer 34 results have shown an association of high He/H ratios

with geomagnetic storms (ref. D-15). Also, it has been observed
that interplanetary shocks are followed by a helium-rich plasma

interpreted as the driver gas that produces the shock (refs. D-16

and D-17). To gain a better understanding of the dynamic process-

es underlying these observations, it is important to study the

behavior of other ion species. In figure D-3, the 4He/3He abun- _i

dance ratio is plotted as a function of the geomagnetic index Kp.

Included in figure D-3 is the 4He/3He ratio obtained from a Sur-

veyor III aluminum tube returned from the Moon by the Apollo 12
crewmen. A correlation clearly seems to exist•

I

The correlation rests very strongly on the low 4He/3He ratio

measured during the time of the Apollo 11 extravehicular activity,

a period of low Kp. The other exposure periods include times of

lower and higher Kp; therefore, it can be assumed that the

4He/31Ic variability would be higher if shorter periods were

sampled. For example, in the case of the Apollo 16 exposure •

period, K was 0 ° and 0+ during the first 12 hr, rising after-
P

wards to reach a maximum value of 4° that lasted 6 hr. On the :_
basis of figure D-3, it must be assumed that these K changes _p
were accompanied by composition changes and that the variability !
during this exposure period l_ay have been larger than the entire

range of measured values given in figure D-3. _

Weighted averages of ion abundances in the solar wind for the

period during which solar-wind-composition foils were exposed are
given in table D-V. Judging from the K values during these

P

exposures, the averages should be fairly representative for the

period from the Apollo 11 landing to the Apollo 16 landing
(summer 1969 and spring 1972). The errors given are an attempt

to estimate the uncertainty of the averages for the indicated
period. The errors are based on the variability of the observed
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abundances obtained from the four long-exposure times. The ques- ,

I tion is to what extent the averages given in table D-V would have

to be corrected to obtain values representative for the average

solar wind. These corrections should be largest for 20Ne/36Ar

and 4He/20Ne, smaller for 4He/3He, and virtually negligible for

the neon isotopic abundances• The 20Ne/36Ar value for the solar
wind (45 ± 10) is higher than the ratios of the trapped gases , .

(table D-IV) because of the presence of a lunar atmospheric 36Ar

component.

The average solar-wind composition is not necessarily iden-
tical with the abundances in the outer convective zone of the Sun.

The latter can only be derived accurately after the fractionation
processes in the solar-wind source region have been sufficiently

studied by investigating solar-wind abundance variations.

The gases concentrated on the surfaces of the grainb of lunar
material and in the solar wind differ in their composition (table

D-V). This difference is probably a result of diffusive losses

of gases from the l_tnar material and perhaps a result of other
secondary effects such as saturation or retrapping. The mineral

ilmenite (FeTiO 3) appears to have preserved the original abun-

dances better than the other constituents in the lunar fines mate-

rial. However, even in ilmenite, the isotopic ratios of helium

I and neon are significantly different from the solar-wind values. i

The relative differences for the 4He/3He and 20Ne/22Ne ratios are

of che order of (AM/M) I/2 where M is the mass of the element :

and AM is the difference in mass of the isotopes. The _He/3He

ratio in the breccia ilmenite is significantly higher than in the

ilmenite separated from the fines m_terial. This observation is

an indication of a secular variation in the i_He/3He ratio (ref.
D-20).

CONCLUDING RES_RKS

The isotopic abundance of neon contained in the atmosphere

of the Earth is highly fractionated with respect to solar neon.
An even stronger fractionation was anticipated long ago (refs.

D-21 and D-22) on the basis of the apparent element fractionation

of noble gases in the atmosphere. On Venus, these fractionations
might very well be sl_aller, and, judging from elemental abun-

dances, even less fractionation can be expected for the major
planets. If noble-gas elemental and isotopic abundances in the

different planetary reservoirs are measured in the future, they '_

D-9
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will have to be discussed in relation to the corresponding solar
abundances, which, in turn, have to be derived from precise meas-

urements of abundance averages and variations in the solar wind.
/

AVAILABILITY OF FOIL MATERIAL

The solar-wind-composition experiment foils are stored at the

University of Berne. Most of the remaining foil material (approx-
imately two-thirds of each foil) is slightly contaminated by lunar

dust, and the methods used by the investigators have not been suf-

ficient to remove this dust completely. However, valuable exper-
iments can be conducted with moderately contaminated foils. Thus,

an upper limit was obtained for the radioactive isotope 56Co

(H. H. Loosli, personal communication). Also the radon emanation

from the Moon was measured by using these foil pieces (R. L. Brod-
zinski, unpublished data). Investigators interested in obtaining

foil pieces should direct their requests to the principal investi-

gator, Dr. J. Geiss (appendix A), with a description of the ex-

periment to be conducted. The decision to supply foil material
will then be made in consultation with the JSC Lunar SLmple Cura-
tor.
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TABLE D-I.- DATA ON LUNAR SURFACE EXPOSURE FOR

SOLAR-WIND- COMPOSITION EXPERIMENTS

Mission Exposure initiation Exposure duration,
hr:min

Date G.m.t.,
hr :min i _,

Apollo 11 July 21, 1969 03:35 01:17 ! ,
Apollo 12 Nov. 19, 1969 12:35 18:42 l

Apollo 14 Feb. 5, 1971 15:15 21:00 _

I Apollo 15 July 31, 1971 19:36 41:08
Apollo 16 Apr. 21, 1972 23:01 45:05

| ¢,

i
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TABLE D-III.- SOLAR-WINr) ABUNDANCE RATIOS DETERMINED FROM
#

THE FOIL EXPOSURE PERIODS OF THE APOLLO MISSIONS

Mission 4He/3He 4He/20Ne 20Ne/22Ne 22Ne/21Ne

Apollo 11 1860 ± 140 43,_ ± 90 13.5 ± 1.0 -

Apollo 12 2450 ± 100 62u ± 70 13.1 ± 0.6 26 ± 12

Apollo 14 2230 ± 140 550 ± 70 13.65 ± 0.50 -
Apollo 15 2310 ± 120 550 ± 50 13.65 ± 0.30 31 ± 4

Apollo 16 2260 ± 100 570 ± 50 13.80 ± 0.40 31 ± 4

TABLE D-IV.- PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON ARGON

TRAPPED IN SOLAR-WIND-COMPOSITION FOILS

b

Mission 20Ne/36AR

+10
Apollo 14 37

- 5

+ 8
Apollo 15 20

- 5

Apollo 16 29 ± 6

+

J
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Figure D-I.- Details of exposed foil assembly.
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